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and S.E.A.C. refer to Combined Operations Headquarters and South- 
east Asia Command (Lord Mountbatten's two major War Commands). 
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PREFACE 

T HE TRANSFER OF POWER in India is wide1 recogniwd as perhaps the 
greatest single development in worl d affairs since the Second 
World War ; it is an irony of history, however, that the larger the 

scale of the event the greater the danger of it being lost in legend or 
blurred by controversy. Already the fogs of ~ropaganda and olitical 
invective are helping to obscure the view of Lord Mount atten's 
momentous mission to India. 

\ 
Some five months after my return from service on the personal staff of 

the last Viceroy and first constitutional Governor-General of IncLa, I 
delivered an address on the transfer of power to the Royal Institute of 
Internatioilal Affairs. It is reproduced in full by kind ermission of the 
Council of the Institute as an Epilogue to this book, \ ut if the reader 
prefers to start with a bird's-eye view of the period covered by my diary 
narrative it will serve eauallv well as an introduction. It was the interest - - - ~ . ~ -  

shown in this attempt to prbvide a general appreciation of Lord Mount- 
batten's term of ofice that first encouraged me to recall the story in more 
vivid detail for a wider public. 

How did I come to be in ths  position of privileged eye-witness? 
My previous excursions into cotltemporary history were biogra hes of 
Anthony Eden and Lord Halifax, but whereas in both these boo E s I was 
obliged to dig for my source-material from papers and impressions 
largely at second-hand, here was the rare opportunity to write not just 
from the documents and experiences of others, but of events in whch I 
was talung part. 

In July 1942 1 found myself, by the chances of Royal Air Force service, 
suddenly assigned as Air Public Relations Officer on Lord Mountbatten's 
staff at Combined Operations Headquarters. When, fifteen months 
later, he was nominated to the position of Supreme Alhed Commander 
South-east Asia, he asked for me to take charge of his inter-command 
and inter-allied Records Section. In this post he did not leave me simply 
to obtain information from official documents, but used to call me in to 
high level meetings and weekly interviews to provide personal back- 
ground for the records. By the time he was invited to go to India as 
Viceroy I was su&cientl a part of the Mountbattell machine to be asked 
to rejoin him now in civi E an capacity as Press Attachk-a post, incidentally, 
unknown to his predecessors. 

The primary urpose of this book is simply to tell the story from daily 
notes, letters an B memoranda I wrote at the time. 

For the most part I provide source-material for lustory rather than the 
history itself; evidence rather than another verdict on India. The 
events and ersonalities are still too near for me to attempt any final 
analvsis o f t  f' lem. From my particular vantage point I feel thc cause of 
analisis is best served if the atmosphere in which we lived is first recap- 
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tured and the opinions we formed on the spot are duly appreciated. 
If this is a hurried, breathless narrative, that is because we all worked at 
the highest pressure and with an acute sense of urgency. If it a pears 
disjointed, that is because ad hoc problems demanding immediate so ution 
cut across continuity to become our d d y  routine. 

P 
Lord Mountbatten's methods of using a large high-powered staff under 

these conditions of stress and strain were original and ingenious. For every 
hour of discussion with the Indian leaders he allowed a uarter of an R hour for dictation before seeing h e  next visitor. Copies of s interview 
notes were distributed to all the key members of his Staff. He obtained 
our advice and did his thinking aloud at the daily Staff Meetings, which 
we all attended already knowin word that had passed at hu 

rivate and informal interviews This is how it will be 
ound that on occasion I have no what Lord Mount- f! 

batten said and thought at any given t ike when rwas  not necessarily 
there myself. 

In spite of the pace, the setbacks and distractions, the transfer of power 
by Partition was steadily evolved according to schedule. Withn 
seventy-three days of our arrival the Partition Plan had been announced ; a 
further seventy-two days after that, and the Viceroyalty itself was at an 
end. Throughout Mountbatten's ten months as Governor-General the 
temtlo never substantiallv slackened. All this immense and self-sustainine 
conientration of effort i;, I believe, better brought out by maintaining G 
far as possible the chronological sequence, rather than in the selection and 
separation of special themes. I have therefore sim ly divided the book 
into its two natural parts : the eriods before and a ter the 15th August- R P 
Independence Da . Within t at framework the narrative is, as I have 
already said, in e Z ect a daily progress. 

I am indebted to Mr. V. P. Menon and Captain R. V. Brockman, R.N., 
both former colleaeues on Lord Mountbatten's staff in India. and to 
Mr. A. H. Joyce, 0 g c e r  in Charge of Information at the ~ommonwealth 
Relations Office, for reading through my dia narrative in typescript, 
also to Mr. K. St. Pavlowitch for checlung re 7 erences, and last but not 
least to my wife for her accurac during the long and often late hours of 
dictation, typing and proof-rea B mg. 

Westminster, 
July 19s1 
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C H A P T E R  O N E  

V I C E R O Y  DESIGNATE 

LONDON, Thursday, 19th December, 1 946 

I CALLED EARLY on Mountbatten at his home in Chester Street, and 
arrived in time for the customary Mountbatten breakfast-last-minute 
dictation, toast and tea all competing for the services of his mouth. As 

usual, the ineal came off second best. He had asked me to go round and 
see him about his South-east Asia Coinniand Despatches. As entwhde 
Recorder and keeper of his War Diaries throughout his tour of du as 
Supre~ne Commander, I retain ail almost ex oficio, now no more K an 
honorary, interest in these Despatches. There are many t e e t h g  troubles 
in their production. not the least of which is to fit them into his crowded 
agenda. ' As our business was not fulished and time pressed, there was. as 
usual, no alternative but to accom any him to his next a pointment-a 
sittin for an official portrait Oswa d Birky is b P p n t i n g  ofRm. 

W en we got into the car he pulled up all t e windows, swore me to 
the utmost secrecy and whispered that what he was about to tell me 
was known to no one outside his own family. Mr. Attlee, he said, had 
called for him the previous evening and invited him to succeed Lord 
Wavell as Viceroy of India. Althou h I had become accustomed to 
associate linl with surprises, I was who fi y unprepared for this dlnouement. 
All was fairly set for him to fulfil his long-thwarted personal ambition of 
resuming his career in the Navy. His refresher course was in full swin 
He was to be Rear-Admiral commanding the First Cruiser Squadron wit % 
effect from April 1947. Moreover, the recent conferencc in Londo~i 
between the Indian Leaders, Lord Wavell and the British Government, 
whde giving no grounds for any easy optimism, seemed to imply that the 
Cabinet Mission Plan was still in being. 

From what I now heard, the Prime Minister had put a very different 
complexion both on India's and Mountbatten's future. Mr. Atdee had 
begun the interview by asking Mountbatten whether his heart was real1 
set on going to sea. He replied that it certainly was. By being put bac I 
into circulation with hls own Service, his whole Navd career was being 
saved. He added that he had been both surprised and touched at the 
number of letters he had received from his friends in the Navy expressing 
their leasure that he was going back to sea again. 

Att P ee then switched the conversation to the Indian crisis. Wavell, he 
said, had come back with nothing more constructive than a military 
evacuation plan. The Goverilment was most unfavourably impressed 
with the political trends atfecting both the Congress aid the Moslem 
League. If we were not very careful, we might well find ourselves hand- 
ing India over not simply to civil war, but to political movements of a 
definitely totalitarian character. Urgent action was needed to break the 

B I7 
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deadlock, and the principal members of the Cabinet had reached the 
conclusion that a new personal approach was perha s the only hope. 

K P The had looked round in every direction for a suitab e man to make it, 
and ad unanimously agreed that it was Mountbatten alone who had the 
personality and qualifications required. 

At this point Mountbatten intervened to say he must at once make it 
clear, from what he had seen of the Indian situation when he was Supreme 
Commander ind from his many talks with Wavell, that he had entirely 
agreed with Wavell's policy up to his last talk in Delhi ill June. There 
was nothin that Wavell had donc throughout that time which he would 
not have d one hirnselt Attlee agreed that fundamentally it was not 
Wavell's general policy in the art that was in question, but its imple- 
mentation today. The hard P act was that in spite of h s  unremitting 
efforts it had lar ely broken down, and Attlee reiterated that in this new 
situation the pro % lern was now more one of personality. The need for 
closer pcrsolial contacts with the Indian Leaders was paramount. 

Mountbatten told me that he put up a stiff fight against the Prime 
Minister's pressure and blandishments, stressing h s  extreme tiredness, and 
the folly of wearing him out too young and of diverting him from 
his Service career. where ~ e r h a ~ s  his most likelv usefulness to the State 
lay. Were thereano othe; naAcs? What aboh Auchdeck, who was 
iArnensely popular in India? The interview ended, it seems, on a note of 
indecision. Mountbatten wished to hiow iust what Government ~ol icv  
he would be required to implement, and hg told me that before ;akin; 
an answer he must in any case consult the Kin , since a Viceroy was not 
on T y theoretically l i s  servant and nominee, ut, as far as the Indian 
Princes were concerned, his Representative. 

% 
He asked what my reaction was to this bombshell. I could only reply 

that the Prime Minister, for his part, had shown considerable sychological 
insight and made a sound appraisal of his personal quali P ications; but 
that he on his side could not reasonably be asked to take on such an 
explosive commitment without the clearest directive. Mountbatten 
then said it was quite clear to him that there would have to be the earliest 
time limit for the transfer of power if h s  mission was not to be hopeless1 
com~romised with Indian o~in ion  from the outset. As for the Britis h 
reacdon, he felt that if he agr:ed to go there would be considerable public 
sympathy for him in taking on the job at all, and popular su port would 
probably back him up in whatever measures he saw fit to ta E e. He was 
;eady td run an risL, but did not in fact think that the traditional risk 
of llii being ma B e the scapegoat was excessive. 

I am afraid that when we got to Birley's studio, and the time came to 
study the forceful but uxhished portrait, my mind was on other things. 

L O N D  o N, Friday, 20th December, 1946 
My wife and I attended the British Government's Receptio~i at 

Lancaster House in honour of Pridi Panomyong, the Senior Statesman of 
Siam, who had combined the roles of Regent and resistance leader 
during the war. My last meeting wit11 him had been whcn he had 
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entertailled Mountbatten and his party during the Anglo-Siamae peace 
celebrations in Bangkok last January. 

Mountbatteri arrived at the party rather late. On seeing mc there he 
signalled me into a quiet corner and showed me h s  reply to the Prime 
Minister's offer. It was quite brief; but, while a predating the honour, 
he had begged to be excused unless he was ab P e to r o  at the express 
invitation of the Indian Lcaders. I must say I thin it is extremely 
unlikely that Adee will be able or willing to compl with this condition. 
so this may well be the last we shall hear of the who r e proposal. He said 
he was going straight from the party to Downing Street. 

L O N  D o N, Wednesday, i 5th January, i 94 7 
Mountbatten's acceptance of the Viceroyalty is at last firm. His early 

talks with the Prime Minister were inconclusive. Governnlent policy 
accepted the princi le of a time limit, but havered over the exact date. 
The second half o P 1948 was suggested, but Mountbatten's conviction 
hardened that political success was bound up with the Government's 
readiness to accept the earliest possible date of British departure from 

66 India. and he at  once bid for second half" to mean Tune rather than 
~ e c e k b e r .  With the Christmas week a hand. fmal de;isions were held 
over, and Mountbatten took himself and his family away for a brief 
holiday at Davos. He had not been there fortyeight hours when he was 
urgently summoned to London, and a speaal aircraft sent to bring him 
back. Ths move was calculated to arouse considerable Press speculation, 
but its meaning was missed. Frank Owen, the Editor o f  the Daily Mail, 
for instance, told me his ow11 guess was that the destination would be 
Palestine. 

Mountbatten was recalled because the news frdm India was irlcreasillgly 
serious. The communal deadlock and violence persisted. The Govem- 
ment wished to announce a new poli and a new Viceroy as quickly as 
possible. After close consideration o 7 the terms of this draft announce- 
ment, and in particular the incorporation of a phrase to indicate that his 
Naval career will not be prejudiced, Mountbatten has fmally agreed in 
principle to take on the job. He went so far, he told me. as to insist that 
the First Lord aid First Sea Lord should associate themselves with the 
Prime Minister in guaranteeing his return to the Navy. The knowledge 
that the Ki:ig was strongly in hvour of his undertaking the task helped to 
confirm hls decision. In his discussions with the Governmeilt he warned 
them of the danger of iving any impression that his appointment was 
designed to perpetuate t B, e Viceregal system or to impose British arbitra- 
don. This was his reason for making his acceptance in the first instance 
conditional upon his receiving an open invitation from the Indian parties 
to go in a capacity defined b themselves. Mr. Attlee explained in detad, 
however, that this last con 2 tion was not feasible, but he fully accepted 
the principle of terminating the British Raj b a specific date regardless 
of agreement or earlier than the time limit if Xe Indian parties were able 
beforehand to agree on a constitution and form a Government. 

His Majesty's Government has shown itself prepared to go to very 
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great lengths to secure Mountbatten's acceptance. Sir Stafford Cri ps 
offered to rovide the necessary liaison in advance between the In ian S B 
Leaders an the new Viceroy, and to do his utmost to ensure that the 
appointment was in fact acceptable to them before it was officially 
announced. Cripps went so far as to offer to serve in any capacity, even 
to the point of accompanying Mountbatten to India. This offer was not 
unnaturally shelved, as Cripps' status and experience in Indian affairs 
would have prejudiced Mountbatten's position and made it virtually 
im ossible for a new Viceroy to carry on negotiations with the necessary 
aut K ority or prestige. 

LONDON, Monday, I 7th February, 1947 
In addition to the Naval proviso, Mountbatten insisted on being 

allowed to supplement the normal Viceregal staff. He argued that this 
was a special mission called upon to take unprecedented political and 
military decisions in what was at most a quarter of the time allotted to 
previous Viceregal terms of oflice. It would be asking too much of 
Lord Wavell's re ular Indian Civil Service secretariat, brilliant and 
experienced men &ough the are, to carry on without reinforcement. 
Mr. Attlee at once pledged Xe Government's support for the appoint- 
ment of anv additional staff Mountbatten wanted : and with this assurance -- 

he has imrAediately gone to work. 
He is creating four new posts never before known in Viceroy's House : 

a Chief of Staff to the Viceroy, a Principal Secretary, a Conference 
Secretary and a Press Attach& to which he-is adding Gs ersonal secre- P tariat. headed bv two senior Naval officers. Bv dint o his ~ersuasive 
enth"siasm-otld of the most potent ingredient; in his persoAality-he 
has prevailed upon two old friends of his to sacrifice their own personal 
txe&cuDationsAand add their formidable ex~erience to his team. A So it is 
;hat ~o;d Ismay has agreed to come out of his retirement, which he has 
been allowed to enjoy for exactly three weeks, and to serve as Chief of 
Staff, and Sir Eric MiCville to put aside important business commitments 
in the City to become the Principal Secretary. 

Between 1931 and 1933 Ismay and Mitville served together as Military 
and Private Secretaries respectively to the then Viceroy, Lord Willingdon. 
Ismay's subsequent career as Secretary to the Defence Committee of the 
Cabinet and primarily as Mr. Churchll's personal milita adviser and 
liaison officer with the Combined Chiefs of Staff throug X out the war 
gives him a uni ue status in the sphere of Allied military diplomacy. 
Mountbatten an 2 Ismay were, of course, war-time colleagues, Mount- 
batten as Chief of Combined Operations, and Ismay as Chief of Staff 
to Churchill, both being members of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. 
MiCviUe, who before for several years Assistant 
Private Secretary to well-qui ped to exert informal 
iduence and to help in the Vicerega P policy. 

O f  the other members of Captain Ronald Brockman, 
R.N., Commander George Lieutenant-Colonel Vernon 
Erskine Crum, Scots Guards, and myself have all served under Mount- 
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batten either at Combined Operations or in South-east Asia Command, 
or both. We are all ruder forty. Brocknian, as his Naval Secretary 
since 1943, is wholly indispensable in whatever capacity Mountbatten 
may be serving. He is one of the youngest but most experienced 
Captains (S) in the Navy. having served as Secretary to Admiral of the 
Fleet Sir Dudley Pound, First Sea Lord, right up to the time of his death 
in 1943. Thus even before joinin Mountbatten he had become closely 
acquaiilted with affitirs at the lli Eest level. George Nicholls, another 
higldy competent Naval officer. ! as been invited to come out as Brock- 
man's Deputy. He was Mountbatten's Naval Secretary at Combined 
Operations Headquarters, staying on there under General Laycock until 
1946. Both Brockman and Nicholls, apart from their administrative 
eficirilcy, are of a steady and equable temperament and well-adapted to 
support Mountbattell's dlemonic energy. Verilon Erskine Crum 1s to be 
given the job of Coilference Secretary. He is already well versed in this 
  articular task from coverine Mountbatten's conferences in South-east Asia 
kommand. For ~ountbaFten is a great believer in diplomacy by dis- 
cussion, and with him the talk provides the paper rather than the paper 
the talk. 

When Mountbatten first asked me in January to join the team I was 
not sure whether it would be possible for me to go. I have only recently 
been 'emobilised from Wing Commander, after some four years on his. 
staff, both at Combined Operations and South-east Asia Command 
Headquarters, and I am heavily engaged in catching up with my normal 
civilian life. Mountbatten's idea then was that I should be " without 

ortfolio ". Now, however, on further consideration, he t h d s  it would 
%e best if my primary responsibility covered the field of Public Relations, 
and liaison with thc large and influential Press population known to be 
based on Delhi. So far, it seems, no one on the Viceroy's staff has been 
available to maintain contact with them save on a low driority and part- 
time basis; with the result that Viceroy's House has come to be regarded 
as a " closed shop " for authoritative guidance to the Indian and Foreign 
Press generally, and the initiative for most of the inspired speculation and 

6 6 comment has automatically passed to other well-informed quarters ". 
Mountbatten feels there is a lot to be said for the last Viceroy being - 
accompanied by the first Press Attachk. 

L O N  D o N, Thursday, 20th February, 194 7 
I once more called on Mountbatten at Chester Street, t h s  time to see 

him about India and give a firm and h a 1  
" r"" to his invitation to 

join his staff. Once again in order to complete t e business 1 found myself 
forced to accompany hin to the next a pointment. This time it was to 
be driven down by hiin in his new Ri P ey to Latimer House, where the 
recently formed Joint Services Staff College has been established under 
command of Rear-Admiral Douglas-Pennant, who had been an Assistant 
Deputy Chief of Staff to h m  in S.E.A.C. He was due to fulfil a long- 
standing promise to give a lecture there on the strategy and Command 
set-up in South-east Asia. 
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As we sped along the fros roads into Buckinghainshire on this raw 
February afternoon, llis moozwas detached, and if he had any emotion 
at the thought that in a few hours' time his appointment would be 
flashed across the world, he of it. He said that Churchill, 
before learning the news, ha him at the Royal Navy Club 
Dinner declaring that it was Labour Government should 
be wasting him, and at Mary Churchill's weddin after he had been 
infoimed, although still shakiilg his head, was hl of good wisher. 
But it seems that to others Churchill was complaining that it was scan- 
dalous that the Socialists should try to cover up their own failure behmd 
Mountbatten's reputation. 

On arrival at Latimer House, Douglas-Pennant expressed delight none 
the less genuine for its Naval reserve. In the circumsta~~ces Mount- 
batten's lecture, which was delivered with very little reliance upon notes 
and lasted for just over an hour, was a remarkable performance. At the 
end, as a tail-piece to the usual vote of thanks, Douglas-Pennant looked 
carefully at his watch and said that at this moment Mr. Attlee was telling 
the House of Commons that Lord Mountbatten was to be the new Vice- 
roy of Lndia. There was a terrific burst of clap ing from the audience of 
two hundred or so senior staff officers on t le course. Mountbatten 

6 6  
f 

acknowled ed it with the comment, It is not a matter for applause, I 
assure vou. 6 

On h e  journey home we discussed in detail some aspects of the job 
he wanted me to do, and he asked a number of searching questions about 
the desirability or otherwise of Press conferences. O n  our return to 
town we heard that Attlee's statement had been the occasion of a lively 
scene in the House, and that Churchill seemed bent on making olitical 
capital out of Mountbatten's appointment and the policy un erlyi~ig 
it. 

B 
The new Viceroy was given a very wide mandate. If there was no 

likelihood of a unitary constitution emerging from a fully representative 
Co~lstituent Assembly by June 1948, then, said Mr. Attlee, the British 
Government would " have to consider to whom the powers of the 
central Government in British India should be handed over, on the due 
date, whether as a whole to some form of central Government for British 
India, or in some areas to the existing Provincial Governments, or in such 
other way as may seem most reasonable and in the best interests of the 

lndian peO%e 
". As for the Princely States, the Prime Minister made it 

clear that t e Governrneilt did not intend to hand over their powers and 
obligations under Paramountcy to any successor Governrneilt of British 
India. While Paramountcy was to be retained until power was actually 
transferred, " it is coiltemplated that for the intervening eriod the 
relations of the Crown with individual States may be a justed by 
agreement ". 

S 
Church11 at once jumped up to ask a number of barbed questions 

about the reasons for Wavell s removal. It must be confessed that 
Attlee's reference to Wavell had been sufficiently cold and perfunctory 
to provide Churchill with this particular o ening. The time limit also 
came as a considerable emotional jolt to t K e Conservative Opposition. 
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What tllreateiled to be a major showdown, however, petered out 
through the House of Commons' rime-honoured technique of passing on 
to other business. 

LONDON, Friday, 21st February, 1947 
The Press reaction to-day is generally favourable to the new appoint- 

ment. There had, in fact, been a major leakage in the American Press 
twenty-four hours in advance of the Prime Minister's statement, but 
this did not seriouslv affect the i m ~ a c t  of the official news uDon world 

- L 
- -~ 

opinion. The ~mei ican  comment'was particular1 interesting, in so far 
as the British Raj was almost as traditional a target r or American criticism 
as George I11 hmself! American opinion underwent an emotional jolt of 
its own. The New York Times aptly symbolised the new mood with a 
leading article headed " Ultimatum to India ". It contained a lause PP and foreboding in equal measure. " This declaration," it stated, ' which 
matches the American grant of Inde endence to the Philippines, and as 
such has few parallels in hsto , mar s the decisive ste in Britain's self- ?' E 
imposed task to complete sel -government. . . . At t R e same time the 
declaration is also an ultimatum. t l lou~h of a kind never before issued 

~ 0 

by a Power so often accused of behg Im erialistic. It is an ultimatum 0, to the Indian leaders to end their quarrel. The Washington Star went 
so far as to ask whether Britain. in the event of the time limit ~roducine 

0 

no agreement, would, " as a humane nation, feel compelled to shck to her 
promise if the only clear prospect for India is a vacuum of fratricidal 
war? " 

This afternoon Mountbatten and the members of his special staff 
foregathered at the temporary offices provided for us at the India Office. 
Ths is a more than usuallv sombre Government de~artment. and civil - ~ 

servants over many years hive been called upon to op;rate in the funereal 
atmosphere of a rather musty museum. Workmen are to be seen 
wandering in and out of the tall, dingy rooms on meaningless errands. 
Fading ictures of Indian scenes and heroes fail altogether to evoke the 
spirit o P the Mutiny, but recall only the 

" vasT halls of death ". Ismay 
was full of fury over the lace, which he c earl felt was a primary 
source of our present trou % les in India! Genera T satisfaction was ex- 
pressed with the first reactions in Dawn, the mouthpiece of Jinnah and 
the Moslem League. Ismay said he was seeing Churchtll, but had no 
great hopes of calming him down. He felt there was a danger of an 
issue being made of Mountbatten's selection as a pro-Hindu and anti- 
Moslem Lea ue appointment. 

I listened d uring the evening to the Editors of our five leadin weeklies, P who were making their interesting collective broadcast wlu e the fuel 
crisis de rived them of their papers. Jon Kimche of Tribune plid a 
high tri % ute to Momtbatten's Burma record. All stressed the time- 
limit danger, but none made the point that the new Viceroy would 
have been likely to insist upon it as a condition of taking on the job 
at all. 
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C A R  LI  s r s ,  Saturday, 22nd February, 1947 

Late last night I set out on a train journey with Clement Davies for 
Carlisle, where we were due to address a big Liberal Rally the following 
afternoon. This was to be positively my last political appearance prior to 
translation into temporary civil service. 

Naturally I informed Clement Davies of this, and told him that I had 
been asked by Mountbatten to go out with him, and that I had decided to 
accept. He i t  once said this Gas a very great honour, and he r e a k d  
that the work I would have to undertake was one of heavy responsibility 
and that I should be taking part in one of the most momentous acts of 
modern times and present at the making of hstory. 

He then told me he had been asked to attend a meeting with Attlee 
and Churchill, and that he had then been informed of the Prime Minister's 
intention to a ~ ~ o i n t  Mountbatten. He. Clement Davies. considered 
that this was ; itroke of genius, and that it was Attlee alone who had 
thought of Mountbatten and offered him the appointment. 

He added that he felt Attlee was handling the situation with tact 
and fumness, and that he was sincerely a d o &  that the peo le of India 
should be in com~lete control of their own affairs. I eathere S . of course. 

0 - v 

that Clement ~a;ies thoroughly approved. He, too, was ankous about 
the situation, and fervently ho ed that an agreement could be made 
which would be satisfactory bot E to Nehru and to Jinnah. 



C H A P T E R  T W O  

DEBATES A N D  BRIEFINGS 

LON D o N, Wednesday, 26th February, 1947 

T m GREAT TWO-DAY Debate in the House of Lords has ended with 
Lord Templewood withdrawing his motion of virtual censure on 
the Government for its announcement of 20th February. This was 

one of the occasions when the opinions of the House of Lords were not 
unjustifiably regarded by inan as carrying greater political weight than 
those of the Commons. In t l e first place, in as far as the Lords were 
discussing the new situation in advance of the forthcoming Commons 
Debate, it was appreciated that the final attitude of the Collservative 
Opposition might well depend upon the tone set by their Lordships. 
Moreover, they were debating not so much in their hereditary capacity, 
as in the role of elder statesmen, specialists and ex erts. 

A galaxy of names famous in the annals of In S ian administration for 
over a quarter of a century addressed themselves to Lord Templewood's 
stem declaration that the time limit was a breach of faith imperilling the 
peace and prosperity of India. Coming from Lord Templewood, 
who, as Secretary of State whle still known as Sir Samuel Hoare, had 
spent the better part of seven years in steering through the great Govern- 
ment of India Act of 1935 against the most violent and sustained opposi- 
tion of Mr. Churchill and the Conservative right wing, this motion 
was indeed a formidable challenge to the Government, and if widely 
supported calculated to render a united national approach to Indian 
Independence impossible. B the time Lord Listowel had wound up 
the first day's Debate for t l e Government there seemed very little 
pros ect of avoiding a division and a defeat. 

T Ri s danger loomed larger to-day, when Lord Simon, of Simon 
Commission fame, resumed for the Opposition. He spoke for just over 
an hour. It was an essay in closely reasoned negation and foreboding. 
The accumulated burden of the Government's problems was enough to 
break down the deliberate considerations of an man or body of men. 
6 4  Y However, I am bound to say," he concluded, ' that I sadly fear that the 
end of this business is not going to be the establishment of peace in India, 
but rather that it is going to degrade the British name." 

After yet another highly critical speech, ths  time by Lord Trenchard, 
Lord Halifax-the only ex-Viceroy taking part in the Debate-rose to 
make h s  last great decisive intervention in Indian affairs. Reaching out 
far beyond the confines of party faith or discipline, he declared :- 

" With such knowledge as I have, I am not prepared to say that 
whatever else may be right or wrong, this step must on all counts certainly 
be judged to be wrong . . . for the truth is that for India to-day there is 
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no solution that is not fraught with the gravest objection. with the 
gravest danger. And the conclusioxi that I reach-with all that can be 
said against it-is that I am not prepared to condemn what His Majesty's 
Government are doing unless I can honestly and confidently recommend 
a better solution. . . . I should be sorry if the only message from the 
House to India at this moment was one of condemnation, based on what 
I must fully recognise are very natural feelings of failure, frustration and 
foreboding." 

Lord Samuel told me afterwards that it was the most persuasive speech 
he had ever heard delivered in the House of Lords, and that its impact 
was such that many Conservative Peers who, before he rose, had firmly 
decided to vote against the Government, changed their minds while h i  
was speaking and fell in with his appeal to Templewood " to spare the 
House the necessity of goin to a Division ". The rest of the Debate 
was an anti-climax. The ti d e of o~in ion  had turned. and Tem~lewood. 
while maintaining his criticisms, d h y  withdrew his motion. ?he onl; 
comparable Parliamentary occasion Lord Samuel could think of in our 
time was when the Revised Prayer Book was thrown out by the House 
of Commons through the moral fervour of a single back-binch speech. 
He went on to sav that the o ~ ~ o r t u l l i t v  rarelv arises for such a tour de 

I L 

/orce, and that in iny case the usual pu;pose df Parliamentary debate is 
not so much to change the minds of supporters or op onents in the 
House as to present a case for the ultimate judgement o f t  R e electorate. 

L O  N D  o N, Wednesday, 5th March, 1947 
Although the opening of the two-day Debate in the House of Com- 

mons was obviously a great Parliamentar occasion, I could not he1 
feeling, when I saw Cripps rise to expoun d the Government's case wit R 
his accustomed poise and lucidity, that the key battle for the new policy 
had already been won in the Lords. Cripps' speeches are always so 
closely reasoned and beautifully arranged that the emotional temperature 
almost immediatelv d r o ~ s  when he s~eaks. He would never dream of 
appealing to you; hear; without firkt trying to persuade yow mind. 
But on this occasion I detected a deeper note of passionate conviction 
than usual. 

Already Cripps' contribution to India's forthcoming Inde endence 
was assured of its place in history. As Lord Halifax had pointe S out, the 
Cripps' Mission of I942 was the decisive act from which there could be 
no turning back. In 1946 he was the dominating figure of the Cabinet 
Mission. In both negotiations he had been on the verge of complete 
agreement and unaualified success. onlv to see his efforts thwarted at the u 

last minute. In Goposing the ~oveinment's new approach, he must 
have known that he was in fact confirming the effective eclipse of his own 
elaborate master plan to transfer power to a united India. 

He was at pains to stress that it was administratively and militarily out 
of the question to stat  on beyond 1948. Otherwise he laid no special 
emphasis on the time mit, and he made no reference whatever to Lord 
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~ a v e l l .  This last omission was undoubtedly a pity, as it tended to 
confir~n the illdisposed gossip about serious differences of opinion 
between the Government and the returning Viceroy. Cripps throughout 
did his utmost to leave the door open for a revised Cabinet Mission Plan. 
" Now is the time," he said in his final peroration, " when the wider 
good of all India, throu hout which both communities are widely dis- 
persed, must take prece f ence over the narrower claims of single com- 
~nunities or single parts of that great continental area." 

Sir John Anderson moved a detailed amendment on behalf of the 
Conservative Opposition, which he supported with a ponderous oration. 
The formula was in effect an elaborate attempt on Sir John's part to 
reconcile what Lord Halifax had said last week with what Mr. Churchill 
was likely to say to-morrow. But this was a formidable task even for 
one of Anderson's drafting calibre. As was perhaps to be expected, he 
lareelv confined himself to an exhaustive condemnation of the Govern- - ~ - - = 9' 

merit s time-limit proposal. Under cover of a dense dialectical smoke- 
screen he worked his ;Nay towards a osition of proposing a h a 1  date for 
an a reed central authority, failing w R ch the Goverilment should resume 
freejom of action to transfer power to convenient separate authorities 
" as speedily as ossible ". ~n'derson is a disappointinp Parliamentarian. 
Ths as~ect of f lis career has been su~erim~osed u ~ o n  too manv other 
distinctions too late in life. The result is aLpompo;ity of rnannir and a 
heaviness of expression wluch weaken both lus arguments and influence in 
the House. 

The more persuasive performances to-day came from back-benchers 
spealutlg from their own experience, sometimes a ainst the party line. 
Perhaps the most original suggestion under ths  hea f ing was put forward 
by the Socialist " rebel " Zilliacus, who saw India as the classic roblem of 
national nlinorities who are distrustful at being left to the ten B er mercies 
of the majority. In this instance, however: the Moslem community 
was more than a national minority, but somewhat less than an inde- 
pendent nation. He cited the example of the U.S.S.R. to suggest that 
India should enjoy multi-national membership of the United Nations. 
which would enable the Moslems to have the same status as the Ukraine 
and become a separate member. 

LONDON,  Thursday, 6th March, 1947 
When Churchill resumed the Debate to-day we were regaled with the 

long-awaited firework display. Over the years Churcl~ill has remained 
very loyal to his pet aversions, and what may perhaps best be termed his 
Indian invective proclaims probably the most rigid and unbending of all 
his opinions upon the public issues of our time. 

He started off by taking his stand on the Cripps' Mission of 1942. 
Although the offer had not been accepted at the time, both sides of the 
House were still bound by it. He denounced the present plan as involving 

6 6 grave departures from the scope and integrity " of its princi les. P There was at last a reference in this debate to Wavell, but it was far rom 
cordial. " The Viceroy, Lord Wavell, has becn dismissed. I hold no 
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brief for Lord wavell. He has been the willins or unwilling agent of the 
Government in all the errors and mistakes into which they have been led." 
~ u t  he continued to assert that he did not know why wave11 had bee11 
cast aside at this juncture, and to press for a personal statement from him . . 
on hls return. 

As for the new Viceroy, " Is he to make a new effort to restore the 
situation, or is it merely Operation Scuttle on whch he and other 
distinguished oflicers have been despatched? . . . I am bound to say 
the whole thing wears the aspect of an attempt by the Government to 
make use of brilliant war figures in order to cover up a melancholy and 
disastrous transaction." 

He then entered the field of prophecy. " India is to be subjected not 
merely to  arti it ion, but to fragmentation and to haphazard fragmentation." 
The time limit, far from bringin the Indian parties to their senses, was 
calculated to make them step up t a eir demands. These parties' claims to 
represent the Indian masses were fictitious : " In handing over the 
Government of India to these so-called olitical classes, we are handing 
over to men of straw of whom in a P ew years no trace will remain. 
This Government by their latest action, this fifteen months' limitation, 
crip le the new viceroy and destroy the rospect of even going through 
the 1 usiness on thc; aeenda which has to I! e settled." 

He found whollyuincomprehensible the time limit for India but the 
lack of it for Palestine. Could the House believe that there were three or 
four times as many British troops in little petty Palestine as in mighty 
India at the present time ? He could find no sense in this distribution of 
our forces. His only ositive proposals were that this ratio should be 
reversed and-a typica P Churchillian sur rise-that Zilliacus' suggestion 
should be taken up and the problem o f t  !I e Moslem minority submitted 
to the United Nations. And so to the funereal conclusion. 

" M v y  
have defended Britain against her foes, none can defend her agamst 
herself. . . . But, at least, let us not add-by shameful flight, by a 
premature hurried scuttle-at least, let us not add to the pangs of sorrow 
so manv of us feel. the taint and smear of shame." 

~ h &  Attlee rise at last from the Treasury Bench there was an air of 
expectancy which had somehow been missing before. Indeed, one of the 
things which surprised me while Cripps was speaking yesterda was the 
thinness of the Labour ranks. After Question Time they hadr trooped 
out, not to return again en bloc until the Prime Minister brought the 
Debate to a close the following evening. He certainly did not disa point 
them. Although I have often listened to Attlee on various t K emes, 
this is the first time I have heard him on India, which is undoubtedly his 
special subject. His ~o years service as a member of the Simon Com- 
mission was clearly one of the most formative experiences of his life, 
and hstorically speaking probably the most important thing about the 
Simon Commission. Those who are interested in working out the con- 
trast between Churclill and Attlee should not overlook the Indian motif. 

On  this occasion Attlee brought to bear on his famous adversary a 
debating armament of a calibre which I for one had no idea he possessed. 
He put aside his notes, spoke straight from the heart, and the result was a 
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genuine eloquence. His style did not chan e,  but he simply ceased to be 
commonplace. This man burns with a hi % den fire and is sustained by a 
certain spiritual integrity which enables him to scale the heights when the 
great occasion demands. Church11 was raked with delicate irony. 
It was close in-fighting, which is sometimes lost upon the general public, 
but which scores points with the judges and wins bouts in the Parlia- 
mentary ring. 

Attlce firmly rebutted the doctrine that Wave11 was under some 
6 b necessity to make a personal statement on his return; to put it collo- 

uially, if a change of bowling is desired it is not always necessary that 
$ere should be an elaborate exdanation ". As for the attack on the 
admission of the Indian politician's into the Government and the desire to 
continue with the caretiker administration-" the essence of the Indian 
problem is to get Indian statesmen to understand what are the real 
problems they have to face. . . . A very grave fault of the reforms that 
we have carried out over these years is that we have taught irresponsibility 
instead of responsibility. All Indian politicians were permanently in 
opposition, . . and .. speaking with long experience, it is not good to be always 

. . m opposition. 
He then turned to our responsibilities to the minorities. Here he made 

the shrewd oint that in so far as the existence of the scheduled castes 
(Untouchab P es) and their positioll was part of the whole Hindu social 
s stem, the British Raj had lacked not the will but the power to raise 
t K ere people. With one or two special exce tions, our policy had been 
to accept the social and economic system we K ad found. " Why are we 
told now," he asked, " at the very end of our rule, that we must clear up 
all these things before we go, otherwise we shall betray our trust? If 
that trust is there, it ou ht to have been fulfdled long ago." Essentially 
the dangers of delay, t a e dangers of hanging on, were as great as the 
dangers of going forward. He co~cluded by saying lle was sure the 
whole House would wish " Godspeed " to the new Viceroy in h s  great 

6 6  mission. It is a mission, not, as has been suggested, of betrayal on our 
part, it is a mission of fulfdment." 

The Prime Minister's speech, and in articular his peroration, roused 
his back-bench supporters, who normal f y display a somewhat parochial 
and passive attitude towards India, to a high pitch of enthusiasm. When 
the House divided. the vote was three hundred and tlirtv-seven in 
favour of the Government's policy and our mission, and or& hundred 
and eighty-five against. Although Mr. Attlee's appeal that there should 
be a united message of good-will from the House to the Indian Leaders and 
people had failed to prevent a Division on strictly Party lines, one could 
not help coming away from ths  historic Debate with the sense that the 
gulf between Government and Opposition was far narrower than some 
of Mr. Churchill's more sombre polemics might suggest. 

LONDON, Monday, lo th  March, 1947 

In general, it can be said that Mountbatten, in briefing hi~nsclf for the 
political task that lies ahead of him, is starting from scratch. Rut  he has, 
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of course, visited ~ndia before, first as an A.D.C. to the Prince of Wales 
on his tour in 1921. Then, between October 1943 and April 1944, 
New Delhi was his headquarters as Supreme Allied Commander, but &is 
ost had been formed for the express purpose of separating the responsi- 

[ility for the prosecution of the war in South-east Asia from that of the 
internal defence and security of India and its administration as a base. 
Moreover, although the scope of his duties ran ed beyond strictly 
military operations, his para-political interests di d not include India. 
~e used to see a lot of Lord Waveil, and officially the Viceroy's relation- 
ship to him as Supreme Commander was that of Minister of State 
appointed with a special directive to advise and represent the Govern- 
ment, the exact equivalent post established in the Middle East theatre of 
war. 

Towards the end of his time in South-east Asia Command, Moult- 
batten had his fust meeting with Jawaharlal Nehru, on the occasion of 
Nehru's visit to Malaya, at the suggestion of Lord Wavell, to see the large 
Indian minority there. It was a most successful and happy encounter. 
I was present on the occasion of it, and it was quite clear that the two 
men made a deep personal impression upon each other. 

Froin the moment his a~pointrnent was announced. Mountbatten 
has been caught up in a hKtic sequcfice of meetings bnd interviews. 
He has seen the King, whose constitutional psition is vitally a&cted, 
and has been in almost regular session with the India-Burma Committee 
of the Cabinet, which includes Atdee, Crip s, Alexander and Pethick- 
Lawrence and is concerned with the detaile B elaboration and control of - - 

the Government's Indian oli . There have also been detailed dis- 
cussions with the Chiefs o P Sta # and India Ofice experts. They have 
ranged over the whole field, from the terms of the Government's direc- 
tive to the Viceroy, to compensation for the Indian Civil Service, from 
the movement of British civilians from India, with its effect on world 
shipping capaaty, to the future of the Gurkhas and the strategic defence 
of the Indian Ocean. 

First and foremost has been the consideration given to the amendment 
of the so-called " Governor-General's Iilstrurnent of Instructions ". the 
official standing directive which it is his du to try to implement. 
Mountbatten has had an important part to p 7 ay in the issue of new 
instructions to himself. The existing Instrument is in effect the execution 
and fulfilment of the intentions of Parliament as embodied in the great 
Act of 1935, and although its provisions do not directly conflict with 
His Majesty's Government's new olicy, they are not by now fully 
consistent with it. Strictlv there s R ould be a new Instrument. but as 
there will be no direct inc&nsistency until new legislation for the actual 
transfer of power is passed, the Government agreed to let it slide. Mount- 
batten, however, has insisted on a directive of some sort to amplify 
the Instrument, feeling it is essential that the object of his appointment 
should be clearly set out by the Prime Minister. He has asked for it in 
the form of a letter to himself from Mr. Atdee. 

Once this was approved he had a lot to do in the drafting of the text, 
which contains the following major points of policy for his guidance :- 
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( I )  The definite ob'ective o l  the British Government is to obtain a Z unitary Government or British India and the Indian States, if possible 
w i t h  the British Commonwealth, through the medium of a 
Constituent Assembly set up and run in accordance with the Cabinet 
Mission Plan. He was instructed to do the utmost in his power to 
persuade all Parties to work together towards this end. The inser- 
tion of the phrase " if possible within the British Commonwealth " 
is at the special request of Mountbatten, who feels that he must 
strive for a solution which leaves such good feeling that the Indian 
Parties will want to remain within the Commonwealth. 

(2) Since, however, the Cabinet Mission Plan can become opera- 
tive in respect of British India only by a reement between the two 
major Parties, there can be no question o P: compelling either Party to 
accept it. If by the 1st October Mountbatten considers there is no 
prospect of reaching a settlement on the basis of unitary Govern- 
ment, he is to report to the British Government on the steps he 
considers shoilld be taken for the hand-over of power on the due 
date. 

(3 )  For ~iidance in h s  relations with the States, Mr. Attlee laid 
down that E e was to do h s  best to persuade Rulers of States in which 
political progress had been slow to go forward rapidly towards 
the introduction of some form of more democratic goverilment 
in their States, and towards the formulation of fair and just 
arrangements with the leaders of British India as to their future 
relationshi~s. 

(4) As &r as his administration of British India was concerned, 
the keynote of this was to be the closest co-operation with Indians. 

( 5 )  Transfer of power was to be in accordance with Indian 
~e'fence requiremeits, and he was to impress upon the Inchan 
leaders the importance of avoiding a break in the continuity of the 
Indian Army and to point out the need for continued collaboration 
in the securky of the Indian Ocean. 

Attlee's letter certainly embodies the most formidable terms of reference 
ever given by a Government to a Viceroy. 

L O N  D o N, Tuesday, I id March, 194 7 
In the welter of engagements Mountbatten has been careful to include 

the Op osition leaders. Some of these discussions have been iJte private P P and in ormal. To-night he came round to my flat for the irst meeting 
he has ever had with Lord Samuel. Lord Samuel arrived a few minutes 
early, and Mountbatten on time. It came as quite a olt to see the i Admiral in ciwierteddy-bear coat and bowler hat perc ed on the top 
of his head. I understand the Admiralty Fleet Orders describe h s  latest 

4 6 appointment .. . as Rear-Admiral etc., seconded temporary duty Vice- 
roy -' ! 

He was at pains to stress that as far as he was concerned h s  ap oiiltmeilt f had the cordial approval of the King, who had personally appea ed to l im.  
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on grounds of national duty, to accept it. Attlee had observed all & 
proprieties, and the Opposition were quite wrong in sa ing that it wa  
simply the Prime Mmister's ap ointment. He c o d  d not see w b t  
alternative there was to a time firnit. une 1948 might not be long C enough, but Wavell himself had advised t s date on the grounds that the 
administrative services would have run down by then. S e a h g  from g the purely personal view-point, he said it was probably etter to take 
over when the situation was at its lowest ebb. Bihar and Bengal had 
been in a sense inoculated after their recent outbreaks, but he felt the 

resent Punjab crisis was inevitable. The situation in the Punjab had 
[een very tense for some time. The Moslem Coalition Prime Minister 
had for the past five months been compelled to move from house to 
house each night to avoid the threat of assassination at the hands of the 
Moslem League. Mountbatten felt there would probably also be 
trouble from the north in the North-west Frontier Province. 

He recalled the warning he had given to Sir Hubert Rance before 
Rance left to become Governor of Burma. It was, that he should 
wait until the situation was at its worst; but he had gone out. from a 
sense of duty, a bit too quickly, and instead of arrivLg whil; the big 
Rangoon strike was on, did so a few days before it began, thereby 
incurring some of the blame for it. Mountbatten felt that in his own 
case it Gould not be ossible for anyone to hold l-um responsible for th; 
present troubles in In B ia, and that this in itself would be a great advvrta e 
n the negotiations ahead of him. He asked for advice on the lines % e 
should pursue. Answering his own question and thinking aloud, he said 
he favoured a week's ~r ivate  talk with the kev leaders in Simla. This 
should supply occasion' for a completely frank ind uninhibited exchange 
of views. Samuel was content to do most of the listening, but stressed 
the need for maintaining the constitutional link with the Crown after 
the transfer of power, perhaps even through the retention of the Vice- 
reeal title. 

0 

I was very glad to have been able to arrange this meeting, as, in spite 
of obvious dis~arities of ape and outlook. the two men have much in 
common. ~akuel ' s  idu&ce in the ~ o r d s  is very great, and his good- 
will in the coming months may be of value out of all proportion to the 
Liberal voting strength. 

L O N  D o N, Thursday, 13th March, 1947 
- 

I am doing my best to brief myself with political background informa- 
don during the few days left to us before our de arture. I dined this 
evening with Sir George and Lady Schuster at t K e Savoy. Schuster, 
who had been Finance Member of the Viceroy's Executive Council 
during Lord Hahfax's Viceroyalty, was very ha p about ~ountbatten's 
staff set-up. He felt that the tragedy was the P ac E of first-class Moslem 
leadership. He recalled that Jinnah had been a complete failure at the 
Round Table Conference in 1930-so much so, that he did not see fit to 
return to India for some time afterwards, but instead lived in semi- 
retirement in Scotland with his sister, whereschuster recalls encountering 
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them on more than one occasion. The Punjab was also a tragedy. 
Fifty years of reform and communal co-operation had been sacrificed on 
the altar of Moslem Lca ue fanaticism. 

perhaps the most trou \ lesome of Mountbatten's preliminary problems 
has been to achieve an agreed policy, in advance of his departure for 
hidia, on the compensation of the Indian Civil and Military Services, 
known as the Secretary of State's Services. On this matter he has 
throughout ex resxd himself with characteristic energ and decision. 
To-day the so ution upon whch he has been insisting las been h a l l y  
agreed. 

f 7 
As far as the Secretary of State's Services were concerned, three specific 

promises had originally been made to them. First, with the termination 
of their appointments, due to constitutional chan es, they were to 
receive lump-sum payments at rates not less favourab f e than war-service 
candidates, which meant a lump-sum payment substantially larger than 
would have been admissible on a voluntary retirement. Secondly, 
whether or not they wanted to continue with the new Indian Govem- 
ment, their contracts with the Secretary of State would be terminated. 
So either way they would all be eligible for the compensation. Thirdly, 
there was to be no compulsion to induce thein to serve under the new 
conditions, and every attem t by the Indian Govern~nent to fix low rates 
with this in view was to E e resisted. In all this there was to be no 
differentiation between European and Indian recruits. 

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, who held India's Home Portfolio, soon 
made it clear that he obiected to the whole concevt of com~ensation in 

rinci le and in detail. '' The new Government, he said, cAuld not be 
Eouncfby the ledges of its predecessor under the control of the British 
Parliament an B Secretary of State, and if the " not less favourable " rate 
was insisted on, the British Exchequer should foot the bill. Arthur 
Henderson, Parliamentary under-se;retary for India, went out to Delhi 
in January in a vain effort to persuade Pate1 to modify his view and accept 
the proposal. But ths  setback did not cause Mountbatten to change his 
views. He urged in particular that any compromise would be regarded 
as a breach of faith bv all members of the Services on whom he would 
be heavily re1 ring fo; a special last effort. After prolonged discussions 
last week, he d eclared it was impossible to exaggerate the importance of 

h a v i n ~  
authority to announce definite and equitable terms to British 

officia s and officers immediatelv on his arrival in India. He ureed most 
strongly that~the original scherni should stand subject to the prlviso that 
it should apply only to British nationals. If the Indian Government will 
not foot the bill, then he should be authorised to say that His Ma esty's i Government was prepared to guarantee the terms. Heleft those in aut ority 
here under no illusion that he was making their adherence to the original 
terms of compcnsation a major issue of principle and his view has prevailed. 
There will be no modifications, civilian or military. It was made clear, 
however, that if His Majesty's Government is left t'o bear the burden, the 
expenditure would have to be taken into account in negotiations for the 
settlement of the Indian Sterling Balances. 
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L o N D o N, Monday, I 7th March, I 947 - .. 
A crowded day. In the morning I saw Lady Mountbatten at Chester 

street, who is extremely kind and cordial about my joining the parv, 
I mentioned that at dinner last night with the Laytons, Lad Layton had 
referred to the great influence in Sardar Patel's howhold o T his daughter 
Maniben, who was reported to be very suspicious of British intentions. 
Lady Mountbatten agreed, adding that Jinnah's sister, no less influential, 
was also reported to hold strong views and to be a formidable factor in he 
situation. Mountbatten, I know, has asked her to establish early contan 
with the women who matter in India and who have hitherto had no 
relations with Vicerov's House. - - 

Social diploma &ill be a vital sector of the Mountbattens' good- 
will campaign, an71 can imagine no better ambassadress to carry out the 
pioneer work so urgent1 required in this neglected field. Th 
taking their youn er daug lter Pamela away from school to be with t em. e; r eK 
She is not yet eig teen, but is all set to take her part in the family effort, 
and in particular to identify herself with Youth movements. 

I went on to 10 Downing Street, where I had a most he1 ful talk with 
Francis Williams, the Prime Minister's Public Relations 0 t% cer. He has 
given me a number of useful introductions and has shown himself keenly 
alive to the scale of the Public Relations problems confronting me. I 
leave fortified by the knowledge of his fum support. I have also received 
invaluable help from A. H. Joyce, the able and experienced Officer in 
charge of Information at the India Otfice, who is most co-operative and 
full of sound doctrine. 

In the evening to India House for a reception given by the High 
Commissioner. Sir Samuel Runeanadhan. From the Press ~ o i n t  of 
view it was a veritable bear-garde< and a most useful commentah on the 
paper I have just put in warning Mountbatten against large-scale Press 
conferences in India. W e  had no idea that the Press was going to be let 
loose on him at this particular gathering. The whole place was floodlit 
for a newsreel interview. and Mountbatten was wavlaid bv about a dozen 
London correspondents 'of Indian papers, who b&zed rdund him like a 
swarm of bees working overtime. No attempt was made by the host to 
rescue him. One particularly persistent reporter asked him if he had 
ever read Karl Marx, and a little later assured him that he approved his 
a pointment, as it would no doubt be best for an Admiral to deal with 
rKe British evacuation by sea! I left the party with Mountbatten, who 
was, I think, much chastened by his experience. His only comment was, 
" We live and learn." 

LONDON,  Tuesday, 18th March, 1947 
I spent most of the morning packing, but dropped in at the India 

OfEce, where I told Isma about last night's bun-fight. He recalled 
Churchill's motto on his re ations with the Press during the war : " NO 
publicity until Victory ". 

r 
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I had lunch in Fleet Street with an editor who spoke bitterly about 

some of India's business magnates, " Men with no rinciples save the 
uisition of money, men without taste or culture, w R o eat bad food in 

houses ". Their outlook, he added, wasin strilung contrast to the 
of the political leaders they were backing. 

In the evening we attended the big farewell party given by the Mount- 
battens at the Royal Automobile Club, of which he is President. It was a 
tremendous crush. The seven hundred guests seemed to include every 
celebrity in London. The Duke of Gloucester, just off the boat from 
Australia, and very bronzed, and the Duchess of Kent, were 
both there. to find Mr. Attlee standing done and t a l h g  to 

to introduce myself to him. The name 
o in his memory, but we agreed it could 
in mind. He s oke about my particular 

that he consi ered it a very important 
one. 

S 
I exchanged a few words with Noel Coward. He deplored Mount- 

batten being landed with such a tremendous task. " The position having 
become impossible, they call on Dickie." A young Tory M.P. who 
was standin nearby saw fit to add his word against the Government, f 6 6 but Cowar at once retorted, You're no better. Nicer manners, 
perhaps, but no more talent." The Mountbattens were at their best, 
saying just the right word to everyone. Altogether a most encouraging 
send-off. 

MALTA, Wednesday, 19th March, 1947 
It has been arranged for Mountbatten and his staff to fly out to Inha 

in the two York aircraft MWiol and MW102, which were allotted 
respectively to the King, and to Mountbatten as Supreme Commander 
South-east Asia, during the war. Mountbatten, Lady Mountbatten and 
Pamela, with Ronnie Brockman and Peter Howes,* do not leave until 
to-morrow. The will be flying rather more ruthlessly than ourselves, 
and when we reac g Delhi they will be only two hours flying time behind 
us. Fortunately I am in Ismay's plane, who made it dear that he proposes 
to travel to a comfortable schedule, arriving at the various staging points 
at civllised hours. 

After bein obliged to shed some of our luggage, we took off at 
11.30 a.m., a % out half an hour late. The first leg of the journey was 
uneventful and the route dficult to follow. We assed over Perpignan 
and Perigeux, and then made a wide sweep, t a L g  the course of a 
following wind along the North African coast. We came finally to 
Malta from the south by way of Cape Bon--dark purple in the sunset. 
On arrival at Luqa, Ismay and MiCville drove off to dine with the mighty, 

* Lieutenant-Commander Peter Howes, D.S.C., R.N., previously nominated 
as Lord Mountbatten's Flag Lieutenant on the First Cruiser Squadron, and now to 
become his senior A.D.C. in India. He included among his A.D.C.'s three Indian 
serving officers, one from each Service, appointed on a full-time basis and the first 
to hold such posts. 
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while the rest of us were graded as V.I.P. 2, which, as Martin GilLat, 
Mountbatten's new Deputy Military Secretary, wryly observed, meat 
that we were low life, mere parasites of the great; it also meant hue 
beds in bare rooms. 

After dinner one member of our party became very learned on Maltne 
culture, custon~s and history-their stone-masotlry, their goat economy, 
etc. He explained that some British official, in his wisdom, had laid 
do- a hundred years ago that all ships had to pay their harbour dues 
by bringing in earth. T h s  ruling, which would seem ~ ~ c i e n t l y  creative 
md unorthodox to have earned instant dismissal for its perpetrator, has in 
fact he1 ed to give an arable top dressing to an otherwise bare rock. 
Ended t R e day with some good Naval rum to counteract the frosty air. 

P A Y I D ,  Thursday, 20th March, 1947 

W e  were up an hour earlier than necessary in some confusion 
between Greenwich Mean, British Summer and Mdtese time-in fact, 
no change was involved. After porridge, bacon-and-egg breakfat, 
off at nine. Admiral W&, Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean, was 
at the airfield to see our party OK The weather was bright and clear, 
and as we circled over Valletta at about three thousand feet the sea was ~ - -- 

a u a m a ~ e ;  cruisers, destroyers and an aircraftxarrier looked, indeed, 
liIe painted shps upon a painted ocean. 

We arrived at Fayid by about tea-time, and I must sa it looked the 
kind of place the Germans would have provided for us if t K ey had won at 
Alamein. We drove out to an officers' club overlooking the Great 
Bitter Lake. After the savage English winter it was strange to be takmg 
off one's waistcoat and iookine for shade from the heat of the sun. It 

V 

was good to see once again the ma ic colour-change from blue to pur le 
as the night loomed up out of the d eserts of Arabia. In the evening Jo L 
Lascelles,* who is coming out as Ismay's Personal Assistant, introduced 
a friend of his who had been an Intelligence o&cer in these parts for some 
ten years. We had a very interestin talk on many things to the accom- 
paniment of the best Chartreuse I \ ave tasted in ears and the lilting 
rhythm of a German band, raised from among t g e seven? thousand 
German risoners-of-war still left in Egypt. They played The Blue P Danube ' and, at our request, " Lili Marlene ", which conjured up 
visions of Vienna and the lamplights by the banks of Suez. 

KARACHI, Friday, tist March, 1947 

W e  arrived at Karachi after ten exhausting hours in the air. The 
whole of this erstwhile squalid airport has at last been modernised, 
but the improvements-including an imposing reception office-are 
at least three years too long in coming. The tr&c is now only a trickle 
compared with the war-time flow. It is infuriating to think of the 

* Captain J. F. Lascelles, Grenadier Guards, and son of Sir Alan LasceUes, Private 
Secretary to the King. 
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needless discomfort we all suffered here throughout the war. Strangely 
enough, the first sound I heard on leaving the aircraft was a record of 
Bing Crosby crooning " Moonlight Becomes You ", which was virtually 
a signature tune when I first touched down in India in October 1943 to 
take part in the setting up of S.E.A.C. Headquarters. 



C H A P T E R  T H R E E  

T H E  F I R S T  W E E K  

V I C B R O Y ' S  Housa,  New DELHI,  Saturday, zznd March, 1947 

L EPI KARACHI PROMPTLY at g. I 5 a.m., after some fitful sleep on a very 
hard Indian bed, for the last eight hundred miles of our journey over 
the deserts of Sind and Ra putana to Delh. This was my seventh 

flight between England and In a' ia, and the abiding impression is desert, 
four thousand miles of it, without an appreciable break from the sands of 
Tunis to the foothills of the Himalayas. W e  touched down at Palam 
airfield exactly to schedule at 12.30 .m. W e  were met by the Corn- 
mander-in-Chief, Field-Marshal AucRnleck-a very nice esture on his 
part, as two hours later he was due back to join the m$ larger r r t y  
receiving ~ountbatten's  aircraft. W e  were whisked awa wit out 
luggage worries in Viceregal cars, and the year's hlgh r iving had 
begun. 

Immediately on arrival at Viceroy's House we were told that we were 
due to lunch with the Wavells. It was to be their last lunch-party as 
Viceroy and Vicereine. It was served on the terrace of the Moerhul 

under the shadow of the south-west wing of Lutyen's Last 
imperial palace. While waiting for Their Excellencies to arrive, Ismay 
engaged in a friendly chat with some of the senior kitmutgars who re- 
membered him when he was here as Willingdon's Military Secretary. 

I found myself placed next to the Viceroy. I had been warned he 
probably might not have much to say to me, but before long conversa- 
tion was in full flow. After some inquiries about the nature of my 
job and career, he began talking aboui publishing, and, as an autho'r 
himself, showed a lively interest in the technical difficulties which 
~ublishkrs have been fa&ne since the war. This led him to discuss 
;he publication of military despatches in the light of ~ountbatten's 
R e  ort on the South-east Asia Command campaign, now, after months 
of R ard labour, almost ready for submission to the Combined Chefs of 
Staff. Wave11 said that he did not take a great deal of trouble over his 
own. He felt the whole object of despatches had under one a complete 
change since Wellington had sat down in the evening a B ter Waterloo to 
write out his report of the battle. In those days a despatch was simply the 
first news, official or otherwise, that a battle had taken place. Even 
Haig's des atch had been completed before the end of the First World l War; an he told of one general who was so busy on a despatch that he 
forgot to follow up the enemy he had just beaten, with most unfortunate 
results ! Nowadays commanders were able to sit back and find explana- 
tions lon afterwards for their actions that would not have occurred to 
them at t I e time of the battle. 

He said he understood that General Edmonds, who was a very old 
3 8 
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friend of his, was still engaged on h s  mammoth history of the 1914-18 
War, having two or three more volumes yet to write. He had to cover 
u as well. He recalled his comment on one particular narrative, a most 
e P aborate apolo ia. It was : " of course the whole damned lot ran 7 away ". Wave 1 said that he himself had been asked to take charge of 
the official history of this War. He rather felt two histories were needed, 
one for the public, and one that would tell the unvarnished truth. 

While on the subject of eye-witness hstory, I mentioned Hugh 
Trevor-Ro er's new book, " The Last Days of Hider ", a brilliant 
example o P contemporary research and reconstruction. This led Wave11 
to suggest that the Nuremberg trials and Hitler's violent end would not 
really discourage future tyrants. The Nazis had had twelve years of the 
power and the lory, which was far more than they could have expected. 
Theirs was real P' y only another version of the story of Rust. 

Wavell, who looked very bronzed and fit, was most affable. The 
A.D.C.'s seemed relieved to find him so talkative. Usual1 to be next to 
him is to be placed in a silent conier beside a non-con d' uctor; not so 
to-day. It was difficult to believe that the Wavells would actually be 
leavin first thing to-morrow morning. Curious1 enough, I had first 
arrive d in Delhi on the 19th October, 1943, the B ay after Wave11 had 
taken over from Linlith ow. It seemed incredible that I should have 
returned here in such di $: erent circumstances, but still with Mountbatten. 

A whole era has passed since then, and on the eve of his de arture 1 K cannot help reflecting on the scale of the transformation broug t about 
since the outset of his term of office. Then we had the Ta~anese armies 
on the borders of Assam, the whole congress High 6 m m A d  im- 
prisoned. Militarily the atmosphere was one of undetermined.danger 
and ~oliticallv of i n d e h t e  deadlock. I can recall sittine in on South- 
east ' ~ s i a  ~o'mmand planning discussions at the end gf 1943 which 
envisaged us inchin our way up the China coast and gave no guarantee 
that the war woul d be over by 1947. There were errors, no doubt, as 
Wavell has once again freely admitied in his farewell address-perhaps too 
freely, for far too many unthinking people take you at your word in 
politics if you overdo the apologies, and Wavell may well be the victim 
of his own modesty. Few men could have seen India so safely and far 
along the road to self-government. 

During the afternoon there was much preparation and bustle in the 
main courtyard and up the steps leading to the great Durbar Hall of 
Viceroy's House. At 3.45 p.m. the Mountbattens duly arrived in the 
oDen landau with the Governor-General's escort and outriders. Thev 
;ere conducted up the long fight of ste s-red-carpeted for the occasio; 
-by Colonel Douglas Currie, the Mi P itary Secretary, and an A.D.C. 
At the top they were received b the Wavells. Lady Mountbatten L curtsied and Mountbatten bowed s head to the Viceroy for the first 
and last time on this mission. They stood talking for quite a while, 
long enough for the ubiquitous camera-men to take some pleasant shots of 
them. 

Vernon ErskineCrum tells me that European sentiment here is definitely 
anti-Mountbatten on four grounds :- 
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that he knows nothing about India; 
that he is bringing a staff who know nothing about India a d  

doing good men out of good jobs; 
he is a play-boy ; 
Wavell has been treated abominably and there is no good 

reason for his removal. 
Mountbatten can be trusted to deal by his rewnce and actions with (1) 

and (3 within a matter of days. (2) clear y cannot refer to I s m y  or 1 P 
MiCvll e-so that leaves the rest of us ! We are not, of course, doing my- 
one out of 'obs, but are mere1 additional to the normal Viceregal set-u . 
But we sh af' 1 have to tread care ?' ully and avoid tender corns. (4) is primari f 
the res onsibility of Attlee, who has failed to say the generous word: 

All t Ri s may be the view of the British about us, but on our side it is 
all too easy to start off with the feeling that Mountbatten has been &d 
in after the situation has become ho eless, and that the Government has 
propounded a transfer of power wit R out knowing how it can be effected. 
We have inherited inter alia communal rioting, which is s reading as 
though by chain reaction; the key Province of the Punja \ , with its 
threefold Hindu, Moslem and Sikh Communal problem, governed by 
emergency decree ; a Viceregal plan whch is nothing more nor less than a 
phased military evacuation; a Congress formula for an Independent 
Sovereign Republic with a Direct Action campaign by the Moslem 
League to resist it; Paramountcy which returns to the Indian Princes but 
contains no machinery for direct negotiation to provide a new relation- 
ship with our successors in British India or, indeed, with anyone else. 

So, in short, we have the people riodng, the Princes falling out amon 
themselves, the entire Indian Civil Service and Police running down, an ! 
the British, who are left sceptical and full of foreboding. I detect in 
Mountbatten, however, just the same incurable optimism that uplifted 
us all when we arrived here in Delhi some three and a half years ago on the 
then " impossible " task of creating South-east Asia Command out of 
the ashes of defeat and de ression. 

I hear that the Press si f; e of things was badly handled at the airfield. 
One distinguished Euro can correspondent described himself as seized 
by the scruff of the nec P and herded into a Press en which was SO f~ 
removed from the aircraft that he was unable to d istinguish any of the 
dramatis persona ! Indian Press correspondents and photographers were 
equally indignant. Clearly there is a Public Relations job to do here. 

Wavell and Mountbatten have been in conference both before and 
after dinner. They have been discussing what George Abell, Private 
Secretary to the Viceroy,* calls " diplomacy ", with Mountbatten freely 

* 111 the interests of continuity, and because of the heavy administrative load 
involved in the speed-up of the transfer pf power, Lord Mountbatten asked the 
existing Viceroy's staff to carry on. In addition to George Abell, they comprised, 
John Christie, Ian Scott and Peter Scott, Joint, Deputy and Assistant Private Secro 
taries to the Vicero respectively. Among the members of the personal Staff whom d Mountbatten aske to remain were Colonel D. H. Currie and ~ieutenant-Colonel 
A. C. Taylor, Military Secretary and Surgeon to the Viceroy respectively. The 
Indian Civil Service members duly left on 15th August, but most of the personal 
st& stayed on with Lord Mountbatten during his term as Governor-General. 



and frank1 picking Wavell's brains and extracting all possible back- 
f? ground in ormation in the very few hours at his disposal for doing so. 

Hitherto the custom has been for the incoming and outgoing Viceroys 
to cross without any such opportunity occurring. 

Mountbatten has wasted no time whatever in sending off tiuo sim le 
and straightforward letters to Gandhi and Jinnah expressmg the hope Lt 
it will be possible for them to come and see him soon. In Gandh's care 
he appreaates h s  preoccupations in Bihar, where he is carryin out his 
4 b repentance tours " through the areas of the worst communafdisturb- 

ance. Incidentally Gandhi is so preoccupied that it is still doubtful 
whether he will attend the great Pan Asian Conference which is due 
to 1)c held under the shadow of the Old Fort on Monday. Mount- 
batten's immediate a proach to Gandhi and Jinnah in this *way, even 
before Wave11 has le P t, is typlcal of the man and his methods. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Sunday, 23rd March, 1947 
The Wavells left promptly at 8.15 in the morning. It has certainly 

been no dav of rest for us. There has been much administrative ~ a n i c  
- A  - -  

in connectidn with the publicity for to-morrow's Swearing-in Ceremony. 
It has never before been photographed or filmed, and now is the last 
chance. I went round to Mountbatten's suite and had a discussion with 
the Viceroy designate, clad in his underpants and vest, on the implications 
of letting in all the loci1 news-reel and camera-men, twen -NO alto- 

ether, or leaving some out. He roposed that a large plat orm should P r 
%e built for them at triforium leve near the circular dome. which I am 

uite sure will not be acceptable to any of the interested parties. He 
Lowed me this morning's masterpiece on the front 
It is a photograph of Ronnie Bsockman and Elizabet Yge Ward, Lady 
Mountbatten's private secretary, in whch they are, of course, described 
as " Lord and Lad Louis arriving " ! * 

The reaction o f? the Indian Press to Mountbatten on his amval is 
satisfactory. He is pleased at the tributes paid to Wavell, and says 
he would have hated to be written up at Wavell's expense. In any case, 
he prefers to start off on a low note. 

He has decided on another innovation-a brief address as part of the 
Swearin -in Ceremony. He read out George Abell's first draft to me. 
I think t a e speech is well conceived and well timed, for he must seize the 
initiative quickly, and this calls for imaginative and unusual action. 
During dinner a draft revised by Mountbatten himself was handed to me. 
It contained one sentence which worried me. After commentin on the 
British Government's resolve to effect the transfer of power % y June 
1948, he proposes to add " in fact a solution must be reached witllin 
the next six months if there is to be adequate time for it to be imple- 
mented ". I felt this wording was likely to be misinterpreted, and even 
taken to imply an escape clause from the Government's hitherto un- 
qualified time limit. Mountbatten's first reaction is that he has the 

* As they were Lord and Lady Louis Mountbatten before he received his 
Viscounty for war services, they are still colloquially called Lord and Lady Louis. 
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Government's authority to report progress by October, so why not say 
so now? But this is his specially chosen first bow. If he starts off by 
unwittingly throwing doubt on the Government's time-limit pledge, 
I can imagine nothing more disastrous. 

~t is just after I a.m., and an A.D.C. has come through to say that 
His Excellency has revised his speech, and what is he to do about giving 
it to the Press? The ambiguous sentence, I am relieved to say, is 
out. 

I saw Lady Mountbatten late this evening, and told her that H.E. had 
suggested that it might be a good idea if I were to test out the triforium 
~latform for the camera-men, to see if it is safe. She said it was a good 
thing my wife hadn't yet arrived to hear of this plan ! 

VICEROY'S HOUSE,  N E W  DHLHI, Monday, 24th March, 1947 

Up betimes for the Swearing-in Ceremony. It was similar in form to 
Wavell's first investiture, whlch I had attended in the Durbar Hall in 
1943 : the same trumpets from the roof acting as a shattering prelude; 
then the A.D.C.'s in stiff procession leading Their Excellencies towards the 
thrones. In all this royal splendour the Mountbattens indeed showed 
themselves to be to the manner born. Mountbatten himself looked 
su erb with the dark-blue ribbon of Knight of the Garter and the over- 
w R elrning arra of orders and decorations across his chest. In addition 
to the Garter t K ey were headed by no fewer than three Grand Crosses, 
the K.C.B. and D.S.O. 

Lady Mountbatten, for her part, was the e itome of grace, with her 
new order of the Crown of India, besides all K er war medals and other 
decorations, on her dress of ivory brocade. The red-and- old thrones 
were set in bold relief by the lighting concealed in the ric a red velvet 
hangings. Arc lights played down upon the scene as Sir Patrick Spens, 
the Lord Chief Justice of India, administered the oath and Mountbatten 
repeated it after him, never faltering with his formidable string of 
christian names. 

The film cameras whirred and the flash-bulbs went off for the first 
time in the confines of the Durbar Hall. I remained on guard with the 

hotographers to ensure that there were no ugl rushes, but they all 
Eehaved admirably. Mountbatten's responses an B l is  address, althou h t delivered with great emphasis, were almost inaudible at the back o f t  e 
hall : the acoustics were abominable ; even quite near to him it was most 
difficult to catch what he was sayin . 

The whole ceremony was comp P eted in exactly a uarter of an hour, 
the address taking four minutes. On each side o 9 the thrones were 
flanked the Leaders of the new India, upon whom d l  rest such temfying 
responsibility in the coming weeks. I noticed both Nehru and Liaquat 
Ali Khan listened with the utmost attention to the speech, which of course 
came as a complete surprise to them. Immediate Press reaction to the 
move was most favourable. Eric Britter of The Times came up after- 
wards to ask me whether it was all right for him to say that it was Mount- 
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batten's own idea. I replied that there was no objection, as it was 
certainly the truth. Britter said it was an excellent initiative and would 
get him off to a good start. 

There were two important, and as far as I know unexplained, absentees 
-the Nawab of Bhopal and the Maharaja of Bdcmer. Geor e Abell 
darted up just before ten past ten to see if Bhopal had taken his face, but 
he had not, and the seat was removed. Considerin that bot Bhopal 8. R 
and Bikaner are Mountbatten's two oldest personal nends in India, and 
the importance attached by the Princes to ceremonial etiquette in general 
and the Vicere a1 connection in particular, their failure to be present 
to-day is a Boo% indication of disunity and crisis in their ranks. 

In the a temoon I made my first escape since my arrival from the 
marble halls of Viceroy's House to do some shopping. Lady Mount- 
batten remarked to me that she always suspected, and XIOW knows. 
just how easy it is to get engulfed in this labyrinthme palace and live self- 
centred and cut off from the outside world. 

Mountbatten had three hours with Nehru and two with Liaquat h s  
afternoon. They discussed Liaquat's Budget, the immediate Lone of 
contention between the two Parties. Wave11 has warned Mountbatten 
that he will find this a very awkward opening problem to tackle when he 
presides over h s  first Executive Council. Liaquat, as Finance Minister 
in the Interim Government, by proposing heavy taxes on all large 
incomes, has put the Congress into the invidious gosition of being 
called upon to protect its big business supporters an of 
for them apparently at the expense of its own progressive 
declarations. The feeling is that some compromise 
there is a limit beyond which neither the Moslem Lcague nor the 
Congress can go in taxing wealthy subscribers. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE, NEW DELHI, Tuesday, 25th March, 1947 

I attended Mountbatten's first Staff Meeting, which took place in his 
dark, air-cooled study, and consisted of Ismay, MiCville, George Abell, 
Brockman, Erskine Crum and myself. It is Mountbattcn's intention that 
these informal round-table moots should be held on a day-toda basis, K enabling him to think aloud without any mental reservations. T ey are 
to be a direct continuation, in a far more intimate form, of the staff 
techniques he instituted at Combined Operations and developed in 
South-east Asia Command. Mountbatten started off with a live1 
account of yesterday's intenriews with Nehru and Liaquat, as well as wi X 
Bikaner and Bhopal, who both came round to ex l a k  their absence 
from the Swearing-in Ceremony. At the end of a R these sessions, six 
hours in all, he confessed that he felt like a " boiled egg ". 

The Bhopal and Bikaner interviews revealed the full scale of -the 
split among the Princes. This is a great grief to Bhopal, who feels that 
Bikaner and the other " dissidents ", by allowing themselves to take part 
in the Constituent Assembly, are becoming the tools of Congress and 
undermining the whole bargaining position of the States-hitherto they 
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had succeeded in standing on their own outside the communal fury. 
~ h o  a1 thought the time limit was quite impossible, and if enforced must 
invo P ve bloodshed and chaos. He asked Mountbatten earnestly whether 
there was any possible escape from it. Mountbatten said there was 
of course one, and only one, way out, and that was an invitation from 
all the Indian parties to us to remain-a most unlike1 contingency. But 
~ h o p a l  was not so sure that as the time drew on sucl an offer might not 
be made. 

Bikaner, whom Mountbatten questioned on this point, was not so 
sanguine. He argued for the so-called " dissident " Princes, and wMe 
agreeing that the s lit was most unfortunate, stressed that it was Bhopd 
who, by his attitu ! e to the Interim Government, had caused the corn- 
munal issue to be raised amon them. The " dissidents ", by t a h g  
part in the Constituent Assemb B y, would immeasurably strengthen the 
new central rigime, and help to ensure that it was not in fact a purely 
Congress set-up. 

~ountbatten's &st interview with Nehru was illuminating. In 
expansive mood Nehru ran through his interpretation of the major 
developments from the period of the Cabinet Mission onwards. Mount- 
batten considered it was substantially accurate and tallied with informa- 
tion he had gathered in London. In Nehru's view, Wave11 had made 
one serious blunder in inviting the Moslem League to come into the 
Interim Government, instead of waiting a little longer for them to ask 
to be brought in. He spoke of a private Moslem League meeting at 
which Jinnah had in fact already capitulated on thls issue. 

Mountbatten asked Nehru to give him his own estimate of Jinnah. 
Nehru recalled that he had done so in his recent book, but this did not 
prevent hlm from giving a further penetrating impression. Nehru 
said the essential tlling to realise about Jinnah is that he is a man to whom 
success has come very late in life-at over sixty. Before that he had not 
been a major figure in Indian politics. He was a successful lawyer, but 
not an especial1 good one, and Nehru stressed the necessity of making 
this M articular d istinction in linnah's case. The secret of his success- 
and it had been tremendous,;f only for its emotional intensity-was in 
his capacity to take up a permanently negative attitude. This he had 
done with complete singleness of purpose ever since 1935. He knew that 
Pakistan could never stand up to constructive criticism, and he had 
ensured that it should never beAsubiected to it. 

Mountbatten next asked what fiehru thought was the biggest single 
problem facing India to-day, and he replied at once, the economic one. 
Thereupon Mountbatten asked him whether he was satisfied with the way 
the Interim Government was tackling it. Nehru said he was not, but 
the position was made impossible by the League, who were determined 
to sabotage any economic planning from the centre. Such planning, 
if it succeeded, would @so facro undermine the case for Pakistan with 
regard to the Punjab. Nehru put forward a proposal he has made 
before of a tripartite administration of the Province divided up on 
communal lines, with a central authority to deal with certain major 
non-communal subjects. He was convinced this was the only way to 
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break the intolerable deadlock of Government under Section gj,* which 
~ a v e l l  had had to impose at the beginning of this month. 

The vexed uestion of compensation for the Indian Civil Service on 9 the transfer o power was raised at this interview. Nehru thought we 
were crazy to want to compensate civil servants to whom the offer of 
remaining on in their jobs was open. The new Government would 
pledge itself to offer them the same conditions of contract as they had 
previously enjoyed. Mountbatten said there could be no question of the 
British Government going back on its word, and he could not think 
Nehru was suggestifig that it should. Nehru admitted that as far as the 
British were concerned it was, of course, purely the British Government's 
affair. But even so, why compensate them on such a lavish scale? 
This could only encourage them to leave their posts. And what about 
the Indians? Here it was a question of their continuing in the service 
of their own countrymen. The proposals really were crazy as they stood. 
Mountbatten, however, firmly asked for his them. He 
thought Nehru had misunderstood British 
lavish and clear-cut the compensation, the 
the British civil servants remaining on. 

In Mountbatten's view, Nehru was extremely frank and fair, and 
astounded h m  by actually suggesting at one point Anglo-Indian union 
involving nothing less than common c i t izenshi~in  effect. a far closer 
bond thaYn ~omkonweal th  .. . . status, which ~ e h n ; f e l t  was psichologically 
and emotionally unacceptable. 

At the end of the interview, as Nehru was about to take h s  leave, 
6 6 Mountbatten said to him, Mr. Nehru, I want you to regard me not as 

the last Viceroy windin u the British Raj, but as the first to lead 
the way to the new Iriia." Nehru turned, looked intensely moved, 
smiled and then said, " Now I know what they mean when they speak of 
your charm being so darrgerous." 

During his talk Liaquat asked a leading question about Mountbatten's 
Swearing-in s eech. He wanted to know who was responsible for the 
idea. Mount g atten said he could answer that at once. It was entirelv - - 

his own, and produced at nobody's request. Indeed, some of his owh 
staff had been against it. " I am pleased to hear that," said Liaquat, 
" for no fewer than three Ili~hlv  laced and well-informed sources had - - -  ~ 

assured me that you had- m d e  'the speech at the request of Congress." 
This little incident is a good example of the prevailing communal 
suspicion, and no time has been lost by either side in pressing home all 
possible points it can against the other. 

Perhaps the most significant commentary on Nehru's Punjab pro- 
posals was a tele ram from Sir Evan Jenkins, the Governor of the Punjab, 
to which Mievil B e drew attention at the Staff Meeting. Jenkins reported 
that Giani Kartar Singh, an influential Sikh leader, had stated that in the 
absence of an agreement between Congress and the League acce table 
to the Sikhs, the Sikhs must insist on the partition of the Punjag and 

* A reference to Section 93 of the Government of India Act of 1935, which under 
conditions of  civil disturbance enabled the Viceroy and Governors of the Indian 
Provinces to invoke reserve powers and govern by decree. 
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would resist with all their resources any endeavour to set up a Moslem 
League Ministry there in the meanwhile. This speech has additionJ 
authority in that the Sikhs have already persuaded Congress to put up 1 
resolution-accepted, incidentally, by Wave11 only a week before Mount- 
batten arrived-in favour of partitioning the Punjab. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Wednesday, 26th March, 1947 
Mountbatten began this morning's Staff Meetin with another vivid t rbsumb of yesterday s interviews. Qiute apart from eeping notes, he has 

a photogra h c  memory and the oumalist's perception of human detail. 
Yesterday l! e saw Dr. John Matt i ai, Minister for Railways, Sir Conrad 
Corfield, Secretary to the Political Department, and, last but not least, 
Vallabhbhai Patel. Matthai, who is a Christian and in no sense a Party 
man, gave, in Mountbatten's estimate, a first-class appreciation, in every 
way balanced and reasonable, Matthai stressed that a horrifying feature 
of the situation was that all those who were trying to steer an honourable 
straight course were gradually losing their influence and becorning 
increasing1 disliked and distrusted by both sides. Matthai said that he 
had done L s  best, for instance, to back Liaquat's Budget, o d y  to find 
himself subiected to bitter attack by Dawn. 

~ o r f  eld,"who is constitutionally'adviser to the Viceroy in his capacity 
as Crow11 Re~resentative * on all matters affecting the Indian States. 
argued with tome bitterness that Bikaner, b takLg his place in th; 
Constituent Assembly, had seriously weakenedr the bargaining power of 
the Princes. Corfield is clearly on Bho al's side in this controversy, and 
seems to see the Princes as a potential "Thrd Force " in the transfer of 
Dower. 

Mountbatten had been somewhat apprehensive about his first meeting 
with Patel, who has the reputation of being the strong man in the 
Congress High Command, but he very quick1 detected a twinkle in the 
Sardar's eye. His approach to the whole prob r em was clear and decisive. 
India must get rid of the Moslem League. The League was actual1 
boasting about the developments in the Punjab. They must be ma d: 

* The term Viceroy comprised the dual but separate functions of Governor- 
General of British India with its eleven Provinces (Bombay, Madras, Bengal, 
United Provinces, Punjab, Central Provinces, Bihar, Orissa, Assam, Sind and 
North-west Frontier Province), and Crown Representative to some five hundred 
and sixty-five States (the largest of which are Hyderabad, Kashrnir and Mysore). 
The relationship between the Crown Representative and the Indian States was 
governed by treaties which established Great Britain as the Paramount Power and 
deprived the States of full soverei nty. The Paramount Power, for instance, 
reserved control over such central su b jects as defence, communications and forel n 

J e  policy, as well as disciplinary authority over the Princes in the event of rnis . 
The Princes, whose territories comprise roughly a third of India's territory and a 

uarter of her population, were given precedence under Paramountcy in terms of 
$e gun salutes accorded to them. Thus they were described in order of seniority 
as Twenty-one-, Nineteen-, Seventeen-, Fifteen-gun Princes, and so on down the 
scale. The Crown Representative's relations with the Indian States were adminis- 
tered up to the transfer of power by the Political Department, of which Sir Conrad 
Corfield was the last Secretary. 



~ l l  was serene until they touched on compensation. ~t thir point 
Patel raised his hand and vowed that if any In&an accepted compensation 
he would never be emplo ed again. 

In the evening I dinezwith Maurice Zinkin, a very clever young 
Indian Civil Service man whom I first met in Delhi in 1943. He is now 
workin as an assistant secretary in the Finance Department, and as an 
official E as been fairly closely involved in tlie framing of Liaquat's contro- 
versial budget, which soaks the Hindu rich and is calculated to widen 
the breach between the millionaire and four-anna subscribers to Congress. 
Maurice had also invited K. M. P a d c a r ,  whom I was particularly 
anxious to meet. Panikkar sports a small imperial beard.= He is aL 
historian, politician and joumdist, a man of prodigious lcamin and 
profound judgement and no mean practitioner in the dying art o B good 
conversation. 

I gave him a clear run by asking, " What would you do if you were in 
Mountbatten's place? " He replied at oilce that Mountbatten, as a 
Naval strategist, must realise that British interest was best served by the 
creation of a solid centralised State based on India's seaboard, on more 
than three hundred millions of the people and on geographical and 
religious unity. Hindustan is the elephant, he said, and Palustan the two 
ears. The elephant can live without the ears. He admitted frankly that 
Jinnah could make an essentially reasonable case. In a four-roomed 
house he asks for only one room, but he wants that room to be his own. 
He is unwilling to entrust local Moslem majorities to a strong Hindu- 
controlled central government. Panikkar's thesis was in effect that we 
should not try to impose a larger unity than India was fundamentally 
seelung. Nehru's tripartite proposals for tlie Punjab were the first si n 
of Congress acceptance of the Hindustan-Pakistan division. Jinnafps 
experience with the Sikhs must have made h m  realise that the unity of 
the Punjab was physically im ossible. P Historically speaking, Pani kar asserted, the Punjab is a British myth, 
and no more the special home of a fighting race than anywhere else in 
India. Over the centuries the hstorical greatness of India was never 
identified with a strong Punjab. The British should beware of the 
Punjab myth and of the lar er " Central Asia" myth which had B, dominated so much of thcir t ought and policy in the past. It was 
necessary to think in post-war terms. 

He then turned to the problem of the Princes. As. Bikaner's Dewan, 
or Prime Minister, and principal adviser, Panikkar * occupies a key 
position. He and Sir V. T. Krishnamachari, Dewan to the Maharaja 
of Jai ur, have seized the initiative on behalf of the Raj utana Princes. f: R Panik ar admits that Bhopal, the present Chancellor o f t  e Chamber of 
Princes, is in a difficult position as a Moslem Prince of a Hindu State. 
But as Chancellor he is really enunciating-although he may not fully 
realisc it-a new doctrine of Paramountc , by asserting that no action 
should be taken by States individually, gut only collectively and by 
agreement with the Chancellor. Panikkar said that his concept of 

* Some of Panikkar's most constructive and far-seeing ideas are to be found in his 
monograph " The Basis of an Indo-British Treaty " (Oxford University Press, 1945). 
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Paramountcy allowed it to be no business of the Chancellor as to whether 
or no individual Princes opted to have representation i11 the Constituent 
Assembly. This was a matter as between each individual State and 
Britain, and only a direct instruction from the Crown Representative 
would affect his action. 

Some ten of the sixteen big States had taken their places in the con- 
stituent ~ssembly. Post-war thnking in the case of the Princes was dso 
necessary on Britain's part. As long as they were instruments in a British 
" Divide and Rule " rCgime they were powerful factors in the mainten- 
ance of the Raj, but once British rule is relaxed, the Princes' power is 
automatically in decline, and they must seek security within the frame- 
work of the dominant political structure which is likely to take its place. 
The osition of the northern group of Princes- odhpur, aipur, Baroda, 
Pati 9 a and Bikaner-was particularly difficu t. Pati a was only a 
hundred and forty miles from Delhi. 

I' a/ 

Although Nehru during his seven days' negotiations with the Princes in 
February had stressed no fewer than five times the voluntary nature 
of an agreement with the Congress, and Congress's refusal to coerce any 
u n A i n g  partner, the decision facing the Priiices was none the less to 
join in or perish. The Nizam of ~ ~ d e r a b a d  was a s ecial case, and 
while it was highly desirable to bring h m  into the fol S and to handle 
him firmly, Panikkar recommended no actual coercion. Hyderabad, 
the Premier Indian State. with its Moslem ruler. was in the heart of - - - -  

Hindustan, and had eighty-six per cent of its total pbpulation of seventeen 
rmllion, Hindus. It would be impossible for her to remain out. The 
largest State of all in area, Kashrnir, was in a difficult position, and the 
Maharaja would no doubt be tempted to throw in his lot with Jinnah. 
Panikkar said that a kev motive for the Princes 'to ioin the Constituent 
Assembly  is to provid;a reinforcement of the rig& wing of congress 
and a counter-weight to Jai Prakash Narain and his Socialist group, who 
have made considerable headway in Bengal. 

Finally I asked Panikkar about the social structure of the two Parties, 
and he confirmed the view, to which Mountbatten subscribes, that the 
Congress was in due course like1 to split. The Moslem League, he felt, 
was more closely integrated, lacLng as it did the extremes of industrial 
wealth and poverty. The few Moslem magnates were mainly land- 
owners, and the exploitation of Moslem poverty was mostly at the hands 
of Hindu capitalists. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Friday, 28th March, 19.17 

During his first week as Viceroy, Mountbatten has set the tempo he 
proposes to maintain. By the time March is out he will have held 
comprehensive individual iilterviews with every member of the Cabinet, 
as the Viceroy's Executive Council is now colloquially called, with 
Auchinleck and the other Service Commanders-in-Chief, with the key 
Princes and Dewails and with the leaders of the British community and 
Scheduled Castes. He ap roaches each of these conversations with a 
completely open mind an B handles them without any formality. The 
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objective is to establish personal relationshi s where none have eldrod 
before. All ths  is extremely hard work. $he interview u e  of rarely 
less than a half-hour's duration. 

As he is seeing the Leaders in such close sequence, the volume of 
opinion and information which he is absorbing is very heavy. So he hu 
established a procedure that as soon as a Leader leaves the room there is a 
fifteen minutes' interval before the next appointment while he dicurcs to 
his stenographer a rPJumh of his last conversation. These interview notes 
are given reference numbers and are circulated immediately to his sraff, 
enabling us to follow every move he makes. 

An opportunity to introduce himself to a wider circle lm been prc- 
sented by the great Asian Relations Conference, which has been meeting 
ncar thc Old Fort in Old Delhi all this week. This evening the Mount- 
battens gave their first garden-party for all the delegates, members of the 
Legislative Assembly and senior oficials in Delhi, numbering in all some 
seven hundred guests. The Mo hul gardens and the State rooms were 
crowded with a great number o B Congress and other leaders, who were 
seeing the inside of Viceroy's House literally for the first time. Ths was 
ps chologically a very important party. In the first place, it was a dear 
to Z en of the new Viceroy's good-will towards Nehru's most ambitious 
move to assert Indian status in Asian affairs. But, beyond that, it 
enabled the Mountbattens to reveal from the outset their splendid social 
sense and invoke the Indian gift for friendship. As I mingled among the 
guests I gained no sense of hostility, but only of reserve strug ling to 
suppress curiosity. The Mountbattens did much to-night to brea down 
that reserve. 

Lf, 
Afterwards Lady Mountbatten and Pamela and a party from Viceroy's 

House went on to an " At Home " in the garden of Nehru's house at 
17, York Road, where we saw an exquisite display by the famous Chhru 
or Masque dancers of Seraikella, a small State dedicated for centuries to 
the service of the dance. 
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V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI, ~ o n d a ~ ,  ~ 1 s t  March, 1947 

I L E F ~  EARLY for breakfast with the Nehru household. There was an 
informal atmosphere, and we sat down to a European breakfist of 
eggs and tomatoes, tea and coffee, toast and marmalade. Mrs. Pandit, 

Nehru's charming and brilliant sister, with one of her daughters, had just 
arrived from the United Nations session in New York. Krishna Menon, 
of India League fame, one of Nehru's closest friends, to whom he has 
given a r o G g  comrnissio~~ at this critical time, was there, aquiline and 
intense. There was another friend ~resent-a Mr. Patel. a tractor manu- - - 

facturer, who was pleading with ~ ; h r u  to open a newsfactory of his in 
Bombay. Nehru was weighmg in his mind whether he could combine 
such a materialistic ceremony with his principal duty durin his next 
Bombay visit-namely, the handing over of some Budd L st relics. 
Nehru is very quiet-spoken, and all his reactions in his own home seem 
to be pianissimo. 

There has been a terrific story publiihed to-day of his alleged deal with 
the British Government and his acceptance of Dominion Status for 
Hindustan, etc. The source of this " revelation " was The People, which 
has in fact no correspondent of its own here. Nehru asked me some 
questions about the pa er, and was surprised to learn that, like the Daily 
Herald, it was owned E y Odhams. Nehru said the whole thing would 
be a two days' wonder and no more. 

After breakfast I had an earnest talk with Krishna Menon, who stressed :- 

(a) The Inhan desire for common citizenship but not Dominion 
Status. He wants what he calls reciprocity. Such are the suspicions 
about Churchill that . -  if . he is prepared to accept Dominion Status, 
lt cannot mean real treedom. 

b) The limit of Nehru's atience with the present situation in the 
Ca 6 inet. The persistent re P usal of the Moslem League members to 

t him as leader was intolerable. 
Prevalent criticism of the Viceroy's I.C.S. s d ,  and in 
of George Abell. I spoke strongly in favour of Abell's 

ha- t calibre and Datent obiectivitv. Menon admitted that the attac ~ - 

against him &ere pro6ably &justified, but must be rccognised by 
Mountbatten as a political reality. 

He said Mountbatten started with an advantage vis-d-vis Gandhi, who 
regarded lum as an honest man, but he ave warning that a conversation 
with the Mahatma was always unpre i ctable. There was always the 
danger that it might be side-tracked through Gandhi involving himself in 
some special subject. 

50 
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By the time this conversation was over, the day's routine had dready 
seized hold of Nehru. and in the general hubbub of viritors arriving 
unannounced and enerally t a h g  possession of the lace, I left without 

thcir P lospitality ! 
B the o yortu~lity o giving tha~dcs to any member o f t  R e Nehru f a d y  for 

I arrived back just in time for the ten o'clock Staff Meeting, where 
lans for Mountbatten's first interview with Gandhi this afternoon were 

Pully discussed . Press interest in the meeting is naturally immense. 
When the Mahatma duly arrived at three o'clock I must have had every 
accredited camera-man in the sub-continent waiting with me in the 
Moghul ardens outside the Viceroy's study. e; After t e initial greetings were over the Mountbattens co~lducted lum 
out to face this battery. He underwent the ordcal with great good 
humour, jduiig with the Mountbattens and generally doing his best to 
meet the coilflicting requests of the camera-men, all trying to secure the 
erfect shot. As it happens. this was achieved by Max Desfor, the 

Erilliant Associated Press of America photographer, who waited until 
the frenzied scramble for the posed shots was over, and then. with the 
perception of the artist, saw that Gandhi, on turning to go back into the 
cool study, had placed his hand on Lady Mountbatten's shoulder. The 
picture was his. Gandhi by his action was doing no more and no less 
than treating Lady Mountbatten in the same manner as his own grand- 
daughters on his wa to his Prayer Meetings. Ever gesture he makes 
has consciously or ot K erwise symbolic meaning, and t s afternoon it was 
spontaneous friendslip. 

K, 
To-day's talk lasted for two and a uarter hours. At the end of it 

Mountbatten called me in, introduce 2 me to Gandhi, to discuss thc 
immediate issue of a Press communi u6. Gandhi, who spoke with a 
very soft voice and a slight lisp, said 5 e would be happy to leave the 
wording to the Viceroy. As soon as he had left, Mountbatten told me 
that the whole interview had been deliberately taken up wid1 re- 
miniscence, the first hour and a uarter with Lady Mountbatten present 
to help produce the air of friend I iness, and the last hour on tlleir own. 
He bad deliberately avoided all reference to the immediate 

politica1 situation, to allow time for them to progress along the path o undcr- 
standing and friendshi . Gandhi had gone back to his early life LI 
England and South A P rica and to his meetings with former Viceroys. 
Moultbatten told me that the talks are likely to go on for the remainder of 
Gandlu's week's stay in Delhi. He is quite determined not to hustle 
him. All this is admirable in itself, but not so easy to explain to the 
Press, who will find it dficult to believe that momentous discussions 
have not in fact taken place. 

I hammered out a text with all speed, secured Mountbatten's ap roval, P and then went out into the courtyard, where a large crowd o corre- 
spondents were waiting to take it down. I started to read, " Their 
Excellencies met Mr. Gandhi at Viceroy's House this evening, and they 
had a most friendly talk with him lasting for seventy-five minutes ". 
Before I could take breath an eager correspondent protested that this 
could not be true. He knew that the Mahatma had been there for over 
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two hours. There was a murmur in the ranks. But when I continued 
with, " Thereafter His Excellency and Mr. Gandh had an hour's talk 
alone in the same cordial vein ", it was generally acknowledged that the 
statement might, after all, bear some relation to the truth ! 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Tuesday, 1st April, 1947 

Mountbatten has had his second talk with Gandhi. It lasted for two 
hours, only a quarter of an hour of which was taken up with solid business. 
There was a further lon excursion into the Mahatma s life-story, and 
an astonishing proposa f by h m  to solve the whole problem. ~t wa 
nothing less than to dismiss the present Cabinet and call on Jinnah to 
appoint an all-Moslem administration. Mountbatten asked, " What will 
Jinnah's reaction be? " Gandh replied, " Jinnah will say, ' Ah, it is the 
wily Gandhi again '." Mountbatten asked with a smile, " And won't 
he be right? " " No," Gandhi replied ; " I am bein absolutely sincere." 
He told Mountbatten that he had got to be firm and B ace the consequences 
of the sins of h s  predecessors. The British system of " Divide and 
Rule " had created a situation in which the only alternatives were a con- 
tinuation of British rule to kee law and order or an Indian blood-bath. 
The blood-bath must be face B and accepted. 

Wavell had been irritated by the time consumed in these interviews, 
but ~oun tba t t en  said he is ready to give ten hours to him, if necessary. 
He is deeply impressed with lum, and h k s  he is s d l  of the first 
im~ortance. 

?o-day Mountbatten called me in to act as an unofficial rappomur 
at a very tense and dficult meeting involving the fmal liquidation of the 
vexed Indian National Army question. A- number of former I.N.A. 
men were still in rison for war crimes-that is, for specific brutalities, as 
against purely po P itical offences. The Government was being subjected 
to considerable ressure to release them, but Auchinleck, as Commander- 
in-Chief, was a S amant that these sentences were to be served if discipline 
was to be maintained. In Bengal the I.N.A. were widely regarded as 
heroic liberators, largely because they had been commanded by Subhas 
Chandra Bose, who had once successfully defied Gandhi's opposition to 
become President of the Con and who carried his enmity of the 
British Raj to the point of up with the Axis and roviding the 
a anese with the Indian Army as an auxiliary orce for their 

JiF o ensive on India. 
P 

By the time Mountbatten arrived on the scene there was a widespread 
f e e h g  that thls issue should be disposed of; but in so far as it touched the 
Nationalist nerve, and had not been too happily handled in the past, a 
reasonable solution became more difIicult to obtain as each day passed. 
Wavell had actually used his Viceregal authority to veto discussion of the 
matter, and had handed it over as one of the outstanding conundrums. 

Mountbatten decided to have it out in a com letely frank conference 
with Nehru, Liaquat, Baldev Singh and A u s d e c k .  The meeting, my 
fust direct ex erience of the prevailing political climate at the lughest 
level, is not P ikely to be in character with most of the crises which 
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~ountbat ten  will have to face. For once Congress and the Moslem 
League are on the same side of the fence. One or two of the I.N.A. 
men in question were Moslems. Althou h the Moslem League had been 
careful to avoid identifying itself with t P e Congress Civil Disobedience 
~ol icy  of 1942 or any direct challenge to the Allied war effort, it was 
significant that as soon as there was an suggestion that the issue was one 
involving national aspirations, their di erences with the Congress vanished 
at once. 

2 
Nehru was clearly anxious to be rid of the whole problem, but was 

naturally worried at the possible stren t11 of the Legislative Assembly's 
reaction. Liaquat, on the other hand, feveloped arguments which were, 
I felt, calculated to draw heavily on Auchinleck's limited reserves of 
temper and rovoke a breach between the Government and the Com- 
mander-in-C R ef. None the less, underneath the surface tension it 
was clear that there was a tremendous respect for Auchinleck and genuine 
dismay at the threat of his resignation, whlch had brought the actual 
crisis to a head. After three hours of intense discussion, a formula was 
found. Auchinleck was prevailed upon to write it out himself. It 
invoked the Federal Court as an adviser on the merits of each particular 
outstanding case. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  NEW D E L H I ,  Wednesday, 2nd April, 1947 
At our morning Staff Meeting Mountbatten was busy hammering 

out the I.N.A. formula. The snag now centres round the status of the 
Federal Court, wlich apparently is not in a position to render reports to 
the Commander-in-CheE 

On Mountbatten's instructions, I attended the Legislative Assembly, 
sitting discreetly in the Governor-General's box to listen to the I.N.A. 
debate. A Moslem back-bencher moved the resolution demanding the 
release of the I.N.A. men and started b r e a t h  fire and slaughter. His 
oration then suddenly tailed away. It looke d as though the Congress 
Whips had given lum some friendly advice half-way through h s  speech. 

Then Nehru replied. His speech was a splendid effort. He backed 
Auclinleck to the hilt, as he promised he would. The speech required 

reat moral courage before a potentially hostile House. The I.N.A., 
Fe argued, was subjected to different ulls. There was the pull of loyalty 
to the Army, there was the pull of a P arger loyalty to what one imagined 
was the good of the country; when loyalty is in conflict the result is an 
inner conhct in the individual. " When this happens, the best man 
suffers. the lesser man is insensitive." Not all the I.N.A. men were 
patriots; as with everyone else, there were some ood, some bad and f some in the middle. The resolution was ultimate y withdrawn. The 
outcome of this dangerous incident is Mountbatten's &st success at 
mediation and an encoura ing example of Nehru's steadfastness. 

I had lunch with Sir A f bar and Lady Hydari. Hydari has ust been 

K i a pointed Governor of Assam in succession to Sir Andrew C ow, and 
t ey are due to leave for Slullong next month. He follows Sir Cl~andulal 
Trivedi in Orissa, as the second Indian to become a Provincial Governor. 
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~t is a well-deserved honour, for Hydari has b e h d  him a bnlliat 
administrative record in the I.C.S. He and his wife, who is a Swede 
of great charm and vivacity, gave me my first taste of Indian hospitality 
when I arrived in Delhi in October 1943 as a stran er in the land. Hydari B says that we should stand firm for Union and or the Federal solution, 
i n v o h g  the second part of the great 1935 Act to provide the macllinery 
for thls purpose. He points out that if we do this seven of the eleven 
Provinces would come in at once. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI,  Thursday, 3rd April, 1947 
At the Staff Meeting Mountbatten reported on esterday's interviews. 

He had seen P. J. Grifiths, the European leader in t g e Assembly, who had 
spoken in very unfavourable terms of the Cabinet Mission's general 
approach to the European communi in their Plan. Their proposal for 
eight seats in the Assembly was who1 7 unrealistic, in so far as there were 
only seventy thousand Europeans anJonly one seat allotted per million 
of the inhabitants. Gandhi had naturally gone up in smoke at this 
suggestion, but in Grifiths' view if three seats had been asked for in the 
first instance h s  would have been acceptable. 

He then saw J. J. Singh, an influential Sikh with powerful American 
connections, who has returned from the U.S.A. He stressed that his 
&st im ression on arrival in India was the growth of anti-British feeling, 
and sai B no one believes that we are going. He was the first to speak of 
the possibility of revolution. W e  shall see repeated, he said, in India the 
new situation producing new leaders. 

He also saw Gandht again, who said he had been remonstrating with 
Mrs. Asaf Ali, one of the Indian Socialist leaders, for being so aggressively 
anti-British. He is anxious that she should meet Lady Mountbatten. 
He has returned to the theme that Jinnah should be called upon to form n 
government. 

The newspaper limelight continues to be on the North-west Frontier. 
Ismay spoke at to-day's Meeting of what he called " the bastard situation " 
there-ninety-seven per cent Moslems with a Congress Ministry. 

The uestion arose of Travancore, which is in the far South, and the 3 only In ian State with a sizeable sea-board. Uranium deposits have 
been - found there, so the lapse of Paramountcy now assumes new strategic 
significance. 

There was a full and f r d  discussion of ways and means of evacuating 
Europeans should this be necessary. A register is to be prepared of those 
who wish to leave by June 1948. Passenger-ship shortage is such that 
any fleet of ships, however modest, will be out of the question. Mount- 
batten's directive is that shipping losses as a result of the war should be 
stressed to all concerned, and that in all lanning any impression of 
panic movement must at all costs be avoide b: 

Dinner with the Zinkins. Maurice spoke of Nehru as  andh hi's 
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Western face. He also developed at length the thesis that Palrisun wu 
economically viable and that it was all too readily assumed that it would 
have no economic survival value. I asked him to prepare a memorandum 
on this, as I think it would be of considerable interest to Mountbatten. 
In the general frenzy of da -to-day activity the decisive lon er-term 
considerations are all too eas S y passed over. The Maharaja o 
pur's younger brother, a very intelligent and charming ~nan 
made the I.C.S. his career, was the other guest. He feels, llke Hydari, 
that one more effort should be made to revive Part I1 of the 193 J Act. 

Maurice tells me that one possible reason for Nehru's and Congress's 
sup ort for Auchnleck is the fear that if he resigned he would be suc- 
cee B ed by Slim,* who i r r ight ly  or wrongly-regarded as more pro- 
Moslem. This, of course, would also be an explanation of Liaquat's and 
the Moslem League's readiness to provoke Auchnleck into leaving. 
Maurice also told me a pretty story of Nehru at the last session of the 
Asian Relations Conference, when he walked down the aisle and shook 
delegates who were tallung and drinking during the proceedings. 
6 b What are you, a mango tree, that you need so much water? ", he said 
to one hapless representative. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Saturday, 5th April, 1947 

Gandh's master plan was discussed, and was described as an old kite 
flown without disguise. Mountbatten, however, had been the first 
person sufficiently intelligent to pay attention to it. The vital point was 
that Mountbatten should not allow hmself to be drawn into negotiation 
with the Mahatma, but should only listen to advice. 

Now, at the end of the first fo;tnight, the main strategy of Mount- 
batten's plan, together with its tactical application, has already taken 
shape. He has had to start from scratch, but no time has been lost. 
His primary aim is to acheve a solution whch inspires sufficient good 
feeling to enable the Indian parties to remain within the Commonwealth 
structure from the outset. He is bending every effort to keep the Cabinet 
Mission Plan alive, but on the assumption that innah's power and purpose d are sustained, the facilities for partition w 1 have to be allowed for. 
He appreciates that the logic of partitioning the centre involves s i d a r  
treatment for those Provinces where the two communities are evenly 
balanced. 

Whatever shape the Plan takes, Mountbatten has been convinced 
from the outset that the need for the political solution is much more 
pressing than was apparent when we were in London, and that the 
June 1948 time limit, far from being not long enou h, is already too f remote a deadline. He senses the danger of political co lapse ; the various 
contending factions-Congress, Moslem League and Sikhs-being strong 
enough to stake their respective claims, but unable, unless an agreement 
is reached at once, to prevent the Chinese situation being repeated in 

* Field-Marshal Sir William Slim, Commander of 14th Army in the Burma 

campai$* 
who succeeded Field-Marshal Montgomery as Chief of the Imperial 

Genera Staff in October 1948. 
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India. The quick political solution carries with it the proviso that itr 
dficult administrative implications should be met during an agreed 
interim ~ e r i o d  afterwards. 

In riparing the way for the acceptable plan. Mountbatten is resolved 
to ta P e all the leaders along with hrm step by ste , but he pro ores to P do so separately on a personal basis, and not by ormal and for \ idding 
conclaves. Mountbatten ho es that the di lomacy of discussion will have 

r, t the effect of pla ing down t e comniuna f tension which the conimittce 
method, as can e seen at the Cabinet meetings of the Interim Gover- 
merit, undoubtedly stimulates. In the meanwhile at our Staff Meetings 
all ossible concepts are examined. 

W i s  mornha the possibility of acheving a solution which leaves 
something at t e centre was considered. Mountbatten mentioned as 
alternative concepts an alliance on tlie lines of the League of Nations, 
autonomy within the U.S.S.R., and the federal structure at Washington. 
The argument was thrown into the arena that the only chance of a 
unitary solution would be for a decisioii to be taken as soon as all data was 
avlilahle, if possible within two months. It would have to be in the 
form of a decision, and not an agreement-unilateral, from which there 
was no appeal. The approval CZ His Majesty's Government would be 
needed at once, together with the earliest possible le islation and im- 
plementation, so that the scheme could be completed t efore the end of 
1947. This would be the most honest approach, and could be presented 
as the best means of getting out by June 1948. If a scheme was required 
without a centre, then clearly we could not go so quickly. 

The whole of this discussion was a form of mental exercise in DreDara- 
L L 

don for Mountbatten's first vital encounter with Jinnah to-day. 
The morning Meeting went on u to Jinnah's arrival. There were not 

quite so many photo rapliers as or the first Gandhi interview, and B F 
Jlnnah was obviously ar more formal and reserved in his attitude to the 
Press. Immediately after the meeting was over I got in to see Mount- 
batten to have my communiqu6 approved. There was only one minor 
alteration. 

Jinnah and his sister are dining at Viceroy's House to-morrow evenin , 
UP instead of to-night. The reason is simply that Mountbatten felt he co d 

not sustain another session with him to-day. Jilmah, as he left, said he 
would put hmself entirely at Mountbatten's disposal. ~ountbatten's 
first reaction was, " My God, he was cold. It took most of the interview 
to unfreeze him." 

were Nehru and his 
with his buxom, 

must be the smallest statesman since Doll- 
Mr. and Mrs. Winkelmum, the 

also. I sat next to Indira. She 
told me she was in some of the worst blitzes in London and still has an 
air-raid warden's hat which was lent her one evening whle she was trying 
to put out incendiaries in Piccadilly. She has kept the helmet ever since 
as a tro hy. She is just off to Sirnla to a house with the most incongruous 
tide o P 4  Cosy Nook ". 
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~ f t e r  lunch Krishna Menon and Ismay, at Mountbatten's request, 

had a ~rolonged talk about Gandhi's proposals. It was agreed to-da 
that it was essential to make it clear to Nehru, before Gmdhi got to wor I 
too hard on the Coil ress, that Mountbatten was far from committed to 
the Gandhi plan, anf  that it would need careful scrutiny. As Mount- 
batten said at the morning Meeting. Gmdhi has come out dehitely for 
inviting Jinnah to form an admillistration and pled ed himself to get 
Congress su port for it. Mountbatten thinks Gall h ' s  proposals and P d 
outlook simi ar to those of the phenomenal Mr. Pyke, once a scientist at 
Combined Operations, and author of Habakkuk, the floating self- 
propelled airfield made of ice-far-fetched but potentially feasible. 

At a tea-party to-day at Western Court I was entertained by Sir 
Usha Nath Sen, President of the Indian Correspondents' Association, 
Associated Press of India's special corres ondent and a more than usually 
well-informed source. He introduce/ me to some twenty leading 
Indian correspondents, who for about an hour and a half gave me a 
fairly intensive grillin I got off to a good start by introducing m self 
as a member of tlie Li t- era1 Party on temporary leave from party po r itics 
and as one who therefore understood the meaning of minority roblems. 
Considerable interest was shown in Mountbatten's personar hobbies. 
There was a happy, almost child-like, belief amon4 them all that a solu- 
tion will be found within the next fortnight, and it was M ~ c u l t  to 
divert them from that. 

In the eveilin I dined with the Mountbattens alone, and heard details 
of the remarkab P e interview with Jinnah, who started off the conversation 

6 6 quite blankly- I will enter into discussion on one condition only." 
Mountbatten said, " I interrupted h m  before he could finish h s  sentence : 
' Mr. Jinnah, I am not pre xed  to discujs conditions or, indeed, the present 
situa~on until I have ha i the chance of malune vour acauaintance and 
knowing more about you yourself'." ~innahv &as co~Apletel~ taken 
aback by Mountbatten's attitude, and for some whle did not respond, 
remairing reserved, haughty and aloof. But in the end h s  mood 
softened and he duly succumbed to Mountbatten's desire to hear lum 
recount the story ofthe Moslem League's rise to power in terms of his own 
career. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Monday, 7th ~ p r i l ,  1947 
The Jinnahs dined with the Mountbattens last night. Jhmah harped 

on Moslem massacres and described the horrors at length. A guick 
decision was called for-" It would have to be a surgical operation." 
Mountbatten replied, " An annsthetic is required before the operation." 
Mountbatten emerged from this second encounter reasonably confident. 
4 6  Jinnah can negotiate with me, but my decision goes." J innh stressed 
that Gandh's position was mischievous because it entailed authority 
without responsibility. To prove this point he went through the history 
of negotiations with Gandhi, ending with the rejection of the Cri ps' \ Plan and the launching of civil disobedience in 1942, which he descri ed 
as the Mahatma's " Himalayan blunder ". " The Congress want to 
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inherit everything, they would even accept Dominion Status to deprive 
me of Pakistan." 

Mountbatten is using his Staff Meetings to exercise half-conridered 
ideas. He hammers out his thoughts on the anvil of discussion. It is 
most exciting to be a art of this creative process. Isma read out 
Gandhi's latest letter, w Ri ch contains the germs of a " Gan c l  hi-~ount- 
batten Pact" conjured up out of nothing more than Mountbatten's 
sympathetic interest in Gandhi's proposal to let Jinnah form a Govern- 
ment. ~ountbatten feels that Jinnah must be brought into the Govern- 
ment, but is not clear how it is to be done. 

A parently while the Mountbattens and Jinnah were being hot* 
Pled before the first interview, Jinnah, in an effort to be g a f  ant to 

La grT y Mountbatten, spoke of " a rose between two thorns ". Un- 
it turned out that he was in the middle himself! Walt 

Mason, o Associated Press of America, came round to see me, and wants fortunate?, 
me to be quotable as " an official source ", whch frightens me a bit in 
this whispering gallery. 

This evening, at the end of their latest meeting, Mountbatten called me 
in to meet Jinnah, who stared at me with eyes like irnlets and said 7 nothing. However, at Mountbatten's prompting he to d me he would 
be very pleased for me to call on him and discuss Press roblems. Afrer 

talk to-morrow. 
5, he had gone Mountbatten indicated that they would be aving a di&cult 

VICEROY'S  a o u s a ,  N E W  DELHI, Tuesday, 8th April, 1947 

At to-day's Staff Meeting a letter from Liaquat was read which alleged 
the inadequate representation of Moslems in the Armed Forces. He 
wanted these reorganised forthwith so that the could be more readily 

between Pakistan and Hindustan at Ke pro er time. ~srnay 
stresse that to take any action on Lia uat's letter wo& be to prejudice split uB 
the political issue. Until and unless t II e Viceroy reported otherwise to 
His Majesty's Government, the Cabinet Mission Plan held the field, and 
that Plan envisaged one National Army. 

Mountbatten agreed that there could be no splitting of the Indian 
Army before the withdrawal of the British, for two reasons. " The 
mechanics won't permit it, and I won't." He said he was resolved to tell 
Jinnah that he &t maintain law and order, and would not help the 
Parties at the exDense of either. Even if it was decided to demit Dower to 
individual pro-ces, it would still be essential to keep central cbntrol of 
Defence. Ismay said the British Army stays until Command passes. 
The 1935 Constitution remains in force. Mountbatten spoke on ~ehru's 
view of Gandhi's plan-they should not let go a strong Centre und 
there was something to hand over to. Abell said the key question was: 
Is the Cabinet Mission Plan dead? Tell Jinnah what he will get if he 
refuses it. He won't be reasonable until this has been clarified. 
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V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DRLHI, Wednesday, 9th April. 1947 

At to-day's Mcetin Mountbatten said that he raised yesterday with B   inn ah the question o an appeal by both of the major Parties for a truce 
in the communal disturbances, and had bluntly asked innah whether 
he really wanted these disturbances to be stopped, or w ll ether the issue 
of such an appeal would put the Moslem League at a political dis- 
advantage. J m a h  had ultimately agreed to join in. 

I was asked to give the Press a background warning that, since the 
Viceroy was examining a large number of different plans for the future 
of India, the Press should be on their guard against assuming that the 
plan known and believed to be under discussion on any day was the one 
most likely to be decided on. The lan which was receiving most careful 
examination was, of course, the Ca E inet Mission Plan. 

We had another olicy discussion. Ismay spoke of a talk he had had 
with Jinnah. He s R ows himself wholly unaware of the administrative 
im lications of his policy. The British were li uidators. All would be 
we P 1 if Pakistan was conceded, but Jinnah spo 2 e of his fear that all he 
would get would be a " moth-eaten Pakistan ". 

After the Staff Meeting I went round and saw Jim~ah at his home. 
His house at 10 Aurangzeb Road looks rather like a mosque, and is full of 
red and black inlay. On his mantelpiece was a silver map of India on an 
oak plaque. Pakistan was marked in reen. He was much more cordial 
than on the first encounter. We d iscussed the Press situation. The 
All-India Editors' Conference, he said, was entirely ~ i n d u .  Of the 
Moslem papers there was only Dawn, whlch was unde; l i s  roprietorship. 
6 6 Although you ma not believe it, I have never exercised irect influence B ! 
over its policy, an have always re arded that as the Editor's job and 
within hls competence." " The E f itor," he added, without a s d e ,  
66 has always beln in agreement with m i  views." He spoke at length 
on the completely fdse reports of the Noakhali killings of IIindus by 
Moslems. These were first described as a massacre of many thousands, 
but he claimed they turned out to be little more than a hundred lulled 
and a hundred wounded. Background talks with the Press in India were 
almost impossible. He spoke of his experience in London, where his 
off-the-record remarks were completely respected. 

In a note of the interview for Mountbatten I wrote as follows :- 

4 4 In view of the inaccurate and inflammatory nature of some recent 
Press comment, I said that I had in mind to recommend that you should 
send a message to the All-India Editors' Conference urging the need for 
restraint, etc. I wanted to see what his reaction would be : It was not 
particularly favourable. ' If I may presume to advise,' he said, ' His 
Excellency should press on with his work, reach a decision quickly, and 
avoid exhortations. It is above all lus sacred duty to uphold law and 
order.' The interview was helpful in so far as it will enable me to mike 
contact with the Moslem Press under favourable auspices, but dis- 
couraging as indicating that the chances of any working arrangement 
between the Hindu and the Moslem Press are very small indeed.' 
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I had tea this afternoon with the Nehru household. Indira and Krishru 
Menon recalled the ori ins of the Moslem Lea ue and its leadership- % pointing out that Jinnat hmself was a Hindu y birth. The League, 
Krishna said, only began to mean somethng when Congress became a 
Direct Action movement. It grew, he alleged, under British encourage 
ment. Krishna wants me to go to the States Conference at Gwalior, 
where Nehru is handing over the Presidency to Sheikh Abdullh, the 
Moslem Congress leader in Kashmir, who is at present in gaol there. 
It is not only the political temperature that is rising. The thermometer 
reached over IOO" F.   ester day. As Nehru aptly remarked to me, " The 
trouble is we get hot by thinking about the heat." 

In the evening we had a big State dinner for the British Residents in 
the Indian States, who have been called to Delhi for consultation with 
Mountbatten in his capacity as Crown Representative. The State 
rooms were opened up and the cobwebs dusted off Lady Willingdon's 
Persian ceiling. Eighty-four guests sat down to dinner, and the silver 
plate was brought out, whch somehow did not improve the flavour of 
the food. Portraits of former Viceroy s-Minto, Mayo, ~ a l i f a x  and 
Reading-look down upon the swelling scene. The string band plays a 
strange blend of Gilbert and Sullivan and Indian rhythms. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DBLHI, Friday, 11th April, 1947 
In a general discussion at to-day's Staff Meeting Mountbatten observed 

that Jinnah's original objection to the Cabinet Mission Plan had been 
that certain Provinces could not opt out of, but could only transfer to 
another Group. Congress now agreed to opting out, but wanted to 
hold on to the Cabinet Mission concept of a Union of India. Ian Scott, 
Deputy Private Secretary to the Viceroy, pointed out that the core 
of the Cabinet Plan was Union of Grou s. Among ~ountbatten's 
thoughts for to-da was that the form of e announcement should be K i 
such as to indicate t at as far as possible the choice of hand-over was being 
left to the Indian people. The Ldian people were being allowed to mak; 
up their minds for Partition or otherwise. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI, Saturday, 12th April, 1947 
Mountbatten re orted on his latest meetin with Jinnah, who was K apparently much s aken when Mountbatten f J ed to react in any way to 

his offer, dramatically presented, to bring Pakistan into the Common- 
wealth. In our general discussion to-da the alternatives of " Plan 
Balkan " versus Plan Union " were gankly and fully discussed. 
Mountbatten went to the root of the dilemma, and put the proposition 
that he should try to get Con ress to accept the Cabinet Mission Plan in 
full, and then confront Jinna E with coming in or accepting a truncated 
Pakistan. George Abell was sceptical of Congress changing its policy. It 
had already forced the Moslem League to retreat by the pressure it had 
exerted on the northern Groups. 
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Gandh has written to Mountbatten that his own plan is not acceptable 
to Congress, and that he is personally handing over all future negotiations 
to the Working Committee. Mountbattell says he will try to get 
Gandh to stay on and exert hls influence in favour of full Congress 
acceptance of the Cabinet Mission Plan. He feels that, deep down, desire 
for union still exerts a powerful pull on Congress. 

~ncidentally there was a charming postscript to Gandhi's proposal 
that Mrs. Asaf Ali should meet Lady Mountbatten. Lady Mountbatten 
at once wrote off an invitation, which Mrs. Asaf Ali duly declined. 
The next day when Gandhi came for a meetin with the Viceroy Mrs. 
Asaf Ali was with h m .  " I hear she refuse$" he said, " so I have 
brought her with me." 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI,  Monday, 14th April, 1947 
The Press speculators have been busy. An article in the Hindustan 

Times ths  morning has forecast the issue of the " Peace Appeal " on 
which Mountbatten has been worlung. It indicates that it wi 1 shortly 
be issued over the signatures of Gandhi, Jinnah and Kripdani, as the 
President of Congress. One of the big points at issue is Con ress's 
insistence on including Kripalani, and Jinnah's unwillingness to t o  so. 
Ismay and MiCville consider that the Hindustan Times article may well 
have wrecked the chances of persuading Jinnah to sign the document 
which has been prepared. Mountbatten gave strict instructions to me to 

oint out that the article had of course been published without his 
Rowledge and had caused him great anno ance, as indeed it has. He is 
also writing to Nehru to find out how the r eak occurred. 

After many spasnls of uncertainty Mountbatten's patience and will- 
power have prevailed, and ths  afternoon I have been able to take round 
to the Ministry of Information the original document over Gandhi's and 
Jinnah's joint signatures. Jinnah has gained his point over Kripdani, 
who has not been invited to sign. Actually Gandhi wrote his name twice, 
once in English and once in Urdu. 

The tone and timing of this Appeal are a great ersonal triumph for ZI- Mountbatten and give impetus to h s  whole e ort to produce an 
acceptable political plan. It enhances his restige and it exploits to 
the maximum the initial good-dl  surroun B ing him. It is designed to 
create a ddtet;te without whch no political solution will be worth a 
pin's fee. It is the first victory for his open diplomacy. 

The message is couched in stern and forceful terms, which are urgently 
needed. The call for avoidance, both in speech and writing, of an 
incitement to acts of violence and disorder is particularly timely. As eac b 
day passes certain of the more communally minded Press comme~~tators 
become increasingly provocative in their language, stirring up hatreds 
they cannot coiltrol and heroics they are never likely to ~erform. At 
Mountbatten's request I have gone very carefully into the Ministry of 
Information's proposals for disseminating the Appeal. The engine of 
All India RarLo d l  be at full throttle, and at my suggestion to-night's 
release will include a ~hotostat copy. Ambitious plans are in hand 
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to show it at cinemas and to distribute it by leaflet from the air over the 
disturbed areas. 

The pattern of events now centres round a Sirnla h o ~ s e - ~ a r t ~  
early in May-the probable guests to be Nehru, Jinnah, Patel, Liaqut, 
Kripalani, Bddev Singh, and the possibles Gandhi, Bhopal and Bikaner. 

To-morrow the Governor's Conference is due to take place, following 
closely upon a useful session with the Residents. Mountbatten is not 

ut his Plan into final shape until he has heard the Governors' 
full likely and P rank views on the draft which he has already sent for their 
consideration. On  the eve of the Conference the broad principles of 
~ountbatten's  plan are : 

(I)  that the res onsibility for Partition, if it comes, is to rest 
fair1 u on the In 1 i a s  themselves ; 
(2J tRe Provinces, generally speaking, shall have the right to dcter- 

nine their own future. 
(3)  Bengd and the Punjab are to be notionally partitioned for 

voting urposes ; 
(4) tRe predominantly Moslem Sylhet district in Assam is to be 

given the option of joining the Moslem Province created by a 
partitioned Bengal ; 

( 5 )  General Elections are to be held in the North-west Frontier 
Province. 

Some of the Governors have arrived at Viceroy's House, and Mount- 
batten has already had talks with Sir Frederick Bourne (Central Provinces), 
Sir John Colville (Bombay), and Sir Archibald Nye (Madras). By the 
time they are all here the Mountbattens will be entertaining under one 
roof eleven Governors, their wives, private secretaries and A.D.C.'s- 
a formidable gathering even for Viceroy's House, with its three hundred 
and forty rooms and one and a half d e s  of corridors, to hold. 

Sir Mirza Ismail, the Prime Minister of Hyderabad, was called in for 
the talk with Bourne when they discussed the very tricky question of the 
status of Berar. This is part of the Nizam of Hyderabadts hereditary 
domains-indeed, his heir is entitled the Prince of Berar-but is admini- 
stered by the Central Provinces. Congress will certainly lay claim to 
Berar as part of the Central Provinces, whde the Nizam will c e d y  
want Berar back. Mirza Ismail intimated that the Nizam may shortly 
be seeing Jinnah. As for himself, he says that he is rapidly losing the 
Nizam's confidence and does not expect to be in ofice much longer. 

I sat next to Ismail at the Mountbattens' lunch-party. He is a Moslem 
of moderate opinion, sober judgement and high intellect, who is therefore 
in a somewhat isolated position. He spoke quite freely to me about the 
uneasy role of Premier to the Nizam. The maximum period of power 
one could hope for was about four years. The only exception to this 
had been old Sir Akbar Hydari, who had clun on for nearly fourteen 
years. The Nizam's statecraft consisted large K y of weaving complex 
conspiracies against his own Prime Ministers and ultimately depriving 
them of the power he had wrested for them. It was, by ~smail's account, 
a depressing cycle of self-defeating intrigue. Also at the lunch w a ~  
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Com ton Mackenzie, who is covering the world's battle-fionts to produce 
an o P cia1 account of the Indian Army's contribution to the war. 

Colville, it seems, be an by offering to resign, but has been prevailed 
u on to sta on a litt e longer. Mountbatten said that Colvllle was r, B 
lieely to be 0th wrong and right in hr objections to the present eo", Wrong, because ot~ly short notice and a time limit could ma e the 
Indian leaders face up to reality and right because there was not enough 
time to launch a new constitution. 



CHAPTER F I V E  

T H E  G O V E R N O R S  A N D  T H E  PLAN 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Tuesday, 15th April, 1911 

T HB GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE opened to-day with the boost of 
encouragement provided by the banner headlines announcing the 
 andh hi-  inn ah Appeal. I attended the first session, which took 

place in the sombre, panelled Council Chamber. It was an impressive 
spectacle, with the eleven Governors seated in anti-clockwise order of 
drecedence round the large oval table. Mountbatten's opening speech 
was a very fluent and persuasive a eal for loyalty both to the letter and OP spirit of the British Government s decision. He stressed, iust in tax 
there was any doubting Thomas in his midst, that June I ~ ~ P  was a fm 
departure date. 

There was full and frank discussion on the evacuation of Europeans. 
Colville and Nye, Governors of the two Senior Presidencies, were both 
robust on this issue, but Sir Evan enkins, the very brilliant Governor of d the Punjab-George Abell's pre ecessor as P.S.V. to Wavell-said he 
felt bound to draw attention to the seriousness of the situation in the 
Punjab. Sir Hugh Dow, Governor of Bihar, said there were only fifty 
European officials in his State, covering a population of forty million. 
So it was not sur rising, perhaps, that there was little law or order in his 
part of the worlb: Sir Andrew Clow, the retiring Governor of Assam, 
spoke about the planters, and said there were more young wives than 
ever before enjoying the sunshine, food and servants. 

J. D. Tyson, Secretary to the Governor of Bengal, Sir Frederick 
Burrows (who was ill and unable to be at the Conference), reported that 
there were twenty thousand Europeans in Bengal and that he was 
seriously worried about the five thousand in the outlying districts. He 
felt that the chances of maintaining law and order in the Province were 
very slim. Communist agitation-stronger here than anywhere else- 
was definitely anti-European, and he believed that the Europeans were 
not looking ahead. 

Mountbatten stressed that there was little chance of any support from 
the British Cabinet for any legislation to prevent people coming to 
India. The final vote on this delicate sub'ect was in favour of usin 
persuasion with regard to the movement o Europeans, with the Punja 
asking for enforcement owers later. 

? % 
J There followed de ed consideration of the vexed question of corn- 

pensation. Mountbatten gave the history of the ne otiations to date. 
Colville-" George, the automatic pilot ", as he calle d himself, to cover 
the various occasions he has served as acting viceroy--confirmed what 
Mountbatten had to say about the dficulty of gettin compensation for 
Indians past the Interim Government. Trivedi an fi Hydari both felt 
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Indians would, on purely atriotic rounds, wish to remain on a d  let g f' compensation go. Mount atten ha some interesting thngs to say about 
the ambiguities and uncertainties of the Coinmonwealth link, referring in 
particular to Eire. Sir John Maffey had told him that the Letter of 
Credence of the Irish representative to Hitler during the war was actually 
signed " George R.I.". 

111 the afterno011 session discussion was broken down to allow for 
reports by Governors on their individual Provinces. Sir Olaf Caroe, 
speaking about the North-west Frontier, whch at the moment seems to 
be the point of most acute political crisis, wants an election. Dr. Khan 
Sahib, the Premier who, with his more famous brother Abdul Ghaffar 
Khan, " the Frontier Gandhi ", leads the pro-Congress Red Shrt group, 
does not. All the pro-Moslem League Moslems who would stand to 
gain most from an election are in gaol. Mountbatten's advice is " hold 
your hand, if possible ", but Caroe looks tense and tired, and is clearly 
weighed down by h s  heavr responsibilities. 

Jenkins gave a lucid ana ysis of the implications of Punjab partition, 
showing just how the Moslem versus non-Moslem issue was complicated 
by Sikh and Hindu Jat claims. Tyson similar1 examined the prospects 
for Bengal, if under partition. East Bengal, L e felt, would become a 
rural slum. There were some twentv-five rnillioil Hindus in Beneal- 
forty-five per cent of the populationLand they all wanted to be absoPrbed 
into Hindustan. The concept of East Bengal was unacceptable to many 
local Moslems. The relationship between Jinnah and the present Moslem 
Premier of Bengal, Suhrawardy, was far froin cordial. Suhrawardy is 
frightened of partition and is ready to play with the Hindus. Jenluns, 
too, spoke of the possible growth of anti-Pakistan o inion in the Punjab 
and Bengal. The local Moslems would be satisfie to run Bengal as a 
Moslem-controlled Province. 

'f 
The Governor of Bihar drew attention to the concentration of wealth, 

mineral and iron. The industrial development of Chota Na pur was 
part of Suhraward 's concept for the building u of an in ependent r R d 
Benaal. Provincia devolution would, he felt, in t e case of Bihar have " 
wide repercussions. In the general discussion it was felt that a Sind- 
Punjab Pakistan was economically feasible. Mountbatten considered, 
however, that East Bengal might contract out and that also the North- 
west Frontier was a liability. 

VICEROY'S H O U S E ,  NEW DELHI ,  Wednesday, 16th April, 1947 
At the resumed Governors' Conference to-day Jenhns spoke about the 

d 6 need for an Operation Solomon " for the Punjab and put forward the 
possibility of a statistical boundary commission. There was a big 
discussion on the whole draft Partition Plan, which Mountbatten had 
put together in time for the Conference. It is clear, from what the 
Governors have to say, that by far the greater part of the sub-continent 
is calm and quiet and ready to accept any reasonable solution. 

I had lunch at the Im erial with Pailikkar, who stressed that the 
Constitution of the Mos f em League had been weighted heavily in 
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favour of Moslems living in minority areas. This simple fact, he claimed, 
had enabled Jinnah to bring extra ressure on Moslem members living in 

areas. Bengali loyalties, Ke said, were increasingly cutting acrotl 
those ,,jori? o Hindustan, and would require careful handling. He also v g d  
saon ly the need for an Indian equivalent to the British Privy C o u d  
to w I 'ch unpredictable political and judicial problems coilld be referred. 

~oun tba t t en  has had a talk with Baldcv Smgh, the Defence M t c r ,  
who, in the presence of Jenkins, the Governor of the Punjab, denied 
being the treasurer of the Sikhs' appeal fund, which is undoubtedly being 
subscribed for warlike and uncons~tutional purposes. 

Baldev sou ht advice on the Army nationahsation scheme. What 
chance was t f ere of British Services remaining on after June 1948? 
Mountbatten replied that it all depended on whether India wants to be 
in the Commonwealth. A face-saving formula is needed to cover the 
Congress resolution passed nor to 20th February to set up a sovereign 
independent Republic. Ba Y dev's general attitude goes to corhrm that 
partition is now the only solution acceptable to all parties. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Friday, 18th April, 1947 

Mountbatten was in buoyant mood at to-day's Staff Meetin He 
had an interesting talk with Krishna Menon, who took upon krnself 
part of the original responsibility for the Independent Sovereign Republic 
formula. The search, however, for another formula which will ensure a 
close llnk with Britain is being actively pursued by hiin and some of the 
Congress leaders. Menon has explained how initiative on Congress's 
part is impossible; even the semblance of it would lose them their 
position ; it must come in some way from us. In the course of the discus- 
sion I said I felt that, at the military level, the analogy and advantages of 
the Combined Chiefs of Staff procedure in the war should not be over- 
looked, and Mountbatten agrees that this should certainly be kept in mind. 

Ismay, Ronnie, Geor e Nicholls and myself were out at Palam this after- 
noon to greet our f a J e s ,  who completed the last leg of their journey in 
Mountbatten's York making its return Bight after taking Colville back to 
Bombay from the Governors' Conference. The York has for so long been 
the carrier of many V.1.P.t and much gold braid that it was a refreshing 
contrast to see it in the guise of a flying niche. Three Brockmm 
daughters, one Nicholls son, and my Virginia and Keith issued forth 
into the broiling heat. Among the grown-ups were ~smay's two 
daughters, Susan and Sarah. My wife, Fay, is taking Miss Care P Our nurse, and the children on up to Simla to escape Delhi's into erable 
summer heat, but will herself be returning shortly to join me, and I hope 
lend a hand in my office, where the dady round has begun to assume 
gargantuan proportions. 

VICEROY'S HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI, Saturday, 19th April, 1947 
Mountbatten gave us an alarming but none the less amusing account of 

his interview with the Sikh leaders. He found himself confronted by 
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some very scruffy old gentlemen with long beards and lar e kirpans 
who put on their glasses, loolung just lke  benign professors ful B of peace- 
ful intentions, but telling a few fibs in the process. They all insisted 
that he must partition the Punjab, and said the Sikhs were the principal 
victims in the Rawalpindi riots. 

Mountbatten mentioned the interview he had yesterday with Dr. 
Matthai, who had stressed that although responsible Indiul leaders were 
now generally makmg dispassionate and temperate speeches, the Press 
was causing much trouble and was in his view an irresponsible and 
inflammatory element in the situation. Matthai suggested that the 
Viceroy should call together all editors and appeal to them to tone down 
their comment and implement in their own way the Gandhi-Jinnah 
Appeal. Dr. Matthai thought that this would have a tremendous effect. 
Mountbatten asked for m comment. I said that I doubted whether this 
approach was either feasi L le or even desirable. It would be physically 
verv dacul t  to brine in dl the editors concerned from distant Darts. 
ulb when they had a&ved at Viceregal request they would expect;o b; 
told news of some firm decision. They would, to .say the least, be 
deflated at receiving only an exhortatioh.  orc cover, i suggested the 
desirability of taking the matter up with Pate1 in the first instance in his 
capacity as Millister of Information. 

At h s  meeting yesterday with Dr. Khan Sahib the suggestion was 
mooted that Mountbatten should pay an early visit to the North-west 
Frontier Province. The idea htherto had been to postpone tours until 
the major Plan had been com leted and ap roved, but the Frontier 
situation seems to call for specia P treatment be 4 orehand. In our general 
policy discussion the Dominion Status issue was further thrashed our  
Mountbatten pointed out that Nazimuddin, the Moslem League leader in 
East Bengd, was just as adamant as Jinnah about Pakistan. Ismay 
stressed that we were engaged in creadng wo Pakistans, which drew from 
Mountbatten the comment that whatever its implications he was 
beginning to think Pakistan was inevitable. 

In the evening the Mountbattens gave a small dance in the walled 
arden by the swimming-pool for Pamela's eighteenth birthday. The 

Ball of fountains and the glimmer o f f  -lights, the air soft and fresh, the 
dark-green cy ress trees, red roses clim ing on white walls, and the red R "r; 
and gold of t e Viceregal servants-here was all one could ask of an 
enchanted garden. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Sunday, 20th April, 1947 
We dined at the Imperial with G. S. Bozman, Secretary of the Informa- 

tion Department of the Government of India, with whom I have been in 
very close touch over the Gandhi-Jinnah Appeal. Afterwards we sat 
out in the garden. The earl summer evemgs are cool and pleasant 
in New Delhi. The lawns o ? the Imperial are lit by floodlights, and the 
guests sit in basket chairs drinking long dnnks. Every now and then a 
jackal will leave the shadows and run across the grass, and in the middle 
distance there is the pleasant tinkling of tonga bells. Bozman said that 
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from his day-to-day ex erience of hls chief, Vallabhbhai Patel, he wu R convinced that he was t e strong man among the Indian leaders. An 
discussions which failed to recognise this fact were likely to be unfruitful 
He was essentially a practical man with whom business could be done, 
but if he was left out he was in a position to invoke a veto just as crippling 
as anything known at U.N.O. 

Colin Reid of the Daily Telegraph joined us. Colin is a considerable 
expert on Middle Eastern affdrs. As well as having spent quite a time 
here, he has made a special study of Moslem culture and politics in 
Egypt and the Levant. I ut some questions in an effort to get a little 
beneath the immediate sur P ace developments. So I asked Colin how red 
he felt the division between Hindu and Moslem to be? Surely there 
must be some margin of mutual interest? Colin's reply was that durin 
the course of the past ten years the communal tension had risen to suc a 
a itch that he doubted whether they would now give adequate con- 
si ! eration to their comrrlon interest. I then asked how much the 
division.was religious and how much political? Colin felt there- was no 
easy answer to that question. He had made a close study of the Koran in 
Arabic and he had tested out Jinnah on various occasions, but it seemed 
to him that he, Colin Reid, was better versed in the Holy Koran than 
~ o h a m m e d  Ali Jinnah himself. 

How close, I asked, was the bond between the Moslem League and 
the Moslems of the Middle East? Colin replied that the Mission from 
the Middle East which had recently come to visit the Indian Government 
had shown little interest in or sympath with Jinnah or the Moslem 
League. But, I suggested, in the eyes o 2' the world there surely existed 
a genuine identity between the Moslems of India and other countries. 
Colin insisted, however, that up to the present there was in actual fact no 
such thing as a united Islam of the spirit. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Monday, zist April, 1947 

Mountbatten rehearsed his afternoon meeting with Liaquat, indicating 
that his final decision as to whether there should be a fresh election in the 
North-west Frontier Province would depend upon his estimate of the 
Moslem League's ability to form a responsible Ministry. He said he 
would make it abundantly clear that in s ite of appearances he would not 
in fact yield to force or to the threat of P orce. 

I have been asked to prepare a Press note announcing the forthcoming 
Frontier tour. 

The Mountbattens gave a small dinner at the House for the Brockmms, 
Nicholls and ourselves, which was directly preceded by a garden-parry to 
the Viceregal establishment. Mountbatten told us that he had been 
much shaken to learn that the three hundred and seventy-five guess 
were all of the oacer cadre, and that there were in all some seven 
thousand persons on the Viceregal estate. He said he had told some of 
them that they ought to have a Mayor and had then added that he 
supposed he was their Mayor ! This seemed to go down well with the 
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uera and showed, he felt, that the Indian had a sense of humour, or at 

Last the good manners to laugh at the right time. 
While we were in the drawing-room before dinner Lady ~ o u n t -  

batten confessed that she found herself continually trying to move the 
heavy teak-framed chairs and sofas, only to be no less continually dis- 
covered by the servants in this undignified attempt ! In this connection 
she quoted the experience of Lady Linlithgow, whose dog had had m 
unfortunate accident on the Viceregal car et shortly before the guests 
were due to arrive. It took so long to fin S a servant of sufidently low 
rate  to clear up the mess that she was finally obliged to deal with it 
herself, and was caught by her uests and servants in the act ! 

Mountbatten incidentally ca \ ed for a composite photograph of the 
various types of servants showing their uniforms, occupations and ranks. 
To hold it all in one's head is quite a memory test. 

During dinner Mountbatten was full of qui jokes. I par- 
ticularly en oyed his story of his butler in Malta Masonic d secrets w e in his cups. Mountbatten repeated secret words, 
and on seeing the expression on George Nicholls' face, asked whether he 
was a Mason. On  George admitting that he was, he relentlessly asked if 
the words were correct. But George was not to be drawn, tellin us 
instead that the only woman who ever knew the words was an Eng E sh- 
woman who hid herself in a grandfather clock before the Masons arrived. 
When she was discovered, she was duly initiated. " I thought you were 
going to say eliminated," Mountbatten countered, " and every hour the 
clock struck they said, ' Where is she? ' " 

An oficer's name was mentioned, and Lady Mountbatten exclaimed, 
" Let us see him by all means, but don't let him arrange any more tours 
for us." She then told a story of a trip in the Arakan when the said 
hapless offcer forgot that the river was tidal and she and Elizabeth Ward 
had to leave their jeep and swim for it to kee their engagement ! 

After dinner Mountbatten told me that t R e interview with Liaquat 
had been very interesting. Liaquat had spoken with much frankness 
about Wavell, saying they all knew that he was a very great soldier, but 
he had undoubtedly made h s  olitical position impossible for himself 
with the Indian leaders when tRey all went to London last December. 
On that occasion he had apparently taken an apologetic line, by assertin 
that he was merely a soldier and that he had made mistakes. After suc f 
a confession it became obvious, Liaquat said, that he could no longer 
carry on, and it was immediately after this that the idea of a successor 
began to come into the picture. 

Mountbatten told us he felt it was a very great pity that, if he had to 
have this job, he could not have taken it on eighteen months ago. He 
might then have been able to iduence events, but now with the time 
at our disposal this was almost impossible. There had been a catastrophic 
deterioration in the situation during the ast few months, and olitical 
solutions must be found w i t h  the time imit, and therefore be ore one 
could really hope to influence events. 

P P 
In a general talk about the Press I used the occasion to stress the im- 

portance of hard news ahead of time which enabled us to control specula- 
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tion, and mentioned in this connection our success with the Governon' 
Conference. I also underlined my conviction of the importance of 
patel in the situation. Altogether Mountbatten was in very good form 
throughout the evening. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  NEW D E L H I ,  Tuesday, ttnd April, 1947 
Mountbatten said to-day that representatives of approximately half of 

the inhabitants of India had already asked to be allowed to remain within 
the Commonwealth. They included the Moslem League, the Scheduled 
Castes and the Indian States-although all the States' subjects might not 
be of the same opinion as their Rulers. All these a plicants, he added, 
seemed to think they were doing Great Britain a l v o u r  by asking to 
stay in. Mountbatten went on to inquire whether it was considered 
that there was any ossibility of granting some form of Dominion Status 
to India as a who f e, or more probably to the separate parts of India, 
in the near future. He envisaged the setting up of a Defence Coundl 
and a Governor-General as chairman with a casting vote. Ismay thought 
we should not rule out unilateral application by Pakistan for Cornmon- 
wealth membership. Mountbatten directed that plannin for the grant 
of Dominion Status to India, whether united or divide!, 
and possibly by January 1948, should continue concurrently wit 
Plan for the main decision. 

before d ~ d  
He has come round to the view to-day that the Cabinet Mission 

Plan can somehow be resurrected in a new form and name. As originally 
presented, it was ps chologically wrong. If the principle of two 
sovereign States couldr be accepted, union might be achieved through 
sovereignty. W e  had to recognise that the Moslem League were 
prepared to give up the B and C Groups (full Pakistan area) and to 
accept a truncated Pakistan if a real free centre went with it. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Wednesday, 23rd April, 1947 
This morning Mountbatten has had a three-hour session with Jinnah. 

I had lunch with Georee Abell. who told me that Tinnah had been 
friendly. Sometimes hgis delib;rately rude, but to-dzy his mood was 
to be accommodating. He seemed to be resigned to the partition of the 
Punjab and Ben al. He did not ask what the boundaries would be, and 
Mountbatten di f not tell him. He is putting out " an appeal to reason " 
on the North-west Frontier Province and is clearly relieved at not being 
asked to call off Direct Action. He told Mountbatten, " Frankly, Your 
Exceuencv. the Hindus are im~ossible. Thev alwavs want seventeen 
m a s  for ;he rupee." ~eor~e';comment wa; " I have a feeling this is 
true. By and large the Hindus' case is probably better than the ~oslems' ,  
but they always spoil it by over-bidding." 

Maulana Azad, the leading Congress Moslem, has put forward a new 
formula. It is that Mountbatten's personal interpretation of the British 
Government's statement following the Loxtdon meeting with the Indian 
Leaders and Wave11 last December on the right of Provinces to opt out 
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of Groups, would be acceptable. He bases this on a dictum of Gandhi's. 
" The sole referee of what is or is not in the interests of India as a whole 
will be Mountbatten in his personal capacity." 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Thursday, 24th April, 1947 
We held long drafting meetings with Ismay to-day hammering out the 

Plan to transfer ower. It is typical of Mountbatten that he has already 
pre ared a first Sraft of what he would l~ke  to say over All India Fbdio, 
an B has asked his staff to consider and comment. 

Tinnah's statement about the North-west Frontier Province has been 
released. Mountbatten is pleased with it, and on the whole it is what he 
wanted from him. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  NEw DELHI, Friday, 25th April, 19.17 
At to-day's Staff Meetin the first draft of the Plan was considered, 

but no clear concept for its L a 1  projection on the Parties and the public 
emerged. Ian Scott raised an important debating point, favouring the 
widest publicity for it prior to its submission to the Workin Committees 
of the two Parties, who would then have the searchli ht o wodd atten- f k 
tion focused upon them. Tlus technique might have t e effect of drawing 
the more moderate elements in both Congress and Moslem League 
together again to preserve the bare essentials of unity. 

Mountbatten agreed that it was most important that with the issue 
of the announcement the im ression should not be created that partition 
was a foregone conclusion, gut that the question had been referred for 
decision to the d l  of the people. To improve the chances of a return 
to a united India, he felt that an escape clause should be included in the 
announcement, and he would consider as counting as a form of 
union any plan in which the centre dealt with the same subjects as in the 
Cabinet Mission Plan-namely, External Affairs, Defence and Com- 
munications. The crux .of the matter seemed to him to be that in the 
Cabinet Mission Plan the Hindu majority at the centre would be able 
permanently to outvote the Moslem minority and use the reserved sub- 
jects to subdue them. The alternative was that the re resentatives of 
P&stan and Hindustan should come together on the %asis of arity. 
If this form of a united India could be obtained it might be possi g le for 
the Punjab, Bengd and Assam to remain united. Abell pointed out that 
it would not be real parity, which depended on the relative strength of 
the two sovereign States. Mountbatten replied that he realised this 
point. " My object is to create the effect of two sovereign States or 
reparate blocks negotiating at the centre rather than having a system of 
majority voting." 

Among the various points raised by Mountbatten, whose minil ranged 
over the whole problem with much vigour and or iral i ty ,  were fore- 
bodings about the future of Calcutta. He felt that t e Moslems would 
be bound to demand a plebiscite for it and that its fate would hecome a 
major issue. It would, however, be most undesirable to lay down the 
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procedure of self-determination here, which might well give the wrong 
answer. 

4 6 ~e reports that Pate1 has been complaining, You won't govern 
yourself and you won't let us govern." But in fact we are aiming a a 
date as early as 19th May for the decisive meeting with the Leaders. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI ,  Saturday, 26th April, 1947 

At to-dayP.s Staff Meeting I received various Press directives. An 
anxious telegram has been received from Olaf Caroe asking for guidancc 
on the poli to be followed in dealing with the Press during Mount- 
batten's fort X coming tour of the North-west Frontier; in particular 
what was to be done about correspondents accompanying Mountbatten's 
party to the Khyber Pass. I am to reply that there are to be no restrictions 
and no impression of restrictions upon the Press. On the other hand, 
there will be no Press conference. I am to deal with all inquiries as they 
arise. 

Mountbatten has decided to send Ismay and George Abell back to 
London with the first draft of the Plan, to hammer it out clause by claw 
with the Government and officials concerned. In giving background 
guidance about this nip, I am to explain that one of Mountbatten's 
principal objects in havin Ismay and MiCville on h s  staff is in order to 
improve liaison with W h tehall and to enable them to visit London 
alternate1 at approximately two-monthly intervals. It is understood r that the lrst to return will be Lord Ismay. 

The Commonwealth issue is looming large. There has been a fair 
indication of Patel's policy on this subject in the leading article of to-day's 
Hindustan Times. Ismay drew attention to the relevant extract, which 
runs as follows :- 

" If there is a settlement between the Congress and the League as a 
result of which the Muslim majority areas are allowed to constitute 
themselves into separate sovereign States, we have no doubt that the 
Union will not stand in the way of Britain establishing contacts with 
those States. It must be clearly understood, however, that the Indian 
Union will consider it a hostile act if there is any attempt by Britain to 
conclude any treaty or alliance involving rmlitary or political clauses." 

Mountbatten's line on this is that he has received no instructions as to 
the attitude he should adopt in the event of one or more parts of India 
expressing a desire to remain .within the Commorlwealth. But His 
Majesty's Government had clearly enjoined him not to enter into any 
discussions on this matter which might imperil the chances of hdian 
unity; to attain which had always been and would remain his first 
ambition and determination. - ~ -  ~ - -  

Bob Stimson, the B.B.C.'s special correspondent in India, has shown 
me his latest script relayed throughout the day on all the B.B.C. news 

4 4  bulletins. One most important fact," he said, " in the Indian situation, 
which tends to be overlooked in the rush of da today news, is that 
India's attitude towards Britain has undergone a I" undamental change in 
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the last two months. The good-will established by Britain's 4 

India ' statement has been consolidated by the new Viceroy in 
industrious weeks." 

3:: 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Sunday, 27th April, 1947 
George Abell is back from his tri to Lahore, where he reporb a serious 

situation. Jenkins, probably the a ! lest administrator in India, considers 
there is a grave danger of civil war. When asked by George whether 
there was anything else we could do but leave in June 1948, Jenkins 
admitted that there was no alternative, but there was a real p e d  that we 
would be handing over to chaos. 

From Calcutta comes the news that John Christie, Joint Private 
Secretary to the Viceroy, has failed to sell the Bengal section of the 
Plan to Burrows, who was standin out for the doctrine of a free city 
of Calcutta. He describes its instal k ation after June 1948 as mandatory. 
This seems to be a strange word to apply to a situation over which we 
shall have no control whatever at that time. 

MiCville is very worried over an indiscretion and apparent leakage 
about our intentions, but not so Mountbatten, who thmks that the more 
the papers speculate about partition, the more the are preparing public d' opinion for its arrival. I am not so sanguine, an think that unchecked 
Press speculation could lead to serious trouble which could endanger our 
whole mission. 



C H A P T E R  S I X  

F R O N T I E R  VISIT 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, P B S H A W A R ,  Monday, 28th April, 1947 

E nary THIS MORNING I set off b air with the Viceregal 
Peshawar. The Mountbattens b ave taken Pamela with t Rarty em, and for 
the retinue includes Ian Scott, most of whose I.C.S. career has been in 

the Frontier regions, Muriel Watson, Lady Mountbatten's personal 
assistant, and Martin Gilliat. It was a bumpy journey, and Pamela and 
myself in particular were both feeling somcwhat green on arrival. The 
most impressive spectacle on the way up was the migh Nanga Parbat, 
which we could see from the air over a hundred mi 7 es away to the 
north, rising in perfect symmetry to some twenty-five thousand feet, 
overtopping by at least ten thousand feet the surrounding peaks. We 
touched down just after midday. 

On  arrival at Government House, where we were anticipating a nice 
quiet lunch prior to an afternoon of steady conference, we found our- 
selves confronting a situation of crisis bordering on panic. Sir Olaf 
Caroe, the Governor, in a state of some agitation, advised us that there 
was an immense Moslem League demonstration less than a mile away, 
which was to place its grievance before the Viceroy and was ready to risk 
breaking the law by forming a procession and marching on Government 
House. The on1 alternative, according to Caroe, was for the Viceroy 
to forestall this p T an by marching on them and showin himself to the 
multitude. The demonstrators vtere estimated at we Y 1 over seventy 
tliousand, and had been gatherin from the most remote parts of the 
Province, many of them having % een on the march for several days. 
Mountbatten had a brief" council of war " with Caroe and the Premier, 
Dr. Khan Sahib, and it was agreed that the Viceroy should show himself 
without delay. 

Mountbatten thereupon drove off to the demonstration, Lad Mount- 

f h batten, with great courage, insistin on going with him. T e crowd 
confronting us was certainly formi able. We climbed up the railway 
embankment close to the historic Fort Baa  Hissar, and looked down upon 
a vast concourse gathered at Cunningham Park and stretching away into 
distant fields. There was much gesticulation and the waving of in- 
numerable but illegal reen flags with the white crescent of Pakistan, d accom anied by a stea y chant o f "  Pakistan Zindabad ". 

W i t L  a few minutes of our arrival, however, the brooding tension 
lifted. The slogan changed; " Mountbatten Zindabad ", could be 
heard and cheers were raised. Sullen faces smded. For nearly half an 
hour Mountbatten, in his khaki bush shirt, and Lady Mountbatten, also in 
a bush shirt, stood waving to the crowd, which had a surprisingly large 
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number of women and children in its midst. Any sort of speech wu out 
of the question. But the impact of their friendly, confident penonrlides 
on that fanatical assembly had to be seen to be believed. 

As we swarmed down the embankment and drove back to a well- 
earned lunch, the relief of the Governor and local o6cials could not be 
concealed. They told us that it would have been uite be ond the 
resources of the local police and military to have de I ected t K e crowd 
peaceably if they had made up their collective mind to invade Govern- 
ment House. As it was, after seeing the Mountbattens they struck camp 
and returned to their homes. 

After lunch Mountbatten began a series of exacting i n t e ~ e w s .  I 
was present for two of them. one with Wan Sahib and his Cabinet of four 
Mirusters, and the other with a deputation of local Hindu residents. He 
also met the local Moslem League leaders, for whom a special dspensa- 
tion was made to leave gaol in order to see him. Superimposed upon this 
conflct, which was in itself sutficiently serious to become the focal point 
of the wider strug le between Congress and the Moslem League, was 
the very dficult re P ationship between the Governor and his Congress 
Prime Minister. Tlis friction also had wider implications at the national 
level. 

Mountbatten's diplomatic resilience was shown to good advanta e 
in his encounter with Khan Sahib and hls colleagues, at whlch tEe 
Governor was also present. He began by saying how grateful he was 
for the opportunity of meeting them in person. He would ask them 
and they could ask him uestions. He appreciated Khan Sahib's public- 
spirited advice that he s R o d d  go to meet the demonstrators. He had 
in fact done notling but stand on the embankment. He had previously 
refused Jinnah permission to organise a procession to Government 
House. Khan Sahib, on his side, was at pains to confirm that he had 
called off a procession of Red Shirts-the Congress mass movement in the 
Province and counterpart of the Moslem League's Green Shirt 
organisation. 

Mountbatten added that he had come to turn over hdia to Indians; 
to transfer power in accordance with the will of the peo le. He was 
already devisin machery  for dealing with the Punjab an Bengal, but, t ! 
he added, " T e Frontier position involves particular f i c u l t y  for me. 
I shall be telling the M.oslem League that I will not yield to violencc. 
I tell you privately that I think elections are necessary, but I can make no 
firm guarantee to the Moslems that there will be any. Jinnah's promise is 
that if there is any election there will be no violence. You must trust 
m integrity.  ah accepts the position, and is asking 1Gs followers to 
c Y 1 off civil disobedience." Mountbatten asked about the general 
control exercised by the Moslem League High Command. The reply 
was that the local Moslem League had run riot and taken char e. At f the last election the Moslem League had definitely been defeate on the 
Pakistan issue, and even Rab Nishtar, a Moslem Lea ue leader of the t first rank at the national level, was not returned. T en the Congress 

p O 1 i ~  
o f"  Quit India " had won, but that cry no longer held the people 

toget er, and many who had originally supported Congress were now 
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lookin ahead and wondering whether they would come under Hindu 
contro f 

When Khan Sahib turned to the question of Pathanistan the discussion 
became somewhat disjointed and explosive. Gandh has for some time 
been actively interested in this concept, and has lately been stressing ia 
virtues with renewed vigour. If it were to prevail it would create a new 
frontier nationalism cutting across the Province's com~nunal and political 
solidarity with Pakistan. " If you destroy the Pathan nation," warned 
Khan Sahib, " terrible things will happen." 

Mountbatten went on to ask why there was no coalition government 
in the North-west Frontier Province. Khan Sahib replied heatedly, 
6 6  If Congress want a coalition, I shall not remain in." Mountbatten 
hastened to add, " I was aslung for information only." " Our people 
arc very poor," Khan Sahib continued. " The Moslem Lea~ue here 
represent only self-interest and a very privileged class of Khans.' Caroe 

6 6  ~ointed  out, There are some very wealthy Congress supporters as 
.* * *  

well.-- 
Mountbatten inquired about the state of communal feeling in the 

Province. Caroe replied, " The Moslem masses are protecting Hindus 
and Sikhs, except, of course, in Hazara. The hearts and minds of the 
Moslems are sound." Khan Sahib alleged that Moslems had been 
allowed by officials to break the law. Caroe replied firmly that he knew 
of no single instance where offcials were not trylng to do their duty, 
but they were always blamed. 

Following a discussion on constitutional procedure, with complaints 
from the Governor of unjustifiable executive pressure on the part-of the 
Prime Minister, and from the Prime Minister of interference in the 
Government on the part of the Governor, Mountbatten intervened to 
say, " I am out here to do a ob with no axe to grind. I want to transfer r' ower in terms of the will o the people. Ideally I would have a plebiscite 
Kere, but there is no time." He then discussed the im lications of P demission to the Provinces, partition generally and in re ation to the 
North-west Frontier Province and the solemn duty placed upon him. 
" M y  problem ", he added, " is whether to hold an election before we 
go, or whether law and order are su&dent for the Government to hold 
on." He suggested a joint committee of the two High commands 
to advise on elections. The British, he said, always carried the rap, 
but he reiterated that his mandate was impartiality. Altogether it 
was a tense and taut session, which tested Mountbatten's resources to 
the full. 

No sooner was this meeting with the Ministers over than we entered 
into a session with local Hindu representatives. They explained that 
their deputation was more communal than political or anti-Moslem 
League, and they made it clear that they were not concerned with the 
fate of the Ministry, but with the life and security of innocent Hindus and 

6  6 Sikhs. Mountbatten: I am trying to ket at the facts. Do you 
support the Government? " The Hindus : ' We are prepared to live at 
peace under any Government." Mountbatten: " I am glad of this 
sensible attitude. I am trying to act constitutionally." There were 
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complaints about the lack of olice, who were stretched ro the utmost. \  our ~rigades were at hand, ut there were murders in Peshawu md 
lack of an effective police action. Mountbatten stressed the danger of 
using sol d' iers in place of police. The two had different functionr. 
He added that there were at this moment more troops in the North- 
west Frontier Province than anywhere else in India, and Caroe added 
that more use was being made of them than at any time in h s  twenty- 
five years' experience, even including 1930-31 Mountbatten said that 
he was out to get the larger solution and end the uncertainty, but it would 
have to be a solution acceptable to all. 

I was not able to stay on for the third meeting, this time with the 
Moslem League leaders special1 released from gaol for the occasion. 6 Among the delegation were t e young and fanatical Pir of Manki 
~harif  and Khan Abdul Quayyum Khan. I understand Go~n  Iui Scott 
that they spoke at great length and with the utmost vehemence. Mount- 
batten has wisely given instructions that they should all be lodged in one 
gaol, so that they can meet and consult each other. He also agreed with 
their roposal that they should be allowed to go to Delhi on ~a ro le  for 
cons J tation with Tinnah. 

I was for some hme heavily engaged in drafting and securing approval 
for Press notes covering the day's exciting but exacting activities, and was 
only able to come in at the tail end of a reception given by Dr. Khan 
Sahib. Later in the evening there was a dinner-par at Government 
House attended by all members of the Government anTleading civil and 
d i t a r y  oficials. Payin h s  tribute as one of the guests at ths  last bout 
of Viceregal splendour t I at Peshawar will see, was Brigadier Sir Hissa- 
muddin Khan, a famous local landowner and persoilality almost more 
An lophile than the British. Mustering all his medals, and dressed in 
arc E aic regimental uniform, he made a brave showing, and recalled past 
glories. He told me that the first Viceroy he had served was Curzon, 
and that his first assignment was as a very junior o&cer of the guard 
outside the ereat man's bedroom. It was not an easv iob. for Curzon 
was such a lPght sleeper that the officers of the guard axX th; sentries had 
to put felt over their boots to avoid disturbing him. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  P E S H A W A R  A N D  R A W A L P I N D I ,  
Tuesday, 29th April, 1947 

After an early breakfast, we set off for a tour of the Khyber and for the 
ir a (tribal meeting) at Jamrud. We made the journey in a rocession Jt8 o half a dozen cars. Muriel Watson and I were well atten B ed by the 

Governor's Secretary, Mr. R. H. D. Lowis, who ave us an invaluable 
cornmentar as we moved up into the barren and orbidding hills. We 2' P 

assed the amous Islamia College, where a few years ago Ian Scott had 
Eeen the Princi al. On the way back we were regaled by cries of 
4 4  Pakistan Zinda \ ad " from a number of the students who were perhaps 
alive to the important role their college could play in the trainin of B much-needed officials for the new State they were so fervently ha ng. 
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w e  passed the fort where the Guru Hari Singh is buried, and were told 
how on his death his body had been ropped up in Jamrud for all to xe, 
We then came to the great Jamru Fort hewn out of the rocks-the 
garrison of the Khyber Rifles. 

B 
~ l l  the way on our twelve-mile journey the khassidars were spaced out 

both sides of the road from nearby hillocks. They were a 
tribal police force, about one thoosaild six hundred strong, who were 
encouraged to keep order among their warlike brothers through sharing 
in Government benefits. The Afridis have apparently squatted on the 
Pass ever since the days of classical Greece. Their system of rule w a  
described as behg one of heredity based on character, which, if it is 
accepted, is as stable a system as any. Mr. Lowis explained that we 
were moving op into the heart of the Pathan kin dom, which had two % ethnic boundaries-the Hindu Kush and the In us. We reached the 
top of the Pass at Charbagh, and from there we looked out into Afghani- 
stan. Lady Mountbatten told me she first came to the Khyber as a irl 
of nineteen, and was very much of a pioneer in doing so. Each detv of 
the rugged route had remained vivid in her memory. 

P 
We then turned back to Landi Kotal, where Mountbatten met the 

tribal jirga of Maliks (elders) representing the Afridi, Shinwari, Zakahe, 
Mallkdin, Sipah, Salmani and Kulla hori clans. The scene provided an 
extraordinary contrast with the bleaf, austere grandeur of the Pass itself. 
Landi Kotal camp, indeed, was just like a leafy Sussex village in summer 
time. Thelirga itself was a colourful assembly. Man of the tribesmen 
squatting in the shade of the trees looked very old and 1: enign, and it was 
difficult to imagine that they were some of the toughest warriors in the 
world. 

Their spokesman, one Khan Abdul Latif Khan, who spoke in Pushtu 
translated by Caroe, put forw2rd at some length, and with occasional 
supporting interjections from his fellow leaders, the various demands. 
Several of these were of a local character, but on the wider front he 
pleaded that, in the event of the British Government vacating India, the 
Khvber should be returned to them. Moreover. he made it clear that r 

wlhe they belonged to no articular party, their sympathieswere with their 
Moslem brethren. Indee S , he indulged in a considerable anti-Nehru and 
anti-Hindu diatribe. Nehru, who was actually stoiled when he visited 
the Frontier last year, had warned ~ o u n t b a t t e n  to expect a hand-picked 
Jirga, but I must say that thls one seemed to be enuinely representative. 

Mountbatten's reply dealt with all the speci f! c points raised, advising 
that it was UP to them to negotiate their agreements with the successor 

L L authority. Ge added a charLteristic pe r sod  point, As I expect you 
know," he said, " I am a sailor, and had the honour of fighting in a 
battle i n  the ~ o r t h  Sea in ~ o m p & ~  with H.M.S. Afidi, callel afte; your 
tribe because of its famous warlike qualities. Although we have had to 
fight you Afridis in the past on occasions, we respect and like each other. 
Your jirga has a reputation for wisdom and foresight. For the last 
sixteen years you have behaved and stuck to your agreements. In this 
critical time, when power is to be handed over, do not lose that 
reputation." 
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As tokens of good-dl  Khan Abdul Latif Khan then presented the 

Viceroy with a number of gifts, including a have&, Pa& dagger 
chappals, and a rifle of splendid craftrmanshi made somewhere in the 
Khyber caves. After a short break for co aP ee, which only helped to 
heighten the home-from-home feeling, we again set off in our single Be 
of cars down the hills back to Peshawar. 

On our return, a second but smaller Jirga, this time of W&r a d  
Mahsud tribesmen, was awaiting us in the rounds of Government 
House. They, too, were very outspoken in t f eir attitude to a Hindu 
raj. Mountbatten assured them, " I have taken note of what you have 
said about Pakistan, and I have taken action about the release of prisoners 
from gaols. Arrangements are being made among themselves u to 
when they will come out. The sooner the present tension un be 
relieved the better for all concerned." There followed short talks with 
Hindu and Sikh minority delegations, who, not unnaturally, spoke with 
much more moderation. 

Immediately after lunch we left by air for Rawalpindi, arriving there 
an hour later. We had hardly touched down and set foot in Command 
House before the Governor, Sir Evan Jenkins, whisked us off to Kahuta, 
scene of some recent severe communal rioting. Dusty, and with parched 
throats after a twenty-five-mile car drive, we arrived to find that the havoc 
in the small town was very great. Picking our way through the rubble, 
we could see that the devastation was as thorougll as any produced by 
fire-bomb raids in the war. This articular communal orgy involved the 
destruction of Sikhs and their live f hood by Moslems who were 
dificult to track down. The Moslems in the area seemed to E-g q+te 
pleased with themselves, and to be unable to a predate that the local Slkh 
traders were one of the rincipal sources of J e i r  own prosperity. Ec* 
nomically the ruin w L ch the two communities inflict upon each 
other is complete and horrifying both in its immediate and long-term 
implications. 

After a thorough tour-and on such occasions no detail escapes their 
eagle eyes-the Mountbattens sat at a small table and listened to various 
local leaders and representatives explainin the situation and putting 
forward their grievances. One Dewan Pldk Das Sabharwal regaled us 
with a highly coloured address some five pa es in length which was not 

P P on the a enda. Jenkins was not unnatural y annoyed, as the remarks 
were ful of gross accusations against himself as Governor and gave 
various strange statistics, including a reference to three thousand one 
hundred and ninety-nine forcible cotiversions. 

On our return to Rawal indi I met some Indian and British Press 
friends at the local hotel an B went into some of the difficulties they are 
having in filing stories from here. I got back only just in time for the 
dinner at Command House, where I sat next to Colonel Still, an intelli- 
gent man who engaged me in an interestin talk on Parliamentary demo- 

6 6 
cracy and the need for the cunning goo f man " to run it. He gave a 
definition of barbarism as " an absence of values to which appeal can be 
made ". Pr aganda was thus to be seen as a concession to, if not an 
actual by-pro "S uct of, barbarism. 
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V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Wednesday, 30th April, 1947 
Our party split up-Mountbatten returning direct to Delhi, and Lad 

Mountbatten carrying on with her tour of the riot areas. I found my% ! f 
busily engaged with correspondents who were anxious to receive back- 
ground guidance on the result of the visit. It was necessary to tread 
warily. The full force of Congress and Moslem Lea ue interest wu 
temporarily f o c w d  on the Province, and the air was fu P 1 of speculation. 

My first job was to deal firmly with Altaf Hussain, the Editor of Dawn, 
who ublished a shockingly inaccurate story from his Peshawar corre- 
spon B ent under the followin banner headlines : " Mountbatten Confers 
with Frontier Leaders-Man f i and Quayyum Refuse to be Released on 
Parole-Huge Demonstration by Pathan Men and Women-Viceroy 
Flying to Jamrud." In so far as Mountbatten had spent over two hours 
with Manki and Quayyum, who had both been the chief spokesmen of 
the Moslem delegation, his first reaction was to make a personal protest 
to Tinnah. but I dissuaded him from doine this on Hussain's assurance 
th; the Itory would be corrected to-morrow. This particular corre- 
spondent's imaginative powers reach their peak with the reference to the 
Viceroy's fight to Jamrud, where there is no airfield ! 

Clearly there were few tangible results to report, but in bringing the 
local Moslem leaders into touch with Jinnah, and thereby the wider 
context of events, Mountbatten certainly helped to take the edge off the 
immediate crisis. The only chance of calling off the civil disobedience 
cam~aien rests with Tinnah himself. The Frontier leaders are wild men 

L 

who, ifleft to their Gwn devices, have neither the will nor resource to 
achieve a reasonable settlement. The whole visit has brought home to 
us the need for achieving the wider agreement on India's future as quickly 
as possible. If we do not, there will be a complete disintegration of 
what remains of law and order both in the Frontier and the Puniab. not to 

J ' 

s eak of the other northern Provinces. It is certainly a great dispensation 
t K at south and central India should be remaining so calm. 

Doon Campbell, of Reuters, telephoned at midnight to tell me of two 
very strongly worded statements just put out by Jinnah and Dr. Rajendra 
Prasad. Jinnah, he said; was in effect launching his irredentist campaign 
against a ' truncated, or mutilated, moth-eaten P a k i s ~ n  " and demanding 
a " national home " of more ambitious dimensions, in fact of all Provinces 
included in Groups B and C of the Cabinet Mission Plan, regardless of 
their communal majorities (i.e., Sind, the Punjab, North-west Frontier 
Province, Baluchistan, Bengal and Assam). Prasad's statement, it seems, 
draws attention to the historic Moslem League resolution at Lahore in 
I940 which launched the concept of Pakistan, but which s oke of it as 
comprising areas where Moslems were numericallk in t R e majority. 
In the third session of the Constituent Assembly w ch opened earlier 
this week, Prasad, speaking as its new President, had already prepared 
the minds of members for the   art it ion of India. but. as a Dart of the 
process, for the division of som;of the Provinces is  well. 

L 

Prasad is one of the most influential of the Congress high command, 
and has been holding the key Ministry of Food and Agriculture in the 
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Interim Government. When I had tea with him at his home the other 
day I was im ressed by his serenity and undoubted depth of mind and 
strength of c 1 aracter. He is essentially a moderate and a condiator, 
a mail of the people whose good reputation has little to do with the 
demago ic arts, but is the outcome of long and loyal service to the 
Nadona k ist cause. He will undoubtedly have a key role to play in the 
new regime, whether in a united or divided India.* 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE, N E W  D B L H I ,  Thursday, 1st May, 1947 
I was present at the lunch-party today, and sat next to Mr. Bardoloi, 

Prime Minister of Assam, qluet-spoken and unassuming, as are so many 
of the front-rank Congressmen. 

At to-day's Staff Meeting we had a further discussion on the problem 
of the retention of India within the Commonwealth. We have received 
a reminder from London that in any consideration of the granting of 
Dominion Status the Indian States are not at present British territory at 
all, and could hardly be incorporated as part of the British Common- 
wealth. - ~ 

As far as British India was concerned. Mountbatten came down 
heavily against the 
consequent risk of Britain 
soverei n State against 
that o r f  y British India as a whole to remain in the 
Commonwealth. In the atti- 
tude on the question should be m a i n h e d .  Ismay's personal 
view, however, was that it would be virtually impossible, both on moral 
and material grounds, to eject from the Commonwealth any p u t  of 
India that asks to remain in. If Pakistan were involved, relations with 
the entire Moslem bloc extending from the Middle East had to be 
considered. British backing, if not of the whole, then of a part of 
India, might be the ode way to avoid a civil war. Ian Scott subscribed to - 
1smay.s argument. 

George Abell, while agreeing that the British would have a continuing 
moral responsibility, felt that the worst way of fulfilling this might be the 
unilateral support of Pakistan. I said that I a reed with George, and B felt that support by Great Britain of one part o India only would result 
in the sub-continent becoming the centre of international tension and 
intrigue. Mifville raised theuimportant question whether under the 
Statute of Westminster all members of the British Commonwealth 
would have to be consulted about the inclusion or ejection of the whole or 
parts of India. He added that V. P. Menon, Reforms Commissioner and, 
as such, an ex oficio member of his Staff, had advised him that Pate1 
might be ready to accept an offer of Dominion Status for the time being. 

We are turning our attention to the Bengal situation, and Sir Frederick 
Burrows, who was unable to be present for the Governors' Conference 
owing to illness, arrived yesterday for a twenty-four-hour visit. Mount- 

* He was, in fact, to become the first President of the Lndian Republic following 
the adoption of the Indian Constitution in January 1919. 

P 
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batten has enjoyed meeting him again, and found him congenial company. 
Burrows made his reputation as a member of the Soulbury Commission, 
which duly recommended Dominion Status for Ceylon and was 
its evidence in Colombo a few months after Mountbatten had establishe 9 
his S.E.A.C. Headquarters in Kandy.* He certainly provides an h- 
teresting contrast to most of his redecessors at Government How, 
Calcutta. For he is very roud of ears of service as a railwayman, 
and on one occasion is sai B to have Calcutta society by declaring 
that the main difference between limself and previous Governors of 
Bengal was that while they were accustomed to " huntin' and shootid ", 
he was accustomed to " shuntin' and hootin"'! He delighted in 
exchanging military memories with Mountbatten, strictly as between 
sergeant-major and Admiral. 

vrcaaor's H O U S E ,  N B W  DBLHI,  Friday, 2nd May, 1947 
I have put out the announcement that the Mountbattens will be leaving 

for a short visit to Simla. Mountbatten is anxious to make it clear that no 
interruptioii of business is involved, and the statement explains that he 
has now come to the end of prelimina meetings with representative 
Indian leaders, and will be leavin after X e  weekly Cabinet meeting on 
the 6th, returnin in time to presi e over the next one. f f 

I have also re eased an account of Lady Mountbatten's adventurous 
threeday tour, during which she covered nearly one thousand five 
hundred miles by plane, besides considerable distances by car and on foot. 
She left Lahore at seven this morning in the Viceroy's Dakota, arriving 
over Mooltan, the last place on her long itinerary, just kfore 8.30. 
She was unable to land, as there was a dust-storm over an area of about 
twenty miles radius, and visibility was very poor. The lane circled 
left and right at varyin heights down to about three hun red feet, but 'i B 
failed to sight the airfie d. Muriel Watson had the utmost &culty in 
inducin her to call off the search, and she only agreed to do so after 
she ha d sent a message to the Mooltan Commissioner expressing her 
regrets and her resolve to return at the earliest possible date. 

I set off to-night by the Delli Mail for a uiet long week+nd with my 
family at Mashobra, prior to the arrival o the main Viceregal party in 
Simla on Tuesday. 

f 
* In fact, it was on the advice of Lord Mountbatten, after he had called a meeting 

with Their Excellencies, the Governor and Commander-in-Chief, Ceylon, in May 
194.  that a Commission was sent out. 
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CRISIS A T  SIMLA 
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T H E  R E T R E A T  ", MAsHOBRA, SIMLA, Saturday. 3rd May, 1947 

T HE TWO-HUNDRED-MILE journey from Delhi to Simla takes some 
twelve hours to com lete by rail. The train left the chaos. noise, 
smell and heat of D e L  Main at 10.30 last night, and 1 slept fitfully 

in the ice~ooled heat of the carriage. ust before 7 a.m. I arrived at 
Kalka, which links the plains with the ! oothlls, to be greeted already 
with a cooler and fresher air. Here I changed into the famous whte 
rail-motor and started on the three-hour and five-thousand-feet climb 
to Simla, successive bends and loops opening up ever more splenhd 
vistas. 

None-the-less the H i d a  as do not reveal themselves with the shatter- 
ing impact of the Andes, w L ch strike down from some fifteen thousand 
feet sheer into the Pacific Ocean. They dominate the senses with a 
slower crescendo. Save for small terraced farmsteads striving to extract 
life from the arched earth, the first foothills reflect only the barrenness 
of the lains rom which they rise. Only at about four thousand feet is K P 
there t e fertility of a more temperate zone and the sense that one is 
moving into a world of mountains. Wlile at thls level one is reminded 
of the Ceyloil nionsoon-bathed scenery one tl~ousand six hundred miles 
to the south. After the cloudless skies of Delhi it was a strange and 
exhilarating experience to feel mist and raid beat against one's face. 

On arrival at Simla I had the solnewhat embarrassing experience of 
being driven through the Mall. The privilege is reserved only for the 
Viceroy's, Governor's and Commander-in-Chief's vehicles. Simla is 
built upon a razor's edge, and its life is centred on the main street, and 
without strict limitation of motor trafEic the congestion would be com- 
plete. The road is given over to pedestrians and rickshaws. Accordingly 
to appear in a Viceregal car is to move at a snd's ace and to invite stares P of startled curiosity. Once clear of Simla itsel , I was driven another 
seven iniles up the road that leads to Tibet. A milestone on the way 
reads, " Tibet 191 Mdes ". I have a earning to follow that road to the 
end. Our house can be reached only 1: y a rickshaw path which overlooks 
the large Viceregal orchards. A sentry guards the gate of this remote 
(6 Retreat ". It is an idyllic place, for long the week-end house of Vice- 
roys withdrawing from cares of State when Simla was the summer seat 
of Government. 

( 6 
THE R E T R E A T  ", MASHOBRA, SIMLA,  Monday, 5th May, 1947 

For the past forty-eight hours I have been able to relax and from our 
mountain aerie drink in the splendour and solitude of the Himalayan 

83 
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landscape. For days on end mists and cloud act like a vast backcloth, 
allowing one a vista of no more thaii the valley below aiid the 1 ~ e i g 1 ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ -  
ing peak of Shali, a mere twelve thousand feet high, and snowlrss in the 
spring. Then suddenly the curtain rises, and stretching before one in 
uninterrupted arc of over ninety de rees is the eternal snowline, range 
after range, sixteen thousand feet an '7 more. No doubt there are many 
other vistas of the main Himalayan range as impressive as this, for the 
" roof of the world " covers over two hundred and fifty thousand square 
miles and includes at least forty peaks of over twenty-four thousand feet. 
But the splendid and awesome vision from Sirnla serves as a symbol of 
this immensity. 

During my brief respite here in Mashobra the ace of political events in 
Delhi quickened. Ismay and George Abell P eft for London on the 
and May, taking with them the draft Plan for the British Government's 
consideration. 

On Saturday there was the first ma or Indian Press attack upon Mount- 
batten, significantly enough from t L e Hindustan Times, to which some 
weight has always to be given, in so far as it is edited by the Mahatma's 
son, Devadas Gandhi, and owned by his wealthest supporter, G. D. 
Birla. At any given time it is the mouthpiece of Nehro or Pate1 or of the 
Mahatma himself. 

The article began by saying, " For the first time since Lord Mount- 
batten assumed the Viceroyalty the feeling that he may not be pla ing fair 
has come among Congressnlen and Sikh leaders." There then P ollowed 
revelations of the Vicero 's main conclusions which were sufficiently 
accurate as to indicate insi B e knowledge, and some no less well informed 
but somewhat threatening Congress reactions. These included a demand 
for special terms for the Sikhs in the Punjab. There was also an ominous 
unwillingness to concede a fresh election on-the Frontier. " The Con- 
gress Working Committee ", according to the writer, " has made the 
Frontier question a test case. It has made clear to the Viceroy that an r proposal to disnliss the Frontier Ministry and hold fresh elections wi 1 
make the Congress change its entire attitude towards the British 
Government." 

I understand that yesterday Mountbatten had two important inter- 
views with Gandhi andJinnah, the net effect of which made Mountbatten 
wonder whether Ismay s departure had not been remature. By a freak 
of chance the interviews overlapped, and Mount % atten had the oliticd 
insight and social Gnesse to bring the two leaders together z r  their 
first meeting in three years. But once the formalities of greetin were 
over the encounter baffled Mountbatten's calculations. For Gan d hi and 
Jinnah, with their chairs far apart, were quite unable to raise their voices 
sufficiently, so that they seemed to be like two old conspirators engaged 
in long-distance dumbshow. Although Mountbatten strained his ears, 
much of their conversation escaped lum. However, his primary purpose 
was amply achieved, for they agreed to have a full discussion with each 
other at Jinnah's house. 

Before leaving for Sirnla, ~oun tba t t en  has been gathering in the 
views of the Governors of the Punjab, Bengal and ~orth-west Frontier 
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Province on the desirabili or otherwise of referenda for their Provinces. 
Briefly Caroe is in favour 7 or the North-west Frontier Province, Burrows 
non-committal for Bengal, although on balance against, and Jenkins 
took an extremely gloo~ny view of the situation, casting doubt upon its 
acce tability either to Jinnah or the Sikhs. Mountbatten, however, held 
firm P y to the view that in the last analysis Jinnah would acquiesce, and 
that the only way the Sikhs could improve their position was through 
negotiation. 

4 6 

T H E  R E T R E A T  ", MASHOBRA,  SIMLA, Tuesday, 6th May, 1947 
Jinnah and Gandhi met for three hours at Jinnah's home in Aurangub 

Road. An agreed statement was issued, which read as follows :- 

" We discussed two matters; One was the uestion of division of 
India into Pakistan and Hindustan, and Mr. Gan I hi does not acce t the 
principle of division. He thnks that division is not inevitable, w E ereas 
in my opinion not only is Pakistan inevitable, but is the only practical 
solutioil of India's political problem. 

" The second matter which we discussed was the letter whch we both 
have signed jointly appealing to the people to maintain peace; we have 
both come to the conclusion that we must do our best in our res~ective 
spheres to see that that appeal of ours is carried out and we will make 
every effort for this purpose." 

Althou h the meeting hl itself was clearly abortive, the balance of 
tactical a d vantage-ai the smoothly worded text suggests-undoubtedly 
lies with Jinnah: one more nail has been driven into the coffm of the 
Cabinet Mission Plan. The unresolved question is just how far Gandhi 
can or will resist the tidal flow of events towards partition. 

6 6 
T H E  R E T R E A T  ", M A S H O B R A ,  SIMLA, Wednesday, 7th May, 1947 

My brief respite came to an end to-day, when I was summoned to 
Viceregal Lodge. Mountbatten has brought up with him V. P. Menon, 
who was closely involved in all the 194s Simla and the 1946 Cabinet 
Mission Plan negotiations. Although he has suffered a period of eclipse, 
he is still the trusted confidant of Vallabhbhai Patel. It must be con- 
fessed that Viceregal Lodge is an ideal venue for quiet, calm deliberation, 
and the Vicero 's workroom here in refreshing contrast to his air-cooled 
and sombre tea E -lined study in Delhi. The pale green of the former has 
decided him to have a similar colour scheme in the latter. He believes 
that the darkness of his Delhi room itself induces an atmosphere of 
depression. He could not understand how put  Vicero s could have Y endured it, and thought it was monstrous that he sho d be needing 
electric light throughout the day during an Indian summer. 

On arrival I was plunged into two successive Staff Meetings, the first 
without Mountbatten and the second with him. At both we considered 
fully the desirability of an alternative plan based on tlle assumption, 
which V. P. held was more than possible, that Jinnah would not accept 
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the Plan in the draft announcement. Mountbatteri said he had alwavs 
borne in mind the possibility of rejcctioll by Jinnah, and in a11 the in&: 
views he had had both with llim and Liaquat he had watched carefullv 

but none had been ived, 
the belief that the inten ed to r ! 

possible suppositions or Jinnah not 
to keep tlie British in India, and by 

it more dficult for the British to 
thereby a niore favourable award; the 

that Pakistan was not practicable. 
But he seriously doubted whether either of tllcse considerat~ons was in 

Jinnah's mind. None-the-less he agreed with V. P.'s thesis on the 
advisability of havin available a clear alternative hi his dealings with 
]innah. The second- 7 i~ ie  plan wodd involve demission of power under 
ihe present constitution. A It wodd not in the last resort require the 
agreement of the Indian leaders. Provincial subjects would be demitted 
t o  existing Provincial Governments, and ~ e n t r J  s~lbjects to the existing 
Central Government; but it would put the Moslems under the Hindu 
majority. 

A telegram has been drafted for dispatch to London, giving them the 
background and asking for approval to hold such a plan in reserve. We 
also went further into the possibilities of retaining India in the Common- 
wealth. and V. P. confirmed both Patel's and Nehru's ~ositive a ~ ~ r o a c h  

6 B P  to the subject and the need for dropping the terms King-Emperor 
and " Empire ". to which so manv Indians obiected. V. P. was frnally 
asked to piepar; a paper setting oui clearly the irocedure whereby a fork 
of Dominion Status could be granted to India under the alternative Plans 
of Partition and Demission. 

6 6 
THE R ~ T R H A T " ,  MASHOBRA, S I M L A ,  Thursday, 8th May, 1947 

At to-day's meeting a problem of some moment affecting our relations 
with the Indian and world Press was on our agenda. Ever since our 
arrival, the Foreign correspondents have been seeking an off-the-record 
interview either with Mountbattell or with Ismay on his behalf. The 
political negotiations have been so intensive that i i  has been necessary to 
protect Mountbatten from any commitments other than those directly 
concerned with the formulation'of the Plan itself, and now Isniay is away 
for at least anotllcr fortnight. On top of this, the Hindustan Times 
article last week onlv confirms that the leadine Delhi editors and their 
correspondents kno; far more than would be cvailabliz to them through 
normal channels. The clamour for some sort of access to the Viceroy, 
for background uidance, is more insistent than ever. k My feeling is t iat whde an interview with Mountbatten himself remains 
out of the question at this time and would involve discrimination against 
the Indian Press, it would be wise and equitable if Miiville were to stand 
in for Ismay. I am convinced that the effect of such contact will be to 
damp down speculation, particular1 in the editorial ofGces of London 
and New York, durin the critica ten-day hiatus between now and d T 
Mountbatten's propose presentation of the Plan to the Leaders. whether 
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b b b b it is yea " or nay " to the Forei n correspondents' request, it will in 

either case involve a calculated ris k, . No decision was taken today. 
~ o r t  of the staff would, 1 think, like Mountbatten to say " no " out of 
hand, but while he is rightly adamant that he ersonally should not take 
any part, he shares my view that Mitville shou P d fill the breach. 

6 6 
T H E  n e T n e a r  ". MASHOBRA, SIMLA, Friday, 9th May, 1947 

The Dominion Status question was discussed at great len th this 
nlorning. Mountbatten began b saying he thou ht it most fesirable 
that if Dominion Status was to L' e granted to In ! ia before June 1948 
the grant should in fact take place during 1947. He went so far u to 
say that lie would like to see Dominion Status by 3 1st December, 1947- 
giving as his reason the startlingly apt precedent of a plenary session of the 
Quebec Conference during the war. The meeting had been asked to 
a prove a directive that war with Japan must be ended by 1948. To 
t f lis President Roosevelt had said he would never agree. Hopkinr 
intervened, " Well, make it 3 1st December, 1947."-President Roosevelt, 
" Agreed." 

Nehru and Krishna Menon have arrived, and much will depend on 
Mountbatten's powers of persuasion with them if the Dominioli Status 
concept is to come to light. Already Krishna indicates resistance to my  

of the Army if early Dominion Status is accepted. MiCville was 
incline splittinf to tlunk that there would be more advantage to India than to the 
Commonwealth from India remaining in, but Mountbatten considered 
that the value to the United Kingdom both in terms of world prestige 
and strategy would be enormous; for India as a whole the immense 
asset of constitutional continuity. He appreciated the nlany administra- 
tive difficulties, particularly those facing Pakistan, but these were inherent 
in the situation anyhow. " What are we doing? " he asked. " Admini- 
stratively it is the difference between putting up a permanent building, a 
nissen hut or a tent. As far as Pakistan is concerned we are putting up a 
tent. We can do no more." 

He told us that in the rush of business yesterday he had missed his 
thirty-fourth anniversary of joining the Navy as a twelve-years-old cadet. 

This afternoon there was a brief respite from the intensive discussions. 
The Mountbattens brought Nehru out to tea at " The Retreat ". But for 
the mountains surrounding us, it might have been a typical English 
garden tea-party. To begin with there was a certain tension which stifled 
small talk. Fay, sitting next to Nehru, managed to elicit from him his 
views on the sugar shortage they had actually brought their own sugar 
with them) and his antipat 6 y to Sirnla.  his characteristically was 
derived from his aversion to the spectacle of the rickshaw coolies; whose 
labours he thought were an affront to human dignity. 

Mountbatten asked Nehru if his responsibilities as Minister for External 
Affiirs covered communications with Burma, and if so, what had 
become of the great road and airfield projects which had been built 
during his S.E.A.C. days at immense cost. There had been clamour for 
years for a land link with Burma-were these being kept up? Nehru 
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rl~owed some interest, but felt that thc cost of maintenance would be very 

A ter tea Nehru said he would like to see our children. Mountbatten l leavr-  
introduced our son Keith as h s  godcldd, exclainling, " He stands up SO 

straight he will fall over backwards! " W e  then went on a grand 
tour of the house and Viceregal orchards. 

The Mountbattens fell in love with the place, and are quite determined 
to come back again. During our walk up and down the orchard terram 
Nehru was very agile, and confessed to a liking for hll-climbing. He 
gave us a demonstration of a new technique by walkin uphill backwards. 
This, he said, made breathing easier at high altitu es, and rested the 
calf-muscles. 

d 

b 6 
T H E  R E T R E A T  ", MASHOBRA,  S I M L A ,  Saturday, loth May, 1947 

At our Staff Meeting to-day Mountbatten reported on a breakfast 
conversation he had had with Krishna, while V. P. spoke of contact he 
had made with Patel. The impression grows that the Dominion Status 
formula increasingly appeals to both the Congress l e a d ~ s .  Krishna 
Menon takes credit as the first to have suggested an early transfer of power 
to India on this basis. He thinks Nehru is attracted to the concept, if 
only because it may give Mountbatten opportunity to bring his iduence 
to bear on the more recalcitrant Princes. V. P. suspects that likely dela 
in completing the Indian constitution ma also encourage Nehru to loo B Z 
towards Dominion Status as an interim evice to 611 up the time. The 
main difficulty on the Congress side seems to be the fear of the left wing 
exploiting Dominion Status as a " sell out " to Britain. 

To-day I put out the momentous communiquC announcing that the 
Viceroy had invited the five Leaders to meet h m  at 10.30 a.m., and the 
Indian States' Representatives in the afternoon, next Saturday 17th May, 
the purpose being " to present to them the Plan which His Majesty's 
Government has now made for the transfer of power to Indian hands '. 

At six o'clock tlis evenin after a preliminary run through with 
Mountbatten, MiCvllle met t t' e Foreign correspondents for the long- 
delayed background talk, in h s  own house. He brought out the impor- 
tant points very well-the need for a quick political solution, but a 
democratic one also; how, in a matter of such magnitude, the onus 
of choice must fall upon the people themselves or their elected repre- 
sentatives; how the Leaders were being brought step by ste towards 1 agreement. This was diplomacy by discussion, and not by di tat. 

I gather from Eric Britter, who is staylng with us, that the talk has had 
a very steadying effect, and in particular provided enlightenment for the 
American Press. 

b 4 
T H E  R E T R E A T  ", MASHOBRA, SIMLA, Sunday, 11th May, 1947 

Mountbatten has had a shattering day. He rang me up at Mashobra 
just before we were due to entertain a arty of Press corres ondents, 
most of whom had been at yesterday's tal E with MiCville, to te P 1 me just 
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this-that it would be necessary to postpone the meeting with the 
Leaders announced last night in our communiquC as due to take place on 
17th May. Would I prepare a second communiqut5? This is certainly 
the stiffest request in political Public Relations I have ever received, and 
having done my best to conceal my anxiety and mental turmoil from our 

1 arrived at Viceregal Lodge at 6.30 in the evening to hd 
! e ~ ~ o ~ E n x  , not to say alarm. 

It seems t at last night Mountbatten gave Nehru the chance of readmg 
the draft Plan as revised and approved by London, and that Nehru, 
having read it, has vehemently turned it down. He is convinced that it 
involves a major de arture in principle from the original draft prepared S by Mountbatten an h s  staff which Isma and George Abell took back 
with them to London at the beginning o tY the month. 

Nehru was satisfied that both in the Cabinet Mission Plan, which he 
was at pains to stress is sd l  not dead, and in the Mountbatten draft, his 
concept of India as a continuing entity had beer. preserved. In the 
Lolidon draft, however, the breakdown seems to him to amount to little 
less than connivance at Balkanisation. He real1 wants it to be fully 
established that India and the Constituent Assemb l y are the successors to, 
and Pakistan and the Moslem League the secedeh from, British India. 
Many of the detailed objections he raises are trivial, and could in them- 
selves be easily dis osed of. He will have nothng to do, for instance, 
with the propose B procedure for Baluchistan.~ Ths is, no doubt, an 
over-estimate, but the changes have aroused in h m  all the old suspicions 
of London as the home of an alien Civil Service whose hearts are hard. 
and understanding strictly limited when it comes to h a n d h i  Indi; 
to-day . 

The one immediate result of his attitude is to make it necessarv for 
Mountbatten and his staff, depleted by the absence of Ismay and ~ b e l l ,  
to push ahead at once with a sec6nd revised draft at the highest speed 
for transmission to Ismay, who b the time Mountbatten's telegrams 
warning h m  of this volte-face reach m will be a somewhat confused and 
frustrated Viceregal envo . 

L 
Having scratched my h ead over the secoiid communiqd, I went up 

with Miiville to see Mountbatten in h s  study to discuss the publicity 
dficulties and dan ers before us. His hair was somewhat dishevelled, but 
he was still marve B lously resilient. He told us that only a hunch on his 

art had saved him from disaster. Without that hunch, " Diche Mount- 
Eatten ", he said, " would have been fmished and could have packed h s  
bag. We would have looked complete fools with the ~overnment at 
home, having led them up the garden to believe that Nehru would 
acce t the Plan." He said that most of his staff, with natural caution, 
had geen against his running over the Plan wit11 Nehru, but by following 
his hunch rather than their advice he had probably saved the day. 

I stressed that it was out of the question for us to put out any post- 
ponement announcement without ensuring full clearance and con- 
sistency with London. After some urgent exchanges it was agreed that 

4 6 the announcement should read as follows : Owing to the imminence 
of the Parliamentary recess in London, it has been found necessary to 
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postpone H.E. the Viceroy's meeting with the Indian Leaders announad 
to begin on Saturday 17th May, until Monday 2nd June." 

The wording of ths  communiqu6, coming so closely upon our Press 
part and within twenty-four hours of our firm announcement to the 
wor r d of the earlier date, has caused me more a n x i e ~  .than anv Press 
statement I have issued in the past or am likely to iss'ue in the 'futfuture. 
I have visions of the whole structure of confidence and good-d l  we have 
so careful1 built up falling to the ground and an unrivalled feast being 
provided f? or the hungry Press speculators. 

The weakness of our osition is that at a moment of crisis we have told 
the truth, but it is not t P le whole truth and nothin but the truth. No 
one in Delhi is like1 to believe that London was t e source of the post- i E 
ponement, and if t ey do, that in itself will only help to evoke old 
suspicions. Everyone knows that Nehru has been staying with the 
Viceroy, and from the strictly Public Relations point of view I believe it 
would have been preferable to base the postponement on the grounds of 
drafting detail. However, there was certainly no time to argue out the 
publicity refinements of the dilemma we are in. The essence of the 
katter i; that we have put out with the utmost speed a firm decision no 
less firmly postponed, and have secured London's approval for it. 
Textual adornments involving delay are unacceptable. 

6 d 
THE R E T R E A T  ", MASHOBRA, SIMLA, Monday, 12th May, 1947 

Mountbatten, who has now had a chance to sleep on yesterday's 
developments, said that although he seems to have been able to establish 
h s  own integrity with the Indian Leaders, undoubted1 a phobia ersists 

t 6' P against any document or pro osal issuing from Lon on. Clear y any 
re-drafts will have to be made y his own staff in India. He has decided 
that one revision must be to take away any option for independence 
either for Bengal or for any other Province. He felt that it would 
always be possible to reconsider this decision if there was at any time 
a request from both parties for Provincial inde endence. Nehru has his 
own plan similar to ours proposing an early B emission of power to the 
Interim Government on a Dominion Status basis. 

After the meeting Fay and I were guests at a small " family " lunch- 
party which took place under a cedar tree in the garden. Krishna 
Menon, who has stayed on to patch up some of the rents in the Plan 
caused by Nehru's visit, was there. Most of our discussion was taken 
up with the Indian Boy Scout movement, in which Krishna is interested. 
Here again politics and intrigue seem to dominate the scene. After 
lunch Mountbatten held forth on the strategic problem facing India, 
whether united or partitioned. It is interesting to note what a revelation 
such discussions are to the Con ress leaders, whose whole lives have 
hitherto centred round purely po P itical considerations. 



CHAPTER BIGHT 

T H E  PLAN R E D R A F T E D  

V I C E R ~ Y ' S  HOUSE, NEW DELHI, Wednesday, 14th May, 1947 

T HE COURT CIRCULAR announces that Their Excellencies have left 
Simla and have arrived in Delhi. This simple formula covers a 
virtual mi ration. Douglas Currie * estimates that including ser- Lb vants the move y road and rail involves three hundred and thirty-three 

people. The Viceroy's own party made the spiral descent down the 
mountains in a procession of twelve cars, the Mountbattens leading in 
their open Buick. 

cars rush ast to P the natura order 
there are 

won his crown- 
conquerors. 

assert themselves. 
d n  arrival it was soon evident that the postponement of the Leaders' 

meetin and the reason given for it had been scepticall received. We P B are swe tering in very great heat-I I 3 degrees in the sha e ; and the shade 
gives but very little relief. I shall clearly have a difficult job to hold down 
speculation. The Indian Press are somewhat annoyed by MiCville's 
Press party, while the Foreign Press who attended it are mystified b the 
developments which so quickly followed in its wake and of whicE, of 
course, no sign was given. 

VICEROY'S  H O U S E ,  NEW DarHI, Thursday, 15th May, 1947 
Mountbatten has had a courteous but iirm summons to return to 

London for consultation. At first he reacted strongly against the 
* Colonel D. H. Currie, C.I.E., C.B.E., Military Secretary to the Viceroy and 

Governor-General throughout Lord Mountbatten's term of ofia.  
9 1 
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proposal, saying that there was nothing for hiin to go home for, but the 
alternative proposal from the Prime Minister that a member or members 
of the Cabinet should come out was even more unacceptable to hiin. 

This morning's meeting was largely taken up with preparation of 
urgent signals to Ismay and with the mechanics of the trip home. The 
Prime Minister has sent a proposed text for a communiquC to cover the 
visit, which seemed to me to be very well phrased and not to let us down 
unduly after the somewhat rash decision to attribute the postponement 
of the ~ e a d e n '  meeting solely to the im ending Whitsun recess. Mount- P batten is naturally anxious to make it c ear that he is returning of his own 
volition, and not simply by urgent summons. He plans now to present 
the revised Plan first to Jinnah and then to Nehru. He is also seeing the 
two key seconds in command, Pate1 and Liaquat, to-day. V. P. stressed 
that Nehru's moodiness at Simla was very largely due to h s  absence from 
his colleagues; with Pate1 to strengthen his arm his fit of depression will 
soon pass. 

I spent a very busy day with the Press whch culminated at 7 p.m. 
with the issue of the communiquC announcing the Viceroy's return to 
London. By tlis time 1 had Walt Mason, Preston Grover-both of 
Associated Press of America-Norman Cliff. of the News Chronicle. 
and Sidne Smith, of the Daily Express, all in the room at the same time; 
and the te r ephone ringing continuously. 

I must say that I agree with V. P. that the decision to leave for London 
sllould have a steadying effect on the general situation and help to dam the 
rising flood of speculation. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Friday, 16th May, 19.17 
Nehru and Pate1 have asked Mountbatten to add Kripalani, Congress 

President, to the invitation list for the Leaders' meeting. They feel that 
his presence would help them in carrying Congress as against purely 
ministerial opinion. Moreover, they point out that Kripalani's status as 
President is the same as Tinnah's vis-2-vis the Moslem League. Mount- 
batten has decided to whte and say that wlule he recogniYes ~ri~alani 's  
importance, he cannot agree to having him at the meeting itself, but 
would be ready to see h m  privately either just before or just after it. 
Ths is a ty ical teasing problem, whch is deceptively trivial at &st P sight, but w ~ i c h  can so easily develop into a major crisis. If Kripalani 
is not asked, Congress nurse the sense of grievance that they have had to 
make yet one inore capitulation to Jinnah. If he is asked, Jinnah is duly 
offended. 

V. P. has drafted very brief but cogent Heads of Agreement. There 
are eight in all. It is a bold effort to get round the difficulty of the 
Leaders refusing to take the full burden of unpopular decisions and 
hlding b e h d  their inability to decide on behalf of their respective Parry 
machines. The Heads of Apreement Dress for earlv Dominion Status 

0 -~ 

as an interim arrangement based upon ;he ~overnment  of ~ndia Act of 
I935 with modhcations, and envisaging one or two soverei n States. f If one only, power should be transferred to the existing centra Govern- 
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nlent. 'rhe sixth Head asserts that the Governor-General should be 
common to both the States. Finally it attempts to cover tlie problem of 
dividing the Armed Forces. It pro oses that units should be allocated P according to the territorial basis o recruitment and placed under the 
control a t h e  respective Governments. It makes a sp;cial provision for 
tlie distribution of mixed units. 

Mountbatten has failed in h s  efforts to get Jinnah and Liaquat to sign 
the document or even a letter agreein Y it. 

According to him they 
appeared absolutely to accept its genera principles, but were not wihn B to state their agreement in writing. V. P. said that Patel's and Nehru s 
main concern was that Jinxiah should accept the Plan in such a way as to 
make it clear that it really was his last territorial demand, and not just an 
inrerim arrangement. ~e felt it would satisfy Congress if  inn& made 
it clear that he hmself acce ted the announcement and would use his 
good ofices to put it into c tP ect. 

Mountbatten said that he had cautiously tested ilulah's reaction to the rl threat, failing agreement, of demittin power to t e Interim Government 
on a Dominion Status basis. $nna[ had apparently been very calm, 
and had said sirrrply that he could not stop such a step i11 any event. 
In seine respects tliis may well turn out to be the most delicate and 
decisive momeilt for Mountbatten's and Jitulah's diplomacy. Mount- 
batten felt that Tinnah's reaction was both abnormal and disturbing. 
It was certainly shrewd. The ballon d'essai has gone up and come down 

roviding only the evidence that Jinnah has a very steady nerve. 
Mount atten feels that Jinnah is well aware of his potency as a martyr again, r3 

butchered by the British on the Congress altar. 
Lady Mountbatten has carried out her promise and returned to Mool- 

tan. By starting from Delhi at five o'clock in the mornin , her aircraft 
succeeded in defeating the dust which blotted out all visibi P ity when she 
made her first attempt to get there ten days ago, and a successful landing 
was made two hours afterwards. She was able to visit hospitals and 
refugee centres and see the riot areas, talking to a large number of the 
victims. She said that her heart ached for them, that many faildies 
had been wiped out, their homes and property coinpletely destroyed, 
whilst those who had survived lived in permanent fear of further attacks. 

It is very dficult, in advance of a political settlement and of concrete 
plans for rehabilitation and corn ensation, to do more than give them 
what help is possible with food, c f othes and supplies, but her presence has 
undoubtedly done much to raise morale among these suffering people. 
Mooltan itself has a forty per cent Hindu community. Lady Mount- 
batten was greatly encouraged to note that during the riots the Moslem 
police and Hindu troops had worked in such complete co-operation that 

b b 

after order had been restored they had actually had a dinner to cement 
relations ". " This ", Lady Mountbatten said, " in the ~nidst of all the 
sorrow and suffering, gave me hope and faith that peace and order would 
come before too long." 
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v ~ c a a o r ' s  Housa,  N E W  DELHI, Sunday, 18th May, 1917 
The Mountbattens left Palam this morning at 8.30 for London, 

A large party was at the airfield to see them off, includin Coldle, wllo, 
as senior Governor, is temporary acting Viceroy for t \ e fourth time. 
Mountbatten is taking V. P. and Vernon back with him. V. P., afkr 
all his efforts at Simla, is now in the ascendant and enjoys Mo~ntbatten'~ 
complete confidence. He combines to a remarkable degree administra- 
tive and drafdng skill of the first order with political flair. His position 
as a member of the Viceroy's staff is one of considerable delicacy, but his 
skill as a rap ortrur and mediator is outstanding. It argues much for P Mountbatten s judgement of men that he should have sensed V. P.'s 
capabilities so early on. 

Mountbatten has been at great pains to make this one of the fastest 
India-to-England fights. He is travelling in his war-time York 
MW 102, which has s ecial long-range tanks, and is using double 
crews. They will touc K down only twice, at Mauripur (~arachi) and 
Fayid (Egypt), before reaching Northolt to-morrow at 10.30 in the 
morning, in a little more than twenty-four flying hours. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  D E L H I ,  Thirrsday, 22nd May, 1947 

Jinnh has drop ed a carefully timed and placed bombshell. He 
demands an eight- P lundred-mile " Corridor " to link West and East 
Pakistan. The technique of releasing it seeins to have been copied from 
Sdin .  Doon Campbell, of Reuters, to whom the story was 
told me that it was in answer to a auestionnaire which he had lodee Pn9 with 
Jinnah some days previously. ~b one was more surprised than he to 
h d  himself with such a scoop on his hands. In a telegram to Erskme 

6 4  
Crum in London I reported, Jinnah's answers were not verbal, but 
written out ". As soon as Reuters released the stor , Jinnah's secretary 
s edally rang up Foreign correspondents drawing t L eir attention to it. 
(!!orrespondents informed me privately that Jinnah offered this interview 
to several of them. They considered he was determined to make the 
statement anyhow, and merely used Reuters' request as a peg to hang it 
on. Reuters was, of course, a well-chosen instrument for Jinnah to 
exert the maximum pressure on London at this critical stage in the 
Viceroy's deliberations with the Government, for through the.exclu~i~e 
use of this source he was ensuring for himself the greatest possible 
coverage in the British Press. 

In spite of a lot of inspired speculation to the contrary by the London 
correspondents of the Indian papers, Mountbatten's negotiations are r* 
ceeding smooth1 . His presence in London has already done mucp to B restore the c o d  ence of the Cabinet and officials and given coherence to 
their proceedin s. He has already had valuable meetings with the 
Opposition lea d ers, without whose support the t in i lg  of the whole 
operation, based as it is u on the quick passage of the Inde endence  ill ?I b' through Parliament, wo d be frustrated. In the present de cate situation 
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~ountbatten's personal authority and uidance were needed to %cure 
their vital co-operation and to set their k egitimate doubts at rest. 

Mr. ~ t t l e e ,  who throughout has assumed full enonal control of the 
~overnmenr's India olicy and any action arising rom it, has successfully R P 
in-ected a sense of t e utmost urgen into h s  colleagues. The strain 7 ~ J I S  particularly on the Lord Chancel or's and India Offices. TO meet 
~ountbatten's vital timing problem, the Lord Chancellor promised to 
have the necessary Bill ready for presentation to the House by the &st 
week in July, which will involve surely the fastest drafting of a ma or 
Parliamentary Bifl in our histo . Indeed, its scope is without parde or 

k 
i 

precedent in the proceedin s o any Parliamentary Government. There 
was, of course, considerab e concern on the defence aspect of Partition, 
but otherwise Ismay was able to send us optimistic and encouraging news. 
Dominion Status as elaborated by Mountbatten and V. P. Menon had 
been warmly welcomed, and only a few editorial amendments and 
clarifications were required. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI,  Friday, 23rd May, 1947 

I reported again to Vernon in London :- 

" Jinnah interview-Hindustart Tinies the only leader coniment this 
morning. It takes a firm line but is not und~lly provocative. With 
re ard to the ' Corridor ' it states categorically. ' If the existence of 
Pa L stan is dependent on the " Corridor " it will never come into being '. 
. . . I consider that olitical and Press reactions at this end are not as 
strong as might have ! eel1 expected. . . . Thc interview has been aimed 
primarily at Londoxl." 

v ~ c a a o u ' s  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Monday, 26th May, 1947 

I have written to Vernon in London :- 

6 6  Indian papers are containin an increasing number of reports indicat- 
ing dissentient voices in the Ca \ inet over the Plan. Bevin is cited most 
frFquently as objecting on the defence issue, and Cripps and Alexander are 
also mentioned. The Cabinet's displeasure at Viceroy's handling of 
situation is also widely suggested, the Ittdian News Chronicle going so far 
as to carry the report, ' Viceroy threatens to resi n?  ' All ths  is obviously tg speculative, but I suggest it might be helpful i Joyce from London could 
give authoritative guidance on the unity of the Cabinet and how close 
agreement is to being reached inside ten weeks of the Viceroy's arrival 
here." 

Jinnah's " Corridor " demand has produced delayed, but none the less 
definite, reaction. The flames of coiitroversy are being fumed, and this 
whole affair is characteristic of the mounting tension, which will be 
relaxed only with a quick ~olitical decision. The reserves of good-will 
which Mountbatten has so assiduously built up over the past two months 
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are rapidly running out during his absence in London. I have adviad 
Vernon :- 

" Prasad and Deo (Congress Secretary) have made forceful statements- 
Prasad says, ' Jinnah's demands will not merit a moment's scrutiny ', 
and Deo considers that they ' are increasing under the illusion that tile 
British can still help him '. The country, however, cannot be intimidated 
with such bullying tactics, and the demand for a ' Corridor ' cannot be 
granted. 

" Dawn has, of course, hit back at Prasad and Deo with a rovocative 
leader under the heading ' Cranks All ', the key passage of w Ki ch runs as 
follows : ' The demand for a corridor is not a new one. Quaid+-Azam 
Jinnah has many times in the past raised that point which is so vital in 
the context of Pakistan. If Pahstan is to be real, solid and strong the 
creation of a corridor linking up its eastern and northern areas is an 
indispensable adjunct. Be that as it ma , we have no doubt, however, 
that if Muslims can win Pahstan-as in B eed they have already won it- 
they can just as well build a corridor somewhere for the linking up of the 
two segments of Pakistan. Mr. Deo knows that too well '. 
" On Saturday Nehru gave an interview to the United Press of 

America which contains h s  first public reference to the extra-territorial 
issue. ' Mr. Jinnah's recent statement ', he said, ' is com letely un- 
realistic and indicates that he desires no settlement of an Lnd. The 
demand for a corridor is fantastic and absurd. We stand ?' or a union of 
India with the right to particular areas to opt out. We envisage no 
compulsion. If there is no proper settlement on this basis without 
further claims being advanced, then we shall proceed with making and 
implementing the constitution for the union of India '." 

Nehru confirmed that h s  attitude was hardening by intimating to 
Mibville that he was falling back on the alternative Demission Plan, in 
view ofJinnah's rejection of the main proposals of the draft announcement. 
He would like the Interim Government to be treated immediately by 
convention as a Dominion Government. Jinnah will never commit 
himselt Nehru alleged that he accepts what he gets and goes on asking 
for more. There could be no one-sided commitments. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI, Tuesday, 27th May, 1947 
Re orts from Burrows showed that he is seriously worried about the 7 unsett ed state of Calcutta, and in the last day or two he has realised 

that the tension is even graver than he had suspected. He therefore 
wants Mountbatten's approval to talk on the wireless in an effort to 
calm everyone down. He refers to a report in the Amrita Bazar Patrika 
which quotes Nehru as having said that a new phase of the struggle 
begins on the 2nd June, and that he is not optimistic about a peaceful 
settlement. 

I have been checking the authenticity of ths  alleged statement, and can 
frnd no trace of confirmation. The incident is further evidence of the 
prevailing jitters and uncertainty. Eric Britter has told me that in 





The Earl and Countess Mountbattm of Burma, India 1947-1948. Lord Mountbatten is wearing 
the mantle of Grand Master of the Order of the Star of India. 

Arrival at Viceroy's House, zznd March, 1947. A paiiltiilg by the late Conlil~ander J. S. Dallison. 



Mnhntrtra's Mornhlg M e ~ l ,  z i ~ d  April, 1947. Mahatma Gandhi takes his rnorniag meal at Viceroy's House for 
the first time in his life. An unpublished photograph of this unique occasion taken prior to his second pre- 

liminary discussion with Lord Mountbatten. 

Introductioti to Jinnalg, Viceroy's House, gfh April, 1947: '' While the Mountbattens and Jinnah were being 
photographed before-the lfirst interview, Jimah, in an effort to be gallant to Lady Mountbatten, s oke of 

' a rose between two thorns '. Unfortwntdy, it turned out that he was in the middle himrlR '' 



Frottticr Det?lonstrotion, Pusl~ntvnr, 28th Apri l ,  1947. '' Within a few minutes of our arrival, however, the - 

brooding tension lifted. . . . As we swarmed down the embankment and drove b'ack to a well-earned - 

lunch, the relief of the Governor and local officials could not be conccaled. They told us that it would have - 

been quite beyond the resources of the local police and military to have deflected the crowd peaceably if they -- 
had made up their collective mind to invade Government House. As it was, afrer seeing the Mountbatten9 - 

they struck camp and returned to &eilr homes." .- 



J i rp  Prcsi-rrtatiot~ , Lntrdi h'otnl, trc*ar t/lc'K/rybcr, 29th April, J 947. " As tokcns of good-will Kha11 Abdul 
Lritif I<ha~i thcn prcsclitcd thc Viceroy with a ~lumbcr  of gifts, including a havcrsack, P a h n  daggcr and 

cltnl~pnls, and a riflc of splendid craftsmanship made somcwhcrc in thc Khybcr cavcs." 

Yfl'D~rry, hl~ulro6rn, Sitrrla, gtli May, 1947. " The Mountbattens fell in love with the placc, and are quite 
dctermincd to cornc back again. During our walk up and down the orchard terraces Nehru was very agile, 
and co~~fcsscd to a liking for hill-climbing." Includcd in this photograph, left to right, are Lord and Lady 
Mo~~ntbatten, the author, Pandit Nehru, the author's wife, Mrs. Nicholls, the Hon. Pamela Mountbatten, Mr. 

Britter and Colonel Douglas Currie. 
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Mt~rir~~q ~sitlr tlrc Lcnrfi~rs, Vircroy's House, ztd Jrtr~c, 1947. '' Mountbatten did his best to promote some 
friclldly sii~all talk, but it was clear that the atnlosphere was electric. The problem of including Kripalani 
has beell solved by conceding to Jinnah, Rab Nishtar; so the Big Five have become the Big Seven." From 
Lord Mountbatten's left. Mr. Jinnah, Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan, Sardar Rab Nishtar, Sardar Baldev Singh, 

Acharya Kripalani, Sardar Pate1 and Pandit Nehru. At the back, Sir Eric Mihille and Lord Ismay. 

Press Confercttce, New Delhi, 4th Jurte, 1947. This morning to an audience of sosne three h u n h d  rcprc- 
sentatives of the Indian and world's Press in the Legislative Assembly, Mountbatten has ivm the most 
brilliant performance I have ever witnessed at a major Press conference." On Lord Mount 't atten's right is 
Sardar Patel. In the centre row below the dais from left to right are the following members of the Viceroy's 
Staff, Mr. V. P. Menon, Sir Eric MiCville, Lord Ismay, Mr. (now Sir) George Abell and MP. Ian Scott. 



Historic Doodlbrg, Viceroy's Horm,  artdJ~rnr, xt~$r. * At the end of this momentous 
tnoming I, too, collected a trophy from the small round table-nothing other than a 
' doodle ' by Mr. Jinnah extracted from his subcollscious at the moment of his greatest 
political victory. I am no psychologist, but I think I call detect the symbols of power 

and glory here." 
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Calcutta Moslems and Hindus have already taken up their battle-pose. 
Houses and whole streets have become prepared positions, providing 
strong points and fields of fire. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  ~ o u s e .  New DeLHI, Saturday, ~ 1 s t  May, 1947 

Mountbatten is back in Delhi. He at once summoned his staff for 
discussions. There is only this week-end between us and the fateful 
conference which will decide the future of India. 

We have had two long Staff Meedn s to-day, at the first of which 
Colville was present. Mountbatten's fysical and mental strength are 
astounding. He seems in no way tireBby his journey or the protracted 
high-level discussions in London; on the contrary, he is more resilient 
and energetic than ever, and pours out directives to his staff. 

Mountbatten is anxious to deal adequately with recent utterances by 
Gandhi at h s  Prayer Meetings in favour of a united India which seemed 
to su est the forcible imposition of the Cabinet Mission Plan. Both 
Colvi fP e and Menon expressed their belief that Gandhi would not press 
opposition to Partition to the point of actively sabotaging the Plan. 

Mountbatten is now quite clear in his mind that he will treat Jinnah 
more in sorrow than in anger, stressing the personal embarrassment 
caused by the " Corridor " demand. He has returned armed with a 
vital message, which he can use at his discretion, from Mr. Churchill to 
Jinnah, which states that it was nothing less than a matter of life and 
death for Jinnah to accept the Plan. 

My Press task is complicated by Mountbatten having to hold a Burma 
Star party on the same evening as the first meeting with the Leaders. 
The publicity mechanics for this are elaborate and tiresome, and include 
an exchan e of messages with a mass rally of Burma campaigners in the 
Albert Ha B 1 in London arranged some time before there was any indica- 
tion that it would coincide with these critical meetings in India. 

I have been engaged all the ast week in long conferences with the 
Ministry of Information and AR India Radio, and we have produced n 
publicity blue-print which I hope and pray will work. Over and above 
the issue of the text of His Majesty's Governmetit's airnouncement-to 
be synchronised with London-there will have to be communiquCs on 
the two meetings with the Leaders, 2s well as on the meeting of the Indian 
States Representatives on the afternoon of the 3rd June. 

The text of Mountbatten's broadcast will also have to be released, and 
his voice will be heard over a world-wide network. Provision is being 
made, on Mountbatten's instruction, for broadcasts at short notice b 
Nehru, Jinnah and Bddev Singh, and possibl by Auchinleck as we1 E 
I hold myself in readiness to cover success or L u r e ,  or the more likely 
contingency of a provisional and indecisive answer. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Sunday, istlune, 1947 
I wrote to my mother :- 
6 6 

We are on the eve of great events here, and I am up to my eyes in 
C 
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the last-minute details of planning the publicity for M ~ u n t b a t t e ~ ' ~  
momentous announcement on the transfer of power which is due to be 
made on Tuesday. The atmosphere is very tense, and if the verdict 
is for Partition-as it almost certainly will be--considerable communal 
unrest can be expected, but any decision will be preferable to the present 
uncertainty. It should be noted, though, that the fury is internal and 
fratricidal and that the British are probably more popular with both 
Hindus and Moslems than at any time in living memory. 

" The main effect of the Government's 20th February Announcement 
has been to bring the Congress High Command round to the acceptance 
of the partition of India as inevitable. Gandhi refuses to align himelf 
with this conce t, and is putting up a fierce rear-guard action against it. 
How far he wil car this opposition is one of the big impotiderables. 7 " Nehru and Val abhbhai Patel, the two big Congressmen in the 
Interim Government, accept Partition on the understandin that by ! conceding Pakistan to Jinnah they will hear no more of him an eliminate 
his nuisance value, or, as Nehru put it privately, that by ' cutting off the 
head we will get rid of the headache '. In this they are being rather 
sanguine, for innah's appetite shows si s of growing with what it feeds 
on, and his / atest demand for an eig e t-hundred-mile corridor to join 
West and East Pakistan is a good example of his irredentist tactics. 
Agreement therefore is being a proached from both sides with the worst s possible grace. Partition is un oubtedl~ a tragedy, but a worse tragedy 
would be to try to impose a unity unacceptable to the great majority of 
the hundred million Moslems." 



CHAPTER NINE 

T H E  G R E A T  A C C E P T A N C E  

VICEROY'S HOUSE, N E W  DELHI,  Monday, 2nddjune, 1947 

T HE GREAT MOMENT has arrived. The Leaders drive into the North 
Court in their large American cars. I was in the Viceroy's study, 
which is now duly transformed, its dark panels painted a pale green. 

~t is quite a small study, with an informal almost intimate atmosphere, 
cornpared with the C o ~ m d  Chamber and even the ad'oining reception- 
rooms. The painting of Clive in the entrance hall loo r! s down upon this 
apotheosis of the Kaj. Jinnah was the last to come, a few minutes latc. 
Mountbatten did his best to promote some friendly small talk, but it was 
clear that the atmosphere was electric. The problem of including 
Kripalani has been solved by conceding to Jinnah, Rab Nishtar; so the 
Big Five have become the Big Seven. 

Mountbatten was anxious not to have any hold-up of roceedh~gs for 
this initial meeting. Photographc coverage was confine if to the Govem- 
ment of India man. This caused immense indignation among Indian and 
Foreign photographers, who, headed by Max Desfor, " walked out" 
in high dudgeon and submitted a signed protest to me. I fullg ap rc ia te  
their grievance, and hope to be able to remedy it to-morrow, ut t e vital 
thing is for Mountbatten to get proceedings off to a good start without 
any extra neural distraction. 

  he conference lasted for just on two hours. Vernon reported that 
Mountbatten did most of the talking, and was in masterly form, 
closely reasoned analysis of developments. His opening remar s were a 
a challen e to them to rise to the level of the events they were creating. 
He said t !i at during the past five years he had taken part in a number of 
momentous meetings at whlch the fate of the war had been decided, but 
he could frankly rekember no decisions reached likely to have such an 
important influence on world histow as those which were to be taken 
at t h s  meeting. He made it clear t h J  he was not forcing the pace against 
their will. A terrific sense of urgency had been ressed upon him by 
everybody to whom he had spoken. They hafwanted the present 
state of uncertainty to cease ; therefore the sooner power was transferred 
the better for all. 

Having made his last formal attempt to resuscitate the Cabinet Mission 
Plan, and Jinnah having for the last time formally rejected it, Mount- 
batten then turned to the dilemma presented by Partition. Congress, 
he said, drd not agree to the principle of the artition of India, but, if tlus 
were unavoidable, insisted on the partition o P Provinces to avoid the coer- 
cion of Moslem or Hindu majority areas, while on the other hand Jinnah 
resisted the partition of Provinces but demanded the division of India. 

Mountbatten was at pains to stress the backing of the British Conxrva- 
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tive Opposition. The Plan, he said, was not a Party issue in London. 
He spoke of his distress about the position of the Sikhs, and dis oxd 
firmly and finally of the suggestion of a referendum whether Ca cutta 
should become a Free Port. 

P 
With characteristic finesse, he introduced the new Paragra h 20 of the 

Plan under its heading " Immediate transfer of power ", and B efended the 
resulting Dominion Status not from the imputation of Britain's desire to 
retain a foothold beyond her time but from the possible charge of 
on her obligations. Therefore, he said, it was aburldarltl clear that 
British assistance should not be withdrawn prematurely i it was still 
required. 

r 
Jinnah in one of the earlier interviews had startled Mountbatten by 

making a distinction between his agreement with and acceptance of a 
certaill proposal. Moiintbatten invoked this particular piece of pedantry 
to his own advantage to-day. 

After co~ies  of the Plan had been handed round. he said he felt - - - - - - - 

it would bk asking the Indian Leaders to go agains; their consciences 
if he requested their full a reement. He was merely asking them to 
accept the Plan in a peace B ul spirit. When Nehru asked for a further 
definition of the difference between agreement and acceptance, Mount- 
batten at once replied that agreement would imply belief that the 

rinci les were being employed, but he had to violate the 
rincip es o both sides, so could not ask for complete a reement. What right 7 f? 

Re asked for was acceptance denoting belief that the P k an was a fair and 
sincere solution for the good of the countrv. Nehru then said that while 
there could never be &nPlete approvaldof the Plan by Congress, on 
balance they accepted it. Nishtar rounded off these devious dialectics 
by pointing out that acceptance of the Plan really im lied agreement to 
make it work. Mountbatten cordially agreed, and rom that moment 
knew that the essential battle was won. 

P 
Jinnah then embarked upon an elaborate ex lanation as to why he, e the all-powerful Quid-e-Azam, could not ta e any decision himself. 

He entered into the spirit of the proposals, he said, but both he and his 
Working Committee would have to go before their masters, the people, 
prior to a h a 1  decision. Mountbatten observed that there were times 
when leaders had to make vital decisions without consulting' their 
followers and trust to car them yith them at a later stage. A 
decision taken at the confirmed by the people would 
be in accordance 

Jinnah then decision as could 
4 6  9 9  

reasonably be expected from one who had got so far by saying no SO 

often. He emphasised that he would go to his masters, the people, with 
no intent of wreclung the Plan, but with the sincere desire to 
them to acce t it. He could only give his personal assurance that he 
would do his est. He would try in hls own way to bring round his own 
~ e o ~ l e .  

E 
c - - 1  

Mountbatten wanted the reactions of the Congress and Moslem League 
Worlung Committees and of the Sikhs by midnight. Kripalani and 
Baldev Singh agreed to send a letter that evening. Jinnah felt unable to 
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report thc opirlions of his Working Committee in writing, but agreed to 
tome and see the Viceroy and make a verbal report. Ths satisfied 
Mountbatten. 

To crown his success he secured the agreement of Nehru, Jillnah and 
~ a l d e v  Singh to follow him with broadcasts to the people over All India 
Radio to-morrow evening. Mountbatten said he would let them see 
his script in the mornin . Patel, who had said very little, pointed out P with a wry smile that t le general rule was for the scripts of broadcast 
speeches to be submitted to the Honourable Member for Information 
(i.e., himself) before they were used. Jinnah without a smile retorted 
he would say in his broadcast what came from his heart. 

Never was Mountbatten's genius for informal chairmanship and 
exposition more si nally displayed. His natural talent for this procedure 
had been enhance f by three years of almost daily discussion as Supreme 
Commander. Vernon told me he had never seen him more alert, 
keeping the discussion within his chosen terms of reference. The 
atmosphere at the outset was undoubtedly tense, but his opening speech 
soon brought with it the sense of sweet reasonableness and genuine good- 
will underlying his whole sponsorship of the Plan. Not even Mr. 
Jinnah's formality and stiffness could resist Mountbatten's urgent will to 
succeed. 

As planned beforehand, Mountbatten asked Jinnah to stay behnd 
partly to counterbalance any Moslem League criticism that he was about 
to see Gandhi, who never comes in company with Con ress leaders, in a 
separate interview, and partly to apply more ersona persuasion and K k 
form a clearer judgement of the ultimate attitude e is likely to take. But 
Jinnah made no comment. All will now turn on his midni ht visitation. 

Then at 12.30 the Mahatma arrived. In one sense E e has been 
present throughout the whole proceedings, and uncertainty as to his 
ultimate reaction to the formal mesentation of a Partition Plan un- -~ ~ 

doubtedly had an inhibiting effectLon the Congress leaders earlier in the 
morning. They were only too well aware of Gandhi's unpredictable 
resDonse to the ~ r o m ~ t i n e s  of his inner voice. There have been widc- 
spread fears thathe wbl Z the bidding of his complex conscience go to 
extreme lengths to wreck the Plan in one fmal effort to prevent the 
vivisection of India. Mountbatten faced this interview with considerable 
trepidation. Imagine his amazement and relief when the Mahatma 
blindly indicated on the backs of various used envelopes and other scraps 
of pa er that he was observing a day of silence. R W en the interview was over Mountbatten picked up the various bits 
of paper, which he thinks will be among his more hiitoric relics. On 

(6 them the Mahatma had written: I am sorry I can't speak; when I took 
the decision about the Monday silence I did make two exceptions, i.e., 
about speaking to high functionaries on urgent matters or attending upon 
sick people. But I know you don't want me to break my silence. 
Have I said one word against you durin my speeches? If you admit 
that I have not, your warning is super d uous. There are one or two 
things I must talk about, but not to-day. But if we meet each other 
again I shall speak." 
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B e h d  this quaint rocedure lay a great act of political renunciation, 
of self-effacen~cnt an B of self-control. When I went in to have a few 
words with Mountbatten about the Press communiqut! at the end of this 
momentous morning I, too, collected a trophy from the small round 
table-nothing other than a " doodle " by Mr. Jinnah extracted from his 
subconscious at the moment of his greatest political victory. I am no 

sychologist, but I think I can detect the symbols of power and glory 
Rere.* 

At four o'clock we had a Staff Meeting, and had a complete run 
6 6  through of the paper on The Administrative Consequences of Parti- 

tion ". This is a masterly document of some thirty foolscap pages, 
largely prepared by John Christie, and it will certainly not be possible for 
posterity to say that we found a political answer at the ex ense of an 
administrative one. Here is the master plan which, ~mder t R e umbrella 
of Dominion Status, should make possible essential continuity for the new 
rieimes. u 

No sooner was the Staff Meeting over than I was engrossed in back- 
round talks with one correspondent after another. I endeavoured, as 

&r as possible, to see them se aratel . I spoke with restrained optimism 
-the slip between cup and ip is t e major occupational risk of Indian 
politics. 

P i  
I broke off from these talks just in time to attend the Burma Star party. 

The Moghul gardens were thronged with uniforms, for the guests were 
limited to recipients of the Burma Star and former members of S.E.A.C. 
Mountbatten, in h s  bush shirt, spoke to his guests both on the micro- 
phone and privately as though nothing was on his mind save S.E.A.C. 
reminiscences. The Press arrangements for this party vexed body and 
spirit at such a moment. 

V I C ~ R O Y ' S  HOUSE, N E W  DBLHI, Tuesday, grdlune, 1947 
Mountbatten began the day with an early morning Staff Meeting, at 

which he told us of his dramatic midnight encounter with Jinnah. As 
Jinnah had categorically refused to give any answer to the Plan in writing. 
Ismay joined Mountbatten as a second witness of what he was ready to 
say. He began by reiterating at great length the remarks he had made 
round the conference table in the morning, and no amount of ressure 

B P from Mountbatten would make him agree to a firm acce tance rom the 
Moslem League C o u n d  when they met. All he woul undertake was 
that he would use his best endeavours to persuade them in a constitutional 
manner to accept and that his Working Committee would support him. 

Mountbatten then reminded Jinnah that the Congress Party were 
terribly suspicious of this particular tactic, which he always used, whereby 
he waited until the Congress Party had made a firm decision about some 
plan, and then left himself the ri ht to make whatever decision suited 
the Moslem League several days P ater. Mountbatten warned him that 
Nehru, Kri dani and Pate1 had made an absolute point that they would 
reject the P f an unless the Moslem League acce ted it simultaneously with 
themselves; and furthermore accepted it as a P lnal settlement. 

* See reproduction opposite page 97. 
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Nothing Mountbattc~~ could say would move him; he once more 
took refuge behind the excuse that he was not constitutionnlly authorised 
to make a decision without the concurrence of the full Moslem League 
~ouncil ,  and pointed out that he could not in any case call this ~ o u n d l  

4 4  Meeting for several days. Mountbatten then said, If tliat is your 
attitude, then the leaders of the Congress Party and Sikhs will refuse Lnd 
acce tance at the meeting in the morning; chaos will follow, and you  hose your Pakistan, probably for ood." d " What must be, must be," 
was his only reaction, as he shrugge his shoulders. 

Mountbatten then said, " Mr. Jinnah! I do not intend to let you 
wreck all the work that has gone into this settlement. Since ou will 
not accept for the Moslem League, I will speak for them mysell I will 
take the risk of saying that I am satisfied with the assurances you have 
given me, and if your Council fails to ratify the agreement, you can place 
the blame on me. I have only one condition, and that is that when I sa 
at the meeting in the morning, ' Mr. Jinnah has given me assurances whic h 
I have acce ted and which satisfy me,' you will in no circumstances 
contradict t at, and that when I look towards you, you will nod your . . .  R .. 
head in acquescence.-- 

Jinnah's reply to the proposition itself was to nod his head without 
ally verbal undertaking. Mountbatten's final question was : Did Jinnah 
consider that he (Moultbatten) would be justified in advisin Attlee to 

o ahead and make his announcement to-morrow? To this 1 e replied, ' Yes ". On this last assurance Mountbatten and ismay both felt that the 
maximum possible measure of acceptance had been wrung out of him 
prior to his meeting with the Moslem League Council in a week's time. 

Shortlv after linnah left. Kri~dani's letter arrived. It makes certain 
reservatiAns of Jetail, but ,constitutes a firm general acceptance of the 
Plan on behalf of the whole Congress Working Committee. 

Momtbatteri a reed that yesterday's protesting and frustrated camera- 
men should be a Y lowed to swarm over the study and photograph the 
Leaders at the round table before their second meeting began. He made 
the most of it to create an atmos~here of good humour. which was in u 

noticeable contrast to yesterday mo'rning's strained silence. He explained 
that while the Leaders had all been hard at work, one group-the photo- 
graphers-had staged a sit-down strike. He was sure the Leaders would 
not like to be the cause of them going through that ordeal a second time. 
Even Jinnah could scarce forbear a smile. 

Mountbatten resumed by duly reporting on Jinnah's visit to him last 
night and his acce tance of Jinnah's assurances and proposed action. 
Jinnah confirmed t the appropriate silence and nod of the head. 
He then referred to ree Parties' grave objections to different specific 
arts in the Plan, and was grateful that these had been aired. But since 

Re knew enough of the situation to realise that not one of the suggestions 
would be accepted by either of the other Parties, he did not propow to 
raise them at this meeting. He accordingly asked all the Leaders to signify 
their consent to this course, which they did; thus voluntarily but almost 
unwittingly dis osing of every substantial point of controversy. 

After Mount g atten had pronounced that the Plan seemed to represent 
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as near to a hundred per cent agreement as it was possible to get, innah, 
Kripalani and Baldev Singh all added that they considered t l! at the 
Viceroy had correctly interpreted and recorded their views. Mount- 
batten said the Plan would now be announced officially, and none of the 
Leaders raised any objection. 

It looked, therefore, as though all would be plain sailing, but when 
Mountbajten a pealed for restraint on the part of subordinate leaders and 
the burial of t R e past in order to open up the prospect of building a fine 
future, Lia uat could not resist the temptation to suggest that restraint 
was neede 3 not so much from subordinate as from super leaders, for 
example, Mr. Gandhi at his Prayer Meetings. This touched off all the old 
bitterness of feeling. 

Jinnah and Lia uat insinuated that Gandhi was inciting the people to do 
as they liked an 2 look to other authorities than the Leaders at h s  con- 
ference, whle ~ r i ~ a l a n i  retorted that all Gandhi's actions were devoted 
to non-violence, and Pate1 considered that Gandhi would abide loyally by 

4 , d  

any decision taken. Mountbatten was obliged to brin ths  dangerous 
discussion to a halt by saying he thought the subject ha % been ventilated 
sufficiently. He accepted Mr. Gandhi's special position on the one hand, 
and on the other was sure the Congress Leaders would appreciate the 
point of what had been said. 

Mountbatten then with a dramatic gesture, lifting it above his head 
and banging it down on the table, presented " The Administrative 
Consequences of Partition " to the startled Leaders. This hi h-powered 
Staff pa er, which Mountbatten has had made ready for this ay, contains P d 
tlirty- our close1 ty ed pages of foolscap, and is already a masterpiece of 
compression. T L s % rings the Leaders within the hour right up against 
the hard executive realities of their political decision. As Mountbatten 
said afterwards, the severe shock thit its appearance gave to everyone 
present would have been amusing if the general atmosphere of admini- 
strative indifference were not so serious. 

Here again a sli of the tongfie, the merest molehill, was built up 
characteristically, i P unwittingly, to mountainous proportions. Mount- 
batten su gested that there might be preliminary consideration of the 
paper be I: ore it was submitted to a " Cabinet meeting ". Liaquat and 
Tinnah at once raised elaborate obiections to the " Cabinet in the United 
kingdom " being the decidmg &hority. Several minutes had passed 
before it became clear that Jinpah had understood Mountbatten to be 
referring to the British, and not the Indian Cabinet or Interim Govern- 
ment. He then complained that he had been misled. " You mean the 
Vicero 's Executive Council. A spade should be called a spade." His 
mind. I e said. worked in constitutional terms. 

Liaquat then asked whether majority votes would decide the issue in the 
inter-Party Partition Committee which it was roposed in the pa er to 2 P set up. Mountbatten said no, negotiations wo d be on the basis o what 
was fair. He relied on a new spirit entering into the discussions, now 
that the issue of Partition had been finally settled. Liaquat replied sharply 
that it was not a matter of a new s~irit.  there was difference of o~inion on 
the critical issue of the division olthe Xrmed Forces. 

A 
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The discussion, surprisillgl perhaps, moved into calmer waters. 2 ~t was quickl agreed that ivision should be made on the basis of 
citizenship, wLch in its turn would be bawd on considerations of geo- 
graphy.   inn ah declared stoutly that it would be l i s  intention in P&isun 
to observe no communal differences, and those who lived there, regard- 
less of creed, would be fully fledged citizens. 

~t four o'clock the members of the States Negotiating Committee 
assembled in the Council chamber to be given in advance of to-night's 
official announcements and speeches the background to the dedsiorn 
reached by Mountbatten and the Leaders. It was a dficult meeting. 
Once again a photo raphic circus provided li ht relief and enabled 
Mountbatten to get off to a friendly and informa k start. 

Round the big oval table were seated the cream of the Princely coun- 
sellors. Their Highnesses of Bhopal, Patiala, Dungapur, Nawanagar and 
Bilaspur. Sir Mirza Ismail, Dewan of Hyderabad, Sir B. L. Mitter of 
Baroda, Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar of Mysore, Kak of Kasbmir, Srini- 
vasan of Gwalior, Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyer of Travancore, Sir V. T. 
~rishnamachari of Jaipur, Panikkar of Bikaner, Sir Sultan Ahmed, and 
D. K. Sen representing the Chamber of Princes. 

It is interesting to note how many of the finest Indian minds from 
British India are Prime Ministers of the States. Many of them are front- 
rank lawyers, which aids them in their approach to such constitutional 
conundrums as the lapse of Paramountcy. Their relationshi to the 
Princes they serve is ver much that of a barrister with a valuab P e brief. 

After another ve explanation of the origin 
and purpose of the was subjected to some acute cross- 
examination on its application to the Indian States. They were all 
particularly anxious to know whether it would be possible to arrange for 
Paramountcy to lapse before the actual transfer of power in British 
India-the assumption being, of course, that the States would then be in a 
better position to bargain with the successor governments. 

Mountbatten did his best to inject a sense of reality into the meeting. 
The creation of two new States would inevitably mean two strong 
central governments which could not afford to delegate their owers 
instead of one weak one for the whole sub-continent which cod! On 
the other hand, he felt that the acceptance of Dominion Status by them 
both offered a measure of protection as well as compensation to those 
Princes who had stood so loyally by their alliances and friendship with 
Britain. Whatever decisions they reached, he advised them to cast their 
minds forward ten years and to consider what the situation in India and 
the world was likely to be by then. 

While tlus meeting was going on I was immersed in preparing releases, 
working out various deadLnes and planning with All India Radio world- 
wide transmissions which include Britain and America. I imagine that 
the concentration of Press and Radio interest in today's events is heavier 
than for any single development in Asia since the surrender of Japan. 
By this morning the Dominion Status secret had leaked out into the 
Indian Press. Mountbatten was not unduly disturbed, and felt that the 
information might, indeed, serve to act as a shock-absorber. However, 
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one had to be on guard to meet the obvious risk of premature release of 
the ~nnouncement's actual text-a danger which in its turn had to be 
set against the likely dilemma arising from the complete clogging of the 
entire Delhi cabline svstem. 

V J 

To cope with this situation simultaneous releases of the Announcement 
were arranged through India's diplomatic representatives in Western 
and Eastern hemispheres, while I took the calcidated risk of malung the 
text of Mountbatten's broadcast available to the Press on an embar 0 

basis three hours before it was delivered. This last move became doub f y 
necessary, as the texts of the broadcasts by Nehru, Jinnah and Baldev 
Singh were not made available u n d  shord before they were to go on the 
air. If Moimtbatten's speech had been he I d back as well, the jam on the 
lines would, I think, have been beyond control. 

I accompanied Mountbatten in the Viceregal Rolls to All India Radio, 
where officials were leaning out of all the windows and cramming the 
balconies. A small crowd had also gathered round the entrance to the 
building. Fa , who was on a balcony, told nie afterwards that a s m d  
group of Sa 1 hus, distinctive in their bright caps of holy orange, began 
shouting out slogans just as we were entering the building. No sooner 
had they started to demonstrate than they were scooped into our following 
police car. The neatness of the operation made the assembled Indians, 
otherwise passively polite, scream with lau hter. These Sad/ius have 
come from various pam of the country, and ave itched their tents 011 R the banks of the Jumna, there to protest against t e betrayal of Hindu 
life and custom which they are convinced any form of Partition must 
involve. 

After a brief voice test, Mountbatten spoke with a slow and deliberate 
diction, in contrast to the quick-fire delivery of his rivate conversation. 
It was a well-balanced oration without hyperbole, r e f .  for its impact if 
anything on under-statement. This was undoubtedr8e right note for 
Mountbatten to strike. His message was subdued and objective at the 
moment of personal triumph. 

As soon as the reading was completed Mountbatten went into an 
adjoining studio to be photographed by newsreel camera-men as if 
engaged on the actual broadcast. This was a somewhat exacting opera- 
tion, because the camera-men lacked recording ap aratus and it became 
necessary to s chronise the movement of Mount atten's li s with the r All India Ra io recording. The task was not made % %  easier y Mount- 
batten's unwillin ness to accept that anybody but himself knew how to P handle this prob em. I would have wished to spare him this perform- 
ance, as it was dear that the unparalleled strain of the past sixty h o w  
was beginning to tell upon him. 

We were hddling with lights and voice timings throughout Nehru's 
moving address, which was compellin alike in its mood and expression. P Here was neither arrogance nor apo ogy, but a true reflection of the 
sadness wllich accompanies all success-the frustration in victory. Per- 
haps Nehru's greatest strength is that although he has reached the heights 
as a partisan campaigner he retains detachment of spirit. The artist and 
the scholar in him are always near the surface. So at th~s climactic 
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moment he was able to say, " We are little men =wing reat c a u s ~ s ,  
but because the cause is great somethng of that greatness +Us upon w . I. f . - 
also. 

Then followed Jinnah. The experts in Moslem League dialectic 
assured me that his speech was a masterpiece. As one of them ut it to 
me immediately afterwards, " This is the language that will be un S erstood 
in the bazaars, and it tneatls peace." By objective standards I could not 
detect the tnagic. He seemed to me on this occasion to be well below 
the level of events wllich 11e had done so much to create. 

His opening sentence was devoted to a thinly disguised criticism of the 
authorities for not hnviti previously afforded him-as a x1on4iaal-faci- B, lities for broadcast. " I ope that in the future I sllall have reater facilities 
to enable me to voice my views and o inions, which wil reach direct1 R 7 
to you live and warm rather than in t e cold print of the newspapers. x 
~ u t  I could fmd no liveliness nor warmth in what he had to say. Perhaps 
the nearest he approached to loth these qualities was in the tribute he pad 
to Mountbatten. " I must say that I feel that the Viceroy has battled 
against various forces very bravely-and the impression that he has left 
on mv mind is that he was actuated bv the hiehest sense of fairness and 
impa;tinlity. And it is up to us to mike his Gsk less ditficult, and help 
him. as far as lies in our power, in order that he may fulfil his mission 
of the transfer . . of power t i  the peoples of India in a p;aceful and orderly 
.-- - ~ - - ~  

With great skill he avoided a h a 1  declaration of intention while leaving 
an impressioil of acceptance. Perhaps the smoothest riddle was set in his 
words, " It is for us to consider whether the Plan as presented to us by 
His Majesty's Government should be accepted by us as a compromise or a 
settlement. On tllis point I do not wish t o . g ~ j u d ~ . "  Nehru's last 
words had been ai Hind ", Jinnah closed w Pa stap Zindabad ". 
This he said in sue "2 a clipped voice that some startled listeners thought at 
first that the Quaid-e-Azam had thrown dignity to the winds and 
~ronounced " P'&stan's in the bae " ! 

Baldev Sitlgh spoke last, and iz view of the unmitigated loss which 
Partition meant for tlle Sikhs and the intense bitterness it was likely to 
engender among l i s  co-religionists, his words were eloquent and 
coura eous. He gave a clear call to India's Defence Forces to uphold 
their f igh standards of disci line, particularly against the ressures of 5 K un~leasarlt internal securitv uties. In contrast to Tinnah. e saw the 

J 
I 6  not as a compromise, I prefer to call it a settlement." 

While the tremendous news of India's Partition and the Leaders' 
potential agreement was being flashed across the world, Moulltbatten 
returned uietly to Viceroy's House, and after dinner he called me 
in to consi 1 er the details of to-morrow's Press Conference. This will be 
his first exposure to the Indian and Foreign Press, and upon his ability 
to carry this most critical audience with him much will depend. The great 
virtue of this conference is that it gives l im  the chance of retaining the 
initiative which with to-day's historic Announcement he has undoubtedly 
seized. He proposes to adopt the method which makes him feel most at 
ease, namely, to speak without notes-but in view of the maze of detail 
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and the various problems of emphasis he has wisely decided to have a 
rehearsal with his staff. 

Over well-earned whiskeys-and-sodas we shot various likely questions 
at him. The impression he gave me of neural overstrain at All India 
Radio has entirely vanished, and 1 go to bed corifident that he is already 
master of to-morrow's meeting, whlch is the culminating point of a11 the 
operations in my special field of responsibility. 

V I C H R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Wednesday, qthlune, 1947 
This morning to an audience of some three hundred representatives of 

the Indian and world's Press in the Legislative Assembly, Mountbatten 
has given the most brilliant performance I have ever witnessed at a major 
Press conference. He began without note or loss of word, expounding 
for some three-quarters of an hour a political Plan of the utinost com- 

lexity both in its detail and implication. It was a speech which must 
Rave cleared many lurlung doubts among that audience of professional 
sceptics about the Plan's substance and purpose. 

There then followed nearly a hundred questions, the great majority 
of which came from Indian correspondents, and were directed a t  him 
not SO much for pur oses of information as for political 
Seated directly below Rim were ismay, Mitville, George Abe Y 1, Opagallda* Ian Scott, 
V. P., Vernon and myself, but only twice was it necessary to call upon 
any member of h s  staff for guidance. 

Quite a number of the questions were hypothetical and were dealt with 
accordingly. Thus, almost at the outset he was asked, " Profiting by our 
past experience, we would like to know, in the event of the Moslem 
League Council rejecting the Plan, what would be the fate of Pakistan? " 
Mountbatten : " That is a hypothetical uestion. If it ever arises come 3 4 4 and see me, and I will tell you what I wi 1 do." Questioner : But we 

d 6 have had past experience of this." Mountbatten: You may have, 
but not of me. Honestly, come along to me if it happens." 

He was very closely cross-examined on the pro osed referendum for 
the North-west Frontier Province, whch is still t \ e focus of Congress 
attention, and there was also a prolonged inquisition about the status of 
the Indian Princes. Here again Mountbatten scored heavily, for with 
every answer he was able to bring home more clearly the constitutional 
propriety of thc Plan. 

6 d May I draw your attention," asked a correspondent in a voice 
registering self-satisfaction at the production of a teaser, " to the Raja 
of Sarawak's example where he claimed to have the 

in thls instance? " 
rpdar and yet he was dethroned? Are you following two di erent ~rinciples 

4 d Back came the rep1 in a flash, Exactly the opposite is the case. 
He was not dethroned: He claimed that he had ~opular  support to 
dethrone himself. In other words, he meant, ' I have got the support of 
the peo le to take such action as I believe to be in their interests '. Not 
only di B he consult the legislative macluner~, which was pretty rirnitive, R but inembers of Parliament were sent out to decide whether t e wishes 
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of the people of Sarawak were that the Raja should abdicate in favour of a 
Governor, and they decided that that was the wish of the people, md so 

6 b he abdicated : He was not dethroned." Questioner : Is it not a fact 
that His Majesty's Government brou ht out the Raja of Sarawak and 
refused to countenance his re-instal f ation ? " Mountbatten : " Most 
em hatically not. I personally took him back when I was in S.E.A.C. 
an B put him on his throne." 

When a correspondent tried to draw him on the Moslem League's 
demand for a " Corridor "-and thus, on a point never discussed in the 
plan-he replied, " Which paragraph in the Plan are you referring to? " 
He was questioned about the Sikhs-their pros ects and attitude-and he 
made it clear that the whole Sikh problem un B er the Plan had given him 
probably more concern than any other single issue. He was pressed 
in particular about the terms of reference of the Boundar Commission 
which is to work out the actual lines of demarcation in t K e Punjab and 
Dengal and the Moslem majority district of Sylhet, in Assam. When a 
Sikh correspondent asked whether a property qualification would be a 
factor, Mountbatten smilingly replied, " His Majesty's Government 
could hardly be expected to subscribe to a Partition on the basis of landed 
property-ieast ofall the present Government." 

During the Conference he ave the first informal indication that 
I 5th August would be the likely f ate for the actual transfer of power to the 
two new Dominions. Actually it was on this issue of Dominion Status 
that he was subjected to the 'most searching scrutiny of all, and was 
involved in an encounter with Devadas Gandhi. who has a most dis- 
arming manner, and who by the persistence of his inquiries gave a 
possible clue, I felt, to his father's state of mind. 

Mountbatten did not at first quite follow the drift of what Devadas 
was asking ; but it was, in effect, that the British should reject my offer 
on the part of any single individual State to become a Dominion, and 
should insist on India as a whole reaching a decision on the question of 

4 6 membership of the Commonwealth. He said he felt there was a great 
potential for mischief" in allowing the respective Constituent Assemblies 
the ultimate decision on this matter. Behind the inquiry was the old 
suspicion that Dominion Status was something less than independence, 
toeether with the new one that if Pakistan o ~ t e d  to remain in and India 
tovgo out, Pakistan might become a base for 'British imperialism. 

66 Mountbatten's last words on the subject were, From a11 the questions 
that have been asked there is one t h g  which I sincerely believe is not F ' clear to the people. Somehow people seemed to have some dou ts 
about this word ' Dominion Status . It is absolute independence in 
every possible way, with the sole exception that the Member States of the 
Commonwealth are linked together voluntarily. In fact they lo& fo$ 
support, mutual trust and in due course affection." 

Whether or not Devadas was wholly satisfied with the answers to hrs 
particular points, the enthusiasm of the correspondents as a whole, 
jud ing from the spontaneous applause when Vallabhbhai Patel, who was i in t e chair, called the ~roceedings to a close, was remarkable from such a 
case-hardened body. I spoke to some of them afterwards. Andy Mellor 
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of the Daily Herald described lumself to me as st~~nned by the per- 
formance, saying that he had never heard anything like it and did 110t 
expect to do so again; Eric Britter called it a tour d e / o m ;  u.lule Bob 
Stimson drew attention to its impact on the Americans, who had been 
deeply impressed by the argument-whch was for them a revelation- 
thai Dominion Status provided the best constitutional means for transfer 
of power, and spelt genuine freedom for India, and was not just a device 
for enabling the British to hold on. 

~ o u n t b s t e n  on his return to Viceroy's House soot1 had indications 
that there was more underlying Devadas' doubts than had appeared at the 
Conference, and all was not well witli the Mahatma, who was proposing 
to make highly critical comment on the Plan a t  his Prayer Meeting this 
evening. Indeed, last night, j ~ ~ s t  before the Leaders were due to broad- 
cast, he had indicated that they werc not above or beyo:ld criticism, and 
had even gone so far as to single out Nehru for a double-edged comment. 

6 4 After referring to l i m  as our King ", he added, " We should not be 
impressed by ever thing the King does or does not do. If he has devised 
sonletling ood or us, we should praise him. If he has not, then we 5, shall say so. 

P 
Mountbatten wisely decided that the time had come to clear the air 

with Gandhi taking firmer and 
more dangerous he invite& 
him to come 
some distress, feeling under t 
efforts for the unitv of 
Mountbatten, sumkoning all his powers of persuasion, urged him to 
consider the Announcement not as a Mountbatten but as a Gandhi Plan; 
in all sincerity he had tried to incorporate Gandhi's major concepts 
of non-coercion, self-determination, the earliest possible date of British 
departure, and even his sympathetic views about Dominion Status. 

Once again Mountbatten carried the da ; just how decisively can be 
seen by what Gandhi said to-ni ht. " T E e British Government is not 
responsible for Partition," he to& the Prayer Meeting. " The Viceroy 
has no hand in it. In fact he is as opposed to division as Congress itselt 
but if both of us-Hindus and Moslems-cannot agree on anything else, 
then the Viceroy is left with no choice." The Viceroy had worked very 
hard and had tried h s  utmost to bring about a compromise. This 
Plan was the only basis on which agreement could be reached. The 
Viceroy did not want to leave the country in chaos; hence all his efforts. 
Never surely had a Viceroy achieved such swift and decisive conquest 
over Gandhl's heart and mind. 

6 L 
I had a ersonal telegram of yesterday's date from Joyce reporting, B A packe House of Commons listened with intense interest to Prime 

Minister's announcement this afternoon. Proposals and first reaction 
from India undoubtedly created profound gratification among all 
Parties. Sense of unity and recognition of tremendous issues and 
possibilities involved were coniparable only with most historic moments 
during war." After .referring to the splendid B.B.C. reception and 
coverage he ended, " This has been a great day for us all ". 
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~ountbat ten held a Staff Meeting at 7.30 this evening. Having 
broken the deadlock of a generation, there is still to be no rapire for 
hm or indeed any of us. 

Already I detect the first sign of a storm over the States. Bhopal has 
resigned his osition as Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes, and 
cannot be de rP ected from a course of personal isolation and independence 
which runs counter to all the current developments. 

Nehru is not reacting favourably to the Paper on the " Administrative 
Conse uences of Partition ", and there will clearly now be much more 
acute 1 ificulty in maintaining the structure and existence of the Interim 
Government. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Thursday, gthJune, 1947 

George ones, the New York Times correspondent, who has been very 
ill and is d ue to leave India in the next few days, came round to see me 
this morning to ask for m personal im ressions of Mountbatten in about K three hundred words, as e wants his P art feature to be an appreciatio~l 
of the Viceroy. Mountbatten in three hundred words? It is not easy 
at close range. But I have dictated this note :- 

" Perhaps the most abiding impression is his tremendous creative 
energy, by which I mean not only the energy which is in himself, but 
which he injects into all about him. 
" In the three biggest jobs of his life to date--Chief of Combined 

Operations, Supreme Commander and Viceroy-his capacity as a morale- 
raiser was given the fullest scope, for he took on all three jobs when the 
res ective situations were at lowest ebb and morale accordingly depressed. P ' By u bringing and temperament he is at home with hi h politics. 
There is Kis renowned charm of manner, and sensitivity to tEc personal 
nuances on which so many great political events depend. 

" His position as Supreme Allied Commander was good training for 
this job. It involved semi-political responsibility on behalf of more 
than one nation; it was something new in war, and Mountbatten and 
Eisenhower were probably the only two military leaden who really 
had the chance of a full ' work out in this capad . During the nine 

t; 
7 months after the collapse of Ja an, as the virtual mi itary Governor of a 

vast area comprising half a own countries and some one hundred 
and twenty million people, he was wholly absorbed in tremendous 
problems affecting simultaneously the status of Indonesia and French 
Indo-China, peace with Siam, the rehabilitation of Burma and the 
maintenance of law and order in Malaya. Together they comprised the 
most intensive training-ground ~ossible for him in the psychology of 
Eastern nationalism prior to becoming Viceroy. 

6' 

He is essentially an extrovert character, who does not relish silence or 
solitude, but is at his very best in public. 

" With his staff; he thinks aloud. He carries less prejudices than my 
man I have ever known, and although he can be relied upon for a clear 
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and decisive oint of view, he always requires of himself and his staff 
p o d  reason P or holding it. His objectivi and disinterestedness, which 
spring from a number of factors-sciena 7 ic training, interest in t h g s  
mechanical, Royal birth which removes a great many of the normal 
temptations of personal ambition-are tremendous sources of strength 
to him. 

" ~t would be wrong to suggest a faultless image, and perhaps the most 
serious defect is a tendency to et caught up in trivial detail without 
realising that it is trivial. Allie ! to this trait is anxiety over seconda 

roblems and vanity over minor achevements. It must be confessez 
[owever, that in the present assignment he has remained firmly at his 
own level, and throughout the five years I have been with him I have 
always found him giving those who servc him the fullest measure of 
responsibility and support. All in all a rare and refreshing spirit, and 
whether on the quarter deck or in Viceroy's House, a democratic leader of 
the first magnitude." 

Indian Press comment on Mountbatten's Conference is generally very 
cordial and a predative, although a critical note is occasionally struck. 
I have advise B Joyce accordingly :- 

" The Statesman in its account of the Conference reports, ' It was a 
remarkable performance, physical, rhetorical as well as 
reat majority of the journalists must have come away Ey theViceroy'sevidently profound understanding of the 

Its leader comment called it, ' An extraordinary 
and personality, and b it many lurking misconceptions should be removed 
from the public min dl. 

"The criticisms so far are from the Hirzdustan Times, which reflects 
Devadas Gandhi's ersistent inquiry at the Conference, and states, ' We 
still hope that it wi P 1 be made quite clear in due course that membershi 
of the Commonwealth would be open only to India as a whole ', an $ 
from the Indian News Chronicle, which argues that if there is no inde- 
pendence option for the North-west Frontier Province on grounds of 
the danger of Balkanisation, what about the States? His Excellency is 
asked to throw the whole weight of his influence ' on the side of progress 
and fair play, and prevent the States Rulers playing an anti-national 

* 9 * *  . .. role. 
This morning Mountbatten held his third meeting with the Leaders, 

at whicll the aper on " Administrative Consequences of Partition " was 
fully discusse B . It was very hard goin , with both sides anxious above 
all to avoid administrative decisions and k argely unaware of their meaning. 
Jinnah was at great pains to explain that both States would be independent 
and equal in every way, whlle Nehru was e ually insistent that India 
was carrying on in eve way as before, and t at Pakistan was the out- 7 R 
come of permission to issident Provinces to secede, which must not be 
allowed to interrupt the work of the Government of India or the con- 
tinuity of its foreign policy. In this atmosphere of recrimination 
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~ountbatten made it clear that he would not accept the continued 
requests of both sides to act as arbitrator on all outstandin matters in 
dispute. They have agreed to try to L d  a mutually acccpta le judge for 
this thankless task. 

% 
 he Plan, * now forty4ght hours old, has undoubtedly led to a 

ddtentr throughout the country as a whole, but among the Leaders in 
Drlli it has induced no brotherly love. The situation here is still very 
tense, and is such that the most trivial inadent could touch off a major 
crisis. 

* The Plan is printed in f d  as an appendix on page 364. 
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A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  C O N S E Q U E N C E S  

v r c e s o r ' s  HOUSH, N E W  DELHI, Sunday, dthjune, 1947 

T HB CORE OF Mountbatten's problem remains political, and the most 
immediate danger is of the dissolution of the Interim Government 
caused by the resignation of one or other of its component parts. 

It was always a feeble instrument. Now that the principle of Partioon is 
effectively acce ted, there is not even the pretence of inner loyalty and 

urpose to ho f d it together. Mountbatten realises only too clearly, 
Rowever, that if one or other of the Parties were to resign from it before 
Partition is ratified by Act of Parliament in ~es t rn ins tec  the prospects of 
the 3rd une Plan would be gravely imperilled and his own position r' ho~eless v com~romised. - - -  

1 -  - J 

To-day it s&med that this very peril was upon us, for the Cabinet 
meeting was only just saved by a desperate diversion on Mountbatten's 
part from breaking up in complete disorder. In an effort to narrow the 
controversy by limitin its duties, he suggested a moratorium on all 
policy decisions and h a  rade appointments. 

A formula was found -F or submitting these matters to Mountbatten 
direct, to avoid contentious issues being decided by the inevitable Congress 
majority vote in the Cabinet. At this point Nehru sought Mount- 
batten's approval for certain diplomatic appointments which he asked 
him to agree were not the concern of Pakistan. Liaquat at once objected, 
saying that he did not, for instance, wish to see an Ambassador appoinkd 
to MOSCOW. Unfortunately, just such an appointment was envisaged, 
and the nominee was none other than Nehru s sister, Mrs. Panlt .  

The ensuing scene was babel, with everyone talking furiously at once. 
Nehru asserted that rather than tolerate Moslem League interference 
in the Government's affairs he would insist on a majGrity vote being 
taken, and that if the Government was to be turned over to the League 
he would immediately resign. Mountbatten had h a l l y  to call each 
member of the Cabinet individually to order, deferring further discussion 

6 6  of the particular issue and adding, W e  are not going on with the next 
item until there is a row of smiling faces in front of me." This had the 
intended effect. Everyone laughed; the tension was broken. But the 
incident shows by how thin a thread the success of the Plan hangs. 
Critical days and decisions lie ahead of us. 

Encoura in evidence, however, of the world's approbation is to be !i i found in t e undreds of Press re orts coming in to my oflice. The 
American reaction has been especi aE y enthusiastic. Walter ~ i ~ ~ m a n n ' s  
comment in yesterday's Washington Post is erhaps the most heartening, 
coming as it does from such an experience judge of the significance of 
world events. 

S 
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6 6  " Perhaps Britain's h e s t  hour," he writes, is not in the past. G r -  

r a i d y  this performance is not the work of a decadent people. Ths on the 
is the work of political genius requiring the ripest wsdom and 

the 'On t r aX  fres est vigour, and it is done with an elegance and a style that will 
corn el and will receive an instinctive respect throughout the civilivd 
wor f d. Attlee and Mountbatten have done a service to all d n d  
by showing what statesmen can do not with force and money but with 
lucidity, resolutio~l and sincerity." 

Robert Neville, the Delhi correspondent of Time and Li j ,  told me that 
~ountbatten's performance at his Press Conference could be compared 
only with Roosevelt in his prime. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  NEW DELHI, Monday, gthJune, 1947 

At our Staff Meeting to-day there was a prolonged discussio~l on the 
implications of Dominion Status, and in particular of Mountbatten 
remaining on after the transfer of power to serve for a limited eriod as 
joint Governor-General of both Dorniiions. This concept Ras been 
encouraged on the one hand by Congress's willingiless to propose h m  
without condition either in this capacity or as Governor-General of 
India alone, and on the other by Jinnah urging that he should defmitely 
stay on to see the Interim phase through in the capacity of a unifying 
head of the two States. 

Mountbatten's first assulnption was that Jinnah also had in mind a 
common Governor-General, but only when he was in London did it 
become apparent that Jimah wanted three Governors-Geileral, one of 
India, one of Pakistan and one, Mountbatten himseIf, in an overall osition 
as Supreme Arbitrator for the division of assets, most of which, o P course, 
are in India. Tlis was quickly ruled out b the British Government as 
impracticable. Mountbatten also told llim tY rankly that it would be quite 
impossible for himself to assume this su ra-national role ; but at the same 
time has been pressing the advantages P rom Pakistan's point of view of a 
joint Governor-Generalshp as the best guarantee of a fair physical 
transfer. Hc has frankly advised us, however, that he is most averse 
to staying should the invitation come from only one side. Jinnah so 
far has been careful to conceal his h a 1  intention. If it is in favour of a 
joint Governor-Generalship, some special provision will be needed, 
however, in the Independence Act, and a decision from h m  within the 
next three weeks is essential. 

The All India Moslem League Council met today in the ballroom on 
the first floor of the Imperial Hotel. Towards the end of its deliberations 
there was a sudden but a parently carefully planned eru tion of Khaksars, 
who came in through t R e garden at the side of the R otel and startled 
eaceful residents during tea by rushing through the lounge brandishing 

gelhas, or sharpened spades. With these formidable wea ons they 
wrought the maximum of havoc in the minimum of time a n l  shouting 
L L 

Get Jinnah ! ", were half-way up the staircase leading to the ballroom 
where Jinnah and the Council were still in session before Moslem League 
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National Guards could grapple with them and turn them back. It took 
police with tear-gas to bring the disturbance to an end. 

The Imperial, whch is New Dellu's leading hotel, houses the majority 
of the Foreign correspondents. Here was a reversal of nature-the news 
seeking them out. But only a few were there at the time to benefit from 
this providential sensation. Preston Grover and Walt Mason of 
Assonated Press of America found themselves in the midst of the fray, 
and, being two of the swiftest operators on the ty ewriter I have ever 
seen, they had helped in the restoration of law an B order and had Gled 
their story before most of their colleagues knew that anything was amiss. 

Jinnah behaved with great composure. Sidney Smith of the Daily 
Express saw him afterwards, and told me that Jinnah had no doubt but 
that the assault was an attempt on his life. The only previous attempt to 
assassinate him-in Bombay in 1943-was made by a Khaksar. 

The Khaksars, or " Servants of the Dust ", are a group of militant 
Moslem fanatics with much the same storm-trooper i eology as the far 
more formidable Rashtrya Swam Sevak Sangh, offshoot of the Hindu 
Mahasabha. Led by Inayatullah Mashriqi, they have been engaged 
on terrorist activities ever since their foundation in 1931. Their demand 
is for an undivided Pakistan stretching from Karach to Calcutta, and to 
them Jinnah is as much the betrayer of Moslem interests as Gandhi is in 
the eyes of Hindu extremists of Hinduism. 

A party from Viceroy's House going dong later in the evening for 
dinner found the place in the utmost disorder. The large grill-room was 
a shambles. Its air-coolers were smashed and its furniture broken up. 
The forces of fanaticism and revolution are on the move. and this incident 
confirms that the crust upholding order from the depths of chaos is 
dangerously thn. Under the resent tense conditions all the leaders 
provide f u  too easy targets for P ar too many would-be assassins. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Tuesday, loth June, 1947 
The Moslem League Council has passed a resolution in phraseology 

designed to infuriate the Congress, but in terms which mark the nearest 
a proach Jinnah is likely to make to a substantial acceptance of the 
P P an. After expressing satisfaction at the abandonment of the Cabinet 
Mission Plan, it qualifies its refusal to agree or give consent to the partition 
of Bengal and the Punjab by decidin that it had to consider the 3rd June 
Plan for the transfer of power as a w f ole, and by giving full authority to 
Jinnah to accept the Plan's fundamend principles as a compromise. 

Dominion Status and the joint Governor-Generalship was again the 
main theme at our Staff Meeting to-day. J innh makes no move and 
gives no sign. In the course of our discussion, which became somewhat 
discursive and h pothetical, Mountbatten said he believed there was 
considerable con f! usion in Nehru's mind about the magic date of June 
1948. Nehru was apparently working at immense pressure to complete 
the new Constitution before that date, and had em hasised so strongly 
that ths  was his objective that Congress prestige mi %t seriously suffer if 
they did not succeed. Mountbatten pointed out t I at the date of June 
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1948 now had no si nificance whatever, and he was anxious that I should 
stress this in all the 1 ackground information I gave to the Press. 

I have-I hope-given temporary quietus to the Press speculators by 
announcing :- 

( I )  The Mountbattens are going up to Simla for a genuine forty- 
eight hours' rest. 

(2) That they are visiting Kashmir on the 19th at the genuinc 
invitation of the Maharaja. 

(3 )  That a genuine V.I.P. is visiting us in the person of Mont- 
gomery, who is on an Eastern Grand Tour. 

4 4 
T H E  R E T R E A T  ", MASHOBRA, S I M L A ,  Saturday, ~qthJune, 1947 

George Nicholls, Fay and I left yesterday for Simla shortly aftcr j a.m. 
to cover as many miles of the parched plain as we could before the full 
heat of the sun beat down upon us. In these early hours there is a life- 
giving freshness in the air and-it is easy to understand why many Indianr- 
Sardar Pate1 among them-are up by 4.30 in the morning, completing 
nearly half a day's work before breakfast. 

We reached ' The Retreat " by tea-time-the beginning for me of a 
week's withdrawal from the Delhi ferment. Our Simla visit last month 
was no respite, but, on the contrary, the most critical and exacting phase 
of all the negotiations leading to the 3rd June. 

In the Himalayan stillness, where no 'phone rings, it is possible now to 
pause and take stock of the progress to date and the task ahead. I wrote in 
this vein to my mother to-day :- 

6 6 Mountbatten's di lomacy has succeeded for several reasons, but 
primarily because of K is own personality. He is a wonderful talker, 
and able to put across hls own essential sincerity. The outward expression 
of the man is his weaving energy. He never lets up, and never allows a 
situation to harden against himself. When towards the end of April 
the situation looked more than usually dark and uncertain, Ismay roused 
my spirits by saying, ' I like working for lucky men.' No reflection, of 
course, was intended by him on Mountbatten's abili . On the contrary, 
it is borne in on all of us that he induces success an outflanks fvlure by 
the range and variety of his initiative. 

6 6 

a 
He is very sensitive to the ditferent temperaments of those with 

whom he is negotiating, and has, as a result, won the complete confidence 
of Gandhi, Jinnah, Nehru and Patel, who, in spite of their close identifica- 
tion with the struggle for 

His achievements 
the first of the 

statement 

never wavered, 
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and has stood firm a voices and neural indecisions that have 
sometimes aficted 

" Patel's realism big factor in the acceptance of he 
Dominion Status formula for which Mountbatten has worked so hard. 
This is inevitably a delicate plant. Personally I wish we could evolve 
an even looser Commonwealth concept which did not so directly involve 
the King's Sovereignty but could take in a Republic. This needs close 
consideration, because I believe the present symbolic ties of the British 
Commonwealth are not really a plicable to a Con ress-controlled Indian 
Union, and should be modhe to include for t e Grst time on eqwl 
terms peoples of different races 

S t 
" W e  are in the heart of ~ i k h  country here, and the prevailing atrno- 

sphere is one of tension and forebodin . Since the beginning of June 
sentries have been on all-round-the-cloc f guard at ' The Retreat ' for the 
protection of our families and Moslem servants. Undoubtedly both 
Nehru's and Jinnah's speeches on the 3rd June he1 ed to calm Hindu and e Moslem fears and to avert the immediate outbrea of a major communal 
cordict, and takmg the sub-continent as a whole, the popular reaction has 
in fact been remarkably calm. Nevertheless, Sikh unrest in the Punjab 

hourly. The in1 lications of the 3rd June are now all too 
clear is to t e Sikh people. T \ ey see that the Partition of India means 
substantially and irrevocably the partition of the Sikhs, and they feel 
themselves to be sacrificed on the altars of Moslem ambition and Hindu 
op ortunism. R Lying along the erimeter of Hindu and Moslem power, the Sikhs 
number some sir J i o n - n o  more than twenty per cent of the total 
Punjab population-but they succeeded in acheving influence out of all 
proportion to their numbers by maintaining their own unity and holding 
an effective balance of power within a United Puniab. With Partition, 
however, the are tra&ed, and no juggling of a ~>undar  Commission K can revent t eir bisection. They react accordingly, an B their leaders, 
hopLs ly  out-maneuvred in the political struggle, begin to invoke 
more nmitive remedies. 

'6  R, Si sm, which is based on a most complex religious and social 
structure, does not encourage, or at the present moment enjoy, leadership 
of high quality. Baldev Singh, Defence Minister in Nehru's Govern- 
ment, is, as hls speech on 3rd June showed, a man of high character and 
wide vision, but he is a voice in the wdderness. Nor does Patiala, the 
leading Sikh Prince and Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes in succes- 
sion to Bhopal, have a decisive influence. Power is passing to the wilder 
men, such as Master Tara Singh and some of the younger I.N.A. oficers. 
Rough weather lies ahead of us; in s ite of all that has been already 
achieved, the outlook is still stormy an B unsettled." 

6 6 
T H E  RETREAT",  M A S H O B R A ,  S I M L A ,  Wednesday, idthJune, 1947 

Gordon Mosley, the B.B.C.'s Representative in Delhi, is staying with 
us. A cable has been received from Sir William Haley pro osing most 
ambitious B.B.C. coverage of the transfer of power, to inclu 8 e a team of 
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three top-llie news observers-W nford Vaughan Thomas, Edwvd r Ward and Richard Sharp-two eature-writers-Francis Dillon and 
Louis MacNsice-and three mobile recording units. He described one 
of the most important ob'ectives of this visitation as bein 
lnatrrial for programmes describing the British record of ac evement in 
- .. Ei 
Lnd~a. 

I have stressed Mountbatten's as well as my own dee conviction that 
it would be far wiser for this high-powered team, w R en it arrives, to 
concentrate on present trends and future prospects rather than on 
invocations of the past. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Monday, 23rdjune, 1947 
I have returned refreshed for a further spell in the Delhi furnace. 
During the past ten days Mountbatten and the staff have been engaged 

in intensive operations over a wide front which may be said to add up to 
general rogress in the campaign to clinch acceptance of the Plan. The 
principa P development has been the All India Congress Committee's clear 
endorsement of Partition. In spite of verbal cross-fire and an abortive 
effort to achieve a Concordat signed jointly by Kripalani and Jinnah, 
the main political decision of the two Parties can no longer be said to be 
seriously in doubt. 

At the decisive moment Gandhi came down in favour of acceptance, 
and the latent opposition among the more communally minded members 
of the Congress High Command could riot take shape against the frail 
little man's massive authority. 

As for the Provinces directly affected by the Plan, the Referendum for 
the North-west Frontier Province has, after much heart-searchg and 
some evasive action, been acce ted by Con ress. At first Dr. Khan 
Sahib threatened to bovcott it. \ ut on Gand fit s advice the local Red- 
Shirt movement is to but its passive-resistance princ~ les into practice 
and peacefully abstain. Caroe is retiring on leave w d e the referendum 
is bein held. The letters exchan ed between Mountbatten and Caroe 
were d uly released just before I T eft for Sirnla. Mountbatten wisely 
decided to entrust ;he Province to a military rtgime and ~ieutenani- 
General Sir Rob Lockhart, G.0.C.-in-C., Southern Command, India, 
who knows the Frontier well. is to take Caroe's  lace as Governor to - ,  

supervise this very delicate operation. ~everthelek, I think we can say 
that as f u  as politics at the centre are concerned the peak o f  the Frontier 
crisis has already passed. 

Over Bengal, Jinnah is being ~articularl d&cult. While demanding 
portfolios in the Interim Government at t K e centre for his own Modem 
League as a continuing right, he refuses them in the Interim Administra- 
tion for the West Benga Congressmen. 

The Punjab Legislative Assembly has today formally opted for 
Partition, following on a simdar decision in Bengal three days ago, where 
Suhraward 's move to achieve an autonomous and united Province 
finally die 2' away before the disfavour of the two great Parties. So the 
wheel turns full circle, and Congress, which in an earlier generation had 
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bitterly o posed Curzon's partition of Bengal, now, forty years later, 
sponsors t K e self-same policy. 

The Leaders have taken a basic decision about their policy towards 
the States in agreeing to the establishment of a States Department in 
Delhi which d deal with all  matters of common concern and with 
the formulation of their h a 1  relationship. In the meanwhile it was 
agreed that the new Department should take over everything short of 
Paramountcy from the existing Crown Representative's Political 
Department. 

That Paramountcy after the transfer of power is a problem bristling 
with ~olitical and legal difficulties has been brou ht home to Mountbatten 
from various discussions which he has had B uring the past ten days 
with the Leaders, with his old friend Sir Walter Monckton, constitutional 
adviser to the Nizam, and with Bhopal and his adviser Sir Zaffrullah 
~ h a n . *  They have been stressing that what was good enough under the 
Cabinet Mission Plan is far from satisfactory under Partition, which is 
essentially a communal solution substituting two strong central Govern- 
ments for one weak one. So they were pressing the claims of Dominion 
Status for some of the States. 

Mountbatten has also seen for himself the paralysis of Princely un- 
certainty during his visit to Kashmir, from which he has only just 
returned to-dav. Both Nehru and Gandhi have been verv anxious that 
the Maharaja of Kashmir should make no declaration of $dependence. 
And Nehru, himself descended from Kashrniri Brahmins, has been 

ressing to visit the State himself to seek the release from prison of his 
friend Sheikh Abdullah, now President of the States Con ress. Last year 
when Nehru visited the State he was himself placed un f er arrest b the K Kashmir Government. Gandhi's view was that he himself oue t to 

repare the way for Nehru. The Maharaja has made it very cle; that 
Re does not welcome a visit from either. Mountbatten succeeded in 
deferring both visits b sayin he himself had a long-standing invitation 
from the Maharaja an B woul d like to see him first. 

When he got there he found the Maharaja politically very elusive, and 
the only conversations that took place were during their various car drives 
together. Mountbatten on these occasions urged him and his Prime 
Minister, Pandit Kak, not to make any declaration of independence, but 
to Gnd out in one way or another the will of the people of Kashmir as 
soon as possible, and to announce their intention by 14th August to 
send representatives accordingly to one Constituent Assembly or the 
other. He told them that the newly created States Department was 
prepared to give an assurance that if Kashmir went to Pakistan this would 
not be regarded as an unfriendly act by the Government of India. He 
went on to stress the dangerous situation in which Kashmir would find 
itselfif it lacked the support of one of the two Dominions by the date of the 
transfer of ower. His intention was to give thls advice privately to the 
Maharaja L n e ,  and then to repeat it in the presence of his Prime Minister 
with George Abell and the Resident, Colonel Webb, in attendance, at a 
small meeting where minutes could be kept. 

* Subsequently the Foreign Minister of Pakistan. 
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The Maharaja suggested that the meeting should take place on the 
last da of the visit, to which Mountbatten a reed, feeling that this would 
allow I m the maximum chance to make up f u  's mind, but when the time 
came the Maharaja sent a message that he was in bed with colic and 
would be unable to attend the meeting. It seems that this is his uual 
illness when he wishes to avoid difficult discussions. 

Needless to sa , Mountbatten is very disappointed at h s  turn of events. 
TO-day's Stafl!Meeting had no fewer than eleven items on its agenda, 

including, " Reconstitution of the Executive Council ", and " Governors- 
General . Jinnah treats both subjects with oracular reserve, and, with 
an exasperating slull, conceals h s  intentions, leaving Congress and 
Mountbatten open to make the false move. Neither Congress nor the 
Moslem League are showing any real awareness of the administrative 
magnitude and urgenc of the problems facing them. 

Nearly three weeks Lave passed since the Leaders received the memo- 
randum on the " Administrative Conse of Partition " and accepted 
in principle the procedure it laid ointing the necessary Parti- 
tion Committees. Vernon has list of outstanding items 
calling for action or decisioil on their part if full pro ress is to be made, 
to which they have so far f&d to provide any semb 7 ance of an answer. 

The real weight is falling upon a Steerin Conimittee of two men 
appointed after the Partition Committee's Zs t  meeting on I jth June. 
Nominated by the Congress and Moslem League representatives respec- 
tively, they are H. M. Patel, the Cabinet Secretary, and Mohammed Ali, 
Financial Adviser in the Military Finance Department. Both are Indian 
Civil Service men in mid-career and of outstanding ability. I met H. M. 
Pate1 when I was in Delhi in 1943. He was then serving under Akbar 
Hydari in the important Civil SuppliesDe artment. This was certainly 
a good apprenticeship, but he has advance B far since then, and as Cabinet 
Secretary to the Interim Government is one of about half a dozen 
administrators upon whom the new India will have to lean heavily as 
soon as it is exposed to the full administrative rigours of Independence. 

Mohammed Ali is perhaps even more indispensable to Pakistan, whch 
will be desperately short of home-grown o&cials of the front rank. 
But a great future could be safely ~redicted for Mohammed Ali in the 
Civil Service herarchies of any country, and innah, who is usually 
indifferent to the administrative implications o f' political life, has been 

uick to appreciate his vital value to the emb o State. It is a fortunate 
kance that both Pate1 and Mohammed A 7' i have worked together 
closely in the past and are on excellent terms with each other. In 
appearance they are alike but in personality they are contrasting figures, 
Pate1 always smiling and of sunny disposition, Mohammed Ali of ascetic 
outlook and high seriousness. wi th  the assistance of expert sub- 
committees, which it has been wisely agreed should consist of officials only, 
both Pate1 and Mohammed Ali are o timistic that the administrative 
princi les of Partition can be settled quic y and most of the actual sepua- 

f;  
e 

tion e ected by the deadline of the 15th August. In the meanwhile they 
need rather more dynamic political support than has so f a  been forth- 
coming. 
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In s ite of Gandhi's courageous and decisive intervention at the 
India 8 ongress Committee in favour of the 3rd June Plan, one can never 
be quite sure when this volcano of non-violence will erupt. 

I spoke to Dcvadas Gandhi on the telephone this morning, a s h  

R f 
4 when he was pro osing to call the next meetin of the All India Editon 

Conference, of w ch he is the Chairman. In t e course of the conversa- 
tion he drew my attention to a Reuters report from London describing 
the forthcoming Parliameny procedure for the enactment of Indian 
Independence. This was notlung more than an account of the traditional 
ceremonial in both Houses coverin the passage of all Bills into law, the 
introductory paragra hs of whic were worded as follows: " The K I 
British Parliament in t rty minutes of solemn ceremony will next month 
give Dominion Status to nearly four hundred million people of  ind dust an 
and Palustan. The Bill creatin the two new nations, inscribed on vellum 
and parchment, will be drawn B rom a magnificent wallet embellished with 
the Royal Arms in colours and gold thread and read to both the Houses of 
Parliament.'' 

Devadas said the reference to the creation of two new nations had very 
much distressed his father, whose view w+s that such a report emanating 
from Reuters must have Government authority behind it, and that thu 
4 4  two-nation " theory was wholly repugnant to the Congress outlook. 
In fact it had ~rovoked the Mahatma into issuine a s~ecid  message at 
his Prayer ~ e e h n ~  on Monday in which he had saia, " fhe  apers t A a y  
talk of a grand ceremonial to take place in London over & e division of 
India intg ' two nations ' which Gere onlv the other dav one nation. 
What is there to gloat over in the tragedy?' We have huiged the belief 
that though we art, we do so as friends and brothers belonging to one P family. Now, i the newspa er report is correct, the British will make of 
us two nations, and that wit a flourish of trumpets. Is that to be the 
parting shot? I hope not." 

g 
Devadas urged me to take the earliest opportunity to draw the Vice- 

roy's attention to all this, and expressed the hope that Mountbatten 
might see his way to make some rivate disavowal of it, and, further, that 
I might be authorised to make a S, .sclaimer that would be ublished. He 
added that his father felt so strongly about the matter t 1 at it could be 
taken for granted that he would raise it at his meeting with the Viceroy 
to-morrow. I spoke, I hope, with sdicient suavity, for I was frankly 
amazed that such a great man could see fit to make so much of so in- 
offensive a story. I told him that I was sure much more was being 
read into it than it could possibly carry. 

I have reported on the whole thing to Mountbatten, whose reaction 
to this kind of psychological pressure is very healthy. It may perhaps be 
best summed up as the application of the guiding slogan of Ismay, who 
told me the other day that " each morning when I get up I say to myself 
' Patience and roportion '." 

To-night a %if dinner-gar~ was given in honour of ~ i e l d - ~ a r s M  
Montgomery, w o arrive yesterday at Viceroy's House. He has been 
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up in a strenuous round of interviews and discussions, and, in his 
"sual inclsive manner, has completed a lot of business. 

The visit, planned some .time ahead and without re ard to political 
developments, has in fact turned out to be very we1 P -timed. Mont- 
gomery has been able to form lus own impression of the progress so f a  
made over the artition of the Indian Army and to help decisively in 
solving the pro E lem of the withdrawal of British forces froin India. 
With regard to British troo s a compromise agreement has been reached, 

8; 
P lar ely conditioned by the s ipping avadable, that their withdrawal from 

~n 'a should be phased over a period of six months from the date of 
transfer of power. Moultbatten has had Monty's support in resisting 
any suggesaon that they should during h s  time be used in any o era- 
tional role. He appreciates that it is not possible to hedge a po itical 
transfer of power w ~ t h  rmlitary reservations. 

P 
Wlien Monty arrived yesterday 1 was at once called in to  cuss 

arrangements for a photograph of the Viceroy and the Chief of the 
Imperial General Staff. While I was doing so there appeared just 
outside the window of the Viceroy's study a somewhat unusual visitant- 
a bullock temporarily off duty from mowing the lawns of the Moghul 
gardens. Monty at once noticed it, saying he was very glad it had 
turned up, and presumed that it must have known he was coming, for 
when he was last photographed here, with Wave11 and Auchinleck, the 
most prominent member of their group had been a bullock! While 
waiting in the garden for the camera-men to come to the ready, Mont- 
gomery, detecting with his observant eye that one or two of the cameras 
were of German make. commented, " They're good. Better than most 
,- .. 

of ours .-. 
At the dinner this evening Mountbattell paid Monty an unexpected 

compliment. On the front of their scarlet-and-gold uiliforms Viceregal 
servants wear the Viceroy's personal insignia. In Mountbatten's case 
it takes the form of" M of B " set within the Garter. Mountbatten seized 
the opportuni provided by the form of Montgomery's title and 
membership o 7 the Order of the Garter to make a variation in the 
monogram worn by the servant attached to him who waited u on lum P at dinner. He simply substituted the Garter enclosing " M o A " for 
the Garter enclosing " M of B ". This obviously delighted Monty. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Wednesday, zjthJune, 1947 
There was a " farmly " dinner-party to-night to celebrate Mount- 

batten's forty-seventh birthday. Some forty members of the staff were 
asked, including wives and secretaries. MiCville s oke to me in very ti strong terms about the delay over any decision on e Governor-General 
issue and considers it to be, apart from anything else, rank discourtesy on 
the part of Jinnah, who continues to play the role of Delphic oracle and 
deal in riddles. 

Jossleyn Hennessy, correspondent of the Sunday Times and Kemsley 
Press, told me this morning that Jinnah's Secretary, Kurshid, had given 
him for publication the rtory that Pakistan does not want the same 
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Governor-General as Hindustan, but that it will be impossible for 
Mountbatten to leave during the next few months, as there is so much for 
him to do. Bob Stimson also came round to tell me that Kurshid had 
said much the same to him, but with the decorative addition that Pakistan's 
Governor-General must be of Royal blood. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  o a r e l ,  Friday, z7thJune, 1947 
Now that the Punjab and Bengal have declared in favour of their own 

utition and, as a result, half of each will be taking their share in the 
formation of a new and separate Constituent Assembly, the full machincry 
for administering Partition is set in motion. The Partition Committee, 
which was limited to Congress and Moslem League members of the 
Interim Government, now gives way to a Partition Council of wider 
authority which includes Jinnah and can take Gnal policy deasions. 

The new Council met for the first time today, with Mountbatten 
once again in the chair and once again refusing arbitral status. But 
there is now no need for him to do so, as it accepted with sur rising speed 
and unanimity Jinnah's roposal that Sir Cyril Radcllffe sho d be invited P S 
to serve as chairman o the Punjab and Bengal Boundary Commissions, 
with the casting vote on both. 

Nehru, on h s  side, secured agreement for the Boundary Commission 
to work to very simple terms of reference, which are, to demarcate the 
boundaries of the new parts of either Province on the basis of ascertaining 
the contiguous majority areas of Moslems and non-Moslems, and in 
so doing to " take account of other factors ". T h s  was a compromise 
which met the desire of both parties-the Moslem Lea ue hoping that 
wide terms of reference in Bengal would im rove t \ eir chances of 
securing Calcutta, and the Congress and Sikhs caKng for the inclusion of 
pro erty and other quallGcations to give them a better chance in the Pun ab. YI  a' T e original intention was to put the vexed problem of boun ary 
demarcation in the hands of the United Nations, but Nehru objected, on 
the grounds that this would involve cumbersome procedure and un- 
acceptable delay. Radcliffe's colleagues will be four High Court Judges 
on each Commission, two each nominated by Congress and two each 
by the Moslem League. It calls for no special prophetic gifts, however, to 
sug est that the onus of unpopular decision will almost certainly fall on 
Ra f cliffe himself. I am sure Mountbatten has been absolutely iight not 
to involve his present or future functions in these Awards. 

VICEROY'S  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI, Saturday, t8thJune, 1947 
At our Staff Meeting to-day Mountbatten's attention was drawn to a 

leading article in Dawn casting doubt upon the Viceroy's methods and 
impartiality in the handling of the Referendum under the 3rd June 
Plan to be conducted in Sylhet. The complaint is that he has not 
arranged for military supervision similar to that provided in the North- 
west Frontier Province Referendum. Mountbatten was at first taken 
aback on this point of fact, saying, " MY ~ o d ,  the fellow is right! " 
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and adding that in the general rush of business he had not fully a preciated 
that the Referendum was under his zgis in the same way as in t 1 e North- 
west Frontier Province. The implications of the attack in Dawn were 

misleading, for no irregularity had occurred or was intended. 
I war given the somewhat delicate task of ex laining to Altaf Hussain 

that the matter was being suitably dealt wit[. Hussain, whose gifts 
of self-expression are primarily in terms of invective, had closed h s  
leading article with the threat that " If no satisfactory announcement is 
made within the next forty-eight hours we shall be compelled to return 
to the subject and indulge G some plain spealung ".' Ths was my 
o~~or tun i tv  to do the same with hrn at once. I then took him in a more 
ie'aXsonable hame of mind to see Geor e Abell, and on the understanding 

d B that we would not be sub'ected to urther threats and time-limits, we 
assured him that we woul keep him posted with the steps the Viceroy 
proposed to take. 

We parted good friends. It must be confessed, however, that Hussain 
is doing little more than reflect the current hauteur and touchness of his 
Leader. Only to-day Mountbatten received a letter from Jinnah which 
provoked the strongest reaction I have ever heard from the usually bland 

b 4 and urbane Ismay. It was a letter ", he said, " whlch I would not take 
from my King or send to a coolie." 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI, Monday, ~othhjune, 1947 

The Partition Council, lar ely as a result of Mountbatten's inspiration, 
has most surprising1 agreefwithout delay or dispute to the procedure 
for the division o f t  K e Indian Armed Forces. 

Great praise is due both to Auchinleck and Ismay for r v i d i n g  the 
framework in which " reconstitution "-as Auchinleck as shrewdly 
termed it--can take place. But Mountbatten himself at the critical 
moment had the good sense to inject into the discussions Trivedi, the 
Governor of Orissa, who, as Secretary of the Defence Department during 
the war, is the only Indian civil servant with any experience of hi h-level 
defence or anisation. He succeeded in quickly winning the confi ence of d d 
Nehru an Sardar Patel, as well as enjoying the advantage of a long- 
standing friendship with Liaquat Ali Khan. Trivedi by intensive personal 
negotiation over the past week has succeeded in smoothng the way 
to concessions by both sides resulting in genuine compromise. 

The basic principle adopted is that India and Pakistan shall each have 
in their own territories Armed Forces, predominantly non-Moslem and 
Moslem respectively, which as from 15th August are to be under their 
own operational control. Both sides have vehemently insisted on 
complete military inde endence as a condition of settlement, Jinnah and 
Liaquat Ali Khan ope J' y asserting that they are not prepared to take over 
the reins of Government without their own Armed Forces in being. 

Both sides, too, have raised stron objection to any form of centialised 
administrative control after the I st 8, August, but here Mountbatten has 
once again intervened decisively by insistin that the administration of 
the Armed Forces should continue uflder Auc k 'nleck until the Partition of 
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enonnel and physical assets is complete. Briefly he is to remain in 
Kdia in administrative control of Indian Armed Forces for the time 
bein under a Joint Defence Council, to consist, besides himself, of the 
com % ined Governor-General or separate Governors-General and the two 
Defence Minis ten. 

To avoid confusion with the new Commanders-in-Chief of both 
Dominions, Auchinleck will. be called Supreme Commander from 
15th August until his task is completed. The target date is 1st April, 
1948, but in the meanwhile he is to have no responsibility for law and 
order or any operational control over any units save those in transit from 
one Dominion to another. 

It has never been possible to isolate the partition of the Indian Army 
from its wider political context. In all the circumstances of suspicion, 
ill-will and communal clash it is doubtful whether human ingenuity 
could have avoided this tragic necessity or achleved a more workmawlike 
formula. 

VICEROY'S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DHLHI, Tuesday, lstjufy, 1947 
The tension in the Punjab grows as 15th August approaches. A straw 

in the wind is a letter which Auchinleck has received and forwarded from 
a Sikh refugee in Delhi. He complains that the Seventh Sikhs are still in 
the Basra area protecting the Persian oil-zone, but that " during these 
twelve months tragic events have occurred in their home-land which 
have upset the minds of our brave Sikh brothers abroad. When India 
is being divided our men should be home with their kinsfolk. I trust 
you will issue orders for their speedy return to their home before the 
Aueust drama unfolds itself." 
~eVh reports that the situation in Lahore and Amritsar gives ground 

for grave concern. The violence takes the form of scattered but wide- 
spread arson and stabbing carried out by cloak-and-dagger techniques 
which are very difficult to suppress by normal police or military action. 
Having discovered how easy it is to bum down an hidian city, the 
incendiaries are particular1 dangerous. Throwing fireballs through 
windows and skylights an B making full use of roof-tops and narrow 
city lanes, they are almost impossible to catch in the act. 



C H A P T E R  ELEVEN 

TO STAY OR N O T  T O  STAY 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  NEW DELHI, Wednesday, m d j u l y ,  1947 

C ONGRESS AND MOSLEM League leaders have been sitting in separate 
rooms at Viceroy's House poring over the terms of the Draft 
Dominions Bill, the title of which, incidentally, lias been 

strengthened to that of " Indian Independence Bill ". Jinnah had been 
excusing himself from taking any formal view about the Governor- 
Generalship until he had had a chance to scrutinise the Bill, and delayed 
his decision for a few more hours under cover of a desire to consult with 
certain close colleagues who were engaged on the Referenda. 

He has at long last " come clean ", and innah's verdict goes in favour / ofJinnah. He still professes to nurse the il usion that it would be possible 
for Mountbatten to supervise a fair Partition by remaining in some 
stratospheric capacity above the two new Heads of State. Jinnah 
indicated that he had taken the decision somewhat against his will on the 
insistence of his close friends, but it would be interesting to know who 
those friends are, as it would seem that his senior colleagues and well- 
wishers have been advisin him strongly to the contrary, feeling he would 
have more power in his f ands as Prime Minister. They were only too 
well aware that in the division of assets India starts with the initial 
advantage of having the overwhelrnixl percentage of them in her 
physical possession, and that according K y an eight-month spell with 
Mountbatten as joint Governor-General must be of primary advantage 
to Pakistan. 

When Mountbatten asked him frank1 whether he realised what his 
decision would cost the new State o ? his creation, Jinnah candidly 
admitted that it would possibly cost several crores of rupees in assets, 
but that he was unable to accept any position other than that of Governor- 
General of Pakistan on the 15th August. None-the-less he added that he 
particularly hoped Mountbatten would stay on as Governor-General of 
India, as he felt that this would help relations between the two Dominions. 

An emergency meeting of Mountbatten's staff was held at Ismay's 
house at 9.30 this morning. The urpose was to consider various possible 
courses open to the Viceroy, w K o is placed in a most invidious and 
delicate position. Ismay thou ht it advisable for the staff to examine 
the facts of the situation and c P arify our own views in order to provide 
Mountbatten with objective advice before we exposed ourselves to hls 
own inevitably subjective reactions. 

Jinnah has certainl maintained the element of suspense and sur rise Y i on this issue to the ast moment. We all assumed that he woul be 
bound to prefer the status and owers of Prime Minister to those of a 
constitutional Governor-Generaf and on the basis of this first assumption 
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we went farther, and guessed that he would want to take advantage of 
Mountbatten as common Governor-General. Farthest from our thoughts 
was what has in fact hap penedjinnah's self-selection and Mount bat ten's 
invitation from Congress alone. 

After a careful consideration the general consensus of o inion was 
that in these unforeseen drcumstances Mountbatten should E e strongly 
advised to accept the unconditional Congress offer to him and remain 
on as Governor-General of the Dominion of India. The possible courses 
of action reduced themselves to three :- 

I)  To agree to J innh becoming Governor-General of Pakistan, 
an 6 for Mountbatten to stay on as Governor-General of India alone. 

2) To agree to Jinmh becoming Governor-General of Palustan, 
an 6 to ask Congress to nominate someone other than Mountbatten 
as Governor-General of India. 

(3) To devise a formula whereby Mountbatten would be enabled 
to remain as Governor-General of both Dominions while at the same 
time substantially satisfying Jinnah's wishes to control Pakistan. 

We shall not be meeting Mountbatten until to-morrow afternoon, 
which gives everyone timeto develop their ideas. In making di&cult 
decisions he is always very sensitive to the trends of ublic opi~lion, and P may well be recepave to the views and ar uments rom my side of the 
house, so I am g to compose my initiaf thou hts in writing. 77. d In the meanw e I have sent a wire to Lon on suggesting that the 
Editor of the Evening Standard be invited to send a re resentative out to 
India to study a few of the elementary facts of t K e situation here. 
Thls pro osal has been prompted by an unusually reckless piece of 
" Beaver % rookese ". The proposition put before the Evening Standard 

6 6 readers in a leading article is, If it was possible to two Dominions 
in India, then p l d y ,  had the requisite een available, it 
would have been possible to convert owing 
ail undivided allegiance to the E- 
happ references to " Balkanisation " and " an utterly reactionary step , 
and t K e whole of our efforts are denounced as olitical auction ". 

What a pity that Beaverbrook, who genuine " P y believes in a liberal 
Em ire in the Western and Southern Hemispheres, does not stem to 
un B erstand what men of o o d d ,  who also seek a similar dispensation, 
are trying to do here in t % e East. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI, Thursday, jrdJuly, 1947 
We had our Staff Meeting with Mountbatten this afternoon, and he 

asked for our views on the Governor-Generalship round the table one by 
one. All but one of us urged u on him that, m the interests of India, 
Pakistan and Britain, it was his c f ear duty to accept the Congress invita- 
tion. Our virtual unanimity and the obvious strength and sincerity of 
our collective o inion took him by surprise, for previously, before 
being c o n ~ o n t e c f b ~  the firm reality of Jinnah's decision, we had taken 
the view, informally and as individuals, that it would be undesirable for 
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Mountbatten to lose his objective and almost udicial status. But now it is 

2' i, to us that Jinnah, b identifying the Pa istan Governor-Generalship 
with hinuelf, has create a wholl new situation. 

When m turn came to s eai  I read out the note I had repared. 1 6 6 f I was carefu to confine myse f to the publicity implications o P the three 
courses considered. It has been a political commonplace ", I wrote, 
" that with the transfer of ower Pakistan would become the last outpost 
of British Imperialism ancfthat the anti-British bias of Congress would 
quickly prevail. Congress invitations to His Excellency, Colville a d  
Nye* knock that criticism on the head. From the view-point of 
~ r i t i s l i  prestige it is a tremendous thing that Congress at the moment 
of victory in its seventy years' struggle with the British should spon- 
taneously invite Englishmen to stay on in this way. 

" Such an invitation gets our relations with the new India off to a start 
good beyond all expectations. At the same time the suggestion that 
H.E. t has sold out to the Congress is met b obvious evidence that L Pakistan and Jinnah have got exactly what t ey asked for. In fact 
H.E.'S presence at the head of the new Indian State would naturally be 
interpreted the best uarantee that its relations with Pakistan would be f carried on in a frien ly atid constructive manner, and as a buffer against 
excessive Congress claims. 

" The argument that with Jinnah in his present mood and enjoying full 
powers, and with H.E. simply as a constitutional Governor-General, 
H.E. would not be able to exercise any substantial influence on Indo- 
Pakistan relations is a major consideration, but not directly a publicity 
problem. While no doubt it would be a limiting factor to H.E. s useful- 
ness, I think it would be widely realised that no one else would be able to 
do more, and, in view of hls close association with innah at this critical 
time, no other Governor-General would be likely to L e in a osition to do 
as much. The argument that a climb down is involved P rom Viceroy 
of all India to Governor-General of India less Pakistan cannot, I submit, 
be sustained nor should it be strongly stressed4limb down from what? 
The whole emphasis of H.E.'s mission here has been on the future-on 
the beginning of a new chapter in our relations with Indians, and not on 
' the last Viceroy '. 

" If H.E. weie to hand over to a successor on 15th August, he would 
obviously be leaving on the crest of the wave, but once it was appreciated 
that H.E. had been invited by Congress unconditional1 and had turned 
down their invitation, I believe there would be a consi d' erable volume of 
criticism, both immediate and long term, that he was leaving the job half 
done and maku~g ' a quick get-away '." 

My conclusion, therefore, was that whle a formula to satisfy Jinnah and 
retain a joint Governor-Generalship was theoretically desirable from 
every point of view, for Mountbatten to stay on in India alone would be 

* Sir John Colville (now Lord Clydesmuir) and Sir Archibald Nye were invited 
to remain on after the transfer of power as Governors of Bombay and Madras 
respectively. 

t Staff term for His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General. 
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favourably received in the British and World Press, whde for him to leave 
on I 5th August could not f d  to provoke serious and justifiable critidsm. 

I may say that Jinnah's self-appointment is only one of a host of 
dilemmas crowding in upon the V~ceroy and calling for urgent personal 
decision. The Con ress and Moslem League comments on the Drift 
Bill are now in, an d these, with Mountbatten's comments on the com- 
ments, are to be cabled to London. The objections are greater in length 
than in de th, and if the British Government decide to stand firm-a 
no doubt I ey d l - o n  all the major points, I do not consider that there 
d l  be any last-minute retractions at this end. But it is always an outside 
possibility, and makes the next few days prior to the introduction and 
passa e of the Bill in London a particularly anxious period. 

In L6, gh politics, however, there is perhaps one compensation-when 
the burden becomes too heavy it seems that you just c e w  .to feel the 
weight. This morning, reporting the latest developments o n  the future 
of the Interim Government, Mountbatten said, " Knshna Menon came in 
to see me last evening all tense and exclaiming trium hantly, ' I think I 
have prevailed on Congress not to resign.' All I co J d summon up by 
way of acknowled ement was to say, ' Really.' My mental process was 
to dismiss the who P e matter as being only  esterd day's crisis." 

Among the miscellaneous items, we considered whether a partitioned 
India meant also a partitioned Kennel Club. This was only a test case, 
for the Military Secretary's ofice is being intmdated with queries from 
various " All India " bodies as to what they should do next. 

VICEROY'S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Friday, 4th July, 1947 
Mountbatten has today diverted the crisis over the future of the 

Interim Government by calling on all the members-Congress and 
Moslem League alike-to resign, and then inviting them to carry on 
until the actual passing of the Indian Independence Bill at Westminster. 
Behind this action, which plays for time and is not of course a h a l  solu- 
tion of the problem, lies a com Licated and dangerous wrangle. Briefly, 
ever since the acceptance of t R e 3rd June Plan Mountbatten has been 
subjected to w o  conflicting pressures. On the Congress side it is 
largely a repetition with greater insistence of Patel's complaint, " You 
won't govern yourself, at least let us govern ". To this Jinnah's reaction 
is that if any Moslem League Ministers are removed they will resign en 
bloc, making it clear that they are withdrawing from all co-operation 
and washing their hands of the whole Partition scheme. Mountbatten 
is well aware that any such action on their part would once again wreck 
the prospects of peace and of Pakistan. 

Nehru, tired a d  overwrought and subject to these increasing Congress 
demands to become master forthwith in his own house, has been on the 
verge of resignation on this issue over the ast week. Jinnah first of all 
rejected outright any formula which invo P ves the actual handing in of 
portfolios by the Moslem League members as being an insult to the 
League. When Mountbatten evolved a scheme and actually drafted a 
Press announcement to meet his susceptibilities unde~  this heading, Jinnah 
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changed his ground, saying that he wodd resist the scheme as illegal under 
the 1935 Act. This gave Mountbatten an unexpected openin , f 
inquiry in London he found that there was suficient foun ! ation Or On in 
~ i ~ n a h ' s  legal comp~aint to make it impossible for him to proceed with 
reconstitution of the Government in advance of the passing of the ~ c t .  

~t the Staff Meeting to-day we argued out at great len th the possi- 
bility and consequences of Mountbatten sta t)zng on beyonf I 5 th August 
as  overn nor-General of the Dominion o India only. We have not 
as yet succeeded in removing h s  rave misgivings. He fears the loss of e; objective status will be a crippling andicap to his usefulness and may well 
dissipate the good-41 he has won from Hindu and Moslem allke. 

Mountbatten now wants to have authoritative advice from London 
from the King and Prime Minister downwards before reaching a h a 1  
decision. -He also suspects that the Government may feel-not un- 
justifiably-that he has misled them and put them in a false position by 
over-selling the likelihood of a oint Governor-Generalship. i, So he has decided that Ismay s o d d  leave for London at once, oflidally 
to be avadable to the Government while the Independence Bill passes 
through Parliament, but in addition to secure confidential guidance at the 
highest level as to whether he should stay on or come home. I am to 
go as well, and I d l  use the opportunity to make a parallel check on 
Press and other informed reactions to the new situation. 

L O N  D o N, Monday, 7th July, 1947 
We left Palam in the Viceregal York on Saturday afternoon, t o u c h  

down at Northolt by tea-time today. My whole vision of indo-Britis R 
travel has been foreshortened by my sequence of high speed and even higher 
riority flights over the art three years. England has never looked 

Povelier than when we i e w  low over Beachy Head. The clltfr of 
Dover and Calais stood out so clearly and close together that from ten 
thousand feet they seemed to be part of the same mainland. the straits 
appearing as the &trance to somehghty  river or grand harbour. The 
reen of English fields from the air has a soft, dvilised quality not to be 

Found in the vivid dark hues of lands washed by monsoons. 
Ismay was in splendid form on this flight. ~e has the Roman virtue 

of ceauinimitas. His bland bonhomie is a ~erfect  foil to Mountbatten. with 
his hore intense and uneven moods. fsmmy had taken great pain; over 
our itinerary, and so arranged that at o h  various 
Karachi. Habbaniva. Malta-we landed in good 
left at a-cornforta~le'hour in the morning. fie said the journey back to 
India with the Mountbattens in May had been an ordeal he would never 
undergo again. In an effort to beat the clock, all they had succeeded in 
doing was playing havoc with everyone's digestion ! 

By six o clock this evening Ismay was in close conference with the 
Prime Minister at 10 Downing Street. The Prime Minister did not take 
long to reach the conclusion that the new and di6cult situation in no. 
way lessened, but rather enhanced, the need for Mountbatten to stay on 
in India. 
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LON D o N, Tuesday, 8th July, 1947 
After dinner yesterday Ismay attended a meeting at 10 Downing Street 

which lasted beyond midnight. Although there were some doubts 
expressed about Mountbatten's personal position arising from the 
change from an arbitral to a partisan status, particularly in the event of 
disputes between the two Dominions, Ministers were generally in favour 
of Mountbatten accepting the Indian offer. Attke, it seems, went SO 

far as to say that Mountbatten could see this thing through, and no one 
else could do so. The Government were deep1 impressed by the 
Moslem League's support for the proposition whici Ismay war able to 
convey to them in writing from Liaquat. The position is, in fact, that 
both sides have now requested Mountbatten to remain on with one . . 
side. 

This morning the Prime Minister called in the following Opposition 
leaders : Salisbury, Macdlan ,  Butler, Samuel and Clem Davies. Ismay 
put the problem before them. Lord Samuel was rather anxious to 
revive the idea which he had originally expressed to Mountbatten in my 
flat. of a Vicerov presiding over the two Governors-General. But the 

sense of ihh; meeting was that such a suggestion was now too late 
to put into practice, and in an case like1 to be unacceptable to the h B Congress. The Liberals were w ole-hearte ly in favour of Mountbatten 
remZning as Governor-General of India. B'ut wlde the Conservative 
leaders were personally in full accord with the proposal, they felt that 
they could not commit themselves officially until they had had a chance 
to consult Churchll, who was down at Ch3rtwell convalescing from a 
recent illness, and Eden, who was also unable to be present at the 
meeting. 

Attlee accordin ly suggested to Ismay that he should go down to 
Chartwell himsel 1: , which he did forthwith. Any expectations Ismay 
may have had of a dficult interview with the great man were quickly 
dispelled. He did not think the position had been in any way altered 
by Jinnah's action, and dictated a message for Ismay to send by cable to 
the Viceroy, the substance of which was that a constitutional Governor- 
General retained an unlimited right to receive information and to give 
advice, and that on this basis Mountbatten could give the new Govern- 
ment aid which he should not withhold. While leaving it with Mount- 
batten's conscience and judgement to decide when h s  usefulness was 
exhausted, Churchill stressed in particular the political value of his role in 
mitigating the communal tension, preserving the interests of the Princes 
and strengthening the ties of sentiment between India and the rest of the 
Commonwealth. 

Ismay, much relieved, came back to London post-haste and told 
Churchill's Conservative colleagues of the interview and message which 
was relayed to Delhi immediately. This decisive expression of opiiion, 
combining as it did the great man's breadth of view and immediate grasp 
of essentials with his ability to relate his exact ideas to perfect logic, set 
everybody's mind at rest. 

With every day that passes the virtues of diplomacy by informal 
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discussion are increasingly borne in on me. It has certainly been possible 
for Ismay to dispel doubts both from the view-point of Mountbaten in 
Delhi and of the Government and Opposition m London with a speed 
md certainty which no amount of longdstance letters, aides-memoire or 
telegrams could have done. 

LONDON, Friday, ~lthJuly, 1947 
A summons to Buckingham Palace and a further visit to 10 Downing 

Street have enabled Ismay to com lete the first and most important t; phase of his mission and to provi e Mountbatten with a conclusive 
answer to the reaction of opinion here. 

I have also been busily engaged in collecting opinions, and have 
written to-day to Mountbatten giving him a rksuml of my many editorial 
interviews. 

" I have briefed everyone fully." I wrote, " on the situation that has 
arisen, but without in the first instance putting forward any views of 
my own. I can report complete unanimity in urging the need for you 
to sta on and in stressin that the British Press reaction to our doing 
so d be favourable an d sympathetic. Prank Owen said t K at if your 
restige stood at ninety when you left in March, it had now risen to one 

Rundred and ninety, and that any decision you take, simply on the 
rounds that you had taken it, would be regarded as good and sufficient fY the British public. Lord Layton said that in his view Jinnah's decision 

would be widely regarded as a selfish and ambitious act, and that it would 
involve a rnarkhg2own here with the British Press of his reputation, 
which was at its peak during his visit to England in December last. 
Then he had made a very considerable im ression. 

" I attended the Debate on the secon B reading of the Indian Inde- 
pendence Bill yesterday. It was a bad House, &d the attendance was 
nothing like as big as it should have been. The speeches by the Prime 
Minister. Harold Macrnillan for the Conservative O ~ ~ o s i t i o n  and 
Hopkin ho orris for the Liberals, were of a very high q;hity, and the 
tributes paid to your work from both sides of the House were ins iring to 
hear. I am sure if vou could come back for a few moments an S get the 
feel of the atmosph;re you would realise that you have a body of Gpport 
in this count which very few Englishmen can hope to achieve for 
themselves an 2' whch will I am sure stand by you and Lady Louis in the 
coming months." 

LONDON, Tuesday, ~jthjuly,  1947 
Prior to the Debates in both Houses I had Ion talks with Clement d Davies and Lord Samuel, explaining how quic y events had moved 

since March and stressing the overwhelmin difliculties in the way of 
creating the super-viceroy Lord Samuel ha f in mind. When the Bill 
was read a second time in the Lords today, having passed through the 
Commons in under a week without a division or any fireworks, it was 
Samuel's speech which I thought *as the best of the star-studded bunch. 
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In the informal and almost intimate atmosphere of the Robing Room 
which the Lords are now usin as their Chamber I heard him make an 
outstanding contributio~l to w \ at was in any case a great roconsular 
occasion. Names that had upheld the authority and splen ! our of the 
Raj now gave themselves to the task of liquidating their former glory. 
Samuel was at pains to say that tlus was not an hour of defeat but of 
fulfilment, and as the senior Liberal spokesman he recalled how Mr. 
Gladstone had opposed the title and concept of " Empress of India ". 
He summed up by describing the Bill in a memorable phrase. " It is," he 
said, " an event unique in history-a treaty of peace without a war." 

Lord Halifax, as in his decisive contribution to the Debate in March, 
did not hesitate to go beyond the Party line and give credit where he 
thought it was due. " I think it has meant much," he said, " for the lony 
term hopes which we may all cherish that the a proach of His Ma'esty s 
Government to this tangled problem should R ave been ins ired, as I 
think it has been, with courage and imagination, supporteb[ as it has 
been, by the indomitable vigour and unrivalled resource of His Majesty's 
Government's representative in India to-day." 

Samuel told me that Halifax was yet another powerful advocate of 
Mountbatten remaining on after I 5 th August. Considering the vigorous 
and often bitter Party spirit which had characterised Parliamentary 
proceedings during the two years since the Labour victory, the speed and 
unanimity with which the Indian ~ndependence Bill has passed through 
both Houses was an inspirin 

Mountbatten had not o 3 y succeeded in reconciling the Parties in 
India, he had also managed to bring them together at home. The 
tributes paid to him went far beyond formal politeness. Perhaps the most 
significant and surprising tribute of all came from Lord Winterton, the 
Father of the House, for years a leader of the Conservative diehards in 
Indian affairs. He went so far as to assert that " No man since Wellington 
has been ven such twin gifts of leadership in the military and constitu- 
tional fie Y ds ". He doubted, moreover, whether any member of the 
Government or Opposition front bench, including Churchill and Attlee 
themselves, had ever been iven a greater task than that given to Lord 
Mountbatten, " who has so ved it to the satisfaction of all men of good- 
will of both countries ". 

S 
Not the least interesting feature of the House of Commons Debate 

was the realistic acceptance of Partition by the Labour back-benchers, 
who in some cases actually welcomed it in principle. 

L O N D O N ,  Thursday, 17thJuly, 1947 
One of m last calls before our return flight to India was upon Mount- K batten's mot er in her apartments at Kensington Palace to-day. To meet 

the Dowager Marchioness of Milford Haven is to sense at once the 
presence of a personality of reat moral authority and mental power. 

i! Although she was well satis ed with her son's achievements to date, 
she had no illusions about the dangers lying ahead, and felt he should set 
himself another time limit. He should not allow himself to become the 
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victim of the oliticians. " YOU could ", she added, " stay on you 
were Methuse f ahs in the hope of changing the Indian character." ~t was 
refreslung to talk with ths  great Victorian lady-granddaughter of the 
Queen herself-and fmd her sufficient1 emancipated from the s t  u to r enjoy smoking through a cigarette-ho der. She showed herse P f equally 
free of tlie tyranny of the present when she described the Americans to 
me as being " too old-fashioned to be snobs ". 

During ismay's talks with the Ministers I understand that Listowel, 
the new Secretary of State for India, expressed some concern about the 
possible reactions of Indian Left-wing leaders, and in particular the 
Sociahsts, to Mountbatten staying on, saying that it seemed to provide 
an obvious stick with which to beat the Congress. 

This evening I was introduced by Woodrow Wyatt at the House of 
Commons to Patwardan, who is a confidant of Jai Prakash Narain, the 
Socialist leader, and has been in London to watch the passing of the Act. 
He said he considered the invitation to Mountbatten a very astute move 
on the part of Congress. The Socialists ho ed that Mountbanen's R resence would mitigate the intransigence of t e Princes and leave the 
Soor open to subsequent reunion. I asked him quite frankly what his 
attitude was to Mountbatten remaining on as Governor-General in view 
of Congress's Republican resolution? Speakin ersond he said he 
felt the Socialists would be quite satisfied to a $ 5  i e by w K' atever view 
Nehru might take of the matter when the time came. I told him that 
he could be sure Mountbatten would not over-stay his welcome by one 
hour. 

I came away with the impression that the Socialists would not make an 
issue of Mountbatten or Dominion Status, but would concentrate 
rimarily on the Princes where a sizeable Congress-Socialist vote was to & found. Patwardan was very anxious that the Viceroy should recog- 

nise the need for clinching democratic rights in the States. I said 1 
noticed a tendency among some Left-wing thinkers to look for revolu- 
tionary action for its own sake, but Patwardan stressed that revolution 
was not in itself desirable. He preferred change by constitutional 
methods, and advocated revolutionary action only in the last resort. 

LONDON,  Friday, 18thJuly. 1947 
On the Press liaison side of my work this London visit has, I think, 

been timely. I have been able to advise a number of editors on the 
problems that will be facing their correspondents after the transfer 
of power, and in particular to stress the reality of Partition in terms of 
news coverage. It would be idle, I said, to hope for bdanced treatment 
of the news b writing about Pakistan affairs from Delh and Indian 
developments I rom Karachi. Although the editors were vaguely aware 
that the problem existed, not many of them had specifically planned to 
double their representation on the Indian sub-continent. But I think the 
effect of my visit has been to give them a reater sense of urgen id x The B.B.C., on the other hand, were set to launch one-of e most 
ambitious feature and news programmes in their history, and I have had 
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a useful interview with Sir William Haley, in which I delivered, as uct- 
fully as possible (for Hale is clearly very much the maker of his own 
deasions and the holder of K, s own views), Mountbatten's request that the 
emphasis of the visit should be upon contemporary develo merits. 
Finally, I have been able to secure the concurrence of the hig hP y corn- 
petitive news-reel companies to send out one of their best men under a 
twelve-months rota agreement, which will considerably ste up the 
presentation of Indian news through this powerful medium o publicity 
m time to cover the transfer-of-power ceremonies. 

P 
I have had a long talk with Francis Williams, for whom I have a high 

esteem. He has a deep insi ht into Public Relations problems, but I 
came away feeling very dou % tful whether the Government as a whole 
have any such awareness or would dream of allowin their Public 
Relations advisers to be on the inside of the big decisions &fore they arc 
taken in the way that Mountbatten has always insisted that I should be. 

I had a number of interestin talks with Woodrow Wyatt, one of the 
Labour conquerors of Birming 8, am in the 1945 Election, and almost the 
only younger M.P. on either side of the House to make India his special 
subject. He went out as ersonal assistant to Cripps on the Cabinet 
Mission, and was also one o the M.P.'s on the Parliamentary delegation to 
the Far East. 

P 
Arising from that Grand Tour, he told me a charming story of his 

colleague Mrs. Nichol, a forthright Labour M.P. During the delega- 
tion's interview with Gandhi she thought that, as the only woman in the 
party, she ought to give a domestic twist to the conversation, so asked the 
Mahatma about his children. Had he any daughters? " I have a 
million daughters," said the Mahatma. " Are you satisfied? " 4 6  I am 
satisfied, Mr. Gandhi," she retorted, " but are you? " 

H A B  B A N I Y  A, Sunday, 20th]uly, 1947 
On our journey back we are talung with us Major Billy Short, who 

has a very great influence with the Sikhs. He was attached to the Cabinet 
Mission, and was at Baldev Singh's right hand last December. He will 
not be a member of the Vicerov's staff as such. but will be seconded to - ~ -  - -  

advise Ismay, who has deep a id  well-founded forebodings about Sikh 
reactions in the Punjab. Short is a delightful companion, a man of wide 
human sympathies and of creative if slightly eccentric originality, for 
whom India seems to act both as a lure and as a release. 

During the flight, once a ain carefully timed to avoid all unnecessary 
inconvenience, Isrnay has Jctated to lus indefatigable secret? 

s ,, Green, a personal rogress report of admirable lucidity and ju gement. 
While the first to a mit Mountbatten's great personal triumph in securing 
the Leaders' endorsement of the 3rd June Plan and the sense of momentary 
elation it produced, he confessed he felt that we were " over Becher s 
Brook first time round ", and not more than that. He referred to the 
confidence and coura e of ignorance which enabled the Leaders to dismiss 
from their minds t e. immense administrative problems they were 
creating. 

B, 
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" The big est crime and the biggest headache ", he felt, was the 1 of t e Armed Forces. But he can take most of the credit for 

the master plan which has been evolved to achieve a smooth transition. 
I doubt whether anyone else could have be un to unscramble'this egg. 1 can say with truth, " It is just possible t at two really good armies 
will emerge from the process. It is true that they will not m sum total 
be equal to the single army out of which they have been fashioned." 
provlded the Joint Defence Council can be kept in being to ensure 
that the training, equl ment and administration of the two armies B arc on uniform lines an that they act in accordance with unified policy, 
he felt that the damage of dissection would be substantially reduced. 

He was able to report favourably on the present progr;ss acheved by 
various sub-committees d e a h g  with the Partition of the manifold assets 
and liabilities. This had meant that the prospects of both the new 
Governments being able to function at least on a minimum subsistence 
scale on the 14th ~ k ~ u s t  " are now not nearly so bad as we expected ". 

In his concluding paragra hs, however, he sees all the signs of danger R ahead. " I was worried w en I was in London," he writes, " at the 
prevalence of the idea that everytlung was over bar the shouting. Per- 
sonally I feel that we are nothin like out of the wood yet. There is so 
much explosive material lying a % out, and it remains to be.seen whether 
it can be prevented from going OK I am for example extremely worried 
about the Sikhs. They imagine that they are going; to get a far more 
favourable boundary than, so far as I can judge, e Commission can 

award them. All possible recautions have been taken by 
to the areas of potential trou % le of a joint Indu-Pakistan force 

command, but, even so, it may be a very unpleasant business. 
the matter is that both sides are in a panic, and people 

do sillier things . when .. they are frightened than they do under the stress of 
any other emohon." 

We are returning to a major problem, in some ways bigger than the 
roblem of ettin agreement between the political parties, and that is 

Kow to fit t E e h % an States into the new picture. It is not enerally 
realised that the goo millions in British India are governe! by the 
Governor-General in Council, whereas the I IO  millions in the Indian 
States are governed by their own rulers, but in conformity with the 
overall directions of the King-Emperor expressed through his Crown 
Representative, the Political Department and the Residents in each 
group of States. Co-ordination of the Government of these vast parts 
of India is achieved by the dodge of a pointing one and the same man tc 
be the Governor-General of India an B the Crown Representative of the 
Indian States-and that man is known as the Viceroy. After 15th Au ust 

fi  there will be no Viceroy, Paramountcy will be retroceded and each In an 
Prince will become an autocratic independent sovereign. Unless Mount- 
batten can get a workable solution accepted by all before 15th August I 
tremble to think of the chaos that will supervene throughout the sub- 
continent. 



CHAPTER T W B L V B  

I N S T R U M E N T  OF A C C E S S I O N  

V I C ~ R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N B W  DBLHI, Tuesday, 22nd July, 1947 
-E ARRIVED BACK at Palam this afternoon after a smooth but none- 
theless exhausting fight. No one has yet succeeded in m&ng 
six thousand d e s  by air a refreslung experience, and after the 

hectic tempo of events in London we emer ed fairly limp to take our 
 art in the vital last lap of the political trans B er. 

In our absence on; crisis-hd from the reports we received from 
Mountbatten when we were in London the severest of all so far in its 
onset and immediate implications-has been officially disposed of, 
although tension is still acute. Mountbatten has reconstituted the 
Interim Government so that it now amounts in effect to two Provisional 
Administrations, one for India and one for Pakistan, each dealing with ia 
own business and consulting the other only dn matters of common 
concern. The advantage of the plan was that it did not involve any 

ation of the Moslem League members. 
T e order issued last Saturday, some twenty-four hours after the resir 

Royal Asvnt to the Indian Independence Act, spoke of the Governor- 
General approving " the redistribution of portfolios ". Nehru and 
Patel were with great difficulty rec~nciled to the new formula. As for 
Jinnah, when Mountbatten presented the proposals to him he said, yet 
again, that he would give them his careful attention. But ths time 
Mountbatten was for once in a position to tell h m  that his views and 
advice were not required, as he intended on his own initiative and 
responsibility - . .. to issue an order bringing the new arrangements ints force 
forthwith. 

With characteristic ingenuity, Mountbatten has prepared for his Staff 
and all the Ministers and oficials concerned in the partition arran ements d a small tear-off calendar giving the day of the month, and un er it in 
bold type " X Days left to prepare for the Transfer of Power " until D 
Day itself is reached. The Partition Council, however, has already taken 
the hint, functioning smoothly and keeping up to schedule. This is 
largely due to the excellent briefing it has received from the Steering 
Committee. H. M. Pate1 and Mohammed Ali have been putting 
through a prodi ious amount of preliminary work. The result is that at t the meeting on t e I 5 th July, for instance, no fewer than seven items which 
Mountbatten had antici ated would be lughly controversial and dficult 
were disposed of in Pess than twenty-five minutes. The Partition 
Council itself has been meeting regularly three times a week. 

I saw Mountbatten at 7.15 this evening, and having arrived ahead of 
my latest letter, unloaded on him many messages and impressions. 
He was in a most cheerful mood, and full of praise of our efforts in 
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bndon. I went on talking to him while he was dressing for dinner, 
md told him of the various offers, including the British Embassy in 
Washu~gton, which it was rumoured in London would be made 
him. He said once again that he was not in the market, and that  hi^ 
decision remained to keep His Majesty's Government to their promise to 
let him o back to the Navy, because, for one reason, he was tired out. 
~e askc!, incidentally, whether 1 had seen the latcrt offer in the Press. 
~t was nothing less than the throne of Germany ! 

~ountbatten is now in the h c k  of the States problem. As with his 
diplomacy prior to the 3rd June Plan, he took tlie calculated risk, and is 

sponsoring the Instrument of Accession and undertaking to get 
the Princes into this articular bag, whde V. P. sold the project to B Congress. He embarke with the assurance of Patel's decisive support 

given in a most statesman-like speech inaugurating the new States 
Department the day we left for London. The most intractable problem, 
however, is Hyderabad, which wd undoubtedly c d  for special action. 
Mountbatten says he is ready to go there at short notice, and feels that 
the only chance of securing a reasonable settlement is to see the Nizam 
personally. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE, NEW DELHI, Thursday, 24thJuly, 1947 
I spent most of the day dealing with the release of the important 

Partition Council statement, which announces the settin up of a Boun- 
dar Force in the Pun ab Partition areas. This special A i m y  command 
wil r cover twelve o f t  b e fourteen districts which one or other party claims 
to be " dis uted " and will be led by Major-General " Pete ' Rees, who 
until now R as been in command of the 4th Indian Division. 

The nucleus of the new force will in fact be provided b this Division, 
and altogether it will consist of some fifty thousand o d icen and men, 
m d y  composed of mixed units not yet partitioned and containing a 
high proportion of British oficers. It is probably the largest rmlitary 
force ever collected in any one area of a count for the maintenance of 
law and order in peace-time. It is certainly X t e greatest physical pre- 
paratior1 that can be made from available resources against a danger of 
unknown dimensions, and it represents a considerable gamble on com- 
munal harmony prevailing over the rest of the sub-continent. Rees is to 
have two high-ranking military advisers-a Sikh a id  a Moslem-from 
the Indian and Pakistan Armies. After 15th August he will have 
operational control of the forces of both Dominions in the area, and, 
through the Supreme Commander and Joint Defence Council, will be 
responsible to both Governments. 

Mountbatten, who at last week's Partition Council was given carte 
blanche to draft the whole statement, has also succeeded in injectin ! into it a solemn guarantee of civil rights for minorities and former po itical 
opponents in both the future Dominions and a clear declaration that 
violence will not be tolerated on either side, particularly in the areas 
affected by the Boundary Commission Awards. He is greatly excited 
over this coup, but frankly does not believe that either Party really 
knew what it was signing. He feels, however, that this part of the state- 
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ment is potentially more important than the Gandhi-Jinnh Appeal last 
April, and may well become a " charter of liberty " for all communities. 

Perhaps the most substantial phrase of all is the joint pledge to abide by 
the Boundary  omm mission's award, whatever form it may take. Taken 
as a whole, the statement is a blue-print on the grand scale, and a cow 
siderable moral victory for ~ountbatten's diplomacy. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI ,  Friday, 25th July,  1917 
To-day Mountbatten had his first and last meeting with the Princes. 

For never again will they be addressed in full session by a Viccro ad 
Crown Representative. This was no formal hail and farewell, g ut a 
political occasion of the first order. The Princes are divided and un- 
certain, baffled by the pace of events. Mountbatten for h s  part had no 
detailed directives from London to support him. The brief references to 
the States both in the 3rd June and Cabinet Mission Plans only serve to 
underline that the essential transfer of power is between Britain and 
British India. 

At the Council House the red car et had been duly laid out for His 
Excellency and Their Highnesses an i the Chancellor of the Chamber of 
Princes, the formidable bearded Maharaja of Patiala, with V. P. Menon 
loolung like a dwarf beside this six-foot-four giant of a man, waited to 
greet Mountbatten at the entrance. V. P. is here in his capacity as 
Secretary designate to the Ministry of States, having been s ecially selected 
by Patel, with Mountbatten's warm approval, to be h s  rig K t-hand man in 
what may well be the key administrative post in the new regime. 

Some forty of the reater Princes and their representatives were lined 
up in the small ante-c E amber for special introduction, wMe a half-dozen 
accredited photographers jostled unceremoniously for vantage points 
among them. It was stiflingly hot, and the ortly Jam Sahib of Nawa- 
nagar stood directly under the one fan, comp f aining that it moved round 
far too slowly. Altogether twenty-five of the major ruling Princes and 

-four States representatives were present in the semi-circular 
Cham er of Princes. seven$ 

When Mountbatten rose from h s  rostrum to address this august 
assembly, a brief interval was allowed for the camera-men to photo ra h B R the historic scene. Mountbatten, as usual, was very patient wli  e t e 
batterv of flash-bulbs burst around h m .  On this occasion some of the - 

photobraphers were a trifle over-zealous and, running u and down the 
aisles, threatened to convert the proceedings into one o P the more zany 
episodes of a Marx Brothers film. In so far as the speech was strictly 
confidential, Mountbatten could not begin to s eak until they had left the 
Chamber, atid 1 had to get u from my place eside V. P. just under the R rostrum and virtually chase t em out. 

E 
Mountbatten was in full uniform. with an arrav of orders and decora- 

tions calculated to astonish even Aese practitioiers in Princely pomp. 
Once again he spoke without any notes, and was never at a loss for word 
or phrase. The speech was a perfect blend of the formal and the con- 
veriational, and c a w d  me to think yet again how well adapted his 
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oratorical style was to the British House of Commons and w h  a 
formidable Parliamentarian he would have inade. His fluency was 
matched only by his extraordinary frankness. 

HC used every weapon in lus armoury of persuasion, makin it clear at 
the outset that in the roposed Instrument of Accession, w ch V. P. R t 
Menon had devised, t ey were bein provided with a political offer 7 from the Congress which was not like y to be repeated. Indeed, it wu 
not even a firm offer as yet, and the main chance of it being one rested on 
his capacity to provide Pate1 with " a full basket " of acceptance. He 
reminded them that after the 15th August he would no longer be in a 
position to mediate on their behalf as Crown Representative, and warned 
those Princes who were hopin to build up their own store of a r m  that 

i! the weapons they would be li ely to get would in any case be obsolete. 
One point in particular, made with perfect timing and emphasis, did not 
fail to frnd its mark with Their Highllesses. If, he said, the Instrument of 
Accession was accepted, he had good reason to think that Pate1 and the 
Congress would not interfere with their receiving honours and titles from 
the King under Dominion Status, which he knew meant much to them as 
exponents of the monarchical order.* In this connection it has un- 
doubtedly been a source of strength in his relations with the Princes that 
Mountbatten has been able to speak not simply as Crown Representative, 
but as a cousin of the King. For these hereditary rulers the blood Royal 
cames its own authority. The core of lus message this afternoon was 

b 6 contained in the cogent phrase, You cannot run away from the 
Dominion Government which is our neighbour any more than you can 
run away from the subjects for w K ose welfare you are res onsible ". 

I cannot imagine, however, a more ditfcult assembly P or any man to 
have to address than this one. Here was, in fact, an audience of here- 
ditary shepherds in the unenviable position of lost sheep. Once again 
Mountbatten's morale-raising talent was seen to full advantage. For he 
somehow managed to infect them with his own spontaneous enthusiasm 
and powers of decision. In the process what began as an occasion of high 
seriousness soon developed into one of flippancy and banter, as Mount- 
batten began to deal with the mass of questions cogent and obtuse which 
were thrown at him. 

Thus a certain Maharaja, absent from his State and from India at this 
critical moment, did not seem to appreciate the importance either of 
coming himself to the meeting or even of briefing his Dewan. For the 
Dewan had been sent no instructions whatever. " Surely ", Mount- 
batten asked, " you must know your Ruler's mind, and can take a decision 
on his behalf? " " I do not know my Ruler's mind," the hapless 

6 6 Dewan replied, and I cannot get a reply by cable." Mountbatten 
thereupon picked up a large round glass paper-wei ht which happened to e be on the rostrum in front of him. " I will loo into my cr stal," he 

i! said, " and give you an answer." There followed ten seconds o dramatic 
pause when you could have heard a princely pin drop. " His ~ i ~ h n e s s , "  

* Lord Mountbatten himself invested the Maharajas of Jaipur and Bikaner with 
the Grand Cross of the Star of India (G.C.S.I.) after the transfer of power, 
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Mountbatten solemnly announced, " asks you to sign the Instrument of 
Accession." 

So accurate1 had he gauged the sentiment of this particular audience 
that everyone Lroke out into delighted laughter at ths  sally, which was 
clearly regarded as neat1 combining the rebuke courteous with the 
advice timely. For on t K e whole it was probably wise to strike the 
humorous note as being the best method of penetrating what seemed to 
be quite a high proportion of thick skulls. 

I returned to Viceroy's House and had a chat with Mountbatten, who 
had changed with remarkable speed from his " Number Tens " into P 
lounge suit. I was able to report that his whole erformance, which was 
technically and tactically hardly less remarkab P e than the Press Con- 
ference, had made a very deep impression on all sides. I said it was 
clear that we would have to produce for the Press a sub-edited edition of 
the full confidential speech, and I proposed to go straight round and 
work on this with V. P. Whatever V. P. and I produced, he said, would 
satisfy him, and he did not want to see the text again. He felt that the 
questions had been incredibly unrealistic, and that very few of the Princes 
or their representatives seemed to have any idea of what was goin on 
around them. Unless they accepted the Instrument they woul! be 
finished. 

He then paid a ver high tribute to V. P., saying that he had reall 
come to love him, an B that he had one of the most statesman-like min d' s 
he had ever encountered. He then recalled the element of chance which 
had brought V. P. and his ideas to the fore. The turning-point had 
undoubtedly been our visit to Simla in May and Mountbatten s " hunch " 
decision to show the Plan to Nehru. Ths had given V. P. his chance to 
submit the alternative draft with its Dominion Status formula. V. P. 
had confessed to him that when he first put up the idea at Staff level, 
only to have it turned down, he almost burst into tears. Geor e Abell 
has been the first to admit that Mountbatten's vision and goodsense in 
bringing V. P. right into the policy-making fold has been perhaps the 
biggest single personal factor in our success to date. 

I duly went over to V. P.'s ofice, and we had no less than a three-hour 
session on the speech. It was a hard slog. But by 9.30 p.m. we had 
produced an authorised version which we felt had clearly separated off 
the publishable from the private without distorting the sense of the 
argument or the structure of the phrases. I must say there were st111 one 
or two sentences left in that worried me a little, and I was particularly 
anxious about the possible reaction in London. 

None-the-less Mountbatten can regard the whole occasion as yet 
another personal tour deforce. The Princes, leaderless, riven with dynastic 
and political dissensions, tried desperately to hide behind opportunism 
and indecision, but events were moving much too fast and on too large a 
scale to allow of any such halting tactics. Whatever the merits of earlier 
policies, the situation which Mountbatten as the last Crown Repre- 
sentative has to meet is such that only through some comprehensive and 
substantial act of mediatisation can the Princely order in India hope to 
avoid being swept away as a feudal anachronism. By a far-seeing act of 
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sratcsmanship he has offered them the chance of survival, admittedly out 
of main stream of Indian power politics, but with their basic personal 
rerogatives and succession rights secured. The times are out of 'oint 

[or the Princes. This is all now that any of them can expect or, in eed, 
that most of them want. 

d 

V I C B R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Saturday, 26thjuly, 1917 
I had an interesting talk with Geor e Abell about the dinner-par 

Their ~xcellencies gave last night to tfe Jinnahs. It was quite a sm S 
and informal affair, comprising only House uests and some of Mount- 
batten's staff. Jinnah completely monopo \ red the conversation by 
cracking a series of very lengthy and generally unfunny jokes. When 
Mountbatten tried to even out the conversation by talking to the guests 
next to him and leavin Jinnah to tell one of his stories to Lady Mount- 
batten, Jinnah broke o k and interru ted across the table with, " I think 
Mountbatten would like to hear t L s one." It is customary for the 
Viceroy, representing the King, to precede his guests to and from the 
dining-room, but immediately this d~nner was over the innahs got up at 
the same time as Their Excellencies and walked out wit i them. 

After dinner George said that in the spirit of a man who would in any 
case be leaving on the I 5th August he attacked Jinnah for his handling ot 
the Sikhs and on the grounds that men were being a pointed in the West 
Punjab boundary areas whom he (George) knew to \ e inefficient. 
apparently took it well, confining himself to the observation t l"" at he 
knew his people best. He only warmed up slightly when Geor e 
observed that the trouble was that a statesman of Jinnah's calibre co 3 d 
not be evewhere  at once. and that he had no doubt not been to see the ~. 
particular men under criticism. Jinnah's attitude to the Sikh situation is, 
George feels, perilously unsound. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI, Sunday, ztthhjuly, 1947 
Once again Mountbatten sent for me while he was immersed in a cold 

bath. He told me what is now an amusing but easily could have been a 
different story. He was thrashing o;t with ~ o r d  Killearn, whom 

;:Tad invited up from Sin apore, the possibility of him acceptin the 
Governorshi of East Benga , as Jinnah is very anxious to have a kgh- K H 
calibre Britis administrator acting for him in this outpost of Pakistan. 
They were discussing terms of service, and Killearn asked whether there 

ossibility gf Darjeeling being included in the Province, and if 
not was whet any ! er some special arrangements could be made for him to stay 
at one of the Assam hill stations, such as  hillo on^, in the very hot weather. 
He said he was now sixty-six, had some young children and would not 
be able to survive the heat of Dacca the capital. Moreover, he under- 
stood the proposed residence of the Governor in Dacca was in a 

matter. 
tite derelict condition. Mountbatten ~romised to look into the w ole 
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It so ha pened that his next interview was with Bardoloi, Prime 
Minister o P Assam. After deahng with a number of routine questions 
on Assam which he was able to dispatch in a few minutes, he asked about 
Dacca. Was there any high ground there? Bardoloi said there was 
nothing higher than eleven hundred feet in the whole area. ~ o u n t -  
batten then asked about Darjeeling and which way the Award was likely 
to send it-into Pakistan or India? Bardoloi replied that it was almost 
certain to remain in India. Mountbatten then raised questions about 
Shllong and the Hdl Tracts. 

The purpose of these inquiries was completely misunderstood by 
Bardoloi, who rushed over to Gandhi in a state of great alarm, complain- 
ing that there was some major intrigue afoot to incorporate Darjeeling, 
Shillong and the Hill Tracts into Pakistan. Gandhi for his part said that 
while he did not put it ast the British to organise a double-cross of this 
nature, he coilld not be l? eve that Mountbatten himself would be a party 
to it. Bardoloi then saw Patel, who worked himself up into a state of 

reat distress about it all. The result was that V. P. rushed up to Mount- 
fatten's bedroom this morning full of alarm. 

Mountbatten was of course able to explain the whole thing, and hopes 
in the next day or so to be able to laugh it off with the Congress leaders, 
but he regards the incident as reveahg, and points out that if he had 
not established close relations with V. P. and if V. P. had not felt himself 
able to go straight to his bedroom this morning, this petty misunder- 
standing could easily have developed into a major crisis, and may still 
involve a considerable exvenditure of time and effort to exvlain awav to 
the satisfaction of all. 

A I J 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Monday, zathhjuly, 1947 
There was a colourful reception at Viceroy's House to-night in honour 

of over fifty R t h g  Princes and a hundred of the States Representatives. 
The splendour of it only seemed to strengthen the sense of unreality and 
pathos surrounding the Princely order at this time. When unity of 
purpose was of overwhelming importance for them, they were to be 
seen uneasy and obsessed with their own problems of precedence, each 
anxiously watching what the other was doing-and, as a Dewan remarked 
of one of them, " wandering about like a letter without a stamp ". 

Those of Their Highnesses who had not already signified their intention 
of signing the Instrument of Accession were duly shepherded by the 
A.D.C.'s one by one for a friendly talk with Mountbatten. He in his turn 
passed them on in the full view of the companv to V. P., who conducted 
them across the room to see Patel. There ;ere Maharajas three deep 
in a semi-circle watching this process. 

One veteran Prince was heard to remark, " Who's H.E. gettin! to 
work on now? " Craning forward to see, he added with re sh, 
6 6 There's no need for him to work on me. I'm signinf to-morrow ! " 
Fay overheard the following exchange between an o d Prince and a 
young one. The old Prince asked, " How are things in your State? " 
The young Prince replied, " We have been having trouble in one place 
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(which he named), but we have reached a settlement now." " w e  have 
trouble everywhere," the old Prince exclaimed, " but 1 don't let it reach 
the stage of a settkment." 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Wednesday, j o t h ] ~ ~ ~ ,  1947 
Mountbatten left at first light this morning for Calcutta, where he is 

to make a rapid last-minute survey of the critical situation there. He 
ran up late last ni ht asking me to deal with a number of minor Press 
pro \ lems as thoug[ the whole transfer of power depended on their 
solution. I have rarely found him dficult on the bi hngs.  It is the 
minutia: that wear l im down and tease his staff. To 't e of real value to 
him and survive as a member of his entoura e, it is advisable to keep 
him at arm's length from these small prob ems, but occasionally he 
tracks one down when you are not lookin . 

B 
T % During the brief lull provided b his a sence I have today had my 

long-promised interview with Gand li, arriving at midday for an appoint- 
ment at his home among the Untouchables in the Bhangi Colony. Raj- 
kumari Amrit Kaur has been trying to arrange this meeting for me ever 
since I first met her at Simla in May. 

Gandhi's choice of the Bhan i Colony for his home in Delhi was, of 
course, one of his great sym % olic acts. But even asceticism has its 
administrative problems, and it was, I believe, the famous Mrs. Sarojini 
Naidu who was once moved to exclaim about Bhangi, " If only Bapu 
knew the cost of setting him u g in ! " 

Yet the poverty sur- 
rounding him here is real enoug . The Colony stands on the verge of 
the wasteland that encircles Delhi, and is set against a background of 
barren boulders and dusty earth. 

Two rather shabby sentries asked for my name, and asxd me on to a ! secretary, who gave me such casual direction that I di not know quite 
where to go until a second secretary appeared on the scene. He con- 
ducted me to a bare little room where, I was'told afterwards, Gandhi 
both works and sleeps. I found him on a ~latforrn raised a few inches off 
the ground and reposing on some cushions with a very large bolster at 
his back. During our conversation two secretaries came in silently, and 
behaved as well-trained acolytes are expected to do. 

As I entered Gandhi said smilingly, " You will not expect nle to get 
up." I was offered a chair, but I chose-almost subconrdousIy-to sit 
down cross-legged in front of lum. I began by recalling that the last 
time I had the privilege of meeting him was seventeen years ago, when I 
was a boy at Westminster School. He had come very unexpectedly 
to speak to us, and we had all been deeply impressed by the event. He 
said he half-remembered the occasion, and added that he had been invited 

anon. I recalled that two days afterwards ~ o r d  
had a so come to the School to address us, and that in that year of by some ver 

the Irwin-Gnndhi Pact the abidin memory was of the cordial terms in 
which each had spoken of the ot E er. ~ o t h  had left on our schoolboy 
minds the impression that here was the essential human good-~ill from 
which a genuine agreement could spring. " I was very dose to ~ o r d  

K 
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~ a l i f v r  in - -  those days," Gandhi said almost wistfully ; " not that I am not 
SO now." 

I slid that I had just come back from London, where I had witnessed 
the Indian Indepe~ldence Bill pass through both Houses of Parliament. 
I took the occasion to present Gandhi with three copies of the Ha~lsa.rds 
of those Debates-a gesture that seemed to please him-and drew par- 
ticular attention to Lord Samuel's tribute to him in the Lords. He 
said he had noticed it, and that it was very kind of h m  to have made these 
remarks. He had once had some correspondence with Lord Samuel, 
and in the ar ument Lord Samuel had been magnanimous enough to 
admit himxl B in the wrong. That, Gandhi observed, was a very good 
sign in a man. 

Turning to the general situation arising from the Act, he said tliat with 
the casting off of British domination the most tremeiidous responsibility 
had been thrown upon the Congress leaders, who had been brought up 
on only a few lakhs of rupees, and now had the vast resources of a State 
at their disposal. Both Governments needed time, a breathin space in 
whch to establish themselves. He regarded Partition as an evf. but was 
ready to admit that out of evil could c& good, if only the two<;overn- 
ments would pla fair with each other. I said that it was not simply the 
future of India at was at stake, but that of the whole of Asia. The 
countries of South-east Asia in particular were looking to India, and the 
Chinese civil war only enhanced India's potential mfluence. He agreed 
emphatically. " The whole world ", he said, "is looking to us. India 
is under the microsco~e." ~ -~ 

When I tunied to Ay particulv business and interest here-the Presi- 
I mentioned the need for Indian papers to begin taking a world view, and 
for Indian journalists to gain new ex erience in overseas assignments. 
He agreed that the need existed, but t K s particular contention inspired 

L b him to take up a favourite theme of his. " There is ". he said, a 
daneerous tend& for Indians to look to others for salvatidn. We must 
keep our self-res ict and help ourselves. Look at the case of medicine 
and doctors. I S o not know of a single Englishman who has come to 
India for treatment, but one is always hearing of Indians going abroad 
to be treated by this or that famous European surgeon. It is not right 
that India should only be a place for Indians to die in. There are many 
splendid surgeons, including Dr. Aiisari. Admittedly ", he added 

L 6 mischievously, Dr. Ansari is concerned primarily with rejuvenation and 
offering one the chance of becoming thirty again and having a harem ! " 

The core of his argument was that with India now liaving won her 
political freedoni it was the duty of Indians to show their faith and pride 
in their country not only by words but also by deeds. They had to 
realise that the amenities and assets which they had assumed were the 
monopolies of the outside world were not inevitablv so at all. This was 
the rea challen e of Indian Independence. 

J a I was with m for just on three uarters of an hour. Two girl 
secretaries steadily took notes of the Ma -1 atina's words. Other followers 
of h s  came and went almost imperceptibly. Rajkumari sat at his right 
hand throughout the talk, but said very little. The sense of awe among 
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acolytes exceedcd anytlring I had witnessed since attending an 

of Pope Pius XI; and as for the charm and magnetism of 
~ ~ n d h i j i  himself, the only similar ex erience I could recall was a lollg R talk with Lloyd George in 1936- T e contrasts in pomp and circum- 
stance, between the Vatican and the Bhangi Colon , the Mahatma and 

Wizard from Wales, are s&ciently obvious to ge misleading. The 
points of religious and political comparisoii are perhaps the deeper reality. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  NEW DELHI,  Friday, 1st Arrgust, 1947 
I was given an account of today's lunclieon at Viceroy's ~ o u s e  to 

several of the leading Princes. After lying their bread-and-butter R res ects to Their Excellencies, they ran t e auntlet of A.D.C.'s, who 
hePped to form virtual " Aye " and " No " fobbies on their attitude to 
Accession. Patiala and Bikaner entered into the spirit of the thing by 
passing through the " No " lobby and then roaring with laughter. 

Apart from H derabad and Kashmir, which present special problems, 
Mountbatten's a B vice is having a decisive effect, and only two or tluee of 
the senior Princes seem to consider there is any advanta e or merit in 

out against Accession. Unfortunately, Mount % atten's friend 
is the leader of this group, which includes l i s  close and important 

the Maharaja of Indore. As the ablest Moslem Prince, I 
he is not averse to playing an important role in the higher 

He has for some time been one of Jinnah's closcst 
advisers. Unhappily for h m ,  his State is predoxninantly Hindu and in 
the heart of Indian territory. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Sunday, 3rd August, 1947 
Mountbatten is anxious to do all in his power to be available per- 

sonally to those Princes for whom the act of Accession presents special 
difftculties; but as D Day approaches the volume of duties'and decisions 
grows to fantastic roportions. So it is that he has asked me to keep in 
close touch with t K e Maharaj Rana of Dhol ur and act in a personal 
and wholly unofficial liaison capacity betweenRmself and His Highness, 
who is another old friend of his from the days of the Prince of Wales' 
tour in 1921, when they were A.D.C.'s together. 

From the long talk I have had with h m  I find that he is a man of 
scholar1 , almost pedantic, tastes and of an ascetic disposition. He is a 
fervent i eliever in the theory and practice of the Divine Ri ht of Kings. d He did not hesitate to quote with ap roval the example a11 doctrines of 
the Stuarts. He had, in fact, an Jmost mystical concept both of h s  
status with the Raj and of his relationshi with his subjects. In spite of 
these lofty views about his prerogatives,ke is most unpretentious in lis 
appearance and manner-a little man not much taller than Guldhiji, 
who under a ink turban wears a wistful expression. 

He speaks s P owly and with deep emotion at the endin of his treaty 
relationship with Britain. The tone is not one of anger, gut of resigna- 
tion. He has aboat him the peculiar melancholy df the fatalist. It is 
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not sdc ient  to argue with such a man in terms of tactical self-interest, 
Essentially he is in search of sym athy and of the assurance that whatever 
course he takes Dholpur can Bo no wrong. Deep down he has no 
belief in the sumival value of the new Indian Domnion, and contrasts 
unfavourabl y its recent and revolutionary origins with the long loyalist 
traditions of his own dynasty-his Paramountcy Treaty with Britain 
going back as far as 1765 It is tragic to see so sensitive and sincere a mm 
confronted with such a dilemma. The landslide of Independence moves 
too quickly for him. If he were less conscientious he would fmd it 
easier to step aside. 

The burden of work falling u on Mountbatten and his staff seems, if 
anything, to increase as each day E rings us nearer to tlre transfer of power. 
I have enou h Public Relations and Press problems calling for immediate 
decision an d implementation to keep a whole Central Ofice of Informa- 
tion busy. Very careful thought has to be given to tlie planning of the 
elaborate ceremonial in Karachi and Delhl. innah has raised difficulties 
about the degree of precedence to be accorde d to Mountbatten in Karachi 
on 13th August. It has been politely but none-the-less firmly made clear 
to him that His Excellency's visit will be in his capacity as Viceroy, and 
any proposal that he should sit below Jinnah at the special meeting of the 
Legislative Assembly is therefore out of the question. 

My tasks include submission of drafts for the King's messages to the twq 
new Dominions, and assistance in olishing the texts of Mountbatten's 
formal Addresses to the two Legis P ative Assemblies, which all involve 
delicate probleins of emphasis. ~ountbat ten  would prefer to speak 
without any notes, but we have all prevailed upon him to admit, some- 
what rudgingly, that this would be inap ropriate on such historic and 
forma P occasions, with the world's Press an S radio pichng up every word. 

V I C H R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  NEW DBLHI,  Monday, 4th August, 1947 
Having seen the draft schedule of arrangements for Independence Da 

in Delhi, I have come to the conclusion that they have too much Britis b 
pomp and circumstance about them and lack some imaginative and 
informal act of identification with the Indian people. Accordingly, I 
have been round to see Mr. Kurshid, Commissioner for Delhl, and 
discovered that the municipality is pro osing to give a party to some five 
thousand children in the gardens of t !I e Roshanara Club in old Delhi. 
This seemed to me to be a perfect occasion for the Mountbattens to be 
present without ceremony. For at moments of great rejoicin 
traditionally express themselves throu h celebrations for tlie c 

h_lidf;ans 

In spite of the misgivings of the un B ortunate DOU las Currie, who had 
to organise perhaps the most exacting agenda that E as ever fallen to the 
lot of any Military Secretary, Mountbatten agreed that the good-will 
value of such avisit outweighed administrative dficulties and security risk. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Tuesday, 5th August, 1947 
Following to-day's Partition Council and Joint Defence C o u d  

meetings, Mountbatten was in secret conclave with Patel, Jinilah and 
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Lia uat, having decided to introduce them to an officer of the now 
de&tcd Pulljab Criminal Iilvcstigation De artment sent down by ff Jellkills to give him a verbal report. This o rcer told of various swk- 
merits made by instigators of disturbances arrested after inadena. The= 
interrogations and iiltrlligencc from other sources implicated the Sikh 
leaders in a number of sabotage plans, including a plot to assassinate 
 inna all during the State drive at the Independence celebrations in Karachi 
next week. Jin~iah and Liaquat immediately demanded the arrest of 
Tara Singh and other Sikh leaders. Patel, however, was strongly 
opposed to t h s  course, arguing that it would only precipitate a crisis 
already beyond control. 

Mountbatten said he was repared to su ort the arrests, but only if the P autllorities on the spot felt t lat this woulB!e a wise step. He has there- 
fore written off to Jenkins to consider with Trivedi and Mudie,* the 
Governors designate of the East and West Punjabs, as a matter of ur ency 
the desirability of arresting Tara Sirlgh and his more hot-headef col- 
leagues shortly before the 13th August. 

Mountbatten has a very high opinion of Jenkins, who has held the 
fort in the Punjab under conditions of intolerable strain and slander. No 
man could have done more to preserve the last vestiges of order in the 
distracted Province. He deserves, but is far from receiving, the gratitude 
of both sides for h s  unremitting labours. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  IIOUSE, Naw DarHr, Thursday, 7th August, 1947 

We have our lighter moments. The Minutes of the sixty-eighth 
Viceroy's Staff Meeting held this evening begin as follows : Item I. 
Astrology. The Viceroy said that he had just seen Mr. Mangaldas 
Pakwasa, the Governor Designate of the Central Provinces, and suggested 
that he should go down on the 13th rather than the 14th August to start 
taking over from Sir Frederick Bourne, thus enabhg Bourne to leave to 
become Governor of East Bengal by the 15th Mr. ~ a n g d d a s  Pakwasa 
had said that this was out of the question on astrological grounds. 
The Viceroy pointed out that there was a complete lack on his staff of 
high-level advisers on astrolog . This would be remedied forthwith. 
4 4  H.E. the Viceroy a pointe Press Attach4 to the additional and f d 
honorary post of Astro oger to the Governor-General." 

Following the staff Meeting I met the cause of my astrological 
a pointment ", Mangddas Pakwau, at a small lunch-party given by 

" i Va abhbhai Patel, to which Fay and I were invited. The occasion was 
informal. In addition to Pakwasa and ourselves, there was only one 
other guest, an American visitor, Mr. Dall. Shanknr, Patel's Private 
Secretary, who was a contemporary of mine at Oxford, and Maniben, 
the Sardar's devoted, one might almost say, dedicated, daughter, brought 
the l ~ n c h - ~ a r t ~  up to seven. Patel's llome is nearly next door to 

* Sir Francis Mudie, Governor of Sind until the transfer of power, subsc uently 
accepted an invitation Lorn Mr. Jinnah to serve as the fint Governor 04 W e t  
Punjab. 
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Nehru's and is, if an thing. smaller and even less pretentious than the 
Prime Minister's resi d' ence. 

It is a common lace to draw the political contrast between Nehru md 
patel, who after t R e transfer of power are likely to provide India w~th a 
virtual duumvirate ; but the variations in personality and appearance are 
hardly less striking. Dressed in his dhoti, Patel conjures up the vision 
of a Roman Emperor in his toga. There are, in fact, Roman qualities 
about this man-administrative talent, the capacity to take and sustain 
strong decisions, and a certain serenity which invariably accompa~lies real 
strength of character. 

He lacks Nehru's world reputation and world outlook, and he has 
deliberately confined himself to the tasks that involve surveillance of 
domestic politics. Here h s  powers and res o~lsibilities are as wide as 
they well can be; they include control over a K Government Information. 
Internal Security, the Police and, last but not least, the vital problem of 
relations with the Indian States. The completion of his Accession policy 
should bring: into the Indian Dominion more citizens than will be lost to it 

~ - ~~- . 

through theY creation of Pakistan, for (excluding the twenty millions in 
Hyderabad and Kashmir) there are some ninety million States' subjects 
involved, which is considerably more than the population of Pakistan : 
he also holds in his hands nearly all Congress patronage. This is a 
formidable concentration of personal power under any rigime. In spite 
of all these reoccupatiotls, Pate1 has a shrewd grasp of India's strategic 
position in t L e world at large. 

Off d"r , as he was to-day, he is indeed the embodiment of the gentle 
Hindu, f 1 of benevolence and smiles. Hc was interested to hear my first- 
hand account of the passing of the Independence Bill in London, and in 
the course of conversation the general subject of s eech-mahng cro ped g E up. He and Maniben laughed when I asked whet cr he enjoyed ma ng 
speeches, - .  Maniben reminding me that her father was a great orator in 
Gujerau. 

Throughout most of the meal Maniben, who is on the inside of a11 the 
Sardar's o&cial and top-secret activities, remained the silent acolyte. 
Dressed in the austere simplicity of her Khadi sari, and wearing at her 
waist a giant bunch of ke s, she ave the impression of an efficient and 
wholly absorbed comptro 1; er o f t  I e domestic household. 

Nearly all the Indian leaders are surrounded by women members of 
their family, whether as wives, sisters or daughters, who exercise an 
extremely powerfill iduence on their careers. I had come out to India 
under the naive impression that Indian women were completely sub- 
merged and had no say or interest in matters of State. This is certainly 
not the case at the summit of affairs. Miss Fatima Jinnah, Mrs. Vjay- 
lakshmi Pandit, Begum Liaquat Ali Khan and Mrs. Kripalani are formid- 
able personalities whose ambitions and interests measure up to those of 
their respective menfolk. Not all of them would be content to remain so 
quietly in the background as Maniben, but it is doubtful whether the 
influence of any of them in their respective households exceeds hers wit11 
her father. 

Moreover, Lady Mountbatten has, I know, been deeply impressed by 
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her contacts with Indian women in the whole field of social service. 
~ o t  only are their capabilities outstanding, but they are casting off he 

of subordiriate status. An important facet of Indian Inde endence 
is the emancipation of Indian women. Lady Mountbatten's lea ership at 
tIlis time is giving a great fillip to this liberating process. 

S 

V I C E R O Y ' S  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Friday, 8th August, 1947 
~ountbatten has had several requests to broadcast to America, and 

even one proposal that he should hold everything to visit the U.S.A. as 
the star guest at a big Press-sponsored convention! In view of the 
tremendous pressure upon his time and energies, it has been necessary 
automatically to turn down all re uests, but on my advice he has agreed 
to speak in a special programme wRch is being broadcast throughout the 
United States to celebrate the second anniversary of V.J. day, and d l  
include the recorded voices of the leaders of nearly all the United Nations. 
Although he will be on the air for only three minutes, I feel this presents a 
splendid opportunity to drive home the double meaning of the 15th 
August. He asked me to prepare him a draft, which he has substantially 
acce~ted. 

~ k e r  approving the elaborate arrangements for him to broadcast a 
recording of h s  message from h s  study, his words were beamed from 
All India Radio via the B.B.C. to America for actual transmission on 

6 6 the 15th. Two years ago to-day ", lie declared, " I had just returned 
from the Potsdam Conference, and was in the Prime Minister's room in 
10 Downing Street, when the news of the Japanese surrender. came 
through. Here, as I speak to you teniglit in D e b ,  we are celebrating 
an event no less momentous for the future of the world-India's Inde- 
pendence Day. In the Atlantic Charter, we, the British and Americans, 
dedicated ourselves to champion the selfdetermination of peoples and the 
independence of nations. Bitter experience has taught us that it is often 
easier to win a war tlian to achieve a war aim; so let us remember 
Au ust 15th-V.J. Day-not only as the celebration of a victory, but also f as t e fulfilment of a pledge." 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Saturday, 9th August, 1947 
At our Staff Meeting to-day we had a full discussion on the Punjab 

crisis. Over and above reports from Jenkins of a most serious situation 
in the boundary area, and urgent requests from him for more army, air 
and police reinforcements, Moutltbatten was confronted with a Public 
Relations problem of some magnitude which had a direct bearing an the 
maintenance of morale and order. 

It is rumoured that Radcliffe will be ready by this evening to hand over 
the Award of the Punjab Boundar Conimission to the Vicero . 

B r B Followin tlie expected but none-the- ess complete failure of his Hin u 
and Mos em colleagues to reach any semblance of a reement, Radchffe, L under the terms of reference, has had only to consult self. Res onri- i' bility for publication, however, rests with the Viceroy. Mount atten 
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from the outset had given his staff the most explicit directions that they 
were to have no contact whatever with Radcliffe while he was en aged 
on his dificult and delicate arbitral task and has hmself kept clear o k him 
after the first welcome. We had accordingly no firm knowledge how 
far or by what route he had roceeded. 

Various points of view a ! out publication were put forward. on 
administrative grounds it was ar ued that earliest possible announcement 
would be of help to Jenkins an d would enable last-minute troop move- 
ments to be made into the affected areas in advance of the transfer of 
power. Alternatively, it was su gested that in so fir as the Award would 
in any case be bound to touch o C trouble, the best date to release it would 
be on the 14th August. Mountbatten said that if he could exercise some 
discretion in the matter he would much prefer to ostpone its appearance 
until after the Inde endence Day celebrations, fee ng that the problem of fi I! 
its timing was rea y one of psychology, and that the controversy and 
grief that it was bound to arouse on both sides should not be allowed to 
mar Inde endence Day itself. 

With t R s view I wholly concur, and would go further, and say that 
for the Radcliffe Award to precede or coincide with Inde 
would be to risk destroying at one stroke the whole 
of freedom to Hindu, Moslem and Sikh alike. The 
friendshi can be so easily frustrated, his expectations and environment 
alike ma I: e the margin between happiness and mourning dangerously 
narrow. The condition of his joy is that it should be unco&~ed, and 
that he should have a temporary reprieve from his eternal fears. 

No h a 1  decision was taken at our meeting to-day, and Abell was 
instructed further to discuss the timing problem with Jenkins. To under- 
line the independent status of the commission, Mountbattell decided that 
the announcement when it was made should not be in the form of a 
communiquC from Viceroy's House, but should be ~ublished as a Gazette 
Extraordinarv. 

Jenkins ha; firmly re ected any suggestion that the Sikh leaders should 
be arrested before I& August. He has advised Mountbatten that he 
thorou hly discussed the suggestion with Mudie and Trivedi, and they 
were a fl unanimous in recommending that such arrests would be more 
likely to endanger than im rove the present precarious situation. All 
three had therefore decide B that no arrests should be made. Mount- 
batten feels that as he has arranged to drive with innah in the State pro- 
cession, which is the occasion mentioned for t I! e possible attempt on 
Jinnah's life, he can accept their decision without personal reproach. 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Monday, 11th August, 1947 
To-night was one of family farewells. It began with Mountbatten 

conferring a hgh thood  on George Abell, and never was the sword laid 
on more deserving shoulder. He also decorated Ian Scott and Peter 
Scott with the C.I.E. and O.B.E. respectively. The I.C.S. members and 
Sir Eric M i t d e ,  who is far from well, will all be leaving us on the 15th- 
They, together with V. P., helped to make the Staff party serving Mount- 
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batten the finest team it has been to work with. George 
~ b ~ l I  was the pivotal figure. He not only to a new 
Viceroy but to an administrative his own rub- 
ordination to Isma and MiCde, and with long l hdian experience ehind them. The loyalty and race with which he 
h a  met this situation have been admirable to beholf 

Abell is one of those fabulous Olympians of double Fint and mble 
Blue vintage with the capacity for t a h g  every form of work or play 
in his stride. But, for all llis overwhelming talents, he himself does not 
overwhelm and has unusual charm. It has been tragic to find him the 
target of so much grotesque and self-defeating Congress pro aganda. 

I have been very ratified by his a reciation of my particu ar function 'i ix S 
in the team. He to d me quite fran y that he had no idea of the poten- 
tialities of a full-time Press Attach; in the Viceregal hierarchy, and 
seriously regrets that there was no such post during Wavell's Simla 
negotiations. He said that the contrast between Wavell and Mount- 
batten was striking. Each had what the other one lacked, and each was a 
great man-embody them in one human being, and he was sure you 
would have one of the greatest statesmen that had ever lived ! 

V I C E R O Y ' S  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI, Tuesday, 12th August, 1947 
Three days have passed since the first warning, and the Award is still 

not ready. At this afternoon's Staff Meeting-our seventieth and 
probably the last-Mountbatten agreed, in view of the uncertain 
our im ending departure for Karachi, that John Christie and I rho d call S 3 
on Ra cliffe immediately to find out when we might expect the Awards 
to be in the Viceroy's hands. 

For the duration of his stay in Delhi Radcliffe was given the C o m p  
troller's House on the Viceregal estate, where he could work in isolation. 
Christie and I, hur ing round at very short notice, arrived to find that he 
was changing for 7 inner. When he appeared on the scene it was clear 
that our interview would not be an easy one, and that he was just as much 
alive to the proprieties of the situation as we were. He ex lained that 

the Sylhet Award was not. 
5 both the Punjab and Bengal Awards were complete and rea y, but that 

It seemed, therefore, that unless Mountbatten was to make a major 
issue of the matter, it would be physically very dif5cult for all three 
Awards to come into his possession before his return to Delhi on the 
evening of 14th August, or for the texts to be printed and available 
before the 16th-Independence Day itself being a national holiday. We 
returned at once to Vicero 's House and advised Mountbatten of the 
position, who was greatly re eved to have this ready-made solutioll at his 
disposal. 

E 



CHAPTER T H I R T E E N  

I N D E P E N D E N C E  DAYS 

G O V E R N M E N T  Housa,  KARACHI,  Wednesday, 13th August, 1947 
OUNTBATTEN LEFT FOR Karachi this morning to perform llis last 

M0ficia.l d u r  as Viceroy of a united British India.  hi^ is, 
appropriate y enough, to coiivey His Majesty's and his own 

greetings to the new Dominion of Pakistan on the eve of its inception. 
As we stepped off the aircraft, Their Excellencies were greeted by Hid+- 
tullah, the benign Governor-elect of Sind. There was also the usual 
bevy of photographers. As they drove off to Government House, 
Colonel Birnie, Jinnah's Military Secretary, told Mountbatten that he 
had been given information of a plot to throw a bomb at Jinnah during 
to-morrow's State procession, and that there had been discussions as to 
whether to cancel the drive or alter the route. Jinnah, however, had taken 
the view that if Mountbatten was ready to go throu h with the drive, 
then so was he. Mountbatten at once agreed that t ere should be no 
change of arrangements. 

g 
innah and Miss Jinnah were awaiting the Mountbattens in the entrance 

ha G , which had been decked up to look just like a Hollywood film-set, 
arid all four were subjected to takings and re-takings under the dazzling 
Light and sizzling heat of the arc-lamps. I made contact with Colonel 
Malik, the Government Information oficer, at the Palace Hotel, and met 
some of the Foreign correspondents, who were rather critical of the 
Karachi roceedhlgs to date. Somf argued that Mountbatten had been 
insulted E y Jinnah not being at the airfield to meet him, but I at once 
explained that I was sure Mountbatten did not consider that there had 
been any lack of courtesy or breach of etiquette involved. At yesterday's 
Constituent Assembly there had been, they said, an atmosphere of 
complete subservience, with everyone vying to outdo everyone eke in 
verbal prostration before the Quaid-e-Azam. 

In answer to my explicit inquiries, Malik gave me clearly to understand 
that Jinnah was not proposing to make any set speech for ~ublication at 
to-night's banquet, and I advised Mountbatten accordingl . Imagine my 
surprise when, towards the end of the banquet, before J 1 the assembled 
notabilities, comprising not only the Pakistan tlite but a far from negligible 
nucleus of a Diplomatic Corps, Jinnah arose, adjusted his monocle and 
began reading with deliberate and somewhat laboured emphasis from a 
set script. The speech turned out to be one of considerable ~olitical 
significance, in articular for its cordial references to the new ~orninion's 
future relations R p with Britain and to Mountbatten's contribution to fhe 
creation of Pakistan. 

If Mountbatten felt ally dismay at being caught in this oratorid 
ambush he certainly did not show it, and by a h e  feat of improvisation 
gave tlle impression of being even more word perfect than the ~uaid-c- 
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Azam with his notes. For ten minutes the appropriate phrases and 
thou hts flowed from him in smooth sequence. He is a born raconteur, 
md !is informal but quick-firing eloquence is ideally adapted to after- 
dinner speech-mahg. 

This was not the only hazard triumphantly surmounted to-night. 
 bout a quarter of an hour before we were d due to take our places at 
dinner, young Lieutenant Ahsan, whose first day it was as A.D.C. to 
JLmah, following his transfer from Viceroy's House, discovered that 
three distinguished guests high up on the table plan had filed to arrive. 
Bill Birnie and the wretched A.D.C.'s were thus left with the decision 
whether to leave ga s in high laces or undertake the revision of the R K seating plan throug out. Wit stout resolve, they chose the latter 
course. Mountbatten and Tinnah were at once advised of the dilemma. 
nnd played their part in th; o eration b maintaining preprandial small J 2 talk for over half an hour, wl e the sta made feverish rearrangements. 

After dinner we were merged in a larger rece tion, and to G accom- 
paniment of soft drinks and sweet music playeS by a band of bearded 
warriors in kilts, the party ran its a pointed course. Considerin what 
lay behind all the arrangements-t R e hurried last-minute arriva f of so 
many. officials, the creation of a Government and a rkgime almost over- 
light-the reception was an administrative triumph. Jinnah himself as 
the host and hero of the occasion was an aloof, almost lonely figure, 
which may have helped to create a somewhat subdued atmosphere at this 
historic moment. He was to be seen, with his silver hair and immaculate 
white ashkan, towering above most of his guests, and talking to very few 
of them. They, for their part, did not resume to button-hole him. 
Here, indeed, was the apotheosis of leaders K p by remote control. 

I had never dreamt that the creator of a nation at the moment of 
reaching the promised land could, when surrounded by his devoted 
followers, be at such a distance from them. Findin him standing alone, 
I spoke with l im for a few moments. I tried to B md suitable words of 
congratulation, but they died away before his mood of preoccupation, 
almost of reverie. 

GOVERNMENT H O U S E ,  KARACHI A N D  GOVERNMENT HOUSE 
N E  w D B L H I ,  Thursday-Friday, 14th-1 5th August,  1 9 4 7  

Accommodation at Government House, Karachi, is strictly limited. 
The number of V.I.P.'s here for to-day's ceremonies has taxed Bill 
Binlie's resources to the utmost. HOUS& and hotel shortage is acute; 
but by dint of dispersing and doubling up we were all successfdy 
accommodated. 

We were up early this morning for the ceremonies at the Legislative 
Assembly. I arrived about half an hour before Jinnah and the Mount- 
battens, passing along part of the official route. Neither the scale nor the 
enthusiasm of the crowds was anything like as great as I had expected. 
It did not seem to be on a 11i her  itch than some annual opening of 
Parliament. In the grounds f! acing the ~ s s e m b l ~ ,  however, with its 
small, semi-circular, shell-shaped chamber, every available inch was 
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occupied. The ~ountbat tens as they drove up were given the same 
cordial reception as the Jinnahs, who had arrived a few minutes ahead of 
them. Cordiality, too, was the key-note of both Mountbatten's and 
 inna ah's speeches and of the reaction of the assembled Members. The 
precedence roblem died a natural death. Lady Mountbatten pressed P Miss Jinnah s hand affectionately as Jinnah sat down after giving his 
address. 

If Jinnah's personality is cold and remote, it also has a magnetic uality 
-the sense of leadership is almost overpowering. He makes on P y the 
most superficial attempt to disguise himself as a constitutional Govemor- 
General, and one of his first acts after putting his name forward was to 
apply for powers under the 9th Schedule rather than Part I1 of the 1935 
Act which gave lum at once dictatorial powers unknown to an con- 
stitutional  overn nor-General representing the King. Here in B eed is 
Pakistan's King Emperor, Archbishop of Canterbury, Speaker and Prime 
Minister concentrated into one formidable Quaid-e-Azam. 

The proceedings were over within the hour, and Tinnah and Mount- 
batten 'drove ba;k in State together. Once agaii the greetings of 
the crowd, apart from some lorry-loads of hilarious sailors of the 
Pakistan Navy and the usual excitement of children, were decprous 
rather than eistatic. As they turned in at the gates of ~ovemmcnt 
House, Jinnah put lus hand on Mountbatten's knee and said with evident 
emotion. " Thank God I have broueht vou back alive." Bv middav the 
~ountb i t tens  had paid their last farewglls-~iss ~ir&ah embracing iady 
Mountbatten, and Jinnah, s d l  emotional, declaring his eternal gratitude 
and friends hi^. Thev were flvine back to the tremendous ceremonial 

Q 

round confrokting thim in ~ e k .  
As we passed over the Boundary area of the Punjab we could see 

several large fires, beacons of ill-omen dominating the landscape for d e s  
around. 

No sooner had we touched down than I was caught in a whirl of last- 
minute ublicity arrangements. Tight and complex time schedules are 
involve!, rehearsals with photogra hers and camera-men, discussions 
with the Information Ministry, distri \ ution of hand-outs, invitations and 
inquiries from Delhi's hundred and twenty Indian and Foreign corre- 
spondents. Right up to the closing minutes of the day Mountbatten 
and his staff were bus at their respective desks. The Viceregal machine r; in the task of dismant ng itself was at full pitch to the end. 

As the midnight hour drew near and the last telegrams from Vicero 

P r to Secretary of State were being drafted and dis atched, I found myse f 
alone with Mountbatten in his study. To enab e it to assume its rove- 
reignty at the exact moment when the new order came into being the 
Legislative Assembly was convened late on the night of the 14th. After 
the passing of the resolution proclaiming Independence and inviting 
Mountbatten to become the first constitutional  overn nor-Genera, 
Prasad and Nehru were to call on Mountbatten and convey the invitation 
formally. It was expected that they would arrive at about 12.45 a.m. 

As midnight struck Mountbatten was sitting quietly at his desk. I have 
known him in most moods; to-night there was an air about him of 
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serenit)., almost detachment. The scale of his personal achievement was 
roo great for elation, rather his sense of history and the fitness of things 
at this dramatic moment, when the old and the new order were reconciled 
in himself, called forth composure. 

Quite deliberately he took off his reading-glasses, turned the keys on his 
dispatch boxes and summoned me to help tidy the room and stow away 
these outward and visible signs of Viceregal activity. Although there 
war a whole army of servants outside, it never occurred to either of us to 
cd them. Only when all the papers had been put away and his desk 
cleared were they called in to move some of the furniture and provide 
room for members of the Press who had been invited to witness the event. 

somewhat delayed. The 
been most impressive. 
6 6  Long years ago we made a 
when we shall redeem our 
substantially. At the stroke world sleeps, 
India will awake to life and freedom." 

Weary but happy, having escaped from the greetings of tremendous 
thron s, Prasad and Nehru finally arrived. In the little scene that 
ensue!, friendshi completely burst the bounds of formality. The Press 
correspondents L k e d  the room, photographers stood on the circular 
table. Althou h Nehru had given approval that the Press should be f there, I thulk e must have forgotten that he had done so. Whether 
it was the presence of an audience, or just the normal reaction after the 
great scenes in the Assembly, neither of them seemed to know quite 
what to do. 

Finally Mountbatten and Prasad stood facing each other, with Nehru 
half sitting on Mountbatten's desk between them. Prasad began mur- 
muring a formal invitation. However, he forgot his lines, and Nehru 
played the role of benign prompter. Between them they explained that 
the Constituent Assembly had ust taken over and had endorsed the 
request of the leaders that Mount I! atten should become the first Governor- 
General. To this message he smilingly replied, " I proud of the 
honour, and I will do my best to carry out your advice in a constitutional 
manner ". 

Thereupon Nehru, handing over a large and carefully addressed 
envelope, said in ceremonious terms, " May I submit to you the portfolios 
of the new Cabinet? " p he ceremony was all over in less than ten 
minutes, but there was more humanity and hope in this unrehearsed 
encounter than in most of our Te Deums and victory parades. 

I was once more alone with Mountbatten. Just to satisfy his curiosity 
and remind limself of the exact names of the Government to which he 
had previously a reed and which he would be swearing-in in a few horn' 
time, he openet the large envelope, but he was not to see his Prime 
Minister's submission that night, for by sublime oversight Nehru's 
envelope was empty. 
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G O V E R N M E N T  House, N E W  DELHI,  Friday, 15th August, 1947 

I doubt whether it will be given to me to live through a more crowded 
or memorable day than this. 

At 8.30 the trumpets and the scarlet-and-gold which had herllded in 
twenty Viceroys summoned the State entrance of the newly created 
Earl Mountbatten of Burma into the Durbar Hall, the first Governor- 

occasion lay not ill 
Viceregal installation, 

cerelnony. Now, of coue,  
it was the function of an Dr. Kania, to administer the 
Oath to the Secretary of the Horne 
Department to officiate in swearing in die Millisters of the new Dominion. 
Once again the rich red-velvet canopies were lit with hidden lights above 
the golden thrones. The carpets were a veritable field of the cloth of 
gold. Lady Mountbatten in old lam6 herself adorned the splendid scene. 

The Mountbattens had o J y just taken their seats on the throne when 
the whole Durbar Hall resounded with the explosion of one of the photo- 
gra hers' flash-bulbs. There was a momentary ripple of anxiety at this 
rea f istic ortrayal of a bomb. The Mountbattens, with the f d  force of 
the Boo & ghts upon them, gave no outward sign that they liad either seen 
the flash or heard the report. At the end of the ceremony tlie great 
bronze doors of the Durbar Hall were opened a id  the link between the old 
order and the new was proclaimed with the playing of " God Save the 
King " followed by the Jana Gana Mana. 

A few moments later and the whole distinguished company had 
dissolved, to be lost in the vast concourse massing round the Council 
House. No sooner had tlie Mountbattens on their State drive passed out 
of the main gates of Viceroy's-from now on Government-House and 
down the slo e between the Government Secretariat buildin s, than they f 
by the dense laughin throng. 

P were themse ves engulfed and their landau almost lifted o the ground 

I had moved quic d y by a side route from Government House and had 
managed to slip into the Council House before the pressure became too 
heavy; but as the minutes went by it became increasingly di&cult to 
admit the various official guests through the great doors without also 
letting in a flood of citizens who were generating their own frenzied 
enthusiasm with rhythmic chants of"  Jai Hind ". ~ e f o r e  long the great 
circular Council House was like a besieged fortress, and nobody knew 
how a way would be made for the Mountbattens, on reaclhg the 
entrance, td leave their carriage and actually get inside. 

For a short while the situation looked u ly. The crowd, estimated at 
over a uarter of a million, began making or~nidable rushes to break into 4 B 
the bui ding, and Nehru and other Government leaders had to be 
summoned from the Chamber to try to calm them down. At first their 
ap earance on1 fanned the flames of excitement, but somehow, with Si 2 In ans of all escriptions on every side pressing to shake them by the 
hand, the Mountbattens-their decorations and regalia miraculously 
intact-were safely shepherded into the main building. 
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within the Chamber itself the enthusiasm and expectancy, though not 

less genuine, were sufficiently restrained to allow the formal ceremonies 
to come into their own again. Prasad be an by reading out a whole P wries of con ratulatory messages from a1 over the world, but by a 
technical hitc!, comparable no doubt with last night's missing letter, he 
forgot to read out President Truman's message-a lapse which was 
remedied only after Dr. Grady, the American Ambassador, had expostu- 
lated in a loud whisper. 

To tlie usual accompaniment of photographic barrage, Mountbatten 
then rose to address the Assembly. He began by reading out the King's 
message, which was cordially received, and then proceeded to speak with 
far more empliasis and spirit than he usually does when he has to kec to a 
script. Although the words had been carefully chosen, their under P ying 
sincerity quickly drew the sympathy and applause of the packed Assembly. 
References to the success of the Accession policy, to his request to be 
regarded " as one of yourselves " and to the leadership of Nehru and 
Patel were all acclaimed. But his solicitude for Gandhi drew the most 
prolonged cheers, and it was some time before he could proceed. 

In appearallce he looked ma nhcent but ap roachable. As one Indian I I! put it, " His gift for friends i has triump ed over every~hing ". It 
was psycholo ically sound for Rim to stress that he would definitely go f when his wor was completed in A ril. He also succeeded in convincing 
his audience that no ressure woul be put upon them to stay w i t h  the P B 
Commonwealth. T lev were entirelv free to make their own choice. 
Many told me afterwa;ds how delig);ted they were that his speech had 
been so substantial. That it was in effect a policy declaration undoubtedly 
came as a welcome surprise. 

Prasad followed with a long address which'he spoke first in Hindi and 
then in English. In both languages he was almost inaudible. Of the 
Congress elder statesmen Prasad is a moderate by convictioli and ten+ 
perament. Where some of his colleagues may be lured into the pursuit 
of dialectical points beyond the bounds of  good sense or self-interest, 
Prasad rarely indulges himself in outbursts or over-statements. To-da 
he a d  s & oke from tlle heart. " Let us gratefully acknowledge ", he s a i l  

w e our acllievement is in no small measure due to our own sufferings 
and sacrifices, it is also the result of  world forces and events, and last 
though not least it is the consummation and fulfilment of the historic 
tradition and democratic ideals of the British race." After tributes to 
the Moultbattens as representatives of that race he added, " The eriod of 

r; R domination of Britain over India ends to-da , and our relatiolis ip with 
Britain is henceforward goin6 to rest on a asis of  equality, of mutual 
good-will and mutual profit.' 

After the speeches the National flag was unfurled on the Council House 
and a salvo of thirty-one guns was fired. The ~ountbat tens '  drive home 
was only the second of several tumultuous rides during the day, and all 
the way back to Governnlent House the cries o f "  Jai ~ i n d  " were mixed 
with " Mountbatten Ki Jai ", and even " Pandit Moultbatten " ! 

After lunch our procession of cars sped out to the ~oshana ra  ~a rdens ,  
where the Moontbattens in the blazing heat ~niilgled with five thousand 
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school-children. Here was an abundance of Indian side-shows to amux, 
amaze and even horrify. The spectacle of a fakir apparently bitiIlg the 
head off a snake, when added to the p revdng  heat and clamour, ncvly 
caused poor pamela to pass out on the spot. But she and her parenb 
stood up to this symbolically sigillGcant visit with the utmost verve 
good-will. 

In accordance with long-established Indian custom at times of re- 
joicing, the Mountbattens' last act before leaving was to hand out gifa 
of sweets to the children. I do not deny that in pressing them to add tllis 
engagement to their already overcrowded list I have had its Public 
Relations value in mind, f eehg  that it was likely to make a deep im- 
pression on Indian sentiment because it was a genuine gesture of good- 
will and could readily be seen to be such. 

On their return to Government House the Mountbattens only just had 
time to change for the culminating public ceremony, the unfurlin of the 
flag near the war memorial in Princes Park. When we reac b ed the 
specially constructed arena we showed our tickets to cheerful o&cials, 
who waved us on through numbered lanes. The planning for the 
whole ceremony had been based u on the assumption that a crowd 
of some thirty thousand people woul B be there, but unfortunate1 for the 
planners the numbers were nearer three hundred thousand. T b e result 
was that the first impression of everything under control gave way to 
one of incomparable confusion when we emer ed into what were 
supposed to be the parade- round and reserve! stands. We were 
surrounded by the ha iest o f human hubbubs. The crowds had taken 
complete possession of!& the chairs, standing on the backs, arms and seats, 
approximately six Indians to a chair. 

In this maelstrom of rank and race, sex and caste were all lost in one 
vast unison-the desire of myriad human beings to reach the central dais 
with its fla -pole. In fact, the crowd became like some gigantic ocean 
remorseless !? y converging on a tiny island and liable at any moment io 
engulf it. Nehru himself only managed to reach the central platform 
by some desperate providence, and when he saw pamela Mountbatten 
struggling to get through the ood-natured crowd he rushed at them 
kiclang out at random and snatcLg the topee off the head of one hdian 
in order to crash it down on the head of another. A distrau ht A.D.C. 
thought a riot mi ht start at any moment, but he had missed tfe mood of 
this mighty assem \ ly. On all sides there was laughter and good hunour. 

Near where I was standing one hero was trying to ride a bicycle. I got 
the impression that somehow the crowd had caught up with him before 
he had reached his destination, with the result that he could neither get 
on with his joume nor get off his machine. Fay, Marjorie Br~ckman 
and Pamela Nicho P 1s were all trapped between the stands and the dais, 
but cheerful peo le shouted, " Make way for the memsahibs ! " Fay 
finally reached t R e B.B.C. recording van, where Wynford Vaughan 
Thomas was frantically en aged on one of his most vivid and spectacular 
outside broadcasts. He to P d me afterwards that it was the greatest crowd - 
scene he had ever witnessed. 

Suddenly the cheering swelled into a roar, and from where I stood 1 
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could just catch a glimpse of the A.D.C.'s in white followed by he 
Bumring lance pennants of the Governor-General's Body Guard, then 
the  overn nor-Genera's carriage and more Body Guard. The carriage 
urd escort, movixlg fitfully, at last reached a point about twenty-five 
yards from the flagstaff. I could we the Mountbattens standing up, 
waving to the crowd, which was cheerin and waving back at them. 
Nellru made some last frantic efforts to ca % for order and clear a little 
space, but hs pleas were in vain, so there was no alternative but for 
Mountbatten to stay in his carriage, and, while the flag was being hoisted, 
take the salute from there. 

J U S ~  as the flag was unfurled light rain be an to fall, and a rainbow 

P \ a peared in the sky, matching the saffron, w ite and green of the flag. 
I ~ o l l ~ w o o d  had added ths  last touch, we would all have complained 
that once a ain they were overdoing it;  as it was, it would seem to 
provide a ! ramatic omen to refute the gloomier astrologers. I must 
confess it would have taken a man of iron scepticism to be unimpressed 
by such an augury at such a moment. 

~ountbatten's return journey to Govenunent House was the final 
triumph of friendly informality. Nehru was unable to get back to his 
car, so Mountbatten pulled him into the State carriage, where he sat on 
the hood. En route four women, a child and a Press photographer, in 
grave danger of being crushed under the wheels, were duly rescued by 
Mountbatten and joined the arty, helpin to swell the numbers in the 
carriage to twelve-shades o P Curzon and !L s Durbar ! 

Then, as grand fmale to this hstoric day, we repaired to the State 
banquet at Govemment House, which was attended by most of the 
Cabinet, Diplomatic Corps, and military and civilian leaders. One or 
two of the Princes who felt uneasy about their degree of precedence 
when in the company of members of the new Govemment were the 
only notable absentees. The climax was reached when Nehru rose to 
propose the health of the King, and Mountbatten replied with the toast 
of the Dominion Government. Both s eeches, delivered without 
notes, were for the benefit of the assemble S guests alone. There were 
thus none of the restraints imposed by the demands of world publicity. 

A11 Esen t ,  said Nehru, would have seen how enthusiastic the crowds 
in De had been in celebrating this freat day. Similar scenes were 
undoubtedly being enacted all over In ia. Politics and economics had 
an important place in the relations between nations; but he wanted to 
stress the im ortance of the psychological and emotional factors in 
dealin with t e people of India. Those who merely sat in their oaces in f R 
Delhi andling political problems and economic planning-important as 
those issues were-were not in real touch with the nation. Different 
views might be taken of the benefits India might or might not have 
derived from her past connection with Britain, but it was altogether 
wrong that rule should be exercised by a Great Power over a people 
striving to be free. Now that India had attained her independence, the 
people not only showed their joy, but also made plain a remarkable 
change in their attitude towards the British. 

In paying a special tribute to Mountbatten, he said he had seen so 
L 
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from the outset how vital it was to act quickly and to m& the 
correct psychologiul approach to India in iving effect to the po]irl of 
His ~ a j e s t ~ ' s  Government. Whatever s f ape the relations bemeen 
Britain and India might take in the future, a new start had been madc, 
and he hoped and believed that the friendship between them would 
endure. 

Mountbatten in his reply said that his redecesson had been unfortuate 

feat. He had, however, been 
R in having to sit on a stationary bicycle, w ch was a ve difficult baandng 

rn the 

7 " Go ahead to start p e d h g .  
It had been his function to pe a1 faster and faster, und a point was now 
reached when he was handin over the bicycle to his Government, who 
had gripped the handle-bars Ermly. 

I sat next to Feroze Gandhi. Nehru's son-in-law, Mana ing Director of 
the influential Lucknow National Herald. I stressed w Ps at was in my 
heart to say that whether India stayed in or went out of the Common- 
wealth the consolidation of friendship between our peoples was all that 
mattered. 

At 9.1 5 p.m. three thousand guests fded upstairs and were individually 
presented to the Mountbattens-their final social tour defirce on this day 
of days. All the State rooms and drawing-rooms were thrown open, 
and the floodlit Moghul gardens, festooned with f lights, were lovely Y' to look upon. It was by now cool and the air so t and scented. The 

arty went on in an atmosphere of cordial ood cheer into the earl 
Kours of the morning. Gone was the sense o k strain and stiffness whic b 
was so evident among the Indian guests at the first garden-party in 
March. Here was the social ease which only the underlying sense of 
equality recognised on all sides can bring. 

So man appropriate words have been written in the many souvenir 
editions o T the newspapers, but I liked best K. M. ~unsh i ' s  comment on 
Mountbat ten's appointment as Governor-General :- 

in history ", he writes, " but Great Britain would have 
endence with such grace, and no power but India would 

acknowledged the debt." 
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CHAPTER F O U R T B B N  

W A R  O F  S U C C E S S I O N  

C O V B R N M B N T  HOUSE, NEW DELHI, Saturday, 16th August, 1947 

v ERY EARLY THIS morning the National flag was hoisted over the 
Red Fort in Old Delhi, and Nehru addressed a crowd estimated at 
some half a million, stretching, I am told, all the way to that other 

monument of Moghul splendour, the mighty Mosque of the Jama 
~ a s ' i d .  But the re oicings of the morning were all too soon tempered x i by t e depression o the leaders this afternoon, when Mountbatten handed 
over to them the Radcliffe Award. He allowed them two hours in which 
to digest its terms before summoning a formal meeting in the Council 
Chamber of Government House. Liaquat was there, and not the least 
of ~ountbatten's achievements in Karachi this week was in securing 
Jinnah's reluctant agreement for Lia uat to make this visit at all, coming 
as it did within twenty-four hours o&s assumption of the Premiership of 
Pakistan. I was present at this sombre and sullen gather in^: where the 
only unanimity was in denunciation of this or that communal injustice ". 
The field was thus left clear for Mountbatten to point with well-timed 
emphasis the moral that in so far as it was impossi~le for all the parties to 
be equally satisfied with Radcliffe's verdict, the best evidence of its 
fairness seemed to rest in the undoubted e uality of their displeasure. 

We were given the first shots of what wi Il undoubtedly be a prolonged 
and assionate controversy. Liaquat's dismay at the inclusion of the B Gur aspur District in East Punjab was offset by Patel's anger over the 
Chitta ong Hill Tracts assing to Eastern Pakistan, while the resentment \ of bot was blankete B bv Baldev's dumb depression. None of the 
Leaders, however, saw fit tb carry their criticism i o  the point of repudiat- 
in their unconditional pledge made in advance to accept the Award f w atever its terms might be. 

Even as we met, momentous news was coming in from both the 
partitioned Provinces which provided at once a warning and an exam le 
of the need for bold leadenhip. In the Punjab the ~eop le  are taking %e 
situation into their own hands. What Jenkins has a tly termed the war 
of succession has broken out in full fury in the lan 5 of the five rivers. 
This afternoon Auchinleck gave a terse and terrifying situation report to 
the Leaders wlich has caused them to decide on an immediate reinforce- 
ment of the Boundary Force. 

In Calcutta, on the other hand, where the danger of a similar succession 
struggle was deemed to be no less acute, all is 
only sporadic acts of violence. 
felt. With his sense of the fitness of 
Independence celebrations, no doubt 
him to play an appropriate role in 
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urgent duties awaited him in the East. On the 13th he invited the lat 
Moslem Prime Minister of a United Bengal, Shaheed S ~ h r a w a r d ~ - ~  
man of fairly luxurious tastes-to take u his abode with him in a small 

1 R home in the Moslem uarter and to s are in his acts of dedication. 
That night Hindu yout s stoned the place. Gandhi's response wu to 
mark yesterday's Independence celebrations as a da of f a s v .  K In view of the grave Punjab developments, Ne ru and Liaquat have 
decided to go together at once to Ambala, and thence to Amritsar, where 
they can make an appreciation and take the highest-level decisions on the 
spot. 

To-ni ht I ran into the photogra her whose life was saved and fortune 
enhance8 by yesterday's free ri S e on Mountbatten's carriage. He 
represents a aper of extreme left-wing persuasions, but this did not 
prevent him P rom shaking me by the hand and exclaiming, " At last, after 
two hundred years, Britain has conquered India." 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, BOMBAY,  Sunday, 17th August, 1947 
I was up by 4-30 a.m. to oin the Governor-General's party for Bombay, 2 where he was due to say arewell to the first contingent of British troo s 

to leave India after the transfer of power--detachments of the Norfo 
returning home by the troopship Georgic. By the time we reached 
Bombay the weather had broken, and rain fell throughout the parade 
and speech-making on the quay-side. Mountbatten was in his khaki 
drill, and was soon converting the occasion into a S.E.A.C. reunion, 
adopting the procedure he had made famous throughout the length and 
breadth of the Burma front. Troops were asked to break ranks and 
cluster round him while he addressed them from a small soao-box. 
There was no lingering over sad farewells to all our former riamess. 
The all-pervading drizzle did not damp down his accustomeffire and 
fun. It was all part of his pled e that when we hauled down the flag d we would do so with honour, ignity and good-will. He secured for 
this occasion a cordial farewell message from Nehru. While it was 
bein read out by General Cariappa, I could not help thinking what a H revo ution in sentiment the message embodied. 

We returned to a lunch-party at Government House confident that the 
main part of the day's public proceedings was already over. The only 
other event on our calendar was a tea-time rece tion at the Taj Hotel 

iven by the Governor and the Corporation oPBombay. There had 
feen no particular publicity accorded to this engagement, and the pro- 
cession of cars driving to the hotel attracted no more than a casual 
curiosity. But while we were inside, " bush telegraph " began to work 
with potent effect. 

By the time we were ready to leave about one and a half hours later a 
crowd of some fifty thousand people had gathered round the hotel to 
greet their new Governor-General. They were but the advance patrols 
of the greatest single assembly of rejoicing citizens which it has ever 
been my lot to see. So closely packed were they along the whole five 
miles from the Taj to Government House that it took our procession 
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well over an hour to complete the distance. The Bombay police 
estimated that the crowd, which was particular1 dense on the sea-front 
towards Malabar Hill, cannot have nurnbere B much less than three- 
auarters of a million. 
1- I was in the fifth car with Muriel Watson and Syrnington, the Gover- 
nor's Secretary. We could see the Mountbattens standing up in their 
open Rolls and the ~ol ice  helplessly t ng to stop swarms of excited T Indians climbing on t e dash-boards to s ake them by the hand or just to 
touch them. The Colvilles in the next car, and indeed all of us down the 
h e ,  were hardly less warmly greeted. It was sufficient at this amazin 
moment to bc acknowledged as an Englishman in order to be idolisel 
Thev wanted us to shout " Tai Hind " to them, and in return thev roared 
" Ki Jai ". 

., t 

This drive was an indelible experience for every one of us who took 
part in it. Crowds are notoriously fickle, and the general desire to 
con regate in public places comes easily to the Indian, but all of us, I 
thin i , recognised in the up-surge of this tremendous demonstration some 
deyer stirring of the spirit. A whole era of anti-British agitation, of 
selt-abasement and self-assertion arising: from the sense of unequal status 
was swept away before our eyes. ~ h ;  people, without any fiompting 
from their leaders. had shown themselves aware of the new relationshit, 
and ~ountbatten's whole-hearted effort to bring it about. His geniis 
for friendship had evoked an overwhelming popular response. 

Bv the time we had reached Government House. dishevelled and dazed. 
all i f  us were conscious that we had witnessed something far bevond thd - .  

range of individual effort or the scope of personal sucSss. I &rote to 
4 6 my mother : We saw with the passing of power the end of estran e- 

ment. We had believed that this might happen, but we had no i f ea 
that the transformation would be so sudden and so overwhelmine;. It 
was a very great moment. There was no sense of regret, only cke of 
pride that such friendship could be shown with such spontaneous 
enthusiasm bv so manv thousands who had notline else to ewe." 

To-night here was H big farewell dinner and d&ce, the house guests 
including a number of ex-Governors who were leaving the next day by 
the Empress oj Scotland. Government House, standing on a promon- 
tory with the waves of the Arabian Sea lap ing the beaches, looked 
under the light of the f d  moon like some airy palace of ivory and 
filigree. 

P 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, BOMBAY, Monday, 18th August, 1947 
Mountbatten left for Delhi this morning, but   ad^ Mountbattgn, for 

whom an arduous programme has been arranged, is staying on. Her 
tour of the Bombay slums was characteristic of her thoroughness, and 
serves to explain the tremendous po uladty she has gained for herself 
with the humbler Indian ~eople. In K eavy rain she inspected dozens of 
wretched dwellings, walking for hours on end through mud and filth. 
She did not hesitate to denounce what she saw as a disgrace to a great dty, 
and appealed to the wealthier citizens to remove this blot from Bombay. 
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I also have stayed on for a party in my honour arranged at very shon 
notice and with reat gusto and generosity by Joachim Alva and his wife 
Violet. Aha, t ! e energetic proprietor and editor of Forum, a news 

for English-speakin Indian readers in the style of Time a d  
Ei 4 6  News Review, was in one of s more lyrical moods. From Totkn- 

ham's thorns ", he exclaimed, " to Mountbatten's roses is a far cry 
indeed." Sir Richard Tottenham had been Additional Secretary of the 
Home Department responsible for carrying out Lord Linlithgow's repres- 
sion of the Congress's Civil Disobedience in I942 following the failure of 
the Cripps mission. 

I had no answer to that one. All I could say when my turn came for 
a brief impromptu speech was that my pur ose was to b; the instrument 
of Lord Mountbatten's policy of provi S ing the maximum possible 
information at all times. For it was Mountbatten's profound conviction 
that most speculation and inaccurate reports in the Press spring from the 
lack of reliable information and not from malice. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI,  Wednesday, 20th August, 1947 
Lady Mountbatten has completed her remarkable non-stop tour of 

Bombay's Health, Education and Welfare institutions an B units in 
addition to her inspection of the slums. Altogether shc covered in just 
under three days seven hospitals, clinics and dispensaries, four social 
welfare committees, three colleges, one remand home and a youn 
women's hospital-a formidable performance even by her own standar f s 
of thoroughness and ener . Her journeys through the city were a ?' triumphal progress, crow s staging spontaneous demonstrations of 
greeting everywhere she went. It was a wonderful tribute to the impact 
of hcr personality on the people of Bombay. 

Owing to heavy monsoon weather, our hght  from Bombay esterday l' had to be delayed for some hours, and we did not get back until ate in the 
afternoon. We have returned to a grim situation at the centre. Nehru 
and Lia uat moved on from Ambala to Amritsar, there issuing an urgent 
ap eal or peace. Nehru has also broadcast underlining the resolve P 4 
o the m o  Pun ab Governments, in co-operation with the Governments 

4 6 .id of India and Pa stan, to end the " terrible orgy " ; " India," he pledged, 
is not a communal State, but a democratic State in which every citizen 

has equal rights. The Government is determined to protect those rights." 
The refu ee problem is already assuming monstrous pro ortions. It is 
estimate d that already some two hundred thousand peop P e are huddled 
in the improvised refugee camps, living under conditions which invite an 
outbreak of cholera on a prodigious scale. 

We were guests to-night at the Chinese Embassy at a dinner-party 
given by Dr. Loh to some members of Government House, including 
Pamela Mountbatten. The meal was f d  of rich and rare Chinese 
delicacies cooked by His Excellency himself, so rich that they were clearly 
beyond the dietetic range of some of our party. There were splendid 
wines to wash away all fear and uncertain . Digestion was not made 
easier by the sudden appearance about ha 7 f-way through the me4 of 
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hoto raphers perched on the window-sills, living embo&mena of 
[orkeflighming. This dramatic interru tion was not an outside Press 
scoop, but merely for the Ambassador's a bum. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI, Friday, 22nd August, 1947 
I attended to-da 's lunch-party. There were five guests, includin the h new Pakistan Hig Commissioner, Zahid Hussein, a nervous, dddent  

man made more so by his doubts as to his physical safety here in Delhi; 
md Mr. Kher, Prime Minister of Bombay, who from the talk I had with 
l im to-day and during our Bombay visit made me feel that he may well 
turn out to be one of the strong men in the new rigime. 

I sat next to Shanmukham Chetty, the new Financc Minister, who 
is said to represent Nehrds concession to capidst  big business and the 
need for foreign investment. He speaks with the confidence of an 
expert, but does not give Kher's impression of olitical strength. I have 
heard the hope expressed that along with Matt R ai and C. H. Bhabha he 
will help to form the Cabinet's brains trust inde endent of Con ress 
pressures, but I think it is doubtful whether any o P them will be ab P e to 
enjoy mucll more than a secondary status in the politics of the new order. 

The conversatioil turned to the taking of oaths., Chetty said swearing 
was a very serious matter in India, and what he called the doctrine of the 
double check had firmly established itself. " It is based ", he said, " on 
the principle that in heaven they may not have all the files." He said 
that the swearing of oaths took three forms : on cows' tails, over camphor 
flame and on children's heads. There were, he added, heartless men who 
used chupnttis biscuits) under chldren's hats. There was considerable 
discussion on t h e economic situation -and sterling balances. Chetty was 
at pains to stress that the Sterling Agreement between Britain and India 
is not affected b Independence. 

Mountbatten K as written a long letter to Nehru and Pate1 urging the 
need for economic planning. He is afraid these stem economic realities 
may be swamped by political considerations and by attempts to apply 
some of the more eccentric of Gandhi's theories, including the rigid 
enforcement of prohibition of all alcoholic drink, upon which a large 
pro ortion of provincial revenues depends, and the wholesale abolition P of ood and cotton controls, without which the general price structure 
may collapse, enabling speculators to seize the helm. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Saturday, ~ 3 r d  Au~us~,  1947 
Bob Stimson and I have been working closely with Lady ~ountbat ten 

on her B.B.C. broadcast. It provides a chance to get behind and beyond 
all the communal ~ ropa~anda .  Lady Mountbatten made the most of this 
opportunity. She has a beautiful broadcasting voice and read her script 
with great feeling. She spoke of the unknown heroes of India and 
mentioned the little Moslem doctor who abandoned his Delhi practice 
to set up an improvised dispensary at Gurgaon in the Punjab, the scene of 
some of the bitterest communal conflict. " There in the dust and heat 
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he toiled ceaselessly for weeks on end to save the lives of Hindu and 
Moslem alike." 

I am glad to say she agreed to end her broadcast b quoting the inscrip 
tion from the Jaipur column which stands sentine r in the courtyard of 
Government House. I have always admired the strength and scope of itr 
message since I first came upon it in one of Lord Halifax's speeches as 
Viceroy. Carved into stone are the words : " In Thought, Faith ; In 
Word, Wisdom ; In Deed, Courage ; In Life, Service ; So may India 
be Great." 

G O V B R N M B N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI,  Monday, 25th August, 1947 - 

In the morning Mountbatten had a dificult session with the Joint 
Defence Council, the point of controversy being the future of the Punjab 
Boundary Force. The two Governments would like to see the Force 
broken up and reconstituted on national lines with Indian and Pakistan 
Commanders-in-Chief. Mountbatten went into the meeting aware 
that this idea would be completely unacceptable to Auchinleck and Rees, 
and that in any case it ran counter to his own views. He managed so to 
steer the disoussions that the matter was not formally raised, but could not 
divert Chundrigar, the Pakistan Finance Minister and representative 
at the meeting, from making some highly critical comment about the 
Force's conduct. 

This was too much for Mountbatten, who had just urged that a word of 
appreciation from the Leaders to the officers and men of the Force was 
ur ently needed to maintain their sorely tried morale. If the Force 
di! not receive proper sup ort, the only thing would be to remove it, 
and then the responsibili Z r  the resulting bloodshed would rest squarely 
on those who had cause 3' it to be taken awav. Indeed. at one moment 
Mountbatten raised a ripple of amusement wken he turnid on Chundrigar 
with the fatherly reproof, " I hate to think what your Governor-General 
would say if he heard you talking like this." 

The meeting authorised the publication of a communiquC about the 
Boundary Force. Vernon and I were entrusted with the pre aration of a R draft for everyone's approval, with the result that we s ent t c afternoon 
running between the Pakistan High Commissioner's Rouse in Hardinge 
Avenue, where Chundrigar is staying, and Nehru's ofice in the Secre- 
tariat. Chundrigar was most insistent that a clause should be inserted 
indicating that severe action would be taken against the Boundary Force 
in the future if it failed in its du . We were ourselves already trying to X tone down another sentence w ich indicated that the Boundary Force 
" with a few exceptions " was doing a good job. 

We emerged from the discussions with the offending words deleted. 
The whole episode makes it abundantly clear that both Governments 
will have to chan e their attitudes to military forces doing difficult jobs 
on their behalf if t 8, ey are not to have mutinies an their hands. The days 

glOr from sniping at the upholders of law and order are over. 
Whi e waiting in the ante-room to Nehru's office, we reflected on the 

function of a &or official who spent the time spinning a paper-weight, 
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rnswering the odd telephone call, glancing at the odd envelo c and 
generally letting things take their course. It was hard to believe t at one 
was sitting in a Prime Minister's ofice. 

E 
On our return to Government House, Mountbatten showed me a 

telegram from Monckton saying that he had been compelled to resign 
his position as constitutional adviser to the Nizam although he still had 
His ~xalted ~ighness' confidence. He added that he felt that he ought 
not now to stay at Government House, as this action might be mis- 
construed. The news came as a great blow to Mountbatten. " We'rc 
sunk!" he exclaimed. 

Ever since July the difficult negotiations between Hyderabad and the 
Government of India as to their relations after the transfer of power have 
largely turned upon the influence and availability of Monckton as a 
member of the Nizam's delegation. 

As late as the 12th August, Mountbatten, with no settlement in sight, 
advised the Nizam that he had secured a special extension of two months 
beyond Independence Day during which the Government's offer to 
receive Hyderabad's accession would remain open. He also explained 
that although he would no longer be Crown Re resentative, he had been 
authorised to continue negotiations on India's % ehalf, and in the mean- 
whde had secured Indian reco nition of the status quo in Berar, which was 
legally a part of the Nizam's foominion, but hitherto administered by the 
Governor of the Central Provinces. Finally he was able to give the 
vital assurances to the Nizam, after consultation with V. P., that the new 
Dominion would not regard Hyderabad's decision not to accede in 
present circumstances as a hostile act. and to add that he was satisfied 
;hat the leaders had no intention of applying diplomatic pressure by 
means of economic blockade. 

The negotiations with the Hyderabad delegation were due to be re- 
sumed to-day. On receipt of Monckton's telegram Mountbatten called 
for V. P., and was discussing the new position with him when Vernon 
and I left to deal with the Boundary Force communiqd. On our return 
the situation seemed to have improved. A telegram from the Nizam 
had arrived asking Mountbatten to see Monckton on his behalf and 
encourage him to stay on in his service. The Nizam confessed that if 
Monckton returned at t h s  juncture he would have great difficulty in 
appointing someone else in his place. 

Monckton came round at once, and explained that he had resigned 
because of a most violent attack against him in the Hyderabad Press 
organised by an extremist Moslem organisation in the State, the Ittehad-ul- 
Muslimeen. He said that the Prime Minister the Nawab of Chhatari) I, and the Millister for Constitutional Affairs, bot fellow-members of the 
delegation, had also resigned for the same reason. The Nium had 
refused to accept Chhatari's resignation. Monckton said he was pre- 
pared to withdraw his own only if there was a previous ~ubl ic  with- 
drawal of the Ittehad's statement. 

Monckton advised Mountbatten that he had brought the Nizam up to 
the point of offering a treaty which would cover the three central subjects 
of Defence, External Affairs and Communications, and was confideqt 
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that he could persuade him to accept the equivalent of accession provided 
the term " Instrument of Accession " was given some such sugar-coahting 
as " Article of Association ". Mountbatten ointed out that this wa S the precise issue over which Patel was most a amant, in so far as he wa 
afraid of being accused of breach of faith with all the other Prinaly 
signatories to Accession Instruments. But Mountbatten promised to do 
his utmost to get his Government's su port for the substance of accession 
if Monckton on his side could secure t K e Nizam's assent to it. 

The news has also come through to-da that Bhopal has at last acceded L -he was allowed ten days grace before s Instrument of Accession was 
actually published. " It is almost as hectic as it was before the 15th 
August," was Mountbatten's comment. 

GovaRNMaNr Housa. N E W  DBLHI, Wednesday, 27th August, 1947 
V. P. and I had an important talk with Mountbatten in his bedroom 

early this morning on the subject of the Pun ab Boundary Force and the 
Press attacks being made upon it both in t i  e Hindustan Times and the 
Indian News Chronicle. V. P. said there was a growing feeling on both 
sides that the new Governments should have more direct military control 
over their respective areas. Mountbatten agreed that although the 
Boundary Force was undoubtedly the best military answer to the prob 
lem, he was ready to concede that in this instance psychological reasons 
might outweigh urely military ones. His mind was moving in favour 
of retrocession o P the Boundary Force's area. 

We then discussed the Press situation. V. P. thought we should not 
take the Delhi Press too seriously, as the big Provincial papers were d 
very steady on the issue. The Hindustan Times ths  morning carried 
a direct attack on Rees and a mo3t objectionable cartoon implying that 
the Supreme Command's Headquarters were deliberately deprivin the 

f f Dominion Armies of good officers in order to retain bi jobs for t em- 
selves. As a result of our &, Mountbatten has decide that he will see 
Devadas Gandhi and Sahni, the Hindustan Times' and the Indian News 
Chronicle's editors, this afternoon, and has instructed me to arrange the 
meeting. 

Devadas and Salmi duly arrived at four o'clock, anticipating, I suspect, a 
chilly rece tion, but Mountbatten was in his best form, delivering his 
disapprovaP from behind a smoke-screen of engaging frankness. He h a  
the rare knack of combining vehemence with bonhomie. He started the 
session with a general homily on the need to avoid attacking the military, 
who cannot answer for themselves. If soldiers begin answering back 
you get a situation, he said, as in Mexico, where they throw out the editon. 
As against this dangerous example he stressed the recent case of ~ e n e r d  
Barker in Palestine, where Press criticism of the General's conduct was 
levelled not at the General himself, but at Bellenger, the Secretary of 
State for War and the Minister answerable to Parliament for the  ene era's 
actions. 

Mountbatten then turned to a general account of what was h a p p e ~ g  
in the Pmjab. The Sikhs, he said, had launched an attack just as G i d  
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K m r  ~ i n g h  and Tara Singh before the 3rd June had told him hey 
would. Mountbatten had expostulated with them at the time, stressing 
bat the British would have one. It would be Indian fighting In&. e; ~ u t  they were adamant, and ad in fact observed that they were waiting 
for uc to go. The situation was now out of their control. In an area 
less than two hundred by one hundred and fifty miles containing some 
xventeen thousand inhabited localities and only about the size of Wales, 
some ten &on eople were on the move. At this moment, through 

withdrawal o P all the Moslems, the police in the East Punjab were 
suddenly and catastrophically seven thousand under strength. 

~ountbatten then explained in detail the military virtues of the 
Boundary Force and the capabilities of Pete Rees, whom he described as 
perhaps his ablest divisional commander in the Burma campaip. It was 
~ees-" the pocket General "-who had led the famous 
Division in its successful dash to Liberate Mandalay. He had exp ained " 
to the Defence Council that the hmiting factor now was that Rees was 
under civilian control. It was only fair to add that Nehru had indicated 
that he was very impressed with Rees. 

Mountbatten next ex lained the military alternatives by pressing one P hand against the seam o his trousers and takin the seam as the Boundary 
Force command headquarters with its subor L ate commands radiatin 
out on both sides of the seam from his fingers. The national comman CE 
he described merely by turning the finger-tips of both hands in upon each 
other and placing them at right angles to the seam. 

Sahni said at great length that he felt very bitter, as he came from the 
Boundary area. Devadas made no effort to defend the cartoon or the 
attack 0; Rees. Some constructive ideas arose during the talk, which 
lasted nearly two hours. These included sponsored Press visits and 
dissemination of neutral news by leaflet, the setting up of strongholds 
guarded by mixed forces to give immediate succour to refugees. and the 
appointment of custodians for refugee property to cover movable as well 
as immovable belongings. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Thursday, 28th August, 1947 

Lady Mountbatten and Ra'kumari Amrit Kaur, the new Minister of 
Health, have just come back r' rom the heartland of the communal frenzy, 
visiting no fewer than twelve refugee centres and camps, as well as seven 
hospitals and a number of other medical units, engaging in numerous 
conferences with oficials, from the Governors of the East and West 
Punjab downwards. It has been a heroic errand of mercy to the point 
of danger at the hour of trouble. 

Rajkurnari, by birth a member of the Ka~urthda family, is a Christian 
a d  a close disciple of the Mahatma. She is a sensitive woman, whose air 
of resignation and sadness of expression serve to mask an indomitable 
will. Within twenty-four hours of becoming India's first woman 
Cabinet Minister she was confronted with one of the most gigantic 
tyks of human salvage even for this era of concentradon camps and 
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displaced persons. I first met her during our sta in Simla last May, md E it was through her good ofices that I had my tal with Gandhi. 
I have just been looking through Lady Mountbatten's itinerary md 

speaking to Muriel Watson, who is worn out and dee ly affected by the 
experience. On Tuesday 26th they were in ullunSur and Amritsar, d which was, says Muriel, like a place of the ead. At the end of an 
exhausting day, having visited in-all seven hospitals and refugee centres, 
where appalling conditions prevailed, news came through of a savage 
attack on a lorry of non-Moslem refugees from Sialkot. Lady Mount- 
batten at once returned to the ~ i c t o a a  Memorial Hospital io see the 
victims, many of them horribly mutdated. At 10.30 p.m. she was in 
close session with Tara Singh, who is at last beginning to tremble at the 
wrath he has so readily invoked. Lady Mountbatten left for Lahore at 
6.30 the next morning; and visited a ~ o s l e m  refugee camp and training- 
school before breakfast. There followed ins ections of two more cam s P and two more hospitals before a sandwich uncheon and departure P or 
Rawalpindi, where another thorough round of tours and co~lferences 
began. This morning they repeated the same proceedings in Sialkot and 
Gujranwalla, before returning to Delhi. 

There could be no more compelling catalogue to testify to Lad 
Mountbatten's devotion to duty. Her re ort on the situation on bot R I 
sides of the Boundary is disquieting enoug . The ref~~gees are now i s  a 
state of mass hysteria. Neither side has any trust in the intentions, 
assurances or actions of the other Dominion. -she re orts also that there 
is a complete lack of confidence in the Punjab Boun B ary Force. 

6 6 
T H E  R E T R E A T  ", M A S H O B R A ,  SIMLA, Saturday, 30th August, 1947 

Mountbatten was in Lahore yesterday to take the chair at the Joint 
Defence Council, which Jinnah, to everyone's surprise, attended as a 
member. After prolonged discussion the decision was taken to disband 
the Boundar Force. Pete Rees received ve few thanks from either 
side for his e J orts to carry out a task of unpara 7 eled dficulty. Without 
the whole-hearted backin of the Governments, and Press on both sides, 
the position of the Boun d ary Force and its Commander became rapidly 
untenable, and otherwise steady and experienced troo s began to feel the 
tug of communal loyalties dee er even than their mi tary discipline. B I! 

Now that the Punjab Boun ary Force and the Joint Defence Council's 
authority over it are at an end, Mountbatten's last executive responsibili~ 
lapses. He considers that as a matter of olicy he should confirm his new 
constitutional. status by freein himsel from day-to-day contact with f. P 
the executive or from any irect administrative interference in the 
Government's action to restore the immediate situation. He has 
accordingly decided to go ahead with earlier arrangements and visit Simla 
for ten days of well-earned and badly needed rest. 

Once again the retinue climbed the hill. This time the ~ountbattens 
used the famous rail-car from Kalka, wMe the rest of us continued on by 
road. There was much amusement when, by a ~rogression of fits and 
starts, we would streak ahead, only to be held up to allow the "  ROY^^ 
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Tr&l " to pass at the points where the railway crosses the road. Mount- 
batten waved at us with ever-increasing good cheer each time he received 
our loyal greetings! Considering that the whole journey was in a 
area of tension, the size of the crowds and the spontaneity of their welcome 
were most heartenin . 

~ e a n w l d e  Isnlay$las gone for h s  much-needed rest to Kvhmir md 
h a  been asked by Mountbatten to do his best to get the Mhara a to 
make up his vacdating mind and accede without further delay to w II ch- 
ever Dominion he and lus people desire, thus ending the uncertain md 
dangerously unstable position in K a s h r .  

G O V E R N O R - G E N E R A L ' S  LODGE, SIMLA, Thursday, 4th September, 1947 
Our respite has been Little more than a long weeksnd. ~ v e n  during 

that time I have been ke t busy with disquieting reports of a serious \ dispute brewing between t e Government of India and its officals on the 
one hand and the Foreign correspondents on the other. The trouble 
was apparently heightened by one of Nehru's many impromptu utter- 
ances, which on t h s  occasion took the form of a general threat to the Press 
based upon a particular report b an individual corres ondent unnamed. 
Ths approach, of course, imme B iately aroused fears o P censorship among 
the corres ondents, whle touching off latent xenophobia among the 
minor o &' idals. Various correspondents complained that they were 
facing not just recrimination but actual intimidation. 

Mountbatten told us late this afternoon that V. P. had rung up to pass 
on an ui ent plea from Pate1 for him to return to Delhi immehately. 
V. P. sai d that the view of Nehru, Pate1 and all the responsible Ministers 
was that the situation was now so serious that his presence alone could 
save it. 

George Nicholls and I, having made arrangements for the security of 
our families, whom we are having to leave b e h d  at Mashobra, set off 
after dinner with our bearers and sup ortin servants. Escorted b 
Sepoys with lanterns, we made our way a P ong t P e windin rickshaw pat b 
to our cars waiting to take us down to Governor-Generas Lodge. We 
are spending the night here prior to setting out in the caravanxrai at first 
dawn to-morrow. 



CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

R E S P O N S E  TO E M E R G E N C Y  

G O V H R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N a w  DELHI, Saturday, 6th September, 1947 
.E WERE ON the road early yesterday morning, arrivin at Govern- 
ment House during the afternoon, where we B ound V. P. 
awaiting Mountbatten with a message from Pate1 hoping that he 

wih grip the situation firmly without delay. Nehru came round 
immediately to enlist his active and overriding authority to deal with the 
emergency, followed by Patel. 

The decision of the Prime Minister and De uty Prime Minister of the 
new India, taken only three weeks after the exharation of Independence, 
to recall Mountbatten in this way, is a great tribute to the quality of their 
character and leadership. For b this act they have shown themselves big 
enough to recognise that Mount i atten's experience in high-level admini- 
stration is something which they have not yet acquired. 

After Mountbatten had had two or three hours to acquaint himself 
fully of the scale of the crisis, he proposed that an Emergency Committee 
should be set up. This was at once agreed to by Nehru and Patel, and at 
their insistence Mountbatten acce ted the chairmanship. Nothing less 
will meet the case, for we are in f! act confronted with the deadly perils 
of war emergency without having available the normal instruments or 
priorities of war to counteract it. With the spread of communal fears 
and frenzies which we are witnessing in the Punjab, the scale of the 
kihigs and the movement of refugees become even more extensive than 
those caused by the more formal codicts of opposin armies. As with 
nearly all the great migrations of history, the peop P e themselves hold 
sway and create conditions which many can exploit but none can 
command. 

The fact that Delhi itself is in the epicentre of this earthquake auto- 
matically converts a provincial into a national crisis. In this res ect the P Punjab catastrophe is perhaps even more deadly for India than or Paki- 
stan, whose capital, Karachi, is at a safe distance from the disturbances. 
None-the-less Jinnah on his side has already made an urgent broadcast 
appeal to his people to help in restoring peace and in building up the new 
State. Even if the Boundary Award was un ust, incomprehensible 
and even perverse," Moslems had agreed to " a Q ide by it. The new 
nation should we to it that what had been won by the pen was not lost by 
the sword. 

It is easy to forget how far to the north Delhi lies-north even of 
Mount Everest. There are those who argue that it has always been too 
far removed from the hub of Indian life, and that with Partition this 
objection is reinforced; but a voluntary change of capital is one thing, a 
compulsory evacuation by the new Government within a month of 

178 
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attaining Inde endence quite another. And this is undoubtedly the P issue, for near y half a milhon refugees are moving towards the d , 
aheady overcrowded, bringing in their train disorders and didiwm who y 
beyond Defi's administrative resources to control. 

a 
Mountbatten had an exhaustive discussion with his own staff in advance 

of the first meeting of the Emergency Committee of the Cabinet over 
which he was to reside later in the afternoon. We were all asked rn 'f make recommen ations, and we are all to be at the dispod of the 
Committee. Ismay is being recalled from Kashmir. 

My own suggestions to help meet the Press and Public Relations side 
of the problem included roposals to secure the earliest possible publiaty K link-up with Pakistan; t e re-naming and regrading of the Commictce 
to Council of State; the a pointment of a Public Relations sub-corn- f mittee to consist if possib e of a representative from the Ministry of 
Information, the Commander-in-Chief's staff and myself; the Grm 
avoidance of censorship which the Government may be tempted to 
impose, and finally the importance of playing down Mountbatten's role 
as chairman. With this last concept Mountbatten whole-hearredly 
concurred, as also with my views on the dangers of censorship. The 
Counal of State concept was not seriously discussed and, owing to the 
tem o of the day's events, call be said to have been still-born. The 
Pub Pi c Relations sub-committee was no sooner mentioned than it was 
approved, and I was commissioned to promote it at once with the 
Ministry of Information and the Commander-in-Chief. 

~ouhtbatten's reaction to the crisis was to set in motion procedure 
already tried and proved both at C.O.H.Q. and in S.E.A.C. He said Ls 
objective was to convert the Emergency C o m m i ~  into a daily staff 
meeting at which spokesmen from every department of the " command " 
(in this instance Government Departments) could raise and answer 
questions. Out of these meetings priorities as between departments 
would be established. Once again Mountbatten showed himself a hrm 
believer in the " sovereignty of discussion ". Only by this means does he 
consider that the snags can quickly be uncovered and the solutions found. 

He also resolved to resume h s  old war and map-room rocedure to 
rovide the Cabinet and himself with the maximum fact J. information gy visual aid both with regard to the number of disturbances and the 

movement of refugees. To this end he has decided to call in Pete Rees, 
whose Boundary Force Command closed down last week, to become 
head of a small Military Emergency Staff operating inside Government 
House. Pamela, who, with her medical and welfare work * and her 
Presidency of the Caravan club (an Indian youth movement), has already 
done her full share to keep the ~ o u n t b a m n  flag flying, is to be his 
personal assistant. 

* She worked regularly at an improvised fiee dis ensary which has been h a i o n -  
ing in tents where poor people from the towns ancl'vi~a~es round Delhi who c o l d  
not afford proper medical treatment or were unable to go into hospitals could 
receive full medical service. During eight months, without the regular or fd- 
time service of any one doctor, the dispensary treated over five thousand cases, 
which was more than those handled in the out-patient departments of the Delhi 
hospitals. 
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The first Emergency Committee met 111 the Council Chamber of 
Government House at five o'clock, and sat for over two hours. Nchru 
opened the proceedings by turning to Mountbatten and saying, " I will 
only take your advice on one condition-that you will take the chair ". 
And Mountbatten accepted under another condtion : that the fact is 
to be ublished. Complete secrecy will be M~cul t ,  but, as I stressed at 
an ear E 'er Staff Meeting, there could be no keener advocate of Press a d  
Radio silence on this assignment than myself, and I am determined to do 
all in my power to maintain it. 

It has been agreed that the Committee should consist only of essential 
Cabinet Ministers and other vital people, such as the Commander-in- 
Chief, the Supreme Commander's representative, the Chief Commis- 
sioner of Delhi, the Chief of Police, the Director-General of Civil Avia- 
tion, Medical and Railway representatives. Everyone else is to be 
co-opted as required. The Ministers who are to oin Nehru and Patel 
as permanent members are Baldev Singh (Defence , Matthai (Railways) 

of us were there for this initial meeting. 
and Neogy (in the newly created post of Refugees). Altogether fifteen 

The general mood at the outset was of dazed bewilderment and 
aimlessness before the unknown. Nehru, for whom all the horrors of the 
first month of Independence seemed to come as the crucifixion of his 
life-work, looked inexpressibly sad and resigned. Pate1 was clearly 
disturbed with deep anger and frustration. But for Mountbatten, 
wei hed down by none of these inner misgivings, the occasion called 
fort! all his owers of objective and dynamic decision, and he at once 
radiated congdence and a sense of purpose where none had existed before. 

As soon as the actual constitution of the Committee had been decided 
we were promptly plunged into a number of " most immediate " items. 
The Ministry of Refugees had still to be set up. The Committee wanted 
to know by the next morning the name of the person ap ointed to 
be secretary to the Ministry. It then proceeded to tackle the if iacult but 
urgent ~roblem of accommodating this wholly new Department. Ismay 
was given the task of acting in a liaison capacity between the Emergency 
Committee and the Pakistan Government. 

In the general zeal to get oing, our newly fledged Public Relations 
Committee has been directe d to " attempt to improve the standard of 
reporting of the Delhi newspapers on the communal situation, and to 
report " ! On this occadon I think the result will be limited to our 
4 6 reporting ", but it made everyone feel good, and that is the crux of the 
matter. 

There was an exhaustive discussion on the impositi-on of martial law. 
Mountbatten considers there is a strong case for it in the Punjab, but only 
if all four Governments concerned are ready to back it. As this seemed 
on the whole unlikely, the Committee called for urgent examination of 
ways and means to stiffen existing acts in force in the East punjab. 
Altogether some twelve items were cleared, from the setting up of .a 
relief committee under Lady Mountbatten to the control of R.A.F. 
transport and the dropping of leaflets, from the freezing of assets to the 
disposal of jeeps. Everyone left the session somewhat breathless. 
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TO-morrow Trivedi, the East Punjab Governor, with hL Prime 
Minister, Gopi Chand Bhargava, and Home Minister, Swum Singh, are 
to attend the Committee. 

I I From Calcutta comes news of Gandhi's miracle ". His initid 

P nrtnerslip with Suhrawardy did not achieve all that he had hoped; 
stabbings and acts of violence continued. So on Monday 

he began a fast to end only if sanity returned to the city. On Thursday 
he was able to call it off after leaders of the various communities had 
given guarantees that the masses had already responded to the Mahatma's 
appeal through soul resistance for a change of heart. 

After one of his Prayer Meetings, Hindus and Moslems b their 
thousands mingled and embraced in the Maidan. Hardenel Press 
correspondents yeport that they have seen nothing comparable with this 
demonstration of mass influence. Mountbatten's estimate is that he has 
achieved by moral persuasion what four Divisions would have been 
hard pressed to have accomplished by force. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Sunday, 7th September, 1947 
Our meeting began at eleven, but Trivedi and the East Punjab Ministers 

failed to arrive on time. Mountbatten started off by reporting that the 
situation in Delhi had worsened very considerably durin the previous 
twenty-four hours. There had been a large number o B incidents, in- 
cluding the stabbing of employees on the Government House estate, and 
far too many refugees were coming through before there was any 
oreanisation to receive them. 
U 

He turned at  once to the question of banning the carrying of all 
weapons, which of course raised in its turn the problem of the kirpans 
or swords worn by the Sikhs. Pate1 felt that any suggestion of banning 
kirpans would raise great dificulties, as they had been reco nised by the 
Government as religious weapons for man years. Mount atten argued E % 
that the unqualified right of Sikhs to carry irpans at this time stood in the 
way of precautions for law and order taken by every city in the world, 
but he agreed that the basic question was, which decision would lead to 
fewer peo le being killed-the banning of the kirpan or the safeguarding 
of Sikh re H gious f eehg  ? 

" If we go down in Delhi ", Mountbatten warned, " we are finished." 
Ismay suggested reinforcing the police with a cadre of s eaal constables. 
Pate1 was doubtful, but Nehru in favour. Trivedi fin d y arrived at ten 
to one, starting off with an impassioned speech which was clearly based on 
the mistaken that the Emergency Committee was nothing 
other than a uisition on himself and his Government. In 
answer to inquiry about the East Punjab's capacit ;, preserve law and order, and suggestion that h s  was the problem o top 
priority, Trivedi replied that the most urgent issue confronting him was 
the evacuation of refugees. 
In view of the late arrival of the East Punjab contingent, it was decided 

to meet again later in the day, and we resumed at 6 g m .  It was a rather 
better meeting this time. Nehru and Patel stood m about the Sikhs, 
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and there is to be a ban on d weapons. " I will not tolerate Delhi 
becoming another Lahore ", Pate1 declared, m d  Nehru added, " 1 
certain in my mind kirpans may have to be taken away. eeps also are 
to be sto ped from ying the streets-Nehru speaking o them as " a P K! source o much misc ef ". 

" I 
The reports coming in which show the Delhi situation to be rapidly 

deterioratin call for coolness and strength. There has been a massacre 
at willing d on airfield, and the Sikhs have delivered threats to the 
Australian High Commissioner and to the United States Ambassador. 
Mountbatten warned the meeting that the whole re utation of India 
is involved in providing complete physical security or its diplomatic 
representatives. 

P 
As token of his resolve to back his words with action, Mountbatten 

has put his Body Guard at the disposal of the Garrison Commander. 
Normally the Delhi Garrison is of brigade strength. But it has been 
~ushed out battalion b battalion into the riot-torn Gurgaon district to 
try to keep the troub T e out of the city itselc When, therefore, Q 
trouble came in, there was simply no Garrison available. The Body 
Guard is certainly a corps d'dlite, and in order to proclaim the perfect 
non-communal discipline, they have been patrolling the streets in sections 
of armoured cars, each consisting of one manned by Punjabi Mussulmans 
and one by Sikhs operating in concert. 

GOVERNMENT H O U S E ,  N E W  DBLHI, Monday, 8th September, 1947 
Less than forty-eight hours after our return Mountbatten's " Map 

Room " is in action. Situated in the ante-room next to the Council 
Chamber, it is designed to provide members of the Emergency Com- 
mittee before their monling meetings with intelligence appreciations- 
sup orted by visual aids--of the disturbancesand refugee movements on 
botR sides of the Punjab Boundary. Much midnight oil has been burned 
to get the maps and flags in the correct position in time for this morning's 
meeting. There was a somewhat inauspicious start to the roceedings, 
as the unfortunate Lieutenant-Colonel detailed to give t K e situation 
report to the assembled notables fainted while doing so-undoubtedly 
from overwork. 

My afternoon was given over to the first meeting of the United Council 
for Relief and Welfare-a title arrived at, incidentally, only after pro- 
longed discussion-which is designed to co-ordinate the growin volume 
of voluntary relief. Lady Mountbatten was in the chair, a n t  handled 
this body of volunteers and individualists with a perfect blend of chum 
and strength. They emerged from the session a potential team with a 
central purpose. No fewer than fifteen different organisations were 
represented at Government House to-day, and it is safe to say that only a 
dire emergency, together with Lady Mountbatten's administrative and 
diplomatic skill, would have brought them under one roof to pool their 
experience and effort. 

Peter Howes tells me, incidentally, that among the many emergency 
duties f&g on Mountbatten's British and Indian A.D.C.'s, attendance 
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on Lady Mountbatten is hardly the most popular. For in the c o w  of 
her tours of hospitals it usually involves assisting her to bring in to the 
local infirmaries any bodies they may see in the streets. She is not 
deterred from carrying out these errands of mercy, even when passing 
through areas where snipin 

~n the evening I had a the Nawab of Chhatari, the 
~ i u r n ' s  Prime Minister. to be loyal to His Exalted 
Highness, he is finding it hard to interpret the diverse insauctionc he 
receives. Clearly his eriod of office and influence has not long to run. R He and Monckton, w o are both staying at Government H o w ,  had a 

in Delhi Hyderabad appears a less 
Mountbatten thLJr that thls may be the 

to promote the verbal variant to accession. 
Nizam, in token of his desire to retain 

Monckton's services, issued a week ago a strongly worded rman or 
o6dal statement) condemning the attacks made on the mem -6 ers of L 
delegation as damaging the interests of the State. This he followed up 
with letters to Mountbatten confirming his confidence in Monckton and 
repudiating in picturesque terms the activities of the Ittehad, and in 
 articular of its fanatic4  resident. Kasim Razvi. 

But wMe the ~izam'himself may be moving haltingly towards an 
accommodation, Congress intehgence (which is remarkably well in- 
formed on States' affairs) has been picking up dis uieting data about the 
efforts of the Nizam's Government to place or 1 ers for armaments in 
Czechoslovakia and in eneral to buila up its separate sovereignty. 
Chhatari, however, is we l aware that any such course would be disastrous 
for Hvderabad and India alike. and the mood of to-dav's meetine was 
one df genuine desire on bo& sides to break through the deaaock. 
It has been conceded that the rindpals in the negotiations may not be able 
to agree on a formula at the f rst attempt, and on this understanding it was 
decided that Monckton and Chhaiari should return to Hyderabad in a 
fresh effort to narrow the ga 

Just before turning in I loo f ed out from my bedroom window towards 
the old city. I could see several big fires raging, and half expected to 
hear the wail of air-raid sirens and the drone of aircraft, or at least the 
shouting of mobs, but whatever horrors and sufferings were being endured 
at that moment. no sound of them reached out to me to break the s u l ~  
and sinister sileAce of the ni ht. In ursuit of " feature epics " there k 
a British Press re ort of ha!£' a &on people fighting in the blazing 
streets of Delhi, 1 ut this is manifestly gross exaggeration, and gives a 
wholly misleading picture of the furtive hit-and-run character of x, 
much of this arson and murder. I want to try to see for myself what is 
really happening. 

GOVERNMENT HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Tuesday, 9th September, 1947 
Today Mountbatten has seen Gandhi, who has just arrived in Delhi 

from his " miracles " in Calcutta, about which he is charncteristically 
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shy aid self-deprecating. He confessed to Mountbatten that he lud 
changed his mind about Government House, whch hitherto he had 
denounced as the symbol of alien and false power. Now he was !lad to 
find that it had been kept " a secure island in a sea of insecurity ' . He 
was convinced that the emer ency staff and the Committee working 

the Central Government. 
t: and deliberating far removed rom public clamour may well have saved 

This morning's Emergency Committee meeting had before it re orb 
of a serious situation developing in Peshawar and other parts o F the 
North-west Frontier Province, now in Pakistan. The immediate 
ministerial reaction is to believe the worst. There are moments when 
one feels that these two new nations are obsessed with some overwhelming 
death-wish and that there is no real awareness that to pursue the com- 
munal feud to its end must mean self-slaughter. 

After dinner I repaired to the private cinema in Government House- 
almost the only source of relaxation left to Mountbatten now-and saw 
oan Fontaine miscast in a lurid melodrama called Ivy. Release for h er and the audience comes when she falls down a lift-shaft. Martin 

Gilliat invited me afterwards to get some fresh air and join him on his 
routine tour of inspection of the Delhi hospitals. The Governor- 
General's Body Guard-now reinforced, to the benefit of everyone's 
morale, by the 316th Gurkhas-has been detded, at Lady Mountbatten's 
urgent re uest, to add to its tour of duty hospital protection. Perhaps 
the most i! orrifying feature of the current communal insanity is the lust 
of the strong to seek out the weak for massacre. Hospitals and refugee 
trains are thus the special targets of these crazed assassins. 

Our particular mission was to see about the sentry-guard arrangements 
at the Victoria Zenana Hospital in Old Delhi. We were in a Government 
House hired car, a rather shabby Buick Eight. The crowns attached 
to the back and front bumpers were the only-and as it ha pened far d from adequate-means of identifying its special status. A Si chauffeur 
drove us. Beside him on his right was Inspector Elder, ~ountbatten's 
personal security officer. After being reassured by the nurse in charge at 
the Victoria Zenana that there had been no incidents during the day, 
and that the presence of the Gurkhas would do much to restore the 
confidence of the patients during the night, we decided to make a detour 
on our journey home and take a look at the Pahargunj area, one of the 
worst trouble-spots. 

All was as quiet u the grave, the streets utter1 deserted. We had 
reached the reverse slope of the large over-bri e near New  elh hi 
station, and were cruising at about thirty miles an % our alon the wide B roadway, when, without any apparent warning and at point-b ank range, 
we were fired upon. There was some shouting, then more bursts off e- 
With a lively instinct for survival, Martin and I found ourselves crouching 
for cover on the floor, but not before Martin had been h t .  ~ l o o d  was 
pouring from behind his right ear. MY immediate reaction was that he 
was very severely wounded. I heard Elder roar out in vain, " Stop 
shooting ! " 

The car slewed round, and in a matter of split seconds I was conscious of 
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the bigger danger of our piling up against the bridge and no doubt 
dropping over it. The next thing I knew was that the car had been 
straightened and was being brought to a sto . It was then that I becune 
awue that thls feat had been acheved by gder,  and that the Sikh driver, 
sitting very s d  at the wheel, was stone dead, kdled by a volley which 
must have passed through my own head if my reflex actions had been a 
fraction slower. 

~n such an emergency one's senses are stimulated to give one h o s t  r 
double vision of time and space. Everything seemed to happen at once 
and yet separate1 , now and for ever. Confhcting emotions crowded 
in on me. If I J elt elation at my providential escape, this was largely 
offset by obsession with the driver's silent and m~omp1aini.n~ death. 
I was deeply anxious for Martin, whom I thou ht to be a dying man, 
and felt no small concern for all of us, in case k e picket turned on us 
again as we pulled ourselves out of o& punctured a id  derelict car. But 
there was no sign of them or, indeed, of anyone. It was certainly an 
incongruous ex erience to h d  oneself in bow tie and white dinner- 
jacket deposite B in the heart of Delhi's riot area at one o'clock in the 
morning and wholly stranded. 

While we were trying to take stock of our position, an army lorry 
from the direction of the New Delhi station came out of the night towards 
us. Before we knew where we were we found it contained another 
picket, whose response to our signals was to come to the ready and 
train their rifles on us. It took all Elder's persuasive powers in the 
appropriate language to stop them shooting us &st and finain out about 
us afterwards. Eventually, after much argument, they agree ! to take us 
back to Government House by way of the Willingdon Hospital. There 
we .handed over Martin, b now very weak from loss of blood, to Y Andy Taylor, Mountbatten s surgeon, by lucky chance on duty at the 
time. 

After the good news that his head-wounds were only superficial, 1 
reached Government House in need of a double whisky, and somewhat 
doubtful in my mind whether Mountbatten would deem the journey 
really necessary. I had asked no one's authority to o, and in retrospect 
it seemed arguable that I was talcin an unwarranted risk not simply for 
myself but-as a member of his sta f -for the Governor-General as well, 
in going at all. When I saw him in his bedroom at about two in the 
morning and was able to report favourably on Martin's condition, he 
gave no sign of " divine wrath ", but congratulated me on my escape 
in a way which made me feel that I had scored some marks for showing 
some enterprise. 

I told him my bomb story-my closest escape until to-night's-when a 
five-hundred-pounder dropped on the pavement just outside our groudd- 
floor flat in Westminster; the point of the story being that the bomb 
dropped just before I a.m. on the night of September 9th' 1940. Mount- 
batten set the seal on this evening's adventure with his comment, 
1 6  

Remind me to keep away from you on the night of 9th Sepumber, 
1954." 
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G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI ,  Thursday, 11th September, 1947 
V. P. told me before the Emergency Committee meeting that the 

Delhi situation was undoubtedly improving and that the Sikh were 
amwerin Patel's appeal. But at the meeting itself I got the impression 
that Pate P was changmg his mind on the kirpan issue. There was quite a 
brisk exchange between the two strong men of the Government. 
" Murder ", said Nehru, " is not to be justified in the name of religion." 
"  his is not fair," Pate1 retorted. " There is no question of doing so, 
but the Government must respect all religions." 

A Delhi Emergency Committee has now been set up to deal specifically 
with the crisis in the ca ital and to leave the Cabinet Emergency Com- 
mittee, from which it S erives its authority, free to deal with the wider 
problems. One of the most dynamic members of the Cabinet, C. H. 
Bhabha, the Commerce Minister, is to be chairman, and H. M. Patel, 
the Cabinet Secretary, has been seconded to him. It will substantially 
take over the Municipal Administration, and meet on the same day-to- 
day basis as the body, which was in danger of becoming list in 
a iunele of local detail. 

J 0 

In order to bring the emergency home to us, Lady Mountbatten has 
very justly imposed austerity on Government House kitchens. At a 
dinner-party for our distinguished visitors, Lord Listowel * and Sir 
Gilbert Laithwaite, Their Excellencies and guests, with custom cere- "lr monial. were regaled with a three-course repast consistintz o some 
cabbag=-water masquerading as soup, one pie& of spam anJ potato, a 
biscuit and a small portion of cheese. Listowel was impressed, but not 
quite as it was erLaps intended he should be, for he Hked one of us 
afterwards whet 1 er this dinner had been specially laid on for his benefit! 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Friday, 12th September, 1947 

I had an interesting talk with Listowel over breakfast, and was able 
to explain fully to him the dacu l t  Press situation that has developed here. 
Many factors are involved, ersonal and political. There is a sense of 

rievance as between the In B ian Government and the Foreign Press, thc 
former persuading themselves that the Foreign correspondents are as a 
body opposed to the new rigime and alwa s on the alert to exploit its 
diffculties, and the latter resentful at what t g ey regard as the threat, and 
in some instances of the actual substance, of censorship. They are 
working in very difficult conditions, and, they allege, getting predou~ 
little oficial help. 

Our Public Relations Committee consists, in addition to myself, of 
B. L. Sharma, a level-headed and technically accomplished Deputy 
Principal Information Offcer, serving as the Ministry's own nominee, 
and Unni Nayar, The Statesman's Delhi correspondent, generously 
released by Ian Stephens, the Editor, to become the commander-in- 

* The Earl of Listowel succeeded Lord Pethick-Lawrence as the last Secretary of 
State for India in April, and Sir Gilbert Laithwaite was then his Departmental chief. 
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chief's representative as a Lieutenant-colonel, and to don once again his 
beret and wings. He is a forthright, attractive penonality 

with a frne record as a war-time Public Relations Ogcer. 
The three of us have been working very happily together serving in a 

role to the Ministry of information at the Emergency Com- 
mttec and to the Press at Map Room conferences, where, to begin 
with, Pete Rees himself acted as the " military spokesmm ". Un- 
fortunately, in his first attempt he strayed from the script and ventured on 
to the uicksands of personal opinion on a point of commuazl contro- 
versy, %uly incensing the assembled Indian correspondents, some of 
whom are in a high1 emotional condition. In the circumstances Rees 
agreed with Mount g atten that both on psychological and technid 
grounds it would be wiser to let Unni Nayar do the takin a the 
conferences, while he himself and his s d  vet the accuracy of t% e many 
unreliable reports corning in to us. The quality of much of the Intelli- 
gence information is very low, and considerable discretion and checking 
are needed before putting it out under o6cial authority. 

This morning's Emergency Committee was a bad meeting, one 
Minister defeatin its piupose by raising a whole series of low-level 
de artmental pro % lems, and another at his Ministry's 
lac[ of ofice accommodation. It has, 
for instance, taken all day to get a 
which Moslem evacuees in their 
ghetto. From the 
is clearly very rave. 
been inoculate!, but there 
without loud-speakers it is 
fusion or create confidence 

This evening at six o'clock Nehru Corps in 
the Map Room. This was his first 
the crisis. He spoke with telling rim lidty and frankness, and made no 
attempt to score debating points or Kide behind apologies. Wit11 the 
scholar's eye, he related the immediate incidents of the tragedy to the 
deeper trends. 

" histo? 
of India ", he said, " has been one of 

assimilation and synthesis o f t  e various elements that have come in. . . . 
It is perhaps because we tried to go against the trend of the country's 
history that we are faced with this. . . . It is for our common good 
that the situation must be controlled as soon as possible. Otherwise 
tremendous injury will be done to both Dominions. This is why we 
have had meetings at Ambala, Lahore, etc. Of course it is easier to come 
to conclusions at the conference table than to put them into effect, but 
s d  it is extremely helpful that we have a more or less common policy." 

The assembled Diplomats afterwards expressed their appreciation of his 
ob'ective and moderate approach. Hitherto they have been without 
I! re able guidance, and this should do much to restore their confidence in 

the rCgime. Sir Terence Shone, the United Kingdom High C o r n 6  
sioner, gave me the name of the &a British casualty in the troubles-a 
bank manager who had been shot. I remarked that the correspondents, 
Foreign and Indian, did not yet seem to have woken up to the new 
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order or to have realised that the High Commissioner and his staff are 
now the rimary source for all information about the British in India. 

After t YI e Diplomatic Corps had left I was called in for a ralk with 
Nehru and Mountbatten on the subject of an alleged statement by Tan 
Singh which was being given currency in Pakistan. He is described a 
using words to the effect that " Ths is war ". General- ThimaWa, 
Area Commander, is to make a report on what really happened. Nehru 
is not unduly disturbed, but Mountbatten stressed the peril of 
idammatory phrases or reports of phrases in the present crisis pass 
unchecked. 

Nehru then said he roposed to ive another Map Room talk, this time 
to the Press, and aske B me for gui f ance on the points I thought he should 
make. I said that he should stress the scale of the administrative burden 
carried by both the central and East Punjab Governments; and that in 

on the Press the need to look at the roblem in perspective he 
shod himself help them to do so by provi ing as much authoritative 
data as possible. 

J' 
While we were talking, a tele hone call came through from Liaquat 

asking him to come to Lahore P or a meeting on the convoy problem. 
It is assuming serious proportions in view of uncertainty about the Sikh 
attitude to a very large Moslem convoy passing through Amritsar. Nehru 
at first was unwilling to go to Lahore, saying he could see no use in 
the visit, but Mountbatten pleaded with him +at it was vital for re ular 
contact between the two Prime Ministers to be maintained, and dec !f ared 
that the whole reputation of the Government was at stake on the successful 
clearance of this major refugee convoy. Nehru, convinced by the force 
of Mountbatten's argument, finally agreed to go, and, on my suggestion, 
to say so at the Press conference. It was also agreed that Unni Nayar 
should go up with him to handle any ~ u b l i c i t ~  problems that may arise 
there. 

Nehru went out of his way to assure me that I was doing good work 
here in Delhi, and these kind words, together with his request for 
guidance almost as a matter of routine, were gratifying signs of his 
confidence at a crucial moment, for it has been a week of heavv strain 
and hazard for us all. While it-is still too soon to assess the f d  &ale of 
the crisis confronting us on our return from Simla, my own belief is that 
Mountbatten's presence and example may well have saved both the 
capital and the Government from complete disintegration. 

Already, at the end of the first week of its existence, the Emergency 
Committee has launched a formidable administrative counter-offensive 
against the prevailing chaos. It has requisitioned civilian transport, 
dispatched to Provinces and States ready to receive them tens of thousands 
of non-Moslem refugees who had come to Delhi, arranged for special 
trains'for Moslems to go to Pakistan, provided guards, called for volunteer 
constables, arran ed for the saving and harvesting of crops from deserted d lands, given or ers for the searching of assengers for arms on trains 
and for the stiffening of punishments for elinquent military and police 
guards of trains. 

1 
It has cancelled public holidays, including Sundays, helped to keep 



ping two newspapers as well as AU India Radio, arranged for Govern- 
ment servants to be brought to their work and for the telephone system 
to be maintained, rovided guards for hospitals, arranged for the collect- P ing and burying o corpses found in the streets, for the movemelit of food, 
for the broadcasdng of dilily 06dd bulletins to the Provinces and for 
l?rge-sule cholera injections. This is but a random selection showing 
he variety and scale of its actions. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI, Saturday, 13th Sepkmber, 1947 
~ehru ' s  Press conference was faLly successful, but he spoke a Little too 

long and was not uite so convincing as to the Diplomats 
He included most o ? the points I was anxious for him to make, rWday. ut he did 
not punch them home quite hard enough, and gave the impression 
of being-as indeed he is-a very tired man. 

None-the-less to see Nehru at close range during this ordeal is an 
experience. He vindicates one's faith in the humanist and the 

civilise intellect. Almost alone in the turmoil of communalism, with L"pirind 
all its variations, from individual intrigue to mass madness, he speaks 
with the voice of reason and charity. 

The negotiations for the transfer of power between March and August 
did not seem to me to evoke his full powers. A certain moodiness and 
outbursts of exasperation were the visible signs of overstrain; but now 
somehow he has renewed himself, and in this deeper crisis he is shown 
at his f d  stature-passionate and courageous, yet objective and serene : 
one of the enlightened elect of our time. 

A feature of the Emer ency Committee set-up, which has greatly 
impressed all the Indians, f as been the work of the Governor-General s 
Conference Secretariat. Vernon makes long-hand notes on each item 
and records the decision of the Committee in each case, as summarised 
by Mountbatten. He then dictates the minutes and decisions in lucid and 
unequivocal language to a relay of three stenographers who type their 
portion straight on to stencils. Copies reach all concerned by a team of 
Despatch Riders within a couple of hours of the end of each meeting. 
At the following morning's meedng those concerned have to report 
progress publicly on each item in turn. The result is that the Govern- 
ment of India is now working at racing-car speed instead of at the pace of 
the proverbial Indian bullock a r t .  
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S H A D O W  O F  J U N A G A D H  

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, S~fldfly, 14th September, 1947 

M OUNTBATTEN HELD A Staff Meeting which was largely hken up 
with the discussion of the Purana Qila situation. Pate1 is agpu- 
ently on the verge of deciding to send in a battalion in or er to 

round up Moslem arms. Mountbatten argues that any such action 
would be disastrous and the surest way to provoke a massacre, and he is 
at a loss to understand how any sucli order could be seriously considered. 

At the ten o'clock meeting of the Emergency Council Pate1 mentioned 
prolonged gunfire from some Delhi houses and pressed for action to 
clear up resistance pockets. General Lockhart, since 15th August the 
Commander-in-Chief, said that he could clear up die whole of Delhi in 
three days if he could concentrate troops on this articular job. 

I had a good talk with Mountbatten, and found Ki m in his usual buoyant 
mood. He has been seeing British troops awaiting repatriation, who 
told him they hate to sit around and watch all this misery, powerless to do 
anythin about it. So he suggested that N.C.O.'s and Inen should offer 
their he f p to organise the camps.* He adds that he hopes to hase him- 
self out of the Emergency Committee in about three weeks, Es t  having 
the meetings every other day, and then handin over the chairmanship 
to Nehru. He confessed that he is now thankf uf that he took everyone s 
advice, and did not leave India on 15th August. 

Ismay is back from Karachi. I saw him ust before he went in to 
re ort to Mountbatten on his visit. He to1 me it was lucky he went R 6' 
w er? he did. He found Jinnah claiming to have lost all faith in the 
Government of India and on the point of breaking off diplomatic relations 
with it. Of the forty-eight hours Ismay was there he was closeted with 
Jinnah for no less than eleveti. He was, incidentally, the first guest at 
Government House since the 15th August. He feels that he must have 
won the confidence of Jinnah, who called him to his face " a 
fellow ", and issued him a cordial invitation to come and see him when- 
ever he wanted to. 

Apparently Jinnah was full of wrath against Congress, saying that he 
could never understand these men's hatreds and was now beginnin to 
feel that there was no alternative but to fight it out. Ismay sai! he 
grappled with him, asserting that he was not given to overstatement but 
was ready to stake his life that the Government of India were determined 
to put down the troubles to the best of their ability. The were sincere 
men, and at the full stretch in their efforts. Ismay d s  that he has 
caused Jinnah to pause on the brink of precipitate action, but that his 
visit was only just in time. 

* Their help proved invaluable and enhanced British prestige all round. 
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broke over Delhi to cause a temporvy 
but to add to the miseries of the over- 

the sky. 
lightning on a tremendous scale rent 

C O V B R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DBLHI, Monday, 15th September, 1947 
~t this momin 's St& Meeting there was a round-up on the eneral t: situation arising rom Ismay's Karachi visit. Mountbatten's an $si.s is 

that the Moslems and.Hindus are at least under the control o their 
ns ective Governments in approximately equal ratios, but that the 
S' B are uncontrollable and even their leaders afraid of them. V. P.'s 
view was that there was no immediate prospect of harmony between 
paListan and India. Whereupon Mountbatten visualised the worst 
case as war between the two Dominions. If harmony is impossible, at 
least we should try to keep as far away from war as possible. V. P. felt 
that even this hope was dissipated, with Jinnah in his present frame of mind. 

Mountbatten asked about Sikh motives. Was the ob'ective to set up a 
r' Sikh State? V. P. replied no. Politically they had ost out, and had 

not even gained the Jullundur division. Their motive was almost 
entirely reven e. V. P.'s son was operating with three Sikhs who had 
lost their farm&es. Their only objective was two Moslem lives for every 
one of their relatives'. Tara Singh, he felt, was essentially a Lightened 
man. 

The Emergency Cornmittce meeting was a little better than yesterday's, 
but still far too much time was taken up on small miscellaneous items. 
Trivedi and the East Punjab representatives failed to arrive b e o w  of bad 
weather. Nehru reported on l i s  visit to Lahore yesterday, and referred 
to the im ortant decision he and Liaquat had taken to stop the hold-u s 
due to tRe policy of searching refugees for arms before crossing L 
boundary. But no sooner was the meeting over than Liaquat made a 
speech alleging that the Government of India was not carrying out 
arrangements agreed u on, and asserting, " Toda  we in Pakistan are 
surrounded on all sides \ y forces which are out to B estroy us ". 

For the past ten da s we have been completely absorbed in the Punjab 
cataclysm and the sa f vage of Delhi. Now a new crisis is building up 
from a wholly unexpected uarter. It has come to our notice that 
Juna adh, one of the two hun red and eighty Kathiawar States, f d e d  to d 3 
acce e to either Dominion on 15th August, and is now proposing to do 
SO to Pakistan, Jinnah concurrin in the act. It is fair to say that in the 
welter of great events immediate P y before and after the transfer of ower 
Jmagadh was simply overlooked and, as a result, is now bracketei with 
the two major States of Hyderabad and Kashmir as being outside Patel's 
" full bag ". 

Junagadh itself is a veritable ~atchwork quilt. Some three thousand 
three hundred square miles in area, with ei hty-two per cent of its seven 
hundred thousand inhabitants Hindu an ! its Ruler and Government 
Moslem, it is completely surrounded by States which have acccded to 
India. Inside Junagadh are islands of territory from these States, and 
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inside these States islands of Junagadh territory. Her railways, ports 
and telegraphs are an integral part of the Indian system. The Nawab is 
an eccentric of rare vintage whose preoccupation in life seems to be his pet 
dogs, of which he owns eight hundred, each with its own human atten- 
dant. On one occasion he organised a wedding for two of his dogs, 
costing three lakhs of rupees (twenty-one thousand pounds), and a Stah 
holiday was proclaimed in honour of the event. 

HOW has all ths  confusion over Junagadh come about? At Mount- 
batten's meeting with the Princes on 25th July the then Dewan asked 1 
series of questions, none of which gave any sign of an intention to accede 
to Pakistan. Indeed, he went so far as to advise Mountbatten that he 
proposed recorndending to the Ruler to accede to India. The Junagadh 
Government had declared that unagadh would make common cause with J the other Kathiawar States, a of which have acceded to India. On the 
10th August, however, just five days before the transfer of power, there 
was a coup d'ktat. A group of Sindi Moslems took over the Government. 
Shah Nawaz Bhutto became Dewan, and the Nawab a virtual prisoner 
in his own palace. 

It has been freely recognised that the act of accession is the prerogative 
of the Prince. But India's readiness to recognise such acts was 
by a time Limit of 15th August, whch was, of course, the basis o T Mount- med 
batten's urgent appeal to the Princes on 25th Jul . Moreover, arising 
from that speech two other owerful factors have a ways been inherent in E r 
the choice of accession- st, in Mountbatten's own words, certaih 
" geographical compulsions which cannot be evaded ", and secondly, the 
communal majorities of the Ruler's subjects. 

Although Junagadh has a sea-board and a small port, ~eraval, and 
thereby can claim direct access to Karachi, it is clear that any final decision 
by the Prince to accede to Pakistan would automatically be a direct 
challenge to the essential validity of the whole accession policy, with 
disastrous effects both upon the Kathiawar States and upon the ~yderabad 
negotiations, where the Moslem extremists would be greatly encouraged. 
Jinnah has clearly seen the wider possibilities presented by the ~unagadh 
error of omission. No pressure has beell put b the Government of 

! E India on unagadh to accede, but when the like 'hood of accession to 
Pakistan oomed large, two formal approaches were made by   el hi to 
Karachi for some declaration of Pakistan's intentions. No reply has SO 

far been received. 
Mountbatten called me in for meetings he is having with Ismay and 

V. P. on the Junagadh situation. V. P. is full of anxiety, and tried to 
persuade Mountbatten of the desirability of making a military and naval 
demonstration. He has prepared o paper based on the assumption that 
Pakistan is ready to help Junagadh with men and money. 

1 went round to see Ismay at h s  house in the evening, and found him 
perturbed by the somewhat feverish atmosphere induced by Juna adh- 
He considered that the Information Report, assessing ~akistan's &rely 
intervention as a loan of eight crores rupees (some six million pounds) for 
the development of Juna adh's port and a arrison of ~ e n q - f i v e  
thousand troops, could o J y be regarded as cddish in the light of her 
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current resources and commitments. The instructions ven to me have 
been to advise on Likely Press reactions and prepare a dra t commuiquk- 
neither of them easy tasks. 

k' 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, NEW DBLHI, Tuesday, 16th September, 1947 

We are advised that the unagadh Accession has been waled, signed md 
delivered to Karach, but t s is not yet an official certainty. I was present 
at a further meeting wlich Mountbatten had with Ismay and V. P. 
Ismay spoke with great cogency about Jinnah's robable tactics and i strategy over Junagadh. Clearly on its face value t e State is worthless 
to him. It is an impossible military liabili . By no stretch of the r imagination is it his policy to incorporate iso ated pockets of Moslems, 
for there are already some forty million of them outside the Pakistan 
homeland. 

Ismay sees the move essentially as one of traps and teasings on Jinnah's 
part. He hopes b luring India into a militant reaction to secure a verdict 
on legal points an K to create a valuable precedent for any attitude he may 
care to adopt towards the far greater Princely objectives of Kashrnir and 
Hyderabad. For Junagadh is in some respects Hyderabad in miniature- 
a Moslem Prince and oligarchy ruling over a predominantly Hindu State 
in the middle of Indian territory. 

I have prepared the draft communiquC on the Junagadh situation. 
The Indian case on aper is strong enough, but as for possible Press 
reaction, I have felt o g liged to give this warning. " Although the above 
arguments are cogent in themselves, I doubt whether the would out- 
weigh the damaging impression that would be created witK the Foreign 
Press by joining issue to the point of military demonstration at this time. 
Any such action however justified would almost certainly be re arded as 
precipitate and aggressive. The Foreign Press are very mucE on the 
qui vive for warlike policy on the part of the two new Dominions." 
I ur ed that from the Public Relations viewpoint the immediate step 9 rho d be no more than a straightforward non-recognition statement, 
the Government reserving to itself its future freedom of action, but leaving 
open the possibility of full negotiation. 

On the Pun ab sector of Indo-Palustan relations Nehru has re lied 6' R with conlmen able moderation to Liaquat's stormy utterances in La ore. 
The Indian leaders, he declared, had sou ht to avert Partition, but once 
it was decided u on the Government ha d tried to dischar e faithfully all B the obligations from that decision. He spoke o derelictions of 
duty on both e frontier, which he and his colleagues condemned 
and were resolved to eliminate. 

At the Emergency Committee to-day Mountbatten has gained his 
point, and the Committee is now to meet every other day. There was an 
important discussion on the Delhi refugees. Dr. Zakir Hussain, chair- 
man of the Moslem Refugees Committee, gave a dis uieting report on 7 the current situation, urging that the present influx o refugees into the 
camps must somehow be stopped. Disease was breaking out ; there were 

N 
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some fifty thousand alread in the Purana Qila; sixteen thousand had B been moved from the Ri ge to Humayun's Tomb, but ten thouund 
more had promptly turned up there. 

Throughout this long meetin , Maulana Azad, the Moslem elder -B statesman in the Congress, sat SI ent and im assive, as he always does, S looking, with his pointed beard, just like Car inal Richelieu. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  NEW DBLHI,  Wednesday, 17th September, 194, 

Mountbatten had long talks with both Nehru and Pate1 prior to the 
crucial Cabinet meeting this afternoon on Junagadh. He summoned 
his owers of persuasion to head them off ally decision which the world 
cou P d interpret as putting India in the wrong, or any commitment to an 
act of war against what was now Pakistan territory. He reiterated Ismay's 
thesis that the whole manceuvre was almost certainly a tra and part of a 
wider campaign which Jinnah might be expected to P aunch for the 
express purpose of presenting Pakistan to the world as the innocent weak 
State threatened by the ruthless aggressor. He urged them to stand 
by the principle of a referendum both to discover the people's will and to 
disavow any intention of annexing territory. 

Mountbatten had no difficulty in carrying Nehru with him at once, 
but it took rather longer to persuade Patel, whose whole Accession 
policy, as well as his ersond emotions, were more closely affected by 
Junagadh. However K e, too, was duly convinced by Mountbatten s 
arguments, and in particular by the impressions Ismay had formed of 
Jinnah's mood and motives. They both went straight into the Cabinet 
to explain their new point of view and, although they must have taken 
their colleagues by sur rise, I understand they soon gained the day for a 
cautious approach. T E e two decisions of substance taken at the meeting 
were that Indian and local troops of acceding States should be disposed 
round Junagadh but should not occu y it, and that V. P. should visit the 
State to explain to the Nawab anS Dewan the implications of their 
accession to Pakistan. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  NEW DBLHI, Thursday, 18th September, 1947 

I have just seen a most charming and well-deserved letter from the 
famous Sarojini Naidu to Lady Mountbatten. Before the transfer of 
power there had been some speculation as to what osition Mrs. Naidu, 
one of the great Congress personalities, would hol S in the new rigime. 
When the time came she was offered, and accepted, to the surprise of 
many, the Governorship of the United Provinces. The post was quickly 
to become one of tremendous importance, as on the ability of the united 
Province Government to revent the Punjab troubles spreading across 
its own borders largely epended the fate of the whole of norhem 
India. 

B 
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The letter reads as follows :- 
6 a Government H o w ,  

Lucknow. 
10.9.47. 

" To 
Tile ~ovemor-General's Lady 

from a mere Governor. 
~rcctings-I have been watching your work and am filled with deep 

dmiration for your untiring and n d t e l y  fruitful spirit of compassionace 
and effective service. No woman in your place has ever ut herself 
before in touch with the eople. You have not been a100 P and con- 
descending in your well-80ing-you have been gracious and intimate 
and ersonal-the last of the Vicereines is creating her own immortality 
in t R e hearts of suffering India. The Governor-General is provin 
himself indeed a great statesman as well as a great human being wi t% 
imagination, authority and determination. I sent him on the 7th of 
the month a floss-bracelet or RAKSHA-BANDAN which Hind women 
send from huts and alaces equally to men whom they honour and trust 
and rely on as frien S s. The Rajput Queens used to send thew bracelets 
on the full moon night of the s ecial month to Moghul Emperors, etc.- 
one occasion when communal P abels did not count ! 

" I don't know how long I shall be in these provinces, but my one real 
gift has been having full scope and bearing real fruit. My gift of friendli- 
ness. Men and women who have not spoken to each other for years meet 
under my roof every day in a more cordial manner after an initial 
moment of uncertainty. . . . O yes-the lions and the lambs lie down 
very pleasantly together in my green pastures. Each of us can only do 
our best, but as Browning says, ' There shall never be one lost good ' 
What a comforting belief. 

I send you my love and also my benediction. 
Your affectionate friend, 

Sarojini Naidu." 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  NEW DBLHI, Friday, 19th September, 1947 
Lia uat is here as guest of the Government of India. It has been % agree under the new dispensation that distinguished Government guests 

should stay with the Governor-General. 
In the afternoon, B. L. Sharma, Unni Nayar and m self met Colonel I Majid Malik to try to work out ways and means o improving Press 

faahties and liaison in the East and West Punjab. No hint was given to 
us at this meeting that Liaquat had invited a number of Foreign corre- 
spondents to meet him after dinner to-night in his suite at Government 
House. I may say that Lady Mountbatten, somewhat startled b a Z request for drinks for twenty in Liaquatss room after dinner, had as ed 
me whether I had any clue as to the reason. I could throw no light on 
the mystery until a few minutes later-B. L Sharma ran me up in some B agitation for details about Liaquat's " Press conference ' . 
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The Mountbattens were on the point of going into dinner with their 
guests, who included both Nehru and Liaquat. I at once pushed throu h 
an urgent message. " Sharma, who is very worried, advises me that t \ e 
meeting is to be confined to Forei n correspondents. He thinks it g be exploited by the Indian Press, w o will say that the Prime Minister of 
Palustan has made Government House a base for propaganda by inviting 
the Foreign Press and omitting them." I also drew attention to the 
difficulties involved in inviting and selecting representatives of the 
Indian Press at this last moment and in keeping the conference wliolly 
off-the-record. In so far as I considered the situation to be most em- 
barrassing and liable to cause much misunderstanding, I felt the best 
solution would be to invite Liaquat to call his party off on grounds of 

C 

pressure oi work. 
This message brought the Mountbattens and Nehru straight out into 

the adjoinin study, where, with the zest of a schoolbo , Mountbatvn !? said he wou d tackle Liaquat over dinner if, and only i J , Nehru would 
agree to play his part by converting the occasion into a joint off-the- 
record session, in which case he himself was prepared to talce the &air, 
The meeting should be put back half an hour, and I was to gather in a 
limited last-minute list of Indian corresponderrts. Nehru, I think, 
derived almost aesthetic satisfaction from the beauty of this plan.and his 
usually sad expression gave way to a smile and the hint of a wink. At 
all events he found Mountbatten's proposal irresistible, as Liaquat did over 
dinner ! 

The conference itself was a tremendous success, and although no word 
of it could be quoted, it brought fresh hope and faith at a decisive moment 
to correspondents many of whom were seriously beginning to wonder 
whether any will to peace was to be found at any level within the two 
Dominions. 

Mountbatten got the proceedings off to a good start. The two Prime 
Ministers, he said, had come together because there was much common 
ground between them. " That is not to say that either wants to help the 
other Dominion for its own sake, but both know that unless they come 
to grips with the dificulties confronting them there is danger of anarchy 
that will be disastrous to both." 

Nehru stressed that in spite of all the developments of the past few 
months, the main problem was economic. " The other trouble will 
pass, but this we must solve or it will solve or dissolve us." The talk of 
war that was oing around was " completely wild and absurd. If war P should come a 1 our dreams of pros erit would collapse for a generation." P Liaquat was no less explicit. ' I agree that talk of war is absurd," he 

4 4 said; if war should come it would be ruinous to both ~ndia and 
Pakistan; even more, it would mean another world war. None can 
contemplate that with equanimity. Pakistan wants peace for all nations 
but especially with India. We are, after all, two parts of the sub- 
continent. We could never dream of waging war against India." 

Bob Trumbull, of the New York Times, asked Nehru how the imme- 
diate psychological ~roblem was to be solved? " The first thing," 

6 6  . Nehru replied, a to reduce fear, the most enervating of emotions- 
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Once we have done that we can get on with other thngs, and the normal 
factors of life will resume operation." Nehru was asked if he was 
satisfied that he had complete control of his Government for the im le- 
rnentation of his olicy, and if the British were doing all they coul to R S 
help? Were bot the Prime Ministers satisfied that the other Govern- 
ment was doing all in its ower to remedy the situation? g Nehru responded wit a brief dissertation on London School of 
~conornics lines. " I am not satisfied with anything in India, and have 
not been for thirty years. Of course we must ineet the situation in 
every way we can, partly by psychology and partly by force. ~f I may 
draw on my Socialist background, what is h,ppening now is to a large 
extent an upheaval in the lower middle classes-the classes that first 
sup orted ~ i t l e r .  When societ is upset, strange elements come to the P Y sur ace. Sometimes these are ascist or fascist-inclined. These groups 
take advantage of the situation. Undoubtedly there has been a com- 
munal trend in what has hap ened, but the trend now is away from 
killings and towards increasei' looting. There are instances of Sikhs 
looting Sikh shops, Hindus looting Hindu property and Moslems looting 
Moslems. In n sense this is worse, but in another wa it is a hopeful sign. 
It is something we can deal with by persuasion or orce, and that is the 
way we must deal with it." 

tY 
Liaquat showed himself to be in general agreement with this thesis. 

The only qualification he made was in reply to a uestion to them both 
as to how these " brown-shirt " elements were to e combatted and the 

6 6 % initiative taken back from them. I don't agree," Liaquat said, " that 
the young elements in the Moslem League have the initiative. Besides, 
we are taking ste s to restore discipline in the League. That is the P important point.' Asked if the two Dominions would welcome 
foreign capital and teclmical assistance in the task of recovery from this 
disruption, Nehru replied, " Of course we shall welcome foreign capital 
and technical assistance for our development but not foreign vested 
interest ". To which Liaquat added, " Same for us ". 

Everyone went awa feeling that the two Prime Ministers had risen 
above revailing hatre s and shown themselves to be men of constructive t: B 
outloo and compatible temperament. In the last analysis they were 
both moderates who had drunk deep of Western thought, and who 
were more effectively inoculated than some of their colleagues against the 
comrnuilal virus. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Saturday, 20th September, 1947 

A court of in uiry set up to consider the Pahargunj shooting incident 
has taken its evi I ence and reported. Apparently we were fired on by a 
Madrassi picket which had only just arrived from the South of India 
earlier in the day, and was acting on general instructions given to troops 
to infuse more zeal into the enforcement of law and order in Delhi. 
We were the first victims of this mandate, but the court of inquiry, in 
the welter of conficting evidence about warning signals or the lack of 
them, wisely decided that no one was culpably to blame. Examination 
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of the car showed that we had been hit no fewer than six timer from 
range of about twenty ~a rds ,  and suggested that we had been fired on 
from the front, side and rear. 

In the circumstances the esca e of any of us can only be described a \ violation of all the laws of proba ility. Publicity, of course, could not be 
avoided, and we have heard from Peter Scott * in London, who had an 
interview with the Prime Minister, that Mr. Attlee was disturbed by the 
incident, in case it meant that the troubles might now be assuming m 
anti-white character. 

constitutional Governor-Generalship brings no respite, and Mount- 
batten seems fated to have to juggle with three or four crises at once. 
In the midst of all the preoccupations with the Punjab and Junagadh, 
Walter Monckton has just arrived at Government House with the rest 
of the Hyderabad delegation-s okesmen of the Nizam's stran e state- 
craft-for a further meeting wit K Mountbatten. The Ittehad-u 7 -Mush- 
meen-the extremist Moslem organisation in the State, which has been 
playing an increasingly powerfur role in the formation of Hyderabad's 
policy since the transfer of power-got to work again on the Nizam 
while he was in a recalcitrant mood in a further effort to secure Monck- 
ton's removal. Monckton was in Delhi at the time, but after he had 
returned to warn the Council of the enls of a breakdown and of his own 
intention of leaving immediately P or England, the Ittehad at the last 
minute seems to have been somewhat frightened by its own handiwork, 
and to have pleaded with him in forcible terms that if he were to leave 
them now it would be a disaster. Mountbatten is still hopeful that all 
will be well, even though little more than three weeks is left of the two 
months extension. 

At teday's meetin , which V. P. attended, the dele ation stressed the 
im ortance attached y the Nizam to the distinction etween accession B % b 
an association. Accession, they felt, would lead to bloodshed. They 
were also frightened of interference from outside. Both Mountbatten 
and V. P. gave assurances that their fears were without substance, that the 
Indian Government had behaved correctly, and that its resources were at 
the Ruler's disposal if required to deal with disturbances. Mountbatten 
warned that unless agreement could be reached by the 15th October, 
breakdown must be envisaged, which would, he thought, be serious 
enough for India, but even more so for Hyderabad. The delegation has 
de osited some Heads of Agreement which are designed more to keep the 
bag in play than to decide the match. 

Monckton said afterwards that he felt there was no fundamend 
difference of ap roach between Mountbatten and himself. He would E continue to loo for the formula which would allow statutory inde- 
pendence for Hyderabad, and which, while containing no direct reference 
to the word accession ", would incorporate it on a de hcto basis. 
Hyderabad, he added, was in. no to play the role of the fully 
fledged sovereign State. Provide otiations do not break down 
completely, he thinks that the press him to stay on a little 
longer, but his decision to do so or not depends upon whether he can see 

* Assistant Private Seaetary to the Viceroy until 15th August. 
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a reasonable hope of achieving a compromise. If there is such 
prospect he feels he ought to stay, if on1 because peace and order in the r, State may largely depend on his availa ility. But if not, it would bc 
useless for him to remain. Both the Nizam and his Government are 
very volatile statesmen, pursuing a very inconsistent and wavering line of 
policy. 



C H A P T E R  S B V B N T B E N  

M I G R A T I O N  O F  PEOPLES 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Sunday, 21st September, 1947 

T HIS MORNING AT 7.15 a arty of sixteen left Palam airfield by the r: Governor-General's Da ota to make a round tour of some four 
hundred miles over the routes of the great refugee migrations be- 

tween the East and West Punjab. The Government H o i ~ x  parry in- 
cluded the Mountbattens, Ismay, Vernon and myself. The Government 
witnesses were Nehru, Patel, Neogy, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, General 
Lockhart, H. M. Pate1 and Shankar. Pandit Kunzru, the prominent 
Liberal who had just made some long-range criticisms of the Govern- 
ment's refugee policy, was also invited to come and see things for 
himself, but unfortunately he did not arrive on .time, and we had to 
leave without h m .  At all the key points we came down to about two 
hundred feet. 

We flew first in a north-westerly direction towards Feroze ur and 
Kusur, upon which columns of Moslems from Jullundur and LuAana in 
the East, and of non-Moslems from the bottle-neck of the Balloki Head 
bridge across the River Ravi, were converging. We passed first over 
Kallanur, which was supposed to be surrounded by non-Moslems, but 
there was no sign of any such activity, only a few eople on the outskirts 
waving at us, and then on to Hissar, junction o P road and rail, where 
again nothing seemed to be disturbing the peace of this quiet Sunday 
morning. 

Only when we reached Bhatinda, an important railway junction, did 
we come across the first signs of major upheaval. Two trains, crammed 
with their human cargoes, were in the station. We could see the refugees 
clambering on to the tops of the carriages, bursting out of the sides, 
in occupation of the engine and tender itself. On arrival at Ferozepur 
we saw another such refugee train and more rolling-stock. As we 
approached the Ravi we had our first aerial vision of the scale of this 
desperate exodus. We were looking down on one of the greatest 
movements of population in recorded hstor-y, and then only on a small 
segment of it. 

Hindus, Sikhs and Moslems have before now, in response to some 
crisis, gathered u their wordly goods and moved away, but these earlier P treks were usual y limited to one community, and there was always the 
expectation that the wanderers would ultimately come back to their 
home-land. To-day, however, there is this difference : the numbers 
on the move are incomparably greater than ever before, and this time 
there will be no return. 

We struck the first great caravanserai between Ferozepur and ~alloki 
Head, and pursued it far across the Ravi. We flew, in fact, for over 
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fifty miles against this stream of refugees without reaching in source. 
Every now and then the density of bullock-carts and families on foot 
keepirrg to the thin life-he of the road would tail away, only to fill out 
again in close columns without end. 

~t Balloki Head, the actual boundary, the refugees waiting to cross 
the bridge overflowed and took on the appearance of a squatters' town- 
ship. Here they had been brought to a standstill, but the general move- 
ment was very slow, and we could see men on horseback passing up and 
down who seemed to be givin some coherence, if not command, to f the closely packed mass. At t e roadside some families were flanked 
by their cattle, in many cases their only worldly asset, but few, if any, 
would be able to pass their livestock across the bridge. Already the 
flow of human tratfic across it was beyond any conceiGble capaciiy for 
which it had been built. 

As we flew back into India we came down low over the northernmost 
of the Moslem refugee convoys making its slow and ainful way along 
the main ~vallpurI- aho ore road. Their exodus broue R t them across the 
Beas ~iver , '  an2 involved an elaborate detour to saveuthem from passing 
through Amritsar. We estimated that it took us just over a quarter of an 
hour to fly from one end to the other of this particular column at a 
flying speed of about a hundred and eighty miles per hour. This column 
therefore must have been at least forty-five miles lon . 

At the conference on Sunday, Nehru and Liaquat f ad told us how, to 
begin with, they had set their faces against any wholesale transfer of 
o ulations, but how events had rapidly become too large for them and 

RaB dictated the course of their oolicv. 
To-day we saw for ourselves ;ome;hing of the stupendous scale of the 

Punjab u heaval. Even our brief bird's-eye view must have revealed 
nearly ha P f a million refugees on the roads. At one point during our 
fight Sikh and Moslem refugees were moving almost side by side in 
opposite directions. There was no si n of clash. As thou h impelled 

br, some deeper instinct, they pushefforward obsessed on y with the 
o jective beyond the boundary. 

P 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Monday, 22nd September, 1947 
At this morning's Emergency Committee, Cabinet Ministers took a 

rather firmer and more urgent view than hitherto of the need to defend 
refugee trains. In the past few hours reports have come in of no fewer 
than four serious attacks on refugee trains, two on Moslems in Jullundur 
and at the Bear bridge and two on non-Moslems in the Lahore area. 
There was anxious discussion on the measures needed to tackle these 
bestial outrages. 

Durin his visit Liaquat had referred to one train starting off with two 
thousan d passengers, of whom only seven hundred had arrived at the 
other end, and of another com letely lacking in any water supplies for a 
three-day journey. AS in all t R ese train horror stories, there is the usual 
factual confusion and dficulty in securing reliable data. In the mean- 
while rumours fan hatreds. 
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One encouraging factor is that both the Governments of the United 
Provinces and East Punjab are showing strength in their resolve to tackle 
the disorders. Collective fines on villages which are known to be 
involved in these attacks are being imposed and levied within twenty. 
four hours. Should night trains be abandoned? In the effort to provide 
protection for passengers at night, sizeable Arm contin ents were 
involved. During one of the incidents several odcers an!sixry-four 
men had been engaged in a desperate hand-to-hand struggle. 

As the debate continued, Mountbatten raised the wider issues-the 
need for establishing the between the general min-  
tetiance of law and order of refugees. He went 
further, and asked what movement was 
over. More troubles to tackle there 
questions with the 
know now what 
being done not 
Where will the 
dominated by 
of the greatest 
head of the 
They were 

were the most difficult. The longer-term lanning, he felt, was relatively 
easier. What arrangements, he asked, ha 5 been made for gettin in the 
next harvest? Neogy said that many refugees had been attracte % by the 
standing cro s, and were spreading out to gather them. Some fifty 
thousand ha t; already done so. He added that he was drawing up a 
scheme for collective farming. But, Mountbatten warned, there are at 
least two hundred thousand refugees in the convo we saw  esterd day, 
and immediate feeding arrangements will be nee d' ed for them. Pate1 
remarked that there was three months' food in the East punjab, but that 
the distribution of it was the real problem. 

During this prolonged discussion Ismay whispered to me that all this 
really should be thrashed out in Cabinet committee under the Prime 
Minister's chairmanship ; but I must say that I am inclined to think that it 
still needs Mountbatten's presence to provide the sense of urgency and 
establish the correct priorities. 

Ian Morison, who has been actin as The Times Indian correspondent 
during the past momentous mont b s and reporting back his first brief 
experience of this seething sub-continent with outstanding lucidity and 
insight, and Eric Britter, who has now returned from leave, lunched at 
Government House to-day. Chhatari and Monckton were there too. 
Mountbatten gave us a dissertation on the need for anticipating public 
o inion, and quoted the example of his father in 191 I, who was respon- 
si -1 le then for instituting a system of lower-deck promotions which has 
ruled out the need for any major change since that date. He feels that 
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the offer just made by the French Government to French Indo-China is a 
classic exam le of doing the right thing too late. 

Incidental P y I have just been reading Ian's brilliant article on the Punjab 
tragedy in last Friday's Times, which is the most perceptive diagnosis 1 
have so far come across. He felt that war was the wrong word to uw in 
describing an extraordinary phenomenon which had no exact ardel in 
European history and which is not easy to explain to peo le w o do not 

d 4 rl 
h o w  India. In its recent manifestations ", he writes, '% has appeared 
rather as a sort of infectious hysteria or mental derangement. The 
carriers are the refugees. The incubation period is the time it takes a 
large number of refugees to move from one part of the country to another. 
~t requires a suitable climate in the shape of a latent cleavage, usud 
economic, between the two communities. Auxiliary irritants whic b 
accelerate- an outbreak are irresponsible politicians aid ournalists and 
those gan ster elements who profit from anarch . T e outbreak is t i d 
correspon ingly severe if the resistance offered to it y the body politic- 
namely, the normal machinery of maintaining law and order-is reduced 
in strength. The initial symptoms vary, depending upon whether the 
two communities are evenly balanced or one greatly preponderates. 
In the first case each suffers from a psychosis of fear, a terror that it is 
about to be attacked; and in the second case the majority suffers from a 
psychosis of revenge, often both fear and reven e are mixed, and they 
are soon absorbed in wild and undiscriminatory I oaility. . . . 

" What causes this disease, this infectious hysteria? Western Parlia- 
mentary democracy re uires certain basic conditions for its success, none 
of which obtains in in 8 a. ~n all those countries of Asia where po uh- 
dons are not homogeneous and where Parliamentary institutions %ave 
been introduced from outside, divisions have been formed on racial and 
religious lines, not on the lines of programmes and policies, and these 
divisions have been steadilv intensified: . . . 

" One of the symptom; of this disease ", he concludes, " is that each 
side passionately believes the other to be solely responsible. The outside 
observer studying this gigantic and terrible phenomenon wonders 
whether questions of ' res onsibility ' and ' blame ' are not irrelevant. 
Either all arties concerne are responsible, oficials who have sanctioned P B 
communa solutions, and politicians who have made inflammatory 
s eeches equally with illiterate peasants who have speared women a d  
!Id c dren. or else there are certain cataclvsms in human affairs in which 

men do not retain control over their desiinies." 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Tuesday, 23rd beptember, 1947 
TO-day's biggest development has been  inna ah's a peal to the Common- 

wealth to intervene in Pakistan's disputes wit K India. Nehru has 
apparently written a moderate and statesman-like reply. AS with d 
Jinnah's major policy decisions, it would seem to be carefully timed and 
to coincide significantly with reports that have been reaching me from 
Foreign correspondents of an upsurge of anti-British feeling and comment 
in Pakistan. These include newspaper attacks on British otficers on 
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the same lines as in India, assertions that the present troubles ue 
rnainl due to a British-Bmya alliance, and criticism of Mountbatten 
himse I' f, who is alleged to be disgruntled at not havin aclueved the 

8, double  overn nor-Generalshp. It is noted that these t elnes are not 
discouraged in high places, and that the formation of public opinion 
on such matters is in the hands of ve few. I get the impression that 7 with his approach to the Commonwea th, which can only be a source of 

in all the Dominion capitals, Jinnah may well be over- 
playing his hand. India, however, is in danger of doing just the same 
thing over Junagadh. The Jam Sahib of Nawana ar has just indulged in a 

4 6 bellicose Press conference calling for coats off" and " no non-resist- , , ance , etc. 
The Amritsar situation is still very grave. Cholera has broken out, 

and the train attacks continue. Yesterday's decision to cancel all trains 
passing by Ainritsar has been discussed to-day at the hi hest level, and 
Nehru, after consultations with Mountbatten, has con k irmed that the 
decision is still in force. Telephonic communication with Amritsar is 
very difficult, but I succeeded i n  behalf of the Associated Press of India, 
who had been com letely baffled in their attempts to get through, in 
securing from their P ocal correspondent the text of a joint Peace Appeal 
from the two Sikh leaders, Tara Sin!) and Oodham Singh. Without 
Government House priorities, the Appeal " might have been in- 
definitely delayed, but high importance was placed both by Mountbatten 
and Government circles on its rapid publication. The tone of their 
language had, in keeping with their patriarchal appearance, much more 
of an Old than New Testament ring about it. After boldly denouncing 
shameful attacks upon women and children, they added fiercely, " We 
do not desire friendship of the Moslems, and we may never befriend 
them. We may have to fight again, but we shall fight a clean fight. 

..a. * *  
man lulling man:. 

What effect tlis crude appeal will have on their followers it is dirfcult 
for anyone who has not made a close study of Sikh psychology to say. 
Both are undoubtedly big men in the complicated hierarchy of Sikh 
religious politics. The trouble is that the situation, as at other moments 
of supreme crisis in Sikh history, seems to have passed out of control of the 
leaders. Billy Short explained to me how the essence of the teaching of 
Guru Nanak, the 'founder of Sikhism, was " Where five of you are 
gathered together, there am I." The Sikh tradition, accordingly, is one 
of cell formation and spontaneous local leadershi . Here is the source at 
once of Sikh strength and weakness. In the hig K er reaches of command 
the prevailing atmosphere is one of indiscipline and intrigue, and Short 
considers that authority is passing from the older leaders, such as Tars, 
Oodham and Giani Kartar Singh, to a number of younger men, chiefly 
ex-Indian ~ a t i o n a l  Army officers. 

The Sikh leaders are at great pains to describe the Hindus as their 
brothers, but there are not many outward signs of brother1 love, and I Tara Singh has been almost equally vehement in his dissatis action with 
the East as with the West Punjab Government. If Partition has meant 
immense economic sacrifice for the Sikhs, it also entails political con- 
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centration. Lying within easy reach of Delhi, they may comprise after 
the mass migration some fifty per cent of the total population of the 
new East punjab Province. 

~nformed observers see in this situation all the ingredients of a S i b  
nationalist movement, and consider that already the solution which 
has been mooted of creating a new Indian provirlce of Siklustm fails to 
nleasure up to Sikh demands. One complication, however, is the attitude 
and status of the Sikh Princes. Led by the Maharaja of Patiala, they cm 
be expected to co-operate more willin ly with the Government of India, a and are far from enthusiastic about t c aims of the Sikh party leaders. 
They ma well hold the balance of ower in this obscure struggle. 

Billy S L ort has been working wit1 the energy of a beaver to secure a 
~ikh-Moslem truce, and there is to be a meeting at Lahore to-morrow at 

V 

which it is hoped Tara Singh will be present. Ismay is ready to play a 
mediating role should the occasion warrant it. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI, Wednesday, 24th Septeniber, 1947 
At to-day's Emergency Committee there was another general dis- 

cussion of policy on refugee movements. Chetty urged that top priority 
should be given to the clearing of Delhi, and went so far as to say that he 
wanted refugees to be stopped from coming into the city, and all non- 
Delhi refugees-Moslem and non-Moslem-alread in to be encouraged 
to leave. Nehru turned to the need for the rapi d creation of the new 
East Puniab capital city. He was convinced that there were many who 
would want toLgo to-day, a large proportion of them people of subitance. 

Patel, the administrative realist, ar ued that top priorit should be 
given to kee ing the trains going a n t  to the evacuation o the refugee K 2' 
camps, whic he said were " reservoirs of discontent ". Mountbatten 
believed that an even more urgent problem than the resumption of the 
trains was the slowness of the progress of the refugee columns and the 
need to get them moving again. He went on to say that there was still 
far too high a premium on lawlessness. We must reassert the civic sense. 
As far as he knew, there was still no single instance of a trial either for 
murder or arson committed during the present troubles. There was 
also, he felt, the failure of the htherto famous Intelligence system. 
What steps were being taken to remedy this? 

Disquieting reports have been reaching Mountbatten about the 
morale and treatment of British officers. They have had to tackle over- 
whelming disturbances whle lacking the military power or civil sup ort 

d R from either side to suppress them. The feelin has grown that t eir 
effort is entirely unrecognised. They have ha to serve without the 
basic amenities, particularly mail. Mountbatten and Ismay have both 
been pressing Nehru and Jinnah to issue statements saying tributes to 
their work. Jinnah replied frankly that he considere the reference he 
made in his speech at the banquet in Karachi on I 3 th August was sufficient. 

The problem has now become acute as a result of a statement to-day 
made by the influential Liberal leader Pandit Kunzru, who is reported as 
saying that had British officers acted impartially, the situation would 
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probably have been brought under control in the East Punjab. He also 
alleged that a ~r i t i sh  otficer had been responsible for not preventing a 
large number of casualties in the Sheikhupura massacre at the end of 
August. Mountbatten rang Nehru at once about these 
tions, pointing out that the statement as reported was bot rave untrue 
libellous, and that unless it was immediately refuted the osition of 
British oficers in the Indian Army would become unbearab P e. Nehru 
promised to make an early statement. Whereupon Gandhi intervened 
to suggest that perhaps a better wa would be for Kunzru himself to X make a public retraction. Ismay, owever, is not satisfied with this 
solution, which in his view meets the demand of Indian but not of 
British opinion, and he has persuaded Nehru to issue a statement based on 
reliable evidence which categorically denies that the culprit at Sheikhu- 
pura was of British nationality. The whole incident shows that goodwill 
is still a delicate plant, but one which Nehru is always ready to nourish. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI ,  Friday, 26th September, 1947 
The Emergency Committee is slowly phasing out according to Mount- 

batten's plan. It has now been decided that it should meet only twice a 
week, on Tuesdays and Fridays. The Committee has called for registra- 
tion of all refugees in Delhi. Nehru said, " Advice as to how this is to 
be done is not to tell us you cannot do it ". There is still considerable 
tension in Delhi, and Mountbatten stressed the psychological aspect of 
the problem. It seemed that when a Hindu-Moslem brotherhood appeal 
was made, the loud-s aker vans were mobbed. What about seeking the 
advice of a ~ s y c h o  F ogist? " I know the psychology of the Indian 
people ", Ne ru re lied, " and Gnt priority should be given to the 
rounding up of lea 8 ers fomenting trouble." The Chief of the Delhi 
Police observed that they were not the usual goonda ty e, but clerks, 
doctors and officials. The citizens, it seemed, had deci S ed to fight it 
out. Nehru commented, " We know well ahead that orders are 
being issued-who issues them? " And he repeated the query Mount- 
batten made yesterday, is the Intelligence organisation sdcient? The 
population, he said, must wake up to their responsibilities; the police 
alone cannot deal with ths  situation. 

Unwittingly Gandhi seems to have added to the general tension, for 
during his Prayer Meeting this evening he made passing reference to the 
possibility of war with Pakistan in an address otherwise wholly devoted 
to h s  worshlp of God as truth and non-violence, but the phrase in 

6 6 question, If Palustan persistently refuses to see its proved error and 
continues to minimise it the Indian Government would have to go to 
war against it," has touched a raw nerve, and undoubtedly aroused 
intense and almost scared s eculation among the Press, and will almost 
certainly find its way into t K e world's headlines to-morrow. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Saturday, 27th ~e~tember, 1947 
Mountbatten received a letter the other day from a Mr. Karda, pointing 

out the dficulties listeners to the All India Radio were experiencing in 
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hearing the programmes and recordings of Mahatma Galidhi's wordr at 
his Prayer Meetings. This has led Mountbatten, who feels that these 
daily messa es, with the exception of yesterday's, on which he im- 
&atel tac ed Gandlli, are one of the great factors for the creation of B d 

ence and sani , to raise the matter with Gandhi personally, '1; to instruct me to fo ow it u in more detail. The outcome is that I 
have had a revealing and, I t nk, valuable talk with Gandhiji at Birh 
House this afternoon. 

R 
As I came into the room he was busy writing a note, and did not look 

up. When he did so he coughed rather heavil , " See-this is how I 
rect you ! " I had been told during the morning t K at the interview would 

fave to be postponed. But he now explained that the messa e that I 
should not come had been sent without his authority, and that I e had it 
altered, as he was not so ill that he could not talk to me. He said that 
Mountbatten had not actually discussed with him the possibility of hs 
malung a studio broadcast, but had merely handed over the letter from 
Mr. Karda at the end of their last talk, suggesting that I should explain the 
position to him. 

I began by ointing out that the broadcast reception of his Prayer 
Meetings was E y no means satisfactory. The great listening audience 

eage r l~  
awaiting his guidance were not always hearing very much of 

what e said. Often not more than one word in five came through. 
A number of s ecid problems were involved in maintaining the audi-' 
bility of outsi B e broadcasts. There was the extraneous noise of the 
meeting itselt No doubt it was necessary at times for the Mahatma to 
turn his head awav from the micro~hone. I did not add that his voice ~ - 

was very low and his tempo very' fast. I pointed out that although 
wireless was a tremendouslv powerful medium for direct contact with 
the mass as individuals, very'fek of the world's leaders had fully exploited 
it. I considered that it would greatly help in pacif+g public opinion if 
he could be prevailed upon to make a studio broadcast over All India 
Radio. 

Gandhi's initial reaction was against the idea. " To make a set speech 
in n studio would be for me theatzcal. I need to express myself thrAgh a 
living audience, whether it consists of five, or five lakhs." I explained 
that it was not necessary for him to go to a studio, and that the broadcast 
could be made just as well where he was sitting now in the form of a 
dialogue with his friends. He returned to his objection that the speech 
would have to be prepared in advance. This was contrary to h s  method 

what was in his mind. 
set script. within a time limit was tlie normal 
in his case, with his tremendous authority, 

the dee est im ression would be conveyed if he spoke extempore for as 
long asKe likex He said he had often passed All India Radio, which he 
understood was one of the most up to date, even b European standuds, K but he had never been inside. He assumed that I ad in mind only one 
special broadcast. I replied that I had not ~resurned to suggest more, 
but if he could be prevailed upon to speak periodically, I was sure that the 

4 6  impact on opinion would be even greater. I have never really given 
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full collsideration to talking over the wireless," he said. " I would like 
two or three days to onder over the arguments you have put forward. 
There are many hurd P es to jump before I can make up my mind, but I 
think you have jumped over the first of them." 

He then turned to wider themes. He said that what worried him most 
was that the trouble here in Delhi and the Punjab seemed to be deeper. 
He was unwilling to admit that his and Suhrawardy's influence had heen 
decisive in Calcutta, and would not in fact feel confident about his own 
influence unless he achieved a measure of success here. He described 
ill detail how he and Suhrawardy had started on their oint enterprise in 1 Calcutta. ~ u h r a w a r d ~  had shown great courage an endurance. H ~ S  
appearance in Gandh's Ashram was a dramatic departure from the 
comfortable mode of life to which he was accustomed. By pledging 
hmself on behalf of the Moslem minority, he had willingly accepted 
both discomfort and daneer. 

I suggested that the daerence, perhaps, between Calcutta and Delhi 
was that he had been present in Calcutta to grip the crisis a t  the outset, 
whereas he had only arrived here when the troubles were in full flood. 
He said that this was not wholly true. There had already been quite a 
long sequence of disturbances before he and Suhraward~ set to work. 
The fact was that somehow the atmosphere in Calcutta was favourable to 
h s  influence ; but here at present it'was not. He spoke of the angry 
man who had asked him the day before how it was that if he reallv was a 
Mahatma and a miracle-worker he could not ~ u t  matters rieht : "'I dedt 
with him yesterday, as you no doubt saw." ' Gandhiji said' he was pro- 
foundly anxious about the communal situation. Unless checked, the 
climax could only be that no Moslem could regard himself as safe living 
in India and no Sikh or Hindu in Pakistan. 

During the latter part of our talk Rajkumari Amrit Kaur and the 
famous Miraben (Miss Slade) came in, and a young girl throughout took 
a f ~ l l  note of the conversation. Of his Calcutta adventure-one of the 
most dramatic achievements of his Life-he had spoken with real zest. 
Clearly the incongruity of his association with Suhrawardy had appealed 
to his ever-present sense of humour. His eyes sparkled as he described 
the details of their joint bargain. One does not come away with the 
impression of a very old nian in his dotage, or even anecdotage, but of 
one who lives with the intensity of youth and retains the boyish sense of 
fun which tragedy and the passing of time cannot wither. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Sunday, 28th September, 1947 
Throughout my talk with Gandhi yesterday he showed himself to be 

wholly unperturbed by the stir which h s  Prayer-Meeting reference 
to war had produced. Speaking again last night, he was at great pains to 
put the phrase into perspective, as he had promised Mountbatten he 
would. Gandhian dialectic claimed that indication of when a cause for 
war could arise between the two States was designed not to promote 
war but to avoid it as far as ossibk. His final plea was simply, " India 
knows, and the world shoul S know, that every ounce of my energy has 
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been and is being directed to the definite avoidance of fratricide culminat- 
ing in war ". This is undoubtedly the truth, but so great is his iduence 
tllat hs words assume a prophetic and almost mesmeric ower. The 
concept of war is so repugnant to his nature that the use o f t  R e word at all 
by hirn was bound to be give11 special significance by the Press and public. 

Sir ~rchibald Carter, the Permanent Under-Secretar of the Common- 
wealth Relations Ofice, is at Government House on t i e  last la of a big 
 astern tour he has been making. The idea has been mooted t R at Ismay 
should rcturil 1iome with him to give a personal report on developments 
here since the transfer of power. Mouritbatten considers that such a 
visit is urgently needed at this time, if London is to see the critical first 
six weeks of Inde endence in their proper perspective. Moreover, he 
called me in this a P ternoon to sa that lie thought I could once again u s e  
fully supplement Ismay's contri Z ution to edghtenment by giving back- 
ground guidance to my various contacts. Relations between the 
British correspondents in Delhi and the new Government have beell far 
from ha py, and some objective third-party view rniglit well be of help 
to Lon l on editors. Indeed, it has already been necessary for me to 
invoke Mountbatten's help in promoting better understanding. He took 
the chair at a meeting at Government House on Friday between Nehru 
and Pate1 and representatives of  the Foreign correspondents to discuss 
the growing list of outstanding grievances. After some lain speaking on 
both sides, an immediate breakdown was averted an dangerous sus- 
picions largely dissipated. 

S 
Lady Mountbatten's welfare effort is prodigious, and the acluevements 

of the United Council for Relief and Welfare which owe so much to her 
dynamic influence are already considerable. All the twenty-nine leading 
voluntary societies and agencies, as well as the re resentatives of the 
Government Departments of Health, and Relief an / Rehabilitation, are 
represented on it. The Council has, through its members, already 
succeeded in rendering important help with the administration of re- 
fugee centres, Health and Welfare services in the camps and in the 
hospitals, first-aid posts, clinics and inoculation centres. Lar e quantities 

L t of clothing, food, linen, medical su plies and facilities for e ucation a id  
recreation have all been provided t ough the Council's initiative. 

Lady Mow~tbatten's extensive tours have made a very deep impressio~l 
on the refugees and welfare workers alike. They are no mere formality. 
With her unique Red Cross and St. John experience, she is providing 
the Government at the centre with detailed and expert pidance based 011 

first-hand information on the most urgent of all its human problems. 

Mountbatten's day has been taken up with important policy con- 
ferences over Junagadh and the Punjab. p he Junagadh crisis looks more 
and more like a highly ex lorive game of chess, with the State, its neigh- 
bours and satellites provi B ing the chequer-board, and Karachi and Delhi 
moving the pieces. Ismay, from the conversations he had with Liaqoat 
during his last visit to Delli, is quite convinced that ~akistan's strategy 

0 
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is to use the whole Junagadh contest as a bargaining counter for Kuhmir, 
This interpretation is borne out b a si niGcant remark Liaquat made to 
Mountbatten on the same visit. ' *ll:ight." he told him. " Let In& 
go ahead and commit an act of war, and see what happens." 

The first move was V. P.'s visit to the State ten days a o, which 
produced only limited results. He met the Dewan, who to1 ! him that 
the Nawab was indisposed, and therefore could not see him. However, 
the Sheikh of the small State of Mangrol, which up to the transfer of 
power had been under the suzerainty of Junagadh, used the occasion of 
V. P.'S presence in the neighbourliood to et away from his own State B and voluntarily to accede to India, thus allowing Babariawad, which 
had already acceded. But the Sheikh, on his return to Mangrol, which 
coincided with V. P.'s to Delhi, found himself obliged to renounce his 
accession. On the zznd the Government of India decided that the 
circumstances in which the letter of renunciation was written were such as 
to justify them ignoring it. Junagadh followed up this bloodless victory 
over Man rol by sending troops into Babariawad. 

These d evelopmrnts were near enou h to a checkmate to infuriate 
Patel. who considers that an act of war a as alreadv been committed bv 
~unagadh in sending troops to Babariawad, and th; India should take if1 
the necessary steps to oust them. Indeed, unless there is a show of strength 
and readiness in the last resort to use it, he is ready to resign. Just as 
Kashrnir is close to Nehru's heart, so Junagadh is part of Patel's homeland. 
It is easy to dismiss this as mere provincialism, but it is necessary always 
to remind oneself that the conceDt of India as a nation is bv Eurooean 
standards of geography and considerably larger than life: 

Mountbatten wrote to Nehru vesterdav making the distinction between 
the planning of and reparation for mihtary opkations and their actual K execution, stressing t at a direct conflict between the two Dominions 
would not only Gdermine their moral reputation, but also put their 

hysical survival in deadly peril. This advice is acce table from Mount- 
gatten. Unfortunately, the three Chiefs of Staff. w K o are all British, in 
their appreciation of ihe Junagadh situation, have quite independently 
underlined the Governor-General's estimate of the danger to a point 
where they have clearly overste ped the boundary between military and 
political advice. Thus further P uel has been added to Patel's indignation. 

To avoid any further confusion of this nature, while at the same time to 
minimise the general risk of false decision and precipitate action by the 
Government, Mountbatteii has recommended the, establishment of a 
Defence Committee of the Cabinet. Withln this context he has in mind 
ancillary committees such as the Chiefs of Staff Committee, Joint 1ntelL- 
gence and Joint Planning Committees; but he has at the same time pro- 
pounded one vital modification of the British practice in which the 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff is wholly divorced from operational 
Command. He has insisted that India would do better to adopt pro- 
cedure whereby from each of the three Services one and the same officer 
should double the role of Commander-in-Chief and Chief of staff. 
Nehru and Pate1 approved this idea, and Ismay has been asked to draft a 
paper elaborating its organisatio~i in time for to-morro-w's Cabinet. 
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AS for ~unagadh, Mountbatten has urged an intermediate course which 
for military reinforcement to continue, but only in undis utcd 

territory around the State. He has also asked that Liaquat shou P d be 
advised of the sco e and nature of  all im ending troop movements to f Kuhiawar. Find y he wants a clear pu f lic statement that India will 
accept the verdict of the popular will in all States where accession is in 
dispute. 

We have had a long meeting to-day with Trivedi, a forceful and 

i ersonality, and representatives of his Government. As soon 
a it was rea red that the East Punjab would raise by far the most ditficult 
administrative problems after the transfer of power, Trivedi was the 
automatic choice for Governor. 

Dr. Bhargava, the Prime Minister, and Swaran Singli, the Home 
Minister, are the only two men of any standing in the East Punjab 
Government. Trivedi has from the outset, by everyone's tacit a ree- 
ment, assumed special owers. Ths is not to say he has been ab e to S 7 
get his Government to o all that he has wanted, but without his  detailed 
guidance it is doubtful whether the Provincial administration could have 

it from the day of its birth. 
t h s  morning. Translation from central 

to provincial may well have been behind his plaintive 
ea that " No pa work out ". He says covered accommodation 

hundred thousand) will be needed this winter, 
and he ~ o s e d  whether this covered accommodation should 
have p;iority ov;r the use of  village schools and homes. Building 
resources do not allow of proceeding at full throttle with both. He 
wants the new East Punjab capital to be designed to hold a million 
people. He agrees that it should start from scratch. Mountbatten 
strongly advised that whatever land is selected should be frozen and no 
freeholds allowed, otherwise it would become a speculators' paradise. 

Trivedi next turned to the security of the canals along the Indo- 
Pakistan boundary. The standstill agreement by which they have been 
controlled since 15th August is not working. Shots have been fired on 
workers. Who  is responsible? Surely not the Pakistan Army? General 
Lockhart said the Pakistan Army was undoubtedly in a state of alert and 
expecting immediate invasion from the East Punjab. Trivedi reilied 
that he had been expecting an identical attack from the West. Some OW 

codidence must be re-established. The proposal is that there should be a 
twice-weekly meeting with Mudie, the West Punjab Governor, the two 
Prime Ministers and the Area Commanders. 

The train situation was discussed. The trouble-centre is now between 
Ludhiana and Arnritsar, and there have been serious breakdowns along 
the main-line East route. Some of the Sikh Princes are a d h g  to 
Trivedi's difficulties. Kapurthala pushed a column of refugees from his 
State into the main colurnii without warning the East Punjab Govern- 
ment, and there were heavy casualties from starvation, while there has 
been a similar ruthless removal of Moslems from Faridkot. 

At lunch to-day Trivedi told us that Sikhs and ~ o s l e m s  Rass each other on the road and show fraternal unity in critidsing t eir own 
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Governments! I sat next to Mr. Thapar, an East Punjab Government 
official, who has been makin a close study of the whole casual position. 
~t is, of course, notorious t I at refugees, principal victims o ?' atrocities, 
make very unreliable eye-witnesses. Whenever it has been ossible to 
check the facts, the assessment of casualties by eye-witnesses ins proved 
to be inflated more than a hundred-fold. 

f 
In Mr. Tha ar's considered view it is most ulllikely that the total 

casualties of ki f; ed and wounded will turn out to be more than one per 
cent of the total population in the area of disturbance. This is bad 
enough, but even if we were to double Mr. Thapar's percenta e, and 
regard the whole of the Punjab as being equally affected-whic ! is by 
no means the case-it would seem that Churcllill's recent assertion that 
half a million are dead, wounded or missing since the troubles began six 
weeks ago is at least twice the like1 figure, and thus more in accordance 
with his own forebodings than wit b the data before us here. 

This evening after dinner Trivedi asked me up for a drink in his roona, 
and I was with him until nearly midnight, while he gave lus own impres- 
sions of the Punjab crisis. Considering the immense mental and physical 
strain he has undergone, I was much impressed by h s  general resilience. 
Like Churchill, he is a vi orous cigar-smoker and a man of expressive 
gestures. He made the fo f l  owing points :- 

In the East Punjab there was, in fact, an administrative interregnum 
just when the first shock of the troubles had to be absorbed. 

The troubles which had in fact started in Rawal~indi and Mooltan in 
March 1947, causing major migrations and continLng thereafter, came 
to a head with the transfer of power. Lahore was reported as out of 
control, with one per cent of the town on fire, by 14th August; by the 
15th twelve per cent was reported to be in flames. The storm then 
passed to Amritsar. 

Under prevailing conditions Sirnla was wholly impracticable as the 
administrative centre, so, in s ite of the lack of physical facilities, he 
decided to move to Jullundur ecause the situation could be more easily 
controlled from there. 

i! 
The first policy concept was to try to stop mass evacuation. His own 

tour between the 15th and 27th August had been devoted to that end. 
By the 28th he had the feeling that the situation was in hand. Then 
followed the massacre of Sheikhupura in the West Punjab. There were 
varying estimates of the casualties there. Mudie put them at three 
hundred, but the Army situation report gave the minimum figures as 
between seven hundred and eight hundred. There was a violent reaction 
in Amritsar. With this, Trivedi said, the realisation came to him that a 
major transfer of population was inevitable. From that day to this he 
has been tr ing to carry this ~ol icy  through and to keep his Ministers up 
to the mar E . 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI, Tiiesday, 30th September, 1947 
A meeting has duly taken place of the Prime Minister, Deputy Prime 

Minister, Ministers of Defence and Finance and the Minister without 
Portfolio. It described itself as a Provisional Defence Committee, and 
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theti approved its own permallent composition and functions, receiving 
fLl]I Cabiort approval later ill the day. The three Service Commanders- 
in-cIlief, wlio are now automatically Chiefs of Staff .of their own Services 
as well, are to attend all its meetings. Mountbattell has been invited to 
take the cli3ir in a personal capaci " in view of his knowledge and IY experirrice of high military matters . 

whatever the risks of misrepresentation across the border, this develop- 
lnent is a notable victory for moderation and sane counsel. The Defence 
Committee instrument and Mountbatten's guidance freely invited and 
informally given cannot fail to serve as a restraining iduence at a time of 
great stress, when passions are clouding judgement and the price of 
experieilce is high. 

To-day's Emergency Committee was overcast with the news of an 
insellsate attack on the Safdar Jung Hospital in Delhi. The outrage was 
com~llitted by a gang from three local villages, and is in no way to be 
ilitcryrcced as a recrudescence of communal trouble in the city itself. 
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, who as Minister of Health is carrying a tremen- 
dous administrative burden, was in reat distress in giving the details. 
Mountbatten said that he was horrifie d and saw it as a severe psychological 
setback to all the work for peace put in by the Prime Minister. 

On the wider front Nehru felt there was improvement. He said he 
had made a s~eech at Hauz Khas. and Moslems were mixed UD in and 
moving free$ among a crowd bf some twenty-five thousan'd. This 
meeting had undoubtedly had a very good effect. Nehru's impression 
is that the trouble in Dellli is now confmed to a hard core of agitators- 
perhaps not more than five hundred-who do not desire peace, and that, 

them, there is a new atmosphere in the city, ihe majority of 
defmitely wanting an end to the conflict. 
Dast three weeks the Emereencv Committee of the Cabinet - - 

- 0 -  

serving as ;he chore11 instrument for irnmidiate high level decision has 
directed all the agencies of this new-born and stricken Government. 
It has been artificial respiration, and not wholly scientific in method, but 
the heart of India has continued to beat. The crisis, after reaching its 
peak in Delhi, the East Punjab, and Northern India as a whole, slowly but 
surely begins to ebb. Every morning we have anxiously watched the 
flags ill the Ma Room to see if the reported tension in the United 
Provinces, in suc P 1 cities as ~ucknow and Cawnpore, would burst out into 
a fresli orgy of killings, but the firm action of the Provincial Governments 
buttressed by sup ort at the Centre has somehow held the movement of 
refugees along t R e Pun'ab-United Provinces border. There has, of 
course, been a wider dispensation--the frenzy having spent its first 
destructive force-disease and famine, which by all the laws of probability 
should have exacted the final penalty, by the deeper laws of providence 
have so far passed over without doing so. As far as human effort is 
concerned s ecial credit is due to those responsible for health and food 
services on k 0th sides of the border. A prodigious number of cholera 
injections, vaccinations and other inoculations have been carried out. 
India has flown large supplies of cholera vaccines to Pakistan. The works 
of mercy and healing s h e  out in the communal darkness. 
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R E P O R T  F R O M  L O N D O N  

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Wednesday, 1st October, 1947 

.a A= LUWNG for London in two days' time. In the meanwhile 
I am trying to gather in as much background information as 
~ossible to ensure that I am fully briefed on the latest facts and 

opinion tiends. 
This -morning I had a most informative talk with Patel's private 

secretary, Shankar, at Aurangzeb Road. We began by discussing Press 
problems. In spite of the modus vivendi secured at last week's Govern- 
ment House meetin with the Foreign Press, it is clear that the Sardar a and his circle are sti full of resentment at British Press treatment of the 
Punjab troubles. He went so far as to ask me whether these were all the 
thanks Congress leaders were to get for the considerable political risk 
they had taken in acce ting Dominion Status at all? I told Shankar that 
I thought history wou I' d accord to the Sardar great credit for his part in 
the transfer of power, and that his realistic attitude on the three major 
issues, Partition, Dominion Status and relations with the Indian Princes, 
was statesmanship of a hi 11 order. h I came away with the rm impression that the Sardar was well aware 
of the solid and immediate advantages Dominion Status conferred on 
India. In the wider coiltext of the world coqfict he clearly a preciates 
that if it comes to a show-down, India's interests are likely to E e closely 
interwoven with those of the Western Powers. This being so, Dominion 
Status, or its e uivalent, enables India to come within the orbit of Western 
good-will wit I out incurring the formal Liabilities of a treaty relationship. 
It must be stressed that Pate1 has never actually intervened in external 
affairs, and that this field is Nehru's unchallenged responsibility. More- 
over, the prevailing view-point of Nehru   laces higher hopes on ~ndia's 
capacity to stand outside the struggle of rival World Powers, and, in the 
process, to build up a neutral bloc in Asia which could play a constructive 
mediating role through U.N.O. and by other means. 

Shankar said that the Sardar had met with great success yesterday at 
Amritsar. He had made a bi speech to what was perhaps the most 
representative gatherin &1 leaders since the transfer of power. 
Nearly all the Jathadas % ad been Si present, and had responded favourably 
to his call for moderation. 

Liaquat is back in Delhi for to-day's Joint Defence council. I under- 
stand that this morning's meeting was a very difficult one. At the small 
lunch-party afterwards at which Nehru and Liaquat were the two guests 
and Vernon and myself were the staff members, the atmosphere was still 
somewhat strained. Liaquat, who was in a pea-green coat and looked 
far from well, got involved in an argument with Nehru over the move- 
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mellt of Moslenls from Ambala. It was one of those occasio~ls when we 
would all have Liked to cllan e the subject but seemed powerless to do so. t The background to all t s tense talk is the action of the Pakistan 
Government in closiilg the Balloh Bridge across the Ravi, which is in 
the West Punjab. At the Council meeting Pate1 did his utmost to 

Liaquat to open the Bridge, but in vain. Mountbatten, how- 
ever, in a private talk with him afterwards, made a final a peal, and had 
the satisfaction of getting him to reverse his verdict be ore he left for 
Pakistan. 

P 
There has also been some plain speaking over Junagadh. Mountbatten 

at first had great difficulty in making either Prime Minister raise the 
subject.at all-Liaquat's attitude bein " Why should I ? We have done 
nothing wrong. If India is worried, B et India raise it ", and Nehru feeling 
that for himself to initiate discussion would only be interpreted as a si n 
of weakness, but Mountbatten finally prevailed on Liaquat to make t g e 
first mention. Mangrol and Babariawad were the points of contention. 
Mountbatten and ~ C h u  underlined the clear right df both, with the lapse 
of Paramountc , to accede to India. Nehru called on Liaquat to order 
the withdrawa l of Junagadh troops from Babariawad. Just as he was 
doing tlis, a telegram was handed in indicating that Junagadh troops had 
now entered Mangrol as well. Nehru undertook not to allow Indian 
troops to enter either State until the legal position of both had been 
dehitely established .. . . .  by . higher authority, provided the Junagadh forces 
were lmmedlately withdrawn. 

Liaquat's attitude on this was reasonably conciliatory, but on the widcr 
issue of Pakistan acce ting Junagadh's accession in the first place he was 
adamant that they ha S been ri ht in doing so. He takes his stand on the 
legal grounds that the ruler f a s  the absolute right to accede without 
reference to the moral or ethnic aspects of accession. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Thursday, 2nd October, 1947 

A few days ago the Dail Telegraph published a sensational report to 
the effect that Auchinleck d uring his recent visit to Karachi had stated, 
" Refugee traffic could be ~ e a c e a b l ~  resumed in both directions if the 
Sikhs of the Punjab and the Sikh States could be effectively disarmed." 
Not unilaturall , Pate1 was greatl disturbed by the story, and has dis- 
cussed its imp T ications at some &ngth with Mountbatten. In order 
to foreshorten surmise and corres ondence, Mountbatten suggested, 
and Pate1 agreed, that I should t S e the earliest op ortunity to see 

possible secure his agreement to a disclaimer. 
R Auchinleck personally and check on the story's aut entidty, and if 

I went round to the Supreme commander's house this afternoon. It 
seemed very quiet and deserted. The tremendous activities of the past 
six weeks have indissolubl linked Government House with the new 
order, but the tide of events K as flowed past this residence of the C.'S in C., 
India, so that it now evokes only the memories of former greamess. 
Auchinleck glanced uickly through the report, and at once explained, 
in his usual measure 9 but incisive manner, that he had no recollection 
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whatever of saying thc words attributed to him either to Mr. inn&, with 
whom he had prolo~iged confide~ltial discussions about the r! uturc of the 
Supreme Command, or to anyonc elsc, least of all the Daily Tu\egr(lPh 
corresponderit, whom he had not mct and did not know. After 1 few 
pithy remarks on the subject of Press seiisationalism, he invited me over a 
cup of tea in the garden to draft a disclaimer wit11 him. This took only a 
few minutes to con1 ore, and within the hour I was able to report, li " Mission completed . 

Auchinleck's position as Suyrcnlc Corninaiidcr is bccoming daily more 
dficult. His experience, prestige arid irltt-grity have been very valuable 
assets in keeping the partition of the lrldia~l Army clear of the great 
political dispute from which Partition itself has sprung, but already there 
are signs that the Su reme Command is being subjected to just the same 
kind of pressures wLch made the already bafHing task of the Punjab 
Boundary Force fmally impossible. 

Keeping in mind the tension erigelidered by the Punjab, it is greatly 
to the credit of Aucl~inleck and his staff that they have been able to rnake 
such headwa without so far attracting major controversy. From the 
formation o f? the South-east Asia Command in the autumn of 1943 
onwards I have watched Auchinleck play the role of self-denial. Now he 
is called upon to preside over the most painful task of all-the partition 
along communal lines of an Army the glory of which under British 
command had been its capacity to embracc the loyalties of all Indian 
races and religions in a cornrnon service. 

K A R A c HI, Friday, 3rd October, 194 7 

Yesterday was Gandhi's seventy-eighth birthday. For the first time 
the Court Circular, on Mountbatten's instructions, has referred to him as 
" Mahatma Gandhi ". Hitherto it has always been the formal and 
lar ely meanin less " Mr.". The actual occasion of this change is the B re erence to La 8 y Mountbatten's birthday visit to h m  yesterday at Birla 
House. I have written a note to Ian Stephens, Editor of The Statesman, 
who has for so long been pleading for this particular courtesy. 

We set out after lunch on the first le of our trip to London. We 
took with us as far as Karach, Suhrawar f y, who was in a very talkative 
mood. Also with us is Ismay's eldest daughter, Susan, who is rejoining 
her family in London. I am very sorry to say good-bye to her, as, in 
addition to acting as hostess for her father, she has been working with 
tremendous zeal as full-time secretary to me. She has been deeply 
en rossed in my problen~s from the outset and has played her part to the 
fdf in promoting good-will between Viceroy's House and the Press. 

On touching down at Karachi, Ismay was at once driven off to stay 
the night with Jinnah, the rest of us being billeted at the airfield. Accom- 
modation is desperately short, but, for all that, Karachi is beginning to 
assume the cosmopolitan atmosphere of a ca ital city. A growing 
Diplomatic Corps throngs the Palace Hotel, w L ere this evening 1 was 
given one of the best dinners I have had in a l l  Asia. 
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A I R B O R N E  K A R A C H I - H A B B A N I Y A ,  Saturday, 4th October, 1947 
Sir ~rcllibald Carter joined us, and we set off after an early breakfat 

for Habbaniya. 01icc again we are over the wastes of Persia, which are 
lost to 311 life undcr merciless heat-liaze. It is easy to imagine oneself 
to be looking down on the surface of some other planet. 

~ ~ ~ a r e ~ l t l y  Jimiah was in an angry and d'&cult mood. He is utterly 
convinced that tlic Indian lcadcrs' real aim is to stran le Pakistan at birth, 
that Galidhi has never accepted Partition and under t \ e guise of religious 
teachin is all the time spreading " Hindu poison ", and that Nehru, in 
spite ofthe appearance of moderation, is not really master in his own 
house. He regards Patcl as the real dictator, who, he alleges, has entered 
into an unholy alliance with the Hindu Mahasabha and would be quite 
ready to overthrow the Congress if it failed to serve as an appropriate 
instrument for his anti-Moslem designs. It is clear that Jinnah, living in 
almost total isolation both from his followers and the outside world, is a 
far from happy man who is trying to exorcise his fears by nourishing 
l i s  hatreds. 

L O  N D o N, Wednesday, 8th October, 194 7 
Ever since our arrival in London on Monday after a smooth, fast fight 

home, I have been caught up in a whirl of 'engagements, if anyth;lg, 
even more hectic tlian during our July visit. It has not taken long to 
discover that there is the dec~est concern over the develo~rnents in the two 
Dominions since the transf; of power. The riot repo;ts have not so far 
been placed in wider perspective; and there is as yet Gut little appreciation 
of the scale of ~ositive achievement. I have iust given an interview to 

6 6  " the World's  rei is News, in which I describe how a situation to try men's 
souls " is being steadily surmounted, explain the technical problems with 
which Press correspondents have been contending and put forward 
diplomatically some personal suggestions for improving coverage. 

I have also prepared a report on the Press situation in India for Francis 
Williams in which I have drawn attention to all the dficultics as I see 
them. This is a malleable and desperately im ortant phase in Indo- 
British relations, and it is vital to smooth out a lf unnecessary prejudices 
before the harden. In this context much hangs on quickly esublishin 
better un B erstanding between the Indian Government and the Britis I[ 
Press-far more is involved than the alle ed grievance or mahce of any 
one correspondent or Governmelit oficia f . 

6 6  

The core of the Indian Government's com laint [I wrote] is that the 
world is being presented with a completely un ! alanced impression in SO 

far as some ninety per cent of all the Foreign corres ondents nominally k res onsible for covering news both in India and Pa stan are based on 
~ e % l  and some ninety per cent of their stories are accordingly taken up 
with the troubles either in Delhi itself or in the East punjab. On the 
other side, the Foreign c~rres~o~ldents  feel that their presence is resexlted. 
and that their problems are not understood. They argue that since 
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15th ~ u g u s t  there has been no adequate liaisoll provided by the Govern- 
ment, and that the Government despite its protestations does not 
genuinely believe in the freedom of the Press, or rather has not taken 
adequate steps to counteract the disbelief of its subordinates." 

L O N  D o N, Saturday, I ith October, 194, 
I have to-day setit off my first personal progress re ort to Mount- 

batten, beginning with congrat~lla~ons to him on the % irth of his first 
randson and to the baby on starting life in the best Mountbatten style 

%y its attention to punctuality ! 

" I have had lunch [I continued] with Clement Davies, who described 
the political settlement of 15th August as a miraculous achievement which 
had enhanced our prestige throughout the world and was in no wise 
offset by subsequent developments in the Putijab. In his view both the 
Russian and American case against our ' im erialism ' in India were for 
ever destroyed, and no amount of special p P eading from either uarter 
could reinstate it. The present disturbances only brought home P t e full 
extent of our past acluevement, but Churchill's I told you so ' line was 
reprehensible Hnd in any case fallacious. We could drily have stayed 
on against world and British opinion; moreover, the communal explo- 
sion would inevitabl have engulfed us if we had tried to stay. 

" Frank Owen, w K en I saw .him, agreed substantially with this view. 
The Churchillian attitude was, he said, wholly unrealistic. In his o inion P for us to have stayed it would have needed an occdpation force o half a 
million men and '~ussian methods of shooting all the nationahst leaders 
out of hand. He said he was not inclined to make political capital out of 
the disturbances in his editorial columns and viewed with sympathy the . * 

efforts of the new Governments to get things goin . 
6 6 I Amone mv general im~ressions at the end o f t  e first week are, that 

U d U  

our black-out of your p&t in the Emergency Committee has -been 
completely effective-almost too much so. in as far as the efforts of the 
newA~ov&nment to control the situation have not been fully appreciated 
and the strain on the Central administrative machine has been somewhat 
overlooked ; that there is no tendency as yet to follow Mr. churchill's 
line, but that both Governments are being closely watched for evidence of 
responsibility or irresponsibility on theil part. The importance of 
Junagadh and Hyderabad in this context will be obvious." 

LONDON,  Saturday, I 8th October, 1947 
In just under a fortnight I have had in all some fifty interyiews, two 

fuU-scale Press conferences-one at India House with the Indian corre- 
spondents in London, and the other with Francis Williams in the chair 
to the Lobby Correspondents in the House of Commons-a short talk 
with Sir Stafford Cri ps and two meetings each with ~oel-Baker, and E Patrick Gordon-Wal er, the new Secretary, and Under-Secretaq of 
State for Commonwealth Relations. 
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Cripps, his power and prestige in the Government enhanced by the 

recent Cabinet reshuffle, has become co-ordinator-in-chief of the nation's 
entire economic effort, his mission being to pull the country back from 
the precipice confronting it during the convertibility crisis in the 
summer. No one talking to Cripps can fail to be impressed by his 
lucidity of mind and serenity of manner. If he is somewhat didactic, it is 
because he is in a position to be. None-the-less it is possible to appreciate 
that this element of certitude in his make-up, wlde of service to him in 
reachin decisions of high policy, may well have been a source of weakness 
during k s  momentous negotiations wit11 the Indian leaders in 1942 and 
1946. If intellect could have scaled the problem, his success would have 
been assured. 

Noel-Baker and Gordon-Walker are clearly determined to bring fresh 
ideas to this new De artment, which is a somewhat uneasy amalgamation B of the old India an Dominions OfEices. Both start from scratch as far - - 

as India is concerned, but that should not be a disadvantage in their case, 
for Noel-Baker's s ecia knowledge of international relations and 
Gordon-Walker's o P history give them the right background. 

L O N  D o N, Wednesday, tnnd October, 194 7 
I have sent off my h a 1  progress report to Mountbatten before we leave 

for Delhi on Saturday. 

" Fleet Street [I wrote] finds genuine dficulty in adjusting itself to the 
transition of Con ress from an anti-British movement into a Dominion 
Government, an ! there is a tendency to assume that Pakistan will 
inevitably have closer connection with Britain than India. On the other 
hand, there is considerable suspicion of Jinnah's aims and motives, 
Nehru's stock is rising, and he is most highly thought of in Government 
circles. Pate1 is still almost completely unknown. 

" In the interviews I have had with Cripps, Noel-Baker and Gordon- 
Walker I was questioned about the High Commission's organisation 
both generally and from the Press viewpoint. I gave it as my personal 
opinion that its scope was inevitably restricted by your special status and 
influence, but that with your de arture it would become one of the most 
important missions in the word. P The objective should be to try to 
maintain through the High Commission the good personal relationships 
that you have been able to establish with the Indian leaders. Cripps said 
that if action was to be taken on this it would need to be done fairly 
qluckly and he hoped you would put forward 
imtortant matter when you return to London 

Noel-Baker wondered whether India was 
ossibility of a new capital city. He realised 

[ad all the administrative facilities, but from 
would seem to be physically and politically vulnerable and too far 
removed from the heart of the Indian Dominion. Discussing Partition, 
he argued that from the viewpoint of international relations there was a 
primafacie case to be made out for it. A central Government covering 
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four hundred and ten million people was too large a unit for 
action or treatment through international agencies, and it was by means 
of such agencies, incidentally, that he believed British help and iduence 
both in India and elsewhere might be most effectively brought to beu. 

" He wanted to know about the progress and prospects of the Left in 
India, and I said that I thought they had suffered a temporary setbad 
from talung such a direct anti-communal line. The price of imdVs 
victory had, of course, been a big boost for the Hindu Mahasab l! a. He 
asked how Government spokesmen could express appropriately their 
good-will towards the new rkgime. I replied that I felt that an apprecia- 
tion by His Majesty's Government of the administrative load carried by 
the new Governments and reasoned recognition of their dficulties in any 

ublic statements would be well rcceived, and that a balance should be 
Reld between over-emphasis on the ' sister Dominions ' theme and the 
ap earance of neutral indifference to their problems. R I was asked more than once about the pros ects of Dominion Status, 
and, on the basis of my talk with Shankar, I sai B that I had the impression 
that the matter was still being weighed in the balance. I was also asked 
about the position of Patel. After stressing his important role in Con- 
gress's three reat decisions over Partition, Dominion Status and the 
Accession o f t  I e Princes, I said I felt that, as the effective controller of the 
Congress Party, his first loyalty was likely to be to that Party and to its 
future. It was obviously in some danger o r  breaking up, as it could no 
longer be held together solely by the anti-British appeal. He had already 
largely deprived himself of the Princes as an alternative issue, and he must 
be under some pressure to substitute the Moslems, if only to avoid bein 
trumped by the Mahasabha and the Rashtri a Swayarn Sevak Sang L g 
(R.S.S.S.). Crip s suggested that the relations p of Nehru and pate1 was 
a normal one as etween the statesman-leader and the party second-in- 
command. 

6 6 

% 
Finally Noel-Baker was anxious to hear about your intentions and the 

likelihood of our being asked to stay on. I said that I could not believe 
that you wou Z d easily reverse your publicly declared intention of leaving 
in the spring, but that here again the Indian Government had not reached 
a decision, but were, it seemed, shelving the matter for as long as ~oorble." 

L O N  D o N, Thursday, 23rd October, 1947 - 

Ismay asked me to invite John Beavan, the London Editor of the 
Munchester Guardian, to see him on the subject of a controversial leading 
article published nearly a fortnight ago, entitled " Retrospect "; it 
was the most sweeping attack on the whole of ~ountbatten's policy 
that I have seen in a newspaper of this calibre. The article spoke of 
the hustle with which the withdrawal was carried out and the tossing 

6 6 awax of responsibility. The British departure turned into cut and 
run. It was alleged that no effective machinery for joint action 
between the successor Governments of ~ndia' and Pakistan was set up 
following the Partition announcement of 3rd June. Why was no 
offcr made to stiffen the Punjab Boundary Force with British troops? 
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strike the man 
Civilised 
of savagery. of fanaticism as 
applied to the 1880 war against the Mahdi. Fanaticism, wrote Churchill, 
is not in itself a cause of war, but is something that can be exploited when 
war has begun. It is the outcome of oppression by the strong of the weak. 

So, when the Manchester Guardian complained of lack of foresight in 
setting up administrative machinery, it had to be remembered that not 
everything could be solved by Chiefs of Staff apers. Improvisation 
was necessary, and the Chiefs of Staff themselves R ad to be ready to deal 
with just such emergencies as they arose. With, for instance, Dunkirk, 
we had no idea where we would reach the sea. We mieht have gone 

U u 

back along our lines of communication. 
6 6  

" 1ndia-L March 1947 ", he said, was a ship on fire in mid-ocean 
with ammunition in the hold. By then it was a question of putting the 
fire out before it actuallv reached the ammunition. There was in fact 
no option before us but ;o do what we did." He would be frank and 
say that he had just spent the unhappiest six months in a long oficial life, 
so he hoped he would not be accused of false com lacency in saying that 
if he had had the time over again he would Rave given the same 
advice. 

KARACHI-NEW DELHI,  Monday, 27th Octo6er, 1947 
We left Northolt on Saturday in a Lancaster, as the Governor-General's 

York was unserviceable and in process of a complete overhaul to be ready 
in time for the Mountbattens' return for the Royal Wedding. We 
reached Habbaniya yesterday evening, and were airborne at early light 
this morning, flying the lon f ,  weary journe 

over the wastes of Persia 
and Baluchistan to Karachi, e even hours in a l l  The Lancaster is ilothi~lg 
like as comfortable as the York, the seating accommodation being m 
single line facing starboard. Bill Birnie, Jinnah's Military Secretary, 
came alon to meet us, but we did not stay longer than for snacks and a 
drink at t f e airfield, as ~smay decided that we had better press on to 
Delli at once. 

According to Birnie, Jinnah keeps on stressing that the situation .is 
different since 15th August, and he rovides very few amenities and 
courtesies for his Military Secretary an g A.D.C.'s, who are muckiilg in as 
best they may with house-Painters, electricians, etc. Bimie spoke also of 
an apparent attempt on Jinnah's life the other day. Two men with the 
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lower parts of their faces masked and wearing moon and crescent bu 
tried to get through the outer cordon at Government House. When 
challenged by the police they whip ed out revolvers. saying, " Mind S our own business ". They woun ed a policemen, who succeeded, 
lowever, in blowing his whstle before he was himself knocked out. 
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KASHMIR I M B R O G L I O  

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Tuesday, 28th October, 1947 
T KARACHI WE had no hint of the drama awaiting us in Delhi. We A arrived at Palam, very tired, at one o'clock in the morning. Vernon 

was there to greet us with the news that since dawn Monday 
Indian troops have been marching, or rather flying, into Kashrnir. I was 
just about to get into bed at a quarter to three when Pete Rees called me 
and said that Mountbatten wanted to brief me at once on the latest 
Kashmir developments. 

Events, Mountbatten said, had taken a serious turn, and three hundred 
and thirty men of the First Sikh Battalion were flown in to block a major 
invasion by North-west Frontier tribesmen, who are movin 
Srinagar, the summer capital. He was very anxious that I s 7 IOU d begin On 

making my Press contacts early in the morning, but realised that it was 
essential that I should first be acquainted fully with the salient facts of' 
a crisis which came to a head whlle we were on our iournev from 
London. I was aware only that early in September theie had'been a 
hitch in the newly established relations between Kashclir and Pakistan- 
the Kashmir Government accusing Pakistail of failure to provide supplies 
of several essential commodities and protesting about a number of small 
border raids, and Palustan making counter-complaint. 

Three days before the transfer of power and the Accession time limit 
the Kashmir Government announced its intention of signing standstill 
agreements with both India and Palustan. Subw uently the Indian 
Government's olicy has been to refrain from in ucing Kashmir to B 1 
accede. Indee , the States Ministry, under Patel's direction, went out of 
its way to take no action whch could be interpreted as forcing Kashmir's 
hand and to give assurances that accession to Pakistan would not be taken 
amiss by India. The Maharaja's chronic indecision must be accounted a 
big factor in the present crisis. Almost any course of action taken 
uickly would have saved his State from this turmoil. Procrastiilation \ a one was fatal, but in combating major crises it would seem that, as with 

the Nizam, this is the only weapon in his diplomatic armoury. 
The military and political im lications of to-day's move are 'r rve* and Mountbatten is, of course, un er no illusion about that. Alt ough his 

role can only now in the last resort be advisory, I get the firm impression 
that his presence may already have helped to save his Government, 
overburdened and distracted with the problems of the Punjab and 
Junagadh, from the most dangerous pitfalls. It was a sudden emergency, 
calling at once for restraint and quick decision. ~ountbatten's extraor- 
dinary vitalityand canniness were well adapted to the demands of the hour. 

I gather froin him that it was last Friday night (z4th ~c tobcr ) ,  a t  a 
223 
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buffet dinner in honour of the Siamese Foreign Minister, that Nehru 
first spoke of bad news and reported that tribesmen were being taken in 
military transport up the Rawalpindi road. State forces, it seems, were 
absent, and altogether a most critical situation was developing Mount- 
batten attended the Defence Committee on Saturday 25th, at which 
General Lockhart read out a telegram from the Headquarters of the 
Pakistan Army stating that some five thousand tribesmen had attacked and 
ca tured Muzaffarabad and Dome1 and that considerable tribal re- 
in P orcements could be expected. Reports showed that they were 
dready little more than thirty-five miles from Srinagar. 

The Defence Committee considered the most immediate necessity 
was to rush in arms and ammunition already requested by the Kashmir 
Government, which would enable the local po dace in Srinagar to put E up some defence against the raiders. The pro lem of troop reinforce- 
ments was considered, and Mountbatten ur ed that it would be dangerous 
to send in any troops unless Kashmir had 1: lrst offered to accede. More- 
over, accession should only be temporary, prior to a plebiscite. No 
final decision was taken on these vital questions on the 25th, but it was 
agreed that V. P. should fly to Srinagar at once to find out the true 
position there. 

The information which V. P. brought back to the Defence Committee 
the next day was certainly disturbing. He reported that he had fohd 
the Maharaja unnerved by the rush of events and the sense of his lone 
helplessnes~ Im ressed A last with the urgency of the situation, he had 
felt that unless In B ia could help immediately all would be lost. Later in the 
day, on the strong advice of V. P., the Maharaja left Srinagar with his 
wife and son. V. P. had impressed upon h m  that as the raiders had 
already reached Baramula it would be foolhardy for His Highness to 
stay on in the capital. The Maharaja also. signed a letter of accession 
wluch V. P. was able to present to the Defence Committee. 

As for the rnilitarv outlook. V. P. advised that the troops left in 
Srinagar had no proipect whatever of holding the invaders,' for they 
consisted merely of one squadron of cavalry. In the light of this de ress- J ing data the Cabinet decided that the Maharaja's accession sho d be 
accepted and that a battalion of infantry should be flown in at dawn the 
next day. 

Mountbatten then explained to me in more detail the reason for the 
line he had taken on accession at the Defence Committee and the modifica- 
tion it involved to Ks previous approacli to the problem. He said that 
while ur ing the Maharaja to niake up his mind about accession before k the trans er of power, he had all along, from his visit in June onwards, ex- 
erted his whole influence to prevent him from acceding to one Dominion 
or the other without &st taking steps to ascertain the will of his people 
by referendum, plebiscite, election, or even, if these methods were 
impracticable, by representative rublic meetings. When during the 
past forty-eight hours it became c ear that the Government were deter- 
mined, a ainst the d t a r y  advice both of their own Chiefs of Staff and K of himse f, t o  send in troops in response to a request from Kashmr for 
aid, he returned to the charge about accession. 



Address to the Princes, N e w  Delhi,  25th j u l y ,  1947. " When Mountbatten rose from his rostrum to address 
this august assembly, a brief interval was allowed for the camera-men to photograph the historic scene. . . . 
On this occasion some of the photographers were a trifle over-zealous. . . . I had to get up from my place 

beside V. P. just under the rostrum and virtually chase them out." 
Viceroy's StaJ Meetin " It is Mountbatten's intention that these klformal round-table moots should be C held on a day-to-day asis, enabling him to think aloud without any mental reservations. The are to be a 
direct continuation, in a far more intimate form, of the staff techniques he instituted at Combine d Operations 
and developed in South-east Asia Command." Lord Mountbatten is here presiding, as the special calendar 
shows, over one of the last of his Staff Meetings. On his right and left are Lord Ismay and Sir George Abdl 
and in the foreground Lieut-Colonel Vernon Erskine Crum, Conference Secretary (lefi), and the author. 



Xtwmhi Celebrutians, I 4th Aug~~t, i $47. 
'CmdiaIity, too, was the key-mte ofboth 
huntbatten's and Jinnah's s eeches a~id 
d rhe reaction of the assem 'i led Mem- 
bets. . . . . The proceedin s were over Ih within the hour, and Jim and Mount- 
batten drove back in State to ether." 
Lord Mpunthatten is shown a % out to 
take the salute of the Armed Forces of 
Pakistan outside the Legislative Assembly 
-Mr. Jinnah and Miss Patima j h a h  to 
his tight and Lady Mountbatten to his 

left. 

Ldepcndetrw ~nuturton, Couwnment 
House, Mw Delhi, 15th August, 1947. 
" P~asad begar murmuring a formal 
invitation. However, he forgot his 
lines, and Nebru aye4 the role of 
benign prompter. $ etween them they 
explained that the Constituent Assembly 
had just taken over and had endorsed the 
request of the Leaders that Mountbatten 
should become the first Governor- 

General." 



R e t u r n j o m  the Assen~bly ,  N e w  Delhi,  I 5th August, 1947. ' I  The Mountbattens' drive home was only the 
, 

second of several tumultuous rides during the day, and all the way back to Government House the cries 
of '  Jai Hind ' were mixed with ' Mountbatten Ki Jai ', and even ' Pandit Mountbatten '!" 

Cro~uded Carriagr, N e w  Delhi, 15th A u  ust,  1947. " The Mountbattens' return journey (from the fla f hoisting) to Government House was the i l d  triumph of friendly informality. Nehru was unable to get bac f 
to his car, so Mountbatten ulled him into the State carriage, where he sat on the hood . . . and joined 
the party, helping to swell t k' e numbers in the carriage to twelve-shades of Curzon and his Durbar ! " This 

photograph shows the carriage on arrival at the forecourt of Government House.. 



- 
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Children's Celebratieru, Old Delhi, 15th August, 1947. " To the 
in the blazing heat mingled with five thousand school-children. . . ..In aceordan~e with 

3s ]r&* If;di*& gas to: 



Cat id l~ i ' s  Lnst Jo l r r t~cy ,  ~ 1 s t  Jnttlrnry, 1948. " Once again I was deeply in~prcsscd by thc serenity of his face. 
The head was cushioned in flowers. . . . Pate1 also sat inlmobilc beside the body, pale and weary and looking 
straight ahead of him. He took no part in the strcnuous. efforts which both Nehru arid Mountbatten were 
making to inlpose some order on the surrounding chaos and clear a way for the corthge to start upon its long, 

slow journey." 

Crrnration at Raj Ghat, 3ist]muary, 1948. " As a precaution against the danger of d our party being prurhd 
I on to the flames, Mountbatten decided that we and the nearest section d t h e  crowd should sit down on the 

dusty ground. As the time passed and the tension mounted, close disciples of the Mahatma sat quietly round 
the funeral pyre, threading garlands of small white flowers." Front row left to right i~lclude Lord and Lady 
Brabourne ; Rajkmari Amrit Kaur ; Lady Mountbatten ; Lord Mountbatten ; Lady Pamela Mountbattcr~ ; 

Maulana Azad; Dr. Loh, the Chinese Ambassador, and-extreme right-~rs. Sarojini Naidu, 



" C.  R." At Home, Covernrnent House, Calcutta, 8th March, 1948. ". . . into the sudden stillness of Govem- 
ment House. There in the front lounge we found C. R. with the Mountbattens discussing the rest of rhe 
day's plans. He loves them dearly, and I think he is both amazed and amused at the tornado of official acti- 

vity which threatens to overwhelm them and him over the next forty-eight hours." 

Burnla Visit-At the Shwe Dagon, Rarrgoon, 13th March, 1948. " W e  entered the preciilcts by the western 
approach, and all took off our shoes and socks before climbing what seemed to be an arcade of at least a 
thousand steps." In the front row are Lord and Lady Mountbatten, with priests; and back row, Lady 

Pamela Mountbatten,'the apthor, the Countess of Brecknock, Captain Brockman and Lady Braboun~e:- 





Dppnrture in Stnte, N e w  Delhi ,  a ~ s t  June, 1948. Lord and Lady Mountbatten leave Governmeat House for 
the last time. 

Homecoming, London, agrdjune, 1948. " I was back just in time to watch the Mountbattens and all the test 
of the arty touch down at Northolt. . . . Both the Duke of Edinburgh and Mr. Attlee were at the airfield to R invest is homecoming with uni ue distinction." Left to right, the Duke of Edinburgh, Lord Mountbatten, 
Mr. Chetty, Finance Minister o ? the Government of India, Mr. Attlee, Lady Mountbatten, and author ill 

I background. 
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He considered that it would be the height of folly to send troops into a 
neutral State, where we had no right to send them, since Pak i sa  could 
do exact1 the same thin , which could only result in a clash of armed K t forces an in war. He t erefore argued that if indeed they were deter- 
mined to send in troops, the essential prerequisite was accession, and 
unless it was made clear that this accession was not just an act of acquisi- 
tion, this in itself might touch off a war. He therefore urged that in the 
reply his Government asked him to send on their behalf to the Maharaja 
acce ting his accession offer he should be allowed to add that this was 
con B itional on the will of the people being ascertained as soon as law and 
order were restored. This principle was at once freely accepted and 
unilaterally proposed by Nehru. 

As a first step towards po ular Government after his accession, the R Maharaja has released Sheik Abdullah, leader of the National Con- 
ference, the strongest political party in the State, and is a pointing him 
head of a Provisional Administration. The legality of t R e accession is 
beyond doubt. On this particular issue Jinnah has been hoist with his 
own petard, as it was he who chose, over Junagadh, to take his stand on 
the overriding validity of the ruler's personal decision. 

Just before 4 a.m. Mountbatten mercifully dismissed us, otherwise I 
think I would have dozed off in front of him. 

During thisincredible day everything ha pened at once. Over and above 
a long list of Press interviews I was calle i in for a talk with Mountbatten 
and Nehru to consider a Government statement about its administrative 
achievements to date-a somewhat academic exercise at this articular f moment. I was shocked to see how haggard and ill Nehru ooked. 

Mountbatten is disturbed by the editorial attitude of The Statesman, 
which in its anxietv over the decline in Indo-Pakistan relations has 
denounced the injecion of Indian troops into Kashmir, and he asked me to 
arrange for Ian Stephens, the editor, to come and see him. About an 
hour later Stephens was with us, and Mountbatten began by saying, 
" You can't build a nation on tricks ". Jinnah at Abbotabad, he con- 
tinued, had been expecting to ride in triumph into Kashmir. He had 
been frustrated. First there was Junagadh, then yesterday's fantastic 
hold-up of the H derabad delegation.* India's move on Kashmir was 
an event of a di I erent order. Her readiness to accept a plebiscite had 
been declared from the outset. A large-scale massacre, including a 
couple of hundred British residents in Srina ar, by tribesmen would have 
been inevitable if no military move had 6 een made. The Maharaja's 
accession gave complete legality to the action so far taken. 

He wound up by tehng Stephens that as a result of Auchinleck's 
intervention Jiilnah has been prevailed on to invite Mountbatten and 
Nehru to Lahore to-morrow to discuss the Kashmir crisis. This is 
certainly a remarkable develo ment, and, in answer to 
Doon Campbell, Andrew Me P lor and others, 1 duly 
significance. I was not able to tell them, however, 
invitation or just how vital Auchinleck's role has 
twenty-four hours. 

* See pp. 227,232-3. 
P 
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~n the middle of to-day's Defence Committee, Auchinleck r a g  up 
Mountbatten from Lahore to say that he had succeeded in persuading 
Jinnah to cancel orders given the revious night for Pakistan troops to be B moved into Kashmir. The or er had reached General Gracey, the 
acting Palustan Commander-in-Chief in the tem orary absence of t General Mcsservy, through the Military Secretary o f t  e Governor of the 
west Punjab, with whom Jinnah was staying. Gracey replied that he 
was not prepared to issue any such instruction without the ap roval of the 
Supreme Commander. At Gracey's urgent request, ~ u c L e c k  flew 
to Lahore this morning and explained to Jinnah that an act of invasion 
would involve automatically and immediately the withdrawal of every 
British Officer serving with the newly formed Pakistan Army. 

Before ~uchnlecklef t  him he hid not only called off the order, but 
also invited Mountbatten and Nehru to come to Lahore. Vernon, how- 
ever, arriving late for dinner after some harassing hours on the telephone, 
announced, " It is the end ". The whole plan, he said, had broken down, 
as Nehru could not go to Lahore because of illness. 

After the film-show to-night Mountbatten called in Ronnie, Vernon 
and myself for a chat on the day's events. Mountbatten said he had 
pressed stron ly for the Lahore visit at this morning's Defence Committee, 
and they ha d all been sufficiently in awe of him not to raise a voice to 
say lum nay, but he understands that at the Cabinet t h  afternoon, 
although his presence was still felt, the pressure on Nehru not to go was 
very heavy, and that on reachin his house he practically collapsed and 
had to be put to bed. ~ o u n t  6 atten is sure that his illness is genuine. 
Nehru 113s incldentall~ agreed to Mountbatten forwarding a message 
to Jinnah to say that he is ill and to ask for a postponement. Mount- 
batten has decided to telephone Jinnah in the morning in order to 

ive him a personal account of Nehru's state of health, and to try to bring 
Ern down to Delhi. 

The Govenlment are undoubtedly jibbing at  aho ore, and there is 
criticism not merely of place but of the timing as well. A comparison 
has even been drawn with Chamberlain's visit to Godesberg. There is 
an a preciable dan er of Kashrnir causing the growth of a mock heroic 
psyc R ology here wkch it is the duty of our party at Government House 
to try to mitigate, but, as Ronnie rightly says, we have to get inside the 
problem or we will have no influence at all. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI,  Wednesday, 29th October, 1947 
Mountbatten went round to see Nehru in his room this morning. 

Patel joined them, and there was a frank talk about the general desirability 
of the Lahore visit. Mountbatten asked about oing himself alone, 
saying he had no feelings of personal pride when t f e question of saving 
the M ~ O  countries from disaster was at stake. Patel replied that he and 
the rest of the Cabinet were strongly opposed to either of them makin 
the visit. Mountbatten then pointed out that Liaquat was also ill, an ! 
another meeting of the Joint Defence Council was in any case due to be 
held this week. It would be a friendly gesture for Nehru and himself to 
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go to Lahore for that purpose. Nehru agreed, and Mountbatten rc- 
to Government House, where he at once made his telephone 4 1  to 

 inna ah, who ex ressed pleasure at this proposal. Five minutes afterwar& P Doon Campbe I rang me up to ask whether there was an truth in the 
rumour that Mountbatten had been speaking to Jinnah on t K e telephone ! 

Mountbatten had a ninety-minute talk with Gandhl to-day. At 
yesterday's Prayer Meetin the Mahatma struck an almost Churchillian 
note over Kashmir. His B ine was : the result was in the hands of God; 
men could but do or die. He would not shed a tear if the littlc Union 
force was wiped out like the Spartans bravely defending Thermo ylae, 
nor would he mind Sheikh Abdullah and his Moslem, Hindu an B Sikh 
comrades dying at their posts in the defence of Kashmir. That would 
be a glorious example to the rest of India; such heroic defence would 
affect the whole sub-continent, and everyone would forget that Hindus, 
Moslems and Sikhs were ever enemies. 

The immediite military situation is serious. The Commanding 
Otficer of the battalion flown in on Monday has been killed, and there has 
been a withdrawal, and fairly heavy fighting is going on four and a half 
miles west of Srinagar. 

It is noteworthy that the situation in Hyderabad has reacted sharply 
to the Kashmir crisis. Only twenty-four hours after the Indian acceptance 
of Kashrnir's accession and the fly-in comes the report of a dramatic hold- 
up of the Nizam's delegation by an Ittehad-inspired mob on the eve of its 
departure for Delhi to sign a standstill Agreement. We are still awaiting 
the full details of this extraordinary development, but it is clear that the 
Nizam, in llis efforts to cling to his prero atives, is allowing himself to 

under the influence o f t  f e Ittehad extremists. 
head cold which I brought back with me from London 
charge of me, and I have had to spend t11e day in bed, 
than I really am, and steadily losing interest in affairs 

of State. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, NEW DELHI, Thursday, 30th October, 1947 
I spent another day in bed. Pete Rees kindly called in to see me after 

dinner to keep me posted with news. The situation in Kashmir, he said, 
obscure, and there was no proper intelligence. He was con- 

vinced Was t at if the tribesmen had followed their own looting instincts they 
would have been in Srina ar by now ; but under the leadership of ex- 
I.N.A. officers they seeme!, fortunately, to be more cautious. 

After a dficult Defence Committee, Nehru's attendance at the Joint 
Defence Council in Lahore was formally confirmed and announced. 
but he has since had to send a message to Mountbatten that the doctor 
had decided that he is still not well enough, and so after all Mountbatten 
will go done. Nehru is also geatly distressed by a Pakistan Government 
statement, issued with a sense of timing which seems to be Jinnah's stock- 
in-trade techque  of applying di lomatic pressure. It is, in fact, a 
method which makes diplomacy a P most impossible. In the statement 
the Kashmir accession is described as being " based on fraud and violence, 
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In the middle of to-day's Defence Committee, Auchinleck rmg up 
Mountbatten from Lahore to say that he had succeeded in persuading 
Jinnah to cancel orders given the revious night for Pakistan troops to 
moved into Kashmir. The or B er had reached General Gracey, the 
acting Pakistan Commander-in-Chief in the tem orary absence of 
General Messervy, through the Military Secretary o f t  \ e Governor of the 
West Punjab, with whom Jinnah was staying. Gracey replied that he 
was not prepared to issue any such instruction without the ap roval of the 
Supreme Commander. At Gracey's urgent request, Auc R 'nleck flew 
to Lahore this morning and explained to Jinnah that an act of invasion 
would involve automaticallv and inimediately the withdrawal of every 
British Officer serving with-the newly formed Pakistan Army. 

Before Auchmleck left him he hid not only called off the order, but 
also invited Mountbatten and Nehru to come to Lahore. Vernon, how- 
ever, arrivin late for dinner after some harassing hours on the telephone, 5 announced, ' It is the end ". The whole plan, he said, had broken down, 
as Nehru could not go to Lahore because of illness. 

After the film-show to-night Mountbatten called in Ronnie, Vernon 
and mvself for a chat on the dav's events. Mountbatten said he had 
pressed'stron ly for the Lahore visi; at this morning's Defence Committee, f and they ha all been sutficiently in awe of him not to raise a voice to 
say him nay, but he understands that at the Cabinet this afternoon, 
although his presence was still felt, the pressure on Nehru not to go was 
very heavy, and that on reachin his house he practically collapsed and 
had to be put to bed. Mount % atten is sure that his illness is genuine. 
Nehru has incidentally agreed to Mountbatten forwarding a message 
to Jinnah to say that he is ill and to ask for a postponement. Mount- 
batten has decided to telephone Jinnah in the morning in order to 

ive him a personal account of Nehru's state of health, and to try to bring 
Lrn down to Delhi. 

The Goverilment are undoubtedly jibbing at Lahore, and there is 
criticism not merely of place but of the timing as well. A comparison 
has even been drawn with Chamberlain's visit to Godcsberg. There is 
an a preciable d m  er of Kashmir causing the growth of a mock heroic 
psyc R ology here wkch it is the duty of our party at Government House 
to try to mitigate, but, as Ronnie rightly says, we have to get inside the 
problem or we will have no influence at all. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Wedtierday, 29th October, 1947 
Mountbatten went round to see Nehru in his room this morning. 

Patel joined them, and there was a frank talk about the general desirability 
of the Lahore visit. Mountbatten asked about oing himself alone, 
saying he had no feelings of personal pride when t f e question of saving 
the two countries from disaster was at stake. Patel replied that he and 
the rest of the Cabinet were strongly opposed to either of them makin 
the visit. Mountbatten then pointed out that Liaquat was also ill, an I 
another meeting of the Joint Defence Council was in any case due to be 
held this week. It would be a friendly gesture for Nehru and himself to 
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go to Lahore for that purpose. Nehru agreed, and Mountbatten rc- 
turned to Government House, where he at once made his telephone 4 1  to 
 inna all, who ex ressed pleasure at this proposal. Five minuter afterwar& I Doon Campbe 1 rang me up to ask whether tliere was an truth in the 
rumour that Mountbatten had been speaking to Jinnah on t h e telephone ! 

~ountbatten had a ninety-minute talk \nth Gandh to-doy. ~t 
yesterday's Prayer Meetin the Mahatma struck an almost Churchillim k note over Kashmir. His ine was : the result was in the hands of God; 
men could but do or die. He would not shed a tear if the little Union 
force was wiped out like the Spartans bravely defending Thermo ylae, 
nor would he mind Sheikh Abdullah and his Moslem, Hindu an B Sikh 
comrades dying at their posts in the defence of Kashmir. That would 
be a glorious example to the rest of India; such heroic defence would 
affect the whole sub-continent, and everyone would forget that Hindus, - 
Moslems and Sikhs were ever enemies. 

- 
The immediite military situation is serious. The Cornrnandixlg 

Officer of the battalion flown in on Monday has been killed, and there has 
been . . a withdrawal, and fairly heavy fighting is going on four and a half 

P -  . 
miles west ot Snnagar. 

It is noteworthy that the situation in Hyderabad has reacted sharply 
to the Kashmir crisis. Only twenty-four hours after the Indian acceptance 
of Kashmir's accession and the fly-ln comes the report of a dramatic hold- 
up of the Nizam's delegation by'an Ittehad-inspirid mob on the eve of its 
departure for Delhi to sign a Standstill Agreement. We are still awaiting 
the full details of this extraordinary development, but it is clear that the 
Nizam, in llis efforts to cling to his prero atives, is allowing himself to 

under the influence o f t  f e Ittehad extremists. 
head cold which I brought back with me from London 
charge of me, and I have had to spend the day in bed, 
than I really am, and steadily losing interest in affairs 

of State. 

GOVERNMENT HOUSE, NEW DELHI, Thursday, 30th October, 1947 
I spent another day in bed. Pete Rees kindly called in to see me after 

dinner to keep me posted with news. The situation in Kashmir, he said, 
obscure, and there was no proper intelligence. He was con- 

vinced t at if the tribesmen had followed their own looting instincts they 
would have been in Srina ar by now; but under the leadership of ex- 
I.N.A. officers they seemef, fortunately, to be more cautious. 

After a difficult Defence Committee, Nehru's attendance at the Joint 
Defence Council in Lahore was formally confirmed and announced. 
but he has since had to send a message to Mountbatten that the doctor 
had decided that he is still not well enough, and so after all Mountbatten 
will go alone. Nehru is also greatly distressed by a Pakistan Government 
statement, issued with a sense of timing which seems to be Jinnah's stock- 
in-trade t echque  of applying di lomatic pressure. It is, in fact, n 
method which makes diplomacy a P most impossible. In the statement 
the Kashmir accession is described as being " based on fraud and violence, 
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and as such cannot be recognised ". There was, it added, conclusive 
evidence that Kashrmri troops were used first to attack Moslems in 
State and even to attack Moslem villages in Pakistan near the border, 
All this had provoked the Pathan raiders-and so on, in terms which 
make it probably as well that Mountbatten cannot take Nehru with him, 

Junagadh not unnaturally has fallen into the background of the news, 
but it still adds to the sum of everyone's worries. The Government 
propose to take over control of Mmgrol and Babariawad to-morrow, 
During our London visit Mountbatten bent every effort to bring about a 
settlement by diplomatic means. Junagadh now assumes relation to the 
wider context of events in Kashmir. The consistency of P a k ~ t ~ ' ~  
case against the Kashmir accessio~i is ill-served by the Junagadh precedent. 
The " fraud and violence " of accession when it involves India and 
Kashmir is strict legality when Junagadh accedes to Pakistan. The 
immediate propaganda value of Junagadh to India is greater than the 

hysical possessiori of it, but on this issue Pate1 gives higher priority to 
Rimself as Minister of States than as Minister of Information. 

It must be admitted that the Indian Government has been amply 
~rovoked. ~ollowing the meeting with Liaquat on the 1st October, 
Nehru had to send no fewer than three requests for the immediate 
withdraw1 of Junagadh troops from ~ a n g r o l  and Babanawad. Alto- 
gether some three weeks ~assed before a reply was received from Lia uat 
referring to a missing letter of an earlier date and indicating that he 1 ad 
asked for the withdrawal to take place. But even then nothing happened. 

At a Joint Defence Council at Lahore on the 16th October, Liaquat 
indicated that he was prepared to entertain the rinciple of a lebiscite in tP P Junagadh. Nehru proposed that V. P. should y to   ah ore or a general 
discussion, but this was turned down by Liaquat, who suggested that he 
should visit Karachi instead. On the a n t  the Defence council accepted 
the that Mangrol and Babariawad would have to be occupied. 
Two days later a plan was made ready, and two days after that-but 
only thirty-six hours before the Kashmir explosion-it was finally 
approved. 

As a last resort Mountbatten sug ested yesterday that the occupation 
should be entrusted to the Centraf Reserve police, a cadre especial)' 
retained under the Crown Representative before the transfer of power, 
and still available for the purposes of upholding and enforcing law and 
order in the States, but at to-day's Defence Committee pate1 was adamant 
that the operation should be handled by Indian armed forces. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DBLHI, Sunday, 2nd November, 1947 
Since the troubles began I have been cut off from my family. I took 

the chance of a lightning visit by Peter Howes to Simla to see then1 for a 
few hours. They have now moved down from Mashobra to Observa- 
tory House, which is attached to the Governor-General's Lodge. We 
left on the return trip to Delhi first thing this morning. Peter HOW~S'  

grey Rolls was almost too large and high-powered for the twisting climb 
up and down the hills, but it ate up the miles across the plains. 
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All was quiet save for signs of recent c o ~ n ~ n u ~ ~ d  troubles at Kamd. 
w e  saw lorries bringing out Moslems from the walled township. 
Moslem women were cowering against the wall. As we rushed past, the 
car radio was thundering out Bach's Prelude and Fugue in F minor. ~h~ 
incongruity of sound and scene and circomstance stirred thoughts in me 
which went deeper than words. What are the bounds of hummn 
ex erience? It was as if by one strange apocalyptic flash all the grandeur 
m ! misery of the world had been revealed. 

On our arrival at Government House I found I was due to dinc with 
the Mountbattens. The Maharaja of Bikaner was among the guests. 
After dinner Blkaner gave a runnin commentary on a film describing 
his state's part in the movement a n f  welfare of refugees. By means of 
some h e  colour photography the film told the story of how more than 
five lakhs of refugees had been phased through Bikaner. They passed 
in their tl~o.usands over largely barren land, imposing almost overnight an 
immense strain on the State's resources and limited lines of communica- 
tion. Yet throughout the whole operation only one hundred and fifcy 
Moslems died on the way. 

Mountbatten, who was in good heart, told me he was very pleased 
with his three-and-a-half-hour talk with Jinnah at Lahore. They were 
able to exchange views with rather more freedom than if their respective 
Prime Ministers had actually been with them. Jinnah be an by com- 

I! aining that the Indian Government had failed to give time y warnin to 
s Government of its intentions. Mountbatten re~lied that Nehru's k lrst 

action after leaving the meeting at which the decis:on to fly in the troo s 
was taken was to telegraph to Liaquat. Jinnah then reiterated L 
published statement that the accession was not bona fide, since it rested on 
violence and fraud, and would thus never be accepted by Pakistan. 

The argument then got into a vicious circle. ' Mountbatten agreed 
that the accession had indeed been brought about by violence, but the 
violence came from the tribes, for whom Pakistan, and not India, was 
responsible. To this Jinnah would retort that in his opinion it was India 
who had committed the violence by sending in the troops, and Mount- 
batten would continue to stand his ground that where the tribesmen were 
was where the violence lay.! Thus it went on until innah could no I longer conceal his anger at what he called Mountbatten s obtuseness. 

Mountbatten advised Jinnah of the strength of the Indian forces in 
Srinagar and of their likely build-u in the next few days. He told him 
that he considered the pros ect o f t  R e tribesmen entering Srina ar in an 
force was now remote. T innah to make h s  first gener af proposa E 
which was that both sides withdraw at once and simultaneously. 
When Mountbatten asked him to explain how the tribesmen could 6e 
induced to remove themselves, his reply was, " If you do this I d l  call 
the whole thing off ", which at least suggests that the public propa anda f line that the tribal invasion was wholly beyond Pakistan's contro will 
not be pursued too far in private discushon.. 

On inquiry Mountbatten found that Jinnah's attitude to a plebiscite 
was conditioned by his belief that the combination of Indian troops in 
occupation and Sheikh Abdullah in power meant that the average Moslem 
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would be far too frightened to vote for Pakistan. Mountbatten pro- 
posed a plebiscite under United Nations Organisation auspices, where. 
upon Jinnah asserted that only the two Governors-General could ~ r g ~ ~ ~  
it. Mountbatten at once rejected this suggestion, stressing that whatever 
Jinnah's prerogatives might be, his own constitutional position allowed 
him only to act on his Government's advice. 

Jinnah's mood was one of depression, almost fatalism. He kept harping 
on the masochistic theme that India was out to destroy the nation of his 
making, and his attitude to every personality and act of policy across the 
border was coloured by that general assumption. Mountbatten with 
Ismay, who was present for most of the conversation, did his utmost to 
reassure him. It is doubtful whether he made any headway, but at least 
they left good friends on the surface. Mountbatten says that as a military 
operation the speed of the fly-in on 27th October left our S.E.A.C. efforts 
standing. It certainly seems to have left Jinnah standing as well and to 
have been a ~erformance whollv outside his calculations. 

In spite of? Mountbatten's oitimism and frankness, the events of the 
ast few days have inevitably caused a widening of the breach between 

Kimself and Jinnah, which ths  latest meeting has by no means narrowed. 
For Jinnah would seem to have judged Mountbatten by himself and 
assumed that he retains almost Viceregal powers. This might well lead 
him to the further assumption that Mountbatten was the real author ofthe 
letter acce ting Kashmir s accession, the directing hand responsible for the 
daring an! dash of the fl -in and in general the moving spirit in causing 
this serious setback to Pa L stan's interests and aspirations. 

If this is so, it is a tragic misreading of the facts. Ever since the 
acceptance of the 3rd June Plan, Mountbatten has regarded as the central 
feature of h s  mission the promotion of good-will between the two suc- 
cessor States. Jinnah is not insensitive to issues of personal reputation, 
and it is strange that he cannot see that disappointment here would 
be likely to be regarded by Mountbatten as a measure of ~ersonal 
,- .. 
talure. 

Apart from his vexation over Kashmir, it may well be that Jinnah 
does not consider that on wider grounds Mountbatten now enjoys the 

owers to serve as a restraining or mediating iduence in India. As we 
gave seen, Jinnah's concept of the pro er functions of a Governor- 
General were made plain enough when Re at once invoked the s p e d  
powers allowed under the Inde endence Act. 

Last but not least, although t R e two men have a considerable personal 
respect for each other, Jinnah is now wholly dedicated to the aims of his 
statecraft.* Deeper fears and colder calculations which are beyond 
Mountbatten's means to penetrate seem to possess Jinnah at this 
time. 

* Just how deep was this regard of Mr. Jinnah for Lord Mountbatten was 
revealed to me recently by a personal friend of Mr. Jinnah's. He told me that 
just before his death Mr. Jinnah went so far as to say, " The only man I have ever 
been impressed with in all rny life was Lord Mountbatten. Wlien I met him for 
the first time I felt he had ' nur ' " (" nur " approximates in English to a " divine 
rahance "). He said that Mr. Jinnah added that he had never doubted Lord Mount- 
batten's integrity the whole time he was in India. 
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C O V B R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Monday, 3rd November, 1947 
With the Kashmir crisis holding all the limelight, H derabad has 

attention, yet only esterday-some two and a hal months after k' r 
~ndependence Day-Mount atten found himself receiving an entirely new 
~ ~ d c r a b a d i  dele ation of three led by Moin Nawaz Jung, one of the B, strong men of t e ittehad, and, it would seem, several stages further 
away from settlement than on the 15th August. Indeed, afvr develop 
ments which most significantly came to a head the night after Kashmir's 
accession and the fly-in, and which can only be described as of Ruritanian 
irnprobabili~ it is remarkable that the negotiations should be con- 
tinuing at a1 But for Mountbatten's and Moncktoo's persistence and 
will-power they would have broken down completely by now. As it is, 
the Nizam has succeeded only in completely forfeiting whatever reserve 
of confidence the Government of India-and Pate1 in particular-had in 
him, and I doubt whether their relations can ever be the same again 

During Ismay's and my visit to London, Mountbatten used all his 
resources as a conciliator to find the formula that would close the gap 
between accession and association. He even went so far as to recommend 
a lavish document-a hand-written vellum scroll, perhaps-with a 
heading confined to some such archaism as " Know all men by these 

11 presents ". It could then be accepted by both parties as an Instru- 
ment ", without suffix or prefm, but meaning accession to the Sardar and 
association to His Exalted Highness ! 

In the belief that the Nizam was susceptible to moderate influences 
only so long as Monckton was at his side, Mountbatten worked hard to 
secure agreement for a visit from V. P. Menon to the State so that 
negotiations could be continued in Hyderabad. The day before V. P. 
was due to leave-all the necessary clearance having been secured at both 
ends-the Nizam turned the visit down, on the grounds that V. P.'s 
presence would give rise to demonstrations and counter-demonstrations. 
The tone of ths  refusal and of Patel's re ly to it were sufficiently offensive 
to the susceptibilities of both parties to Rave brought the negotiations to a 
final halt. 

At this stage Mountbatten asked Monckton to come to  elh hi as his 
personal guest, and Monckton pro osed on the 10th October a year's 
Standstill Agreement which woul B give India most of the substantial 
advantages of accession while preserving the Nizam's s mbolic status. K Mountbatten succeeded in securing an extension beyond t e two months 
for conducting the discussions on this basis. There followed some 
intense and bitter bargaining, when once again the complete collapse of 
the negotiations seemed imminent, but on the 22nd October a draft 
Standstill Agreement was repared with various revisions which was 
acce table both to V. P. an B to the Nizam's delegation. 

~ [ e  delegation at once returned to H~derabad to clinch the matter, 
and on the same evening showed the draft to the Nizam, who did not 
like the look of it and decided to refer the whole text to his.Executive 
Ca.mcd. The Exec~~tive Council, with the delegation present to expkin 
points of detail, spent the next three days in discussing the draft, and on 
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Saturday the 25th October, with a formal vote of six in favour and three 
against, advised the Nizam to accept and sign the Standstill Agreement 
without further revision or delay. The delegation duly reported the 
result of the vote that evening to the Nizam, who indicated his a provtl 
of the decision. The Nizam, it seems, spent most of the next B ay pre- 
paring two collateral letters which involved an undertaking on his 
part not to accede to Pakistan and covered his position in the event of 
India leaving the Commonwealth or war breaking out between India and 
Pakistan. During the evening the delegation called for all the documents, 
as they were due to leave for Delhi early the next morning. But the 
Nizam, without explanation, excused himself from adding his signature 
that night. 

At three o'clock in the morning a crowd estimated at about 
twenty thousand swarmed round the 'ihree adjacent houses occupied by 
Chhatari, Monckton and Sir Sultan Ahmed. There were loud-speakers 
in the crowd telhng them to remain orderly and to create no disturbance 
beyond preventing the delegation from leaving. No Hyderabad police 
were seen at any time, and the Ittehad publicly took credit for this militant 
challenge. At about five o'clock in the morning Chhatari ultimately 
managed to make contact with the Army authorities, and the delegates 
and Lady Monckton were then safely evacuated to the house of an officer 
of the Hyderabad State Forces. 

At 8 a:m. the Nizam sent a message to the delegates that they should 
not leave for a few days. He also advised Mountbatten by tele ram that 

6 6 owing to unforeseen circumstances " they could not return B orthwith, 
and trusted that the Governor-General would not mind if they came on 
Thursday or Friday at the latest. Mountbatten at once agreed. When 
the Nizam actually saw the delegation in the afternoon of the 27th he 
said he wanted them to stay while he took final stock of the situation, 
but he expressed complete agreement with his Council's decision. He 
roundly denounced the Ittehad and Razvi, who, it seems, was 
responsible for organising the opposition, and asserted that e would 
force Razvi to accept the decision. 

rrsonally 

The next morning, at a second interview with the delegation, the 
Nizam called R a n i  in, but far from converting him, it was Razvi who 
dominated the Nizam, spoke of the agreement as meaning the death of 
Hyderabad and pleaded for a chance to reopen negotiations in what he 
regarded as more favourable circumstances arising from the Indian 
Government's preoccupations with troubles elsewhere. He proposed a 
new delegation, ~ r e f e r a b l ~  of three dissenting voters in the Executive 
Council. Monckton, Chhatari and Ahmed all explained that any 
such course of action would be illusory and disastrous, and therelipon 
tendered their resignations. 

On Thursday the 30th the Nizam had a last interview with ~onckton 
and Ahmed before the former left for London and the latter for Delhi- 
Ahmed, who at once reported the whole of the above bizarre episode to 
Mountbatten, fired a shot at his former master by saying in effect, 
" This wdl be the en and your money ". 

At the same time from the Nizam advised ~ountbatten 
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*at to 
" the changed political situation " the old delegation hrd 

been disso ved and a new one created from the ranks of the dissenhg 
voters within the Coundl. Moin Nawaz Jung, the new chaimul, 
is also a brother-in-law of Mir Laik Ali, who has succeeded Chhatari as 
Premier, and who up to September was Representative of Pakism in 
united Nations. 

The possibility that all this manacuvring may be the prelude to some 
attempt by Hyderabad to align herself with Pakistan cannot be over- 
looked, and was very frankly dealt with by Mountbatten at his Lahore 
meeting with Jinnah. There has been general contact between Karachi 
and ~ ~ d e r a b a d  both before and after the transfer of power, but innah was 
at pains to stress that he has had nothing whatever to do with d e Nizlm's 
reversed decision and has never discussed any form of agreement with 
him. 

Moin on his arrival began by taking a lofty line that the Nizam 
wanted Hyderabad to be an independent sovereign State in close associa- 
tion with the two Dominions and with a foreign policy in general con- 
formity with India's. But Mountbatten has been extremely tough with 
him and 1is delegation, which he met for the first time yesterday. He 
told them that he had never in the course of his experience in international 
negotiations over some years come across so naive and extraordinary a 
procedure as Hyderabad was now trying to adopt by reverting to a draft 
which had already, after days of patient examination, been rejected by 
the other party. He has made it clear beyond all equivocation that the 
Government still abide by the final version of the Standstill Agreement as 
worded when the previous delegation left Delhi, as accepted by the 
Nizam's Council and, until h s  sudden volte-fce, by the Nizam.himself. 
If the Nizam continued to repudiate his own decision, the responsibility 
for breaking off the negotiations would be his alone, and the Indian 
Government would make it clear to the world that this was so. 

Nehru has made a big broadcast offering a United Nations controlled 
plebiscite for Kashmir, which Mountbatten raised with Jinnah on 
Saturday. It is altogether a moderate and well-ar ued statement. But I Jinnah's objection, which he made quite clear at t e Lahore meeting, is 
not to the idea of a plebiscite as such, but to the resence of Indian troops 
in Kashmir while it is being held, which he c P aims likely to 

B rejudice any chance of it being im artial. Both Nehru and Pate1 seeme to think 
that a referendum coul not be held during the winter months, and 
would in any case take time to organise. Mountbatten is concerned 
about the complacent assumptions in much of the thinking about Kash- 
rnir, and has pressed for a military a reciation ofjust what a long-term 
commitment over a wide front wou PI mean. 

I dined d deux with His Highness of Bdcaner-my first visit to Bikaner 
House since the days when it was an officers' mess for S.E.A.C. After 
an excellent dinner, rounded off by an eighty- ear-old brandy which 
he told me his father had kept for fifty years, he gave me the story of his 
art in the Accession policy. The decisive meetings, he said, took place 

Rere in Bikaner House on the 7th, 8th and 9th February of this year with 
Nehru. Bhopal adopted a secretive attitude. Previously he had been 
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very pro ressive and active in the Statcs' interest. Bikaner told me ht 
he was w a olly convinced that without Accession there could have been no 
stability for the new Dominion, and that all the Princes must reconcile 
themselves to becoming constitutional rulers. He thou ht one of the 
key roblems would be the small States with less than a mil ion inhabihnts R P 
and ow to keep them up to the mark under the new dispensation 

He said that Mountbatten was a friend of his chldhood, but that his 
admiration of him had been tremendous1 enhanced during the part few 
months. He was particularly impressed r; y his reasonableness combined 
with his power to take decisions. Mountbatten, he said, had saved the 
day by lus personality. He also said that great credit was due to the far- 
seeing statesmanship of his Dewan, K. M. Panikkar. 

I must say that Panikkar's brilhance of intcllect and the Mahara a's 
steady common sense make a good partnership. At the moment w 1 en 
the whole Princely system seemed likely to be destroyed by indecision 
and discord, their initiative helped to provide a possible life-line between 
the old order and the new. Just before I left he said he hoped that my 
wife and I would be joining the Governor-General's party during their 
visit to Bikancr in January. Altogether a mellow evening. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  D E L H I ,  Tuesday, 4th November, 1947 
I had a chat this morning with Lady ~ountbat ten,  who is rather 

concerned about the construction that might be put upon their departure 
for London for the Royal Wedding, and is wondering whether, in view 
of the dan erous and troubled situation, the Governor-General's and her 
trip shod d not be cancelled. Moreover, she is also, not unnaturally, 
loathe to interrupt the prodigious effbrts she is making in the cause of 
refugee welfare on both sides of the boundary. 

I urged strongly against cancellation, which could only serve to coihrm 
the sense of crisis in the ~ub l i c  mind. Their ~osition. I added. was now 
strictly constitutional, so'that it could not and shouldrnot be a&ed that 
the Governor-General's presence was now essential for the day-today 
conduct of affairs. It would be ~articularlv a ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t e  for them to 
be resent on this reat Royal occision not /6lyA$ relatives of bride and P brikgroom, but a so as the chosen re resentatives of free India. 1 JW 
believed that the visit would be we H worth while, if only to enable 
Lady Mountbatten to give a first-hand account from her uruque expni- 
ence of the scale of the welfare problem here. 

None-the-less her anxiety is well founded, for Lia uat has to-day 
launched another of his public diatribes in advance 07 the next Joint 
Defence ,Council. This time from his sick-bed he talked about the 
immoral and illegal ownership of Kashmir 
Amritsar Treaty* ; about the dishonest 
the active sympathy of some 
perpetrated on the Kashmir people by its cowardly ruler with the aggres- 

* The Treat whereby Jammu and Kuhmir were granted by Lord Hardinge 

Ruling House. 
6 afier the Fvst unjab War in 1846 to Gholat Singh, the founder of the present 
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Vale of Kashmir, and it is felt that its reca ture would great1 reduce the 
chance of further tribal incursion into t R e valley. There K ave been a 
number of Euro ean casualties here, and some British citizens, including 
Sidney Smith o Express, are still cut off. 

attens' lunch-party toda . This is the first 
time that it has been cool enou h to hold it out of oors since our lunch 
with the Wavells on the day o B our arrival. 

d 
At dinner to-night in honour of the Asian Labour Conference, Vernon 

told me the latest news on the Hyderabad negotiations, which I must say 
verge on comic opera. In face of Mountbatten's inevitable firmness- 
what else could the have expected?-the new Ittehad-sponsored 
delegation is complete r y tongue-tied. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  NEW DELHI, Wednesday, 5th November, 1947 
I discussed a number of Press problems this morning with B. L. 

Sharma. We decided that the time had come to recommend to our 
principals the Governor-General and Minister of Information) that our 
Public Re I ations triumvirate should be dissolved. Unni Nayar is at 
present in Srinagar, now wholly ttaken up with the Indian Army's Press 
problems in Kashmir, and B. L. is re-absorbed in his daily tasks at the 
Ministry of Information. It has been a pleasant experience working with 
them, and our little committee has served a useful purpose, if only because 
it has brought them to the fore. 

I have had a talk with Choudhuri, ~irector-General of All India Radio, 
who told me of troubles in the State of Orissa. The primitive aboriginals 
there seem to have been infected by the upheavals in the north and to be 
bringing out their blow-pipes, bows and arrows. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Thursday, 6th November, 1947 
I called round to see Alan Moorehead at the ~mperid this morning. 

David Astor, the editor of The Observer, asked hlm to undertake a series 
of special feature articles on India and Pakistan since ~ndependence. 
This is his first visit to India, and already the vast canvas excites his 
imagination. Even a short conversation shows him to be a most gifted 
im iessionist, with a articular forte for descriptive analxsis. 

- 

R P What," I asked, ' is your first reaction to India? " It is rather like 
Spain," he replied-" men sit hating each other like the wrath of God- 
then, because the sun is too hot, shrug their shoulders and say ' what is the 
use? ' " He thought the phrase " India's   at he tic contentment " the 
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complete reverse of the truth. On the contrary, he felt their mood wu 
one o f"  apathetic discontent ". 

~ovartNMaNT HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Friday, 7th November, 1947 
. . 

At the Emergency Committee to-day the powers and capacity of the 
East Punjab Government came under fire. Gopalaswami Ayyengu, 
who has joined the Nehru Government without portfolio but with specill 
res onsibility for East Punjab affairs, and Neogy were both criticas 
Ne R ru and Pate1 provided the postscri t to the discussion. Nehru: R " The Press says ' J'accuse '." Patel : They have to defend them 
selves! " One item before the meeting was the 
refugees should be allowed to take with them from 
 he su estion was that the ration of 

" they can take half a cow." 
cent. "So if there are only five in a 

I dined to-night with Ismay. It was a farewell occasion for Captain 
Yaqub Khan, second-in-command of the Governor-General's Body 
Guard, who under Partition is about to take down to Karachi the ~oslem 
half of the contingent which will serve at Government House. There 
were just four of us, Pete Rees being the other guest. Ismay delighted us 
with numerous anecdotes and im~ressions of his war ex~eriences with 
Churchill. It is dificult to know khich'to admire more, ismay's talents 
as a writer or h s  slull as a raconteur. He combines econom of phrase 
and sharpness of observation, with mature judgement anK a unique 
knowledge of reat men at great moments. f Ismay said t at when the Indian leaders talked of going to Lahore in 
terms of Chamberlain going to Godesberg he felt bound to remind 
them of Roosevelt goin to Yalta. Discussing the late flowering of 
Jinnah's career, he recalle d that in h s  own time with Willingdon, Jinnah 
was certainly not regarded as a figure of the first importance nor co~lld his 
ultimate eminence have been foreseen. This brought to mind the vivid 
verbal snapshot of Jinnah a decade earlier given me by Lady Reading 
during our London visit. " Mr. Jnnah ", she had said, " was prowling 
around like a leopard in my days. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  NEW DRLHI, Saturday, 8th November, 1947 
The Joint Defence Council met this morning after prolonged and vain 

efforts b Mountbatten to secure the presence of Liaquat and Jinnah. L The Pa Stan representatives were Nishtar, the Communications 
.Minister, and Mohammed Ali, who as Secretary-General to the Govern- 
ment is already one of the most influential figures in the new rigime. 
Mountbatten invited Nehru and V. P. to join Nishtar and Mohammed Ali 
at lunch. Afterwards he steered the conversation into two separate 
rooms, Nehru and Nishtar talking politically, and V. P. and Mohammed 
Ali considering the problem at the oficial level. 

For the first time, the technique of broadcast invective and controvers 
has been temporarily set aside, and a serious effort has been made to see I 
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1 detailed working formula for a settlement of the dispute, There 
was a rather larger area of common ground than had been ex ected, but 
diametricauy o posed views were held about the withdrawa of forces. S P 
Pakistan wante the withdrawal to be simultaneous by both sides, while 
lndia was adamant that withdrawal could be effected only after Kashmir 
had been cleared of the raiders. TO encourage the Indians that they are 
ne otiating from increasing stren th comes the news that the offensive ! d or ered on Tuesday has succee ed and that Baramula has been re- 
captured. Altogether the Mountbattens can leave for London to- 
morrow with easier minds about Kashmir than had seemed possible 
forty-ei ht hours ago. k On t e other hand, the Junagadh problem causes renewed worry. 
At last Monday's Defence Committee it was reported as little more than 
a routine item that Indian forces had duly entered Man rol and Babaria- 
wad on the 1st November and that the occupation ad been carried 
through peacefully. 

a 
It was reasonable to hope that Patel would be 

satisfied or a decision on the occupation of unagadh itself to lie in the 
f' pending tray until greater problems were sa ely resolved. 

But to-day at about one in the morning the Dewan formally invited 
the Indian Government to take over the administration of Junagadh 
in order to save the State from complete breakdown pending an honour- 
able settlement of the several issues involved in Junagadh's accession. 
The Dewan advised Liaquat that he was acting with the support of 

ublic opinion, the authority of the State Council and of the Nawab 
Rimself, who had a short while before flown to Karachi. The Govern- 
ment at once accepted the request authorising their Regional Com- 
missioner in Rajkot to implement it. 

All these developments were only brou ht to Mountbatten's notice f late this evening. It is the first time since t e transfer of power that the 
Government have carried out a major act of policy without fully con- 
sulting or notifying h m  in advance of the event. He feels this may be 
due to Patel's and V. P.'s desire to spare him embarrassment. 

Finally, to complete the day's anxieties, the Nizam, recklessly drawing 
on the last reserves of good-will towards himself in Delhi, seeks to buy 
yet more time before signing the standstill Agreement. His delegation. 
which left Delhi yesterday, has been brought by dint of four days sustained 
effort to the point where it was ready to advise the Nizam to accept the 
Standstill Agreement without amendment. The Nizam, on the strength 
of Mountbatten's forthcomiag   on don visit, has now asked for a post- 
ponement until the 25th November. Mountbatten, after consultation 
with the Government, has replied agreeing to this, provided a settlement 
is reached by the end of the month. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI, Sunday, 9th November, 1947 
We set out very early for Palam to see the Mountbattens off on the 

first leg of their fight to London. Right up to the last moment Mount- 
batten was far from happy about going at all, but, quite apart from 
Princess Elizabeth being a cousin, the bridegroom, Lieutenant Philip 
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Mountbatten, is not only his nepliew, but has made his home with him 
in England for the past eighteen yeus. 

~t 10 a.m. I attended the Swearing-In of Rajagopalachari, who in 
~ountbatten's absence will be acting as Governor-General. Since the 
transfer of power this famous elder statesman of the Congress Party 
been serving with distinction as Governor of West Bengal. The cere- 
mony took place in the Council Chamber in the presence of the Cabinet, 
" C. R.", as he is generally called, dressed in his white dhoti and smiling 
benignly through lus large dark asses, gave the Hindu salutation, f Everyone stood while Bannerjee, t e Secretary of the Home Depart- 

4 4 ment, read out the words of the Royal Commission- To our trusty 
and well beloved Chakravarti Rajagopalachari greeting ". The Chief 
Justice, Kania, administered the oath to which only one alteration wa 
made, the substitution of the words " affirm " for " swear ". 

The ceremony was all over within five minutes, but this was uite long 
enough to convey the full sense of its historic significance. T R ere were 
both fulfilment and dramatic irony in the s ectacle of this Congress 
cam aigner becomin the first Indian to act as ead of State by means of P Il \ 
the orm and title o f t  e Raj which it had been his life work to supersede. 

I attended the acting Governor-General's first lunch-party which he 
gave to members of his staff. C. R.'s married daughter Srimati Nama- 
giri, who is shy and retiring, is acting as hostess. The A.D.C.'s laid on 
the normal procedure for outside uests, our staff arty being lined u 
for individual introduction. The adies all  curtsiecf but C. R. pleaded: 
" Don't do that for me ! " 

K 
After the lunch he called for Vernon and myself. We expected little 

more than a few formal ~leasantries. but our talk was far more DrO- 

longed and illuminating than that. W e  emerged from this encother 
strongly impressed that when the time came here was the ideal successor 
to Mountbatten. There could, of course, be no greater contrast between 
the two men's minds and outlook. Mountbatten-dynamic, extrovert, 
tackling events at the surface with feverish activity : C. R.-intros ective, 
essentially a scholar and thinker, anxious primarily about the un erlying 
causes. 

B 
He asked about the scope of my work, and then proceeded to analyse 

the role of the Indian Press, which, he said, had a long way to go before it 
could achieve its full freedom. I asked him what influence it had on 
politics, and he said, " Very little ". The Congress had corn letely P dominated the political scene, and the Press, instead of providing in ormed 
criticism, was nothing more than a bod of political propagandists. 
If there were to be a change in the balance o ? power all the Press would do 
would be to follow suit, and one lot of pro agandists would succeed 
another. He said he had just written to an 01 B journalist friend of his in 
Madras, who was a critic of the Government, saying that the essential 
thing for the Indian Press to do was to concentrate first of all on admini- 
strative matters rather than on political formulr. Once they be an 

would begin to exert a genuine influence. 
I dealing with things which affected the daily lives of the people, t ey 

I told h m  I particularly admired The Hindu of Madras. He said that 
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this was not surprising, in view of my British outlook and trainin 
a here was a paper brought up on the best traditions of nineteen& 
century British journalism. He agreed with the point Vernon made 
that Indian joummlism was much nearer to American in ib  tendency to 
outspokenness and over-statement. C. R. drew attention to the excel- 
lence of the British magazine Counh L*, whicli covered such a wide r range of subjects and which had a most a religious quality about it. 
~e felt that until India could produce papers of equal value to this, the 
British would continue to have the advantage over her ! 

He then turned to the general situation &d said he was profoundly 
wlhappy. Archibald Nye, who had " an almost missionary zeal ", had 
tried to console him, but the events of the last few weeks had largely 
shattered the dream of a lifetime. " I had always assumed that we were 
better than other eople, that under the leadership of a man who had 
somehow found t 1 e secret of combining religion and politics without 
compromisin his politics or contaminating his religion, we would, 
through our Eelief in non-violence, make rapid strides as soon as indc- 
endence had been achieved." There was a sense of mission while 

Zghting British rule, but that now seemed to be lost in the savagery and 
suffering that Indian people were inflictin upon themselves. 

I remarked that the problem which istressed him as affecting the 
Indian eople seemed to be common to everyoile throughout the world; 
much t R e same dilemma was facing Europe; perhaps the problem and 
the solution were common to all people. There was really no consola- 
tion, he replied, in knowing that the evil was not confined to India. 
6 6  I am not distressed at the usual struggles for power-the jealousies and 
intri ues; the trouble with India is that she has a solution to these 
prob P ems through her religion and that she has now seemed temporarily 
to forget it." 

He said he was hoping and praying for a revival of the Vedantic 
religious spirit. Their religion had something in common with 
Christianity, and indeed all other religions; but the Vedas were not 
based so much on the principles of Christian leadership, they were more 
closely related to the European pagan philosophies of Socrates and 
Marcus Aurelius. It was a code of conduct which had been known to 
the people over centuries and which helped to conquer their fears. 
Fear, he felt, was at the root of the trouble. Revenge was only fear at 
one remove. Nor was it genuine revenge that indul ed in the indiscri- !i rninate massacre of women and children. Someone ad said that if we 
could experience the full force of other people's suffering we should all 
die ; that there was some form of compensation which   re vented us from 
fully appreciating the horrors that surrounded us. 

Turning to the Ben a1 situation, he s a d  that it was wonderful to see 
that Bengal had been B ree of the communal disturbance ; in fact the East 
and West Bengal Governments have been working to date on a closer 
understanding than East and West Pakistan. There had been common 
action from the outset between the two Prime Ministers. 

There had admittedly been quite a considerable movement of middle- 
class Hindus from East Bengal, but this was not the outcome of gersecu- 
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tion on the part of the East Ben a1 Government. These Hindus bd 
moved because they did not thin! the prospects of security were very 
good, in much the same way as capitalist interests had moved out of the 
Dominion into the States. The only people who would come to any 
harm in the long run would be the Hindus themselves. 

C.  R. was pessimistic about the political prospects in England, and 
felt that developments in India had done the Labour Government a r ea  
deal of harm. I said I believed that Churclill had rather over-state the 
case. 

! 
He said that the Indian Government were living literally from hand to 

mouth. A tremendous burden was resting on Nehru. The main ray 
hope was the presence of Gandhiji. It was esseiltial that his outlook should 

.I 

prevail. 
Just as we were leavin , the A.D.C. came in to report that Mr. Bhabha 

would be ten minutes 7 ate for his appointment. " Thank goodness! 
I am most relieved to hear it," said C. R.-a reaction one would not 
expect to hear from Mountbatten ! 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Monday, lo th November, 1947 
I have just prepared a Public Relations appreciation which recapitulates 

all the maior developments since my return here from London. These 
are the prLcipal po&ts I have made':- 

" Guidance on the tangled Kashmir, Hyderabad and Junagadh situation 
is not easy to give, and reliable information on the military situation in 
Kashrnir is particularly difficult to extract. It should be noted that when 
Mountbatten visited Kashrnir in June he did everything possible to 
impress u on the Maharaja the urgent necessity of acceding to one or 
other of t K e successor Dominions before the I 5th August and of basing 
his decision upon some expression of the popular will. 

6 6 Moreover, Mountbatten was empowered to advise him on the 
authoriw of Pate1 that if his decision was to throw in his lot with Pakistan 
and j o i i  their Constituent Assembly in advance of the transfer of power, 
it would not be regarded as an unfriendly act by India. ' There is,' 
Mountbatten warned him, ' only one way for you to bring disaster to 
your country, and that is to do nothing.' His hesitation, followed by the 
inability or unwillingness of Pakistan to prevent tribal incursion into 
the State, have undoubtedly been the primary causes of the present crisis. 
It is probable that nothing short of a full-scale tribal invasion to the 
$es . . of his capital would have induced the hesitating Maharaja to accede 
at all. 

6 ' 
I am convinced that the Government of India were absolutely rigllt 

to accept his Accession before offering to give him military aid, and to 
regard it unilateral1 as an interim measure until the destiny of the State d" can be finally deci ed by a confirming plebiscite. It should be stressed 
that the accession has complete legal validity both in terms of the ~ritish 
Government's and innah s expressed policy statements. But just how 
narrow the escape !at been from irreparable disaster is to be seen from 
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 inna ah's dramatic invasion order given at midnight on the 27th October 
to his commander-in-Chief, General Gracey, and cancelled solely as a 
result of Gracey seeing fit to refer the order to Auchinleck. AucMeckPs 
immediate intervention caused Jinnh to pause just long enough for 
second thoughts. Only thus were the two Dominions saved from 
being forthwith in a state of o en war with each other. 

"  he Nizam of Hyderabacf is undoubtedly playing for time to see 
how Kashmir develops before taking a final decision in favour of the 
standstill Agreement. In the attempt he has carried on what cm only 
be described as Ruritanian negotiations. The Ittehad which he ori inally 
encouraged has now become a veritable Frankenstein, and the who B e issue 
now turns on whether the Nizam has the political and moral strength to 
resist the opposition to any form of agreement with India. If the 
~ ~ d e r a b a d  problem can be solved 1 am confident that we shall be able to 
surmount the hump of the crisis. 

" At his meeting with Mountbatten in Lahore on 1st November, 
Jinnah asked lum to believe that he had at first been against accepting 
the accession of Junagadh and had demurred for some time only to give 
way finally to the insistent appeals of the Nawab and Dewan. But 
this was not the line taken a month earlier in D e h  by Liaquat, who gave 
no indications of any such misgivings. But whatever the motive or 
explanation, by accepting Junagadh's accession in the first place Jinnah 
was inevitably invitin a shar reaction. 
" Pate1 has respon d ed to t R e challenge in a way which, if it raises 

domestic morale, is hardly calculated to win over world opinion. But 
although the Government's action in occupying the State will provide 
material for the suspicious and ill-dis osed to summon u~ analogies with 
recent Euro em history, it can stilf be claimed that t ere has strictly 
been no vio f ation of law. It is perhaps worth noting that the invitation 
from the Junagadh Premier to administer the territory in the Ruler's 
absence does not in the Indian Government's view prejudice the Accession 
issue. Nehru has offered early discussion of the whole problem, but 
Pakistan demands what it calls the restoration of the Nawab s adrninistra- 
don before such discussions can begin. India points out that it was the 
Nawab's administration and nobody else who decided to call in their 
troops. All this, however, leads into a labyrinth of detail and a web of 
propa anda, and it is important not to get lost in the one or entangled in 
the 4 6  otter. 

Talung the larger view of developments to date, ~ashmir ,  ~ ~ d e r a b a d  
and Junagadh are essentially one situation and react on each other. A 
move towards agreement in any one of these three States would ease the 
situation in the other two. Accession has been amply vindicated. All 
the acceding States have held firm, and in the three cases where there has 
been trouble the Ruler has each time been of a hfferent community from 
the overwhelming majority of hls subjects. If the Accession policy had 
not been duly s onsored and pressed home by Mountbatten and Patel 
there would un B oubtedly have been complete chaos. As it is, the scale 
of the conrolidation is indeed impressive. In so far as the princely States 
before the transfer of power formed no part of British India, their acces- 

Q 
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sion now means the incor oration into the Indian Union of luger 

Pakistan. 
R territories and populations t an have been lost to it by the creation of 

" Mr. Churchill's recent s eeches in Parliament during the Debate on cf the Address on Burmese In ependeilce and on the Punjab troubles have 
aroused old phobias. In two respects I feel that what he said should not 
be allowed to pass unchallenged. First, although we are admittedly 
wallowing here in a statistical morass, all the data available to us sllggerr 
that his round fi ures of the number of t o  le who have lost their lives 
in the recent f isturbances are an ine)ate! estimate. Secondly, the 
implication of his speech on Burma, that Dominion Status is somethin 
less than Independence, should surely be taken u at once by the Britis f E 
Government as being false in political fact and egd theory and in any 
case completely contrary to its declared policy. 

" My own impression, which has been confirmed since my return, is 
that the Government of India will not force the ace on withdrawal from \ the Commonwealth, and if they can find a suita le excuse for letting the 
matter remain in the pending-tray they will do so. I have for some 
time felt that one of the major objectives of Jinnah's polic has been to L keep this issue at the boil and if possible to tease India out of t  e Common- 
wealth, leaving Pakistan as the ' Northern Ireland ' of the sub-continent. 
Mountbatten, as a cousin of the King, by his continued presence in Delhi 
as Governor-General of India, inadvertently makes it d&cult for Jinnah 
to romote this concept. 

"Be that as it may, evidence is accumulating that Mountbatten is to 
be made the target of a fairly heavy propaganda barrage from ~arachi. 
The first salvo was an article in the Pakistan Times to-day accusing him of 

in active command of the Kashmir o erations. His return to R Lon beinf on for the Royal Wedding should be t e best refutation of this 
fantastic charge. But the depressing truism remains-the bolder the lie 
the wider the credence; from which it often follows that to deny an 
untruth is simply to spread a suspicion." 



C H A P T E R  T W E N T Y  

P R O G R E S S  A N D  RELAPSE 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHr, Tuesday, 11th November, 1947 

T o-DAY IS TKE great Hindu celebration of Dee awali. As with out 
Christmas, the em hasis is placed on the f a J y ,  and particularly on P the children. A1 the houses are bedecked with lanterns, for it is 

the festival of the lights. C. R. called me in this morning saying he had 
composed a short Deepawali greetings which he thought might appro- 
priately be his first message as Governor-General. The mesu e addressed 
to the people of India had a peculiar rhythmic beauty, f o r , L e  Nehru, 
C. R. is a master of English prose. 

4 4  We may not," he wrote, " have the mind to indulge in festive 
rejoicings when we are surrounded by dficulties, and so deeply immersed 
in anxieties as we are to-dav. but D e e ~ a w d  is a ereat national dav 
associated with hope and jdi from tiAe irnmemoZal in India. ~ h ;  
lights that are lighted on that day also represent the hope for more and 
more enli htenment, and the holy anointin done on the morrow of 
the festiva k is associated with the cleansing o f t  !i e spirit symbolically called 
the Ganga Shan. May ths  Deepawali serve to purify the hearts and 
enlighten the minds of eo le everywhere in India irrespective of caste or 
creed or so-called race. R P  

O B S E R V A T O R Y  HOUSE,  G O V E R N O R - G E N E R A L ' S  L O D G E ,  S I M L A ,  
Thrrrsday, 20th November, 1947 

With C. R.'s agreement, I have been able during Mountbatten's 
absence in London to rejoin my family u in Simh. I am remaining on 
here until such time as the Comptro lf er's House on the Govemor- 
General's estate is ready for us. My cheerful and efficient secretary, 
Maggie Sutherland, is sending up Government House papers by bag 
a d  is keeping in regular touch with me by telephoile. Fortunately 
it is proving to be a period of relative quiescence for Mountbatten s 
staff. 

I also see the newspapers, if somewhat belatedly. Dawn of 12th 
November has provided a signifcant postscript to what it terms " the 
rape ofJunagadh ". Nothing the Dewan or the Indian Government have 
done, it claims, " alters in the slightest the constitutional position of 
Junagadh wllose accession to Pakistan stands and is sacrosanct according 
to law which in the present case is the Indian Independence Act of I947 
enacted by the British Parliament ". What price the sacrosanctity of 
Kashmir's accession? Once again Dawn comes up like thunder-this 
time in advance of the event. For as early as the 24th August I see from 
my notes it asserted, " The time has come to tell the Maharaja of Kashmir 
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that he must make his choice and choose Pakistan ". Should Kvhmir 
fail to join Pakistan, " the gravest possible trouble will inevitably ensue ", 

The military situation in the Kashmir Valley has been further stabiliSed 
with the capture of the tactically important town of Uri, but farther 
afield in Jammu and Pooncll, where Moslem solidarity is greater, the 
position for both the Indian and State forces, thin on the ground md 
stretched out alon difficult lines of communication, is not so secure, 
With the onset o f? winter, however, and with the Passes blocked with 
snow, the campaign is likely to be largely immobilised. It is hoped that 
those tribesmen who were inore interested in uick loot than holy wars 
ma soon begin to lose enthusiasm and trickle ack to their homes; but B 1 
un oubtedl~ the Moslem population in Kashmir has been deep1 stirred. 

After having had time to digest last week's draft of a ossib e agree- P r 
ment, Liaquat has made h s  latest contribution to a sett ement by de- 
nouncing Sheikh Abdullah as " ths  Quisling ", " an agent of the Congress 
for many years ", who " struts about the stage barterin the life, honour 
and freedom of the people for the sake of personal pro&t and power "- 
in so far as Nehru and Abdullah have ties of long personal friendship it 
is difficult to ima ine a more woundin phrase. Secondly, he has seen 
fit to reveal w h  f' e Mountbatten is stil P in London what he now calls ~ --. 

6 6 the terms " offered by Jinnah at h s  Lahore meeting with Mount- 
batten on 1st November-namely, a cease-fire administered by the two 
Governments ; simultaneous withdrawal of the Indian troops and invad- 
ing tribesmen ; joint administration by the Governors-General and a 
plebiscite under their joint control and supervision. I may say that these 

roposals were at the time immediately transmitted by Mountbatten to 
Kis Government for their consideration : and I understand their rtrlply had 
already been sent to Karachi in advance of Liaqunt's " revelation . 

O B S E R V A T O R Y  H O U S E ,  G O V E R N O R - G E N E R A L ' S  L O D G E ,  SIMLA, 
Wednesday, 26th November, 1947 

On all sides there are signs of a dktente iving rise to the hope that the 
storms which have threatened to overwhe K m the sub-continent following 
the transfer of power may at last be subsiding. All India Radio provided 
perhaps the most promising series of news items to be heard in any one 
evening since the transfer of power. First there is the Standsd Agree- 
ment with Hyderabad. Mountbatten on his return from London has- 
as Patel announced in the Legislative Assembly yesterday-seen the 
Hyderabad dele ation " for the last time ", and precisely the same Agree- !z ment is being ta en back for the Nizam's signature as a month ago. 

Secondly, Nehru has made an important statement on Kashmir, which, 
whle it once more accuses Pakistan of conniving at invasion, indirectly 
repudiates the recent dangerous suggestion of sheikh Abdullah that 
there might now be no need for a referendum. If Nehru had not done 
t h s  promptly, Mountbatten's own position would have been very 
dificult. Nehru has simply repeated the terms on which Accession had 
been accepted-that is, an Interim Government followed b reference h to the popular will under an impartial tribunal. He rejects t e doctrine 
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of a r i i i ~ u l t n l ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~  withdrawal of troops as providing in itself mere con- 
firlllatioll of l'akistan's connivance. 

Tile third itcin of good news is a Joint Defence Couilcil meeting, 
Liar1u:lt coining to Dclhi to-morrow for it. This will be the first 

pCrsoil~l eiicoi~llter bctwcen t l l ~  two Yrinle Wnisters since the Kashmir 
iiivasion. 

Finally from Karachi coiner the oficial ailnouncement of the intention 
to disband the All India Moslci~l League and to confine the o erations 
of tlle League to Palustail. This is an enliglitened decision wRch will 
he1 to frec rnan of the forty million Moslems livin in India from a r did;)cult double a1 cgi:mce. As such, it is a powerful an timely contribu- 
tion to peacc in the sub-continent. 

! 

O B S E R V A T O R Y  HOUSE, G O V E R N O R - G E N E R A L  S LODGE, SIMLA, 
Saturday, 29th November, 194 7 

The Nizani lras signed at last, and Pate1 has made a good statement 
paying tribute to Mountbatten for llis decisive role in the negotiations. 
Certainly patience has been callcd for in dealing with the old Nizam, who 
adllercs stubborilly to the methods of traditional oriental di lomacy. 
Wholly divorced from the developmeilts of the outside world, \ e seems 
incapable of taking ally decision until he has enmeshed himself in the 
webs of llis own intrigues. 

It  has becil a niggling operation until the last. When the dele ation 
had their final meeting with Mountbatten on Tuesday the % e an 
pleading for "cry minor amendments such as the substitution 08' wit '" 
for " shall ", and finally even a semi-colon for a comma, in a desperate 
effort to justify their existence and make good the assertion that the 
Governnieilt of  India had a reed to changes in the a x t  approved by their 
predecessors. It was fbr t L s reason that Mountbatten was at pains to 
stress that he would not agree to the change of even a comma. Some 
small amendments in the collateral letter were accepted, but here hd ia  
stood firm in refilsing to allow Hyderabad to have its own diplomatic 
reprcscntation. 

The Ittehad and its extremist leader, Kasim Razvi-who was inciden- 
tally in Delhi during the last bout of negotiation-can claim no more 
than that the Standstill Agreement has been brought about by a rrely Hyderabadi delegation. But this face-saving device has been e ected 
only at the ex ense of Patel's confidence in the Nizam and hls intentions. 
For all that, t R e Standstill Agreement allows a breathing space of a year 
for heads to cool and hearts to soften. 

There has been another admirable s eech by Nehru, h s  time on the 
refugee situation, in which he has ma S e a strong plea against retaliation 
and revenge and put the whole vast ~ r o b l e m  into better perspective. 
GO daswalni Ayyengar almo"nces that Indo-Pakistan consultations to 
deaP with all outstanding problems between the two Dominions are to 
take place first at secretarial and afterwards at ministerial level, which 
suggests that a serious effort is to be made to put relations on a working 
basis. Pate1 has described the talks with Liaquat Ali Khan as " cordial ", 
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and Liaquat has now left for consultatioia with Jinnnh. The oint 
Defence Council is to be kept in being, and the next meetiilg will ic in 
Lahore on the 6th December. 

O B S E R V A T O R Y  H O U S E ,  G O V E R N O R - G E N E R A L ' S  LODGE,  SIML*,  

Monday, 1st December, ,947 
Kashrnir may well have the effect of shiftin the bias of Indian politics. 

It is beginning to dawn on the leaders that if t B, e State is to be maintined 
within the Indian Union some three million Kashmiri Moslems liavc to 
be absorbed and appeased. Sheikh Abdullah is accordin ly veering round 
in favour of the referendum to which India is pledgel. There are the 
symptoms of a Gandh-Nehru-Abdullah line-up against the Hindu 
Mahasabha on this issue, and of an open clash between communal and 
nationalist aspirations inside the Congress. Those in the Congress who 
want a 14indu State do not want Kashmir, but the Government's action in 
Kashmir has tem orarilg sileiiced them. 

Ths profoun B but subtle discord is not confined to the Kaslmir 
question; it breaks out on a wider front. The Hindu Mahasabha have 
just ~assed a resolution condeinnin an All India Congress Committee 
resolution on refugee policy whch f ad laid down that the Congress did 
not intend to encourage Moslems to leave who wished to stay, and had 
boldly advocated the ultimate return of refugees to their ori inal homes. a Here are the malungs of a major conflict between the Ma asabha and 
Con ress, and the strong terms of both resolutiolis would indicate the 
possi f ility of an early show-down. 

The London Press is beginning to conlment on the recent signs of an 
Indo-Pakistan ditente. First fruit of the standstill Agreement with 
Hyderabad is the Nizam's decision to release the local Congress 

soli prisoners. Most of the key men, including Swami Ramanan Tirth, 
the President of the State Congress, have been under arrest during the 
negotiations. 

O B S E R V A T O R Y  H O U S E ,  G O V E R N O R - G E N E R A L ' S  LODGE, S I M L A ,  
Saturday, 6th Deceniber, 1947 

Nehru has made a major statement on Foreign policy to the Legislative 
Assembly. This is the field in which his mind can spread itself, and 1 
suspect that he gets the deepest satisfaction from being the Foreign 
Minister in his own Government. He is making a determined bid to 
keep India out of the scramble of power politics. He hotly denies that 
his aim is neutrality, but its broad effect will be something very like it. 
He calls for co-operation with both the United Stater of America and 
Russia, and makes no reference to Britain or the commonwealth, beyond 

that he hopes to improve India's relations with some Common- 
wealt members, whch would seem to imply a flank attack on south 
Africa. 

In a reference to the decision taken by the United Nations over the 
patition of Palestine, Nehru commended the Indian proposd for two 
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autollomous States within a federation. This, he asserted, is regarded in 
united Nations circles as wiser than partition, which had already led to 
So much trouble a11d would lead to more. India, he added, would gain 
in prestige by taking an illdependelit line in this way on major issues of 
world policy. He made the point that politically Forcign policy de- 
pended on economic trends witlliil n comitry. India's economic policies 
were not yet fued, but had been diverted by the pressing needs of the 
immediate internal crisis. 

At the same time, Asaf Ali, Nehru's first Ambassador to the United 
States, bids in Washin ton for American financial backing, urgin 
India was solvent an! a good market. Asked about Indo-Pa %that stan 
relations, he re lied he expected tllcy would be close-at any rate at the 
ecoiiomic leve P 

O B S E R V A T O R Y  HOUSE,  G O V E R N O R - G E N E R A L ' S  LODGE,  SIMLA, 
Tuesday, 9th Decmber. 1947 

Our stay in Simla has been a uiet one. The place has a special 
stillness and unreality of  its own, wRch to the newcomer give rise to a 
certain sense of foreboding as the sharp autumnal air heralds the onset of 
winter and the Himalayan mow-line creeps steadily nearer. The transfer 
of power, the troubles and now the approaching cold weather have 
completed the great exodus of Europeans. 

Michael Hadow, formally Indian Civil Service and now of the High 
Commissioner's staff, who has come to see about the repatriation of 
British subjects stranded in the Simla area, is staying with us. He has 
been up to the St. Lawrence College, Kasauh, where he has found signs 
of an anti-British attitude among the Sikhs. He used to serve in the 
Political Department, which administered relations between the Indian 
States and the Viceroy in his capacity as Crown Representative. He told 
us a story of  an inquiry b the Political Department into the affairs of a 
very small and jungly I11 B ian State. The object of the exercise was to 
inspect Government papers. After prolonged negotiation the local 

prime minister " led the way through a passage to the vaults, where he 
duly unlocked a bi chest. Inside was disclosed one solitary file marked 
simply " Ladies' Fi Y e ". 

Archie John Wavell has also been stayin with us for a couple of days. 
He had a lot of interesting things to say a % out his father's Middle East 
campaigns, with particular reference to the controversy over the opera- 
tions in Greece. Clearly h s  father has suffered much injustice from his 
virtue of reticence. 

GOVERNMENT HOUSE, NEW DBLHI, Wednesday, 10th ~ecember, 1947 
Our children, with Miss Carey, their nurse, have at last come down the 

hill with us. Ever since their arrival in April they have been up in Simh. 
Miss Carey was born in India, and knew it well in the days of Lord 
Halifax's Viceroyalty. Her knowledge of  Indian conditions has been a 
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great source of strength to us in our domestic life, and certainl relieved 
me of much anxiet when we were separated during the troub es, ? r 

We were part o a small coxlvoy covered by a most reassuring Gurkha 
contingent. But there was no incident of any kind on the way down, 
The great refugee camps at  Ambala and Panipat seemed to be in a more 
orderly condition than when I saw them last month. We take up our 
abode at the Com troller's House. The present Comptroller, Ronald 
Daubeny, is a bac R elor, and is living on top of his exacting duder in 
Government House itself. The Corn troller's House has a lorious 
garden, full of English flowers, in whic f for the next two mont \ s or so 
the children call revel ~ultil the inhumail heat of the sun drives them 
indoors from dawn to dusk. It was here that Radcliffe stayed when 
preparing his Award, and it was also allocated to Chiang Kai Shek and 
Madame when they visited Delh in 1942. 

During the time I have been in Simla both Ismay and Auchinleck have 
returned liome. Ismay stayed on until Mountbatten was back from 
London. 'There had always been a gentleman's agreement between 
them that hc should in ally case leave by the end of the year. In thc 
knowledge that his " Grand Design " for ensuring the effective admini- 
stration of Partition both before and after the transfer of ower had 
achievcd its primary purpose, he felt that he could ustifiab y take his ii P 
leave now. The temporary im rovemnent in the po tical weather also 
encouraged h m  to advance the B ate of his departure. 

After some bitter argument between the two Dominions about an 
appropriate closing date-set just before the transfer of power for April 
1948-Auchinleck s Supreme Command was fmally wound up on 
30th November. During the three weeks of October when we were in 
London Mountbatten was engaged in difficult negotiations on the whole 
of this problem. 

The outcome of the closure of the Su reme Command was the termina- 
tion of its responsibilit for British so diers in India, who if they wished K f 
to stay on further in t e service of the Indian or Pakistan Governments 
would require fresh contracts. Some four tllousand officers and men 
who had initially volunteered were involved. Negotiations with 
London on the terms of their future service were instituted towards the 
end of September, and Auchinleck's original proposal that 
Supreme Command should be liquidated on 3 1st December, subject to 
three months' notice being given to all the ~ r i t i sh  volunteers on the 
1st October. 

This notice was duly given, but pate1 at once began utting on pressure 
for an earlier closing down of the commani. He complained 
to Mountbatten that by its in  elh hi it was throttling 
the initiative of the Indian as an advance outpost of 
Pakistan. Mountbatten terms at any such 
attack on the that ~uchinleck's 
integrity was was not to be 
deflected 

The Palustan Government were equally outspoken, but in revefie. 
In their view it was the Indian Army whch was sitting on top of the 
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Supreme Commander's Headquarters and actually influenhg the 
decisions of :he Supreme Commander. When Auchinleck himself 
suggested the 30th Noveniber as the closing date at a Joint Defence 
council meeting in Lahore in the middle of October, Liaquat vehemently 
refused to accept the proposal. Afterwards Mountbatten had the matter 
out with him, and discovered that he was under the impression that a 
British Supreme Commander was in a position to 'assure the dispatch of 
stores to Pakistan more effectively than a committee consisting of the 
commanders-in-Chief of the two Dominions. Mountbatten was at 
pains to explain that Auchnleck was only responsible for malung 
administrative arrangements and that the execution of these arrangements 
had always been the responsibility of the Indian Government. 

This did not cause Liaquat to change his attitude, and so the opposing 
views of the two Governments were referred to London. On the 
7th November the British Government replied that they had reluctantly 
come to the conclusion that they had no option but to close down the 
Supreme Command Headquarters on 30th November. 

With this particular cause of controversy removed from the agenda, 
it was found that the next Joint Defence Council meeting on the 26th 
November had a far more friendly give-and-take atmosphere about it 
than any mecting since 15th August. This session went on for sonle 
three hours, and dispatched no fewer than forty-four items of business. 
The most encouraging decision of all was that the Council itself should 
continue to operate, in spite of the termination of the Supreme Com- 
mand. Mountbatten asked at this oint to be allowed to give up the 
chairmanship because he had been to f d that Pakistan considered him to be 
biased in favour of India, but both the Pakistan and Indian re resentatives R urged l im  in the strongest terms to stay on in the chair, whic , somewhat 
reluctantly, he has agreed to do. It is no small achievement to have 
completed these delicate negotiations and to have maintained this measure 
of high-level military liaison against the tense background of the Kashmir 
crisis. 

Many of the duties Ismay and Auchlleck were called upon to perform 
were very painful to them on personal grounds, but this did not deter 
them from bending all their energies and experience to mitigate the 
tragedy of partitioning the Iiidian Army. Their presence throughout 
this transaction ensured that Mountbatten received the best possible - 
military advice at every stage. 

The Emergency Committee of the Cabinet, too, has met for the last 
time, handin back to the Government for solution perhaps the deepest 
problem of a P 1-the rehabhation of the refugees from Palustan. There 
are two possible solutions: that they should all remain in the East 
Punjab, or that a given proportion of them should be setit to other 
Provinces. The East Punjab Government has been standing fior this 
second solution, claimin that the holdin s from which these refugees f came were large and ric! and that they s o d d  be compensated by the 
allotment of at least ten acres to each family ; any farmlies remaining over 
from this allocation should, in their submission, be given land elsewhere in 
India. 
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The Central Goverilmetlt, however, stands firmly for the first solution, 
on the prillciple that the number of nail-Moslems who have come illto the 
il st Pulljab is smaller than that of the Moslems who have gone out, that 
the avera e family holding in India was two acres or even less, and dut 
the spreaf of refugees throughout India will only spread the colllmunal 
tension. Therefore the Government of India is insisting that the Elst 
punjab accommodates the lot. They are aware that this will meail the 
concentration of a large number of discontented people, including a high 
proportion of Sikhs. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  NEW DELHI, Thursday, 1 1 t h  December, 1947 

I have been acquainting myself fully from the records, and from a long 
talk I have had with Mountbatten on the varying and often dramatic 
developments in the Kashmir situation over the past fortlight, during 
whlch time there seems to have been almost a year of diplomatic effort. 
Mountbatten has struggled with what I can onlv describe as heroic zeal 
to close this breach LLd prevent the whole sud-continent falling a art 
from a mono-maniac obsession over the political future of a single In S ian 
State, important enough in itself, but coiltaining only four Ldlion out 
of its four hundred million inhabitants. 

One of Ismay's most important contributions to peace was the part he 
played both earl in November and during the " cordial " talks between Y Liaquat and Ne iru in Delhi only last week. Yet again Mountbatten 
had great difficulty in bringing the leaders together, as yet again Liaquat 
prefaced the meeting with a telegram designed to in uriate Nehru, to 
whom it was tlis time directly addressed. He has once more described 
Abdullah as a " Quisling ", has accused the Indian Government ofattempt- 
ing to eliminate the whole Moslem population of the State, and repeated 
his demand for setting up an impartial independent administration 
immediately. 

Nehru fortunately is not the mail to let his justifiable indignation 
degenerate into false pride, and Mountbatten duly prevailed on the two 
Prime Ministers to have their first man-to-man talk on Kashrnir since its 
accession. After a long preliminary preseiltation of his case by Nehru, 
Liaquat, who was obviously very tired and weak after l i s  recent illness, 
managed to ask a number of pertinent questions and to put forward 
proposals whch Nehru promised to consider. Ismay, with his own 
outstandin skill and experience in the drafting of high-level formula e; and with t e support of V. P. and Mohammed Ali on behalf of the two 
Governments, at once put these proposals into more formal shape, and 
they provided the basis for four further meetings during the next two 
days. 

Briefly the proposals were : that Pakistan should use all her influence 
to persuade the rebel " Azad Kashmir " forces to cease fighting and the 
tribesmen and other " invaders " to withdraw from Kashmir territory as 

uickly as possible and to prevent further incursions. India should with- 
%raw the bulk of her forces, leaving only small detachments of minimum 
strength to deal with disturbances. The united Nations ~r~a~lisatioll  
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be asked to send a comnlissioll to hold a plebiscite in Kashmir and 
to rccornnlc~ld to India, Pakistan and Kashrnir, before it was held, steps 

sllould be taken to ensure that it was fair and unfettered. C e r k n  
steps which it was illtended to take towards this object, such as & 
rclcare of political prisoners m d  tile return of refugees, should b ~ , ~ u b l i ~ h ~ d  
right away. 

With ismay's help the positioli reached at the end of the talks was that, 
while there was no definite agreement, Nehru's criticisms were confined 
to detail. Liaquat, for his part, who came to Delhi insisting on the com- 
plete withdrawal by both sides, an impartial administration before a 
plebiscite, and an impartial lebiscite, only fully ained tlie last and P partially the first of  t lese conditions. He t R us showed hirnsdf 
read to make a coilcession of  principle. Ismay left quite convinced that 
the i! ormula was both on political and administrative grounds a workable 
solution and the on1 one that has so far beell propounded. The atmo- r sphere when Isinay eft was promising. It seemed that the foundations 
had been well and truly laid; but conciliation is heartbreaking work. 

Two days ago, and only two hours after Mohammed Ali, who had 
staved on. was airborne for Karachi. Mountbatten was Dresent at what he 
had described to me as one of the most depressing mietin s it has eve; 
been his lot to reside over. For the second time Pate f and Baldev 
Sing11 appeared &fore the Defence Committee as messengers of woe. 
They had just returned from the front, and the reports they brought back, 
together with independent information reaching Nehru, hardened the 
Cabinet's heart against agreeing to the immediate plebiscite, or even, for 
the present, to continuing negotiations. The grievance was three-fold. 
First, reports of large concentrations of invaders, includin tribesmen in 
the West Punjab; secondly, the allegatioii that Liaquat L d  no sooner 
left Delhi than he had done all in his power to encourage new raiders to 
invade the State ; and thirdly, and perhaps more emotionally disturbing, 
continuing stories of hastl atrocities, including the wliolesale murder 
of non-Moslems and t f e sel r ing of Kashmir girls. 

Contact was only resumed as a result of Mountbatten plant51 a discreet 
suggestion with Liaquat that he should telegraph Nehru con&rming the 
date for a resumption of negotiations. Lia uat did this, urging that the 
only way for bloodshed to be stopped was 9 or the representatives of the 
two Governments to continue to meet together. Nehru at once re- 
spoilded to the spirit of  this message and accompanied Mountbatten to 
Lahore for last Monday's Joint Defence Council 

The discussion on Kashmir lasted, with a break for a dinner- arty, from L three ill the afternoon until midnight-seven hours in all. T s meeting 
took place in a generally friendly atmosphere, with only occasional out- 
bursts. None-the-less it convinced Mountbatten, who tried cvery 
means he knew of reconciling the divergent views, that the deadlock was 
so complete, and the ~olitical pressures both internal and external SO 

intense, that only the ii~troduction of a third party with international 
authority acting in an agreed capacity could now break it. 

At this point, therefore, Mountbatten injected the su gestion that the k United Nations Organisation might be called upon to fi 1 the third-party 
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role. Liaquat welcomed the pro osal as strengthening his llalld in any 
action needed to call a halt to t R e raiders. He did not, i ~ l ~ i d ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~  
confirm Jinnah's assertion that they co~ild be called off by command 
simply from Karachi. Nehru wantcd to know under what section ofthe 
Charter any reference to U.N.O. could be made. As it was now 
night, Mountbatten suggested that a further study shoild be made ofthis 
point. Nehru nodded his head wearily, and the meeting ended with tllc 
project left open. 

Since returning to Delhi, Mountbatten has seen Gandhi and V. P.. 
who are both favourably inclined to the invocation of U.N.O., and to-day 
he has had a further talk with Nehru, whose attitude to the idea is now less 
negative than it was at Lahore. 

To-night there was a dinner for the Di lomatic Corps, followed by a \ showing at Government House cinema o f t  e film of the Royal Wedding. 
There was also shown an Indian Government film on Kashrnir of doubtful 
quality or pro aganda value. There was a glorious shot of various sub- 

{escribed as " captured tribesmen ", in the midst of whom 
could be iscerned the mild features and modest figure of Eric Britter of human tySes 
The Times ! 

Nehru spoke to me about my copy of Trevor-Roper's " Last Days of 
Hitler ", which lie borrowed after hearin about it from Mountbatten- 
who, incidentally, stayed awake the w h ole of one night reading it. 
Nehru told me he was greatly interested in the narrative, but added that 
he found it rather too co~lcentrated for his personal taste. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  NEW DELHI, Thursday, 18th December, 1947 
Once again dark clouds appear over the horizon, and, as is so often the 

case with tropical climates, the storm looms over our heads almost before 
the sun has gone in. All 'the information reaching us at Government 
House suggests that events are moving fast in the Kashrnir crisis and that 
the drift towards war has accelerated. Patel, it seems, has given the drastic 
instruction that none of the financial agreements with Pakistan are to be 
implemented unless Pakistan ceases su port for the raiders. f Y- five crores of rupees (about forty mil ion pounds) are involved, and t e 
financial implications of this step for Palustan, apart from wider political 
and moral aspects, are very serious. Pakistan has only about two crores 
in reserve and numerous urgent debts. The plea that will be made is 
simply, " Why should we give them the mone to buy the arms to 
shoot our soldiers? ", and is not likely to be resiste when it comes before 
the Cabinet. 

B 
The Indian leaders have been receiving a growing volume of evidence 

from their own sources of information of Pakistan's connivance at the 
raiders' operations. Ths is the prima cause of the hardening of their 
attitude. Some of them see the who 7 e Kashrnir operation as a mere 
episode or diversion in a wider   lot. Pakistan, having tied down Indian 
troops in Kashmir, they argue, will next sponsor trouble in ~yderabad, 
and finally march across the Punjab boundary against Delhi itself. 

A less hysterical but hardly less dangerous view is that if Pakistan cannot 
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stop the raiders coming in, Illdia herself will have to, but this, of course, 
cnlollly be done by sending Indian troops through Pakistan territory. 
~ ~ k i s t a n  resists-well, open war is preferable to phoney war, and as for 
tinling, they support Macbcth's principle, " If it were done when 'tis 
done, then twere well it were done quick1 . Tliere is also a growing 
sense of alarm in Government circles at t h "  e impact of Kashmir upon 
the Sikh problem. They feel that the lon er there is tension and fighting 
in Kashmir the inore difficult it will be k or the Indian Government to 
keep the Sikhs in check. It seems that ludess Liaguat can be persuaded to 
come forward with political proposals which it wdl be extremely difficult 
for his country and his colleagues to swallow, the position is Uely  to 
deteriorate ra idly and dangerous1 

While Kas R mir dominates pub L- c attention, Pate1 has just returned 
from an important mission to Orissa and the Central Provmccs. Aided 
by the indefatigable V. P., he hassucceeded in persuading the so-called 
Eastern States of Orissa and Chhattisgarh-thirty-nine of them in all, 
covering some fifty-six thousand square miles, with a population of seven 
million-to take their Acts o f  Accession a staee farther and to meree 
themselves with their two neighbourii~ ~ r o v i n c k  The new terms, 
providing for a complete cession of aut k ority to the new Dominion for the 
governance of their States, at the same time allow these Princes to retain 
their civil Lists, personal property, titles and succession rights. 

An im ortant precedent has now been set for a11 the Princes, large and 
small, w R o can henceforth expect to feel an ever-increasing gravitational 
pull towards the Central Government. Incidentally, it is interesting 
to recall that the first ex ression of  view that the Orissa States should bc 
brought into a close a B ministrative relatio~lship with the Province of 
Orissa came some twenty years ago from a sub-committee of the Simon 
Commission resided over by one of Simon's junior and comparatively 
unknown col f' eagues, Mr. C. R. Attlee. 

The Mountbattells have returned to-day from their tour of Bombay and 
Jaipur. They hope before they leave in the summer to have visited all 
the Provinces and principal States, and so to have completed an itinerary 
which in the more leisurely days Viceroys undertook over the whole of 
their five- ear term. Ronnie tells me that the Jai ur visit was magni- l P ficent. T e occasion was the Maharaja's Silver Jubi ee. He came to the 
gadi when he was ten years old. " Jai " is a very fopular and fro- 
gressive Ruler, and is the only member of the Prince y order to ho d a 
commission in the Guards, a distinction of which he is very proud. He is 
highly westernised, and it must have been strange to see him against the 
traditional omp and circumstance of  his State-the dauhng jewels and 
caparisoneBelephants. I first came across him when I accompanied 
Mountbatten on his visit to Hong Kong in January, 1946. His State's 
troops were serving on garrison duty there at the time, and after Mount- 
batten had inspected them we had tea with the oficers. They were a 
splendid body of men, a credit to the Stare and Ruler alike. 

To-day also John and Patricia Brabourne have arrived to stay for about 
three months. John's father was the much-beloved Governor successively 
of Bombay and Bengal, as well as acting Viceroy for six months. His 
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early death, due largely to overwork, cut short a career which many 
thou ht would culminate with the Viceroyalty. He was particull+ 

opu P ar with Indian Nationalist opinion, and the Mountbattna haw 
found that the marriage of his son to their elder daughter is regarded as 
auspicious and appropriate here in India. The romance of the East ha a 
personal meaning for the Mountbattens, for John and Patricia met each 
other in 1945, when both servin in South-east Asia Command, while 
~atricia's parents became engage P in India in 1922. 

The Brabournes reached Government House just in time for the arrival 
of Admiral Palliser, Commander-in-Chef, East Indies Fleet, who is on a 
short oficial visit wllile his flagship is at Bombay. He was greeted in the 
grand manner. The Gurkhas each momin now have a full ceremonial I changing of the Guard, and a variation o f t  s ceremony to the sound of 
bag ipes and the tempo of the Gurkhas' quick march was specially laid 
on P or the Admiral. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Sunday, Zlst December, 1947 

I had an interesting talk with Sri Krishna, one of the best informed of 
the Delhi political correspondents. His reports are syndicated to a large 
number of English and vernacular newspapers. The line he took is 
symptomatic of the new spirit of self-analysis whch has come with 
Independence. Frank criticisms whch were reserved exclusively by the 
Nationalist Press for the British Raj are now directed towards fresh targets. 

He referred to reports of a split in the Cabinet, and claimed that the 
immediate cause of tension between Nehru and Pate1 was the action of 
Madana Azad, the Minister of Education in the Cabinet. Pate1 has 
recently set up a sub-committee consistin of H. M. Patel, V. P., and 
Bannerjee to vet the appointment of a1 B hgher-grade civil servants. 
Azad has just appointed the well-known scientist Bhatnagar, who 
is not a career man, as the Principal Secretary to his Ministry, without 
reference to this sub-committee. There is also a dispute over the status 
and function of the famous Moslem seminary, Aligarh University, which 
remains on the Indian side of the border. 

Maulana Azad, a great scholar and a man of retiring disposition, has 
during the past ten years been a central figure of controversy. As the 
leading Moslem Congressman and as President of the Congress through- 
out the war, he was titular head of the movement during the vital 
negotiations with both the Cripps and Cabinet Missions. He embodied 
in his position and person perhaps the most importalt symbol of the 
Congress aspiration to be a nationalist as against a communal party 
His status was thus the focal point of Gandh's clash with innah, who 

League could represent Moslem interests. 
f' always maintained that politically no one but a member o the ~os lem 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI,  Monday, zznd ~ecember ,  1947 
I had a most revealing talk to-day with Robert Stimson of the B.B.C., 

who h a  just returned from a fortnight's coverage based on Karachi. 
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During his stay he had an important interview with Jinnah, who covered 
the theme of Pakistan's staying in the Commonwealth and duly corn- 
lined of " British neglect ". From what Stimson tells me, there can 

[e little doubt but that Jinnah himself is the spearhead and inspirer of 
anti-Mountbatten campaign which is now being developed in 

palcistan. The attack is not concentrated on any single grievance or 
but is designed to exploit over a wide front Moru~tbatten's 

vulnerable position as Governor-General of only one Dominion and to 
create tlie impression of a man who is anti-Moslem and pro-Hindu. 

Although it is privately recognised in responsible circles there that 
Mountbatten is a moderating influence, Jinnah seeins to have reached the 
firm conclusion that Mountbatten's continued presence as Govemor- 
General is operating against Pakistan's interest, articularly in terms of her 
relations with the rest of the Commonwea P th. Samson agrees that 
 inna ah's attacks on Mountbatten are the corollary to lus reproaches about 
British neglect. The criticisms are being duly reflected at lower levels 
and among European " old koi hais ". Complaints were directed in 
particular against Mountbatten's reference in a speech during his recent 
London visit to only three per cent of the Indian sub-continent being 
affected by the recent disturbances. This is not surprising, for pers ective 
is rarely acceptable either to the purve ors or consumers of preju ice. r' B 

Stimson's general impression was t lat, subject to four great queries, 
Pakistan was perhaps a stronger entity than some of the critics recognised. 
Those ueries were : whether she could avoid war; whether Jinnah had 
long toPLve (in Stimson's opinion he looked fitter than in August, and he 
was himself at pains to say that he hoped to be operating for at least 
twelve ears) ; whether she could secure economic support, and whether r she cou d retain any of her Hindus. 

He thought that the Sindi Moslems were not so bitter as those in the 
West Punjab, and although Karachi was safer for Hindus than Delhi was 
for Moslems, the Hindus there were under a constailt cloud of threat and 
petty persecution. A ood deal of the rice crop had not been gathered in. 
There had been a who H esale exodus of bank staffs and a complete break- 
down of the Hindu economy, on wluch so much of the State depended. 

Stimson was astounded at what he called the fantastic optimism of the 
old guard, but there was as well a core of  ~ o u n g ,  efficient and incorruptible 
Moslem leaders imbued with a sense of mission who were-determined to 
make the new State work. E v e r y t h g  depended on whether they could 
succeed. 

On Saturday the Indian Cabinet bnallydccided to appeal to the United 
Nations accusing Pakistan of  helping the raiders. Lia uat and Molum- R med Ali have been in Delhi since last evenin , but not ng has emerged 
from yesterda s or to-day's discussions whicE makes it ~ossible to cancel 
or postpone t il' s sombre decision. Most of the time has been taken up 
by the usual atrocity claim and counter-claim. Nehru to-day handed in 
the official letter of  complaint w h c h  is a necessary to a 
reference to the United Nations. Liaquat promised a reply in due course. 
So ends the first phase of the ~ol iucal  and diplomatic struggle over 
Kashrnir. 
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G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Friday, 26th December, 194, 

Following the failure of the Delhi talks with Liaquat earlier in the week, 
a very critical situation has developed both over Kashrnir and the payment 
of the cash balances. Mountbatten's warnings about the dan err md 
limitations of Kashmir as a battle-ground are being a11 too quic d y borne 
out. Indian troops in Kashmir suffer a similar handicap to the Russian 
forces in Finland during 1939, when Russian su eriority in ma- 
wea on-power was largely offset by the nature o the terrain. K P 

T e full weight of Mountbatten's military authority is against any 
extension of already vulnerable and tenuous lines of communication, 
Already the outpost garrisons are in trouble. The garrison at Poonch 
is completely cut off, save for air supply. Two infantry companies at 
Jhangar, attacked by a force of some six thousand invaders, have suffered 
heavy casualties, and a relieving force has had to turn back. 

But perhaps the most serious news is of a concentration of another 
formidable enemy force, estimated at six thousand, in the Uri area. Uri 
is the farthest point so far reached in the advance towards Domel. With- 
drawal from Uri would renew the threat to Baramula, Srinagar and the 
Vale all over again. In Mountbatten's view the fall of Uri might well 
give overwhelming impetus to the argument, stressed with ever-increasing 
insistence in Government circles, that the only way to deal effectively 
with the raiders is to occupy their bases or " nerve-centres " inside West 
Punjab-and tlus would mean war. 

Mountbatten had a private staff meeting at 11.30 this mornin k with Ronnie, Vernon and myself-V. P. joining us. It was quite li e old 
times. We discussed the draft of a letter he has repared over Christmas 

8, 
P Day to Nehru urging the overwhelmin need or caution and restraint. 

I suggested a new~aragraph to stress ow embroilment in war with 
Palustan would un ermine the whole of Nehru's independent Foreign 
policy and progressive social aspirations. V. P. thought the revision an 
improvement, and Mountbatten agreed to its inclusion. 

I honestly believe that this letter as h a l l  dispatched will stand the 
scrutiny of history and should serve to stea d' y and strengthen ~ e h r u  in 
handhg a problem of pecuhar ersonal intensity. His origins as a 
descendant of Kashmiri Brahmins, R s  friendshi and ~olitical association 
with Sheikh Abddah make it difficult for 'm to stand above this 
problem at the moment of decision. 

R 
Towards the end of September in a letter to my mother 1 wrote :- 

" I should say that Nehru has never shown to better advantage than 
during the past months. He has moral and spiritual reserves which seem 
to enable him to stand above the day-to-day administrative crisis and to 
resist the psychological pressures." 

Over Kashmir the sense of strain is more apparent. Mountbatten 
remarked to-day that his concern over Nehru was that he might find 
himself slipping unwittingly, by sheer force of circumstance, into a state 
of mind when he could be actuall influenced by adulation and flattery- 
Mountbatten added that he himse r f knew what ths  danger was-it was 
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one of the reasons why he wished to revert to a subordinate position and 
to go to sea again. 

~e was also most sensible on the subject of his departure. ~e felt it 
be a great mistake for him to stay the extra year, as had been 

hinted to him by Patel, until the coming into f o r e  of the new 
constitution. To do this would be to dramatise the change-over from a 
British  overn nor-General to an Indian President, and to make it that 

more difficult psychologically for India to pursue what he is &mly 
convinced is the course of enli htened self-interest for her, and remain k within the Commonwealth. I , on the other hand, he left as originally 
scheduled, the transition would be smoother and the chan e-over from one 
Indian head of State to another in 1949 more in the gradua B nature of thin s. 

On the ultimately decisive economic front the Government has ad d ed 
to its own burdens by its blind and bland acceptance of Gandhi's policy 
towards decontrol. The Mahatma's approach to economics is un- 
ashamedly prc-feudal, and he has converted the doctrine of hissez$aire 
beyond the dreams of Adam Smith into what is little less than a branch of 
metaphysics. We now have the spectacle of a Government trying to 
create a modem State and depriving itself of the power to tackle food- 
hoarders and price-ring profiteers save through appeals to their social 
conscience, the one commodity in which they are totally lacking. The 
decontrol policy has been op osed by Mountbatten as well as by every 
non-Congress member of t R e Cabinet and by all responsible Civil 
Service advisers without exception. It is the outcome solely of the 
Government's awe of Gandhi. It is causing almost at once a vicious 
spiral of inflation, and will involve an extra eight crores of ru ees on 
Civil Service salaries alone to meet the rise in prices. Altoget R er it is 
estimated that some one hundred and ten crores of ru~ees will need to be 
umped in to meet the cost of Gandhi's economic idias. Sugar -and mdG 

Kave both rocketed u to one rupee eight m a s  a seer-the rise in the 
price of salt being no f ess than five hundred per cent. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Saturday, 27th December, 1947 
Just before midday Nehru's reply to ~ountbatten's letter arrived. 

It cannot really be regarded as a considered answer, and was ap arently 

f P dictated late at night. He duly a ologises for re etitions and ailure to 
say what he means, but the gener;f; meanin is on y too clear: he is still 
in a cold fever over Kashmir, and seized o y of the immediate problem. 
However, he seems ready to go ahead with the appeal to the United 
Nations without waiting u on Liaquat's reply to the proposal. 

That such action shoul B be necessary is, of course, to be deplored, 
but tension over the Christmas week his become so acute that ~ o u n t -  
batten regards any procedure which automatically buys time and defers 
decision as perha s the only escape route left from catastrophe. He has 
gone so far-wit R Nehru's knowledge and concurrence-as to telegraph 
Attlee and suggest that he should fly out immediately to meet the two 
Prime Ministers. He has no serious expectation that he will agree to 
come, but believes the suggestion should be made, if only to register on all 

n 
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sides his owxi sense of urgency. He has also advised Nehru himself to 
lnake direct contact with Attlee a d  give h m  a full account as he uel it, 

We had a hurried conference with Mountbatten ust before he left for i Gwalior, although conference is hardly the word or it He was flying 
offin all directions at once and desperately signing Christmas cards in reply 
to hundreds received, trying to sort out those which needed I,+ 
Mountbatten's signature as well as his own from those which did not. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Tuesday, 30th December, 1947 

I have just read in The Spectator an interesting appreciation of Wa~eu'~ 
and Mountbatten's handling of the Indian situation by Brigadier Desmond 
Young, who was for some time in charge of Public Relations at G.H.Q. 
India when Lord Wave11 was Commander-in-Chief. 

" The imgact ", he writes, " of Lord Mountbatten's forceful personality 
and astonis ing energy produced electrifying results. He swept the 
Indian Leaders along at such a s eed that they had no time to draw 
breath to quibble. In thls h g h f  charged atmosphere Partition war 
rushed through before the Hindu gatred of the idea had time to gather 
weight." He then turns, however, to what he calls Mountbatten's " two 

# 9  66 6  6  mistakes . First," he asserts, he was not only to consent to splittin 
the Indian Army but also to insist on accelerating the rocess. The idea P P 
would have been to retain the Army intact under Fie d Marshal Auchin- 
leck for two years from Independence Day to assist the two Governments 
impartially in the maintenance of order. His second nlistake was to 
accept the Governor-Generalship of the Indian Union when Pakistan 
refused a Joint Governor-General. His acceptance, perhaps under 
pressure from His ~ a j e s t ~ ' s  Government, inevitably put him in a false 
position in the eyes of Moslems when the trouble started." 

In view of the source and possible currency of these two particular 
criticisms I have written to Joyce in London as follows :- 

" I need hardly stress that Mowitbatten and Ismay would have fervently 
welcomed an practicable arrangement for Auchinleck to stay on, but it K was Jinnah w o was most insistent of all in refusing to have anything to 
do with the retention of a joint military system after the transfer of power 
and in demanding the immediate creation of the Pakistan Army. The 
break-up of the S~~preme Command was ex edited not only at the 
request of the Government of India, without w R ose good-will palcistan's 
interest in the matter would not have been served, but also at ~uchinlecrs 
own recommendation. In any case, Pakistan's objection as stated by 
Liaquat to Mountbatten was based on a completely inflated concept of the 
Command's real powers." 

As for the second " mistake ", after referring to the highly embarrassing 
implications of Jinnah's last-minute rejection of the Joint Governor- 
Generalship I have pointed out :- 

6  6 

The Congress offer to Mountbatten was made without any strings 
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attached to it, and quite apart from possible Moslem reactions, it is 
certain that Coil ress opinion would, with far more ustice, have objected 1 to his refusing t eir offer simply because the Mos i em League had not 
invited him as well. But the true position about the Moslem attitude is 
that a dominant factor in Mountbatten's decision to accept the India 
invitation was the pressin plea of  both Jinnah and Liaquat made on their f ow11 and Pakistan's beha f that lie should do so. There is no reason to 
doubt but that their request was made in anticipation of trouble ahead. 
SO if Mountbatten is now placed in a false position wit11 Moslem o inion, 
the remedy rests with those responsible for guiding it in Pakistan. R 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Wednesday, 3Jst December, 1947 
1947 ends in foreboding over the future of Indo-Pakistan relations 

generally and Kashrnir in particular. It is difficult to stand back and 
assess the credit and debit balance of our last nine prodigious months in 
India. The immediate situation seems always to overwhelm our 
thoughts and attention. The occupational risk is to be preoccupied with 
the daily task. 

Over Kashmir at least we go forward into 1948 with some clarification 
of the crisis. Attlee has. as Mountbatte~l anticioated. turned down the 
proposal of a lightning personal intervention, 'feeling that there is no 
specific role which he would be able to play save that of conciliator in 
general terms, and he prefers to rely on the ro er channels " of the 
United Nations. He has, however, sent an excel ent y worded message to 
Nehru urging caution. 

"P f 
On receipt of his reply the Governmeilt have decided to proceed with 

their atpeal to the United Nations without waitin ally loilgcr for 
Lia uat s rep1 . The wording of the complaint, whic has bccn drafted 1 1: f 
whi e Mount atten is still in Gwalior, is moderate in toile save for one 
disquietiilg phrase which reserves freedom of military action to the 
Government if the situation requires it. Mountbatten has pointed out 
that the Securi Coondl Committee cannot be expected to react 
favourably to a t X reat or even the hint of oac. 

Mountbatten has done everytlling in his power to ur e on Nehru what 
ail invasion of Pakistan territory would mean, particu P arly as the whole 
problem at India's request is sub judice. Quite apart from the catastrophic 
effect on world opinion, it would involve thc automatic departure of 
British officers serving with both Dominions. This in itself nlight well. I 
suppose, work more immediately against Pakistan's intcrest than India's, 
but in any case I think Nehru is well aware that any such move would 
mean that Mountbatten's mission would be at an cnd. 

Liaquat's reply to Nchru's formal letter of complaint came in just after 
the dispatch of  the Indian reference to the United Natiolls. It is a 
lengthy catalogue of counter-charge deliberately not confincd to ~asllinir,  
but ranging over the general theme of India's refusal to accept Partition 
and resolve to destroy Pakistan. He wants the iiltervention of the 
United Nations to extend from ~unagadh to p o c i d e ,  " so that all pend- 
ing differences may be possibly resolved ". 
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AS a footnote to these international developments it is encouraging 
learn from the situation reports that no attack has developed on ~ i ,  
and that the Indian troops there have made no contact with hostile force, 
for Mountbatten continues to feel that this would be the event which 
might well touch off the wider conflict. My new year motto is brayv, 
" Patience and proportion ". Clearly we shall need more than ow 
ration of both in the coming year. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  NEW DBLHI, Saturday, ~ r d ~ a n u a r ~ ,  1948 

Mountbatten held a private investiture here this evening which wa in 
effect a family party for sixteen of us, from Lady Mountbatten down- 
wards, whose names are in the New Year's Honours List. As cousin of 
the King, from whom all honours are derived, Mountbatten is q u i k  a 
authority on the subject. Over cocktails afterwards he told me ~t 
my own position as the recipient of an O.B.E. and C.I.E. within eighteen 
months of each other was exce tional. The prevailing rule, it seems, is 
that honours in two different or B ers cannot normally be conferred under 
period of three years. Vernon and I take our place in the find list of 
c.1.E.'~. Our citation is dated 14th August and marks, I suppose, one of 
the last symbolic acts of His Majesty as King Emperor. 

A feature of our little ceremony was the award of a certificate specially 
prepared by Mountbatten for V. P. in lieu of the K.C.S.I., which, as the 
servant of the new Government, he felt it was not possible for him to 
accept. Mountbatten was saying again to-night that he regards V. P. 
as one of the h e s t  colleagues with whom he has ever had to deal, and 
that his presence as Reforms Commissioner and ex oficio member of his 
Staff between March and August was a great dispensation. 

To-night Ronnie Brockman was the recipient of his third " C" 
(C.S.I.), for he gained the C.B.E. for his services as secretary to the 
First Sea Lord (Dudley Pound) and the C.I.E. for his outstanding admini- 
stration of Mountbatten's secretariat in South-east Asia Command. 
During these three years I had learnt to respect his remarkable skdl in 
handling the flow of high-level business. But he has certainly excelled 
himself in this unique mission, quick1 absorbing I.C.S. systems and r relating them to Mountbatten's particu ar methods. Since the transfer 
of power he has ceased to be Personal Secretary to the Viceroy and 
become instead Private Secretary to the Governor-General, thus succeed- 
ing within the new constitutional framework to many of the formal 
functions of the old Private Secretary to the Viceroy (P.s.V.). But 
whatever the form and title, he remains, as ever, indis ensable. He is 

confidence and purpose. 
2 very tall and robust, encouraging in all who work wi him a sense of 
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CALL TO R E P E N T A N C E  

G O V E R N M B N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI, Sunday, 4thJanumy. 1948 
- 

T m DAY HAS been largely given over to the celebration of Burmese 
Independence. The Governor-General and all his staff went to an 
attractive flag-raising ceremony at the house of the Burmese 

Ambassador, U. Win. Apart from two brief speeches by Mountbatten 
and the Ambassador, most of the time was given over to Burmese music - 
and Sidaw dancing. 

We then -repaired to the Durbar Hall, where Mountbatten and the 
Ambassador took part in an elaborate resentation of credentials. 
Normally these occasions are held in the b A' room, and only the Milita 
Secretary and those members of the Governor-General's staff concerney 
together with the Ambassador and his stafl, are present. After the 
presentations of the Chinese and American Ambassadors, even the 
making of speeches was dispensed with, but in honour of Burma's 
Independence there was almost as much pomp and circumstance as on 
March zznd and August 15th. In addition to the actual presentation 
of credentials and the making of two mole speeches, Mountbatten 
formally presented an historic Burmese taktaposh and carpet to the 
Ambassador. He also announced that he would be paying an offcia1 
visit to Burma in March, when he would hand over the immense throne 
of King Theebaw, the last King of Burma before the British rkgime. 

Mountbatten, as his title suggests, is very proud of his connection with 
Burma. His agreement with Aung San in March 1945 and his a point- 
ment of General Rance to take char e of Civil ~ f f i r s  were two Rstoric 
decisions which have had a vital earirig on ~urma's attainment of 
Independence. 

% 
haspite of the catastrophic assassination of Aung San and nearly the 

whole of his Cabinet last July-a severe enough blow to have destroyed 
the rigime at birth-the force of nationalism has brooked no denial, 
and has insisted on breaking the last cables of connection with the British 
Commonwealth. I suspect that the Burmese leaders were encoura ed to % force the pace under the impression that the Indian Congress Repu lican 
resolution of 1946 would become immediately operative with the 
transfer of power in India. They could not have foreseen that the 
historically anti-British Congress at the hour of victory would opt for 
Dominion Status. Here in Delhi I sensed among the Burmese, assembled 
to rejoice over their liberation, a certain wistfulness at this irony of 
history which takes them outside the Commonwealth just when its 
status is likely to be modified and its membership enlarged. 

During lunch I sat next to the most famous of Burma's dancers, Po Sein. 
He is over seventy. and his admiring colleagues were at pains to tell me 
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that he had acquired merit by building many agodas. In the evening R we saw him dance at  a special performance at t e Imperial Hotel, when 
the Mountbattens and most of the Diplomatic Corps were present. H,, 
rhythms and movements were executed with obvious mastery, but, like 
veteran stars the world over, he was ready to continue indefinitely, 
the programme was only brought to a close by some gentle diplomacy on 
the part of the Ambassador. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Monday, ~ t h J a t ~ u a r ~ ,  1948 
The Press is fill1 of speculation about Mountbatten's attitude to Kahmir,  

 his arises partly from the Indian Government's decision to rcfcr the 
dis ute to U.N.O., a course which Mountbatten is enerally recognind R ! to ave advocated for some time. The Daily Heral was responsible for 
putting out a story-it should be noted that it did not emanate from 
Andrew Mellor, their conscientio~ls and reliable Delhi correspondent- 
that Mountbatten was now pressing for the partition of Kashrnir and that 
a difference of view between himself and Nehru had developed which 
had caused Mountbatten to threaten his resignation if there was a clash 
between India and Pakistan. I went round to see H. V. R. Iengar, 
Nehru's private secretary, and Nehru agreed at once to make a prompt 

6 6  denial describing the story with characteristic emphasis as over one 
hundred per cent fiction ". 

Then again Mountbatten is credited by the American newspaper P.M. 
with fathering " a still secret plan for changing the nature of the Common- 
wealth which would enable the Union of India to be associated with the 
British Commonwealth without remainine a Dominion ". This storv 
emanates from London, bears a New ~ o r K  date-line, is printed in th; 
Hinduston Times Evening News and is linked up with Krishna Menon's visit 
to Delhi. There is no case for confirming or denying a report of such 
complex origin. It is, of course, far firmer than the facts warrant. 
Mountbatten is naturally giving close thought to this problem, but is 
certainly not the " father " of a n .  " secret plans " ! 

There is also a steady stream o rumours that he will be asked to stay as 
Governor-General beyond the time limit he set himself in his speech on 
15th August. It is difficult for me to keep a rein on s eculation which 
does not originate from Delhi itself and to make those w R o are not on the 
spot realise that Mountbatten is, for all his influence and prestige, a 
constitutional Governor-General. The Indian Government themselves 
are having their own Press worries. Nehru was seriously embarrassed 
by a premature leakage of the decision to refer the Kashmir dispute to the 
United Nations, which, it seems, could hardly have sprung from any 
other source than the Cabinet itself. 

This evening, as a result of a-suggestion made by ~ountbatten to 
Nehru at their last meeting, Colonel Kaul came round to see me at my 
house. Colonel Kaul is to accompany Gopalaswami Ayyengar and 
Sheikh Abdullah, who are to represent India at Lake Success. M task 
was to brief Colonel Kaul on some of the Public Relations @ems 
confronting them. I told h m  frankly that in my view sheikh A dullah's 
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flamboyallt personality might easily " swamp the boat ", and that on the 
other hand Ayyengar, who would undoubtedly bear the main brunt of 
prcrentitlg India's casc, was largely unknown. The objective therefore 
should be to redress the balance and build up Ay en ar and play dowll 
~ b d u l l a h .  The kind of Press conferences Abdul 1 1  ah as been giving in 
Srinagar would not bc SO suitable at Lake Success, and I warned him that 
nothing should be done to weaken the force of the case as it was to be 
presented to the Council, by premature Press conferences. 

 ina ally I strongly urged that they should take out an additional member 
to their team to act nominally as an additional secretary, but in fact to 
handle a11 their Public Relations problems on tlle spot in a full-time 
capacity. For this task I strongly commended B. L. Sllarma. Kaul 
knows him well and agrees with me that he is one of the most capable 
p.R.0. '~ in Government service. He is going straight round to the 
Prime Minister to make this recommendation. Kaul has no illusions 
about the dangers ahead. My own view is that to let Sheikh Abdullah 
loose on the American Press without skilled guidance is to court disaster. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Tuesday, 6rhJanuary, 1948 
At a Staff Meeting this morning we discussed a paper Mountbatten 

has prepared " O n  the case for the institution of a system of honours and 
awards for the Dominion of India ". It is a characteristic Mountbatten 
note-a demonstration of  his particular dialectical jujitsu which leaves 
the would-be resister safely and happily pinned to the floor ! 

He has also put before us a most imaginative and closely reasoned case 
for developing the sapper strength of  the Indian Army, especially 
through the Indian States forces, stressing the American method of using 
this arm of the Service on major peace-time projects to the immense 
saving of the Exchequer and advantage of the Army. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Wednesday, 7thjanuary, 1948 
With the willing concurrence of Patel, the Minister for States, Mount- 

batten is meeting the major and minor Princes in two separate conclaves 
at  Government House this week, and once again is trfing to provide 
them with the impetus which seems to be so sadly lacking from within 
their own ranks. He urged upon the major Princes to-day the desirability 
of formin a committee of privileges to regulate the conduct of their 
dynastic a P airs. 

During the general discussion Alwar alone saw fit to remonstrate. In a 
high-pitched and querulous voice, he observed, " If the ~ e o p l e  wish to 
live in hell, one should not compel them to live in paradise ". When 
Mountbatten was trying patiently to explain the advantages of the 
Princes and their families entering the Indian Union Diplomatic Service, 
Alwar interrupted him to say, " This should not be a favour. If Menon 

S '  6 6  

can be States Secretary, why not Bikaner? I am not here dispensing 
4 6 favours," Mountbatten replied sharply; I am just trying to make 

common-sense of the situation." I noticed, incidentally, that at the 
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meetin Bho a1 gave V. P. a brotherly embrace, wbch is 
usually reserved B or a sa P utation from one Prince to mother. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DBLHI. Friday, p t h j m t ~ ~ ,  1946 

Patrick Maitland, editor of The Fleet Street Letter, whom I met on my 
last visit to London, has written asking me a number of questions for 
back round uidance. Seeking my views on the prospects in Kashmir, 
he asfs, " Is tks  conflict going to drag on for many months, and even for 
e m ,  does the Indian Government honestly suppose it will gain mything $ going to the Security Council, or are the Indian forces in such m 

unfavourable military position that the Indian Government has taken this 
course 111 des eration? " 

I have repEed, " The general perspective in which I see the conflict 
from here is that Kashmir is really the last major outstanding issue 
between the two Dominions. If one could achieve the basic solution 
here, everything else would fit into place. The battle-ground is not of 
India's choosing, is at the end of long and bad lines of communication and 
is one in which it will always be difficult for her to deploy her fd 
strength. Therefore from the military oint of view we could anticipate 
a protracted stru gle. The roblem, {owever, is essentially d S f rLmaln and centres roun the will an capability of both sides to ive e ect to a 
cease-fire. In this respect it is somewhat similar to t e Indonesian 
dis Ute. 0 ' I think it would be uite wrong to indicate that India is appealing to 
the United Nations as t I e result of military desperation. On the con- 
wary, India feels that she has a very strong case both morally and in law, 
and that the Security Council is the proper forum in which to present it. 
Perhaps the most dangerous feature of the situation is unwillin r to recognise what the cost of failure would be or to appreciate t at a 
war on this issue between the two Dominions would surely bring the 
sub-continent into the vortex of the world power politics struggle.' 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  NEW DELHI, Suturday, ~othjinuary, 1948 
This afternoon Mountbatten completed Part Two of his exhortation 

to the Princes. This time he spoke to some fifty of the minor brethren 
or their representatives, arguing once more the wisdom and virtues of 
mediatisation and urging again as precedent the example of the German 
principalities and the settlement the made with Na oleon's Confedera- 
tion of the Rhine. Many of the ru Y ers whose know Y edge of history and 

olitical theory had been severely taxed came away from the conference 
Elinking as though having looked too long at a bright light. But I think 
it is fair to say that a few of the more discerning members are alive to the 
sense and value of his advice. 

TO-night the Mountbattens gave a dinner-party to the Princes. It is 
good to find His Highness of Dholpur at Government House in 
the thick of all the discussions, for when I last saw him in July he had 
given me the impression h a t  he would retire to his State and never be 
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in Delhi again. I had a talk with him aftcr dinner, and he is worried 
about agitations which he feels the Congress are inspiring in his and 
neighbowing States. When I asked him whether he had any details, the 
only instance he gave was a recent idammatory speech b Dr. 
in Gwalior. Dr. Lohia, however, is one of the leaders o ? Jd Prakuh 
~ ~ a i n ' s  Socialist wing of the Congress, which may soon be splittin off 
&ogcther from the Congress movement. They have, in fact, feen 
0 psed to ~oui~tbatten's  and Patel's Accession policy, and by no stretch 
0 P imagination can they be regarded as agents of Patel or the SUDS 
Ministry. 

Sheikh Abdullah just before his de arture for Lake Success has fired off 
his first shots in a farewell Press con ! erence at Bombay. He attacks The 
Times and the Manchester Guardian and accuses the B.B.C. o f "  panic- 
mongering ". Clearly he is going to be hard to handle, and if this is a 
foretaste of the line he proposes to take in America, trouble lies ahead 
for the promotion of the Indian case. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Monday, 12th January, 1948 
The first news that Gandhi is to begin another o f  his m?jor fa& unto 

death came through to me at a Press party at the Delhi Gymkhana Club. 
The s t a r h g  suddenness of the announcement at his Prayer Meeting 
made its intended impact on all of us. I was particularly surprised, as 
earlier in the evening, on returning from a game of squash with Vernon, 
I had passed the french windows of Mountbatten's study, and could see 
Gandhi there with him for an interview which I was aware had been 
arran ed at short notice but did not understand to have any special 
sigm -& cance. 

He had, in fact, come round to see Mountbatten immediately after his 
Prayer Meeting, at which he had declared that the fast would end " if 
and when I am satisfied that there is a reunion of hearts of all communities 
brought about without any outside pressure but from an awakened sense 
of duty. . . . With God as my supreme and sole counsellor I felt that I 
must take the decision without any other adviser." Indeed, prior to the 
Prayer Meeting he had been observing a day of silence, with the result that 
neither Nehru nor Pate1 was informed in advance of his roposed course 

i R of action. He then went on to la bare his rofound un appiness at the 
continuing bad communal atrnosp ere in Debu, whch seemed to prevail 
at all levels of life, and his resolve to meet this situation by his own chosen 
act of atonement. 

During this talk with Mountbatten, Gandhi went out of his way to ask 
for a frank opinion about India's refusal to pa to Pakistan the fifty-five 
crores from the cash balances, which Mount g atten did not hesitate to 
give him, saying that he considered the ste to be both unstatesrmnlike 
and unwise.  andh hi said that he to take the matter up with 
Nehru and Patel, and added that he would make it clear to them it was 
he who had initiated the inquiry and sought ~ountbatten's views. 

As for the fast, Mountbatten at once realised that it would be impossible 
for him to challenge the dictates of Gandhi's conscience, and told him 
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without hesitation that he welcomed his brave move, and earnedy 
hoped that it would serve to create the new spirit that was so bdly 
necded. O n  this note of  fellowship and understandi~l~ Gandhi left to 
give effect to his great decision. The fast is due to begin at eleven o'clock 
to-morrow morning. 

At the Gymkhana Club the arty fairly quick1 dissolved, as various P correspondents went back to fi e their reports an 
act. The general impression was that the fast 
nothing less drastic would regain for the Mahatrna the sycholo icll 
ascendancy achieved in Calcutta. Much would turn upon t R e attito % e of 
the Sikhs, over whom Gandhi had so far been unablc to exercise the same 
measiire of influence as over Hindus and Moslems. Throughout his rta 
in Delhi there had, of  course, been the ever-increasing pressure of Sik 
r e h ~  ees from the East Punjab upon the capital. 

b 
T k ere was also considerable speculation about the meanin 

of  Gandhi's move in terms both of  llis own and Nehru's re f ations and effect with 
Patel. Gandhi's intervention over the unilateral proposal to im ose a 
sanction against Pakistan by withholding the fifty-five crores un B er the 

artition of assets is likely to give edge to a Government crisis. For he 
[as clearly reacted very strongly against this move, and seems to be 
pepared to face a head-on collision with Pate1 about it. 

Nehru and Pate1 have undoubtedly been drifting apart, a rocess P which has a cumulative effect as an ever-growing number of fo lowers 
hitch their wagons to these two major stars in the olitical firmament. P The rivalry is thus intensified by their respective sate Lites. Gandhi may 
well hope by a supreme effort to heal the breach between the two great 
men in the Indian Government, realising that he alone has the status to do 
it, and that if he fails not only the Congress Party but the entire rCgime 
would be placed in dead1 peril. 

You have to live in t K e vicinity of a Gandhi fast to understand in 
pulling power. The whole of  Gandhi's life is a fascinating study in the 
art of influencing the masses, and judging by the success he has achieved 
in this mysterious domain, he must be accounted one of the reatest I artists in leadership of  all time. He has a genius for acting t rough 
symbols which all can understand. Fasting as a means of moral pressure 
and purification is part of  the fabric of  Hindu life. There is the un- 
mistakable sense of everyone being drawn out of his preoccupations to 
share in a painful responsibility which no man can wl~olly ignore. 

G A J N ER,  B I K A  N ER, Wednesday, I 4th January, 1946 
In spite of  Gandli's fast, it has been decided not to cancel Mount- 

batten s long-awaited visit to Bikaner, but as a mark of respect for the 
Mahatma, &ere will be no State banquet 

- 

Just before our departure Pate1 and ~ e h r u  came along separately to see 
Mountbatten. Their immediate reactions to Gandh's decision are 
perhaps the best summary of  the two men's divergence of o inion and P outlook at this time. Pate1 complained that the timing o f t  le fast was 
hopelessly wrong, and that it was likely to have the opposite effect to 
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what the Mahatma hoped from it, whereas Nehru could not conceal his 
pleasure and admiration at Gandlli's action. 

We left Palam at eleven, and arrived at the Nal airfield an hour and a 
half htcr, whence we were driven off to the Maharaja's ~ h o o t i n ~ + ~ t ~ ~ ~  at 
Gajner, some thirteen miles away. Here a reat artificial oasis, with a 
lake nearly a mile lotig, has been built out o f t  1 e Rajputana deseit, which 
rovides His Higllness with a paradise for shooting-his great hobby in 

ife. The Governor-General's party comprised twentyqight of US- 

almost a full muster. Elaborate arrangements have been made for our 
and lcasure, and a confidential memorandum of some sixty B doscly printe pages sets out the agenda to the last possible detail. 

Thus when we arrived at the La oon Terrace the operation order read, f " The Master of the Household wi I take the necessary steps to ensure that 
crows and other birds are not allowed to settle on the trees on thc Lagoon 
Terrace for at least a week beforehand and special care must be taken 
about this on the day of the lunch." 

During the afternoon a duck-shoot was sta ed on the Gajner lake. 
Duck flew by the thousand across the line of utts along the lakeside, 
and hundreds of birds were duly bagged. 

t 
We dined in a tent or shamiona, silk-lincd and richly carpeted, and 

ended the day witnessin the Maharaja's s orting films. In pursuit of big 
game he has travellcd a P 1 over the w o r d  To  enable him to emphasise 
some special feat, he would raise his stick, and the,film would be stopped 
and the sequence reversed, the animal stumbling back to life only to be 
shot again ! 

L A L L G A R H  PALACE,  B I K A N E R ,  Thursday, i~thJanuary, 1948 
Having explained to His Highness that shooting was not one of my 

skills or pastimes, I was invited by him to make my dCbut the hard way by 
joining in the famous Imperial Sand-grouse Shoot. I dul took my i place at seven-thirty this morning at one of the butts wit Bikaner's 
A.D.C. Altogether some thr ty  thousand birds flew over the area, 
making to and from the various tanks, and wheeling about in formations 
of anything from five to fifty at a time. They are regarded as very 
di6cult birds to hit, flying very fast and swerving sharply. To  the amaze- 
ment of all-not least myself-I had a bag of twenty-four birds, bringing 
down one with my first shot. Most of the party brought down over fifty 

6 6  a-piece and some a hundred. When the exploit " was brought to 
Mountbatten's and Bikaner's notice there was much amusement, the 
Maharaja pointing out that it took even King George V half an hour to 

6 6  bring down his first Imperial Sand-grouse. Your performance ", 
6 6 Mountbatten said to me, discourages all effort ! " 

During the afternoon we left Ga ner for a twenty-mile car drive to 
Bikaner itself and the great Lallgar i! Palace, where we shall be staying 
until our return on Saturday. With spacious courtyard and quadrangle, 
it seemed in the quiet of the early evening to be Like some university 
college. 

At seven-thirty we repaired to the Karni Niwas Durbar  all of the 
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palace to witness the ceremony at which Mountbatten invested ~b 
Hi hness with the Insignia of the G.C.S.I. We looked down from he 
g P cry upon this assembly of leading nobles and officers of the shte, 
garbed in their Durbar dress of rich red and yellow. The Mountbaturn, 
the Maharaja and his heir, all richly attired, took their places on a dais wi& 
golden chairs. Both Mountbatten's and Bikaner's speeches, alhou h 
carefully repared, were not just formal utterances. Both men spa e P i 
with the eeling that comes from long friendship and genuine identity of 
view. 

After the ceremony was over we drove out in a convoy of cars to the 
Va]labh Gardens, where we were trans orted from the atmos here of A Bikaner to that of Beverly Hills. For ere was a country clu g with a 
cocktail bar shaped like a ship's cabin, and portholes loolung out on a 
artificial lake with weeping willows. We stayed on dancing, playing 
billiards or simply sup orting the bar until just before midnight, when 
we returned to La1 garh. A heavy programme lies ahead of us 
to-morrow. 

P 

L A L L G A R H  P A L A C E ,  B I K A N E R ,  Friday, 16thJanuarY, 1948 

It has been a full day of ceremony and sight-seeing, beginning with m 
impressive review of the Bikaner State Army. Mountbntten and 
Bikaner arrived on the parade-ground sharp at 9.30, and after the 
Royal salute and inspection there was a st'eady crescendo of events from a 
march past of troops, followed by a trot past by the Ganga Risala and 
the famous Bikaner Camel Battery, to a gallo past by the Dunga 
Lancers; finally the review culminated in an a S vance of all the con- 
tingents in review order. The quality of the riding was nothing short of 
superb, and Bikaner has every reason to be proud of the showing made 
by his State Forces. The Bijey Battery on arade this morning served 
with great distinction under Mountbatten in t K e Burma campaign, taking 

art with the 25th Mountain Regiment of the 7th Indian Division in the 
Eattlss of Kohima and Imphal, subse uently fighting its way down the 
Gangaw Valley and across the Irrawa I dy. 

Later in the morning we visited the Fort, the focal point of so much of 
Bikaner's history. We were shown regalia conferred on Bikaner Rulers 
by Moghul Em erors and many other State treasures, including rich and B rare illuminate Sanskrit and Urdu manuscri ts. After spending nearly 
an hour absorbing the intricate beauty of t K s place, we set out in a 
procession of cars again through the city streets, wet with recent r h .  
All along our route were gathered large crowds, who reeted the 

esteem. 
H Maharaja and the Mountbattens with obvious signs of p easure and 

On our return to the Palace, while waitin to go into lmch I had an 
illuminating talk with Panikkar, who is s t i f  serving as the ~aharaja's 
Dewan. He was o timistic about the outcome of  andh hi's fast, which 

$ in his view was un oubtedly directed at Patel. He added there was a 
definite clash between Pate1 and Gandhi when Gandhi arrived in De1h.i 
three months ago. Gandhi said then, " Vallabhbhai, I always thought 
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you and I were one. I begin to see that we are two." Patel was in tean 
over his misunderstanding with Ba u.* Ki panikkar interprets the relations p thus, Patel, although controlling 
the rnachme, is aware that Gandhi is still master of the masus, 
that he could never hope, even if he SO wished, to break the Mahatmass 
influence. Gandhi on his side is out to strengthen Nehru's hmd, yet 
does not want to break Pate1 in the process, but only to bring him to heel. 

This led Panikkar to pay tribute to Gandhi's political acumen. HC 
said he had 'ust had his first meeting with him after a gap of some twenty 
years, and dad urged him to go slow in his campaip for constitutional 
development w i t h  the States. Gandhi protested, You are askin me 
to crystallise reaction." " I had no ailswer to this," said Pani kar. 
1 d  f It was true." Gandh's habit, he added, was to speak the language of 
his audience. Thus it was that sucll occasions as his Prayer Meetings 
were deceptive in their simplicity. In private conversatioil he was 
extremely acute. He also stressed that Gandhi is backed by what he 
called a remarkable intelligence system. Personal letters come pouring 
in to him from all arts of India reporting on the state of the nation. 

We heard this a P ternoon that the Cabinet decided to transfer the fifty- 
five crores to Palustan as a gesture of ood-will. After the film-show 
to-night Mountbatten said this was t 8, e best news ill three months. 
But Panikkar expressed concern to me about Patel's possible reaction to 
the decision. 

Mountbatten s ent a very useful one and a half hours in conversatioi~ 
with Panikkar t Ei s afternoon. T h s  I believe is the first full-lenath 
meeting they have had for some time. The more I see of Panikkar Fhe 
more impressed I am by his intellectual power and political shrewdness. 
He is the rare blend of the scholar and man of affairs who can brine his 
profound knowledge of history to the service of contemporary eGnts. 
He is one of about half a dozen men who may well have a great influence 
in the shaping of Indian policy at home and abroad. He has his enemies, 
and there are some who assert that he is ambitious and untrustworthy, 
but I suspect that he suffers from the jealousy of those who resent being 
confronted with a superior intellect. It is the occupational risk of very 
clever men to be regarded as dangerous by their less gifred brethren. 

Panikkar tells me that his advice was that Mountbatten should give 
top priority to the wider problem of Indo-British relations rather than to 
the specific Dominion Status issue. He stressed that Nehru was now 
more firmly persuaded of the need for Indo-British understanding. He 
ho ed that Mountbatten would not be leaving until the broad principles 
ha! been settled. Mountbatten has suggested that Pnnikkar should 
accompany N e k u  on his proposed visit to London in February, and 
should remain as a constitutional adviser to the Central Government 
rather than leave for China.t His instinct, however, is to leave India 

* Bapu meaning Father-a term of endearment used to describe Mahatma Gandhi 
by many of his followers as well as in the Indian Press. 

t Panikkar duly became the first Indian Ambassador to China, originally to the 
Nationalist Government of Chiang Kai Shek. After its overthrow on the Chinese 
mainland Panikkar's general prestige was such that Nehru was able to send him1 
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for a couple of years, and not get too closely caught u p  in the polidal 
imbroglio. 

After lunch the guests had a free afternoon, which some of us spent 
riding on camels brought round especially for our entertainment. o,, 
general sense of insecurity seemed only to add to the camels' expression 
of indifference, not to say contempt ! 

In the evening we attended a Military Tournament at the King- 
Emperor George VI Stadium, at which the Bod Guard and Camel 
battery gave an exhibition in the arts of  the musica Z ride and drive with 
verve and precision sufficient to satisfy the most exacting patrons of 
Olym ia or Aldershot. There was also a most impressive display of 
torch- P ight club swinging. 

After the Tournament we were whlsked back for the final dinner- 
arty in the Durbar Hall, which takes the place of the abandoned Statc 

Eanquet, but is none-the-less a major social event in the life of ~ a l l ~ a r h .  
~ f t e rwa rds  Bikaner showed some more of  his sporting films, this time in 
the dining-room, where man of the principal victims looked down r balefully upon us from the wa 1s. 

GOVERNMENT- H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI ,  Saturday, 17thJanuary, 1948 

W e  left for Delhi first thing in the morning, duly impressed b y  this 
example of Princely hospitality. Bikaner blends tradition with reform, 
and is setting a good example to his fellow-rulers in promoting his 
subjects' social solidarity among themselves and their political loyalty to 
the new dispensation. 

Shortly after our return the Mountbattens called on Gandhi at Birla 
House. He is by now very weak. After he had greeted them with the 

4 4 words, It takes a fast to bring you to nle ", they had a brief discussion 
on the possibilities of  breaking it. Gandhi said he had laid down seven 
conditions, all affecting the basic security arid civil rights of Moslems both 
in Delhi and India as a whole, which would have to be implemented 
before he could be induced to call it OK 
as first Ambassador to the Chinese Peoples Republic, where he presented his 
credentials to Mao Tse Tung. In this position he was destined to act as a vital 
link between East and West both before and during the Korean crisis. 



CHAPTER T W E N T Y - T W O  

M A H A T M A ' S  M A R T Y R D O M  

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Sunday, idth)nuary, 1948 
- 

F OLLOWING THE CABINET'S decision over the fifty-five crores, an intcr- 
con~munal Peace Committee was set up under the direction of Prasad 
and Maulana Azad. It acted with commendable energy, and t h s  

morning succeeded in convincing the Mahatma that the necessary change 
of heart had taken place in Drl l i  to enable him to break his fast, which 
had lasted for a hundred and twenty-one and a half hours and had 
drawn deeply upon the frail little man's reserves of strength. 

The fast has undoubtedlv done much to raise Moslem morale: but 
there were signs of Sikh rCstiveness, and bands of Sikhs carrying black 
banners passed outside Birla House chanting " Let Gandhi die ". Sdch 
representatives, hdwever, duly took their part on the Peace Committee. 

In a message he sent to his Prayer Meeting this evening he declared that 
if the pledge was fulfilled it would revive with redoubled force his 
" intense wish and prayer before God to be able to live the full span of 
life doing service to humanity to the last moment. That span, according 
to learned opinion, is at least one hundred and twenty-five years, some 
say one hundred and thirty-three." 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELIII, Monday, igthjanuary, 1948 
Vincent Sheean, who is on a special visit here for a number of American 

4 6 papers in search of more histo ", and Bob Neville, the Delhl corre- 
s ondent of Time anti Li j ,  had 7 uilch with us to-day. Discussing the 
L t ,  Sheean, who clearly revels in original theories, thinks Gmdhi ave B it up-although he would never consciously admit it-because o the 
change in the weather. The sun did not shine, and Gandhi had been 
going out and sun-bathing. This would be God's way of telling his 
inner voice to relent and break fast. There has always been a dose 
relationship between mystics and meteorology. He sa s he told Ed B Snow about t l i s  before the fast was ended. Both agree that Gandlli's 
fast is a phenomenal event which argues the vital power of religion. 
Neville stressed how Roosevelt always tried to bring religion into his 
politics. 

They were both eye-v;itnesses of ii~cidents which must surely place 
Nehru anlong the most informal and delightful of the world's great men. 
Neville told how Nehru disposed of a man who was lying down in the 
road in front of Birla House and sto ping all the traffic from coming or 
going. The man described limsel P as " the voice of Krishna ". After 
some fruitless argument Nehru picked him up by the feet arld ~tll led 
him away, rubbed his hands and walked ofl'as if nothing had happened! 

271 
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Sheean in the course of an interview at the Prime Minister's how 
was taken into the dining-room by Nehru to see a Chinese 
while groping about for the light, Nehru stumbled over the 

4 4  man asleep on the floor. Someone is asleep here," he said, 
ceeded to carry on the rest of the conversation in whispers ! 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Tuesday, zothJanuary, 1948 
Rejoicings over Gandhi's survival from his fasting ordeal were marred 

to-day by a bomb incident in the garden of Birla House. The bomb, 1 

home-made affair, went off during the first Prayer Meeting which Gandhi 
has attended since the ending of his fast. The force of its explosion, 
however, was broken by a wall, which was slightly damaged. No one 
was hurt, and there was no panic, Gandhi continuiilg to conduct the 
meeting without showing any sign of awareness that anythin untoward f had happened. Indeed, Lady Mountbatten, who went straig t round to 
visit him, found him wholly unperturbed. He told her he thought that 
4 4 military manaeuvres must have been taking place somewhere ill the 
vicinity ". 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI, Monday, z6thJanuary, 1948 
I went round to see H. V. R. Iengar this morning, who advised me that 

runlours had reached the Prime Minister that I had given guidance at a 
recent party attended by Indian and Foreign ournalists on the subject 
of the partition of Kashmir. It was allege d' that I had advised the 
journalists to keep off the partition theme for the present, as it would be 
likely to come into rominence again later, probably as a result of 
British initiative at L S e Success. I was able to denv in the most em- 

hatic terms having said I pointed oLt that for the put 
Portnight I have been ke lie without qualification to a 
revort that Mountbatten idea when in London and was 
cdntinuing to back it on hls r;tturn here. 

I was under the impression that I had been successful in killin this P canard, but can only assume that there are one or two Press specu aton 
who are not prepared to take no for an answer. It is encouraging that 
our staff relations with the Prime Minister's ofice are so close that this 
mischief can be strangled at birth. 

The injection of the United Nations into the Kashmir crisis has slowed 
down the tempo of the political dispute almost as effectively as the 
weather has blanketed the military operations. The first session of the 
Security Council did not take place until thC 15th January. After full- 
length statemeilts of case and a series of private conferences, a preliminary 
resolution setting up a commission was passed on the 20th. It has always 
been Mountbatten's hope in su porting a reference to the United Nations 
that it would lead to the ear fi est possible dispatch of a commission- 
certainly by the end of January-to the scene of the conflict ; but it now 
seems that the Security Council are settling down to seek an agreed 
resolution on the general issues of principle beforehand. If this proves to 



be tlle case then a big political opportunity may well have been misred 
and a serious psychological blunder committed. 

The Indian and Palustan " Heads of Proposals " bring out two main 
points of difference in their answers to the questions, w h t ,  if any, BOO s 
are to remain in Kashmir before the pleb~scite is held, and should J e  
existing administration be changed? India wants the present adminisua- 
tion to be transformed into a Council of Ministers under Abdullah's 
leadership. This Council sbould then convene a National Assembly 
elected on Proportional Re resentation. This Assembly should then Ri elect a new Government, w ch should hold a plebiscite under United 
Nations control. India insists on the complete removal of the tribesmen 
and the denial to them of Pakistan bases before being ready to consider 
the withdrawal of Indian troops. 

Pakistan's position is quite Her demand is for simultaneous 
and complete withdrawa of all forces and a neutral Administration. At 
Lake Success this thesis is the easier one of the two to resent, and certainly 
for the dele ates, several of whom until a few wee s ago had robabl t P 
never hear of Kashmir save as a lush holiday resort, to un erstan d: 
But unless India can establish some early formal recognition of her le al 
title and moral grievance as a plaintiff, we can anticipate an early u- 
illusionment in Delhi with the processes of the new internationalism. 

f 

AGRA, Tuesday, 27thJanrary. 1948 
Kingsley Martin, editor of The New Statesman and Nation and a 

champion of the India League days, is aying his first visit to India as the 
guest of Nehru, who is a very old frien I of his. At the moment Kingsley 
is staying with us at the Com troller's House. During the lull rovided P R. by the Mountbattens' tour o Nagpur I had the idea of taking m on a 
sight-seeing tour of Agra and the Taj Mahal, but this was easier said than 
done, as nearly a11 the Government House transport was temporarily 
laid up. Nehru, on hearing of our dilemma, at once put a car at our 
disposal, and we drove off down the hot and dusty road on our pilgrimage 
to the shrines of ~ o g h u l  greatness. 

A journey with Kingsle is in itself an education. He has tucked away 
in his memory a whole ibrary of signitcant facts and experiences to 
which he can refer at a moment's notice. But in spite of many years 
of hard editorial effort, he retains a wonderful bo ish zest. I sus ect that 
we started out with a certain prejudice against L e  Taj just for %.ine as 
famous as it is. T had seen it once before from the air, when it loo ed 
like some miniature of itself in sugar icing, white on r* On reaching Agra, after passing on the way the mig ty tomb of Akbar, 
we were pleasurably surprised to find that the Taj was off the beaten 
tourist track, and that its actual environs were solitary and unsullied b 
commercial taint. Like all the great ~ o ~ h u l  mausoleums, it is enclose d: 
and, like Humayun's tomb in the Lodi Gardens at Delhi, the tomb itself 
is com letely invisible until you pass through the outer entrance. Then 
at the FI rst sight the whole image is totally revealed. Critical ud ment 

S 

ti f is suspended, and as one walks from shade into light along e ormal 
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line of cypress trees, the serene sylendour o f  the place takes possession of 
the senses. 

For me the coiltrast with the aerial visioii was c0111p1cte; from withIl 
it looms very large, and the dazzliiig wliiteiless is shot through 
exquisite inlay, which includes words from the Koraii engraved in black 
marble. W e  first saw tlie Taj in the glow of late afternoon, and then 
returned after dinner to see it under the full moon. W e  both felt that 
the romantic haze and the blurring of  outliile aiid detail meant some loss 
of the zsthetic ma ic of the daylight vision. Thcrc wcre no crowds of 
si ht-seers to distur tlic stilliiess, aiid olily the Lights of Agra and the bend B t 
o the River Jumtia below recalled us to the world of life and movement. 

W e  were up early to visit tlie llistoric Red Fort, where the great 
Akbar held court aiid where Shah Jehan, imprisoned by liis turbulent 
son, could still, through marble lattice-work, see his wife's memorial-the 
crowning acllievemeilt of  the rnastcr-buildcr of the Moghul Emperors. 
W e  passed through a maze of courtyards and vistas, tlie scale of conce - 
tion and variety of design making one impatient to know more o f t  f ie 
ilature of the rulers who could aspire to live in such surrouiidings. Tlie 
secular and religious motifs are perfectly intermingled, and, as if in the 
natural order of things, one comes at last to thc Pearl Mosque, which 
sanctifies arid adorns thls fortress palace. 

Afterwards we crossed the Jumna to see, at Nehru's special injunction, 
tlie tomb of Itinad-Ud-Daula. Although not on the same scalc as the 
Taj, tllis tomb, witli its exquisite traceries, is perhaps the most wonderful 
gem of all. It enshriiles the father of  Munitaz Mahal, the Queen in 
whose memory the Taj Mahal was built. Fatehpur Sikri, the great 
ca ital which Akbar built only to abandon for lack of water, and many R ot er memorials of the dead dynasty lay before us, but our time was 
ruru~in short, and we felt that we had already reachcd saturation point, 
beyon!wllich we could not adequately absorb any more of these wonders. 

Mountbatten arrived back by air from Madras early this afternoon 
with his two daughters ; Lad Mountbatten having stayed on to complete 
engagements. They have l a d  another very arduous tour where, it  
seems, they once more received an overwhelming wclcome from vast 
crowds that lined the streets wherever they went. At about tell to six 1 
ran illto George Nicholls, who told me that there had been an attempt 
on Gandhi's life, and that he had been hit in three laces. Half an hour 
later I heard from Pearce, Mountbatten's driver, t P lat Gandhi was dead. 
He had heard the news over the car radio, and told me that His Excellency 
was going round to Birla House immediately. 

While I was standing by the car, Mountbatten came out and motioned 
me to come with him. He was very tense, and spokc in short, staccato 
sentences. He said that Rajagopalacliari had ruiig througl? from 



calcutta impressing on him the need to take the utmost precautiolls about 
Nellru. o n l y  two da s ago while in Amritsar two men had been J> * arrested carrying grena o while he was addressing a public meetill . 

~oiiiltbatterl thought this was a most grave development, mf that 
~ e h r u  was now entirely alone and politically exposed. Everythillg 
depended upon his capacity to kee a grl on the situation in the next few 
hours. It was absolutely essentia P that R e should speak to the nation at 
the earliest ossible moment, but at the same time should give himself the K chance to t ink out what he was going to say, because the nation would 
inevitably take its lead from him. 

By the time we had reached Birla House the crowd had and 
was peering into the windows of our car, only a few recognising Mount- 
batten in the dark. All was confusion. Young men were milling 
around in the grounds and pressing against the french windows. Inside, 
most of the members of the Governmeilt and leading Congressinell were 
starldiiig with tlle listlessness of grief. W e  made our way to what I 
bclieve was Gandhi's bedroom. There was a smell of incense. Inside 
the room were about forty people, including Nehru and Patel. Every- 
one was in tears. Just outside wcre numerous saildals which people had 
taken off before entering the room. 

In the far corner was the body of Gandliji. At first I thought it was 
con~pletcly covered in a large blanket, but then I realiscd that his head was 
being held up by one of about a dozen women who were seated round 
him chanting prayers and sobbing in a plaintive rh thm. Gandhi's r face was at peace, and looked rather pale in the bright ight. Also they 
had taken away the steel-rimmed glasses which had become allnost an 
integral part of  his features. The smell of the incense, the sound of the 
women's voices, the frail little body, the sleeping face and the silent 
witnesses-this was the most emotionally charged moment I 
have ever experienced. As I stood there I felt fear for the future. be- 
wilderment at the act, but also a sense of victory rather than defeat; 
that the strength of this little man's ideas and ideals, from the very force of 
the devotion he was commanding here and now, would prove too strollg 
for the assassin's bullets and the ideas the represented. 

After standing for some time in silent Xomage, we moved out into the 
main hall. As the evening drew on the crowds outside multiplied; 
one could see their faces ~ressed against the windows, and they banged 
iilsisteiitly upon the glass. Members of the Cabinet were in one room, 
and Mountbattcn went in to talk to them. 

I heard Mountbattcn saying that at their last interview ~ a n d l l i  had 
said that liis dearest wish was to bring about full reconciliatioll between 
Nehru and Patel. On hearing this, they dramatically embraced each 
other. He came out a few moments later, saying that he had succeeded 
in getting Pate1 to broadcast at the same time as ~ e h r u  to-night.   his he 
felt-with justice-was a most importaiit poiilt to have 

immediately. 
rilled- He reiterated that everytling turned on Nchru's gripping t e sltuatioll 

The tcllsion is such that one careless word and rumour will spread 
like a forcst fire. Eve11 on our arrival ~oun tba t t en  was grcetcd by a 
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scaremonger who told him, " It was a Moslem who did it ! " ~t lbt 
moment we still did not know the religion and name of the assah, but 
Moontbatten, appreciating that if it was a Moslem we were lost myhow 
and that nothing could then avert the most disastrous civil wu, replied 
in a flash, " You fool, don't you know it was a Hindu." 

I learnt from V. P. Menon a few minutes later that the assassin 
apparently a Mahratta, who fired three times at point-blank range just 
Gandhi was leaving to attend his Pra er Meeting. I also spoke with the r Doctor, who was somewhat dishevel ed and who had attended Gmdk in 
llis last moments. He com lained that there had been no medicd stores R in the house, but admitted t at they would have done no good. ~rndhi  
had just had time to sip a little water before losing consciousness, which 
lle never regained. 

There was a considerable discussion about the funeral arrangements. 
It seems that Gandhi has left the most explicit instructions through his 
Secretary, Pyarelal, and others that his body is not to be preserved or 
embalmed. On the contrary, it1 accordance with Hindu practice, it is to 
be cremated as quickly as possible. Gandhi was strongly opposed to any 
special worship of his remains. 

Mountbatten had rather favoured allowing at any rate some twenty- 
four hours for the funeral to be properly arranged, but it is clear that it 
will have to take place to-morrow and will impose a very heavy strain 
on the Dellli administration. At Mountbatten's su gestion, N e h  
agreed that the whole thin should be taken over y the Defence % % 
Ministry a id  that all availa le troops in Delhi should be on duty. 
Mowitbatten has put his own Body Guard and the Government House 
Gurkhas at the disposal of the Area Commander. 

As the moments went by with people standing or sitting about in 
various arts of the house-some, Like Maulana Azad, in silent contempla- 
tion, ot K ers, like K. M. Munshi, acting as self-a pointed organisers and 
trying to take charge of things-the crowd outsi ! e was steadily growin d in numbers and in its insistence on seeing the Mahatma's body. Hundre s 
of eyes seemed to be peering into the house from all sides, and there was 
some anxiety whether the french windows could much longer take the 
strain of the throng pressing against them. 

I warned Nehru of this danger of a mass invasion. He looked in- 
ex ressibl sad and careworn, but talked quite uietly and with a m h g  
sel F discip T ine, saying that all was arranged. T I e body would be taken 
outside and placed on a table to enable the crowds to-night to file past 
and pa their last respects. As the clamour of the crowd increased, he 
himsel J went out into their midst without any form of rotedon and 
spoke to them. H. V. R. Iengar, his secretary, told me &at he is really 
worried about the Prime Minister's safety, and ~ountbat ten spoke 
earnestly with Indira and H. M. Patel, stressing the need for taking the 
utmost precautions. 

We left at about twenty to eight, taking Madana Azad and ~ e v a h  
Gandhi back with us. When Devadas remarked that it must have been a 
madman, Mountbatten replied that if that was all to it, he for one would 
not be worrying, but that there were all too many signs of its being the 



outcome of a calculated conspiracy, Maulana, who docs not dew 
himself to speak in English, though he can do so, nodded his head in 
agreemelit. Mountbatten thought it was a great catastrophe. and only 
hoped arid pra ed that by Gandhi becoming a martyr it would rmke B everyone in In ia think serious1 and, where necessary, mend their ways. r Back in the A.D.C. room I ound Kingsley Martin, Gordon-Walker, 
who arrived yesterday, and V. P. Menon. V. P. said he was sd too 
stunned to have any reaction, but believed that it could only have a good 
effect on all the best minds of India. While we were speaking, the Jam 
Sahib came in, told us that he had flown specially to Delhi today in 
order to meet Gandhi'i at 6 p.m. Only this mornin 
in touch with Pyarela and arranged for Gordon-Wa er to see Gandhiji 
to-morrow evening. 

I' k1 had been 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Saturday, jl~t))lIJaq', 1948 
Throughout the night the crowds Gled past the body for the last 

danhan, or showing. His sons had undertaken the ceremonial washings. 
After breakfast the Mountbattens-Lady Mountbatten having flown 
back in the night-and most of his staff repaired to Birh House to be 
present for the de arture of the funeral cortkge on its six-mile journey 
through New anBOld Delhi to the Raj Ghat, an immense open space 
by the banks of the Jumna. Military contin ents of all three Services 
were moved briskly to take up positions on 2 e route, and it was clear 
that both the militar and civil authorities had done splendidly in meeting 
the almost irnpossib f e administrative demands made upon them. 

Of one anxiety at least the were relieved. When the first news of 
Gandhi's assassination broke t h ere was momentary if unex ressed dread g that the assassin might have been a Moslem, and, if iuch had eel1 the case, 
the communal consequences would indeed have been perilous. It was 
quickly announced that the assassin, Godse, was a Mahratta and a member 
of the Hindu Mahasabha. The effect of this news will be to cause deep 
stirring of the Hindu conscience. 

On reaching Birla House we were al l  jammed into even a denser crowd 
than last night. The cort2ge consisted of a funeral carriage draped with 
the Congress flag, covered with flowers and drawn by a party of d o n .  
The Governor-General's Body Guard was there as escort. Ministers and 
Generals jostled for position by the funeral cordge with the humblest 
citizens, as Gandhi would have wished. The four-anna Congressmen, 
who had been soldiers in his many battles, were there in force. The 
body was brought down from the balcony and p l ied  upon the bier. 

Once again I was deeply impressed by the serenity of his face. The 
head was cushioned in flowers. Around the body sat Gmdhiji's sons and 
granddaughters, the girls sd l  weeping and gent1 stroking his head. d Patel also sat immobile beside the body, pale an weary and lookin 
straight ahead of him. He took no part in the strenuous efforts whit f[ 
both Nehru and Mountbatten were making to im ow some order on 

long. slow joumey. 
e the surr0und.q chaos and clear a way for the cort ge to start upon its 
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The speeches of  both Nehru and Patel last night were very nlovillg, 
and gained in strength from their lack of  preparation. Apart from the 

ersonal loss, the blow srllites Patel with particul~r severity. There were 
i r s t  of  all the reports of  differences between himself and Gandhi ; then, as 
Home Minister ill charge of  internal security, he was oficially res ollsiblc 
for Galidhi's safety. It is true that after the bomb incident ten S ays ago 
Gandhi specificall refused police protection, but there is clear evidence Z that the two attac s are part of one conspiracy, and the fact remaills that 
the police were unable to track it down before tllc fatal shot was fired. 
Indeed, Gandhi's last interview had been with Patel, and i t  was in hurrying 
from this talk a few minutes late for his Prayer Meeting that the a s s ~ s ~ i ~ ~  
crossed his path. Pate1 resolved to undergo the ixlimeilse physical ordeal 
for a man of  seventy-two of accompanying the body all the way to the 
burning-ghats. 

At last the cordge began almost irnperce tibly to move. It was now 
nearly eleven o'clock, and immense crow 1P s h ~ d  gathered all nlon the 
route. Indeed, they were far too great for either tlie police or mi f itary 
to hold in check. Their constant pressure kept tllc pace of the procession 
down to little more than a mile an hour. The slow~less of the advance 
encouraged those spcctators watching it pass by to try to accompany it; 
which meant that in due course the hosts followiilg along behind were 
almost as overwhelming as those ahead. 

O n  our return to Government House we climbed LIP to the dolrie of tlie 
Durbar  all and looked down oil the cortege, now some two miles 

6 6 away from us on the great open Kingsway ". W e  could detect no 
visible movement, and the crowd seemed to have settled round it like 
some vast swarm. The commentator's voice, over a   or table radio we 
had brought up with us, told us that some headway was being made. 
Whether seein it from the middle distance or hearing of its progress 
close at hand, t a e strange irony of this scene impressed itself up011 me. 

W e  were watching, I suppose, Gandhiji's first and last dnrsho~l along 
this Imperial avenue. Now the mall who more than anyone else llad 
helped to supersedc the Raj was receiving in deatli lioinagc beyoid the 
dreams of any Viceroy. Gandli dies one evening and is take11 for 
cremation the following morning. Here is no long-heralded State 
funeral; all the same, the ~ e o p l e  have flocked within the hour and by thc 
hundred thousand to have one last glimpse of  him. Who, in the face of 
t h s  overwhelming tribute, can honestly assert now that Galdhi had 110 

genuine mass following ? 
The Mountbattens, their staff and guests, including most of the 

Governors who have arrived for a conference which it was too late to 
postpone, set out for tlie Raj  Ghat. Great care had been taken to avoid 
the route of the funeral procession ; but as we approached the banks of the 
Jumna our cars became swallowed up in the multitude, a11 pressillg 
towards the cremation gound ,  and our speed was dictated by theirs. 

AS the Governor-General and his party, some twenty of US in all, 
made their way into the reat barren arena, it was difficult at the first 
glance to appreciate the fu I? 1 immensity of  the crowd, for the ground was 
too flat to give a real visual indication of the size. But as we walked out 



i n  lonely emilleilce towards the small brick platform and the piled lo s, 
wllcrever we looked our horizon was closely packed humulity, anf I 
becalllc oppressed with much the sarile sense of claustrophobia as in 
~ i r l n  House last night. Here all that stood between us and a mass 
invasioii of this reserved territory was a cordon of Indian Air Force men 
llolding the line at intervals of three or four yards, who, it seemed, would 
be 110 more effective than the french windows of Birla House in lioldin 
back a determined onrush. As a recaution against the danger of a 1 P P 
our party being pushed on to the ames, Mountbatten decided that we 
and tlic nearest section of the crowd should sit down on the dus ground. 

As tllc time passed and the tension moulited, close discip Y es of the 
Mahatma sat quietly round the funeral pyre, threading garlands of small 
white flowcrs; otherwise there was no sense of ceremonial preparation 
or scquellce. Thcre was ghee for kindling the fire, but it was still in a 
large tin which had been opened with a tin-opener ; holy water was in a 
zinc bucket. 

When the cortige at last reached the field, bringing with it yet another 
vast nlultitude, noise and confusion burst all bounds and, as we had 
feared, some seven hundred thousand people relentlessly converged upon 
the sacred mot. Evewone wished to carrv out some last act of devotion. 
Statesmen Bnd sweepers, Governors andd peasant women mingled to 
throw flower-petals over tlle body before the logs were piled high. 
The priests read from the holy books. With pressure of the people 
threatening to crush us against the pyre, the ceremorlial rites took a 
terrif ingl long time to complete. 

W h en tY uially the fire was kindled, a great cry went up o f "  Gandhi is 
immortal ", and the crowd now took complete possession. The des crate P attempts of some of us to make a small inner cordon having duly ailed, 
Mountbatten got up and, scanning the crowds as tllough ap raisin a 

6 6 1 b military situation, said quietly, W e  must go now ". Linke toget er 
in a humail chain, we did our best to follow him. His departure did 
mhch to save an ugly situation, for it started an exodus just where and 
when the pressure was most intense. The crowds quickly picked him out 
in his distinctive Naval uiliform and did their best to make way. As we 
slowly extricated ourselves, the flanies and smoke of the pyre billowed 
upwards. 

It would be idle to say that the mood of tlis vast assembly was par- 
ticularly mournful. It left much more the in1 ression of a demonstratiorl i arising from the desire to witness a memora le spectacle. Judging by 
tlis afternoon, grief does not seem to be by any means the sole response of 
Hindus to a funeral, and their belief in immortality would seem to be 
rather more robust than ours when it comes to the test of ceremonial 
self-expression. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Monday, 2nd February, 1948 

Bob Stimson called round to see me this afiernoon. By his accidental 
presence at Birla House when the fatal shots were fired he .was able 
twenty-five minutes afterwards to broadcast in the B.B.C.'s one o'clock 
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news an eye-witness report wllich beat the entire world's Press. There 
cm surely be few precedents for such a scoo in the history of broad- P casting. undoubtedly ths  first intimation 0 the event must have done 

to enhance its dramatic impact on the British ublic. Bob tells me g he had no intention of going there for himself, but ad at the last minute 
accompanied Vincent Sheean, who had particularly wanted to attend 
Prayer Meeting. Vincent Sheean, on witnessing the tragedy, wa 
deeply affected that he was unable to cable back any immediate account 
of ~t to America. 

~~b tells me that an American Embassy oficial was the unsung hero 
of the occasion. He was the first to realise what had happened and to 
leap forward and grip the assassin by the arms. There was reat disdp- 
he among the crowd, and no one ran away. Everyone's ;st thought, 
he said, was for the old man's safety. Bob tells me he has seen the 

Godse. He is by no means uneducated 
newspaper. His attitude was com letel 
little pieces," he said, " and I wi k sti E 

great frankness in the Assembly to-day. The 
bear res onsibility for not ensuring the safety P of Gandhi's life and of thousands o other lives. Bob fecls that the spirit 

of assassination may well have been encouraged rather than exorased. 
He is off to see a mass memorial meeting, and is wondering whether there 
will be any further attempts on leaders' lives. He described the situation 
as " Grand Gui 01 in the open air ". P Mountbatten s meetings with the Governors of the new India have, of 
course, been completely overshadowed by Gandhi's death, but it has been 
decided to proceed with them, and the Governors have been able to 
strengthen the administration in its resolve to put down communal 
violence. C. R., in his capacity as Governor of Bengd, advocated 
immediately the suppression of all political organisations with communal 
objectives, naming in particular the Hindu Mahasabha and its militant 
wing the R.S.S.S. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, NEW DELHI, Tuesday, 3rd February, 1948 
The volume of the world reaction to Gandhi's death has frankly ex- 

ceeded my expectation. From every corner of the earth have come 
tributes and appreciations which show that his influence has reached out 
far beyond the boundaries of India. The full meaning of his life 
not be clear to many, but the importance of its mystery is reco 
AS Kingsley Martin, who has been here with us for the whole 
put it to me, the world is not doing so well with the techniques of 
materialism and power politics. It recognised that Gandhi stood for 
something different, and, in view of his emphasis on spiritual values, 
probably better. He has impinged upon the conscience of rnanlind. 

4 6  In the words of the New York Times, He strove for perfec~on 
other men strive for power and possessions . . . the power of his be- 
n i ~ t y  grew stronger as his political influence ebbed. He tried, in the 



mood of the New Testament, to love his enemies, and do ood to tho= 
who despitefully used him. Now he belongs to the ages.' 6 

The Christian Science Monitor sees him " as the su remt individualist 
of our times ". He thus became more than a leader o P Lndian nationalism. 
~c was a world-wide symbol. The paper then makes a shrewd point 
which may be at the root of much of the misunderstanding about hi.. 
aims and " dual " personality. " His faith ", the article continues, 
" that the individual could move mountains through moral suasion lacked 
the great contribution of western thought, a sense of Law. Louis 
Fischer had said, ' to most people politics means overnment, to Gandhi 
it means men '. But without overnment man acks the measure of his i f 
own ideals, and hence it is that t e world found in Gandhi a blend of wily 

guileless unshakable saint. He proved the moral 

to the nation. Truman has spoken of a great 
international tragedy and loss to the whole world. Smuts calls hun a 
Prince among men. J h a h  for his art describes him as " one of the 
greatest nlen produced b the Hin u c o m m u n i ~  and a leader who 1 S 
commanded their universa confidence and respect . 

Yet, unhappily, it is just because the con&dencc and res e a  of the 
Hindu community were not universal that Gandhi's life has g een taken. 
A tremendous sense of shame is evident in all the memorial numbers of 
the Indian papers. Many of their editions have been outstandin ly well 
done. I was particularly impressed with the Hindurthun Stmdarfwhich, 
in addition to carrying three fuILpage portraits of the Mahatma, leaves 
its leader pa e complete1 blank save for this one paragraph in bold type. t " GandhiJi as been d d  by his own eople for whose redem Don R %, he lived. This second crucifixion in the story of the world has en 
enacted on a Friday-the same day Jesus was done to death one thousand 
nine hundred and fifteen years ago. Father, forgive us." 
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C O N F L I C T S  C O N T I N U E D  

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI ,  Wednesday, 4th February, 1948 

T HE GOVERNMENT HAS sufficie~lt evidence to show that Gandhi's 
assassination was not an isolated crime but part of a wider plot in 
which the assassination o f  Nehru and other Indian leaders was 

Followin upon an Assembly resolution hoping that early and 
strong action woul be taken, the Governme~lt has announced that no 

. . organisations preaching violence and no private armies would henceforth 
be permtted. 

At the same time the R.S.S.S.* has been declared illegal, and a large 
number of its followers are already under arrest. I have just seen an as- 
tonishing article from the R.S.S.S. paper, The Organiser, which proclaims 
doctrines that would have warmed the heart of  Rosenber . It speaks of a 
neo-culture which includes iildoctrination o f  every age B rom under eight 
to over sixty ; persons of  the above ages are all eligible to take part in 
the activities of the R.S.S.S.. their firm faith in their Hindu ~arentaee, 
heritage and culture being the only requisites of  mernbersGp. " Kid 
foreigner can make social inroads into this family. N o  alien can invade 
to su6due this spirit of  corporate life. N o  enem'y can fetter the progress 
of this neo-culture." 

6 6 
The writer claims that the R.S.S.S., founded in 1925, has grown into 
oceanic expanses and Himalayan heights ", and that if no new branches 

were started it would take one person twenty to twenty-five years to go 
round every branch established in the country. This is, no doubt, 
wishful thinking, but banning the R.S.S.S. is a very different thing from 
breaking it. 

I hadoan interesting talk this evening with Nye,? who wanted to see 
me on some publicit problems. He said he was very im ressed with 1 B Patel, who was a rea leader in the military sense. Once ecisions had 
been taken there were no vain re rets and the objective was whole- 
heartedly pursued. He also had t h at second great gift of leadership, 
the power of delegation. V. P. had been given the job of organiring 
the States, Patel was hardly aware of the details. In Nye's view this was 
the sign of a big man. 

He spoke of Communist progress in ~ a d r a s .  They were cashing in 
011 local divisions inside the Congress. There was a big feud going on 
between Brahmins and non-Brahmins, and the Prime Minister, a non- 

6 6 Brahmin, was currently talung it out " of the Brahmins. The Corn- 

* Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh, militant stormtrooper offshoot of the Hindu 
Mahasabha. 

t Sir Archibald Nye, Governor of Madras and after Lord ~ountbatten's de- 
parture Uriitcd Kingdom High Commissioner in New Delhi. 
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mu~list~, too, were exploiting the hilure of the monsooli by urging the 
of harvesting operations in order to secure new relations 

between landlord and tenant. The Communists contained a reat many 
young Inen with genuine idealism and sense of mission. T f eir funda- 
mental mistake, both here and elsewhere in the world, he feels, lies in 
their contempt for and breaking of the law. If they opeiated morc 
witllill the framework of legality, they would indeed be formidable. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, NEW D E L H I ,  Tl~ursday, 5th February, 1948 

I have been talking to Norbert Bogdan, Vice-President of Schrocders' 
Bankin Group of New York, who is making a detailed survey of f financia prospects and economic trends both in India and Pakistan. 
He is an experienced traveller and, I should say, a shrewd anal st, making 
llis first visit to India. For all the tra ic convulsions fo lowing on E r 
Independence, he is deeply impressed wit the achievements and poten- 
tialities of the two new States. 

He is just back from Karachi, and had an interview with innah 
esterday. He found him in a far more accommodating mood t II an he 

lad been led to expect. Jinnah was clearly disturbed about the implica- 
tions of the Kashmir situation, and spoke of Gandhi in much more 
gencrous terms than he saw fit to use in his message, acknowledging to 
Bogdan how great was the loss for the Moslems. Jinnah added that 1le 
was reputed to have said that certain men in responsible ositions in India 

e P were plotting the economic and olitical destruction o Pakistan, but he 
was ready to give them the bene t of the doubt. The real trouble was 
with the extremist grou s, and he had been favourably impressed by the 
Indian Government's ern handling of these followilig on Gandli'r 
assassination. 

6 6 There is one extremist " who seems to have found the events of the 
last few days too great for him, and that is the Socialist leader, Jai Prakash 
Narain. The Congress is now an elderly Party which has won its 
princi a1 Gictory, and thus a democratic constitutional Sociahst move- 
ment \ as the chance to build u a owerful following for itself in the 
next five years. Gandhi's death f eft t K e Socialists with only two profitable 
choices-open opposition to the Congress or reconciliation with it and 
its capture from within. Narain gave a Press conference which did 
neither of these things. He urged the need for unity while at the same 
time denouncing Patel, thus rendering rapprochement with Neluu almost 
impossible. 

Kingsley Martin tells me he had a long talk with him ~ e s t e r d a ~  which 
he found rather disappointing. Although he was still emotionally and 
mentally numbed b Gandhi's death, there was-Kingsle said-a certain r lack of firmness in L s  pursuit of power which is the fai  ing of SO nlany 
social democrats of good-will. He also detected a disquieting in- 
difference to the interests of llis followers or to the tactical question 
whether or not his aims should be to join the Government. 
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G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Saturday, 7th Februq, ,948 - - -  

I have had the odd and almost eerie experience of returning to Birh 
House to have lunch with its fabulous owner, G. D. Birla. I had not 
been into the house since the night of the assassination. Now a hat 
remained to recall to the visitor those hours of crowded confusion was 
the roping off of a small plot of ground in the back garden where the 
Mahatma had fallen, and where a commemorative stone is to be $aced. 
Some of the turf in the vicinity had been taken away that night by 
those who even in the presence of death could not forego the hunt for 
souvenirs. 

Birla in real life makes little effort to play the role of industrial magnate, 
newspaper proprietor, hilanthropist and political atron. He is un- P I: assuming to the point o austerity. He has a hawk-li e face, the featura 
of an Indian Sherlock Holmes, and also, I would guess, that great detec- 
tive's powers of observation. The other guests included Chetty, the 
Finance Minister, Krishnamachari, the very able Dewan of Jaipur, 
another business magnate named Mehta, and Norman Cliff, correspon- 
dent of the News Chronicle. 

Throughout lunch the talk revolved round high fmance and the 
prospects of barter agreements between Pakistan and India. For the sake 
of argument, cotton, jute or food were disposed of or withheld. All this 
accent on brokerage I found in strange contrast to the scenes and senti- 
ments in these very rooms a week ago. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Thursday, 12th February, 1948 
To-day crowds by the million paid their hal homage to the Mahatma 

when his ashes were scattered upon India's sacred rivers and on the sea. 
The principal ceremony was the performance of the last rites at the point 
where the three rivers, Jumna, Ganges and the mythical Sanswati, meet. 

In Delhi the Mountbattens and his staff attended this morning a moving 
memorial service at the Cathedral Church of the Redem tion. Mount- P batten and Matthai, who is an Indian Christian, read the essons, and the 
hymns were those which Gandhi made his own at his Prayer Meetings, 
in particular " Lead Kindly Light ", " Abide With Me ", and " When I 
Survey the Wondrous Cross ". The congre ation joined in with a 
fervour which would, I am sure, have carried ti e Mahatma's blesii~g. 

AS epilogue, Mountbatten broadcast to-night his final tribute to 
Gandhi, thus rounding off an ambitious series of panegyrics which begm 
on the night of 30th January with Nehru's and Patel's strong calls to u n ~  ' X  and repentance. Nearly every Congress leader has spoken, several wit 
outstanding eloquence and with an astonishing mastery of the purest 
English prose. Among the phrases and thoughts that have remained in 
my mind was Sarojini Naidu's assertion, " ~t is therefore right a d  
appropriate that he died in the City of ~ i n g s  ", and her dramatic plea, 
' My Father do not rest. Do not allow us to rest. Keep US to our 
pledge." 

'6 

The real time for renunciation is now," said Prasad, " when you 
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have got something to sacrifce." C. R. was dso ve tellin with hit 
" Suppression and coercion cannot be avoirdred in $ imper- 

fect world, but let us clearly and once for all realise that good-will m o t  
be achieved except by good-will." 

Some of the language, however, was turgid and the sentiment dross. 
There has been a dangerous tendency noticeable not only in thex broad- 
casts but also in the Press and with articulate Hindu opinion to wallow in 
self-pity excusing inaction rather than to express a genuine and purifying 
sense of shame. 

Moultbatten stressed the need for rallying under Nehru's leadership to 
ive substance to the ideal of a progressive secular democracy. We have 

L d  considerable discussion on the ap ro riate line for him to take, and 
I was asked to ut together a first I soon found myself all too R easily flying hig . Mountbatten wisely shortened the text and played 
down the rhetoric. 

He spoke first of Gandhi as his friend, and of his death coming with the 
shock of a ersonal bereavement to millions in every part of the civilised 
world. T R en he called attention to him as the martyr in the struggle 
against fmatidsm. The tragic rnanner of his death would, he ho ed, 
shock everyone ~ n t o  sinkin their differences, for thus, and only t R us, 
would they be carrying outfks ideal and enabling India to enter into her 
full inheritance. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Saturday, 14th February, 1948 

A ainst the background of mourning for the Mahatma we celebrate a mot er day of national Independence. This time it is in honour of 
Ccylon's assumption of f d  Dominion Status. The violence and civil 
disorders disfigurin many of the mvuhstations of risin Asian nationalism 6 fl have been noticea ly absent from Ceylon. The w ole operation has 
been an accurate reflection of the people's sunny and happy-go-lucky 
temperament. Liberty has come smoothly because life, for all its 
rinding poverty, comes easily. To-day the Ceylon flag with its golden 

Eon was unfurled on the flagstaff by Mr. de Silva, their S edal Repre- "f sentltive in Delhi, and got stuck on the way up. It wo d surely have 
remained permanently at half-mast but for the obvious concern of the 
Diplomatic Cor s, some of whom were shaping to put the flag on top of 
the mast themse P ves. This encouraged the cheerful Mr. de Silva to make 
one final and successful tug at the rG e. 

Both Mountbatten and Nehru spo f e-Nehru in the most infonnd and 
paternal mood, calling the island by its Indian name of ~ a n k a  and stressing 
the deep ties of religion, history and culture. After the fla -hoisting and f the speeches there was tea-Ceylon tea. Nehru gave c ear signs this 
afternoon that he is beginnin to recover from the stunnin im act of 
Gmdhi's death and the pall o B national mourning which hasTain I e a ~ l ~  
u on him. He came u to us, and after we had made some remar g a out the excellent qua e 'ty of the tea we were drinking, he waxed 
eloquent on the ostheticr of tea-making, commending the artistry of the 
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Chinese, who, he said, were reputed to infuse their tea with dew collected 
at dawn from the lotus leaf. 

The subject of  tea recalls a revealing commeilt made to US b oleg 
Orestov the other day. Hc represents the Tars Agency here, all B is due 
to return shortly to the Soviet Union. He has for some time been the 
Honorary Secretary of  the Foreign Correspondents' Association, con- 
tinuing to live with his family in the poorer part of Old Delhi throughout 
the troubles. During lunch with us he discussed the transfer of power 
quite frankly. In an appreciation of the persistent strength of British 
influence he cited in all seriousness and some dismay the Indian attitude 
to his tea-drinking habits. " How do  ou like your tea? " they would K, ark. " By itself," he would reply, at w ch the Indian would invariabl 
exclaim, " But that is not the correct way to drink it. The British dri $I 
it with milk and sugar." Nearly all influential Indians with the attain- 
ment of Independence show themselves in l i s  view to be quite un- 
consciously the exponents of the British way of  life. This, he implied, 
was the ultimate victory of  the Imperial system-to ensure the continuity 
of your own thought-processes and behaviour atterns among an alien 
people to whom you have voluntarily liquidate T formal power. 

Narain, among others, has had l i s  answer. Nehru, broadcasting 
to-night over All India Radio, declares himself distressed beyond measure 
by whis eriilgs about differences between pate1 and himself. " Of 
course," Re said, " there have been for many years past differences between 
us, temperamental and other, in regard td. k a n ~ p r o b l e m s ,  but India at 
least should know that these differences have been overshadowed by the 
fundamental agreements about the most important aspects of our public 
life, and that we have co-operated together for a quarter of a century or 
more in great undertakings. Is it likely that at this crisis in our national 
destiny either . of - .. us should be petty nlinded and think of  anything but the 
national good? .' 

So an end is put to speculation, and the Lie direct is given to those who 
had doubted whether the two big men of  the Government were big 
enough to hold together. O n  their solidarity at this time tlle future of 
the entire rigime depends. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI ,  Tuesday, 17th February, 1948 

At our Staff Meeting to-day Mountbatten reviewed the disquieting 
Kashmir situation. The reference of the dispute to the United Nations 
has at least offset the immediate risk of  war, but a new danger is crceping 
up, the reality of which it is easier for us here in Delhi than for 
Government in London or the delegates at Lake Success to discern. 
Various sus icions are seeping into the minds of  the Indian Government E and the po tically conscious public which, taken together, could well 
develo into a major frontal attack on Indo-British ood-will R In t e first place, there is bewilderment at the felay of &e united 
Natiolls in accepting India's basic com laint that an act of aggression has 
taken place in Kashmir. This is regar S ed here as no mere formality, but 
as a basic point of grievance involving a threat to peace which the 
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united Nations was especially created to redress . Hence ~ r o w s  the 
suspicion that the United Nations is being made the orum for 
the of international power politics. As evidence of this the 

attitude of the American and British delegates, Warren Austin 
and Noel-Baker, are cited. Both are wildly accused of being m- 
ashamedly pro-Pakistan for a variety of unedifying reasons. 

As a natural reaction from this disillusionment, which is genuine1 and 
nationally felt, the belief is also spreading that India has most to r lope, 
whether in terms of  mediation or even of the veto, from Soviet Russia 
and her satellites. Some of  t h s  trouble has sprung from the failure of the 
Indian delegation to make its mark. A week ago Nellru ordered its 
recall for consultation and, it is to be hoped, reconstitution. 

011 the Public Relations side India fared even worse than I had feared 
she would. Even the Indian Press was obliged to print lar e indigestible 
chunks of Ayyengar's speeches three or four days aftcr t a ey had been 
delivered. The personality of  Sheikh Abdullah and the procedure of 
Lake Success could not be reconciled, and the Indian case suffered 
accordingly. Moreover, the Pakistan delegate was their Foreign 
Minister, Zaffrullah Khan, an experienced and opular practitioner in 
United Nations dialectic. who was as suave an I' smooth as the Iridiall 
delegates were awkward and angular. 

Mountbatten is worried because he feels that Attlee and Noel-Baker do 
not seem to be showing themselves sufficiently alive to the psychological 
influences of this dispute and that their attempt to deal out even-handed 
justice is producing hea -handed diplomacy. The crux of the problem 
as seen in London is In 7 ia's unwillin ness to recognise that a plebiscite 
carried out under the auspices of  Ab d ullah and with the sole support of 
Indian troo s, even wit11 Security Council backing, would not be 
regarded as P ulfillin the condition of its fair conduct. In ~ountbatteil 's  
opinion the UnitefKingdom delegate could with advantage take a less 
unfriendly line towards India b supporting the view that the first step 
should be for Pakistan to sto he ping the raiders. The question of super- 
intending the lebiscite wit out interfering with the legally constituted J' R 
Government eserved, he felt, more sympathetic discussion and treat- 
ment than it has yet received. 

In an appraisal o f  Attlee tllis morning, Mountbatten stressed first his 
absolute intellectual honesty-perhaps his greatest source of strength- 
secondly his status as a liberator and finally his ~ ro found  ~ersonal affection 
for and interest in India. These were assets which must not be s uandered. 1 Mountbatten finds his present constitutional position of frien ly adviser 
irksome at times. He can no longer step in between London and Delhi, 
and his only link now is with the King, who strictly separates his various 
sovereignties. 

Nehru has just met a deputation of industrialists, and I understand he 
lost his patience with them. G.  D. Birla, speaking in much the same 
terms as at our luncheon, said that Government policy was scaring off 
capital. Nehru replied that the Government were not scared, SO why 
should capital be? None-the-less in the ~ e ~ i s l a t i v e  ~ssembly  he has 
spoken in softer terms, saying that the ~overnment 's cconomic policy is 



being elaborated as the outcome of the meetin with the ind~stri&~, Pi ~ l t h ~ u ~ h  academically an exponent of Socia ism, Nehru is in fm 
upholding a mixed economy, in which he is trying to encourage a soddy 
progressive capitalism to live alongside State enterprise. 

G o v a n N M E N T  HOUSE, N B W  DELHI, Sunday, 22nd February, 1948 

Walter Monckton has just arrived here following a week's shy  in 
Hyderabad. We were aware that he was due to see the Nium 
during the middle of February, and Mountbatten had accordingly written 
off to His Exalted Highness urging that he should seize the opportunity 
of Monckton's visit to come to a general settlement with India. 

Rather to Mountbatten's sur rise, the Nizam at once agreed with him. P I say surprise, because some o the Nizam's privately expressed opinionr 
of Mountbatten recently have been far from flattering. We are aware 
that he has been describing him as no friend of Hyderabad, as anyhow 
without power, and has been asserting that it was immaterial whether 
Mountbatten helped in future negotiations or not. But now he replies 
expressing the hope that Mountbatten, " as a member of the Royal Family 
of England, will give your invaluable help and support to Hyderabad in 
the lollg term agreement which may be in kee in with the lugh position P, g Hyderabad occupies in the eyes of the world . It is interesting to note 
that he always invokes ~ountbatten's Royal connection, as if it endowed 
him with some special virtue and status in negotiating with H~derabad. 

For a month after the signing of the Standstill Agreement there was 
almost com lete uiet, but shortly after the New Year there was an 
incident to s % ow % t at the calm was dece~tive. A trivial but none-the- 
less significant dispute arose over the allotment of accommodation in 
Hyderabad for K. M. Munshi, India's newly ap oilited ~~ent-General. 
The house already earmarked for him was not rea S y. So it was suggested 
that he should go into one of the vacant Residencies for the intervening 
eleven days. The Nizam at once protested against the proposal, seeing 
in it a sinister. plot to revive Paramountcy. The Indian reply was sim ly 

% 5 that if Munsh was not to be allowed proper and ade uate accommo a- 
tion, neither he nor any other A ent-General would e sent at d. At 
this stage Mountbatten s good o C Ices were invoked, and as a result of a 
brisk exchange of letters and telegrams the Nizam was induced to give 
way, and Munshi duly left on the 5th anuary to take up his post. 

By the end of the month relations beween Hyderabad and India had 
deched to the point where it could be said that the whole standsdl 
Agreement was liable to be denounced by both sides. There was a 
dangerous increase in the number of border incidents. The policy 
of pin-pricks was leading inevitably to wider irritation. The ~~derabad  
Government began by imposin some restrictions on the export of medr 
and followed this up by with d rawing recognition of Indian Dominion 
currency in all normal transactions within the State. 

More provocative than either of these moves, a loan of twenty crores of 
rupees (over fifteen million pounds) was understood to have been made 
available by Hyderabad to Pakistan. The circumstances of dad 
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were obscure and disqquiedng. Mountbatten has been very carefully inm 
the matter, and from the evidence at his disposal it is dficult to avoid & 

that it was arranged by Main Nawu Jung, the present Minister 
for ~xtemal Affairs and Finance, while he was acnully a member of the 
delegation negotiating the S tandsd Agreement. This provocative 
move was made, moreover, 'ust when the Indian Government wa 

withholding the dfty-five crores of assets from Pakistan. 
On the Hyderabad side come detailed complaints of economic blockade. 

On the day of Gandhi's cremation Mountbatten had his first m e e h  
with the new Ittehad-sponsored Prime Minister of Hyderabad, Mir Lai k 
Ali, and advised him frankly that his Government should mend their 
ways and generally t to work in a spirit of friendship with India. 
Mountbatten doubts, Xowever, whether he made any deep imprec 
sion. Behind a suave outward manner he detected it1 Mir Laik Ali's 
outlook that blend of fanaticism and cunning which we have been 
reduced to regarding as the dominant characteristics of the Ittehad and its 
leaders. Much now depends on the ability of Monckton to persuade the 
Nizam and his Government to adopt more constructive policies, and on 
Mountbatten to prevent Pate1 and the Indian Government losing their 
patience before the resources of negotiation have been fully worked out. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Monday, 23rd February, 1948 
Walter Monckton and V. P. were both guests at one of Mountbatten's 

informal Staff Meetings this morning. We burst the bounds of our 
agenda and indulged in reminiscence about Kashmir's accession and 
speculation about Commonwealth citizenship. On Kashmir, Monckton 
said that frank1 the issues were not understood outside the sub-continent. 
V. P. stressed t K at Nishtar's * agreement to the accession policy on behalf 
of the future Pakistan Government was in fact secured before the transfer 
of power, and that Pakistan Ministers had subse uently admitted that the 
Junagadh accession was essentially a violation o ? the agreement. When 
Kak t came to Delhi in July he saw Patel, who told him that he did not 
want the accession of Kashmir against the people's will. Though 
Mountbatten's good offices he also saw Jinnah at this time. 

Discussing problems of Commonwealth status, Monckton drew atten- 
don to the importance of the Nationality Bill in Britain, which was, it 
seems, in some measure the outcome of a letter he had written to Cn . 

P PR" He explained that the osition now is that one can be a subject o t e 
King without owing a egiance in the citizenslip sense. On the general 
issue of India and the Commonwealth, Mountbatten is preparin & aide- memoire which he wants to have ready in time for Gordon-Wal er to see 
and to study. After his stay at Government House at the end ofJmuary, 

* Sardar Rab Nishtar, Pakistan Cabinet Minister, whose portfolios included the 
Pakistan Ministry of States. He was a Moslem League representative along with 
Mr. innah and Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan at the decisive meetings with Lord Mountbatten 

I! on t e 2nd and 3rd June, 1947. 
t Pandit Kak, the last Prime Minister under the old order in Kashmir, who had 

been responsible for the arrest of Nehru on his visit to Kashmir in 1946. 
T 
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M or don-Walker went down to Ceylon. He is now back in ~ ~ l h i  at a 
crucial moment in the Kashnlir dispute. With a stalemate on the fighting 
front and a hiatus at  Lake Success, the physical opportu~lit~ arises for 
renewing informal and indirect diplomacy. 

tnernory of Gordon-Walker goes back to my undergraduate days 
at C rist Church, when as a youn History don there he guided me a through the intricacies of seventeent -century Europe. He seems to me 
to have all the qualifications for high ofice, the lucidity of the scholar's 
mind, a strong but attractive personality and administrative grip. He is 
one of the younger Labour intellectuals treading tlie Attleean wav of 
Fabian moderation. 

4 

He sees the central issue between the two Dominions in the Kashmir 
dispute as being now the withdrawal of troo S, and he feels it is easier to 
envisage the possibility of compromise hot! on the plebiscite and the 
Interim Government. He has, I think, been able to see for himself tllat 
Mountbatten is not exaggerating the bad impression caused here by the 
British attitude at  the United Nations. 

111 the course of a long talk with Sir Girja Shankar Bajpai, Nehru'r 
accom lished Secretary for External Affairs, he has, I understand, stressed 
quite P lrmly that friendship with Russia is obtainable only at the price of 
subservience. and that Russia in any case has no basic interest in India. 
I also hear, incidentally, that Bajpai has taken up the question of Korea 
with the American Ambassador, Grad . With the demarcation of 

YI Soviet and American influence along t e 38th Parallel, the situation 
between North and South Korea is very similar to that between East 
and West Germany. Baj ai's argumeilt is, if United States troops are 
not leaving Korea, why s ould Indian troops be called upon to leave 
Kashmir ? 

K 
At this morning's meeting I urged that Gordon-Walker should be 

pressed to stay on until 29th February, the date of a possible visit from 
Liaquat. I feel strongly that a British Minister's presence during the 
next discussions between Liaquat and Nehru would serve as an induce- 
ment to moderation and compromise. No effective mediating influence 
has been available in the right place at the right time. 

Mountbatten called for a ost-mortem from me on the failure of the 
Indian case to establish itsel P with world opinion at the united Nations. 
I replied that quite apart from its actual merits it had been abominably 
presented, and that nearly every canon of Public Relations procedure had 
either been violated or neglected. Moreover, 1 felt that not enough 
attention had been paid to answering Pakistan's case against India, in 

6 6 particular the allegations of Congress conspiracy " to secure the 
Maharaja's submission through Abdullah ; just to ignore such charges 
was not wise. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  D B L H I ,  Wednesday, 25th Frbnrary, 1948 
Mountbatten's aide-memoire on India and the commonwealth, which 

sets out to make " certain tentative suggestions as to how the strl~ture of 
the Commonwealth could perhaps be altered, particularly in nomen- 
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'lature, to allow Asian countries to remain more easil associated with it,'' 
is now ready for Gordon-Walker. Although there L as been a lot of 
discussion and thinking on the sub'ect, it is ver much Mountbatten's own 
document, characteristically bold, direct an B original. It is also well- 
timed, for the Government of India is due to release the draft of the new 
Indian Constitution to the Press to-morrow. After circulation of the 
draft to Members of the Constituent Aswnibly, whose comments u e  
required within a month, a revised draft will then be formally submitted 
to the Constituent Assembly for final approval. 

~ountbatten says frank1 that although individual Indian leaders are 
alive to the advantages ofYthe continued Commonwealth connection, 
their political position has been weakened and the attitude of the Govcrn- 
rncnt adversely affected by the policy ado ted towards Kashrnir by the 
British delegation at the Security CounciP This he puts forward as a 
political fact, and not as something over which he is trying to moralise. 
He said he would like to see the word " Republic " expunged from the 
Indian Constitution in favour of Commonwealth, but without promising 
to be successful in achieving this amendment, he adds, " I think there can 
be no doubt that there is room for a Republic within the Common- 
wealth." 

He points out that the word Dormnion is not in any case an easy 
one for India to swallow, after the Congress resolution in favour of a 
Republic. It still has a debased meailing here, whether of domination 
or of status short of full freedom. He also ur es that the term " Common- 
wealth citizen " should be coilsidered as a d esirable alternative to British 
subject, although both terms could be used on occasion with advantage. 
His h a 1  point of substance is that in any arran ement made about the J future structure of the Commonwealth it wo d be best if possible to 
leave the question of the formal link with the Crown unstated: 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Thursday, 26th February, 1948 

Vernon has asked me to comment on a draft mcmorandurn he is pre- 
paring giving a brief surve of the Accession olicy to date with par- 
ticular reference to Junagad K and Kashrnir. A ? ter covering some points 
of detail, I have made the following brief distinction between these two 

6 6 events. Quite a art from the test of majority populations, the accession 
of Junagadh to Pa L stan was in violation of the rindple of geo raphicd S f compulsion to which the Pakistan leaders ha themselves su scribed. 
The accession of Kashmir was not. Moreover, from the strategic and 
economic points of view, while Pakistan had no interest in ~unagadh, 
1ndi.l. had considerable interest in Kashmir. There were two further 
special factors involved in the case of Kashrnir but absent from that of 
Junagadh-the use of force by tribal invasion to overthrow the Mahara a's i rCgime before accession, and the presence (also before accession) o an 
im ortant inter-communal political organisation in the State. R 

Taking into account all these ' other factors ', the accession of 
Junagadh to Pakistan was wholly frivolous, while that of Kashrnir to 
India war definitely arguable. It was just because of all the specid 
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circumstances attaching to both accessions that the Government of 

India acce ted the ~rinciple of a confirming plebiscite for the =don 
taken in % 0th States. Finally, it s l~xdd  be noted that when indk 
challenged the validity of the Junagadh accession, Pakistan uxrted he 
doc the  of the ~ u l e r ' s  absolute and sacrosanct right to accede, but 
promptly challenged that right in the case of Kashmir." 

I have to-day received two letters from Kingsley Martin, now in 
Karachi, full of interesting news and im ressions, which serve to show, P however, that the rights and wrongs o the Kashmir dispute cannot be 
finally reduced to any simple formula. He arrived in Karachi to M 
that All India Radio had broadcast a part of a recent article of his dealing 
with Kashmir explicitly from the Indian an le, without realising that it f was an ex parte statement of case and that he ad indicated that he was on - -- 
his way t i  Pakistan to see how the matter looked from there. D ~ W "  
devoted a cartoon and a lon leading article entitled " 4ppointment with W Fiction ", castigating him in rather amusing terms . " I have jut 
rattled off a cable,' he adds, iving oints in Pakistan's favour but 
saying that my interest lies in sett " P  ement ! efore the snow melts." 

He has been to Lahore and Rawalpindi, and has spent a night with Sir 
George Cunningham, the famous ~ b v e r n o r  of the *~orth-west Frontier 
Province, who retuned to his former post at Jinnah's special re uest, 
backed, I may add, by Mountbatten and Ismay. Indian opinion has 1 een 
inclined to suspect Cunnin ham of machiavellian designs and of secretly 
s~onsorine the diversion o I: the tribes into Kashmir. But as token of her 
general dFsire to keep the tribes happy and stabilised, Pakistan is still 
paying the tribal subsidy which the British used to rovide. Admittedly 
they are saving financially, and gambling politica rl y by not kceping an 
Army there as well, but, as Cunningham pointed out-according to 
Kingsley-Army or no Army, once the holy war concept spread among 
the tribes, neither himself nor anyone else could have stopped them. 
It would have placed far too great a communal strain on the police or 
Army to have asked either to turn the tribal raiders back. 

Most of the tribesmen have now returned home, but not all with much 
loot, and all ready to go in again at the call of a holy crusade. " AS for 
the future he (Cunningham) confirms what I am told on all sides here, 
that the tribesmen can be controlled and carried off from Kashmir on 
one condition only, that they are assured that a settlement will be made 
that will be fair to the Moslems." 

All this, Kingsley adds, ex lains the strange remarks of ~oel-Baker 
which so much upset Nehru " a % out a plebiscite that seemed fair to the 
tribesmen. It sounded idiotic, but I now see what was meant. The 
figure given me from the Foreign Secretary to-day is that seven hundred 
and fifty thousand tribesmen are fully armed and willing to fight anyone 
who disappoints them, and also willing to settle down ! " 

He says that the visit has now supplemented his opinion, if only because 
Pakistan is talking about completely different aspects of the situation- 
" They think here of tribesmen much as Indians think of Sikhs, 
awkward, dangerous but indispensable and unavoidable allies." They 
urge that the rising in the Poonch area against the Maharaja began 10% 
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before his accession, which they regard simply as a trick 20 take the 
k " out of Pakistan, and that a great many Pakistani oficers and men 

come from Poonch. 
He says he has met Mohammed Ibrahim, head of the Kashmir M 

administration, which enjoys much the same measure of support from 
Karachi as Abdullah does from D e h .  He spoke quite f r d y  of possible 
compromises for a plebiscite after a cease-fire, with moo s on both sides 
occupying discreet strategic positions, tribes being pushed g ack, a plebiscite 
organired by the Unitcd Nations and an Interim Government with a 
neutral chairman. 

Ideas of this nature are bound to be plausible and appealing to world 
opinion, givin virtue to those that propound them. For India to sit 
back re1 ing so ely on legal status and talk about a lebiscite which entails K P 
Abdulla remainin in complete control both be ore and during it, will 
be to fritter -away t a eir initial moral advantage. 

P 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Thursday, 4th March, 1948 
The new Hydcrabad delegation, consisting of Mir Laik Ali, Moin 

Nawaz Jung (Mir Laik Ali's ambitious and powerful brother-in-law) and 
Monckton, are in Delhi and have had two meetings with Mountbatten, 
one on Tuesday and the other to-day, at both of which V. P. was also 
present. Yesterday Mir Laik Ali visited Karachi, and at Mountbatten's 
suggestion asked Lia uat to undertake not to cash the twenty crore 
loan made by Hydera I ad to Pakistan durin the period of the Standstill 
Agreement. He returned with this underta &i ng given to him verbally. 

There has been a lengthy recitation of grievance on both sides, V. P. 
uoting the loan to Pakistan and the ordinance making Indian currency E i egal, and Mir La& AL claiming the operation o f ?  full-scale economic 

blockade against Hyderabad. Mountbatten pointed out that all com- 
munal armies had recently been abolished in India and that H derabad 

i f  should by the same token disband thc Razakars, the militant o shoot of 
the Ittehad of whose de redations increasingly grave reports were being 
received. He also urge! upon the delegation the desirability of the early 
introduction of responsible government in Hyderabad. 

We have here the customary deadlock of timing and procedure con- 
cealing the conflict for the ultimate power. Pate1 feels that it is useless 
to negotiate for a long-term settlement until the Sta~ldstill Agreement is 
working pro erly, and that the standstill Agreement cannot be expected 
to work wit E out some measure of responsible government. AS a first 
step towards this, however, Pate1 was not ready to back the suggestion 
that an Interim Government should be set up consisting of an equal 
number of Hindus and Moslems. Mir Laik Ali for his art does not B think that he would be able to get beyond paricy and a mit a ~ i n d u  
majority Government until a long-term agreement is reached, although 
he concedes that it might be possible for the two steps to be taken 
simultaneously. 

After the meeting a storm blew u over the issue of a communiquk, 
and Pate1 refused to agree to the inc P usion of any suggestion that India 
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had a breach of the Standstill Agreement. Here Ile is on 
firm ground as far as the Central Government is concerned. The trouble 
is at the provincial levels with local officials. In present conditions of 

strain and inexperience it is easier to give instructions than 
to ensure that they will be carried out. Patel, however (perhap from 
fear of implyin the wider admission), was not even re ared to state in a 

% P E communiquC t at the oods due to Hyderabad, w lic it was claimed 
were held up, should e released. Monckton is extremely u set, 
Mountbatten on his retuni from a dinner-party has spoken to Rim over 
the telephone promising to follow the matter up personally to-morrow, 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DECHI, Friday, 5th March, 1948 
- .  

~ o n c k t o n  left for Hyderabad early this morning and Mountbatten 
pursued his in uiries about the communiquC in his abscnce. He talked 
with Nehru, w I o was very reasonable and sympathetic, but anxious that 
the uestion should be settled with Pate1 as the Minister responsible for 
han&ng the Hyderabad qucstio~i. Mountbatten was due to see him this 
afternoon, but during lunch Pate1 had a heart attack and nearly died. 
He is completely laid up, and has been forbidden by his doctor to do any 
work whatever for an unspecified period, which may well cover the 
remainder of our term here. 

I think he overtaxed his strength at the time of Gandhi's death by his 
determination to ride on the fcneral carriage throughout the six-hour 

. When I saw him at the Raj Ghat Ke lookeJ drawn and ill and 
seeme as if in a trance. The whole tragedy has hit him heavily, and he journ7 
has undoubtedly carried more than his fair &are of the burden of&iticisrn 
as Home Minister for the failure to see thdt Gandhi was properly 
protected. His illness now is a serious blow for the Government at a 
critical time in its affairs at home and abroad, and it serves to underline 
how dependent the rCgime is upon its two key men. 

In the immediate context of Hyderabad and the communiqd there is 
no one to be found who will assume responsibility for reversing his last 
decision. So Mountbatten has had to write off to Monckton that no 
Press statement should be issi~ed for the present. 

G O V E R N M E N T  Housa,  NEW DELHI,  Sclturday, 6th March, 1948 

Mountb-tten has seen K. M. Munshi, India's  gent-General in Hyder- 
bad, who is active, purposeful and, I would guess, ambitious. He is 

in the Congress hierarchy, although lacking the  articular 
honour, prison service in resistance to the Raj. This 

only enhances the vigour of his nationalism to-day. 
broadcast on the Mahatma he himself as 

the student of ahimsa, or non-violence, who was ready to grapple with 
Gandhi on the failure of civil disobedience in 1942 because " it did not 
stand the scriptural test of ahirnsa; as it evoked wrath in the enemy and 

9 9 not love . From what he had to say to Mountbatten to-day, it is clear 
that he is not placing excessive reliance on ohimsa for dealing with 
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Hydcrabad. I f  the activities of the Razaars  arc not uickly restrained 
he advocates sending ill the Indian police to do so, w 4 lich, by his own 
legal interpretation, he considers would come within the terms of the 
standstill Agreement. He is already convinced that the Razakars carnot 
and will not be restrained by the present rC ime. 

~ountbat ten spoke firmly of India's nee! to adopt ethical and correct 
behaviour towards Hyderabad and to act in such a way as could be 
defended before the bar of world opinion. In the resent state of negotia- 
tions Munshi's proposal for police action was a g solutely wrong. Mir 
Laik Ali must be given a fair chance to deal with the Razakars, to imple- 
ment the Standstill Agreement and introduce a measure of responsible 
government. 

Mountbatten told me afterwards that whle  he has no doubt about 
Munshi's drive and ability, hc is far from happy whether his temperament 
or political outlook fit him for this particular1 delicate stage in the 
handling of the Nizam, which calls for unusual iplomatic patience and 
non-communal objectivity. 

B 
Monckton has now left Hyderabad for London, and we are afraid may 

well be ready to throw in his hand from the belief that further negotia- 
tions on the pattern of  this week's performance are a waste of his time, 
and without Monckton the margin of Mountbatten's diplomatic initiative 
will be further narrowed down. 



CHAPTER T W E N T Y - F O U R  

B U R M A  R E V I S I T E D  

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  C A L C U T T A ,  Monday, 8th March, 1948 

w E ARE OFF on the grand tour, nine days in all, to Calcutta, Orisn, 
Rangoon and Assnm. The Mountbattens' schedule is fearsome 
even by their hi h-powered standards, and is set out in four 

slim booklets produced in k our different colours by the Military 
indefatigable staff. Travelling as light as possible, the party, including 
servants, still comprises over fifty persons, and is no small exercise 
in ceremonial logistics. I shall be staying on in Calcutta during the visits 
to Assam and Orissa, which will enable me to meet the Calcutta editors. 
We left Palam at 8.45 a.m., reaching Dum Dum airfield at one o'clock, 
where the venerable C. R., as Governor of West Bengal, had come to 
meet us. After presentations and inspections we started on the long 
motor drive through Calcutta's suburbs and slums. 

I have travelledvthis way uite often over the past four years, but 
always with the same sense o ? forebodin , bordering on despair, at tlthe 
sprawling squalor of the life it reveals-Efe lived below the margin of 
human rights and hopes. How can the slow processes of social reform 
prevail? Give us this day our dail bread, is their only plea. Emandpa- 
tion is far away-from hunger an B poverty, from industrial exploitation, 
from communal terror; and lying in wait to solve it all, the great 
Communist cheat. 

We hurried past the citadels of the Clive Street area, out of Calcutta's 
bustle, noise and heat into the sudden stillness of Government House. 
There in the front lounge we found C. R. with the Mountbattens dis- 
cussing the rest of the day's plans. He loves them dearly, and I think he is 
both amazed and amused at the tornado of oficia activity which 
threatens to overwhelm them and him over the next forty-eight hours. 

Our first oficial function was the Mayor's tea-party, where the Mount- 
battens were regaled with a panegyric from the Mayor of deep and almost 
embarrassing yrple.  " Within your veins ", he declared, turning to 
Mountbatten, courses in rich ulsation Royal blood." After declaring 
in a reference to artition that P reedom for this ancient land " undivided 
and indivisible " fad been achieved in violation of an axiom of history, he 

6 b reached his peroration. Your Excellency, b fingers that were deft 
and arms that were stron you have laboure to raise a twin edifice- 

fi' 
B 

We look upon Your Exce ency to unite your handicrafts by a bridge of 
Peace, a bridge of Deli ht." Whether it was this apocal ptic vision or 

8, K the clatter of tea-cups, t e densenezs of the throng or the t ickness of the 
air, Mountbatten was for once somewhat abashed, and read from his 
notes with heavy labour. 

After the speeches were over and most of the guests had l e f ~  C. R* 
296 
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*me to my table and spoke about nearly everything with the devutating 
frankness of the really wise man. He said he was deeply worried about 
~ a h m i r .  The country's resources were being squandered. It w u  
like trying to mend a broken tea-cup at this party and forgetting d about 
the guests. He feared that Mountbatten might not be 
unpalatable advice. " Panditji ", he said, " is capable o Pving hearing pro- 
foundly un leasant things." I replied that Mountbatten, with only an f advisory ro e left to him, did not want to reach the stage where he could 
only irritate but not influence. 

Turning to Pate1 and his illness, he gave us a short dissertation on the 
circulation of the blood. Patel's trouble was in the colon, where, he 
said, there is almost an autonomous circulatory system wlich only 
indirectly affects the heart. He stressed Patel's feminine characteristics, 
recalling Gmdhi's comment that " there is s o m e h g  motherly about 
Sardar ' . He said the adjectives he would apply to him-and most of 
us had our appropriate adjectives-were " loyal, affectionate, obstinate " ; 
and to be sure that I was aware of their gender, at once asked me with a 

6 4 smile, Are you married? " But over and above these traits there was, 
of course, Patel's decisiveness, which C. R. is the first to reco nise. 

Before leaving us he had assed from personality to hilosop y, bidding K B P; 
us reflect on the theory o f t  e cycle which he describe as " Life operating 
in a curve: if ou proceed with sufficient vigour you end where you 
began, the bad B isappearing with the good ". 

After attending a garden-partv given by Jack Mitchesan, the U. K.  
Deputy Hi 11 Commissioner, we were whisked back in high-powered 
cars throug E the Calcutta night for the official dinner-party at Govern- 
ment House. Sixty-three guests sat down to table-forty-nine men and 
fourteen ladies. Royal eti uette was pursued with great thoroughness 
and detailed orders issued I y the Military Secretary, which included 
special instructions for the fourteen ladies. " Ladies sitting on the 
opposite side of the table to His Excellency, the Governor-General, will 
not curtsey as they pass His Excellency but will curtsey at the throne 
room door." In spite of all this observance of the correct ourward form 
-and his A.D.C.'s seemed to work to an even heavier duty roster than 
the Governor-General's-C. R. cannot for long sustain pomp and 
circumstance. 

His speech to-night was wholly delightful in its studied artlessness, 
and contained some of the warmest tributes that can ever have been paid 
by an Indian Con ress leader to a British ex-Viceroy. It was r edy  most 
moving. He sai d he had started off in fear of ~ountbatten because of his 
efficiency and rank, but he had soon been captivated by his charm. 
Mountbatten's charm, he added, " is a splendid quality because it comes 
from his heart. It means his heart is charmin . Mountbatten has won 
US all by his charm. Even Pate1 ' fell for ' km-I think that is your 
phrase." He stressed a ain Patel's feminine streak beneath the rough 
exterior-" but don't te k 1 him I said so ! " 

Commenting on the turn of history's wheel which had brought the 
Mountbattens and himself to be dining together in this room in such 
auspicious circumstances, he said that ~ountbat ten during his recent 
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Delhi Convocation s cech had referred to his eiigagement to ~~d 

'f 
Y ~ ~ l ~ n t b a t t e n  taking &ce in Room 1 3  of what was now Dclhi Univcr. 

sity.* He had aske himself where he was at that particular time, and 
the answer was in Room 65-of the local jail. 

Among the guests to-night was Sarat Chandra Bore, brotlicr of 
Subhas, still the hero of Bengah nationalism. Sarat was at olle time a 
member of the Viceroy's Executive Council. He is now a leading 
exponent of Socialist Opposition in Bengal's turbulent politics. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  CALCUTTA, Tuesday, 9th March, 1948 

The Mountbattens, after a full morning programme-Lad Mount- 
batten's first engagement being at 7.30 a.m.-lunched with t b e Dengal 
Press Advisory Committee at the Calcutta Club. The President of the 
Committee, Tushar Kanti Ghosh, who is also editor of the well-known 
Calcutta daily, Anrrita Barar Patrika, ave a short but highly polished 
chairman's introduction which was we P 1 above the average in expreuion 
and content for such occasions. Mountbatten took trouble over his 
reply, which he delivered with hardly a glance at his notes. It was an 
opport~ulity well taken to establish cordial relations with a very powerful 
section of the Indian Press, upon whom much depends for the creation of 
communal corlfidence in the partition of Bengal. 

In addition to providing sbch important @o-congress papers as the 
Amrita Bnror Pntrika, Calcutta is the main headquarters of The Statesman. 
Ian Stephens has invited me to lunch with the editorial staff and to go 
over the ofice. As Mountbatten pointed out in his speech, it was from 
The Statesman's office that, with Stephens' generous cooperation, two 
newspapers were simultaneously roduced-The Statesman itself, and 
" SEAC " under Frank Owen's Z ynamic editorship, which for nearly 
three years was one of Mountbatten's major morale-raising contributions 
to the Burma cam aign, and post-war activities. 

During the brie P intervals between engagements I have, among other 
things, been discussing with Mountbatten a further outburst by Nehru 
on the Foreign Press. It is disquieting, and may well jeopardise the 
goodwill agreement achieved under Mountbatten's chairmanship in 
November. 

Mountbatten tells me he had a most illuminating talk to-day with 
C. R., who had given his candid opinion that if ~ountbatten had not 
transferred power when he did there might well have been no power to 
transfer. It might, in fact, have been im ossible to produce any Plan at 
all, and then the British would have been P eft with the whole burden and 
odium, whether they stayed on or moved out. 

In the process of preparin a first draft of a letter for ~ountbatten on 
Nehru's speech, I missed t 1 e Sheriff's tea-party, but in the evening 
mana ed to get to a rece tion given by the officers of the ~ r m e d  Forces B P in Ca cutta a t  the Oficers Club, Fort William. The last time I had been 

* At that time (February 1923) the temporary Viceregal Lodge at which Lord 
and Lady Mountbatten were staying. 
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inside this historic cantonment was in Febr~lar 1945 for a major S.E.A.C. 
conference, at which Mountbatten 1larnmeredYout plans for the recapture 
of Rangoon and for future strategy in the theatre. 

Fort William, with its two square miles and six main gates, embodies 
the whole two centuries' history of the Ra , from Clive to Mountbatten. li For Clive began the building of Fort Wi iam the year afkr Plassey. It 
took twenty-two years to complete, and cost two rnihon pounds sterling 
-an enormous project by any standards of cash or construction. Origin- 
ally designed to mount six hundred and twenty-nine guns, it has not 
known durin its entire existence one shot fired in anger. Up to t 15th August t e title of the Bengal Government was " The Government 
of the Presidency of Fort William in Bengal ". Until the completion 
of the present Government House in 1802 the Governor with the Secre- 
tariat and High Court were all housed inside the Fort. Warren Hastings 
once lived here, and here was the residence of former Commanders-in- 
Chief, including Kitchener and Roberts. 

We left afterwards for dinner at the Royal Tolley Gunge, which is, I 
believe, the oldest golf club in the East, founded in 1829. The British 
colony were here in full force, and once again the utmost cordiality 
reviled. I had expccted t o  find in Calcutta the last citadels of " old 

Eoi-haism ", but the wind, it seems, has blown them a11 away. After 
dinner the Mountbattens were at their henomenal best durin all the 
small talk, setting the conversational ba Up roPng with groups o B a dozen 
people at a time, brealung down reserve and shyness without apparent 
effort, and a11 ths  after a back-breaking fifteen-hour day. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  CALCUTTA,  Wednesday, 10th March, 1948 

The Governor-General's party, minus only myself, left for Orissa at 
crack of dawn. I spent the morning shopping, browsing in the bouquiniste 
section of Chowringhee. I am the sole House guest, and quiet reigns. 
C. R. called me in about the delivery of some of  andh hi's ashes to 
Burma. Rauf, the Indian Ambassador there, wants to bring them in 
himself, but C. R. docs not a ree, and thinks it would be more ap ro- Bi 
from Cuttack on the telephone, and ths  was agreed between them. 

K priate f ~ i  Mountbatten to de ver them. Mountbatten spoke to m 

In the afternoon C. R. invited me to join a tea-party he was giving to 
the Eastern Newspaper Society. Nine leading editors were there, and 
Shiva Rao, who, as well as being the chief correspondent of The Hindu 
in Delhi, and Delhi representative of the Manchester Guardian, is a member 
of the Constituent Assembly. He discussed with me the ethics of Nehru's 
use of a Foreign Correspondent's telegraphed messa e to critidse the 

printed the message. It is a nice point. 
B Foreign Press, and felt that such action was valid only i the paper actudy 

In the evening I visited the big Industrial Exhibition, which is now in 
full swing here, fecling I would see very little in the inevitable crush 
when the Mountbattens make their tour of it on ~ a t u r d a ~ .  The ~xhibi-  
tion had rather a fun fair atmosphere about it, but, for a11 that, was im- 
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ressive in the scale and varier of its display. Some of the hadicmfa 
from the Indian States were 0 very high quality. After an hour I wv 
glad to escape from the noise and dust. 

RANGOON,  Thursday, I ~ t h  March, 1918 

This morning I left in state for Rangoon, an A.D.C. accompanying me 
from Government House to Durn Dum, where I took offin the Governor- 
General's Dakota at ten o'clock, taking with me Max Desfor, John 
Turner of Gaumont British (representin all the News Reels under the 1 Rota agreement) and Bill Stead of the C ristian Science Monitor, who are 
all covering Mountbatten's Burma visit. As we circled over Mingaladon 
airfield the wonderful Shwe Dagon Pagoda stood out of the green earth, 
pointing its golden challen e to the sun. 

We touched down shor tf y after lunch, about half an hour ahead of the 
Mountbattens' party, which was coming direct from Orissa. on 
stepping out of the aircraft, where all Burma's notabilities werc already 

athered, I was somewhat overwhelmed to have a note handed to me from 
t 1 e Director of Information of the Government of Burma stating that, 
as directed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, no fewer than three 
oficials-U Pu Glay, U Chan Tun and U Hla Maung of the Government 
of Burma's Information Department-had been sent to meet me and 
obtain ublidty material. They at once presented themselves in their 
nationa f dress, which serves to conceal alike their sex and a e. It must 
be confessed that the Burmese representatives on the airfie k d, from the 
Prime Minister, T h a h  Nu, downwards, looked incredibly youthful, 
and probably are. 

The Mountbattens duly arrived on schedule, but only after considerable 
confusion at the other end, as the whole party had overlooked the fact 
that there was an hour's difference between Burmese and Indian time, 
so that the latter stages of the Orissa itinerar had to be finished off at the 
double. After the customary greetings andrinspections we drove away 
under formidable military guard to the u ly and pretentious Government 
House, rather like St. Pancras station wit E out the 
soot, where the first President of the ~nde~endent  
been installed since January. On the occasion of 
ment House, Sir Reginald Dorman-Smith had 
after nearly four years of cold storage in Simla. 

The President gave a tea-party in the grounds, which are laid out very 
much in English country-house. style. I had a short talk with T h a b  
Nu, who has a friendly open face, and is, I understand, devoid of 
the normal political ambitions, and desirous only of returning into the 
world of scholarship and contem lation. He told me that ~urrna's i c e  
exports are only up to eight hun B red thousand tons, whereas the pre-war 
export figure was three and a half million tons. During the tea itself I 
sat next to the President's little daughter, who was, I sup ose, about ten 

?I years old. The whole place seemed to be alive with t e laughter of 
small children; there are the two baby sons and daughters of the late 
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Aun San, while the Burmese President has four small children, who add 
spar f le and gaie to this sombre setting. 

~ountbatten L d  given us a1  instructions that we were not in my  
drc~~mstances to throw our weight about, and was thereupon to be seen 
vigorously arranging the details of to-morrow's ceremony for the 
restoration of King Theebaw's throne! Superimposed upon this fuss 
there was a muddle (of which he was well aware) over the release of his 
speeches, followed by a muddle (not brought to his notice) over the 
oficial dinner. Mountbatten deliberately brought with him in this party 
as many as possible of his staff who served with him in S.E.A.C. Hence 
the presence of Ronnie Brockman, Elizabeth Ward, June Foster (Lad 
~ountbatten's and Ronnie Brockrnan's private secretaries) and mysell 
Elizabeth, June and I duly dressed for the great occasion, only to h d  we 
were not on the dinner list. In order to avoid an embanas, we arranged 
for some dinner to be brou ht up to one of our bedrooms, where we 
solemnly drank the toast oB S.E.A.C. and " absent friends ", amongst 
whom we included ourselves ! - - -  

Afterwards there was an elaborate display, with fill commentary, of 
Burmese dancing on the lawn, but the gestures and music still seem to 
convey no a preciable rsthetic meaning. They lacked for me the 
emotional an B rhythmic qualities of Siamese dancing as I had seen it in the 
stran e and exotic precincts of the great Boromphinam Palace in 
Bang ! ok. 

R A N G O O N ,  Friday, 12th March, 1948 
To-day's big round of official duties began at 8.30 with a tribute 

to the eight leaders assassinated in last July's mass killing. I remember the 
first impact of the news in Malta when I was returning with Ismay from 
London, and the sense it brought that the frail fabric of Burmese Inde- 
pendence must surely disintegrate under this overwhelming blow. 
Great credit is undoubtedly due to Sir Hubert Rance * for his steadfastness 
in this crisis, which in an instant deprived Burma of almost her entire 
Social Democratic leadership. 

The ei ht bodies are still, six months afterwards, 1 g in State in their W ass co Ins, but to-day they were draped with Gs. Hitherto they five been somewhat gruesomely in evidence, their mouths gaping wide. 
The Jubilee Hall, where they are to be seen, is very shabby, and the 
propaganda ap eal outside is crude and naive. Large canvas pictures of 
the eight men %ang from the windows, and there is a terrible statue of 
Aung San in front of the entrance painted in red life colours. 

At ten o'clock, in the ballroom of Government House, all was ready 
for the handing over of Theebaw's throne. U to the last minute John 

even more a'wkward i lf ars. 
R Turner was desperately rappling with floodlig t ~ ,  awkward angles and 

" Behind me *, , sai B Mountbatten, " is the Mandday ~ l u t d a w  throne, 
which was last used by King Theebaw of Burma when he visited the 

* As Major-General Rance he had formerly been Lord Mountbatten's Chief 
Civil Affairs Officer for Burma in S.E.A.C. 
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Hlutdaw in Mandalay, and which is a replica of the famoils Lion throne of 
King Theebaw, which used to stand in the great Hall of Audience ill the 
Palace of Mandalay-now, alas, burnt to the ground. I also brill with 
me another object of historical interest : a silver mat which, actor d illg to 
tradition, was woven by Queen Su a y a h  for King Theebaw." There 
upon, with the assistance of most OAS staff, he 0 ellcd the curtaiia, and a 
huge wooden structure over t h r v  feet high, a out the size of a two- 
storied house, was revealed. 

g 
~t has been no mean task dismantling this throne in Calcutta, conveying 

and then installing it here in Rangoon in time for this visit. It had to be 
broken u into as many as four liiindred and fifty separate ieces, which 
were pac L ed in sixty cases and sent off to Burma at the Leginnin[ of 
February. The workmen en aged in this operation travelled wit it, 
and just managed to complete t a e job of building it up again two days ago. 

After this ceremony we drove straight to Rangooil University, a most 
im ressive group of buildings. We had arrived during examinations, 
an S I was surprised to see the large number of Burmese girls among the 
examinees. The students upon whom the ncw Burma will so largely 
depend for its future leadersllip were a most appreciative audience, 
and Mountbatten, who always reacts quickly to the mood of his listeners, 
s ~ o k e  to-dav with winnine zest. 

He recall& how these bYldings of the University, now restored to the 
use for which they were intended, had been used first as a Japanese Army 
head uarters and then, with the liberation of Rangoon, as a hos ital for 
Allie% wounded and recovered prisoners of war. He told R ow, as 
Supreme Commander, he had been startled by the news that his Air 
Forces had strafed the teachers' training-college, the reason for the attack 

6 6 

being its use by the Japanese. I then gave instructions that so far as 
possible the buildings were to be spared, for I was certain that the 
Japanese were on the run, and I did not wish to see the whole University 
destroyed." 

Afterwards I drove into the centre of the city, first to visit the well- 
established Indian Information Office there. and then to attend the State 
luncheon. The streets had a tattered and unkempt appearance, and 
there was as yet no atmosphere of civic pride, or even control. On the 
wa to the lunch I ran into a big Communist demonstration of railway 
anB dock workers. A policeman whose allegiance to law and order 
seemed somewhat doubtful first tried to hold my car up, then waved it 
on, and then, as it slowly made its way through the throng, exerted his 
final authority bg givinf it a parting kick. 

Mountbatten as spo en very frankly to the President, Thakin Nu, 
and U Tin Tut, the intelligent and highly westernised Foreign Minister, 
urging them to ive higher priority to the primary task which Aung 
San had set himse P f of raising the living standards of the people. In their 
present precarious condition, he urged that they should seriously consider 
whether an anti-Communist Government with a policy of the wholesale 
and immediate expropriation of all private enterprise at home might not 
defeat its object with regard both to Communism and private enterprise. 
Moreover, they were behaving in a very arbitrary manner in their 
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olicy. Members of the British Commonwealth, originally 

exemptelfrom the new law excluding foreigners from owning immobile 
pro erty, had now been lumped in with the rest. Mountbatten said he 
cou P d see no reason why a most-favoured-nation treatment clause could 
not have been applied, and advised them a ainst passing any more 
discriminatory legislation of this nature wit f out first consulting the 
Governments of India, Pakistan and the United Kingdom. 

This evening he dined with the British Ambassador, Bowker, and the 
three members of the British Service Mission.* If the Government are 
afraid of telling the facts to the people, they are also, it seems, unwilling 
to hear the truth from their advisers. Mountbatten is worried lest the 
three British officers whose task it is to warn the Burmese Government 
of its true military position should themselves become the scapegoats if 
things, as thcy very probably will, go wrong. He is convinced that they 
must go on written record as having consistently given sound guidance, 
if Anglo-Burmese relations are not to be compromised from the outset. 

RANGOON-CALCUTTA,  Saturday, 13th March, 1948 
At eight o'clock, in the cool of the morning, the Mountbattens and all 

their staff arty visited the great Shwe Dagon, which dominates Rangoon 
with muc R the same physical and aesthetic authority as that of the Acro- 
polis over Athens. We entered the precincts b the western approach, 
and all took off our shoes and socks before clim g ing what seemed to be 
an arcade of at least a thousand steps. At the top the reat central pa oda 
stood like some vast memorial in the middle of a ce f estial market-D f ace. 
A wide tiled pavement encircled it, and under its golden shadow shehered 
numerous smaller pagodas, taraungs, and shrines of precious Buddhist 
relics. 

We saw two great bells : the Mahaganda bell, weighin some sixteen 
tons, and a mighty bronze bell more than double that wei I t ,  eight and a B half feet high, seven and a half feet wide and a foot thic , presented by 
King Tharawaddy in 1841. There were Royal umbrellas-King 
Mindon's being thirty-three feet high and weighing one and a quarter 
tons ; symbolic footprints of the Buddha ; a Bo tree sprung from a seed 
brou ht from the holy land of India; a reclining Buddha, twenty-eight 
feet kng, and finally the sacred spot where " King Okkalapa made an 
asseveration that he might be able to build a pagoda enshrining the relics 
of the fourth Buddha of this dispensation, and Gautama Buddha 
appeared in a vision, granting his wish ". 

As with the statues in Westminster Abbey, the quali of the relics is X variable and the quantity excessive. I have now seen t e outward and 
visible signs of Buddhism, ranging from Kandy's Temple of the Tooth, 
commercialised, dark and dirty, to the coloured tem les of Bangkok, 

solitary splendour of Rangoon's Shwe Dagon. 
I!. strange and still and very clean, but have visited not ing to equal the 

* The Army representative was Brigadier, now Major-General, G. K. Bounle, 
one of Mountbatten's senior planners in the early days of  S.E.A.C. He has since 
become the British military Commandant in West Berlin, 
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This was our last oficial fwiction before saying our fareweb. ~h~ 
tempo was too swift for us to form more than the most superficid 
im ression. But one does not have to stay long or move slowly to 
rea E .se that the upper crust of political authority and of civil order is 
dangerously thin. There are deep fissures between Burmans md t r e n s ,  
between Aung San's Anti-Fascist People's Freedom League md the 
Communists, and between the Communists themselves. There are the 
sym toms here of complete political disintegration. 

T R e Burmese authorities went to immense pains to assure the safety of 
our party, and I have no doubt were relieved to see us leave safe alld sOUlld 
from Mingaladon. The most anxious time for the police and military 

uardr must have been yesterday afternoon's drive through the city, 
$ut there was no hint of hostile demonstration. On the contrary, groups 
of friendly citizens stood, stared and often smiled in cheerful recognition; 
for Mountbatten is probably better known to many of them than their 
new rulcrs-and he is known as a friend. 

Back in Calcutta again the frenzied round was resumed. There was 
the visit to the Industrial Exhibition, which was the scrum I had anticipated 
it would be. Then, after some two hours allotted to Mountbatten for 
what the official engagement list describes as " homework ", we jostled 
our way through a reception given by the Calcutta Club. Between this 
function and dinner I was resent at All India Radio for Lady Mouht- 
batten to record a farewe K broadcast to the people of West Bengal. 
Quite a lot of administrative detail had gone into the timing of this 
operation, but we had not taken sufficient account of Calcutta's weather. 

At about tea-time a storm of incredible severity broke over the city. 
There was darkness and hi h wind, simultaneous thunder and lightning, 
and hailstones the size o B shillings, which broke tlie glass of several 
windows in Government House. The servants were unable to close the 
shutters in the long corridors in time to keep the deluge from flooding 
the marble floors. Roads were soon like Venetian water-ways. We 
learnt afterwards that there had been a downpour of some two and a half 
inches in little more than half an hour. Lady Mountbatten's car reached 
All India Radio studios without flooding its engines, but some of the 
radio technicians were marooned in various parts of the city, and only by 
some rapid improvisation on the part of the Director was it ~ossible for 
Lady Mountbatten to complete her broadcast, which she did with her 
accustomed flair. She has a most persuasive radio personality. 

I just managed to get to the United Services Club in time for the 
annual dinner of the Mining, Geological and ~ e t a l l u r ~ i c a l  Institute of 
India, and sat on a very hard chair through very lengthy proceedings. 
There was one memorable moment, however, provided by an impromptu 
tribute to Mountbatten from C. R. As there was apparently no Press 
representative present to catch his words, I hurriedly noted them down on 
the back of my menu card. 

He began by saying that he did not wish to em~hasise ~ountbatten's 
services to India, to which ample testimony had already been given, but 
to stress rather his services to Britain. Churchill might feel that what 
Hastings and Clive had won, Mountbatten had thrown away. But that 
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was true only in a superficial sense. The deeper reahty w u  that for the 

suspicion, bitterlless and ill-will that prevailed during t h  war 
ears, Mountbatten had succeeded in substituting unqualfied ood-will 

&tween India and Britain. " Has not Lord Mountbatten f en done 
greater service to Britain than Hastings and Clive? For tllis ir the 
greatest service of all. In times to come it will not be Empires that 
count. It is good-will that counts. Therefore I say that he has done 
more for Britain than anyone else." 

The example of brevity set by Mountbatten, who spoke for little more 
than three ninutes, and by C. R. himself, was not, unfortunately, 
followed by all the other speakers. The West Bengal Mirlister of 
Commerce rattled through a tightly packed bundle of notes for nearly 
threequarters of an hour. There seemed no reasoil why he should ever 
end, until suddenly, almost in the middle of a sentence, he made a dramatic 
pause and announced, " I have good news for ou, I have hushed "- 
at once sitting down, to the warmest applause o tY the evening ! 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  CALCUTTA,  Sunday, 14th March, 1948 
Once more the Mountbattells leave by early light, this time for Assam. 

I would very much have liked to be with them and to have met the 
Hydaris again, by now well-established in Government House, Shillon , 
but I am staying behind for my talks with Calcutta editors. The o nf y 
other Government House euest is Rauf. the Indian Ambassador to 

0 

Burma. At dinner to-night we discussed the course of the trial in 
Rangoon of the Burmese leader, U Saw, who has been accused of plotting 
the murder of the eight leaders. The actual assassins have not been 
apprehended, but it appears that the circumstantial evidence against U 
Saw is uite strong. C. R. raised the question of the use of force in inter- 
nationa I affairs. and in  articular of atomic power. With llis gentle 
guile, he drew me on & express extremely ;ash ~ersonal opini&ls on 
world strategic problems. He felt that the atomic bomb was likely in 
the . - long run to defeat the very strategic purposes which it was intended 
by its users to serve. 

I am deeply impressed by C. R. He has immeilse moral authority. 
which is exerted without any outward gesture. There is no raisin of B the voice or haughtiness of manner. He has the true strength o the 
humble in heart. He is, I suppose, one of the oldest of Gandhi's cam- 
paigning disciples, and there 1s also a family link, for Gandhi's son 
Devadas is married to a daughter of C. R. Only a man of C. R.'s 
powerful character and deep conviction could have dared to resist 
Gandhi's will in 1942 by advocating the acceptance of the Cripps PLn. 
and even promoting h s  o m  partition formula at that moment of in- 
flated expectation. He retired, of course, into the wddemess, yet never 
wholly lost h s  influence. 

It was Gandh who performed the " miracle " of Calcutta last Septem- 
ber, but it is C. R. who, as Governor, has consolidated the communal 
good-will which Gandhi engendered. The minorities here have looked 
on him for fairncss and friendslip, and he has not failed them. To place a 

U 
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Madrassi Liberal to preside over Bengal's fvlatical and factiom politics 
was a calculated risk. His popularity to-day is ood to see, and the 
communal quiet in this seething, over-populateb hunger-ridden and 

city is in no small measure a reflection of his benign 
authority. 

I went in to see him this morning, and said that as far as I could tell I 
alone had taken any record of his tribute to Mountbatten at last night's 
dinner. I told him I would like to release the text of what he had said to 
the Press. He agreed, adding in characteristic fashion that he ho ed 

that I would send the account to London, where he like to 
think it would do Mountbatten good as coming from an Indian. 

S 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  CALCUTTA,  Tuesday, 16th March, 1948 
I re-joined the ~ountbattens' arty at Dum Dum, where the switch 

was made from Governor-Genera Pp s Dakota to Governor-General's York 
for the return fight to Delhi. The Assam visit was, it seems, a great 
success, with rather more " organised leisure " than in Orissa or Rangoon. 
Turner and Desfor have come back enthusiastic about the tribal dancing, 
which they found to be highly photo enic. 

For myself the past two days in Ca k cutta have been wholly deli htful. 
Before I left, C. R. presented me with signed co ies of his trans ations R P 
for the lay reader of the great Hindu scri tures, t e Bhagavad Gita and 
U anishads, writing on the fly-leaf of the P atter, 6 6  In spite of our obvious 
faiYngs, I suppose our minds and morals bear some impress of the holy 
books held i11 reverence in India for some few millennia. No one can 
understand the eo le of India unless one goes through these scriptures 

J 
?, p sym athetically. All that I have seen of h m  on this visit only goes to 

co irm my belief that he would be the ideal, even if somewhat un- 
willin , successor to Mountbatten as India's first Indian Governor-General. 

Ei In t s connection Pate1 for some while now has been urging Mount- 
batten with remarkable vehemence and insistence to extend his term 
beyond April in the interests of the people of India, and would like him 
to stay for the re ulation five years. Mountbatten has regretfull 
refused to consider t L s ; but when Nehru at the beginning of this mont K 
asked him, on behalf of his Government, to stay on for at least another 
year or even a few more months he finally decided to make the gesture 
of extending his time from April to June 1948, this having been the date 
announced in London for his departure when the original schedule for 
the transfer of power was set and published. 



CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVB 

DEFINITION A N D  D E T E C T I O N  

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, NEW D E L H I ,  Friday, 19th March, 1948 

0 NCE MORE we are back in har~less in Delhi. To-day there has been 
the first meeting between Lia uat and Nehru for two months. 
Mountbatten has had some d' J ~culty in bringing them together 

under the rgis of the Joint Defence Cound. They have decided that 
this should be its last formal session. It was in any case due to close down 
on the 1st April, but Mountbatten had in mind to continue it in its 
existing form (under h s  chairmanship until he left, and then successively 
under the Prime Minister of the Dominion in which it met) for a further 
year, with a view to the widening of its function in due course to cover 
fmancial and economic questions, communications and external affairs. 
Although this concept d ~ d  not commend itself to either side, the two 
Prime Ministers recognised the value of the Joint Defence Council as a 
pretext and cover for regular personal contact, and Mountbatten had no 
difficulty in etting them to agree that they should continue to meet at 
approximate !? y monthly intervals to discuss matters of common interest 
and concern. 

Not the least remarkable feature of the past six months of bitterness 
and frustration has been the life-line of sanity thrown out and gras ed 
by both Nehru and Liaquat. One always feels that if matters coulcfbe 
left to these two, and the pressures and stresses to which they are both 
subjected removed, a firm settlement of all outstanding diaerences would 
soon be signed, sealed and delivered. 

During this particular discussion, whle there was amicable agreement 
on a number of secondary roblems, no mention whatever was made of 
Kashrnir. This was not P or lack of background develo ments. The P Chinese delegate, Dr. Tsiang-the present chairman o the Security 
Council-has on h s  own initiative put forward proposals which are at 
last basically satisfactory to India. But unfortunately Dr. Tsiang has not 
waited to gain wider sponsorshi in the Security Council for his p h ,  
with the result that it is far more E 'kely to provoke bitterness and narrow 
the already slender margin of negotiation and good-will. Somedung is 
seriously wrong with the rocedures of Lake Success. Oh, for a return 

4 6 to some sinister secret Siplomacy " to counteract the effect of these 
6 6  

public disagreements publicly arrived at " ! 
The new Indian delegation has, I am glad to say, been reinforced by 

B. L. Sharma, who is to cover the sadly neglected Public  elations side 
of their efforts. He was only asked at the last minute, and hardly had 
time to pack his bag. I managed, however, to send him a number of 
personal introductions, and am confident that he will do well. Sheikh 
Abdullah has not rejoined the party. His particular brand of self- 
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assertive oratory bludgeoned the United Nations delegates and the 
American public without persuadblg them. He generated more heat 
than light. 

Perhaps the most disquieting, though far from unexpected development 
in the propaganda cam ai  n over Kashmr at the United Nations, ha 8 Pi been the attempt by Za ru ah Khan to offset India's complaint by widen- 
ing the area of grievance on Pakistan's behalf and in the p,rocess to indulge 
in what the Americans c d  " character assassination . He has now 
introduced Mountbatten's name at a moment when it is irn ossible on 
constitutional grounds for Mountbatten himself to make a pu \ lit reply, 

We have had full staff discussions of the problem, and Mountbatten 
has wisely decided to ensure that his answer to the allegations, together 
with the relevant facts, should be placed on the records of the ~ o b t  
Defence Council before it is disbanded, so that it should be brought to the 
notice of both the Pakistan and Indian Governments, and that the 
British Government should be fully briefed, in so far as the attacks on 
llimself as Viceroy would almost certainly implicate them as well. 

Zaffrullah's two main charges were that, as Viceroy, Mountbatten 
knew of a Sikh lan from the beginning of July, and that knowing it, he 
failed to take e C ective action in the form of arresting the leaders and 
crushng the trouble makers despite previous assurances that lie would. 

Mountbatten's memorandum makes it clcar that while no one in the 
higher spheres of Government was under any lnisa prehension about 
the scale of the Sikh problem and the urgency of so P ving it, neither he 
nor anyone else was aware of any specific Sikh master plan. There was, 
indeed, no hint of such a lan prior to the meeting with the British 
Intelligence officer on the August, nor did the meeting itself rovide 

4 6 conclusive proof of the plan's scale or operational " sigru%unce.* 
Mountbatten takes his stand on a letter of admirable lucidity, dated 
9th August from Jenkins, which forwarded the unanimous view of all 
three Punjab Governors-Jenkins himself and the two successor Gover- 
nors-designate-that nothing more should be done before actual transfer 
of power than to make plans for the Sikh leader's arrest, which could be 
implemented quickly on either side of the boundary as required. 

It is interesting to note from this source that Mudie, the ~ovemor-elect 
of the West Punjab and as such the principal spokesman for palcistan's 
interest, urged that unless the West Punjab could be quite certain of the 
ultimate attitude of the East Punjab on the matter, the confinement of the 
Sikh leaders not on criminal charges, but under Jenkins' emergen 

P a: powers, mi ht be most embarrassing. ~t was not clear, Mudie adde 
where the eaders could be confined without causing trouble-Jehs 
could hardly send them to what would in a few days be a part of Paksm ; 
on the other hand, if they were left in the East Punjab they would be a 
centre of agitation. 

A further Pakistani charge has been brought into the open with the 
allegation that the Boundary Commission award was changed to the 

* See R . I52 for reference to Mountbatten's acceptance of the risk ofadriving .b 
state wit Jinnah on 14th August, following the threat of an attempt on J w h  s Me 
dumg this State drive. 
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bradvantage of Pakistan as a result of improper pressure from Viceroy'r 
House just before publication. Here the evidence was a letter dated 
8th August sent by Abell to Jenkins stating that the intention was for the 
~oundary Co~nmission Award to be presented on the ~ ~ t h ,  and con&- 
ing an outline of the envisaged Award which showed the tehsils (sub- 
districts) of Ferozepore and Zira as foing to Pakistan. 

Abell was, in fact, shown a strict y provisional forecast by Radcliffe's 
secretary, which he sent to enkins, who sometime before had asked that r' if any sort of advance in ormation could be given him, it should be 
provided so as to enable him to dispose police and troops to the best 
advantage. This forecast proved ultimately to be wrong to the extent of 
two tehsils and two days. There is, in fact, no more nor less to it than 
that. 

The whole baseless roposition is, of course, rendered plausible by 
resenting the bald evi B ence of Abell's letter, but if there was any reason 

for Jenkins to have been secretive about its contents at the time, would he 
have been so crazy as to leave it for his successor at Lahore? Or, indeed, 
if Mudie had thought that h s  British colleagues had been playing a 
dishonourable game, is it conceivable that he would have let thls letter 
leave his possession? Quite apart from the challen e to Mountbatten's 
honour, who would dare to accuse a man of Radc \ 'ffe's legal inte rity 
and personal reputation of having submitted to external pressure [om 
any quarter before reaching a judicial decision? 

NEW DELHI, Sunday, zist March, 1948 

The Indian and Pakistan Press have reacted to the Chmese Plan along 
expected Lnes. The Hindustan Times regards it as " the first serious 
attempt to solve the dispute on a reasonable and practicable basis ", 
adding that " the main provisions are such as can and should be accepted 
by self-respecting and eace-loving nations ". Dawn, on the other hand, 

B 
R ventures to ho e that the Security Council will show the same sense of 

realism as it id before and in that light view the Chmese attempt at 
' compromise ' by grantin one party almost everythin and the other 
party nothing ". The Pa Ei stan argument is still that t I e status of the 
administration must be decided after, and not before, a free and un- 
restrained verdict of the Kashmir eople. 

The only new element in this B epressing debate is a su gestion in the 

P d Hindustan Times yesterda -and in view of Devadas Gan hi's and G. D. 
Birla's connections it is a ways advisable to pay some attention to ballotis 
d'essai released from this quarter. Discussing terms of reference open to 
the Kashmiris in a plebiscite, the paper states, " We think it would be 
wrong and unjust to call upon them to vote only for accession with either 
Dominion. They should be given a free choice to accede to either or to 
be independent." 

I have just seen a draft report b Lady Mountbatten of the activities of 
the United Council of Relief an B Welfare from its ince tion in August L up to the end of February. It records an inspiring ac evement b d t  
up in three distinct phases of effort. First there was the emergency life- 
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saving of the refi~gecs and the provision of safe transit camps. T ~ L  led 
soon into the second phase of organising and equip ing camps where m R increasing number of refugees could recover t eir strength before 
re-settlement. The third hase, now in hand, finds tlle United Council 
tackling the long-term pro \ lem of vocational training and rc-scttlemcnt, 
The vast wclfve task of recovery of abducted women, children uld 
orphans has also come under the United Council's wing. Forcible 
conversions are one of the ugliest manifestations of the commw~al nil& 
ness. A regular search service has been set u . Lady Mountbatten hu 

f P rightly stressed the scalc of the challcn e con ronting the Council almost 
over-night. In a matter of a few wee s five to six million refugees have 
been moving from India to Pakistan, whle some five and a quarter 
million have come from the reverse direction. Probabl the only com- 
parable cataclysln is that facing U.N.R.R.A. in Euro e, But, as she justly R points out, U.N.R.R.A. have been able to plan t eir operation over 
years in their struggle to mcct the demands of the European refugee 
problem. 

The best tribute to Lady Mountbatten's lcadcrship of the United 
Council is through the bare itatistics of her activities o~i*its behalf. Since 
her visit to the Punjab at the end of August she had made ten more major 
tours up to the end of Januar , carrying out seventy inspections of 
individual refugee camps and fi 2 ty tours of hospitals. All this is on top 
of the Mountbatttns' general tour schedule, in which they are still trying 
desperately to completc a five-year Viceregal progress in nine months. 
During a further ten tours to States and Provinces she has paid sixty-six 
visits to hospitals, social-welfare centres, colleges, trainin establishments, 
etc. It is a prodi ious effort of body and spirit, and las captured the d k 
imagination of In ia as only the propaganda of deeds can do. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Tuesdrry, zjrd March, 1948 

Mountbatten continues to take a close interest in the whole question of 
India's future relations with the Commonwealth, and has asked us to 
prepare a short situation report. There is not, of course, much initiative 
that he can take. His views are known both here and in London. 
Decision as to India's role and title now rests with those who frame and 
a prove the Indian constitution. But clearly we are ayproacling a E c mactic moment in the history of Commotlwealth relations when it 
becomes necessary to re-define a concept so largely indefinable. 1 
r e d  from my school days the dictum of the wise historian that " to 
define the faith is to limit the faithful ". The commonwealth has 
certain1 prospered to date on an instinctive understanding of this 
princip f e. 

I have just been reading a most interesting article in the January issue of 
International Affairs * on " The implications of Eire's relationship with the 
British Commonwealth of Nations ". It is by Nicholas ~ansergh,t  

* Quarter1 publication of the Royal Institute of International Affairs. 
t Abc B& Professor of Commonwedth Relatio~u at the Royal Institute of 

Internauond &s. 
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who, illcidcntally, visited India-and Viceroy's House-last summer. 
,* 

111 this pnpcr he advocates tlle doctrine o f"  external association as being 
the most promising formula for the future development of the Common- 
wealth and as being applicable both to Eire and India. 

~xternal  associntio~i involvcs no formal constitutional Link, and, as 
envisa ed by dc Valcra, u d c r  it Commonwealth citizenslip would bc 
discar f ed and citizc~lsl~ip of  reciprocal rights substitutcd. Eire's position 
in the Commonwealth, Manscrgll points out, has only been maintained 
so far because, while de Valera has steadily pursued the doctrine of 
external association, the rest of the Commonwealth has no less steadil 
refused to takc cognisance of his actiola. Now, with only one more li d 
remaining to be broken, and Eire's declared intention being to break it, 
the agreement to differ can no longer be sustained. 

In a note to Vernon about the Staff paper, I have written : " To my 
mind the key question is whether or not the concept of the Common- 
wealth is to be widened beyond the terms envisaged in the Statute of 
Westminster. My rrsonal view is that the Indian decision, when it is 
reached, will roba ly be politically ambiguous, as the Irish one was, f % 
and that it wi 1 then be up to the other members to decide whether the 
terms of membership need to be altered to include India or are wide 
enough as they stand. Before pre aring any aper on the subject I R f think we would be well advised to c eck uo wit 1 B. N. Rau * whether 
there is any expectation that some new o;er-all conce t of Common- 
wealth will be elaborated pan' passu with India's own c K anged position. 
I saw Rau at the Ne alex party the other evening, and said we would 
a ~ ~ r e c i a t e  an earlv ta E with him. 

tc Given adjustkents, it would not necessarily follow that the Indian 
Head of State would need to be nominated by the Crown for the 
Commonwealth link to be maintained. Some formula for confirmin 
the a pointment of  an elected President might perhaps be evolved whic f If 
wou d enable the draft constitution to go through unamended. Citizen- 
ship may well prove to be the key test, and the issue would he not 
the supersession of  India's Commonwealth status by some form of 
citizenship, but common citizenship comprising Commonwealth 
status." 

I have just received a letter from B. L. Sharma in New York which 
bears out my contention that India's failure at the United Nations has 
been in no small measure due to defective Public Relations. He writes, 
" There is little doubt that our case has not been understood in the 
States," and considers that one of  the reasons for this lack of  understanding 
is the very low measure of interest in Kashmir, which to the Americms is 
c L 

not even a minor irritation, their interest being devoted almost exclu- 
sively to ma or international issues such as ~alGtine,  Western Euro e 
Czechoslova L a, Russia and Korea ". But he has discovered also tR; 
there is much actual and otential good-will for India. He does not 
think there has been a de P iberate attempt to misinterpret India's case. 

* Sir Benegal Rau, now the Chief Indian Delegate to the United Nations, was 
the Senior Civil Servant primarily responsible for the drafting and preparation of 
the Indian Constitution. 
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" From the talks I have had so far I gathered the impression that the byic 
facts the Kashmir situation have not been explained." 

Turning to the long-term Public Relations task, he makes what 1 
believe is a vital point of policy which so many Government departnlenu 
and large-scale institutiorls overlook, to their own and the general cost in 
the p u b l i c i ~  field. " What has struck me most is the urgent need for 
meeting in ividual requirements rather than preparing omnibus services 
on the principle of take it or leave it. Partly because of financial limip 
tions, and partly perhaps due to the irresistible fascination of an 
solution, our services have been framed with a view to meeting the 
general requirements of various countries of the world. 1 am convinced 
that this is a wrong polic ." I too am convinced that this appreciation 
goes near to the heart o f t  L e Public Relations matter. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  NEW DELHI, Wednesday, 7th April, 1948 

The past fortnight has been comparatively serene at Government 
House. The Mountbattens have been most of the time on tour, having 
been away from Delhi on four occasioils since the 20th March. They 
have visited Ka urthala; at last completed the twice-postponed tour of 
Travancore an B Cochin in the far south; spent twen -four hours at 
Udaipur, with its artificial lakes and island palace, and L a l l y  have just 
returned t d a y  from a week-end's rest at ~ashobra .  

There have been moments of light relief, it seems, on tour, as when the 
Maharaja of Kapurthala, now seventy-six years old-the last seventy-one 
of which he has been on the gadi-referred to the Mountbattens during 
his speech of welcome as " Lord and Lady Wihngdon " ! 

Coherent conversation with the Maharaia of Cochin. who was in a 
very feeble condition, proved dittcult, as ;he only political question he 
put to Mountbatten was to ask him whether he had ever met Stalin. 
Otherwise his sole topic of conversatioll was his family, which numbers 
in all four hundred and sixty-one members. In Travancore and Cochin 
the dynastic system is on a matriarchal basis, the sons of all the female 
members of the ruling family succeeding in strict rotation according to 
age. It is thus a matter of chance if the ruler of the day is the brother or 
h r d  cousin twice removed of his predecessor. In a family the size of 
the Cochin d asty the system inevitably means that a series of very old r" gentlemen fo low each other on the throne in ra id succession. 

Mountbatten has come back to meet an imme Z iate crisis over Hydera- 
tad. On our return from Burma there was a letter awaitin him from 8, the Nizam. As he was due to leave Delhi again, and wis ed in any 
case to phase out of the controversy, acting in his constitutional ca 
6 6 a f  

on advice ", he asked the Ministry of States to reply on his beh f, and 
advised the Nizam accordingly. This States Ministry letter, drafkd 
originally by V. P., heated up by Pate1 and cooled down by Nehru, 
was not seen by Mountbatten until after its dispatch, when it was still very 
stiff and threatening in tone. It openly accused the Nizam's Government 
of breaches of the Standstill Agreement, and called upon it to fdfd its 
obligations and ban the Ittehad and Razakars. 
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Monckton, who had previously indicated that he would be wvhin his 
hands of the whole matter, has now returned to the scene, reacLg 
~ ~ d e r a b a d  on the 28th March. The effect upon him of cbc Srates 
Ministry letter and the general situation which he has found in the S U ~  
has been profound. Usually calm and affable, he arrived in D e h  lut 
night in a mood to do battle with all comers, the Governor-General 
included. He brou ht back with him the Nizam's reply, a skilfdy t drafted docurnent w ch scores several points off the Indian dCrnclrrhr and 
has a11 the hallmarks of h s  own ins iration. The opening paragraph of 
the letter speaks of information reacLng the Nium which has given him 
reason to regard the letter from the States Ministry as being in the nature 
of an ultimatum, and a prelude to an open breach of friendly relations. 
He therefore makes " a h a 1  appeal " to Mountbatten to exercise his good 
ofices and prevent such a conungency. 

As the result of a very frank talk to-day based upon their firm friendship 
and deep understanding of each other's mind and motive, Mountbatten 
has succeeded in reassurin Monckton that the Government of In& 
envisage no ultimatum ant that  they are no party to blockade. Nehru 
came along shortly afterwards to confirm this in person. 

Another large rock has been thrown into the pool, however, with the 
publication to-day in a number of Indian papers, including the Hindustan 
Times, of a bloodthirsty s eech alleged to have been delivered on the 
~ 1 s t  March by the fanaticJIttehad leader, Kasim Razvi, at the inaugura- 
tion of " Hyderabad weapons week ". As reported, Razvi urges the 
Moslems of Hyderabad not to sheathe their swords until their objective 
of Islam's su remacy has been achieved. One of the most sinister 

lrases quote is " our Moslem brothers in the Indian Union w d  be our 
efth 

i 
columnists ". Language of this nature, of course, is designed to 

induce communal strife throughout the whole of south India, which 
has so far, by a merciful dispensation, remained immune from the deadly 
passions of the north. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Sunday, 11th April, 1948 
The R a n i  plot thickens. Monckton left yesterday for H~derabad 

not only cofivinced of the need for the Nizam to introduce responsible and 
representative government at an early date, but also firmly Intending to 
proffer the advice that he should order the early arrest of Razvi. But 
today a telegram arrived from Monckton advising Mountbatten that the 
Hyderabad Government is satisfied that the alleged " Jehad " speech of 
3 1st March was never in fact delivered, and that accordingly it looks hke a 
calculated attempt to prevent the resumption of friendly relations. 

Mountbatten called me in at once, asking me as a matter of urgenc to 
find out the available facts. SO I have in effect donned my deer-sJker 
hat, and am now absorbed in solving " the m stery of the Razvi oration ". ?' It will need all Sherlock Holmes' powers o deduction if I am to sift my 
way through the contradictory but inconclusive evidence surrounbg 
this episode; u it is, I share Dr. Watson's bewilderment. The k t  
strange feature, of course, is the extraordinary delay of a week between 
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the of the address in the Indian Press, much of it in direct 
s eech, with references to the audience's enthusiastic interjections, and its 
a P lcged delivery on the 31st March. 

TWO days ago, it1 the Legislative Assembly, Nehru, in describil~g the 
speech as a direct incitenlent to violeilce and murder, spoke of i t  also 
as " one of the many iilflaillnlatory speeches of Mr. Razvi ". Yesterday, 
in confirmation of thls, the Hindrrstan Times and other papers duly quoted 
from a carefully chosen list of similar utterances by Razvi, some of which 
I had llot seen before, but all of whch are accounted for as having been 
made from September onwards. Now, under an authoritative Associated 
Press of India dateline, Kazvi seems to havc perpetrated an even more 
grotesque verbal aggression than the one I am tryin to track down. f For now he is reported as demanding nothing less t an the return of 
ceded territory in Madras and asserting, with the bravura of a Moghul 
Emperor, " The day is not far off when the waves of the Bay of Bellgal 
will be waslung the feet of our sovereign " 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  NEW DELHI, Friday, 16th April, 1948 

Part of Mir Laik Ali's and Razvi's denial is that there was neither a rally 
nor a weapons week on the 31st March at which the alleged speech could 
have been made, but this is not correct. Eric Britter * was there, and I 
have now checked on the facts as far as he knows them. He tells me 
that he was resent at a parade between eight and ten on the mornin of 
the 31st, anS that Razvi took the salute at a gatherin of between our 8: B 
and five hundred Razakars. but that there was definite v no s~eech made 
while he was there. He heard the parade being disrniss'ed, a i d  stayed on 
for some twenty minutes afterwards, returning to a house with a veranda 
room, where about twenty or thirty other people were also Present' Tea and cakes were handed round, and the conversation was con lned to 
small talk. Britter adds that Razvi came to the door with him and saw 
him off, but he is naturally in no position to say whether Razvi held any 
meeting afterwards. So the element of mystery remains. 

What information I have been able to collect from the various sources 
suggests that Razvi's meetings, public and private, are regularly attended 
by agents both of Munshi and the Nizam. No doubt, to complete the 
circle of hide and seek, the Nizam's and Munshl's sayings are being 
reported back by agents of Razvi. The reality of these shadowy figures 
is anyone's guess, but I am ready to believe that Razvi is providing them 
with ample source material and is enga ed on a political campaign which, 
if it succeeds, can only end in the bloo d shed it constantly invokes and in a 
final rupture between India and Hyderabad. 

Britter, whle certainly holding no brief for Razvi, considers that 
India is in danger of unduly forcing the pace in its ~yderabad policy- 
He believes that time is needed, by whch he means freedom from 
Congress or Communist pressure for some five years, during which the 
transitions first to a Government of communal parity and then to one of 
Hindu majority rule can be effected. Under these conditions he considers 

* Delli correspondent of The Titrres. 
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that the forces of moderation and reform would prevail, but that prexnt 
impatie~lce must induce the violent answer. The obverx to this image 
ofpcaccfill change is that the record of  the Nizam over the art quarkr of 
a century encourages the belief that, if left to his own S evices m d  in 

of a sovereignty which he never enjoyed under the paramount 
power, he will continue to reinforce the prerogatives of himself and of 
the communal oligarches around him. 

MY sense of the situation is that he is playing for time, hoping thereby 
to avoid concessions, and that the dominant need is to bring home to 
him by all the resources of  persuasion that the transfer of power is a 
realty, that the time for finesse is already over, and that his State's and his 
own highest interest lie in a quick settlement. 

At tlii present moment ~ d u n t b a t t e n  is close1 en aged in meetings to 
hammer out a formula which will break t g e b angerous deadlock. 
Monckton returned here on Wednesday, and Mir Laik Ali arrived 
yesterday. To-day, in the peaceful seclu~ion of the Government House 
swimming-pool grounds, Mir Laik Ali had lunch with Mountbatten 
alone. The were two hours together in all, and Mouiitbatten feels that 
he has at last L e un to make some impression upon Mir Laik Ali's obstinate 
ersonality an! devious attitude to the problem. He is still convinced, 

Rowever, that he is by no means the appropriate Prime Minister for the 
difficult d i~lomacv ahead. His mulisllness inbneeotiation cannot fail. if 
persisted i i  muchd1onger, to cause a final breakdoown. 

This is perhaps the decisive moment. Pate1 is now sufficient1 re- r covered to have a hand in official negotiations. which means that a 1 the 
principals, apart from the Nizam &self, are' now directly engaged- 
Mountbatten serving as a one-man " good o f  ces con~mission ". 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Saturda~, 17th April, 1948 
After three days of  intense discussion, with Mountbatten seeing Nehru, 

V. P. and Monckton each morning to achieve an agreed line of action 
before the official meetings with Mir Laik Ali, a four-point programme 
has in principle been accepted. It was taken up by V. P. to' Pate1 in 
Mussoori, where he is now recuperating, and, to ~ountbat ten ' s  surprise 
and relief, Pate1 at last withdrew lus veto on anything other than full 
accession, giving the la11 lhis vital support. 

The four points cal L ' g for the Nizam's agreement are :- 

(I)  Immediate steps to bring Razvi under control, beginning 
with a ban on Razakar processions, public demonstrations, meetings 
and speeches. 

(2) The release of  the imprisoned States Congress members, 
beginning at once with the leaders. 

(3) Genuine and immediate reconstruction of the existing Govern- 
ment to make it representative of  both Communities. 

(4) The early introduction of responsible Government and the 
formation of a Constituent Assembly by the end of the year. 

Monckton has told Mountbatten that he proposes to advise the Nhm 
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to confirm his acceptance of these points b changing his Prime Minister. L He appreciates that Mir Laik Ali is thoroug y distrusted here, and that no 
single move would create more confidence in the Nizam's intentions 
thvl the appointment of a man of the calibre of Zain Yar un 
bad's urbane and able Agent-General in Delhl. His. / oya & ty Hydera- to the 
Nizam is not in doubt, but neither is his underlying realism. He ha 
made a considerable inipression on the Government, and in particular on 
v. P. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Sunday, 18th April, 1948 

Monckton has left with Mir Laik Ah for Hyderabad. To-dayPs 
arriving guests at Government House are the Maharaja and Maharanee of 
Kashmir, for a stay of four days. W e  have been almost as closely 
engaged in finding a formula to cover his visit as in settling the Hyderabad 
dispute. 

The original re uest to Mountbatten to invite the Maharaja came from 
Patel, but Mount % atten, f e e h  that such an invitation was liable to be 
widely misinterpreted, particu 7 arly outside India, replied that he felt 
Pate1 should send the necessary letter of invitation mentioning that the 
Governor-General would of course be glad to put him up as a Govern- 
ment uest. This was done, but the Maharaja said he would not come at 
all un f ess the Mountbattens personally hvited him to stay. Mount- 
batten has conceded the oint, but I have in reserve a communiqui which 
will make it clear that K e is coming to see Patel. Personally I feel the 
visit will not cause much speculation and there will be no need to release it. 
The tide of events has already flowed far past the Maharaja. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI, Monday, 19th April, 1948 
Last week a maioritv of the members of the Securitv Council, having 

exhausted the pos;ibiliLes of producing any plan fully $ceptable to botL 
sides, tabled an agreed resolution malung various recommendations-but 
nothin more-& the two ~overnmenk. Nehru's reaction was at first f violent y adverse. He wrote to Mountbatten yesterday calling the 
resolution something entirely different from the original Chinese resolu- 
tion of Dr. Tsiang and arguing that it re ected every contention put 
forward by the Indian delegate. The o B y course now open to the 
Indian Government, he added ominous1 , was to oppose it completely. 
Mountbatten replied that in his opinion f! ew if any of the amendmenu in 
the new resolution were fundamental. Vernon was instructed to write 
out the differences in the form of a table which was duly prepared in time 
for Mountbatten's meeting with Nehru to-day. 

At the outset, it seems, Nehru was fully resolved to issue instructions 
of general condemnation to Ayyengar at Lake Success, but Mountbatten, 
with his overwhelming persistence and flair for argument in d e d ,  finally 
prevailed on Nehru to break down and localise his objections under four 
s e d c  headings, three of which on analysis can be seen as expressions of R t e Government of India's desire not to allow a whittling down of 
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sheikh ~ b d d a l l ' s  authority. Mountbatten has also been instrumend 
in xcuri~lg Nehru's agreement that the proposed plebiscite cornmission 
should be allowed to come to India. 

I saw Mountbatten immediately afterwards, and he was deeply sadrfied 
with the outcome of the talk, which has clearly caused Nehru to act upon 
%cond thoughts and to avoid taking a dangerous decision from a pre- 
conceived position. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DBLHI, Wednesday, 21st April, 1948 

Under the new dispensation Deli 's social life is reverting from sherry- 
six to eight, to tea-four to six. Pate1 gave this new fashion a boost 
by holding court over the tea-cups in the garden of his home at A u r m p b  
Road. It was his first social appearance since his serious illness. The 
Diplomatic Corps, a galaxy of Princes, Cabinet Ministers, Congress 
leaders, business magnates and editors were there standing around in 
roups or taking their places at the small tea-tables. Many of them were 

& i n g  u\ to my a few words of greeting to the Sardar, who, bolstered 
and blan eted, reclined on a sofa. He was looking very fragile, as indeed 
he still is, but the whole occasion served as a gentle reminder that executive 
authority still flows from him. The Mountbattens spent about a quarter 
of an hour with hun, and he was obviously highly gratified to see them. 

To-day's tea-party was at V. P.'s home to about a dozen journalists, 
Indian and European, to introduce them to His Highness of Kashmir, who 
looked very ill-at-ease and said very little. Indeed, when questions were 
asked about his departure from his capital, it was left to the Jam Sahib 
to give us a homily on his brother-Prince's coura e and general devotion 
to duty. I came away feeling that the whitewas\ had perhaps been laid 
on too thickly. The Maharaja, who is a broken man and in a somewhat 
pathetic plight, has been complaining bitterly over the treatment meted 
out to him. His home has been commandeered, Cabinet action taken 
without his being given any advance intimation. He wants to know 
where the authority lies to protect him from these indignities. Mount- 
batten has brought the matter up with Patel, who in his turn has promised 
to discuss it with Nehru. 

Mountbatten tells me he had a very interestin post-mortem with the 
Maharaja yesterday, upbraiding him for not t a L g  the advice he had 
proffered to him in June to accede one way or the other b the 15th 

i B August. At first the Mahara a was inclined to defend hls in ecision by 
saying, " Look at the troub e that boiled up when I did accede, and 
think what would have ha ~ e n e d  if I had done so earlier." But Mount- 
batten pointed out that i 4 he had acceded to India on time, Pakistan 
simply could not have moved, and if to Pakistan, India would not have 
done so. Patel's pledge on this had been categorical. 
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STALEMATE 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Saturduy, 24th 1948 
ONCKTON LEFT FOR London on the ~ g t h ,  and wrote to ~ o u n t -  
batten from Karachi reportin on the results of his conversations d with the Nizam. He warne that of the four points agreed to in 

Delh, the one most likely to cause trouble in Hyderabad and to standin 
the way of a quick settlement was the problem of providing machinery 
for the introduction of res~onsible government. The formation of a - - -  ~ - 

Constituent Assembly on a $mple basis giving the Hindus the 
overwhelming majority withn a week would simply not be feasible for 
the Nizam. Monckton stressed, however, the need for the Nizam to 
insist upon a reconstruction of h s  Government to make it more genuinely 
re~resentative of all shades of communal opinion. The Nizam had 
wkted  Monckton to stay, but he refused tb do so, on the grounds 
that he was sure he could not remain on in the State without com- 
promising himself unless and until a new Government had taken over. 

The expectation has been that the Nizam would implement the four- 
point rogramme through one of his decrees or jrmans. The firmnn 
was du P y issued yesterday, and the expectation duly disappointed. Neady 
all the psychological value of its practical concessions to the need for 
implementing the four points has been wantonly thrown away in a 
phrase. 

After an expression of hope that " those political parties which are not 
represented in the resent Interim Government in Hydenbad will join P and take a proper s lare in shouldering the res onsibility of the Govern- 
ment ", thebrrnan, with the dialectic of the deat K -wish, continues, " I have 
felt apprehensive that mere imitation of a form of Government elsewhere 
might poison the atmosphere of our country in the same way as it is 
doing in other places ". The readiness to lose so much in order to score 
so little, baffles the best mediating intentions. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Wednesday, 28th April, 1948 

Much of the Indian political comment in the Press and elsewhere on 
Kashmir has accepted as a commo~lplace that the British delegation to the 
United Nations has sinister designs which include a permanent readiness 
to betray the Indian cause in the interest of power politics. It is therefore 
refreshing to Gnd the ever-resourceful Dawn redressing the balance with 
the followin bon bouche. " Panicky Britons thought India might f become frien her to Moscow. It is apparent that in these circumstances 
once again a deal was struck between Britain and India and once again 
Britain decided to betray justice and the Mussulmans. With such 
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betrayals B~itish Imperial history is too shamefully crowded already as 
~ ~ s l i n l s  all over the world know." 

~ountbatten is then accused, in passing, of having " deliberately 
gerrymandered the partition to put every conceivable handicap in 
palustan's way and to leave her crippled from birth ", of havin created 
the Kashnlir problein by ri the Punjab Boundary Awar! so that 
" India was provided with as well as the advantages of m 
artificial conti uity with design was, of course, put into 
effect " with t a e help of Sir Cyril Radcliffe ", and so it goes on. 

It is hard to conceive w i t h  the confines of a single paragraph false- 
hoods suggested or truth suppressed on such a lavish scale about Moult- 
batten's part in these matters. It is hate propa anda of ri e vintage. 
Dr. Goebbels himself would have nodded l i s  hea d in approvaf Mount- 
batten is inclined to dismiss attacks of this nature as re~resentine no 
more than the small change of political controversy, th; out ouFings 
of those who have not yet succeeded in adapting their rnin B s to the 
change from irresponsibility to power. I am not so sanguine, and would 
like to see the lie direct eiven at once to the makers of such mvths. The 

0 J 

more far-fetched and im udent the allegation the greater the following 
among the credulous an B prejudiced who rovide the cannon-fodder of 
fanaticism. Truth. if it is to  reva ail in DU 73 lic life. must be louder than 

1 1 - 

the still small voice. 
Fay and I dined to-night amid fairy-lights on the lawn of the DeUi 

Gvmkhana Club. Our host was Shri Krishna.* who had collected an 
&eresting party. The principal guest was ~ r . ' ~ m b e d k a r ,  the Minister 
of Law, the leader of the Untouchables, and a colourful personality in 
Indian politics over the ast twenty years. He is now one of the principal 
figures associated with t K e preparation of India's new Constitution, which 
fmally removes the stigma of untouchability from the Statute book. As 
part of h s  emancipation, Ambedkar, lumself an untouchable, has only 
recently married a lady doctor who is a Brahmin. The custom of 
centuries cannot be uprooted overnight, aiid the event has caused quite a 
stir. His wife was with him this evening, but, as is the custom with so 
many Indian ladies on social occasions, had little to say. 

Ambedkar himself was in expansive vein, and gave us a revealing 
analysis of some of the features of the new Constitution. He pointed out, 
for instance, that the special owen reserved to the judiciary under its 
provisions were reater than t ose enjoyed by the United States Supreme IB R 
Court. As evi ence of the enduring quality of the 1935 Act, he said 
that some two hundred and fifty of its clauses had been embodied as they 
stood into the new Constitution. 

We had a discussion on Cabinet government. Ambedkar referred to 
the complaint that the present system was working too slowly in India. 
He thou ht that where a matter of policy affecting two departments 
was invo B ved the issue should at once be settled as between the Ministers 
concerned. He commended the Geddes proposals and the system of 
non-departmental Cabinet chiefs with groups of departmental deputies 
under them. He said he was very sorry Mountbatten was leaving before 

* Shri Krishna, well-known Delhi political correspondent. 
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he Constitution was finally passed. The Commonwealth issue, he felt, 
vns likely to be decided outside the Coilstituent Assembly. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Friday, 30th April, 1948 - - .  

Tension over Hyderabad is steadily mounting. Border inddents 
abound, further to inflame the passion of those whose heads are h e a d y  
too hot. The report of Nehru's Bombay speech to the All India Con mess 
Committee last Saturday in which he was alleged to have said, " T\ere 
are two courses now open to Hyderabad-war or accession ", raised & 
political temperature to boiling point. 

6 6 Mountbatten, who was on tour when he first saw Accession or 
War " headlines the next day, was horrified, and on his return to Delhi he 
was in touch with Nehru immediately. Nehru was no less dismayed, 
and explained that he had been completely misre made no 
reference either to war or accession. The error 
because his address spoken in Hindustani had 
Madrassi-s eaking stenographer. g It is a so ering thought to realise tliat millions of Indians are as wholly 
unintellieible to millions of other Indians as thev would be to Greeks or - - - -. . - 

Italians, k d  that there are at least seven major Iangua es and some two 
hundred and thirty dialects scattered throughout t a e sub-continent. 
The Babel of tongues is certainly no less confusing than among the 
Euro eans themselves. 

Ne R ru proposes to put the speech right at a Press Conference to- 
morrow, but a week has one by, and it is an axiom of publici d X that a denial or a correction ma e at once has at the best about one-tent of the 
impact of the initial false report. From the Hyderabad end Mir Luk Ali 
succeeded in delivering himself of a major oration in the Hyderabad 
Legislative Assembly without referring to any of the four points at d. 
Ths performance has merely had the effect of further whttling away 
Delhi s belief in the good faith underlying the Nizam'sfirman. 

C O V E R N M B N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI, Tuesday, 4th May, 1948 

The Hyderabad stalemate has been causing Mountbatten much 
anxiety. He is anxious both on personal and public rounds to bring 
the negotiations to a happy ending. Properly exploitef, he believes that 
the short time-now little more than six weeks-before he hands over the 
Governor-Generalship to C. R. should serve as an inducement to both 
sides to iron out their differences. ~ u t  it is no mean problem to decide 
just when and how his influence can be brought to bear with the maximum 
effect, particularly in Monckton's absence. 

Mountbatten's roposal has been to send a last warning letter to the 2 Nium now, an a draft has been in active  reparation, but I have 
weighed in heavily, urging him not to do this until all other remedies 
have been tried. My case is that the letter as drafted in its present form 
is psychologically th; wrong approach. 

- 

AS I put it in a note to Ronnie, " No doubt it will read well on the 



in ten years' time, but the judgement of Lstory will be not only 
whether the advice was good but also wllethcr it was so presented to he 
Nizam that in his present mood and situation he would be likely to 

it. A letter of this nature should only be released in the last retort 
afur every other expedient has failed, when it should be lod ed as the 
h a 1  friendly plea. H.E.'s greatest gift is undoubtedly direct ! iplomacy 
by personal contact. The objections to his visiting Hyderabad are very 
weighty and will be pressed by the Government without whose authority 
he cannot now go. My submission therefore is that the rimary aim 
should be to get the Nizam to Delhi with no strin s attache to the visit, % B 
but simply for the urpose of providing Mount atten with an oppor- 
tunity of talking to P lim as man to man.' 

At a meeting at ten o'clock this morning at which V. P., Ronnie, 
Vernon and myself were resent, Mountbatten agreed with my view. 
V. P. raised the point that t R e Nizam would probabl reply by renewing 
the invitation for Mountbatten to go to HyderabaJ, but he agreed that 
this difficulty could be overcome on the grounds of Mountbatten's limited . . 
hme here. 

A $nerd talk followed on the Princely situation. The process of the 
States integration, which began with the grou in Orissa and Bihar and 
which has been driven forward on Patel's behal F with dynamic energy by 
V. P. himself, has for the time being at least reached saturation point. 

The covenant for the largest union yet created was signed on the 
22nd April. It is called the Malwa Union, and comprises the Gwalior- 
Indore-Malwa group of States, twenty in all, covering an area of forty- 
seven thousand s uare miles and involving a population of more than 
seven million. TIere has been some delicacy in naming the Rajpramukh 
or Constitutional head of the Union nominally elected by a Council of 
Rulers. Gwalior, who is a twenty-one-gun Prince, is to have the 
position. Even more dificult was the choice of a capital city. Here the 
compromise is Gwalior for the winter and Indore for the summer capital. 
Bhopal has reiterated his desire to remain out of the Malwa Union, but 
has one quite a long way to make his peace with the Government, a and as announced his intention to introduce responsible government in 
his State. 

Only to-day another type of merger takes place. The State of Kutch 
is to be merged direct with the Government of India. This, I under- 
stand, is being done primarily because of Kutch's im ortant strate IC g % position. There are other variations of the pattern. T c Rulers in t e 
Deccan States and the Gujerat Rulers-over one hundred of them in all- 
have both merged under separate agreements with the Bombay province. 
East Punjab and Madras have entered into similar arrangements with 
adjoining States. One of the most comprehensive self-sup orting R mergers has been the formation of the Saurashtra Union of t e two 
hundred and seventeen Kathiawar States. The R a  pramukh here is the 
Jam Sahib of Nawanagar, who has entered who / e-heartedly into this 
new dispensation and promises to an increasingly important part in 
Central politics. These Unions are to be governed through popular 
ministries. 

X 
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To-morrow yet another covenant will be si ned, h s  time for the 
union of the Sikh States. Negotiations here Rave hinged round the 
attitude of Patiala. He was entitled to remain out on his own, but with- 
out him the other Sikh States could not achieve a viable union. V. p, 
told us that he has now definitely decided to come in, on h e  under. 
standing that he and his State are given a position in it commensurate 
with their relative importance, so he is to be Raj ramukh, and Kapurtua P his deputy. This is certainly a great v i c t o ~  or V. P., and should un- 
doubtedly turn the balance of power in Slkh affairs in favour of he 
Central Government and against the ambitious exponents of Sikhsta, 1 

separate Sikh State carved out of the East Pun ab. i Another remarkable development has been t e formation of a Union of 
Rajputana Princes. It began as a merger of the smaller States, but then 
took more significant shape as a result of Udaipur's decision to join h. 
When Mountbatten visited Udaipur, His Highness told him that he had 
decided of his own free will to take this step, as being in the lughest 
interests of his people. The Udaipur dynasty is one of the most august 
in India, and the Ruler's entry is likely to have a considerable effect on the 
other major Rajputana States, which, as viable units, have their individual 
representation in the Constituent Assembly. Of  the nineteen States en- 
jo$ng this initial right, seven have now joiied one or other of the Unions. 

It is lligh statesmanship that can cover a revolutionar act in the mantle 
of traditional form. V. P. was saying this morning t K at the sins of the 
father had indeed been visited upon the sons. It was the failure of the old 
Patiala and Bikaner to accept the 1935 Federal Plan that nearly broke up 
the whole structure of the Indian State. Only Mountbatten's last- 
minute sponsorship of accession saved the day, thus enabling the present 
Patiala and Bikaner to play a vital part in consolidating the new . . . .  
relatlonshlp. 

Mountbatten freely confessed that he did not foresee, when he 
negotiated the Instrument of Accession last year, that the extension of 
subjects would be demanded or granted so soon; but he mentioned an 
interestin o inion expressed by Nye that the seriousness of the States f l  problem a not been ap reciated at all outside India, and was in fact 
graver in its implications t R an the problem of dealing with the Congress, 
Moslem League or Sikh leaders. Nye said that he had practically 
despaired of any friendly settlement with the Princes, and had visualised 
trouble of incalculable dimensions after the 15th August. He would not 
have been surprised if it had taken at least a eneration to reach the 
position achieved by May 1948, and he felt that Ristory would recd this 
as a most remarkable feat. 

Just how much the climate has changed can be seen with the entry of 
His Highness of Dhol~ur  into the scheme of things. Last August his 
mood was such that any conce t of merger beyond accession would 
have been wholly unacceptable, gut here he is to-day, his princely statu 
duly acknowledged, Rajpramukh of the United State of Matsya. 

Mountbatten also raised at this morning's Staff 
the Defence Committee. Policy is still unrelated to 
Mountbatten reminded V. P. that he had agreed to 
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Kwhmir as an acceptable military risk, but now the situation was different. 
As 1 commander with some ex erience in logistical roblem, he felt 

U i  that Nehru and Patel were not f y facing up to the mi d tary implicationr 
of the position. Mountbatten i d  he was very disap ointed that the 
Defence Committee procedure was not bein proper P y adopted. He 

hoped that when he phased out it woulf be kept up, and begged 
V. P. to back it. 

Before the meetin broke up he recapitulated the revised ap roach to f ~~derabad.  He sai that m roposal to try first of all to ~ e t  t R e Nium 
up to Delhi should be regarLS as firing the " right barrel . The " left 
barrel " of a frnal appeal and remonstrance he would charge to meet 
eventualities, but not fire. 

In the afternoon I went round to H derabad House, an impressive 
residence at the far end of Kingsway an B the vista. I was shown into a 
large drawing-room, where most of the blinds were drawn. In the 
middle distance I could just see large photographs of the two handsome 
dau hters-in-law of the Nizam, who are also the dau hter and cousin of 
the k art Caliph, and thus in themselves the symbols o B His Exalted High- 
ness's religious and dynastic aspirations. Zain Yar ung duly appeared 
with his son, to whom he introduced me, and we a I!i took tea together. 
He conveyed an impression of suavity and polish without any trace of the 
fanatical streak. I find it difficult to believe that he can have much in 
common with the Ittehad clique. Their trust in him and his influence 
over the Nizam are factors that must no doubt be assessed with some 
reserve at this time. 

I broached the whole question of a ossible visit from the Nium. B He felt that His Exalted Highness woul only come up if transport was 
made very easy for him. It was a long journey, and a special air-cooled 
compartment would be needed. He hated flying, and even the idea of it 
was utterly repugnant to him. He still drives about Hyderabad in his 
19x0 Rolls. Bombay su ested itself to Zain as a ossible compromise 
meeting-place. He also Pi e t that Monckton would ! ave to a prove and 
come out again from England to hold the old man's hand: He said 
finally that he was not wholly unhopeful that the Nizam might agree. 

I returned to Government House, where I at once reported the gist of 
the talk to Mountbatten. He was not in favour of the Bombay suggestion, 
and anticipated liaison difficulties with the Government of India. He 
wants a Staff appreciation giving alternative courses of action. 

When I went into the study he was immersed in the details of the 
Mountbatten family tree, which he has been compiling for some years. 
I am told it is nearly finished, but I doubt whether it ever will be, for it 
is indeed a dynastic " Domesday-book ", and in so far as he is related to 
nearly every royal and ruling house in Europe, there would seem to be 
110 end to the possible arrangement of the genealogy. As the time comes 
for him to hase out he is to be found taking an occasional hour off to 
ore over t Ki s vast labour of love. The project is a further example of 

fis passion for the accurate, detailed and decorative presentation of fact 
which is an important ingredient in his intellectual make-up. His mind 
revels in the cross index and the visual aid. 
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G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI,  Sunday, 9th May, 1g1( 

After seein a somewhat tiresome film at the Government H~~~~ 
cinema, calle f Copacabana, Vernon told me of talks between Mount- 
batten, Zain and V. P., and subsequently with Zain and V. P. done, 
Zain only got back this evening from Hyderabad. He had carried 
Mountbatten's letter of invitation and has brought back the NiumBS 
reply. It merely confirms the counter-invitation which Mountbatten 
was not wholly surprised to receive in the first instance by telegram on the 
6th May. For the purposes of the record, Mountbatten's letter and the 
Nizam's telegram crossed. In the reply which Zain has just handed in, 
the Nizam gives as one of the reasons for saying " no ' that any such 
move " is certain to give rise to grave misunderstanding both inside and 
outside Hyderabad which I am bound to avoid ". Vernon tells me, 
however, that Mountbatten was bubblin over with optimism, wholly i unwilling to admit defeat, and confident t at if he could meet the Niurn 
facc to face he could et pull off an accession agreement. 

~ a i n  warned that X ere is a marked deterioration in the local situation. 
Some Government supporters have swung over to the Razakars, indeed a 
" No confidence " vote in Mir Laik Ali was only just averted, and Zain 
says there are men about now who re ard even Razvi as a moderate. 
V. P. was very calm and sensible, an f ready to offer economic con- 
cessions as welCas access to a port. 

Vernon reports, however, that we are getting dm erously near to the f: oint where there will only be two alternatives left- orce or the threat of 
Force. I said I felt that the crux of the matter now was to know where 
the real power lay. What was the exact status of the Nizaml Much 
would depend on the a preciation he had formed of his own positim, 
both from within and P rom without. The Nizam himself must not be 
under-estimated. I went in to see Mountbatten, who thinks that the 
Nizam is at last really frightened. Apparently when Mir La& Ali's 

osition as Prime Minister was raised with him, he was not indignant, 
gut at once asked, " Who do they want? " 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DELHI,  Monday, 10th May, 1948 - 

AS a result of the dficulty experienced in hammering out a satisfactory 
Staff appreciation for Mountbatten, Vernon and I came to the conclusion 
that there was insufficient data, particularly as far as the Nizam's osition 
was concerned, for us to put forward any adequate plan oPaction. 
Moreover, it seemed to us that the latest exchange of letters had brought 
us back to the stalemate. There was little likelihood of the Government 

agreeinf to Mountbatten visiting Hyderabad now that the Nizam had 
shown imself so intransi ent about coming to Delhi. The position was 
further bedevilled in so B ar .as the Indian Press intelligence network was 
well aware of the attempt to bring him here and of its outcome. The 
whole e isode is, in fact, iublic property. For Mountbatten to go now R would t erefore be regar ed as wholly unacceptable appeasement. 

On the other hand, it seemed to us that if one of his staff were to be 
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writ a a kind of " King's mesxnger " with a brief and non-committrl 
letter of introduction to the Nizam, it might be possible to establish at 
least some measure of personal Liaison and confidence, and in general help 
to restore some nlomentum to this dangerously static situation. We 
went in to see Mountbatten and developed this thesis. He is warmly 
in favour of the concept and wishes me to play the role of " Kings 
messenger " ! He pro oses to take the matter u with Nehru, V. P. and 

letter. 
R Zain. I am to be at t e ready and prepare a Braft of the introductory 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI,  Wednesday, 12th May, 1948 
It is generally agreed that I should visit Hyderabad as soon as possible, 

with the objects of meetin the Nizam face to face on Mountbatten's 
behalf, of forming a persona S up-to-date impression of the situation and if 
possible inducing a sufficient sense of urgency in the Nizam and his ad- 
visers for them to reo en negotiations and in general make the best 
use of Mountbatten's f art few weeks here. At a Staff Mectirrg this 
morning, V. P., who warmly approved my proposed visit, said there was 
now defrnite evidence that the Communists and the Razakars were 
actually combining together, and that this was not being ~ ~ c i e n t l y  
stressed. Mountbatten found it difficult to believe that such an ali nment 
could be taking place, but V. P. was insistent, regarding it as in eed the 
central factor in the situation. 

d 
Mountbatten began the meeting by asking after Patel's health. V. P. 

replied that he was a bit worried about the irregularity of his pulse and 
One of his entourage, a doctor, was constantly talking to FL %$P;s pulse, which only increased its irregularity. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  DBLHI,  Thursday, 13th May, 1948 
Before the Defence Committee (which as a result of Mountbatten's 

initiative has at last been called) Mountbatten button-holed Nehru to 
get him to confirm in my prcsence what he had said to Mountbatten 
yesterday-name1 , that he welcomed m going to Hyderabad, and that 
if the Nizam acce B ed, the Government o f? India would do aU in its power 
to accord him full hysical rotection. In my briefing the possibility 
has not been overloo e ed that P le is no longer master in his own house, and 
that some smooth and secret Palace revolution has been, or is about to be, 
put into effect. 

After the Defence Committee I saw 
him to receive further guidance. He said 
general observations with re ard to my visit. His 
matter was that to try to avoit trouble was 

R l 
it. It was not ossible to go on just 
other disorders t at were taking lace daily on 

After leaving Nehru I returne a t  once to 
V. P. still with Mountbatten. They seemed quite pleased with the 
Defence Committee, which had been discursive, but had enabled the 
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military and political leaders to form a more sympathetic ~ n d e a t ~ ~ & ~  
of each other's viewpoint. Mountbatten professes himself to be oph. 
rnistic about my mission. It was agreed that I should go completely 
under the auspices of the Hyderabad Government. At five o'clock 1 
went round to ~ ~ d e r a b a d  House for a further talk with Zain and his son, 
Ali ~ h m .  Zain's plea was, " If only the Government of India would not 
press too hard all would be well ". 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE, N E W  DELHI, Friday, 14th May, 1948 

I have had a final run through with Zain. I am to be the 
guest of Mir Laik Ali. No exact time-limit has been set for the tri , 

~t is agreed that I should be free to decide on the spot, but Zain himw f 
hopes to reach ~ ~ d e r a b a d  before I leave it. 

P 
The letter I am conveying to the Nizam expresses disa pointment at 

His Exdted Highness's refusal of the invitation to visit De f' hi, and doubt 
as to whether it will be physically possible. apart from other considera- 
tions, for Mountbatten to come to Hyderabad in the limited time now 
left to him. However, Mountbatten writes, " Before I leave I am most 
anxious to establish some form of contact with you over and above the 
formal negotiations and exchange of letters ". 

I am then dulv introduced as one who has by now served with Mount- 
batten longer tLan any other member of his bersonal staff and who has 
been throughout intimately acquainted with all the high level develop 
ments in his Commands, particularly during this present appointment. 
" He knows my mind completely and enjoys my fdest  confidence." 
6 4  I may say ", Mountbatten concludes, " that I have been extremely 
disturbed by reports which have been reaching Delhi with re ard both to 
the Communist and to the communal situation in Hydera % ad, and in 
particular to the effect that these may be having on ~ o L r  Exalted High- 
ness's own position. I trust therefore that you will not hesitate to let 
Mr. Campbell-Johnson have your frank estimate of the osition from the 
general and personal point of view. I would not wis R him to convey 
my personal message except to your Exalted Highness alone, for the 
presence of others would vitiate the personal contact between you and me 
which I hope he may be able to establish." 

So there it is. To-morrow I leave on a mission of ullknown dimen- 
sions and opportunity. All that is certain is that for the next forty-eight 
houn or so I shall be completely cut off from my base, as no contact with 
Mountbatten in Delhi, or rather in Simla, or with the Government of 
India, will be practicable. It is certainly by far the most diflicult and 
delicate task I have ever been called upon to undertake during six yeas in 
Mountbatten's service. However, I have lived long enough in the 
vicinity of his influence to have caught something of his own buoym 
disposition. 



CHAPTER T W E N T Y - S E V E N  

MISSION TO T H E  NIZAM 

HYDERABAD, Saturday, 15th May, 1948 

I L E ~  WILLINGDON airfield by a charter line Dakota shortly aftcr 
breakfast, and after a brief pause at Bhopal arrived at Hyderabad ust 
before lunch. 1 was met on the airfield by Captain Baig on beha f f of 

Mir Laik Ali, and by no less than three representatives of Munshi's staff. 
Their presence called for my first diplomatic decision within three 
minutes of arrival, for they conveyed a pressing invitation to me to call 
first on Munshi and to dine with him this evening. I indicated that I was 
the personal guest of Mir Laik Ali and until I lulew what plans he had for 
me I could not make any engagements, although, of course, I would be 
calling on Mr. MunsM. Munshi, it seems, has retunled specially from 
Ban alore in view of my visit, and has ensured that what began as a 
co 2 idential anonymous mission will now be covered in a blaze of pub- 
lidty, for he has advised all the Press of my arrival and his return. 

With this initial hurdle cleared, we rode off on the ten-mile drive 
through Secunderabad and Hyderabad, which are linked cities. The first 
impression was of cleanliness and quiet. There were not many people to 
be seen, and those that were, whether in the streets or houses, seemed to be 
going at a leisure1 pace about their lawful business. 

On arrival at t b e Prime Minister's house, " Shah Munzil ", I was at 
once taken round to see Mir Laik Ali, who was slightly indisposed. 
He said that he was deli hted that I should be his personal guest, and that 
he had made no specia f arrangements for dinner for me that evening; 
therefore he agreed that it would be the best thing for me to accept 
Munshi's invitation to dine, ~ar t icu lar l~  in view of the fact that he was 
due to return the following morning to Ban alore. He said that he was f arranging for me to meet the leaders of all s ades of opinion, and that 1 
was to regard myself as free to go anywhere and see anyone I liked. 
The main oint he made was to stress that there was still no let-up in the 
economic 1 lockade, and that they were still unable to get chlorine for the 
water-supply of Hyderabad City. They had ordered a number of buses 
for service in the city, but these were rotting away in Bombay-their 

arts removed and their upholstery ripped-and very large demur- 
spare rage c K arges were mountinf up. I said that I was sure that grievances of 
this nature should not be a owed to fester, and without knowing the full 
rights or the wrongs of the particular cases he mentioned, I was confident 
that such matters could be satisfactorily disposed of within the framework 
of a wider agreement. 

After a late lunch I was told that His Exalted Highness would receive 
me in little over an hour's time-i.e., at 5 p.m. I was duly driven to his 
oscial residence, " King Kothi ", as it is called. The Prime Minister 

3 27 
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had preceded me by some ten minutes, and was there 011 my arrivd. 
I was shown at once into a modest reception-room cluttered high with 
Victorian bric-a-brac. I could just discern in the dim light, hanging on 
the wall, a large portrait of King George V. 

Mir ~ a i k  Ali stepped forward to introduce me to His Exalted Hi hncu, 
who was sitting almost invisible on a large settee. I was staggcrc d by his 
threadbare appearance, and for the instant failed to realise I was in hir 
presence, but I pulled myself together in time to greet him with fitting 
courtesv. He was dressed most shabbily in what looked like a thin white 
cotton J r e ~ s i n ~ - ~ o w n  and whte trousers, with caramel-col~ur~d 
and light brown cotton socks 1 ing loosely about his ankles. ~e wore a B brown fez, which was erche on the back of his head. He is a small 
man with a pronounceBstoop ; his mouth is loose and his teeth are in a 
deplorable condition. His hands shook, and while talking he fidgeted 
and knocked his knees together in such a wa as to give the observer the 
impression o f  incipient palsy or St. Vitus' iance. But his whole per- 
sonality is held together by the intensity of his expression and the 
vehemence of his high-pitched voice. 

I could not ascertain whether the Prime Ministergproposed to stay or 
leave for the interview, but on presenting Mountbatten's letter to the 
Nizam, which he opened and read slowly, an opportunity clearly 
presented itself for him to see me alone if he wanted to, but he quite 
deliberately refused to take it, and Mir Laik Ali sta ed stolidly on. 
Having read the letter, the Nizam turned on me quite iercely, and said 
that he was well aware of Lord Mountbatten's limited time and powen 
out here. " What could he hope to do in a month? " he asked. He said 
that he trusted that Lord Mountbatten had clearly understood that it was 
quite impossible for him, the Nizam, to leave Hyderabad, and if Lord 
Mountbatten was not free to come and see him, well, then (and he gave a 
gesture of farewell), he was sorry for it, and would say good-bye and 
God-speed to him. 

The Nizam said that as far as his relations with the Government of 
India were concerned, they had his terms. He acted through his Prime 
Minister and his Constitutional Adviser, and he had nothing more he 
could say to any other party, even on a private basis. I said that Lord 
Mountbatten was naturally deeply concerned to do all in his power to 
achieve a settlement before he left, but time was short, and it was for His 
Exalted Highness to consider whether there was any way in which the 
Governor-General's good ofices could be used. He was, I believed, 
aware of Lord Mountbatten's general approach to the roblem, and if 
there were any points of detail or emphasis that I could fi 1 in, I would be 
only too happy to do so. 

P 
I referred to the special status that Mountbatten had had in effecting the 

4 6  Standstill Agreement. That is all over now," he replied. I tried tact- 
fully to explain how Mountbatten believed accession or its equivalent 
was in the Nizarn's best interests, but he dismissed the whole rubjed with 
a wave of the hand. Laik Ali intervened at this point to say that he 
would be quite ready to take a plebiscite on the issue if only it could be 
organised peacefully, but the law-and-order ~ rcb lem involved in carrying 
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it out had compelled hiln to turn it down, to which the Nizarn added, 
" Quite right, quite right." 

I was unable to draw him out on the question of l i s  reaction to the 
communist threat in Hyderabad. It was, he said, " a matter of deuil 
which you can disc~iss with my Prime Minister ". 

He said that the fate and polic of the other Princes in India were no 

some courtesies were due. 
X concern of his, and that he rcgar ed them merely as noblemen to whom 

The remainder of the interview was largely devoted to the Nizam's 
giving me a lecture in forcible terms on the Moslem philosophy of life, 
the basis of which was that our ends are appointed. I-Ie remembered 
discussing this matter with Lothian, the British Resident, who at the 
time was an atheist, and who held some opinioils to the effect that there 
was " a measure of chance in our lives, as on a race-course ". 

It was the Nizam's view that we either had a good or a bad fate. 
He said that the situation might improve in the next two or three days, 
or it might get better later on; he could not say. But he was prepared 
for whatever was appointed for him. He then asked me if I had heard of 
Mohurram in the Moslem Calendar, and I replied politely that I had. 
" Ah," he said, " but you do not know what it meails. It is the com- 
memoration of the death of the Prophet's grandson. And the acceptance 
of death and loss is an inherent part of our faith." (In this respect it 
should be noted that the Nizam visits and prays at the grave of his mother 
every evening at six o'clock.) 

On returning to the subject ofMountbatten's interest in the survival 
of the Nizam's dynasty, I explained that Mountbatten was a firm believer 
in coiistitutional monarchy, at which the Nizam took me up and said 

4 4 vehemently, That is where I join issue with him. Constitutional 
monarchy may be a11 very well in Europe and the west ; it has no meaning 
in the East." 

The conversation was steered by Mir Laik Ali to the Commonwealth 
issue. The Nizam was interested in knowiilg what chance there was of 
India's remaining within the Commonwealth. I said that this matter 
was very much under consideration at the moment, and that there were 
iduential forces who considered that India should stay in. At this 
point I said I could perhaps make an observation which had no relation 

a member of Lord Mountbatten's staff, which was that 
whether to my b e i ~  In ia remained within or went out, British opinion, as repre- 
sented by the present Government, would be most averse to one rrt of the Indian sub-continent receiving more favourable treatment t an 
another, simply as a result of Commonwealth membership. Any 
calculations made on this basis would, I was sure, be illusory. This point, 
I think, went home. 

After a few general remarks on the troubled world situation,! and the 
Nizam's expression of concern over the latest developments in Palestine, 
the conversation ended with him conveying his most cordial compli- 
ments and wishes to Mountbatten. 

The interview, which lasted nearly an hour, was not a particularly easy 
one to handle, in view of the Nizam's somewhat disconcerting appearance 
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md manner, but as providing an opportunity to study his personality 
and mind it was revealing. Although he may be hysically decrepit, 
he is obviously mentally alert and in full command of R is faculties. I was, 
in fact, left wit11 the impression that I had been spoken to by an eccenhc 
elderly Professor on his special subject. He is a Prince of the old school- 
arrogant and narrow, but on his home ground formidable. His mood 
tllroughout was one of a gressive fatalism. B I saw no evidence o f t  le Nizam being a prisoner. There was quite a 
large number of police at the entrance and by the road, but there is 
nothing abnormal in this, bearing in mind the attempt on the Nizam'S 
life in the autumn, and the lack of any real frontage to " King Kothi ", 
which was not much farther off the main road than an ordinary house in 
Delhi. Mir Laik Ali incidentally stayed on after I left. 

On my rcturn to the Prime Minister's residence. Moin came round to 
see me. He was clearly anxious to know my reactions to the Nizam. 
I said merely that the discussion had been of a general nature, and that 
there was little encouragement to derive from it. Moin complained to 
me about the abortive Press communi u6 last March,* the Indian attitude 
to which had made the Government Z eel that they did not know where 
they stood. 

We discussed treaty or accession, and Moin indicated that what they 
really feared was that accession might be changed so that it meant in fact 
accession not on three but thirty-three sub'ects involvin uniformity 
of laws and loss of internal autonomy which t e Nizam wou 9 d never give 
up. Moin also gave me to understand that the free movement of Indian 
Defence Forces through Hyderabad territory would be unacceptable. 

I then left to dine with Munshi. I may say that travelling in a fast car 
it took me forty minutes to reach Munshi's house, whicll is at the far end 
of Secunderabad, fairly near the airfield. In this place he is, of course, 
completely out of touch with the life of the city, and can only see those 
who have the time, petrol or olitical inclination to visit him. 

I found him somewhat ba d ed and depressed. He said that he had lost 
faith in Mir Laik Ali as the result of what he termed a completely bogus 
report the latter had given of an interview he had had with him. He told 
me that the position as between Moin and Laik Ali was somewhat 
ambiguous. Although they were brothers-in-law, they did not see eye 
to eye, but Laik was definitely on the crest of the wave as far as influence 
with the Nizam was concerned. 

Munshi said that he did not think that anybody meant business either 
with regard to responsible government or to accession, but he agreed 
with the relirninary view I had formed that the Nizam was politically P master o the situation. I reassured him that my trip was a d  
informal and that I had come with the f d  knowledge and approval of 
the Prime Minister and V. P. He seemed quite ha py to return to 

h P Bangalore to-morrow morning, sayin that his wife no onger liked living 
in this place and that his relations wit the Government were so strained 
that he had virtually lost all contact with them. 

* See pages 293-4. 
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I have completed a crowded dai, talking and bein talked to in un- 
ending flow. I told Mir Laik Ali t at it would certai n f  y be interesting to 
meet Kasirn Razvi privately, if there was no publicity for the meetin , 
md it was understood that I was only seeing people whom he himse 7 f 
particularly wanted me to see. He replied that he would d e h t e l y  like 
me to, meet Razvi and that the latter would be calling on him this 
morning prior to a tour he was mskin . I was advised to drop in. 

I,did so, and after a few minutes o B small talk the Prime Minister left 
me alone with Razvi. In my opening remarks I said somethi~ig about 
feeling depressed at the turn of events, to which he at once retorted that 
he was not a bit depressed; he was just des crate. He wished me to 
understand that h s  sole purpose was the de P ence of the Moslems; to 
them orlly did he owe loyalty. I asked him whether there was any truth 
in the report that the Communists had been approaching the Razakars 
with a view to common action. " When you say the Razakars ", Razvi 

6 b replied very fiercely, you mean me. I tell you the condition of the 
Moslems here is such that they are themselves rapidly becoming Com- 
munist. I have warned them [he did not indicate exactly who ' them ' 
referred to1 that this was likelv to h a ~ ~ e n . "  

He then Hegorically asserkd that h; was quite pre ared to work with 
the Communists and had taken prelirnina action to t \ at end. To make 
doubly sure that I had not rnisunderstoodXld, I said that I presumed one 
dificulty in his way would be the direct challenge thrown down by the 
Communists to the Nizam himself-i.e., the Communists' warning 
that there was to be " no truck with the Nizam ". Razvi paused for a 
moment and said yes, that he appreciated that dficulty, but later, when 
I returned to the subject, he made it quite clear that both the dynasty 
and the Government were secondary considerations to him if the Com- 
munists proved to be the only allies he could use to save the Moslems 

6 6 from destruction. If only India will leave us alone for two years, I 
promise that I will create something they will envy. Hindus already are 
ioinine the Razakars." I asked whether without a ~olitical settlement 
ihere Light not be the same crisis at the end of two and all he could 
say was yes, but he added that, for one thing, he did not believe that the 
Indian Union would survive for more than two years. 

He said that he had absolutely no ex ectation of a peaceable solution, 
and showed great intensity of racial Ratred in discussing the Hindus. 
He thought that Gandhi's death was symbolic of their behaviour. 
Hindus always killed their Gods to make them into super-Gods. I asked 
him whether he did not consider that the Communists, as at present 
organised, were predominantly Hindu. He said that that was so, but 
that they were less communal1 minded than other parties. 

I said that it was widely he l d that he was the real strong man in the 
State, and asked him what his views were on that. He said, " Don't 
believe all the slanderous reports about me as a wire-puller and maker of 
Governments. I am the least person here. I am simp1 the champion b and servant of the Moslems' cause, on behalf of whic I will stop at 
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nothing. The Government call me in for my views on occasion, which I 
ive to them with complete frankness." He told me that to save Mollemr 

from death a ~ d  Moslem women from being ravished he was ready to die 
The Congress representatives in Hyderabad were inen of straw. " k; 
me look after the Hindus," he said, smiliilg for the first time. 

Razvi is the complete fanatic. He stares with eyes that bore holes 
into you and would strike terror into his friends and enemies, were it not 
for a streak of absurdity and charlatanism about him which even while he 
rants gives him away, making it difhult to take him completely seriously, 
and conveying the firnl impression that his megalomania has far out-run 
his real power. In appearance he is sli ht and dapper, s orting a beard k of Mack Sellnett proportions beneath a ez worn at a rakis 1 angle. AS he 
walked briskly away he looked like a blend of Charlie Chaplin and a 
minor Prophet. 

Having disposed of Razvi, my next ap was with General 
El-Edroos, the Commander-in-Chief of 
handsome and, 1 can well believe, very Arab 
stock. He served in the field in the Burma campaign under command 
of Mountbatten, for whom, incidentally, he has the highest respect. He 
said that there was some trouble in the Sholapur area, that Indm troops 
had been he1 ing ruffians to make their way over the border, and that 
Indian aircra P t had been making reconnaissances. He was writing to 
Bucher and Elmhirst * privately on this subject. He referred to the 
ordinance position. He said he had mdde a frank offer to Himmat- 
sinhji t (without, of course, conceding him any right of inspection) to 
see things for himself, which he had done, and he understood that he had 
been satisfied. He said that the Communists were very well armed and 
that the economic blockade was virtuallv com~lete. 

He stressed the intensity of the political;uspidons of both sides, and said 
that although he was a soldier, he could not help asking why the Central 
Government were pressing so hard. I said that he must appreciate that 
with the creation of Pakistan a strong Centre for the Indian Union was 

4 6 essential. Cannot thev see ". he said. " that Pakistan was their own 
making, and that the pr;ssure they are putting on here is causing a crisis 
and arousin Moslem fanaticism? " " Without this pressure ", he went P on (he clear y was referring to Munshi), " Hyderabad in my view would 
have fallen Like a ripe plum." He said that now a serious position was 
growing up which was taking more and more the form of guerilla 
activity. I said I had just seen Razvi, and that he was physically smaller 
than I had expected. El-Edroos, who is something of a giant himself, 
replied with a laugh, " It's the little ones that are dangerous." 

I went strai ht from my talk with General El-Edroos for a very long R session with t e Prime Minister. We had lunch together done, and 
talked for almost two hours. 

Mir Laik Ali began by explaining that he was putting forward ro- P posds for representative government. He could not just get rid 0 the 

* General Sir Roy Bucher and Air Marshal Sir Thomas Elmhirst, commanders- 
in-Chief of the Indian Army and Air Force respectively. 

t General Himmatsinhji, Jndian Army, Adviser on States Forces. 



~e islative Assembly, so he had in i n d  to set in motion electoral pr* 
a urc for a Constituent Assembl to be electcd in addition to it. (I 
assume trltirnately to supersede i t j  He raid that he had ditcusWd the 
matter with the leaders of all parties, and he left to them the of 
the electoral procedure they wished to adopt, which was either to u r  
the existing vocational roll (clearly heavily weighted in favour of he 
~oslems) or to make a fresh electord list, the reparation of which, 
together with the conduct of the election itself, cou d not, in his view, take 
less than eighteen months. 

P 
He said that his dilemma was that the Congress boycott of the now 

two-year-old Legislative Assembly meant that he had literally nothing 
but their own word to go on for the political basis of their po ular 
su port. They were not, he pointed out, Like the Con ress elsew ere, Ri R 
w ch was genuinely elected before it carried out its %oycott policy. 
He said he was awaiting the reaction of the parties and hopes to make an 
announcement by the end of tbs  month. 

He then repeated Moin's views on the accession issue and said that his 
basic objection was that there were not just three subjects, but that under 
those headings there were ninety-one in all, as defined under the Indian 
Constitution. He said that the internal identity of Hyderabad would 
assuredl be blotted out. He therefore favoured a special treaty which 
would B e exclusive to India, and which would include: a common 
Foreignpolicy; a defence agreement, Hyderabad havin an army of d twenty- we thousand, some ten thousand of whch woul be put at the 
disposal of the Indian Union ; and a communications agreement in which 
he foresaw no special ditficulty. 

By forcing the pace Moslem fanaticism was bein assuredly aroused. 
He was very critical of Munshi, who, he said, ha! openly spoken of 
Hyderabad as the site of an old Hindu State. He was mLdng onl 

I 9 with Congress friends, and had been puttin out at regular intern s 
dates for the " D " day, first on the ~ o t  March, then later on 
in March, then ~ 3 r d  April, until even the Hindus had ceased to believe 
him. 

I told him I was sorry to find the Nizam in a mood of such complete 
fatalism. I said frankly that I considered something more than that was 
required if a solution of any kind was to be possible. He told me that I 
must a preciate that the Nizam was literall ready to bare his chest and 
die rat K er than do anything which he wo d d regard as a betrayal of the 
interests of his peo le. While not uestioning His Exalted ~ i ~ h n e s s ' s  
coorage, I stressed t at it was his peop e who stood to suffer most from a 
show-down. 

R 7 
I told him the form taken by my interview with Ranri, and asked him 

for his reactions. He told me that he thought Rani must have meant 
that he would ally himself with the Communists only as a very last resort 
and after the collapse of the Nizam and Government. 1 replied that this 
was not clear from what Razvi had said to me, and told him that if Razvi 
were to go unchecked mudl lon er, the Nizam and the Government b might find tllemselves literally as t e nut in the nut-cracker. 

This conversation did not represent any major advance, so fa as I know, 
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on any of the previous views Laik Ali has held either on responriblc 
government or accession. 

After lunch I visited the famous Osmania University, which is the 
r ecial pride of Zain, for he was its architect and, as such, res onible 
f r  its daring blend of Moslem and Hindu styles. It is still P ar from 
complete, but there is enough of it to realisc that it is a great concept and a 
fille monument to Moslem cultural aspiration in the South. 

Later in the afternoon I had my appointment with the Prince of 
Derar, the Nizam's heir. He lives in more sum tuous quarters than B father. There were also present General El-E roos and Samader Yar 

the Private Secretary to the Prince, a most subservient individul 
$ f a  very hoarse voice, who half bowed to His Highness every time 
His Highness spoke. 

Perhaps the most amusing moment occurred when we were discussing 
Mountbatten's capabilities and were all agreed that he was a man of great 
determination and energy. Thereu on the Private Secreta almost F doubling over thc Prince, observed, ' In these res ects he may e said to P, "6' have the same characteristics as Your Highness ! Most of the con- 
versation was small talk, but the Prince expressed the hope that Mount- 
batten would still be able to come down, and the bowing Secretarv 
particularly emphasised their desire that Indo-Hyderabad relations woulh 
improve soon. 

The only item of interest is that the Prince of Berar was apparently 
worried about his health, saying that either his throat was causing his 
teeth to go bad or that his teeth were affecting his throat, but in either case 
he wished to consult his doctor in London at the end of Tune. He said 
that he was having some difficulty in gettin a passage (thiskay mean that 
the Nizam is objecting to his going). I d id not get the in~pression that 
he has any political significance in the present situation. Laik Ali told 
me, " His Highness likes to live comfortably," and that the were both 
boon companions when they were young men, from whicl I gathered 
that Laik Ali's own position might not suffer unduly when the Prince 
succeeds to the throne. 

At 6.30 I saw Mr. Claude Scott, who has been acting as Director of 
Information for the past five months. I met him last August in Bombay 
when he was assistant editor of the Times of India. He is a shrewd 
journalist, and is a definite acquisition to Hyderabad on the Press side of 
things. He said there was no doubt in his own mind that the Nizam was 
master of the State, and that Razvi would be quite unable to call Moslems 
into any conflict involving disloyalty to the Nizam. He also stressed 
the communal form that had been taken by communist-inspired disorders 
in the South. Villages, he said, had been attacked, but Hindu houses 
were left untouched. 

At 7.30 1 went round to General El-Edroos' house for a second talk. 
He told me that one of the reasons why the Nizarn had refused to come 
to Delhi was the fear that he would not be able to get back, and that 1 
might well be advised to check on this. He pointed out ~~derabad ' s  
strategic importance. While recognisin their military weakness, he 
said that should the worst happen, they cou f d and would cut off India from 
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the south. He believed an agreement was possible if the politidrns 
allowed a Treaty giving India control in External Affairs, administration 
over Defence and Communications. What more could they want? 
he asked. If India pressed this matter too far, he went on, resistance was 
certain. Scott had said this as well. 

1 returned just in time for the buffet dinrier given in 
" Shah Munzil ". About eighty guests had been invited, 
pers~msions. I met too many eople for too short a 
than gather some disconnecte! impressions. I had a few moments, 
however, with Deen Yar ung, the Police Chief, a grey-haired, dignified 

l! and quiet-spoken man w om many regard as the real power behind the 
throne. Scott had told me that Deen saw the demonstrators comin on 
the 25th October, and undoubtedly could have diverted them, but c g o x  
to look the other way. I took the occasion to tell Deen, who sees the 
Nizam regularly, and who had just come from an audience, that I was 
disturbed at the line taken by His Exalted Highness, and was sure more 
emphasis on constructive thoughts would be needed quick1 I think 
Deen had been detailed to get my reactions. I also told Ki' m of the 
advantages which would have accrued if the Nizam could have seen his 
wav to visit Dclli. 

1; was a glittering social occasion, Hindu and Moslem mixing freely, 
and even if the atmosphere was somewhat subdued there was-once 
again-no sense of imminent crisis. For all the feverish propa mda, 
I could not help feelin amid the shadows and soft voices on the awns, i P 
which looked out on t e still lake and the Golconda Ridge and fortress 
beyond, that these men lived at a slower tempo and were stirred with 
less passionate ferocity than their compatriots in the stern and stormy 
regions of the North. 

H Y  D E R A B A D ,  Monday, I 7th May, 1948 
Mir Laik Ali had suggested that I should use the occasion to visit any 

part of Hyderabad I wished, and I decided that it might be most profitable 
to visit the south-east Area, where frequent Communist raids are reputed 
to be tahng place from across the Madras border. General El-Edroos 
very kindly laid on an Ex editer aircraft to cover the first hundred miles 
and take me down into t K e Khamam area. We left at 7 a.m., and on 
arrival at Khamam I was met by Brigadier Habbib Ahmed, in command 
of Khamam Area, and by local Army Divisional and Police officers. We 
travelled in all one hundred and eighty miles b car, in some of the 
hottest weather ever lulown in the area-118 egrees were recorded 
across the border. 

B 
The first journey was along the Khamam-Madeira Road leading into 

what is known locally as the Madeira peninsula. It is in this area that 
there has been most trouble. It colnprises some sixty villages, which 
join Hyderabad through a very narrow bottle-neck. We got as far as 
this bottle-neck, no more than a mile wide, when we ran into a road- 
block, which had been put domi that morning. Brigadier ~ a b b i b  was 
quite confident that we would not run into any trouble in the salient 
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itself, but I insisted on turning back, as I pointed out that the amount of 
embarrassment that would be caused not only to Mountbatten, but also 
to the Hyderabad Government, if I were involved during this private 
visit in any incident. would be out of all proportion to the advvlugcs 
pined by seeing some of the villages there. 

We then started on the second part of our trip along the main Khamam- 
Ashiwarao ett Road. The actual physical damage was not ve 
but the e P ect of incursions and intimidations was to cause the w X o fRat9 esale 
movement of villagers across the border. I saw two or three " home 
made " efforts to blow up brid es, and several tree road-blocks. Militarily lf speaking the situation was we under control, but it was clear that mode 
in the villages was low. The road was of very high quality and in 
excellent re air as, indeed, were all the roads I saw. 

The attac ! s for the most part have been centred on Customs offices, 
and 1 was given a report of forty-one such attacks, made between 
September 1947 and anuary 1948. Excise trees * have also been exten- 
sively burned, but I e worst damage that I saw was at the village of 
Ashiwaraopett itself, which is as far east as one can go before reaching the 
Madras Presiden . This village was attacked early in January by as 
man as two to t ree thousand local tribesmen, known as Gonds, who l X 
inha it the area on both sides of the border. They were, I am told, 
Communist-led, and burnt the place in a thorough fashion. Moslem 
and Hindu houses alike were attacked, burnt and looted. The local 
o6cer explained that only in the later stages of the raid had it taken a 
communal turn, with concentration on the Moslem houses. 

Brigadier Habbib told me that he was quite happy about the general 
military position in the area and that the incursions were largely of a hit- 
and-run nature. It is clear, however, that these raids not only in the 
south-east but also from Bombay and Central Provinces are invalving a 
wide dispersal of Hyderabad forces, and military patrolling is needed to 
maintain local confidence. A glance at General El-Edroos' map at 
H.Q. confirms this. 

I asked the local Police Chief, who had ust come from the Bombay 
area, what he1 he received from the Raz ars, and he replied, smiling, P i 
that the Raza ars, for what use they were, were mostly confined to 
parades in the cities. Another factor which makes it dficult to control 
the situation in the area is that whereas ~ ~ d e r a b a d  is responsible for the 
salient, India has an island of territory just inside the border. From the 
purely administrative oint of view, it would undoubtedly be much 
easier if these two bloc f: s of territory were swopped. 

I dread to think what the sun temperature was in the cockpit of the 
Expediter at about 3.30 on this blazing afternoon. I merely know that I 
felt I was breathing in fire. Only when we di ped low to circle once 
round the Golconda massif did the first breath o P cooling breeze strike us- 

I had hardly touched down before I was plunged into an extraordinary 
and, for me, wholly unexpected tea-party, which was organised by 
Zahir Ahmed, the energetic young Secretary for External Affairs. He 
had brought together a group of about a dozen prominent ~ i n d u  and 

* These trees, from which toddy is made, are sources of Revenue. 
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~ o s l e m  leaders-both from the MajE and the States Congress-some of 
whom had not met for several years. Some very heated words were 
exchanged between Mr. Ganarival, an influential Congress worker, and 
Mr. Rais, the leading Moslem editor and member of the Hyderabad 
Legislative Assembly, and the most extreme opinions were full 
developed. Mr. Rais argued that he would not have anything to do wi X 
the Con ress spokesmen so long as their lo alties were drvided. Mr. 
Ganariva P retorted that he would, and indee J could, not have anything 
to do with the Government until popular representation was conceded. 

Some of the Moslem spokesmen were unhappy about the lirhrig of 
Foreign policy with India s, particularly if it means takin a line which is 
hostile to Pakistan's. There was a reement that Hydera ad's future had IB t 
esse~itinll~ to be solved intern y. Congress spokesmen were not 
prepared to concede that their loyalty to the Nizam was at stake. Mr. 
Rais, in a moment of great frankness, advised us that H~derabad was a 
Moslem State, and that what was involved was a crude issue of power 
which the Moslems were not prepared to give up. 

At this point I decided that I needed some li rud refreshment, but I am 
elad to r e ~ o r t  that I was able to leave with all s I akintz each other warmlv 
Ly the haid and agreeing to meet again, and with aieneral consensus df 
opinion that I was a reasonably fair-minded y o u .  man. Once a ain I 
was impressed by the contrast between the social a 18 ability and the po ki tical 
bitterness of the contending factions. After the meetin I was button- f holed by the Associated Press of India reporter and ob 'ged to make a 
brief non-committal statement, but to say anything, even to the point of 
6 6  no comment," is, in the present highly char ed atmosphere, bound to 1 provoke some criticism. By and large, I thin I have avoided opening 
myself to attack on a wide front. in anv case the risk is acceptable. 

~t 8 p.m. I had a last talk d t h  th; Prime Minister. I iold Laik Ah 
that I wanted to be sure that the Nizam's r e f i d  to visit Delhi was not 
based on any fears as to his personal security. He said that there might 
have been some such doubt in the Nizam's mind, but that the dominating 
and compellii~g motive was that if he had come, his move would have 
been seriously misunderstood in the State. I told him that I lud been 
frankly worried by the reliance that seemed to be placed on 0 position B support in England. I said that I was sure that this was a most angerous 
illusion. For Hyderabad to become a Party issue in the British House of 
Commons could not serve the real interests of the State. Laik Ali 
told me that he entirely agreed. He personally had the greatest admira- 
tion for Mr. Atdee, and he did not want Hyderabad to be bandied about 

debate anywhere. He said that he was most p l e a d  that I had 
visit, which he felt had been helpful in every way. 

After I had had a uiet dinner with Zain's son and beautiful daughter- 
in-law, Zain himsel ? , who had arrived that afternoon, asked to see me, 
arid I went along to his house at 11 p.m. He said that he had seen the 
Nizam alone. He had again been very vehement. " But ", added Zain, 
b b 

he always is." He was very firm on the issue of his Legislative 
Sovereignty, but Zain liad told him that it was quite essential for him to 
form a new Government on a much broader basis than the present one. 

Y 
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He ave me to understand that the Nizam and Laik Ali had at last agreed 
to f 0 this. The Nizam then apparent1 raised the question of my r interview, saying that lie had spoken exact y what was in his mind to me 
without any reservatiolis. The Nizam believed that there was a ten er 
cent chance that Mountbatten would even now come himself, and as kP ed 
Zain what he felt. Zain said that it must to some extent depend on the 
kind of report I sent in. The Nizam then began to ask questions about 
me. Who exactly was I, what were my olitics, etc. 

Zlin thinks that solution is possible i P the Legislative reservation is 
made. He even went so far as to feel that the word accession might be 

is proposin in his talks with the Nizam on Tuesday 
Nizam ha d asked him to stay and have an extra day 
see if this would be acceptable, provided it was 
sub'ects. He said that he was pro osing to speak I' fi frank$ with El-Edroor, w lo was alleged to be giving mi tary assistance 

to the Razakars. This was causing considerable disquiet in Delhi. 
Finall , Zain hoped that I would be able to postpone my visit to Simla 
until K e got back on Thursday evening, when I could give Mountbatten 
the latest information. 

H Y D E R A B A D ,  N E W  D E L H I ,  Tuesday, 18th May, 1948 

After an early breakfast and a final courtesy good-bye to Mir Laik Ali, 
I was accomyanied by Captain Baig on the long drive to the airfield. 
Captain Bai s talents as an A.D.C. have been fully tested, and he has 
been to en d less trouble in steering me from place to lace on time B throughout my fantastic schedule. I leave in the knowle ge that every- 
thing possible has been done to throw open the gates to me. From 
the Nizam downwards I get the im ression that everyone has spoken 
with the maximum frankness of wlic P 1 he is capable, and there have been 
surprisingly few evasions. If Deen Yar Jung was reticent, he was at least 
receptive. As for my own contribution, I hope and believe that I maJ: 
have been instrumental in tempering the general " death-or-glory 
attitude I found on my arrival. 

The return &ght in the aircraft was my first chance to compose my 
thoughts. My main impressions are :- 

The Nizam is the key man in the situation. As regards the ma or issue h of relatioils with the Indian Union, nothing is being done wit out his 
approval or connivance. Moreover, I consider that any agrecmellt he 
finally enters into will be honoured, in the sense that his rigime is strollg 
enough to withstand internal opposition from any quarter.- 

He is in a mood of aggressive fatalism, and in my judgement is ready, 
and has the strength, to try to perform a " Samson Act" on the Govern- 
ment of India; in other words, if he oes under, full preparations have 
been made to ensure that the politica I? and social structure of the State 
sho~ld go under with him. Razvi's role in this scheme of things is to 
ensure that this process of disintegration is com leted, and that a mere 
military victory will not suffice to solve the prob P em. 

On the other haid, the Nizam is searching furtively and anxiously 
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for an honourable setdement. He is a ruler of the old school; he hu 
110 liking for the trap ings of the Constitutional Monarch, and will ut P the same kind o resistance to that status as Queen Victoria i d .  
T "YI e tighter the corner, the more he d fall back on prerogatives. I do 
not believe that he will voluntaril accept an accession solution which 
makes llim anything other than t e official fountain-head of law and 
custom inside his own State. 

l 
Any appreciation of the Nizam's attitude must take into account that 

the prospects and policy of his fellow-Princes do not interest him at all- 
he regards them merely as impotent noblemen-and that he is obviously 
a dee ly religious man. In times of trouble the Nizam is liable to lean 
eavi y on llis traditional Islamic beliefs, and I am sure he spoke to me h .P 

with ~omylste sincerity on thls. 
I 

111 this political bargaining no great advance has been made since Laik 
Ali's speech to the Hyderabad Legislative Assembl on 27th April. 
It seems likely, however, that the Nizam will take a ? ma1 stand both on 
the accession and the representative Government issues by the 1st June. 

With regard to Mountbatten's position, there is a very widespread 
feeling that the only chance of a settlement will be through his good 
ofices and influence. But the Nizam is clearly sceptical whether either 
can turn the scales in time. A ~osition. however. mav conceivablv be 
reached in the course of the neit fortnight in wkich ;he differencls of 
detail and interpretation are narrowed down sutEcieiltly for Mountbatten 
to ~rovide the final Dressure. For the moment there is no more to be 
doie with the ~ i z a m ' ;  the dkrences need to be ironed out between Zain 
and V. P. 

On arrival in D e h  I went straight round to see V. P., who, with his 
responsibilities for implementing the merger policy, on top of all these 
Hyderabad worries, is rotesquely overworked. He clearly feels that 
the trip has been usefu!?, but was in no mood to discuss the issue of 
Hyderabad Legislative Sovereignty. I got the impression that his 
general attitude to Hyderabad has hardened while I have been away, but 
at least I succeeded in getting hrn to reserve his judgement on the progress 
made until Zain's return to-morrow. V. P. began speaking of " hal 
terms ", but I had reached that st2 e of physical and mental exhaustion 
when I began finding dificulty in f! ollowing him point by point. 

I spoke to Ronnie on the telephone in Simla and have promised-so 
help me-a full report to be dispatched to-morrow. 
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F A R E W E L L  PHASE 

COVHRNMHNT HOUSE.  NEW DRLHI, Thursduy, 20th Muy, ,948 

I SPENT ALL yesterday cut off from the world in a stem effort to complete 
my report for Mountbatten to read a day in advance of my own 
arrival in Simla. 

This afternoon I had an hour's interview with Nehru, and ran through 
my general conclusions with him. He considers that the Nizam may 
have been deliberately " giving me the works ", and in view of his 
refusal to enter into an discussion with additional parties, he would 

k i naturally rely on enera ties. He agreed with me that Deen Yar Jung, 
who was the real ounder of the Razakars, was strong enough to face up 
to the implications of disbandin !i them. The Pnme Minister said that t e history of Hyderabad was not glorious 
and that they had nearly always given way to pressure, citing their 
collapse before the Mahrattas. 

He realised that the Nizam was genuinely concerned about his treasures 
and personal prerogatives, and he was ready to give assurances on these. 
He said he had no intention of forcing accession in terms of the In& 
Constitutioil on Hyderabad. Any further subjects would be a matter of 
separate negotiation. Nor had he any intention of swallowing up the 
Hyderabad Army. 

He referred to the Niwm's religion, and said that his emphasis 011 

Mohurram in his talk with me was significant, as it commemorated the 
event which marks the break between the Shia and Sunni Sects of the 
Moslem faith. The Hyderabadis were Silnni Moslems, and it was 
suspected that the Nizam himself was a crypto-Shia. 

I said I hoped he had not been unduly disturbed about the ublidty, 
and ex lained that it was primarily due to the zeal of MmsR'S staff. B I had one my best to keep it under control. (I understand there was 
some criticism from one or two members of the Cabinet, but it did not 
come from Nehru or Patel, who were not worried.) Nehru said again 
this afternoon that it did not matter or affect the value of the visit. 

Nehru says he fmds thc Nizam's attitude hard to understand, as he does 
not believe that he is at all cut out for a heroic role. 

After some initial uncertainty as to whether they were going to meet, 
Zain went round to V. P.'s house at 9 p.m., and I joined them shortly 
afterwards. 

With the background of general border tension, V. P. was strollgly of 
the opinion that the present uncertainty cannot be allowed to linger on, 
and after one or two tentative programmes had been considered and 
rejected, a complicated sequence of meetings was worked out involving 
an invitation to Mir Laik Ali to arrive in Dehi on the tznd, a visit by 

3 4 0  
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Nchru and V. P. to Patel in Mussoori, and Mountbatten's artidpation 
at a decisive point in the discussions, and ill advance of any Z rm dedrion. 

The conversation, although somewhat incoherent and protramd, wa 
frank and cordial. The gravity of the situation was recognivd in the 
light of border incidents and the Sardar's views. Zain himull gave no 
indication whatever of the Nizam's attitude on any of Jle main subjeco 
undcr discussion, but V. P. reassured him on the limitation of accession to 
tllree subjects-anything more to be negotiated; the identity and 
integrity of the Hyderabad Army; and the Nizam's legislative owers. 
(This last is a most tricky constitutional and political issue 011 w f lich we 
will need to brief ourselves carefully.) Laf's position and the reconstitu- 
tion of tbc Govcri~mcnt were considered. Zaul stressed the dificulty of 
Laik dismissin the whole Cabinet except hmself and re-forming it, but 
this matter wi P 1 be frankly discussed at the forthcoming meeting. The 
possibility of Zain himself takin part in a new Government was con- 
sidered. He said he would pre B cr to scrve as Deputy to someone else, 
but was ready to co-operate provided his appointment came from the 
Nizam direct, and not as a result of pressure from the Government of 
India. 

Zain seemed to feel that V. P.'s pro orals on all these subjects were 
being made in a more ~alatable form tE an before. but so far as I know 
ther; was no change df ground on the Indian side. V. P., however, 
spoke in the most fervent and emotiotlal terms of his esteem for Zain and 
df his wish for settlement, and the understanding that clearly exists 
between the two men is encouraging. The situation now largely re- 
volves round the Mussoori meeting with Pate1 and the measure of discre- 
tion V. P. can get from that meeting. V. P. anticipates that it will be no 
easy encounter. 

~ o t h  V. P. and Zain were good enough to say thit my visit to Hydera- 
bad had been helpful. 

G O V E R N O R - G E N E R A L ' S  LODGE,  S I M L A ,  Saturday, 22nd May, 1948 

To complete this crowded week, Fay and I set off on our last trek to 
Simla. The Mountbattens and nearly all the Staff have been here ever 
since the beginning of my Hyderabad trip. So much has happened 
since I left, and 1 have been so absorbed in my own activities, that it seems 
almost like a return from exile. 

I have had two long talks with Mountbatten alone. He says he only 
wishes now that he had sent me down earlier, as the value of my report to 
him is in its objectivity. He has found it very hard, in view of h s  own 
friendslip for Morlckton and his personal desire tc achieve a settlement 
before he leaves, to avoid a subjective approach to the problem. In this 
connexion I gave him my frank opinion that the Nizam may well be 
placing more reliance on C. R.-a Southern Indian and a Madrassi-than 
on himself as Governor-General. Mountbatten was not worried about 
the Nizam's negative attitude. The v i d  objective of stirring up a sew 
of urgency among the ruling group in H~derabad and of causing a 
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renewal of negotiations has, he feels, been secured. For, he says, until I 
went neither side seemed prepared to make a new move. 

There has been quite a heavy Press reaction to my visit, which has 
touched the s eculative nerve. Some of the comment is critical 
Mountbatten P or having any more dealings with the Nizam after his 
refusal to come to Delhi, and some, including The Hindu, of myself for 
touring the boundary regions, seeking information and oing beyond my 
proper mandate. Mountbatten was not in the least d isturbed by this. 
On the whole I have got off very lightly. The important thing is 
that I was not embarrassed with excessive Press inquirl during the visit 
itself, which I might well have been as a result of Muns i's zealous etforts 
to publicise my arrival. 

A handsome garden-party was given by the Mountbattens for the 
East Punjab's notabilities this afternoon at Governor-General's Lodge. 
There was a fule showin of brocade and silk sarees. A band layed, and 
Their Excellencies ming B ed with their guests on thc terraced P awns. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Tuesday. zjtli May, 1948 
I left Simla on Sunday morning with Vernon after little more than 

thrty-six hours there. 1 am surfeited with travel. The logistics of my 
last week are a serious challenge to constructive or sustained thought. 
We returned to the furnace in Delhi as advance guards to Mountbatten, 
who has srient the last twentv-four hours in Patiala. We were able to 
advise hi; on arrival that ~ i r  Laik Ali, who reached here on Sunday, 
has apparently come in completely the wrong spirit and is so out of 
touch with reality that he claims that the crisis is trow past. Mount- 
batten therefore got to work on h m  to-day in what I believe is the 
longest interview he has had with anybody on the entire missio~l-five 
hours in all. 

The background to this interview, as indeed to my own visit, has been a 
fairly large-scale concentration of Indian forces in the vicinity of Hydera- 
bad's boundaries with India, their immediate function being to bring the 
constantly recurring border incidents under control. The latest and 
most serious of these has been the Gangapur train incident, which, ill- 
volving two non-Moslem deaths and a number of wounded and missing, 
has done much to inflame Indian o inion. A Defence Committee 
meeting two days before I left for Hy B erabad decided that military pre- 
parations must go on, but that ten days' notice would be required by the 
Army before it could undertake offensive action. The assurances 
Mountbatten has had from Nehru satisfy him that no invasion save in 
dire emergency, such as a large-scale Hindu massacre, is at present con- 
templated. He is now confidentthat there will be no such move before 
his own departure, or even before the advent of the monsoon. 

There is thus still a small, but only a small, margin of time left for 
achieving an agreed pacification. Something drastic therefore had to be 
done to make Laik Ali see the imminence of tlle danger and to prove to 
him that to play canny was by now the rashest gamble for him and his 
State. I told Mountbatten in Simla that I was tempted to regard Mir 
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~ a i k  Ah's attitudc as that of the highly intelligent fool-one who 
give all tllc right rensoiis fur  doing all the wrong things. 

~ourl tbat te~i  began by giving hirn with brutal frailhiess a picture of 
wliat would probably ]lap ell if no settlen~ent was reached and Hindu Y blood began to flow in Hy crabnd. If after his departure in a few weeks 
India were to decide up011 arnled intervention, what could be done by the 
~ ~ d e r a b a d  army? Laik Ali said he fully appreciated the rnililary 
position, but that 1le coilsidcrcd accessioi~ ten times worse than para- 
mountcy. He explnincd that while he was personally in favour of 
dcrnocratic institutio~ls, he was opposed to the introduction of responsiblc 
goverilmcnt in Hyderabad sinlply because it would without doubt lead to 
accession. When V. P. entered the room Laik Ali proposed a long-term 
agrccnlent for five or even ten years covering the three central subjects. 

G O V E R N M E N T  H O U S E ,  N E W  DELHI,  Wednesday, 26th May, 1948 
Discussion between V. P. and Laik Ali b deux welit on far into the 

night, and V. P., with his prodigious Rowers of drafting and formula- 
finding, has produced comprehensive Heads of Agreement ". They 
are divided into two parts, and cover elcven principal items, Part I 
dealing with the basic relation between Hyderabad and India, and Part I1 
with the interim measures to implement Part I. V. P.'s " Heads of 
Agreement " met Laik Ali's re uest to be able to present to the Nizam a 
third alternative to accession, w R ch is ruled out anyhow, and a plebiscite. 

Mountbatten himself is strongly of the opinion that a plebiscite would 
be the best solution, as the " Heads of Agreement" open up another 
depressing vista of protracted and niggling negotiation over detail. 
Laik Ali's personal view would seem to be in the same sense, for he said 
that he thought a lebiscite would " save the face of both sides ". At the 
Indian end the p P ebiscite finds favour, in particular with Patel, whose 
blessing is indis ensable, even though there is recognition that it would 
not automatical P y lead to accession. 

G O V E R N M E N T  HOUSE,  N E W  D E L H I ,  Saturday, 29th May, 1948 
This is a most critical moment in  the tantalising Hyderabad negotia- 

tions. V. P. has been to see Pate1 at Mussoori, and has returned from 
him with a co~lstructive but strongly worded message. Pate1 comes 
down once more in favour of the plebiscite. As for the " Heads of 
Agreement ", he accepts the basic relationship in Part I without amend- 
ment, but would tighten up the interim measures of Part I1 by shifdn 
the balance of control more in favour of the non-Moslems. The fin 8 
paragraph of Patel's message written in his own hand urges that if Laik 
AP mealis business he should come up with plenipotentiary powers from 

6 6 the Nizam. It is no use ", he writes, " discussing with a person who 
has to go back every time for instructions." 

He wants a telegram with a twenty-four-hour time-limit to be sent, 
saying that if Laik Ali cannot return with authority and agreement on 
the fundamentals within that deadline, the Government of India would 
draw the conclusion that Hyderabad do not want to continue the negoda- 
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dons and are merely playing for time. His last words are " hdK 
witlin a week ". Nehru has expressed great distrust of Laik Ali. Intelli- 
gence about his activities confirms that we are dealing with n very sly 
procrastinator, but his-or the Nizam's-response cannot be delayed 
much longer. 

On the credit side is Monckton's decision to come out again. Mount- 
batten has expressed his delight at the news, saying that he will try to hold 
the position until his arrival, but pointing out that powerful influences- 
growin stronger every day-are at work militating against the settlement 
which t \ ey both want. 

Monckton, however, is not due in India until the 3rd June, which 
hap ens to be the day when I and my family are due to leave Bombay by 
sea P or home. It is thus possible for Monckton's and my paths to cross in 
Bombay on the morning of the 3rd without undue administrative 
inconvenience, or danger of breach of coididence. As Monckton is 
arranging to fly straight on to Hyderabad and has not been fully in the 
picture on the developments during the period of my own visit onwards, 
Mountbatten sees in my presence a providential opportunity to brief 
him before he is called upon to give what may be the decisive advice to 
the Nizam. So there w ~ l l  be no fading away for me until I am h a l l y  
aboard the ship. 

This evening there was a farewell Staff arty to Fay and myself in the f Panelled Room. We do not actually eave until Tuesday mornin , 
but this was the only time that the Mountbattens could come, an 3 , 
characteristically, they wished to be there. It was a very pleasant family 
nffGr. I am very sorry to be leaving before the final curtain. I would 
have liked to have been present for the dit~ouement over ~ ~ d e r a b a d ,  and to 
have witnessed the series of ceremonies of formal farewell, which I am 
sure will burst the bounds of formality. But there it is. The phase-out 
programme was arranged some time back, and it would be very difficult 
to amend our plans. During the party there was much amusement at my 
alleged Likeness to a large portrait on the wall of the renowned Tippoo 
Sahib. The picture shows a mail of dismal and almost morose coun- 
tenance. and the comparison did little to raise my morale ! 

Afterwards Mountbatten presented me with a silver cigarette-box 
enerously inscribed. We were much movcd by these tokens of con- 

Edence, appreciation and friendship. For myself, my biggest reward has 
been the privilege of serving a great man on a great mission. 

GOVEnNMaNT H O U S E ,  Naw DaLHI,  Sunday, 30th May, 1948 
We have this evening been to a large reception given b V. P. at the 

Deb G mkhana Club, which attracted, so far as I co d see, nearly r J 
every ce ebrity in Delhi. For the Mountbattens it is the first in a for- 
midable sequence of farewell arties during the next three weeks. 
Through the middle of this mil g 'ng throng a messenger brought in no 
fewer than three letters from the Nizam, which immediately absorbed 
the attendon of host, principal guest and Prime Minister. Most of the 
Indian and Foreign Press were present, and it did not take these intelh- 
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gcnce experts long to recognise that important and far from favourable 
information had come through, as Mountbatten, Nehru and V. P., 
moving into a corner, put their heads together and talked in anxiout 
under tones. 

At first sight it would seem that hopes of settlement under Mount- 
batten's auspices have received a severe set-back. In the &st letter thc 
Nium's reaction to the " Heads of Agreement " was simply that hc 
could do no more than await Monckton's arrival. In the second he 

4 b returned a brusque no" to the discreet sug estion that he might 
consider appointmg a new and more accepta % le Prime Minister-a 
sug estion wluch Laik Ali himselt with what degree of candour it is 
~ c u l r  to say, had expressed himself as ready to spoilsor if it would 
serve the cause of good-will. The third is simply a renewed invitation 
to Mountbatten to visit him in Hyderabad. Here again the terms of the 
invitation are sin ularly lackin ill warmth or even courtesy of expression. % 7 Mountbatten ecided-wise y, I think-to reply oilly to the first letter, 
expressing regret at further delay and the hope that when La& Ali comes 
to Delhi the next time he would be allowed to bring with him pleni- 
potentiary powers to reach a settlement. 

In addition to these deplorable notes of negation froin the Nizam, Laik 
Ali has weighed in den ing the accuracy of Vernon's notes on his meetin 
with Mountbatten, Ne h ru and V. P. on the 26th and asserting that he ha ! 
never agreed to India's declaration of right to overriding legislation in the 
three central sub'ects. Everyone in the room at the time, however, 
is uite certain t at he did agree. This letter only seems to reinforce 1 l! 
Ne ru's warning that Laik Ali is not to be trusted, and that his sole objec- 
tive is to delay matters. ~onckton ' s  intervention assumes hourly more 
decisive importance. 

In spite of the current tension Zain Yar ung creates calmness and d confidence with dinner-parties at ~yderaba  H o w .  Almost our last 
engagement before leaving was to dine with him and his f a d y  and 
entourage. As we sat out in the gardens after dinner, one of the Hydera- 
badi ladies exchanging polite conversation put such small items as Stand- 
still Agreements, Instruments of Accession and Paramountcy into their 
proper perspective. " Delhi ", she sighed, " is not what it was. There 
are no Moghul Emperors now !" 

M.V. CALBDONIA, Thursday, ~rdlune, 1948 
As I write, we are now comfortably insded  in a State room (some- 

what to the chagrin of a Maharaja who felt it should have been allotted to 
him) of the M.V. Caledonia, a twenty-thousand-ton ship of the Anchor 
Line on her maiden trip from India to the United Kingdom. We left the 
Comptroller's House at eight o'clock on Tuesday morning on the eight- 
hundred-mile and wenty-six-hour train journey to Bombay--even in the 
air-cooled compartment quite a marathon, with three of us and two small 
children. 

This mornin , after elaborate ~lanning and the pwing of m a y  
telegrams, I ha f my meeting at the Santa Cruz airf eld with Moncktoll. 
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It could hardly have got off to a worse start. The Moncktolls had 
arrived in a specially chartered aircraft, and had not unnatural1 assumed 
that, as they were in transit and only staying for an hour or so, t r ie normal 
procedure adopted by most countries of sealing it up would be observed, 
The customs authorities and police, however, who for some unk1lown 
reason did not seem to show ally awareness of this particular V.I.P. Ggllt, 

holdhig up tlie arty to search their baggage. Althol~~ll there P was apparclltly legal aut lority for such action, the Moncktons were 
furious, and uite prepared not to proceed with the Hyderabad visit 
at all. Only I y revealing my identity-which I had ilitherto beell at 
pains to hide-was I able to assist the Moncktons over this hurdle. 

AS my last oficial duty before boarding the ship, I reported back to 
Mountbatten by telegram that Monckton at the outset was clearly in a 
state of doubt and despondency and unaware of the by now crucial 
importance of his advice in swaying events favomably. He felt the 
chances of tlie Nizam agreein to anythng were a hundred to seven 
against, and if he was over-pus B, ed, he himself was ready to suggest that 
he should fight it out. I stressed the reality of the political tension and the 
urgency of tlie time-factor, and was able to say that I had left him in a 
much more collstructive and hopeful fraine of mind than I liad found him. 

Molickton urged that he most have time to handle the Nizam in his 
own way, for he was hardly ever susceptible to direct assault in one 
interview. However, if and when a oint of decision was really reached, 
he would come to Delhi immediate f y. After advising h m  of Mount- 
batten's and Patel's support for a plebiscite, I was relieved to hear that lie 
had already, of his own accord, arrived at a conclusion firmly in favour of 
this solution. He thinks that the ~ i z a m ' s  s h a r ~  r e ~ l v  about Laik Ali's 
possible replacemerit as touching his prerogati;es iAibht have been the 
outcome of some nlishandling in the origiiial transmission of tlie pro- 
posal. Moncktoii intends to tackle this probleni himself, and considers 
Zain to be the only feasible alternative. 

Apart from the customs interruption, I was well satisfied with this 
meeting. It helped to confirm my own belief that in politics much 
turns on the art of being available in the right place at the right time. 
Monckton, for his art, said he was most grateful for it, as he confessed 
that wllile it woul l not have been desirable for him to stop off at Delhi 
first on this visit, he would have been at a disadvantage in going straight 
into the Nizam wholly tmbriefed on the situation from the Indian end. 

As the shp  cast off this afternoon I could not help feeling the ache of 
emptiness. It has certainly beell a sharp transition from involvement to 
idleness. As we move out into the Arabian Sea, and tlie lights of Bombay 
ficker in the receding distance, all is calm, but we are warned that 
cyclonic storms lie ahcad of us. So it seems that there is to be no escape 
from riding out rough weather. 

L O  N D  o N, Wednesday, 23rdJnne. 1948 
We reached Liverpool yesterday, after twenty days at sea. The 

cyclone duly met us one hundred and fifty miles out of Bombay, and 
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remained to lash us all the way to Aden. I was back just in time to 
watch the Mouiitbattens and all the rest of the party touch down at  
~orthol t ,  the same journey having taken them forty-eight hours by air. 

~ 0 t h  the Duke of Edinburgh and Mr. Attlee were at the airfiild to 
invest this honiecoining with unique distinction, for I doubt whether a 
~ o ~ a l  Duke and a Prime Minister of the day have been present together 
before to greet a Vicero or Governor-General on his return. There b were other Ministers. hig officials and seiior officers, B.B.C., Newsreel 
and Press representatives, not to mention photogra hers in large numbers, 
and last but not least a Guard of Honour of a hun B red Indian sailors from 
their ncw cruiser, the Delhi, whlch is still in Portsmouth. 

Attlee's presence, too, was particularly ap ropriate, for the transfer of 
power in India may well be regardcd as t K e most momentous policy 
decision of his Premiership. In its conception and im lementation he 
has throughout carried a special responsibility, so that L o r y  will un- 
doubtedly link Attlee and Mountbatten in much the same way as it has 
Morley and Minto, Montagu and Chelmsford. 

While we were all in the ante-room having tea, Mountbatten, who was 
discussing the Hyderabad situation with the Prime Minister, called me 
over to say a few words about the impressions I had formed of the Nizam 
on my visit. Mr. Attlee listened carefully to the brief picture I drew ; 
then said that he was quite satisfied that everything humanly possible 
had been done to secure an honourable settlement for the Nizam, and 
that we could all go away with clear consciences in tlis matter. I do not 
as yet know the details of the breakdown, having only heard over the 
intermittent ship's radio that attempts to reach an a reemcnt liad failed. t It is strange to think that the Mountbattens and t eir staff party, who 
for the past fifteen months have worked in such close unison, are now 
dispersing for the last time. The more intensely you live in the vortex 
of great events, the harder it is to break away and accept normalcy as our Ii lot. As we go off into this soft summer evenin , most of us wi be 
talung a spell of leave, if only to learn over again t o w  to cope with the 
daily round at the routine pace. 

L O N  DON, Monday, 28th ]utle, 1948 

In spite of the lures and distractions of Bradman's farewell Test Match 
at Lords, I have now had time to piece together the drama of Moult- 
batten's last three weeks in India. The ship s radio had re orted only the R briefest statement of the Hyderabad breakdown, toget er with sliort 
reports of Mountbatten's final broadcast, and some indication that the 
farewell scenes in Delhi had been no less heart-warming than those of the 
15th August, and in many ways even more remarkable, in so far as they 
were now simpl ex ressiolls of personal gratitude to the Mountbattens. 

From long tal E s I K ave had with Ronnie and Vernon, and one or two 
with Mountbatten himself since tlicir return, and from notes which were 
maintained right up to the day of their departure, it would seem that the 
course of events after my meeting with Monckton was briefly as follows. 

Monckton stayud for thrcc days in Hyderabad, returning with Laik Ali 
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to Delhi. At first the discussions were stormy and the negotiations more 
than once on the verge of csmpletc collapse. Nehru refused to %e ~ i k  
Ah, ~ o n c k t o n  threatened to leave for home. Mountbatten at one 
point saved the day by telephoning Nehru to say he was quite sure he 
could h d  a satisfactory solution, when in fact he had no idea how or 
where to seek it. But somehow a life-line was maintained. Nehru 
made a helpful specch on the 8th June, posing and answering the uestion 
for his critics as to why the Indian Army had not already marc ed in. 
He replied that whenever force was employed it created more 

1 
than it solved. The storm subsided, aiid Mowitbatten was eft with 
effective control over the negotiations. 

rroblems 
Monckton, for his part, recognised that soinething more than a long- 

term plebiscite was required to restore the situation. Patel, from his 
sick-bed, still wanted un of accession. He now urged 
that no more formulae from the Indian side. This 
was acceptable to two documents-a draft 
Firman to establish a Constituent 

the existing 
P.'s " Heads 

On the 12th June, Monckton reported getting the proposals past the 
Nizam and through the Executive Council, except for two points- 
the issue of overriding legislation, and the composition of the Constituent 
Assembly. This led to further difficdt discussions, first between Mount- 
batten, Monckton and Nehru in Delhi, and then at a meeting with Patel 
and most of the Cabinet at wllich Mountbatten was present in Mussoori. 
But the proposals were agreed as modified by the ~ i z a m  subject to the 
deletion of any direct reference to parity in the composition of the 
Assembly, and the substitution, instead, of the words, " in consultation 
with the leaders of the major political arties " in Hyderabad. 

O n  the 13th June, Monckton strong P y urged Laik Ali to come u , with 
plenipotentiary ewers tllis time, but once again he was limitelin his ! discretion both y the Council and the Nizam limself. On the 14th 
June, Laik Ali asked for four new amendments to the " Heads of Agree- 
ment ". These were, first, that the Governmelit of India would only 
re uest Hyderabad to pass legislation similar to that in force in India, 1 an not peculiar to Hyderabad; secondly, that ~ ~ d e r a b a d  should be 
allowed to retain eight thousand irregulars; thirdly, that the R a d a r s  
should be disbanded gradually, and not all at once, and fourthly, that the 
state of enlergeilcy under which India might station troops in ~yderabad 
should be defuled under the Government of India Act. ~ountbatten 
fclt there was little liope of getting these additional points 

ready to agree. 
Kart Governmeilt of India, but, much to his pleasure and surprise, Ne ru was 

0 1 1  tllc 15th June, Moultbatten saw thc ~ ~ d e r a b a d  delegation and 



reported this unex ected success. Luk Ali at once raised two new B pints. He wante declarations of economic and fiscal freedom to bc 
mcluded. Once again the Government of India agreed to give sym- 
pathetic consideration, and suggested that these could be stressed in a 
collateral letter. Mountbatten said that on this point Nellru went so far 
a to pro ore the inclusion in the collateral letter provision of facilities for f joint col aboration in the economic development of Hyderabad. Laik 
Ali, ap arently not realiring what he meant, actual1 asked for this to be 
delete{ Only on Monckton rotesting that it wo d be most unwise for if "l 
~ ~ d e r a b a d  to pass over this o er, and Mountbatten exylailling that it had 
litherto always been conditional upon full accession, md was tllw 
a further example of good-will, did Laik Ali witlidraw his request. 
But, as Mountbatten pointed out, the incident was typical of his exasperat- 
ing obtuseness at this time. 

Laik Ali left for Hyderabad with the h a 1  document and all the amend- 
ments, Monckton stressing upon him the need now for total acce tance, 
or total refusal. An answer was awaited at 7.30 that evening, Ti ut no 
message came through until 9.40, when the Nizam regretted his inability 
to give a final word without taking the opinion of his C o u d l .  Tlis was 
pllysically not possible until the next day. The delay was accepted in Delhi. 

On the 16th at noon, Mountbatten and Monckton were informed that 
the Nizam had been recommended not to accept the proposals on four 
new rounds which Mountbatten, and, I understood, even Monckton, 
consi f ered so unjustifiable and ridiculous that it was decided that Monck- 
ton should fly down to H~derabad during the night to read out and 
underline Mo~mtbatten's reply. 

6 6 His most serious obiection was the deletion of the words on a basis 
which I shall considerhter " in a sub-para raph of the Firman referring 
to the setting u of the Constituent Assemb . This deletion had already 
been agreed to \ y his delegation, and could k y no stretch of the imagina- 
tion be regarded as a ma or point of substance. Another objection 
was his unwillingness to a d ow the economic agreement (which in any 
case had only been offered by India at the last minute) to be settled by a 
collateral letter. He now wanted it in the body of the a reemen:. B By midday on the 17th there was a telephone message rom Monckton 
with the one word " lost ". By the evemng a completely new 

Y f oint been raised b the Nizam, which lie had neirer mentioned be ore, con- 
cerning India s right to station troops in the event of emergency. He 
asked for the negotiations to be continued. Nehru and V. P. waited 
for Monckton, and then held a Press conference releasing the terms that 
had been made available to the Nizam. 

Even now Nehru promised to leave this present offer open for accept- 
ance and impose no time-limit. Monckton told Mountbatten that he 
had been particularly disappointed to h d  that Laik Ali liad spent three 
hours with Razvi before even seeing the Nizam. He also gave his view 
at an informal Press conference that the so-called blockade of il~derabad 
had not been irn osed by the central Governmerit, and probably not by 
the Provincial a B ministrations either, but rather by the individual action 
of low-level officials. 
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~ountbat ten  now withdrew officially from the negotiations, but made 
one last effort in a long, persuasive telegram, a revised " left barrel ", 
which was supplemented by a message from Monckton. Both told him 
to have the courage of his coilvictions and not allow himself to %crifice 
the interests of his State at the behest of the Ittehad clique. The Ittehd 
extremists made it quite clear that they were not pre ared to enter into 
any concessions which would limit their control over t e State, and when 

. . 
R 

it camc to the crisis, the Nizam lacked the will to assert llimself against 

Mount atten feels that the main reason for failure is that the princip& this grOug. 
on either side have never been able to get together throughout the 
entire eleven moilths of negotiation, and he is still confident that if the 
Nizam had come to Delhi and he could have acted as mediator, agreement 
could have been reached. Similarly, if the Hyderabad dele atioii had had 
more negotiating owers and ability to appreciate Monc ton's magni- E f 
fi cent ne otiatiilg s '11 and fundamental personal loyalty to his client, the 
Nizam, t 'i, e outcome might well have been favourable. 

The prolonged Hyderabad negotiations, with their crescendo in the 
last two weeks of his term of ofice, made it impossible for Mountbatten 
to effect any last-minute act of mediation over Kashmir. In March he 
had secured the agreement of the two Prime Ministers to meet each other 
at roughly montLl intervals. But two months had passed without any 
action on this. an B Mountbatten sueeested that Nehru should write to 
Liaquat to pipose a meeting, prefeL;bly in Delhi, which would enable 
Liaquat to say good-bye to Moultbattell before he left. But the attempt 
had first to - .  be postponed . .. owing to Hyderabad, and then abandoned 
owing to Lia uat-s illness. 

The grounI had been prepared for detailed discussion of various solu- 
tions. The Indian Cabinet, although very bitter about re orts of the P participation of large regular Palustan Army units, were sti 1 in a com- 
paratively receptive mood for settlement. When Nehru sent detailed 
evidence of the Pakistan Army's intervention, it was significant that 
Liaquat in his reply did not specifically deny the char e, but stressed 
realistically the danger to the security of Pakistan. " As t I e Indian Army 
approaches the North-west Frontier ", he declared, " the tribesmen feel 
directly threatened." It is Mountbatten's opinion that here again the 
inabilit of the two principals to come together at this particular moment E was po tically and psychologically most unfortunate. 

But frustrations with the Nizam and over Kashmir are but incidentals 
when set against the Mountbattens' decisive victory over the hearts of the 
Indian people. The Mountbattens' last day in India was, 1 hear from 111 
sides, a triumph beyond contrivance or imagination. It was borne in 
upon them with overwhelming emphasis that India's people and Govern- 
ment had recognised the meaning of their mission and the sincerity of 
their endeavours, and were hailin them as liberators and friends. 

There was first a farewell ad % ress by the Dellli Muilici ality. To 

R R receive this they drove through deilsely acked streets, along t e ~handni 
Chowk, the great highway of Old De li, down which no Viceroy had 
passed since the assassination attempt on Hardinge in 1911. They were 
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mobbed, cheered and garlanded all the way to the Gandhi grounds, 
where a crowd of a quarter of a million had gathered, and where a further 
quarter of a million were trying to gain entrance. 

In the evening at the last of the great State banquets,* given this time 
by the Cabinet, Nehru spoke in memorable terms, paying heartfelt 
tributes to the Mountbattens, not for etting Pamela, " who, coming 
straight from school, and ossessing all t e charm she does, did grown-u 

ri 
P; 

erson's work in this trou led scene of India ". Of Mountbatten himse P f 
Ae declared, " YOU came here, sir, with a high reputation, but many a 
reputation has foundered in India. You lived here through a period of 
great dificulty and crisis, and yet your reputation has not foundered. 
That is a remarkable fcat." 

He next spoke of Lady Mouiltbatten as possessin " the healer's t o ~ ~ c h  ". 
" Wherever you have gone, you have brought so H ace, r u  have brought 
ho e and encouragement. Is it surprising therefore t at the people of 
In B ia should love you and look up to you as onc of tl~cmselves and 
should grieve that you are goin 

Referring to the wonderful f? emoilstration " of friendship and affection 
by the common people of Delhi four hours before, " I do not know ", 
Nehru said, " how Lord and Lady Mountbatten felt on that occasion, but 
used as I am to these vast demonstrations here, I was much affected, and I 
wondered how it was that an Eiiglishman and En lishwoman could 
become so popular in India durin this brief perio of time. . . . A f 8 
period certainlv of achievement an success in some measure, but also a 
Leriod of sorriw and disaster. . . . Obtiouslv tllis was not coilnected so 
Luch wit11 what had ha pened, but rathe; with the good faith, the 
fricndsl~ip and the love o P India that these two possessed. . . . You may 
have inally gifts and resents, but there is nothing more real or precious 
than the love and a ff ection of the eople. You have seen yourself, Sir 
and Madam, how that love and a AP ection work." 

Mountbatten and Lady Mountbatten, visibly moved, replied with the 
eloquence of the heart. At the end gifts were exchanged, the Govem- 
ment presenting the Mountbattens with an inscribed tray bearing the 
signatures of all the Goverilors of the Provinces, and Cabinet, and Mount- 
batten handing over on behalf of the King the gold plate presented 
originally by the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths and Silversmiths 
to King George V for use in die State dhliiig-room of his Viceroy-in New 
Dellli. This he did at the King's express wish as " a symbol of the 
friendship of all English men and women, and indeed of all the people 
in the United Kingdom to the people of India ". After the dinner there 
was a glittering reception, which was attended by no fewer than six 
thousand guests. 

Among Lady Mountbatten's last public acts was to visit the two great 
refugee camps of Kurukshetra and Panipat, vrhere some three hundred 

* It is interesting to note that the Moulitbattens themselves throughout their 
fifteen months in India carried through, on top of all their other activities, a pro- 
digious programme of entertainment at Government Iiouse, which played no snlall 
art in the promotion of good-will. Altogether they entertained 7,605 guests to 

Puncheon, 8 , j  r j  to dinner and 15,287 to grrden-parties, ar homes and tea-parties. 
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thousand refu ees stin shelter. One of the Indian A.D.C.'s witll her 
reported that f e  had never visited scenes like it in India. The refu ees 
p ~ h e r e d  round her in their thousands, in tears at saying ood-bye to 'i er, 
In many other camps refugees collected their pice andannu to buy a 
railway ticket for one of their members just to carry some small gift to 
her as token of gratitude. 

~t was at another unique gathering-a dinner wen to the Mount- d banens by the entire Diplomatic Corps iu Del -that the Chinew 
Ambassador, doyen of the Corps, a scholar and a man of fine sensibilities, 
came nearest perhaps to utchlng the inner meaning and mood of this 
hictoric leave-taking. B way of bidding farewell to the Mountbattens 
he quoted the lines of a l' amour Chinese poet :- 

" Deep is the water in the Peach-blossom spring, 
Deeper sall is our hearts' feeling 
When good friends are leaving." 



CHAPTER T W E N T Y - N I N E  

EPILOGUE 

T o enable the reader to stand back &om the kaleidoscope ofdaily rum6 
and see the picture in broader perspective, I provide as Epilogue the follow- 
ing/ull text of my address, entitled " India in Trunsition ", delivered to tk 

~ o ~ a l  Institute of International AJairs at Chatham House on 9th November, 
1948, with Sir Harry Haig, K.C.S.I., in the chair. 

" It may be said of the British Raj, as Shakespeare said of the T h e  of 
Cawdor, Nothin in his life became him like the leaving it '. . . . This 
Bill is a moral to a 1 future generations ; it is a Treaty of Peace without a 
War." 

P 
Such was Lord Samuel's considered tribute, paid during the H o w  of 

Lords debate on the Indian Independence Aa,  to the creation by com- 
romise and consent of two new nations involving one-fifth of the entire 

Ruman race. 
It was certainl the privilege of a life-time to be given the chance, as a 

member of Lor K Mountbatten's staff, of playing some personal part in 

controversy it this time limit was 
of the policy decision of the British 
cease recruitment for the Indian Civil 

of that Service was never much 
fallen to five 

with the remainder 
was run on the 

basis of, approximately, thirty senior administrative officers, but by the 
end of the war the number of oficers of equivalent grade had risen to 
three hundred. 

The same situation was developing in the Provinces. This tremendous 
bureaucratic growth of work coinciding with the decline in the number 
of British senior offidals made it clear, quite apart from other considera- 
tions, that it was going to be virtually im ossible to hold on to India 
administratively beyond 1949. It is doubdu whether the police establish- 
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ment was strong enough by 1947 to enforce any policy opposed by both 
ma or parties, and it is fair to sa that ally largc military commitInenu ill 
In d' ia to maintain the Raj wou d have been wholly unacceptable to the 
British Government or people. 

r 
  he original schedule Lord Mountbatten set himself was to produce 

plan by October 1947, discuss it with the British Governnle~lt and ut  it 
to the Indian Leaders by about January 1948. Wlile he was still a t  g onlr 
this approach was considered much too hurried, but lv had hardly set 
foot in India when he reached the firm conclusioil that it was, in fact, 
much too leisurely to meet the situation then confronting us. We were 
faced by rapid rising Hindu-Moslem tensions; " Direct Action " had 
been lauriched 1: y the Moslem Lea ue in August 1946; there were riots /f and reprisals for riots. This set o the spark, and disturbances of reat 
intensity took lice in Bengal and Biliar. The trouble spread to La ore R 1 
and the Nort -west Frontier Province. In his first talks with Lord 
Mountbatten the Moslem Lea ue leader, Mr. Jinnah, gave a frank 
warning that unless an accepta % le political solution was reached very 
quickly he could not guarantee to control tllc situation from his side. A 
similar warning was given by Congress leaders. 

Although it was still officially in bein , the so-called Cabinet Mission 
Plan, negotiated throughout 1946, had a !f ready broken down. This was 
the last attem t to achieve a unitary system for India, and it was based on 
an elaborate t R ree-tiered structure of Provinccs and groups of Provinces. 
Group A comprised the present Dominion of India, while Grou s B and C P conceded the substance of West and East Pakistan respective y ; but all 
three Grouos were to suDoort a weak central authoritv. This " Grand 
Design " bioke down, a; hany had done before, on ditail-vital detail, 
certainly-but a significant warning for Lord Mountbatten about the 
nature of the Indian deadlock and how to handle it. It seemed that the 
Indian approach was to start with an overall a reement and work 
steadil away from it; whle the British approa'c was to tackle the r a 
dificu ties first and hope to be left with some common ground at 
the end. 

Unity had been our greatest legislative and administrative achievement 
in India, but by March 1947 the only alternatives were Pakistan or chaos. 
Lord Ismay likencd the position to " taking charge of a ship in mid-ocean 
with a fire on the deck and ammunition in the hold ". Lord Moullt- 
batten discovered from personal discussions with the Leaders of the 
Moslem League that they would insist on partition at all costs and fight a 
civil war rather than accept transfer of power to a Hindu majority 
union, while Congress showed themselves as champions of unity, but not 
at the price of coercion. By the same token they insisted that no non- 
Moslem majority community should o against its will into Pakistall. 
Provided that was not done, they wou k d raise no fundamental objectioll 
to partition. After seventy-three da s of diplomacy by discussion in- 
volvin unparalleled concentration orwill and intensity of effort on tllc B part 0 Lord Mountbatten, the 3rd June Plan was in principle accepted. 

The Plan had three main features. First, it was partition within pard- 
tion. Thc Punjab and Bengal, thc communal composition of which 
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were almost equal, were given the right to decide on their own partition 
prior to o tion for India or Pakistan. Mr. Jinnah, while stressing the 
tragedy o P this step, was also unable to resist its logic. For some time 
there was possibility of Bengal separatism expressing itself, but this died 
away as the transfer of power drew near. As a result of this partition, 
west and East Pakistan were divided by some eight hundred miles. 
secondly, it involved the partition of the Sikhs; t h s  was the outcome 
of the partition of the Punjab, upon which the Sikh leaders insisted. 
Lord Mountbatten was sur rised at the vehemence of their attitude, in 
view of the price they wou d have to pay for it, but was given no prac- 
ticable alternative by them. 

P 
The third main feature was Dominion Status. This was a master- 

stroke on many grounds, but in particular because it made possible the 
rnaximum administrative and constitutional continuity, on the basis of 
the great India Act of 1935 .  As Lord Mountbatten lumself said shortly 
after his rcturn to England, " I know of no other coiuitr in the world 
to-day in the fortunate position of having a constitutiori t K at is already a 
working constitution, but which can be amended b a stroke of the pen 
day by da to be made to work more agreeably to t ~emselves." zl T 

So muc for the Plan; let us turn now to some of the major con- 
sequences of the partition of British India. 

Pirst of all it meant in effect an administrative within a political transfer 
of power. Action was at once taken to meet the demand for the partition 
of the magnificent Indian Army. A Supreme Command gave higher 
direction until its disbandment in November to this complex and delicate 
task. A Joint Defence Council meeting alternately io India and Pakistan, 
with Lord Mountbatten acting as chairman on behalf of both Govern- 
ments. enabled steadv contact on maior militarv ~roblems to be main- 
tained. ri ht up to cord ~ o u n t b a t t k ' s  depart&. It also provided a 
safety-va f ve at more than one moment of crisis for private consideration 
of all outstanding inter-Dominion disputes. A ~ k t i t i o n  Council was 
formed to deal with all civil issues, includin transfer of assets and endless f technicalities involved in partition. Fina ly an Arbitration Tribunal 
was appointed to give awards when agreement by other means had 
filed. Considering the range of the controversy involved, these 
instruments of partition worked with remarkable speed and administra- 
tive smoothness. 

Provision was made in the Act, on Mr. Jinnah's suggestion, for 
Lord Mouritbatten to be Governor-General of both Dominions, and for 
some time it seemed as if tlis might be acce table, but at the last moment 
Mr. Jinnah decided otherwise. No doubt L e was in the best position to 
judge, but in so far as India held the majority of physical assets, it was 
arguable that an interim joint  overn nor-Generalship might have been in 
the best interests of Pakistan. 

The second major consequence was, of course, the violent communal 
reaction in the Punjab. In terms of the geography and population of 
India as a whole, the troubles were concentrated into a limited but vital 
area for both countries. The people rose up against their leaders' accept- 
ance of partition. In this communal irruption twelve million Hindus, 
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Sikhs and Moslems were involved, and migration of some don 
people began overni ht in an area the size of Wales. A far rester 
catastrophe was avoi d ed only by an almost miraculous absence o 1: lar e- 
scale famine and disease. I flew over columns of refugees stretching P or 
more than six miles, creepin along narrow roads, the families carrying 
all their worl 7 ly oods in baock-carts. There had been many corn- 
munal migrations\efore, but never of this magnitude. Moreover, this 
time there would be no return. 

For Pakistan the immediate danger was to the key Province of tile 
west Punjab. They were receiving im overished Moslems in place of \ wealthy Sikhs. For India the decisive t reat was to Dellii, which was 
right in the e icentre of this earthquake. Before long some four hundred 
thousand re P ugees were moving on the capital, bringing in their wake 
suffering and bitterness. It was by her heroic efforts in organising relief 
for the refugees that Lady Mountbatten made her name immortal in 
India. Her d amic but human personality, combined with her unique 
Red Cross an d" St. John experience, helped greatly to build up the morale 
and improve the conditions of thousands in the crowded refugee 
camps. 

Within three weeks of Independence Day the Prime Minister, Pandit 
Nehru, and Deputy Prime Minister Patel, with great political courage, 
invited Lord Mountbatten, now constitutional Governor-General, to 
come down from Simla and take over the chairmanship of the Emergency 
Committee of the Cabinet. It assumed f td  war powers, and Govem- 
ment House itself became an opcrationa headquarters.   he Cabinet 
would meet there each morning and go into a Map Room, where the 
movements of the refugees and outbreaks of disturbances were   in- 

V 

pointed on wall charts. As the days went by, it became evident tha;the 
situation was bein held along the boundary of the East Punjab md T United Provinces t lroueh the firm action taken both bv the Provllrcial 

0 

aid  Central Governments to halt refugee movemen; there. If the 
Government had shown weakness at that point, the trouble might well 
have spread across the whole of Northern India. 

It may be asked whether all possible recautions were taken to meet 
this crisis, or whethcr sometlling was le P t undone. In trying to answer 
thls question I would suggest that the following considerations should be 
bonie in mind. 

Once the Leaders had acce~ted Partition it became imvossible to 
maintain for very long the 1nt;rim Con ress-Moslem ~ e a ~ u k  Coalition 
Government in Dellu. It was only wit E the utmost dficulty that d1.s 
Government had been set u in 1946 and held together subsequently. 
Ever since March the Punja % had been administered on an emergellcy 
basis under Section 93 of the Government of India Act; but it was quite 
out of the question for the Central Government to function under that 
regulation as well. After 3rd June the Interim Government fell apart; 
each side wanted to take control of their respective sovereign States, 
and they could have been deflected only at the cost of the overthrow of 
the Partition Plan. Transfer of power, in the last analysis, was an 
unconditional act. 
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As a precaution against tro~lble following upon the Award of Sir 

cyril ~adcliffe, who, with the agreement of both Governments, had 
been invited to draw the actual boundary lines for the Punjab, Bengal 
and ~ylhet, there was the largest concentration of troops ever known in 
the punjab. In fact, a special Boundary Force was set up in the area 
directly affected. The task was found, however, to be quite beyond its 
resources, and by October command had to be handed back to the two 
new Governments. 

In the dis ersal of forces before 15th Augua. Independence Day, B provision ha to be mads to meet the hard1 less tense situation in Bengal 
and Calcutta. But here a completely di d crent " Third Force " was to 
succeed in keeping the peace. It would have been ilnpossible to have 
foreseen the miracle of Gandhi's moral influence, and wanton to have 
relied upon it in advance of the event. I have heard an expert estimate 
that the situation in the Punjab could have been restored only with 
double the amount of troops in fact employed (which would have meant 
some eight divisions), and cven then only on the assumption that they 
were all communal1 reliable. 

Then there was t g e form taken by the Sikh rising. The o erations 
were mostly carried out by small groups with cleverly gJanne! mobile 
attacks on trains and villages. It was, in Lct, a rank-and-file revolt, and 
any action to arrest the wilder Sikh leaders-seriously considered at the 
time, but rejected-would have been more likelv to have touched off or 
intensified the disordcr than to have brou under control. The 
Punjab troubles must be regarded as a but in the context of 
India as a whole they were, in fact, three er cent of the 
population, and were hardly com arable as a human trage y to the Bcngal P S 
famine of 1943. Finally it shou d be remembered that Partition did not 
cause the communal crisis, but that the communal-crisis was the cause of 
Partition. 

One of the major consequences of Partition was its effect on the 
position of the Indian Princely States. Five hundred and sixty-five of 
them in all, ranging from Princes of States as large as European nations 
to landlords controlling a few thousand acres, they ruled over a third 
of the Indian sub-continent in area, and a quarter of it in po ulation. 
They stood outside British India being in treaty relationship wit[ Britain 
the Paramount Power. Thus the term Viceroy was a com osite term f covering the dud status and function of Governor-Genera of British 
India and Crown Representative of the Indian States. United, they 
might well have been a formidable factor in the situation, but when we 
arrived in India in March 1947 we found the Princes distracted and 
fatally weakened by reat internal dissensions. On 
prolon ed efforts to ac eve some ~mity of t a 
Mount atten spoke to them in the Chainber 
his capacity as Crown Representative. He took the initiative in advising 
them all to accede to one or other of the two new Dominions as the 
effective successor Powers to the British Raj. 

The basic rinciple of Accession was that it was vested in the ~ersonal 
discretion o P the Ruler, since hc was an autocrat. But it was recogniwd 
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that this discretion sliould be qualified by tlie geographical contiguit of 
the State to the successor Dominion, the communal composition o ? the 
State, and a plebiscite if necessary to ascertain the will of the peo le. 
Lord ~ountbat ten  met with a remarkable measure of success, and all \ ut 
three of the five hundred and sixty-fi ve States had acceded by 14th August. 
They had recognised the force of his argument that voluntary mediatira- 
tion was their greatest chance of survival in a rapidly changing world; 
that the rotection of British paramountcy was no longer a practicable 
source o P authority, but that, as constitutional rulers, they could make a 
vital contribution to the political and social solidarity of the two new 
nations. 

The constructive statesmanslip of Congress, and in particular of Sardar 
Patel, the Deputy Prime Minister, who became thc first Minister in 
charge of relations with the States, must be acknowledged. For accept- 
ance of the survival of the Princes at all meant on the part of Congress 
a major . reversal - .  of long-established policy and avoidance of the tempta- 
tion provided by an eas 

Accession was to be T ollowed target. closely by the Merger policy. Several 
great Princely blocs were formed. Of special im ortance were the 
Unions of the States of Orissa, Malwa (which inc f udes Gwalior and 
Indore), Gujerat (involving a mosaic of some two hundred Princelings 
under the leadership of the Jam Sahib of Nawanagar), and the Phulkian 
Union of the leading Sikh Princes. One consequence of the settlement 
with the States was an approach suggested strongly by Mountbatten 
by the new Indian Governmeilt to iildividual Princes to undertake political 
and diplomatic duties outside their State boundaries. A ruling Prince 
was appointed Governor of Madras, and another became one of India's 
delegates to the United Nations. It has been a bloodless revolution 
and a political achievement of the first magnitude, largely lost sight of 
abroad on account of more lurid and dramatic news, among which must 
be counted events in those three States who failed to accede by 15th 
August. 

There was first of all the case of Junagadh. This was not of prima X importance in itself, but significant for the precedents it set. Junagad 
was a small State of some five thousand s uare miles, with a Moslem 
ruler who finally acceded to Pakistan. By Ri s action the twin principles 
of geographical contiguity and communal majority inherent in Accession 
were both violated. After various complicated negotiations, India took 
over the State, and a plebiscite confirmed popular acceptance of this 
action. 

Juna adh was a mere curtain-raiser to the complex problem posed by 
the de f aved accession of Kashmir. Lord Mountbatten himself had 
visited ~Hshmir in June, and armed with an assurance from Sardar Patel 
on the Indian side, strongly advised that any decision taken prior to 15tll 
August would be acceptable to both successor States. The Maharaja. 
however, chose to ignore this op ortunity, and only acceded to India on 
26th October, when confronte B by large-scale tribal invasion coming 
largely from the North-west Frontier Province of Pakistan. Here was a 
Hindu ruler with a State geographically continguous to both Dominions 
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and the majority of his subjccts Moslem. Kashmir's accession war 
rendered more complicated still by further special factors. 

There was a powerful Kashmir States Congress movement led by 
sheikh Abdullah, a Moslem Congressman of forceful ersonali~ and 
national status in India. Moreover, Nehru, himself B escended from 
Kashmiri Brahmins, and Sheikh Abdullah are not only political colleagues, 
but also close personal friends. 

But from t6e military viewpoint Kashmir is an area of reat strategic 
inlportancc to both countries. Pakistan has inherited the % urden of the 
~orth-westbFrontier, and a major coiiflict of interest between the two 
Govcniments along this line could gravely undermine the security- 
already strained by the partition of the Indian Army-of the entire sub- 
continent. It was soon clear that the Kashmir commitment would 
involve a dailgerous drain of man-power and money and a distraction of 
effort going beyond the margin of safety or the dictates of prudence. 
For India in particular it means the deployment of her military strength 
to the maximum disadvantage along tenuous lines of communication 
and on a front where superiority of numbers and armour can rarely be 
ex~loited. 

Pinally there was the appeal to the United Nations by India at the peak 
of the crisis in December 1947, which has given the dispute an iiiter- 
national status. There is no easy solution to Kashmir. In one sense it 
symbolises the general clash of sentiment and interest which made Parti- 
tion inevitable. It mav well be that there was inherent in anv settlement 
of the general congr;ss-~oslem League conflict one outsiandin and 
insoluble dispute. When the formula was the Cabinet Mission P P an, it 
was Assam; in the spring of 1947, it seemed, from the emphasis placed 
upon it by both Gandhi and Jinnah, that it would be the North-west 
Frontier Province. A turn of the wheel, and the clash might well have 
centred round Bengal or Calcutta. Moreover, both sides are sustained 
by fervent and no; unfoundcd belief in the strength of their cause- 
Pakistan relvine more on natural iustice and economic necessitv, and 
India more An Ggal right and politi;al morality. 

8 

The third and perhaps most important State of a11 to stand outside 
Accession was Hydrrabad. This, too, was a special case, with a Moslem 
Prince (direct descendant of the Moghul Emperor's Viceroy) and a small 
Moslem oligarchy as the governing caste; the State geographically in 
the heart of India, and the subjects eighty-six per ccnt Hindu. In view 
of the Nizam's special status, Lord Mountbatten, although now a con- 
stitutional Governor-General, was empowered to carry on negotiations 
for a Standstill Agreement with l im beyond 14th August. But perhaps 
because of developments in Junagadh and Kashmir, or of expectations of 
SUDDOrt from o~inion  abroad. or from some inner compulsion, the Nizam 
tri'eh to stall a h  play for time. 

a 

At the end of October a duly accredited delegation, including his Prime 
Minister and his constitutional adviser, Sir Walter Monckton, accepted 
the substance of a Standstill Agreement and returned to Hyderabad 
to recommend the Nizam's signature. His Le islative Council formally 
approved. The Nizam then excused himsel P from signing for a few 
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hours, during which time members of the delegation, due to return to 
~ ~ l h i ,  were surrounded at their homes and subjected to physical intimida- 
tion by the Moslem extremist party, the Ittehad-ul-Muslimeen. When 
they saw the Nizam in the morning, they found that he had chm ed his 
mind, and they duly resigned. The Nizam, in the knowledge that Pr, e had 
already secured the maximum concessions from the Government of India, 
then blandly appointed a new delegation consisting entirely of Ittehad 
members. 

After this bizarre episode it argues much for Lord Mountbatten's 
diplomatic resource that he was able to keep the negotiations alive at d. 
~ u t  he prevailed upon the Government of India to receive the new 
dele ation, makin it clear that he would not su port the change of a B 3 P sing e comma, an in November it repomd bac to the Nizam with 
precisel the same terms as before. Ths time he signed. He had gained 
a mont h 's repite, but lost much of the Government of India's essential 
confidence in the process. 

There followed moral and physical violations of the Standstill Agree- 
ment, which was valid for a year pending a final settleinent. H~derabad 
sponsored various acts to display her status as an independent nation. 
A loan was offered to Pakistan, and State Congress leaders were im- 
prisoned without trial. But most provocative was the activity of Kasim 
Razvi, head of the Ittehad-ul-Muslimeen Party and of the Razakars, 
embryo storm-troo ers. I met Razvi when I viiited the Nizam on Lord 
Mountbatten's beha P f in  May 1948. I can only describe him as expressing 
the most violent race hatred I had encountered in anyone since a meeting 
I had with Forster, the Danzig Nazi, ust before the war. 

On the Indian side there was an un B oubted blockade of the State, which 
included the stopping even of medical supplies. Most of this obstruction 
seemed to be organised at Provincial levels; but while the Central 
Government did not authorise it, neither did they succeed in bringing it 
effectively to an end. Then there was Communist intervention, which 
was designed to embarrass and confuse both sides. 

Britain never recognised Hyderabad's title to independence, and in 
a famous letter to the present Nizam in 1926, Lord Reading laid down 
that Britain's relations hi^ was one of undoubted Paramountcv. It was - - 

unreasonable to expect h a t  the successor Power, consisting df Hydera- 
bad's kith and kin, should now concede what the British Raj had SO 

consistently refused. Right up to the eve of his departure it seemed that 
Lord Mountbatten might find a formula to cover ~ ~ d e r a b a d ' s  final 
relations with India, but unhappily it was not to be. Three months 
after he left, a military demonstration and occupation was provided to 
clinch the ar ument. t Some o f t  e Indian di lomacy on the spot was undoubtedly clumsy, R and the presentation o f t  eir case throughout was generally deplorable. 
India has been severely criticised for forcing the pace, but it has to be 
remembered that in giving the Nizam more time they would also have 
been allowing Rami and his fanatical movement fresh scope. Indian 
intervention effectively checked the spread of communal violence and has 
insured political consolidation throughout South India. 
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The Nizam, with his love of diplomatic finesse, left himselfjust enough 

margin to save his dynasty. As the leading Prince in India, his great 
mistake had been retirement into his State as a result of the clash with 
Lord Reading in 1926, and com lete withdrawal from central affairs P thereafter. From his isolation he ailed in 1947 to recognise the meaning 
of Partition, wlich inevitably involved the setting up of two strong 
Central Governments instead of one weak one. 

The transfer of power was an unique response essentially to a revolu- 
tionary situation. It is usual for revolutions to get out of control and 
defy the calculations of those who lead them. Perhaps Lord Mount- 
batten's greatest achievenlent lay in producing a solution which had 
about it sufficient substance and support to survive the storm of the 
immediate revolutionary crisis and to maintain in spite of Partition the 
vital links between the past and the future. 

The shock of change was intensified by the deaths, so soon after the 
transfer of power, of the two great national leaders, Gandhi and Jinnah. 
I cannot presume to assess the full measure of Gandhi's moral and spiritual 
stature, but his political power and personal magnetism, judging by the 
devotion he aroused in millions from one end of the sub-continent to the 
other, can have had few precedents in history. He had an amazing 
instinct for the mass propagation of ideas, reinforced by the direct contacts 
which he assiduously encouraged through his Prayer Meetings and vast 
correspondence with people in all walks of life. 

Jinnah, on the other hand, derived his authority from remote control. 
He made no concessions to the masses and had no contact with them. 
He combined tactical suppleness and capacity to profit from his o po- 
nents' mistakes with an iron will and the maintenance of the sin le o jec- P % 
tive. He was a uniauc ohenomenon. in that he conceived o . Pakistan 
at the age of six a i d  reahsed it at seventy. Like Gandli, he was steeped 
in the idiom an 7 outlook of British law, but had virtually no interest in 
or understanding of the administration of government. 

Fortunately for both countries, Jawaharlal Nehru in India and Liaquat 
ALi Khan in Pakistan are statesmen of the first rank by an standards of 
com arison, whether in the Eastern or Western world: They lead 
mid B le-of-the-road and middle-aged Governments, which are called 
upon to undertake fairly late in life a major reorientation of ideas now 
that the two basic opponents of the Congress and the Moslem League 
have disappeared from the arena. For the British helped to keep the 
Congress to ether, and the Congress the Moslem League. 

Inside In d ia the Congress is assailed both from the ri ht and left. 
During Lord Mountbatten's time the Mahasabha-the Hin d u communal 
counterpart of the Moslem Lcague, with aspirations to emulate and 
counteract the Moslem Lcague's political success-was always active, 
but was unable to canalise Hindu resentment at Partition su6&ently to 
thwart the 3rd June Plan. Subsequently the Mahasabha suffered a 
serious setback as the result of its suspected com lidty in Gandhi's 
assassinatioil; but, for all that, it remained a formida g le force. 

The Socialists, under the leaderslip of Jai Prakash Narain, lost valuable 
time and opportunity in making up their minds whether to bid for oflice 
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as a gin er group within the Congress or to reinvigorate the Legislative 
Assemb f y by collstructive Parliamentary Opposition. By wavering 
they simply provided fresh o enin s for the Communists, who under the R g  
war-time ' Grand Alliance had been left free to co-operate with the 
British Raj, while the Congress High Command languished in gaol. 
The Partition decision, however, and in particular the force of communal 
sentiment in Bengal, came as a blow to the Commu~iists, who had 
concentrated most of their effort in the industrial slums of Calcutta, 
had directed their propaganda strongly against the division of India. 

After the transfer of power, Communist effort seemed to move from 
Bengal to the South. There was a big conference of Communists from 
South-east Asia under Indian leadership early in 1948, in which there 
were signs of the usual deviationist troubles. Communism is likely to 
provide a dangerous threat to the Congress just so long as there is extensive 
misery to exploit. 

While Pakistan has derived its inspiration from providing a Moslem 
homeland, the Indian Union has aimed at creatin loyalty to a secular 
democracy. With some forty million Moslems k eft after Partition on 
the Indian side of the border, not to mention eight million Christians, 
six million Sikhs and other smaller communities, India is certainly 
something more than a Hindu State. Gandhi hlmself was to become a 
martyr in the cause of Hindu-Moslem solidarity. 

The Indian constitution, which was under active preparation and 
discussion during Lord Mountbatten's term of ofice, is a synthesis of the 
great Western charters of liberty. The obvious hiatus between the 
vision of this document and the realities of Indian life does not destroy 
the validity of the vision. It represents a reat tribute to the liberalising 
influence of British thought, and is a fun d ameiltal attack upon the aims 
and as irations of communalism. The Indian constitution offers fresh 
hope L r  the eighty million Untouchables, who under purely Hindu 
do ma were pariahs pollutin food with their shadow, but are now 
In d ian citizens with equal rig a ts before the law. It is significant that 
one of the principal personalities in Nehru's Government, and as 
such a prominent personality in the preparation and s onsorship of 
the Constitution, is Dr. Ambedkar, the well-known eader of the 
Untouchables. 

P 
Economically, Pakistan, in spite of the initial disasters, quickly showed 

herself to be a viable State with the supreme asset of a solvei~t agricultural 
economy. There was a surplus both of food and 'ute in the first Pakistan 
budget. India, however, was sooil suffering t! rom inflation, and, in 
response to the Gandhian ethic, rather than on grounds of strict economic 
justification, from the altogether too rapid removal of controls over basic 
commodities. The controls had to be clam ed on again, but the opera- 
tion was ditficult and the damage had been S one. 

It is perha s in the sycholo ical field that the greatest revolution of all 
has occurre S . B F  In a vance o any final definitions of commonwealth 
membershi , Indo-British relations under Lord ~ountbatten's imagina- 
tive leaders L p had already improved beyond all expectations. Those of 
us who took part in the Independence celebrations were eye-witnesses of 
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what must surely be one of the greatest reconciliations of lristory. sub- 
ordinate status had become as hateful to bear as to impose. 

Both Britain and India, as Nehru pointed out, are essentially Mother 
civilisations. We are now friends and equals, and we would be worse 
than fools if we ever allowed estrangement to creep in again. For the 
implications of ths  upsurge of good-will reach out beyond the reckonin s 
of our own day and a e. It is a transformation that augurs well for 
future progress and so 1 'darity of the world. 

t 



APPENDIX 
Thefollowing is the full text ofthe Announcmmt or Statement 0fH.M. Govemmenr 

commonly known us the 3rd June Plan, on which the Partition of India and the trdnqfl 
of Power to the Dominions ofIndia and Pakistan were based. 

STATEMENT BY HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT 

I. On February 20th, 1947, His Majesty's Government announced their 
intention of transferring power in British India to Indim hands by June 1948. 
His Majesty's Government had hoped that it would be possible for the major 
parties to co-operate in the working-out of the Cabinet Mission's Plan of Ma 
16th. 1946, and evolve for India a Constitution acceptable to all conconed: 
This hopc has not been fulfilled. 

2. The majority of the reprcsentatives of the Provinces of Madras, Bornbay, 
the United Provinces, Bihar, Central Provinces and Berar, Assam, Orissa and the 
North-West Frontier Province, and the re resentativcs of Dellli, Ajmer-Merwara R and Coorg have already made progress in t e task of evolving a new Constitution. 
On thc other hand, the Muslim League Part , including in it a majority of the 
representatives of Bengal, the Punjab and Sin ‘I' as also the representative of British 
Baluchistan, has decided not to participate in the Constituent Assembly. 

3. It has always been the desire of His Majesty's Govemment that power 
should be transferred in accordance with the wishes of the Indian people them- 
selves. This task would have been geatl facilitated if there had been agreement 
among the Indian political parties. In X e absence of such agreement, the task 
of devising a method by which the wishes of the Indian people can be ascertained 
has devolved upon His Majesty's Government. After full consultation with 
political leaders in India, His Majesty's Government have decided to adopt for 
this purpose the plan set out below. His Majesty's Government wish to make it 
clear that they have no intelltion of attempting to frame any ultimate Constitution 
for India; this is a matter for the Indians themselves. Nor is there anything in 
this plan to preclude negotiations between communities for a united India. 

THE ISSUES TO BA DECIDED 
4. It is not the intention of His Majesty's Govemment to interrupt the work 

of the existing Constituent Assembly. Now that provision is made for certain 
Provinces specified below, His Majesty's Govcrnment trust that, as a consequence 
of this announcement, the Muslin1 Lea ue representatives of' those Provinces, a 
majority of whose representatives are a!Leady participating in it, will now cake 
their due share in its labours. At the same time, it is clear that any Constitution 
framed by this Assembly cannot apply to those parts of the country which are 
unwilling to accept it. His Majesty's Government are satisfied that the procedure 
outlined bclow embodies the best practical method of ascertaining the wishes of 
the people of such areas on the issue whether their Constitution is to be framed :- 

in the existing Constituent Assembly; or 
in a new and separate Corlstituent Assembly consisting of the represenb- 

tives of those areas which decide not to participate in the existing 
Constituent Assembly. 

3'54 
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~ l l e ~ l  this has been done, it will be possible to determine the aurhoriry or 
authorities to whom power should be transferred. 

BENGAL AND TIE PUNJAB 
J.  The Provincial Lc islative Assemblies of Ben d and the Punjab ( e x d u h g  

the European members f will, therefore. each be as f ed to meet in cwo pam, one 
representing the other the r a t  of the Province. 
For the purpose of the 1941 census figure 
will be taken as majority districts in these two 
Provi~lces are set out in the Appendix to this Announcement. 

6 .  The members of the two a m  of each Le islative Assembly sitting separate1 P will bc empowered to vote w lcther or not t f a Province should be 
If a simple majority of either art decides in favour of partition, division will 
take place and arrangenlents wi I' 1 be made accordingly. 

7. Bcfore the question as to the partition is decided, it is desirable that the 
representatives of each art should know in advance which Constituent Assembly 
the Province as a who P e would 'oin in the event of the two parts subsquently 
dcciding to remain united. Tierefore. if any member of either hgirlative 
Assembly so demands, there shall be held a meeting of all members of the 
Legislative Assembly (other than Europeans) at which a decision will be taken on 
the issue as to which Constituent Assembly the Province as a whole would join 
if it were decided by the two parts to remain united. 

8. In the event of artition being decided upon, each part of the Legislative 
Asscmbly will, on be P lalf of the areas they represent, decide which of the alter- 
natives in aragraph 4 above to ado t. 

9. For t 1 e immediate purpose of 1 eciding on the issue of partition, the members 
of the Legislative Assemblies of Bengal and the Punjab will sit in two parts 
according to Muslim majority districts (as laid down in the Appendix) and non- 
Muslim majority districts. This is only a preliminary step of a urely temporary 
nature as it is evident that for the purposes of a final partition o P these Provinces a 
detailed investigation of boundary questions will be needed; and, as soon as a 
decision involvin has been taken for either Province, a Boundary 
Commission will the Governor-General, the membership and terms 
of reference of settled in consultation with those concerned. It 
will be instructed to demarcate the boundaries of the two parts of the Pun ab on a' the basis of ascertaining the contiguous majority areas of ~ u s l i m s  an non- 
Muslims. It will also be instructed to take into account other factors. Similar 
instructions will be given to the Bengal Boundary Commission. Until the 
report of a Boundaly Commission has been put into effect, the provisional 
boundaries indicated in the Appendix will be used. 

SIND 

10. The Legislative Assembly of Sind (excluding the European members) will 
at a special meeting also take its own decision on the alternatives in paragraph 4 
above. 

NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE 

11. The position of the North-West Frontier Province is exceptional. Two 
of the three representatives of this Province are already participating in the 
existing Constit~lent Assembly. But it is clear, in view of its eographid 
situation, and other considerations, that if the whole or an part o the Punjab 

d b  
B 

dccides not to join the existing Constituent Assembly, it w e necessary to give 
the North-West Frontier Province an opportunity to reconsider in position. 
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Accordingly, in such an event, a referendum will be made to the electors of the 
present Lc islative Assembly in the North-West Frontier Province to choore 
which of P e alternatives mentioned in paragraph 4 above they wish to adopt. 
The referendum will be held u - l e r  the aegis of the Governor-General and in 
consultation with the Provincial Government. 

BIUTISH BALUCHISTAN 
12. British Baluchistan has elected a member, but he has not taken his seat in 

the existing Constituent Assembly. In view of its geographical situation, this 
Province will also be given an opportunity to reconsider its position and to choose 
which of the alternatives in paragraph 4 above to adopt. His Excellency the 
Governor-General is examining how this can most appropriately be done. 

ASSAM 
13. Though Assam is predominantly a non-Muslim Province, the district of 

Sylhet which is contiguous to Ben a1 is predominantly Muslim. There has B been a demand that, in the event o the partition of Bengal, Sylhet should be 
amalgamated with the Muslim part of Bengal. Accordin ly, if it is decided P that Bengal shoiild be partitioned, a referendum will be he d in Sylhet district 
under the aegis of the Governor-General and in consultation with the Assam 
Provincial Govcrnrnent to decide whether the district of Sylhet should continue 
to form part of the Assam Province or should be amalgamated with the new 
Province of Eastern Bengal, if that Province a rees. If the referendum results 
in favour of amalgamation with Eastern Beng$ a Boundary Commission with 
terms of reference similar to those for the Punjab and Ben a1 will be set up to 
demarcate the Muslim majority areas of Sylhet district anf contiguous Muslim 
majority areas of adjoining districts, which will then be transferred to Eastern 
Bengal. The rest of the Assam Province will in any case continuc to participate 
in the proceedings of the existing Constituent Assembly. 

REPRESENTATION IN CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLIES 
14. If it is decided that Bengd and the Pun'ab should be partitioned, it will be 

necessary to hold fresh elections to choose their representatives on the scale of 
one for every rzillion of opulation according to the principle contained in the 
Cabinet Mission's Plan o f May 16th, 1946. Similar elections will also have to 
be held for Sylhet in the event of it being decided that this district should form 
part of East Bengal. The number of representatives to which each area would be 
entitled is as follows :- 

Province. General. Muslims. Sikhs. Total. 
Sylhet District . I 2 Nil 3 
West Bengal . 1 S 4 Nil I9 
East Bengal . 12 29 Nil 41 
West Punjab . 3 12 2 17 
East Punjab . 6 4 2 IZ 

IS. In accordance with the mandates given to them, the re resentatives of the 
various areas will either join the existing Constituent Assemb y or form the new 
Constituent Assembly. 

Y 
ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS 

16. Negotiations will have to be initiated as soon as possible on the administra- 
tive consequences of any partition that may have been decided upon :- 
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(a) Between the representatives of the respective successor authorities about 
all subjects now dealt with by the Central Government, including 
Defence, Finance and Communications. 

(h) Between different successor authorities and His Majesty's Government 
for treaties in regard to matters arising out of the transfer of power. 

(c) In the case of Provinces that may be artitioned, as to the administration 
of all rovincial subjects such as t e division of assets and liabhties, P R 
the po ice and other services, the High Courts, provincial institutions, 
etc. 

17. Agreements wiih tribes of the North-West Frontier of India will have to 
be negotiated by the appropriate successor authority. 

18. His Majesty's Government wish to make it clear that the decisions announced 
above relate only to British India and that their policy towards Indian States 
contained in the Cabinet Mission Memorandum of 12th May 1946 remains 
unchanged. 

19. In order that the successor authorities may have time to prepare themselves 
to take aver power, it is important that aU the aboveprocesses should be completed 
as quickly as possible. To avoid delay, the different Provinces or parts of 
Provinces will proceed independently as far as practicable withm the conditions 
of this Plan. The existing Constituent Assembly and the new Constituent 
Assembly (if formed) will proceed to frame Constitutions for their respective 
territories : they will of course be free to frame their own rules. 

20. The major political parties have repeatedly emphasized their desire that 
there should be the earliest possible transfer of power in India. With ths  desire 
His Majesty's Government are in f d  sympathy, and they are willing to anticipate 
the date of June, 1948, for the handing over of power by the setting up of an 
independent Indian Government or Govenunents at an even earlier date. 
Accordingly, as the most expeditious, and indeed the only practicable way of 
meeting this desire, His Ma'esty's Government propose to introduce legislation 
during the current session t' or the transfer of power this year on a Dominion 
Status basis to one or two successor authorities according to the decisions taken 
as a result of this announcement. This will be without prejudice to the right of 
the Indian Constituent Assemblies to decide in due course whether or not the 
part of India in respect of which they have authority will remain withm the 
British Commonwealth. 

21. His Excellency the Governor-General will from time to time make such 
further announcements as may be necessary in regard to procedure or my other 
matters for carrying out the above arrangements. 
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The Muslim majority districts of Punjab and Bengal accordilig to 1941 census. 

I .  THFI PUNJAB : 
Lahore Division.-Gujranwala, Gurdaspur, Lahore, Sheikhu ura, Sialkot. 

R S ahpur. 
P h w a l  indi Division.-Attock, Gujrat, Jhelum, Mianwai, Rawalpindi, 

Multan Divirion.-Dera Ghazi Khan, Jhang, Lyaflpur, Montgomery, Multan, 
Muzaffargarh. 

2. BBNGAL : 

Chitfagong Division.-Chittagong, NoakhS, Tippera. 
Dacca Division.-Bakcrganj, Dacca, Faridpur, M ymensingh 
Presidency Division.-Jessore, Murshidabad. Nadia. 
Rajshahi Division.-Bogra, Dinajpur, Malda, Pabna. Rajshahi, Rangpur. 

THE VICEROY'S HOUSE, 
NEW DELHI. 

3rd June 1947. 
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from Kashmir, 179; reports on 
Karachi visit after interviews with 
Jinnah, 190 ; on Junagadh situation, 
192; 202; at Karachi, 216; firmness 
on behalf of British officers, 206; 
Cam bell-Johnson's second visit to 
Lon c r  on with, 209; interview with 
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John Beavan (Manchester Guardian), 
220-1; returns home finally, 248; 
valuable help in partitioning of Army, 
249; drafts Kashmir peace formula, 
250-1 ; 23, 35, 58, 66, 72, 86, 89, 92, 
102, 108, 127, 153, 181, 191, 193, 200, 
205, 2 ~ 0 ,  236, 258, 260 

Ittehad-ul-Muslimeen, 173, 198, 227, 
2311 232, 245,289, 312, 313, 360 

Jaipur, Maharaja of, 48, 253 
Jenluns, Sir Evan, on the Sikhs and 

partition, 45; on evacuation of 
Europeans, and implications of Punjab 
Partition (at Governors' conference), 
64-5 ; on danger of civil war, 73; 
on rioting at Kahuta, 79 ; situation in 
Lahore and Amritsar, 126; requests 
Army, Air and Police reinforcements, 
I 5 I ; policy re arrest of Sikh leaders 
and publication of Radcliffe award, 
309 

Jinnah, Miss Fatima, 34, I 50, I 54, I 56 
Jinnah, Mohammed Ali (Quaid-e- 

Azam) Dawn his mouthpiece, 23 ; at 
Round Table Conference, 32; letter 
from Mountbatten, 41 ;. Nehru's 
estimate of, 44; " My God, he was 
cold ", 56 ; " conditions of discussion " 
with Mountbatten, 57; " a rose be- 
tween two thorns ", 58; Campbell- 
Johnson meets, 59; objections to 
Cabinet Mission Plan, 60; " Peace 
Appeal ", 61 ; authority over civil 
disobedience campaign in North-West 
Frontier Province, 80 ; interview with 
Mountbatten and talks with Gandhi 
on partition of India, 84-5; reaction 
to concept of demitting Power to 
Interim Government on Dominion 
Status basis, 93 ; demands Corridor 
East and West Pakistan, 94-6 ; message 
from Churchill, 97 ; reserved attitude 
at Leaders' meetin of 2nd June, IOO ; 
dramatic rnidnig f~ t meeting with 
Mountbatten, 102-3 ; criticism of 
Gandhi's role, 104; on Pakistan 
citizenship, 105; All India Radio 
broadcast 3rd June, 107 ; wants 
three Governors-General, I I 5 ; on 
Bengal, I 19 ; as Governor-General 
of Pakistan, 127-30 ; Governorshi B of East Bengal, 143 ; commen s 
Mountbatten's contribution to creation 
of Pakistan, 154 f agrees to Liaquat's 
visit to New Delhi, 167; broadcast 
following Boundary Award, 178 ; 
sees Ismay, his wrath against Congress, 
190; strategy over Junagadh, 193; 
appeal to Commonwealth, 203 ; atti- 

tude to British officers, 205; Ismay's 
visit, 216; cancels order to move 
troops into Kashmir, 226; meets 
Mountbatten at Lahore, 229 ; assum 
tion that India sought to destroy & 
nation of his making; personal re- 
gard for Mountbatten, 230; major 
objectives of his policy, 242; spear- 
head of anti-Mountbatten campaign, 
255; disturbed by implications of 
Kashmir, 283 ; his warning as to need 
of acce table political solution, 354; 
his aut 1 ority derived from remote 
control, 361 ; 24, 52, 62, 65, 66, 67, 
68, 70, 71, 75, 86, 92, 98, 99, 101-2, 
106, 112, 116, 117, 118, 121, 123, 131- 
2, 140, 148-9, 155-6 176, 194, 204, 
221, 225-7, 236, 240, 24.4, 246, 252, 
258-9, 281, 289, 292 

Jirga at Jamrud, 77; at Government 
House, Peshawar, 79 

Joint Defence Council, 137, 148, 172, 
176, 214, 226, 228, 234, 236, 249, 251, 
307, 355 

Joint Services Staff College, 21 
Jones, George, 11 I 
Joyce, A. H., 34, 95, 110, 112 
Junagadh, accession issue, 191, 193, 209, 

210, 228, 237, 241, 243, 291, 292, 358 

Kak, Pandit, Prime Minister of Kash- 
mir, ur ed by Mountbatten not to t make eclaration of independence, 
120, 289 

Kania, Dr., 158 
Kapurthala, Maharaja of, 211, 312, 

321 
Karda, Mr., 206 
Kartar Singh, Giani, Sikh insistence on 

Partition, 45 ; authority passing &om, 
204; I74 

Kashmir, Maharaja of, 48, I 17, 120, 121, 
177, 223, 224, 225, 240, 243, 290, 
291, 292, 316, 317 

Kashmir, unstable position in, 177; 
Government's intention to sign Stand- 
still Agreement, 223. Maharaja's in- 
decision, 223, 3 17 ; tribal invasion 
and accession of: Lndian troops fly in, 
223-5 ; Jinnah's troops movement 
order cancelled, 226 ; Mountbatten 
proposes U.N.O. plebiscite, 230 ; 23 3 ; 
In&an Army's Press problems, 235; 
military situation in, 240; Moslem 
population stirred, 24.4; review of 
(to mid-December) developments in, 
250 ; Press comment on, 3 18 ; prob- 
lem posed by delayed accession, 3 58 ; 
strategic importance of, 359 

Kaul, Colonel, 262-3 



Kaur, Rajkumari Amrit, 1454 ;  tour 
of refugee camps, hospitals and 
medical units with Lady Mountbatten, 
I75 ; 213 

Kent, Duchess of, 35 
Khaksam, I I 5-16 
Khan, Abdul Ghaffar, " the Frontier 

Gandhi ", 65 
Khan, Abdul Latif, 78 
Khan, Brigadier Sir Hissamuddin, 77 
Khan Sahib, Dr., o posed to North- P West Frontier eeaion, 65, 67; 

demonstration at Peshawar, 74 ; the 
Pathan nation, 76; threatens boycott 
of referendum, I 19 

Khan, Captain Yaqub, 236 
Kher, B. G., 171 
Killearn, Lord, 143 
Kimche, Jon, 23 
Kripalani, Acharya, J. B., 61, 92, 102, 

103, 119 
Krishna Sri, 254, 3 19 
Krishnamachari, Sir V. T., his initiative 

on behalf of Rajputana Princes, 47;  
105 

Kunzru, Pandit, 200, 205, 206 
Kurshid, Ahmen Khan, 148 
Kurshid, Mr., 123 
Kutch, State of, j21 

Laithwaite, Sir Gilbert, I 86 
Lascelles, Captain J. F., 36 
Layton, Lady, 34 
Layton, Lord, 133 
Legislative Assembly, 53, 333, 339, 362 
Liaquat Ali Khan, his Budget, 43; 

queries Mountbatten's Swearing-in 
speech, 45 ; attends I.N.A. conference 
with Mountbatten, 52-3 ; 62 ; on 
Wavell, 69; at Leaders' meeting 
(3rd June) criticises Gandhi, queries 
voting procedure of Partition Com- 
mittee, 104 ; friendship with Trevidi, 
125 ; demands arrest of Tara Sirlgh 
and Sikh ldders, 149 ; requests Nehru 
to attend Convoy meeting at Lahore, 
I 8 8 ; off-the-record Press Conference 
with Nehru and Mountbatten, 196-7; 
refers to train attacks, 201; at Joint 
Defence Council, Delhi, 214; Juna- 
gadh discussed, 21 5 ; indisposition, 
226; suggests V. P. visits Karachi 
to discuss Junagadh plebiscite, 228; 
" immoral and illegal ownership " of 
Kashmir, 234; absence from Joint 
Defence Council, 236; attacks Sheikh 
Abdullah, 250; his readiness to make 
concessions over Kashmir, 251 ; in 
Delhi ; Nehru hands in letter of com- 
plaint on Kashmir prior to U.N.O. 

appeal, 255 ; suggested meeting with 
Attlee, 257 ; Kashmir counter-corn- 
plaints, raises all pending differences, 
2 59 ; leader of middle-of-the-road 
Government, 361; 167, 191, 195, 
209, 211, 229, 244, 245, 246, 249, 307, 
3 50  

Linlithgow, Marchioness of, 69 
Lippmam, Walter, I 14 
Listowel, Earl of, House of Lords debate, 

25 ; an austerity dinner, I 86 
Lloyd George, Rt. Hon. David (Earl), 147 
Lockhart, Lt.-General Sir Rob, takes 

Cacoe's place as Governor, North- 
West Frontier Province durin re- 
ferendum, 119; as C.-in-C. In bi a on 

Delhi disturbances,  go ; 
Pakistan ul rmy on the alert, 21 I ; 
reports to Defence Committee tribes- 
men nearing Srinagar, 224 

Loh, Dr., 170 
Lowis, R. H. D., 77 

Mackenzie, Com ton, 63 
Macmillan, Haro f d, 132-3 
MacNeice, Louis, I 19 
Maffey, Sir John, 65 
Mahasabha, 116, 277, 361 
hlalik, Colonel, 154, 195 
Mangrol, Sheikh of, 210 
Manki Sharif, Pir of, 77, 80 
Mansergh, Nicholas, 3 10 
Martin, Kingsley, 273, 280, 283, 292 
Mashriqi, Inayatullah, I 16 
Mason, Walt, 58, 116 
Matthai, Dr., 46, 67, 171, 180, 202 
Mehta, Mr., 284 
Mellor, Atldrew, 225, 262 
Menon, V. K. Krishna, High Com- 

missioner for India in United Kingdom 
(from August, 1947). Indian desire for 
common citizenship, not Dominion 
Status, 50; talk with Ismay about 
Gandhi's proposals, 57; origins of 
Moslem League, 60 ; responsibility 
for Indian Sovereign Republic for- 
mula, 66; attitude to Dominion 
Status Concept, 87-8 ; 130 

Menon, V. P. (V. P.), advises that Pate1 
favourable to Dominion Status idea, 
81 ; Cabinet Mission Plan, 85 ; drafts 
heads of agreement, 92; in London 
with Mountbatten, 95 ; Secretary 
designate to Ministry of States, 140; 
Mountbatten's tribute to, 142; mis- 
understanding avoided, 144 ; reports 
Delli situation improving, 186; as- 
surances to H derabad delegation, 198 ; 
visits Junaga dh , 210; flies to SMagar, 
returns with disturbing report to 



Defence Committee and with Ma- 
haraja's accession letter, 224; pro- 

osed visit to Hyderabad turned down gy N h m ,  23 I ; favourable to invo- 
cation of U.N.O., 252; Eastern 
States merger, 253; on letter to 
Nehru, 256 ; 282 ; at St& Meeting, 
289 ; his esteem for Z h ,  341 ; Heads 
of Agreement for presentation to 
Nizam as third alternative to accession, 
343; 86, 88, 93, 108, 139, 141, 178, 
191-4, 2367, 250, 254, 260, 276, 
315-17, 321-5, 339, 340, 344-5, 348 

Messervy, Lt.-Gen. Sir Frank, 226 
Miiville, Sir Eric, Principal Secretary 

to Viceroy, 20, 43 ; concerned about 
apparent leakage of Partition inten- 
tions, 73 ; raises question whether 
Statute of Westminster tequires 
Commonwealth consultation before 
inclusion or rejection of whole or 
parts of India, 8 I ; 8 6 7  ; 96 ; depart- 
ure, 152 ; 351 45, 72, 88, 89, 91, 108, 
123, I53 

Milford-Haven, Dowager Marchioness 
of, I34 

Miraben (Miss Slade), 208 
Mitter, Sir B. L., 105 
Moin, Nawaz Jung, chairman of new 

Hyderabad delegation, 23 I, 233 ; 
Minister of External Affairs and 
Finance, 289 ; meets Mountbatten, 
293 

Monckton, Sir Walter, Constitutional 
Adviser to Nizam of Hyderabad, 
resigns af'ter Ittehad attack, Nizam 
telegram to Mountbatten to help 
persuade him to stay on, 173 ; Nizam s 
confidence in, 183 ; Ittehad's in- 
tri ues and fears, 198 ; persistence and 
w8-powcr in preventing breakdown 
ofnegotiations, 23 I ; 

hold-up of 
signation, 23 1-3 ; arrival in Hyderabad 
opportunity for general settlement 
with India, 288 ; at Staff Meeting, 
289; Press statement controversy, 294 ; 
leaves for London, 295; but returns 
to Hyderabad, 3 I 3 ; supports four- 
point formula, 3 I 5-16 ; Mountbatten's 
delight at decision to come again to 
India, 344; b r i ehg  meeting with 
Campbell-Johnson Santa Cruz air- 
field, 346; part in the final phase of 
negotiations, 347-50 ; " magnificent 
negotiating skiil ", 120, 188, 202,318, 
323, 345, 359 

Montgomery, Field-Marshal Viscount, 
117, 122, 123 

Moorehead, Alan, 235 
Moris011, Ian, 202 
Morris, Hopkin, 133 
Moslem League, political trends afficting 

the, 17 ; Dawn, mouthpiece of, 23 ; 
32 ; 33 ; 43 ; Sikh resistance to League 
Manifesto, 46; more closely inte- 
grated than Congress, 48 ; origins of, 
60 ; North-West Frontier Province 
Lea ue Leaders in gaol, 65 ; rehtions 
wit! Moslems of Middle East, 68; 
High Command, geaeral control by, 
75 ; 92 ; 101 ; Congress suspicion of 
tactics of, 102; 109; Khaksms at 
Council meeting, I I ; substantial 
acceptance of Plan, I 16 ; 245; " Direct 
Action ", 354 

Moslem Refugees Committee, 193 
Mosley, Gordon, I 18 
Mountbatten of Burma, Countess, at 

Chester Street, 34 ; 3 5 ; at New Delhr, 
39; 41; Swearing-in Ceremony, qz;  
at Nehru's house, 49 ; meets Gandhi, 
5 I ; Gandhi proposes meeting with 
Mrs. Asaf Ali, 54 ; Jinnahs dine, 57 ; 
" Rose between two thorns ", 58; 
meets Mrs. Asaf Ali, 61; servants 
discover her moving furniture, 69; 
Viceregal Party, Peshawar, 74 ; attends 
Moslem League demonstration, 74; 
fkst visit to the Khyber, 78; at 
Kahuta, 79; tour of riot areas, 80; 
Sirnla, 82-3 ; returns to Mooltan, 
93 ; at D&, I 58-61 ; tours Bombay 
slums, 169-70 ; broadcasts, I 7 I ; visits 
hospital and refugee camps, 176; 
Uruted Council for Relief and Wel- 
fare, proceedings of, 182, 209; Mrs. 
Naidu, letter from, 195 ; Nehru's 
reference to, 350; 68, 87, 88, 91, 94, 
117, 143, 150, ~ 6 2 ,  180, 183, 186, 194, 
196, 221, 229, 234, 235, 237, 253, 254, 
260 (decorated), 262, 264, 268, 270, 
272, 274, 277, 278, 284, 2981 3011 3031 
304-4, 309, 310, 3128 317, 341, 34.4, 
347, 352,356 

hlountbatten. Lady Pamela, 34; flies to . - . -  
India, 3 5 ;- at 'Nehru's house, 49 ; 
eighteenth birthday, 67; at Peshawar, 
74 ; at Princes Park ceremony, 160 ; 
170; medical and welfare work, 179, 
351 

Mountbatten of Burma, Rear-Admiral 
the Earl, Supreme Allied Commander 
South-East Asia, xiii ; Viceroy, xiii; 
staff methods of, xiv, 49, 179, 189; 
Transfer of Power, xii, xiv, 18, 22, 
32, 75, 98, 100, 138, 189; Partition, 
xiv, 85, 95, 102, 114, 119, 138; corn- 
mand despatches, 17, 38 ; invitation 
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to succeed Lord Wavell as Viceroy, 
17 ; Naval career, 17, 19 ; agreement 
with Wavell's policy, 18 ; reply to 
Prime Minister's offer, 19 ; acceptance 
of Viccroyalty, 19 ; additional Vice- 
regal Staff, 20; Combined 0 era- 
tions, South-East Asia command: 21, 
43 ; Public Relations, 21 ; Chester 
Street, 17, 21, 34; Viceroy's House, 
21, 38, 41, 49; a wide mandate and 
time limit, 22; Princely States, the, 
22, 47, 48; Constituent Assembly, 
22, 43, 48.; temporary offices, 23; 
Press reactions to appointment, 23; 
debate on a ointment, House of 
Lords, 25; dg e ate, House of Com- 
mons, 26-9; previous visits to 
India, 29-30; first meeting with 
Nehru, 30 ; Governor-General's In- 
strument of Instructions, major points 
of, 31 ; Indian Civil and Mlitary 
Services, compensation of, 33, 43 ; 
Indian Sterling, Balances, 33 ; Royal 
Automobile Club, party at, 35 

Flight to In&a, 35; arrival at Delhi, 
38 ; arrival at Viceroy's house, 39 ; 
letters to Gandlu and Jinnah, 41; 
Swearing-in Ceremony, 41-2 ; ab- 
sence of Nawab of Bhopal and 
Maharaja of Bikaner, 43-4; meets 
Nehru and Liaquat on Budget, 43; 
Staff Meetings, 43, 45, 46, 51, 71, 
102, 115, 116; meets Patel, 46; 
Asian Relations Conference garden 

arty, 49; Indian National Army, 
kpidation of, 52; strives to keep 
Cabinet Mission Plan alive, 55, 56, 
60, 70 ; Di lomacy of discussion, 56, 
58 ; Arme d Forces, alleged inadequate 
representation of Moslems in, 58; 
proposes truce in communal dis- 
turbances, 59 ; British Residents, 
dinner to, 60 ; Gandhl-Jinnah " Peace 
Appeal ", 61 ; Sirnla house-part 
his Plan, broad principles o r  2:; 
Governors' conference, 64-6 ; Sikh 
Leaders, his interview with, 66; 
Liaquat on Wavell, 69; considers 
Dominion Status formula, 70 ; session 
with Jinnah, 70 ; The Plari, first draft 
considered ; Partition not a foregone 
conclusion ; Hindu majority's voting 
pow; ; ilebiscite for Calcutta, 71 ; 
Isma an Abell take draft of Plan to 
Lon on, 72 

Visits North-West Frontier Pro- 
vince, 74; Moslem League demon- 
stration, 74 ; interviews local Leaders 
and residents, 75-7 ; hears plea for re- 
turn of the Khyber fiom tribal Jirga, 

78 ; attitude of tribesmen, 79 ; arrival 
at Rawalpindi, visits Kahuta, inspects 
riot-torn area, 79 ; favours concept 
that only British Inda as a whole re- 
mains in Commonwealth, 81 ; visits 
Sirnla, 82-3 ; Press attack upon, 84; 
asks V.P. to prepare alternative 
Demission Plan, 86 ; Dominion Status, 
Nehru's and Krishna Menon's re- 
actions, 87 ; Nehru's rejection of Draft 
Plan revised by London, postpone- 
ment of meeting with the five Leaders 
and Indian States Representatives, 88 ; 
second revis'ed draft Plan prepared by 
Staff to be presented to Nehru and 
Jinnah ; fails to obtain signatures of 
Jinnah and Liaquat to V. P.'s Heads of 
Agreement, 93; departure for Lon- 
don, 94; good progress with British 
Cabinet, 95 

Back in Delhi, 97; meetin with 
Leaders (2nd June), 9g-100; Bstinc- 
tion between agreement and accept- 
ance, 100; meeting with Gandhi (Day 
of Silence), IOI ; Partition, adminis- 
trative consequences of, 102, 104, I 12, 
121 ; Jinnah's midnight meeting, 103 ; 
second meeting with Leaders, 104; 
meets States' negotiatin Committee, 7 105 ; broadcasts over A1 India Radio, 
106 ; Press conference, 108 ; assump- 
tions regarding Jinnah and Governors- 
General, 115 ; visits Kashmir, 120; 
Field-Marshal Montgomery, dinner, 
122; fort -seventh birthday, 123 ; 
Sylhet re ? erendum, I ; Armed 
Forces, division of, 125 ; as Governor- 
General of Dominion of India, 128; 
urged to accept Congress invitation 
(Campbell-Johnson's note), 128-30 ; 
calls on members of Interim Govern- 
ment to resign, 130; reconstruction 
as two Provisional Administrations, 
138 ; sponsors Instrument of Ac- 
cession, 139, 147 ; address to Princes, 
140-2; Princes, reception of, 144; 
leaves for Calcutta, 145 ; alleged 
implication of Sikh leaders in sabotage 
plans, action in regard to arrests of, 
149; broadcast celebration of V.J. 
day, 151 ; leaves for Karachi ; last 
duty as Viceroy, 154; speech on 
creation of Pakistan, 155 ; last tele- 
grams as Viceroy, I 56 ; Constituent 
Assembly's invitation to become first 
Governor-General, I 57 

Created Earl, I 58 ; inauguration as 
Governor-General, I 58 ; address to 
Constituent Assembly-crowd scenes, 
159; gifts to children, 160; at War 



Memorial, Princes Park, 160; State 
Ban uet, Government House, 161; 'i' han s over Radcliffe Award to the 
Leaders, 167 ; Bonibay visit-farewell 

171 ; on future 
Force, I72 ; 
resignation of Monckton, 173; at 
Joint Defence Council meeting, Lahore, 
176 ; ur ed to return inimediately 
from ~i A a  to Delhi, I 77 ; Emergency 
Cornnittee, 178, 180, 184, 206; 
belief in " sovereignty of discussion ", 
war and map -room ~ c e d u r e ,  I 79 ; 
his estimate of Gan s success by 
moral suasion in Calcutta, 181 ; re- 
ports worsening of situation at Delhi, 
discusses right of Sikhs to carry 
weapons, I 8 I ; ban on wea ons, Body 
Guard placed at disposa f of Delhi 
Garrison Commander, I 82 ; Map 
Room in action, 182; reinforcement 
of Body Guard, 184; Governor- 
General's Conference Secretariat, I 89; 
Purana Qila situation, 190; analysis of 
general situation following Ismay's 
Karachi visit, 191 ; considers position 
of Junagadh, 192, 194, 209, 21 I, 237; 
s onsors off-the-record Press Con- 
Lrence with Nehru and Liaquat, 196 

Receives Hyderabad delegation, 
198, 231-2; Dakota tour of refugee 
migrations East and West Punjab, 
200-1; writes Nehru on military 
preparations, 210; secures reopening 
of Balloki Bridge, 215 ; on Kashmir 
crisis, 223-5, 250, 252, 256, 259, 
262, 272, 287; consults with Nehru 
on Lahore visit, 226-7; inter- 
view with Gandhi, 227; attitude to 
Indian control of Mangrol and 
Babariawad, 228; talks with Jinnah 
at Lahore, 229-30; leaves to attend 
wedding of Princess Elizabeth, 237; 
Kashmir question referred to U.N.O., 
251,259,272,286,287,308,318, 350; 
tour of Bombay and Jaipur, 253; 
draft letter to Nehru, 2567 ;  timing 
of his departure, 257; suggests that 
Mr. Attlee Aies to India to meet the 
two Prime Ministers, 257-9; leaves 
for Gwalior, 258 ; celebrates Burmese 
independence, 261 ; rumours of invita- 
tion to prolong his term as Governor- 
General, 262; prepares case for a 
system of Honours, 263 ; addresses 
minor Princes, 264; views on India's 
refusal to pay Pakistan from cash 
balmces, 265, 271 ; Gandhi's fast, re- 

cognises impossibility of challenging 
his conscience, 265 ; Bikaner, visit to, 
266-9 ; assassination of Gandhi, pro- 
ceeds to Birla House, action and 
impressions, 274-7 ; attends cremation 
of Gandhi, 278-9; meets Governors 
of new India, 280 

Celebrates Ceylon's independence, 
285; explores Hyderabad's loan of 
twenty crores of rupees to Pakistan, 
289; lunch with Bengal Press Ad- 
visory Committee, 298 ; at Ran oon, 
300; hands over King Thee % awns 
throne, 301 ; tribute to Mountbatten 
by C. Rajago alachari, 304; memo- 
randum on S & problem in reply to 
Zafftullah Khan's U.N.O. charge, 308 ; 
on relations with Commonwealth, 
3 10; Hyderabad, crisis in, and negotia- 
tion~, 312-16, 320, 323, 324, 348, 349, 
3 50 ; points calling for Nizam's agree- 
ment, 3 I 5, 3 18 ; corn iles family tree, 
323; arrival at Nort E olt, 347; with 
Mr. Attlee considers Hyderabad situa- 
tion, 347; withdraws officially from 
Hyderabad negotiations, 3 50 ; last 
day in India, 350-1 

Munshi, K. M., 162, 276; ap ointed 
Agent-General h Hyderabad: 288; 
his nationalism, 294 ; Campbell- 
Johnson dines with on Hyderabad 
visit, thinks Nizam political master of 
situation, 330; 332, 333, 340 

Mudaliar, Sir Ramaswarni, 10s 
Mudie, Sir Francis, 149, 152, 21 I 212 

308-9 

Naidu, Mrs. Sarojitli, 145, 194-5, 284 
Namagiri, Srimati, 238 
Narain, Jai Prakash, 135, 265 ; Press 

conference, Socialist policy, 283 ; 286, 
361 

Nayar, Colonel Unni, 186, 188, 195, 
23 s 

Nawanagar, Maharaja Jam Sahib of, 105, 
140, 204, 321 

Nazimuddin, Khwaja, 67 
Nehru, Jawaharlal, aq ; meets 

Mountbatten in Malaya, 30; at 
Swearing-in Ceremony, 42 ; inter- 
view with Mountbatten, 43; on 
Wavell and Moslem Leapue, his 
estimate of Jinnah, u -5 ;  hls house- 
hold, I 60; conference on 
I.N.A., 52; upholds Auchinleck in 
Legislative Assembly, 53 ; visits " The 
Retreat ", Mashobra, 87; attracted 
by Dominion Status, 88 ; turns down 
draft Plan as amended by London, 89 ; 
United Press of Amerlca, interview 
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attacking Jinnah's Corridor demand, 
96; at Leaders' meeting (2nd June) 
on balance accepts Plan on behalf of 
Coneress, 100; accepts Partition in a 
movlng All India Radio broadcast, 
106-7; reacts unfavourably to paper 
on " Administrative Consequences of 
Partition ", I I I ; resents Moslem 
League interference in Interim 
Government, I 14; verge of resigna- 
tion, I 30 ; contrasted with Patel, I 50 

Conveys request of Constituent 
Assembly that Mountbattcn becomes 
first Governor-General, I 57 ; tribute 
to Mountbatten, 161; at the Red 
Fort, Old Delhi ; receives Radcliffe 
Award from Mountbatten, 167; with 
Liaquat appeals for peace, 170; 
Emergency Committee meeting, I 80, 
I 86 ; Diplomatic Corps, address to, 
I 87 ; Press Conference, I 89 ; talk 
with Mountbatten on Junagadh, 194; 
at off-the-record Press Conference 
with Liaquat holds that main prob- 
lems are economic, 1967  ; witnesses 
refugee migrations on Dakota flight, 
200; deals with Sheikhupura 
massacre allegations, 206 ; invited to 
Lahore by Jinnah, but taken ill and 
refuses, 226 ; requests withdrawal 
of Junagadh troops, 228 ; on Kashmir, 
244; on foreign policy, 246; with- 
out fdse pride, 250; Mountbatten's 
letter and reply, 256-7; what 
invasion would mean, 259 ; " the 
voice of Krishna ", 271 ; precautions, 
275 ; speech on Gandhi's death, 278 ; 
plot for assassination of, 282 ; Ceylon, 
speech on independence of, 285; 
meets Liaquat, 307; refers to Razvi's 
idammatory s eeches, 314; his re- 
action to amen c! ments to Dr. Tsiang's 
U.N.O. Resolution on Kashmir, 3 16 ; 
speech at Bombay, 320; draft letter to 
Nizam, 325 ; Campbell-Johnson, inter- 
view with, 340; art in Hyderabad 
negotiations, the f' ast phase; invites 
Mountbatten to take Chairmanship 
of Emergency Committee, 356; a 
statesman of first rank, 361 ; 49, 56, 
86, 98, 101-2, 112, 116-18, 120, 125, 
138, 158, 160, 171, 177, 188, 193, 201, 

203, 205, 210, 214, 215, 224, 227, 233, 
236, 241, 245, 252, 254, 262, 266, 277, 
284, 290, 294, 299. 306, 315, 317, 323, 
341, 344-5, 349, 350, 351 

Neogy, Mr., 180, 200, 202 
Neville, Robert, 115, 271 
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